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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Uttar Pradesh has a Wide variety of dimate arid soils on which a large number of piants can be

grown, The predominant Wheat-Rice rotation system, is shoWing sickness of soil and

productivity is also not responding to the inputs with the result per unit productivity is not

increasing to the desired level. To maintain health of the soil, diversification is necessitated,
, ,

To increase productivity, sustainability and providing more jobs, horticulture sector is the

, answer, It is going to wi1!'ess a very active spread in the state prQvided proper infrastructure is

developed and stream lining of marketing system is ,provided, There is specific scope of

development in the productivity of Mango and Guava in fruits, and in Potato, Tomato, Peas

and Cauliflower amongst the vegetables if available technologies are adopted, Area expansion

is possible under Litchi, Aonla and Jack fruits, spices and aromatic plants and some
. ",t" ,

vegetables and medicinal plants in the state, '
, ", '.. .

Diversification to horticultUre means change m the prevalent traditional farming' systefu

which will ensure better land use, afford sustained productivity and ensure more income

'realisation per uriit area in per uriit time, Horticultural crops are more suited to the agro

ecological conditions of 0 Uttar Pradesh, Many of these crops particularly vegetables and

,omamenhil crops are well suited to the small and marginal farms since they can use the excess

of family labours to generate more income through more profitable intensive farming system,

which will ultimately improve the nutrition and health of all socio economic groups in the

society, To bring overall improvement'in horticulture sector, post harvest management and

marketing of horticulture produce is the need ofthe'houL

1.2 S~mmary and Highlights of Resource Survey

The survey shows that

I, Very Illeager infrastructure is available for horticulture development in the state,

2.. The present system of data collection is also not satisfactory,

3,' The technologies developed are not percolating to the farmers fields and some of the

technologies needs refinement at farmers fields or factories so that they are

commercially viable

4, State machinery needs work culture, which is practically missing,

5. Besides subsidies and incentives to small farmers, the commercially viable industrialists

or state should playa major role in export of horticultural products so that distress sale

)

;)
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is avoided, which is becoming major constraint. in area expansIOn and increased

production.

6." Cold storages in the state are under-utilized and still we are encouraging to construct

more and more cold storage, which are becoming unprofitable ventures. This also needs

a relook.

7. The supply of planting material should be privatized and corporate sector should be

, encouraged to produce quality plant material on a large scale and liberal assistance

should be provided in infrastructure development in this sector with strict control over

, the quality. Departmental sale of planting. material should be restricted to only those

'.plants or seeds which are produced'at Govt ..farms and nurseries, which are present in

large numbers but there production targets are minimal. If possible privatisation of
i;thes~ department nurseries should also be examined.

8. . The success in increasing, vegetable production is due to the introduction of Fl hybrids

by International companies, which have brought a sea change in the seed sector during

.\~eAS'cade: Similar approach~hould be adopted.in !fuit and ornamental plants.

9. ,pbe~al laws and more incentives are required for food processing industry, because

gluts are seen during peak harvests and scarcity in lean periods.

10, Though on 'paper our .schemes are good but at implementation stage the entrepreneurs

are fa~ing a lot of difficulties and these. should be addressed seriously with time frame

at each level of functionaries so.that desired results are achieved.

I I. There is ample scope of area expansion in Aonla, Potato and flowers and increasing

productivity in some of the selected crops.

12. Training of personeI and monitoring after training IS essential for updating the

knowl~dge. and. skills. The adoption of imported high tech project without testing the

economic viability has produced more failures. Hence local technology for high tech

.production .should be given priority in our research institutes .

.13. The data. collection is unreliable and a sample survey should be conducted by

Horticulture Staff to obtain the real situation.

The progress made during the decade in area and production or'different Horticulture

Commodities is given below and presented in chart - I at page 3

2
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Table no. 1: Progress in area and productivity of different horticulture products (1991-
2001 . . .

~;

Chart 1: Increased Productiou in percentage of Horticulture during the decadeC
. (1990-91 to 2000-01)
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. . Table -l.A: Existing Crop-wise area and production ofImportant Horticulture Crops in 2000-2001
Area in ha .

Production in tons

,

A. Fruits ,

,

,

Mango, Guava Banana Papaya Citrus Peach Plum Litchi Jack Others Total
,

, fruits
Area 252154 17311 1358 319 880 347 42 156 569 42121 315257
Production 3162352 125878 33139 15263 1980 781 126 196 14225 817801 4171761
B. Vel!etab1es I

Potato Onion Tomato Sweet Musk- Others Total
Potato melon

,

Area 394083 24012 3955 22631 25906 194828' 665415
Prodilction 6398203 338208 100654 259773 673556 3279040 11049434
C. Snices and other Crons ,

"

Turmeric. Dry Coriander- Ginger Garlic Fenogreek Fennel Mentha Other Total
Chilies spices

Area 1045 17732 6350 598 9328 303 613 54400 24157 114526
Production 1822 14205 3741 1970 41877 237 608 75000 48669 188123
D. Floriculture ,

Rose Rose Cut Gladiolus Marigold Tilberose ,Jasmine Mehandi Total
(Essential oil) flower

,

Area 2050 240 1200 1200 360 240 180 5470 ha.
, 3670 tons

loose
flower
and 1800
Lakh cut
flowers

~. Detailed crop wise area discussed later in the chapter
However, statistics of several crops 'need to be re verified by the department.

(Source: Department a/Horticulture UP)

4
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Price trend of fruits and vegetables during the decade (1991-2001)

The Annual price increase in fruits and vegetables is around. seven percent in Lucknow'. ,,. " - -

wholesale market but if prices of Peas are excluded which have increased at a rate as high as

22.7 percent annually, the average annual price increase for other vegetables comes to 5.6%

. only. The lowest price increase has been in brinjal, which is only 1.67 percent while Okra

prices have actually come down, what to talk of any increase. If we take the inflation rate into

account the prices of fruits and vegetables have come down during the decade, Which is not

healthy trend from fanner's point of view. The price trends ate presented below in Table no 2.

Qn the other hand the cost of production and input costs have increased much more, with the'

.result that the fanners profit in vegetable growing is going down. If this trend is not checked,

production of fruits and vegetables will not be increased and nation as a whole will be at a

. loss.'

Table no. 2A: Price trends offruits and vegetables1991-2001

Crop .Price in RsJfon. Price iu Rs. fTon . % Iucrease in
1991 . 2001 I Drices

a. Vegetables
"

"
. ' I

Cabbage 1974.00 3526.70 78.66
Potato 2316.40 4653.30 100.88
Cauliflower 1974.00 3526.70 78.66
Pea 2840.00 9314.00 227.96
Brinial 2335.40 2726.60 16.76
o.kra 5187.10 5174:20 (-)0.25
Onion 3499.10 507920 45.16
Tomato SH2,70 8154.20 59.49.. Averal!e 75.48
,b. 'Fruits

,

Mango 5945.00 9396.50 58.06
Banana 2340,90 4300.00 83~69
GraDes 14425.00 19755.00 36.95
,Oi3h"es ' 5300:60 11728.30 121.64
--',

Averal!e 75.08
Fruits 8< Vegetables Averal!e 71.28

5
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I

2.1 Production Enbancement Potential

Th~e is a vast potential for increasing tbe production in practically all fluit crops and for

. increasing both area as well as production of vegetables, spices and medicinal plants in the

state.

I. Special attention needs to be given to Mango, Guava, Potato and flowers in specialized

fruii belt Zones, especially by popularization of latest agro technologies and introduction

of improved varieties / hybrids.

2. There is scope of new opportunities also such as creation of a Litc"i belt in U.P and a belt

for production '.of medicinal phillts like Mentha in Central and Tarai part of the State.

Lime production in Bundelkhand, Flower production in Western Uttar Pradesh al)d

Garlic production in Rohilkhand Division. Besides off-season cultivation of vegetables

have big scope in the State.

3. Assumptions for increase in production of different crops: These are given individually

forthe respective crops:

2.1.1 Area:Expansion

The overall scope for area expansion in the state during the next decade for horticultural crops

is estjmated'to be fro~.1 I to 13 percent of total cropped area, which in our opinion is easily

achievable. and is indicated in Table no. 3 below. There is very limited scope of area

expansion in fruits, which will be 0.8 percent increase over the decade, but in other crops

there is good scope.

Table no. 3: Scope for increase of area of borticulture crops (2001-2011)
Area in Lakh ha.

Crops .Previous Decade Present Status Projected in the next 10 years

1990-91 2000-2001 2005-06 2010-11
.

Fruits 7.16 8.70 9.20 9.28
Veeelables . 8.45 1l:00 11.65 13.00
Potato 3.23 3.94 4.10 4.50
Flowers 0.02 0.0579 0.10 0.50
Medicinal & - 0.900 1.204 1.50
Aromatic Plants
Total 18.86 24.598 26.254 28.78

Annual anticipated area expansion under different sectors is given in table 3A- .

6
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Table 3A: Summary of Scone of Area Expansion in Horticulture in the Comin!! decade (2001-2011)
Crop Present Projection'for the decade'

Position ..

2000-
2001

2002 2003 .2004 2005 . 2006 . t007 2008 2009 2010 2011 Average:%

"
. Increase per

year

Fruits 8.70 8.80 8.90 9,00 9.io . 9.20 9.22 9.23 9.25 9.26 9.28 0.67%
Vegetables 11.00 11.13 11.26 11.39 11.52 11.65 11.92 . 12.19 12.46 12.73 13.00 1.82%

Potato 3.94 3.97 4.00 4,04 4.07 4.1'0 . 4.18 4.26' 4.34 4.42 4.45 1.29%
Flowers 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 . .. 0.18 0.26 0.34 0.42 0.5.0 76.36%
Medicinal & 0.90 0.96 1.02 1.08 1.14 1.20 Ij6 I .. 1.32 1.38 1.44 1.50 • 6~67%
Aromatic Plants .

Final Report: Volume 11 'National Level Techno-Economic Feasibility Study for North Zone' 7



The sector wise area expected in the state in the coming decade based on the trend of previous

year and the scope perceived by the consultant is given!below.

Table no. 4: Sector wise estimated potential fodncrease of area (2001-2011

A. Fruits Area in hectares
Mango Guava c' Aonla Jackfruits

1990-1991 240400 18380 N.A 728
2000-2001 252154 17311 14317 569
2005-2006 253450 - 21000 21312 839 ,

2010-2011 254450 22500 22300 1089

B. Vel'etables Area in hectares
-c-

Peas Potato Cucurbits Cabbage and Tomato Brinjal
includinl' Parwal Cauliflower'

1990'1991 88500 323000 29347 ,18375 5137 N.A
2000-2001. 150400 393983 25906 15500 3760 1950
2005-2006 175400 4Il500 36906 25500 7000 8000 ~.i2010-2011 202900 426500 44406 . " 35500 10500 15000

C. Floriculture Area in hectares
Year Marigold Rose cutflower Gladiolus Tuberose

,

1995-1996 50 100 ;5 5
2000-2001 1200 240 . 1200 360
2005-2006 2400 720 2400 720
2010-2011 4200 1920 4200 1200

D. Medicinal and Aromatic Plants and Spices Area in hectares
Mentha Rose Essential Chillies Coriander Garlic

1995-1996 N.A 300 , 16992 5980 5702
2000-2001 54000 240 17732 6350 9328
2005-2006 59000 360 23732 7550 , 11825
2010"2011 68000 480 31232 9050 14825

,

The area increase in potential crops year wise is given in table 4A.

)
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Table No. 4A: Sector wise estimated potential ror increase or area (2001 to 2011)

Area in hectares
Year 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 Average %

increase per
yearA. Fruits

Mango 252.154 252,414 252,674 252,934 253,194 253,450 253,650 253,850 254,050 254,250 254,450 0.09%
Guava 17,311 18,049 18,787 19,525 20,263 21,000 21,300 21,600 21,900 22,200 22500 3.00%
Aonla 14,317 15,715 17,115 18.575 19,915 21,312 21,500 21,700 21,900 22,100 22300 5.58%
Jackfruit 569 624 679 734 789 839 889 939 989 1,039 1089 9.14%
Others 585,649 593,199 600,749 608.299 615,849 623,399 624,252 625,852 627,452 629,052 630652 0.77%TOTAL 870,000 880 001 890004 900067 910,010 920000 921,591 923941 926291 928641 930991 0.70%

B. Vep'etables
Peas 150,400 155,400 160,400 165,400 170,400 175,400 180.900 186,400 191,900 197,400 202,900 3.49%
Cucurbits 25,900 28,100 30,300 32,500 34,700 36.906 38,406 39,906 41,406 42,906 44406 7.15%
Cabbage & 15,500 17,500 19,500 21,500 23,500 25,500 27,500 29,500 31,500 33,500 35,500
Cauliflower 12.90%
Tomato 3,769 4,414 5,060 5,705 6,350 7,000 7,700 8,400 9,100 9,800 10 500 17.86%
Brinial 1.950 3,160 4,370 5.580 6.790 8,000 9400 10800 12200 13600 15000 66.92%
Others 902,481 904,423 906,365 908,]07 910,249 9\2,194 928,094 943994 959,894 975,794 991,694 0.99%TOTAL 1 100,000 1,112,997 1 125995 1,138992 1 151989 1,165000 I 192000 1 219 000 1246000 1273000 1300000 1.82%

C. Floriculture
Marigold 1.200 1,440 1.680 1.920 2,160 2,400 2,760 3 120 3,480 3,840 4200 25.00%
Rose (eu 240 336 437. 528 624 720 960 1,200 1,440 1,680 1,920

flower) 70.00%
Gladiolus 1,200 1,440 1,680 1,920 2,160 2,400 2,760 3,120 3,480 3840 4200 25.00%
Tubrose 360 440 520 600 680 760 848 936 1024 1 112 1200 23.33%
Others 2,790 2,976 3,156 3,342 3,528 3,720 10,672 . 17,624 24576 31,528 38480 127,92%

TOTAL 5,790 6632 7,46ll 8,310 9,152 10000 18000 26000 34000 42000 50000 76.36%

D. Medicinal & Aromatic Plants & spices
Mentha 54,000 55,000 56,000 57,000 58,000 59,000 60,80b 62,600 64,400 66,200 68,000 2.59%
Rose ess. Oil 240 264 288 312 336 360 384 408 432 456 480 10,00%
Chillies 17,732 18,932 20,132 21,332 22,532 23,732 25,232 26,732 28,232 29,732 31232 7.61%
Coriander 6.350 6,590 6,830 7,070 7,310 7,550 8,150 8,150 8,450 8,750 9,050 4,25%
Garlic 9,328 9,828 10,32ll 10,828 11,328 11825 13,025 13,025 13,625 14,225 14825 5.89%
Others 2,350 5,466 8,582 11,699 14,816 17,933 19629 21,325 23021 24717 26413 102.40%

TOTAL 90000 96080 102,160 108,241 114322 120400 127220 132240 138160 144080 15000 6.67%

Final Report: Volume 1I 'National Level Techno-Economic Feasibility Study for North Zone' 9



2.1.2 ProductiVity

As can be seen from the table"above there is a very lirriited scope :of area expansion because, of

longer gestation period of fluits coming to commercial production and:the difficulty of the small

farmers to sustain themselves during that period. Hence, under fluits, the only alternative

available to increase production is through gains in productivity by adopting suitable' agro

techniques and using better varieties I hybrids which are now available, which can boost the

productivity in the state. The productivity of major fluits i,e, mango and guava is 9 tons and 72

tons per hactare respectively which in our opinion is very low. Similarly in vegetables" Potato

productivity is 21.3 tons, Cabbage 26 tons, Cauliflower 145 tons, Okra 12.3 tons, Onion 14 tons

and Tomato 25 tons per hectare, However, there are examples of progressive growers and

experimental fiildings, which indicate that the yields pOlentials are much higher and can be

achieved if proper and scientific cultivation practices are adopted. The estimated increase in the

productivity that is achievable over the nextdecade for different horticulture comp~nents is given

below provided proper varietiesJagro technique are adopted.

Table no. 5: Projections of Productivity increase (2001-2011)

(Tons I Ha)

Crops Previous Decade Present Status Projected for, next 10 years

1990-1991 2000-2001 2005-2006 2010-2011
Fruits 824 11.00 11.50 12.50
Veltetables 13.37 19.50 21.50 , 25.00
Potato 19,02 21.29 23:00 25.00
Flower N.A 1.43 Lakh' 2.0 Lakh 2.5 Lakh
Medicinal NA 0.90 1.44 225
and.Aromatic
Plants

Year wise of different sectors and selected crops projects are given in table 5A and 5B.

i,

\)

n
u

(C')

\C)

()
\. )

()
!!

If the impact of both area and productivity is combined, there will be an increase in the

production of horticulture commodities to the extent of 52 percent. This is achievable through

only a marginal increase of only 2 percent in area and mainly through higher productivity. The

projections are as give below and also shown in Chart 2.

10
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Chart 2: Anticipated Production of Horticulture crops during the decade (2001-2011)

Table no, 6: Projections in increase in production due to combined effect of area and
productivity in ** (2001-.2011),

(In Lakh tons)
200o-20ot 2005-2006 2010-2011 0/0 increase

Fruits . 95.7 105.8 116.00 21.21
VeJ(etables 183.70 250.48 325.00 76.92
Potato 83.98 94.30 112.50 33.96
Flowers 0.82 2.41 3.75 357.32
Spices & Aromatic Plants 0.90 1.65 3.37 274.44
Total , . 367.55 454.64 560.62 .
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The sector wise anticipated productivity increase in the ..coming decade is as follows:
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Table no. 7: Sector wise DrolectedJncrease in Droductivitv (2001-2011)
A. Fruits Productivity in tons I ha
Years . Maneo Gnava Aonla Jackfruit

Existing New
CroD

1990-1991 7.16 7.43 N.A 25.00
2000-2001 8.92 7.27 5.73 26.98
Present Status
2005-2006 10.00 9.00 6.90 31.48
20 lO-20 11 11.50 20.00 11.00 8.75 35.50
0/0 Increase in Productivity 28.92 124.4 51.31 52.70 31.58
B. Veeetables . Productivi' in tons I ha
Years - Peas Potato Cabbage & Cucurbits Tomato Brinjal
];l;, Cauliflower
1990-1991 9.5 .)9.03 17.35 16.00 6.19 13.97
.2000,2001 12.:S 21:.29 20.43 21.29 2550 35.13
2005-2006 13.5 23.00 23.43 23.89 27.50 37.00 ,
.2010-2011 14.5 25.00 26.50 26.50 30.00 39.00
% Increase III 16.00 11.43 29.71 . 24.47 17.65 11.02
)~roiluctivitv
C: Flower . Prodnctivitv in tons I ha
:Years Mari.old Rose critflower Gladiolus Tuberose
'2000-2001 2 tons I Lakh 1 Lakh spikes 2Lakh spikes
2005-2006 2.50 1.5 Lakh 1.5 2.50 Lakh spikes
,2010-2011 3.00 2.0 Lakh 2.00 3.00 Lakh.spikes
% in,crease in production 50.0 100.0 .' 100.0 50.0

D. Spices and Medicinal Plants Productivitvin'tons I ha
Xears Mentha Chillies Coriander Garlic

(drv)
2000-2001 1.38 0.80 0.589 4.50

I Ibase vear)
2005-2006 1.68 1.15 0.79 5.85
2010-2011 2.00 1.50 1.00 7.00

,

% Increase In 44.93 87.50 69.78 55.55
Production

If the above productivity increase are achieved, which appears very possible, the production

in the coming decade can increase by' 44.03 percent in fruits) 21.21 percent in Vegetables,

76.92 percent in potato, 33.96 percent in Floriculture and a 337.32 percent increase is

expected and spices and medicinal plants 107.66% and productivity per hactare of selected

. crops 'win increase appreciably_ Projections of increase in production sector wise and year

wise is given in table 7A.
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Table No. SA: Estimated Projection of productivity increase in the decade (2001-2011)

Crop Present .. Projectionforthe decade.intons I ha Average
productivity . %

tons/ha 2002 2003. 2004 . 2005 2006 2007 2008. 2009 2010 2011 increase
. .. per

Fruits . 11 ILl 11.2 11.3 11.4 11.5 11.7 11.9 i2.1 12.3 12.5 1.36%
Vegetables 19.5 19.9 20.3 .20.7 21.1 21.5 .22.2 22.9 23.6 24.3 25 2.82%
Potato 21.29 21.63 21.97 22.31 22.65 23 ~ 23.4 23.8 24.2 24.4 25 1.74%
Flowers (Iakhs tonslh~.) 1.43 1.54 1.66 1.77 1.88 2 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 7.48%
Medicinal & Aromatic 0.9 1.008 1.116 1.224 1.331 1.44 1.602 1.764 1.926 2.088 2.25 15.00%

. . ..

Plants
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Tabl~No'; '5B: Sector wise Projected increase in Productivity

Crops PreSent '. Yea-r'wise'prodllctivity in tonslha. Average %
Sta'tus increase pe
tons annum
2000-01 .

2002 I 2003 I 2004 I 2005 I 2006 I 2007 I 2008 I. 2009 I 2010 I" 2011
A. Fruits

. Man.o (old) 8.92 9.14 9.35 9.57 . 9.78 10.001. 10.30 10.60 10.90 11.20 11.50 2.89% .
Manuo - - 3.00 4.00 5.00 7.00 10.00 13,00 1"4.00 15.00 40.00%
Guava 7.27 7.57 7.96 8.30 8.65 9.00 9.40 9.80 10.20 10.60 11.00 5,13%
Aonla 5.73 5.96 6.19 6.43 6.66 6.90 7.27 7.64 8.01 8.38 8.75 5.27%
Jack fruit 26.98 27.88 28.78 29.68 30.58 31.48 32.28 33.08 33.89 34.70 35.50 3.16%
Others 6.60 6.84 7.08 .7.34 7.60 7.88 8.16 8.45 .8.76 9.07 9.40 4.24%
Av. Yield 11.10 11.48 11.87 10.72 11.21 II.71 12.40 13.26 14.13 "14.66 15.19 3.69%

B. Ve<retables -
Peas 12.50 12.70 12.90 13.10 13.30 13.50 13.70 13.90 14.10 14.30 14.50 1,60%
Cabbage & 2Q.43 21.03 21.63 22.23 22.83 23.43 24.04 24.65 25.26 25.87 26.50
Cauliflower 2.97%
Cucurbits 21.29 21.81 22.33 22.85 23.37 23.89 24.44 24.96 25.48 26.00 26.50 2.45%
Tomato 25.50 25.90 26.30 26.70 27.10 27.50 28.00 28.50 29:00 .29.50 30.00 1.76%
Hnial 35.13 35.50 35.87 36.25 36.62 37.00' 37.40 37.80 38.20 38.60 39.00 1.10%
Others 4.55 4.68 4.81 4.95 5.09 5.23 5.38 5.53 5.68 5.84 6.01 3.21%
Av.-Yield 19.90 20.27 20.64 21.01 21.38 21.76 22.16 22.56 22.95 23.35 23.75 1.94%

Potato 21.29 21.63 21.97 22.31 22.66 23 23.4 23.8 24.2 24.6 25 1.74%,..--:Flowers .
Man.old 2.00 2.10 2.20 2.30 2.40 2.50 2.60 2.70 2.80 2.90 3.00 5.00%
Rose flower 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60 1.70 LSO 1.90 2.00
(Lakhs)

10.00%
Gladiolus 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 . 1.50 1.60 1.70 1.80 1.90 2.00
(Lakh spike)

10.00%
Tuberose 2.00 2.10 2.20 2.30 2.40 2.50 2.60 2.70 2.80 2.90 3.00
(Lakh spike)

5.00%
Others 1.15 1.24 1.33 1.43 1.53 . 1.65 1.77 1.91 .2.05 2.20 2.37 10.57%
Av. Yield 1.43 1.53 1.63 1.73 1.83 1.93 2.03 2.14 2.25 2.36 2A7 7.29%

D. 'Snic"'s & Medicinal Plants
Mentha 1.38 1.44 1.501 . 1.56 . 1.62 1.68 . 1.74 1.80 1.86 1.92 2.00 4.49%
Chillies IdN\ 0.80 0.87 0.94 1.01 1.08 1.15 1.22 1.29 1.36 1.43 1.50 8.75%
Coriander 0.59 0.63 0.67 0.71 0.75 0.79 0,83 0.87 0.91 0.95 1.00 - 6.98%
Garlic 4.50 4.77 5.04 5.31 5.58 5.85 6.08 6.31 6.54 6.77. 7.00 5.56%
Others 0.60
Av. Yield 1.45 1.93 2.04 2.15 2.26 2.37 2.47 2.57 2.67 2.77 2.88 9.78%

..... '.'
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Table No. 7A: Projections in increase in produ~tion due to combined effect of area and productivity (2001-2011)

Lakh tonsCrops Present , Projections for;productivityin Lakh'tons .
Average %1,.. . .

production ' '
increase

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 20n per annumFruits 95.70 96.80 97.90 99.10 102.30 1.05~80. 106.90 108.00 110.00 113.00 116.00 2.12% 'Vegetables . 183.70 196.70 210.40 ; '223.75 237.10 250.,48 ,264.48 28Q.28 293.60 309.30 325.00 7.69%
Potato 83.98 86.04 88.10 90.16 92.22 94.30 97.94 . 101.58 105.22 108.86 112.50 3.40%Flowers 0.82 1.14 1.46 1.78 2.10 2.41 2.68 2.95 3.22 3.54 3.75 " 35.73%Medicinal & Aromatic 0.90 1.05 1.20 ' 1.35 1.50 1.65 ' 1.98 2.31 2.65 2.99 3.37 ',27.44%Plants 1

.

. .
I
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Table 7B: Present Area and Future Targets of Production in Uttar Pradesh (2001-2001)

c(
'~

ol.

)

)

I
)

1

~
)

\

p-roDortiori of Production'
Crops Existing Existing Target Increase in In'crease in Due to area Due to

area in ha Production Production Area ha. Production expansion Productivity;
(2001 in Tons in Tons Tons Increase

l?n11 \ '.

Fruits -.
Mango 252154 2249214 2926175 2296 676961 20480 6564811
Guava 17311 135600 247500 ,5189 111900 37724 7417~:
Aonla 14317 82036 195125 7983 113089 45743 67346 ,
Jackfruits 509 15352 38659 580 23307 15648 7659
Others 585709 7087798 8192541 33952 1104743 430405 674338 ,
Total 870000 9570000 11600000 50000 2030000 550000 1480000

Vegetables f

Peas 150400 1880000 2942050 52500 1062050 656250 405800 (
Cucurbiis 25900 551411 1176759 18506 625348 393992 231356 '
Cabbage & Cauliflower 15500 316665 940750 20000 624085 408600 215485
Tomato 3769 96109 315000 6371 218891 162460 56431
Brinjal ',' 1950 68504 585000 13050 516496 458446 5805a!1
Others: . 902481 15457311 26540441 89573 11083130 1820252 9262878
Total ; 1100000 18370000 32500000 200000 14130000 3900000 10230000

,

Potato 41821 \394000 8398000 11250000 285200 893690 1958309 r

Floriculture
Marigold 1200 2400 12600 3000 10200 6000 4200
Rose 240 240' 3800' 1680 3560' 1680' 1880'[
Gladiolus 1200 1200' 8400' 3000 7200' 3000' 4200'1'
Tubros~ 360 720' 3600' 840 2880' 1680' 1200','
Others, 2790 5730 10080 5100

,
14433 14000 433

1Total' 5790 10290 22680 13620 24633 20000 4633
; .2160' 15800' 13640' 6360' 7280'1

Medicinal & Aromatic Plant ,

Mentha' 54000 74520 136000 14000 61480 19320 421601\
Chillies 17732 14185 62464 13500 48279 10800 37479,
Coriander 6350 5494 14825 2700 9331 1590 77411

1,
Rose (oil) 240 240 960 240 720 240 480
Garlic 9328 25659 74251 5497 78116 24736 5338(\
Others 2350 41996 48500 4063 49074 24036 25038
Total 90000 162094 337000 40000 247000 80722 1662781\

Grand Total 2459800 36449697 55709680 418200 19062057 4720807 138392201"
240' 960' 480' 240' 240'

• Numbers in lakhs
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The scope for increasing productivity in existing old orchard is very limited however, with

proper manurial schedule and plant protection practices it can very easily be increased from

8.9 tons to 11.5 tons per hectare with animal increase of about 0.5 tons, while in new planting

of high density orchards with hybrid varieties yield of 20-25 tons can be achieved after 15 .

years of planting when plants comes to full bearing if proper cultural practices are adopted.

There is good scope of increasing production in Guava and Aonla fruits where annual

increase of 0.75 tons in Guava and 0.6 tons in Aon!a if little more care is taken in maintaining

these crops. In jack fruit which is normally not grown on commercial lines and very little

inputs are given the yield gains of additional I ton every year can be obtained. If we take

overall picture the expected production gains after a decade will be for Mango & Jack fruit 30

percent, Guava ilndAonla 50% over the present production while area increase will be only I

percent in Mango. Mango being main fruit crop of the state more efforts should be made for

increasing in produ.ctivity per unit area.

It may be seen that cropwise increase in productivity will be' Mango to 28.92% for existing

plahtations: 'In case we have new plantations under both high yielding and regular varieties of

inango, the In'odiictivity of these is expected to be 15 tons!ha, after 10 'years and 20 tonslha

after:f5 years which means an incrdase of 124.4 percent in Mango production. The estimated

.increase' in' productivity of Guava is 51.31 %, Aonla 52.70% and Jack fruit 31.58 percent. For

important vegetables, the increase in productivity will be Peas 16%, Potato 11.43%, Cabbage

and Cauliflower 29.71 %, Cucurbits 24.47%, Tomato 17.65% and Brinjal 11.02 percent. In

flowers the increase in productivity of Marig,?ld and Tuberose will be 50% and Rose and

Gladiolus will be 100 percent. For spices and Aromatic plants productivity increase is

estimated to be, Mentha 44.93%, Chillies 87.5%, Coriander 69.78% and garlic 55.55 percent

provided the, gapsin available production technology and adoption level are improved by on

farm dem6h,;tiations to develop confidence in farmers that by adopting such practices the

profitability- _p~r-tinit area can be increased. The combined effect of area increase and

productivitY.irLproduction of different selected crops by the end of decade is given in table

7B.

2.1.3 New Opportunities

(a) Litchi

. \

)

- .-"

\

)

At present there is an area of 156 ha under Litchi, mainly concentrated in Saharanpur,

Muzzaffamagar, Meerut, Bulandshahar and Rarnpur Districts with production of 196 tons.

There is a scope of new opportunities in the State in development of Litchi cultivation in the
17
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T";'ai belt of U.P. Litchi cultivation can also be started in the district bordering Nepal. The

s\litable varieties are Shahi, Rose scented Dehr.dun, Calcattia, Early Bedana. The

districtwise details are given below and also depicted in map 4 at page II.

Table no. 8: District Suitable for Litchi cultivation in the State

Pilibhil Lakhim Bahr~ Shravati Balram Sidharth Mahraj Kushi Deoria Groakhpurl
:'pur aich -pur Nagar gani Nagar Kabir

... Nagar
Area 800 800 800 500 500 500 800 1000 500 500
Production 1200 ..1200 1200 750 750 750 1200 1500 750 750,

In the opinion of consultant's the Tarai belt adjoining Nepal has excellent climatic conditions

for Litchi cultivation in the State and the area during.decade can be increased to 6858 ha with ... . ' .

production of 13400 tons annually. In our opinion, a productivity of 2 tonslha can very easily

be achieyed. at full bearing.stage after 10" year of planting. Efforts should be made to have
.:-, ""', .

.larger holdings in concentrated areas so that handling facilities of fruits for both domestic &. - • , . <}~; .':"" :

export markets can be developed on commercial lines, rather than having scattered plantings,

which- ar~ Il:0t ~conomicaL Moreover the fruiting is also less if few trees are planted, due to

self-incompatibility .. :: )

Chart 3: Area.and.Production incre~se in Litchi in the coming decade
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MAP 4: PROPOSED LITCID BELT IN UTTAR PRADESH
(Dotted area "Litchi belt")

Pilibhit

Lakhinmur

Bahraich'

Shravali

,_ Proposed Litchi Belt
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(b) Floriculture

The second new opportunity in the state is increasing the area under cutflower production,

mainly that of Gladiolus, Tuberose, Rose and Marigold and Chrysanthemus in western U:'p

mainly in Meerut, Ghaziabad, Muzzafarnagar, Bagpat, Buland Shahar,Saharanpur, Mathura,

Luclmow, Kanpur Districts. Cultivation of Rose and Jasmine for extraction of essential oils

can be increased in Hathras, Etah, Kanauj Mathura, Aligarh, Varanasi and Allahabad and

Bahraich Districts.

There is big market of flowers in Delhi and the area proposed above are adjoining areas to

Delhi so that flowers can reach o."lhi markef within 2 to 3 hours of harvest. It is also possible
\ . ". . , ' ..

to export these flowers because ofpT<lxiniity to the Delhi International Airport.

The scope for increase of area and-production as perceived by the consultants is very easily

achievable;- because -of the -response shown by the farmers of Western Uttar Pradesh for

cultiv~t;6n' ofiJo~~rs and the succe~s achieved by some farmers. The production of essential -

oil is a age old tradition of farmers in the Hatras-Aligarh-Kanauj belt and if oil extraction

technology is improved the extraction percentage and economy will improve and this industry

can also have a good scope in the state and in the coming decade as shown in table below:

Table_no. 9: Scope for expansion of Floriculture

Suitable Districts EXDansion
Area (ha.) Production

(lakh/nos)
Present Exnected Present Exnected

A. Gladiolus, Rose, Meerut, Ghaziabad, 3500 15500 2160 40300
Marigold and Muzaffarnagar, Bagpat,
Chrysanthemu Bullandsahar, Saharanpur
for cut flowers. and Mathura

B. Rose, Jasmine Hathras, Etah, Kanauj, 4450 7500 8900 19500
for essential oils Aligarh, Fatehpur,

Varansi and Allahabad

The-above-pTojection are made on the basis of surveys conducted, opportunities available in

the State and assumption of consultants.
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(c) Use.of bio technology

Use of bioth:hmilogy in'mUltiPlication)6ftrue'to tYPegenetic planting materi~I is another

new opportunity. This' Will not only ini:f~iisetheuhi~onnitY of the product but will also

produce plantingmaterial,\Vhichwill be disease free.

",;'
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3.2.1 Fruits

3.

3.1

3.2

IDENriFiCATlON OF MOST IMPORTANT CROPS

.Jhe m'?~t!~P?rtal1H:rop;~}or iIl~~llI:atedp!,vel~p~ent .of horticulture for Uttar Pradesh are

Mango, Guava, Aonla and . .Jackfruit amongst fruits .and an:'0ngst vegetables Potato, Peas,
o • ",' , ". •

Cu~urbits, Cabbage, Cauliflower, Tomato and Brinjai under ,spices and Medicinal,.plants,

C~illies, garlic, coriander and Mentha have scope for development and amongst Floriculture,

Rose both for cui flower and essential oils, gladiolus, Marigold and tuberose have good scope

for over all development for domestic market as well as export.

Criteria for Selection

The crops having maximum scope for expansion of area and increase in productivity have

been selected using the analysis given in the previous chapters. In some cases where the area

figures of the department appear lo~ but in the judgement of the consultants, their own

judgement of the importance and existing area of the crops has been used for'selection of the

crops.

The criterion & reasons of selection for each .of the thrust crops is given in the chapter on

respective crops.

Selected crops

Assumptions for increase in production are - The productivity of main fruit crop i.e.

Mango which occupies near about 30 percent of fruits area has very low productivity mainly"

because proper. management practices are not adopted. There is ample scope of mannrial

application and plant protection measure be adopted and the yield can very easily be increased.

for 8.9 tons to 11.5 tons from the existing orchards and upto 20 - 25 tons for latest varieties

like Arharpali with high density planting. The old Mango orchards need thinning of branches

or alternate rows should be uprooted and new varieties should be planted.

In Guava there are normally two crops i.e. Rainy season crop and Winter season crop.

Normally Winter season crop is commercially more viable and quality of fruits are also good.

Rainy season flowers should be de-blossomed at early stage, which will result in higher yields

in Winter crop. UP Guava are world famous and with little extra care yields can be increased

from 7 tons to 11 tons and also there is' good scope of area expansion in the fruit crop .. The
22
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fruiting in Guava starts after 3 years itself ai;d this crop can be grown on submarginal lands.

Farmers have started realizing good returns from the crop and area can expanded to expected

goals.

Aonla being a bonus crop for the State where no other fruit crop can be growil in saline and

alkalene soils. Lots of patches of degraded soils are available in the State which can be well

util,zed. and economic condition of the poor farmers will change dramatically because

majority of these soils are with poor and marginal farmers.

The jack fruit is another crop of Eastern UP and Tarai belt of UP where Winter and Summer

are not extreme and every household has atleast few tree of Jackfruit and grown without any

inputs at present. With little extra fertilizer the yield can be increased to atleast 50 percent.,

Hence there is plenty of scope for increasing ~e area as well as productivity in Jack fruit.

Amon~st the fruits, following fruits need special push and special attention is required to

. jnc~ease\!Je productivity and profitability by adopting improved horticultural technologi~s

an~ IJse, of high yielding varieties / hybrids available in the country to increase the

productiVity and profitability of the farmers. ",

Uttar Prndesh is the home of Mango, which occupies the largest a~ea after Andhra Pradesh

and that too in concentrated belts. The unfortunate part is that productivity is not increasing

and here is a challenge to planners and horticulture workers to stand united because there is a

big' potential for increasing productivity by popularizing the technologies developed at central

i~stitute of sub tropical horticulture, which is localized in the heart of mango belt at Rehman .

Khera, Lucknow. There isa challenge to rejuvenate the old orchards on war footing, for

which work has been started by UP-DASP .

The Mango varieties Dashahri and Chause are of excellent quality in the state and farmers are

already growing these crops from centuries, but these need modem approach for increasing

the productivity. Similarly Allahabad Safeda and Lucknow 49 varieties of Guava are

excellent but these need protection from wilt through management practices and needs a push

in the productivity per unit area by adopting better agronomic practices.

The Aonla.and Jackfruits are mainly grown on marginal lands and the best qualjty Aonla are

developed by ND University of Agri. & Technology, Faizabad that are becoming popular

throughout India. In U.P these are vast areas of marginal or saline or alkaline patches where

Aonla can be grown successfully. These areas are in Mathura, Agra, Firozabad, Kanpur,

23
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Unnao, Jalann and Jhansi division where no other crop can be grown. These can be best

utilised for quality Aonla plantations, as otherWise these vast tracks' of lands are not utilisled

at all. ill eastern part of the State where climate is mild, Jackfruit can be grown easily and

productivity of thisfruil, which is very high, should be fully exploited with proper Agro

Techniques.

"l

i"'\
':,)

..

Accordingly the following fruit crops have been selected

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Mango

Guave

Aonla & lackfruit

)

The'target area, production and productivity of targeted fruits in the state in the next decade

on'the basis of assumption given earlier by mainly increasing the productivity in mango ana

guava and both area and productivity increase in case of Aonla and Jackfruit is expected as

below and shown in chart 4 below:

T~ble No. 10: Targeted area, Production and Productivity of selected fruits

Crops Area in ha. Production in tons Productivity 0/0 Increase in
tonslba nroduction

Man'po 254450 2926175 11.50 31.85 '
,Guava 22500 '247500 11.00 84.02
Aonla 22300 195125 8.75 101.37
'Jackfruits 1089 38659 35.50 143,28

A
i)

'.J

)

'J
..'

, )
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Chart 4: Percentage increase 0 Fruits in Coming Decade (2000-200i to 2010-2011)

3.2.2 Vegetables:

Assumption considered for increase in production

Thei~ is revolution taking place in vegetable production in 'the State. More and more small

ana marginal fanners in the vicinity of Delhi are important town of UP, vegetable cultivation

is becoming more and more popular as per unit productivity is much higher as compared to all

other crops and more so because these are cash crops and fanners get money regularly. The

Fi hybrids are changing the productivity to higJ,er and higher levels and practically every

farmer asks for Fi hybrids. In Pea and Potato production UP is NO.1 State and farmers are

well adopted to Superior varieties I hybrids and providing enough inputs also. The higher

achievements in productivity of Cabbage, Cauliflower, Tomato and Brinjal is highest in the

State which is mainly because in these crops heterosis (Fi) have been exploited maximum

and UP is capitalizing and will achieve still higher goals in the next decade also. UP has

advantage that Delhi is the biggest market for vegetable consumption and export also. As far

as potato is concerned, seed potato of UP are selling throughout country because' Seed Plot

Technique' has been more exploited in UP especially in North, Western and Central part of

the State which is contributing more and more area expansion and productivity, the potato

) export zone is also located. in Agra and Fatukhabad which will give further, boost to potato

:A production in lhe. State. UP is major source of frozen Pea and getting big boost because

. ) fanners have started taking bonus crop I.e. after paddy early crop of Pea is taken and after I -
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. 2 picking ploughed back and late wheat crop is taken which is contributing factor in area

'.expansion.

The important vegetables where emphasis is to be given in Uttar Pradesh are Potato, Peas,

.'Cabbage & Cauliflower, Tomato, Brinjal and Melons and Pointed gourd amongst the

Cucurbits have big potential because of high productivity and short duration natUre, more

. 'number of crops can.be taken from the sarne area with the resu\tmore profit per unit can be. .

'. :"chieved and these are the crops where small and marginal farmers can sustain and earn their

.' 'Ilveiiliood~y planting newer varieties and FI hybrids alongwith off season cultivation or late

.'and early varieties when they'can fetch better price because during main season prices are too

low.

Amongst the vegetables, potato is the main crop of the state and farmers are already

harvesting good yields and good infrastructure in the form of cold storages is available. The

concentrated pockets of potato along with area in brackets are Farukhabad (32818), Kanauj

(33762) andKanpur (14351) in Kanpur Division, Firozabad (24281), Agra (21665), Mainpuri

(13379) and Hathras (11398) in Agra Division iu Badaun (21631), Moradabad (11434),

Allahabad (13375), Jaunpur (11081), Gazipur (10164), Hardoi (10624) Barabanki (14145)

and Meerut 8936, Bulandshahr 6919 and Gaziabad 14504 hactares. This will give an idea

that. Potato is grown. throughout the Stat~ and for all purposes i.e. table potato, seed

production and processing potatoes. Now with release of processing varieties of Potato like
" ...

. chipsona I and chipsona 2 there is big demand for.these processing varieties for domestic use

and;also exports. Eastern and central part of UP is ideal for processing potatoes production.

The use of CIPC treatment for table potatoes will reduce the storage cost of potato and also

the stored potatoes will not be as sweat as is the case presently. This will improve consumers

acceptance of cold storag!,.potato and will result in increase utilization of storage capacity of

cold storage. These strategies coupled with little extra push and extra marketing incentives

can boost the potato cultivation in the state.

U.P is a leader in Peas cultivation becaus'~of proper climatic conditions. The short duration of

this crop has a dual advantage of higher cropping intensity and also it improves the soil

health. The concentrated pockets of Pea are in the district of Jhansi (75000), Jalaun (83200),

Harnirpur (37300), Azamgarh (10100), Lalitpur (24600) and Sultanpur (1000). The area

under brackets is in hectares. Now with the availability of early, mid and late pea varieties,

production in the state can be further boosted. The productivity of Peas is already very good

in V.P. With proper incentives to processing plants, like abolition of state sales tax and
26
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central sales tax and by encouraging the contract fanning on larger areas in concentrated

blocks, it can boost the vegetable processing industry, which will ultimately uplift the

farmer's economy.

o,ff season Cabbage and Cauliflower is changing the economyof small and marginal farmers,

By giving more emphasis to improved varieties and hybrids production can be increased.

Tomato and brinjal are other crops where U,P can fill the supply gaps because of its mild

winters in the eastern part of the State.

Also in most of these vegetables new hybrids/varieties are available, For example early'potato

variation like Kufri Ashoka and Kufri Jawahar in peas Arkal, Jawahar Mattar-2, Azad P-3 and

Azad P-4, cauliflower,Pusa Early Synthatic, Pant Gobi-2, Pusa Deepali, Pusa Hybrid-2 and

Pusa Sharad, in tomato Pusa Hybrid-2, Roshni, Rupali and BSS 20 and in brinjal Pusa Hybrid

,,';5,6,9, Azard Hybrid-I, Narendra Hybrid'l etc.

Accordingly the following Vegetables crops have been selected.

. (i) Peas
(ii) Potatoes
(iii) Cucurbits

The targeted area, production and productivity in the next decade of selected vegetables

which needs special attention in the state are given below and presented in chart no 5 below:

There is every doubt in the area of brinjal in the State. Though official figures show only

15000 hectare but as per our estimate the area will be around 45000-55000 hectare that is the

reason why brinjal has been chose~ as thrust crop and similar is true for tomato where the

imia is not less .than 40000 - 50000 hectare because of these reasons these crops have been

taken as thrust crops. There is need of sample survey of these crops area to confirm our

'v'lews.

Table 11; Targeted area, production and Productivity of selected vegetables

.vegetable Area in Ha. Production in . Productivity 0/0 Increase in
tons Tons I ha production

Potato 426500 10662500 25 25.52
Peas . 202900 2942050 14.5 56.49
Cabbage and Cauliflower 35500 940750 26.5 197.08
Tomato . 10500 315000 30.00 312.33
'Brinjal 15000 585000 .39.00 753.97
Cucllrbits including Pointed 44406 1176756 26.5 23.24
gourd
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ChartS: percentage increase of Vegetables in coming decade (2000c200lto 2010-2011)
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3.2.3 Others

3.2.3.a Floriculture

Assumption considered. for increase in Production

In Northern India, Delh is the Qiggest market for Cut Flowers and because of ready market in~.'. .

Western uP the area under floriculture has expanded like any thing and more and more

entrepreneurs have started flower production as an Industry and good infrastructure is

coming up. There is heavy demand of flowers all the year round and especially during

festivals.

the' flower producers are specialist farmers and small and marginal fanners are getting

maxiinum profit as compared to 'large farmers. This trend is developing in increasing the area

around Delhi. In a survey conducted by the consultants the land .Iess farmers after. paying

land rent of Rs. 10 to 12 thousand per acre per year they are making profit of 20 - 25

thousand per acre which is not possible in most .of the other crops. Number of high tech

projects which came up in early nineties after initial failures have started showing gains with

adoption of local techniques will give further boost in production of Rose, Gladiolus,

Carnations etc. under cover and Marigold, Rose and Tuberose in open cultivation. The

28
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weather condition being ideal for growing these crops and ready market are contributing

factors in area and productivity increase.

Delhi being capital ofIndia and cosmopolitan nature of population the demand for flowers is

increasing many fold and western UP can cater to the needs of capital and other areas around

big cities of the state like Kanpur, Lucknow and Agra where demand is also picking up will

increase the income of flower growers and export can also be pushed because International

Airport in Delhi is very near to the production zone.

Unit profit as seen from the field surveys clearly indicate that in spite of paying heavy land

rent farmers are making' money on very smallholdings. The more entrepreneur farmers who

,cali invest little extra will defmitely make more money from flower production especially

from western UP because Delhi is biggest consnmer market as well as well connected for the

, export of fresh flowers.

Th~ exp~cted growth of this sector on the basis of area and productivity increase expected in .'

the coming decade is given 'below and shown in chart no 6 given below:

Table nO.12:Targeted area, production and productivity of selected flowers

Area:in ha. Production in Productivity tonsl Production
tons I Lakh Nos. ha Nos. in Lakhs increase in 0/0

'Mari~old 4200 7200 tons 3.00 300.00
Rqse, ' , , 1920 3840 Lakbs 2.00 1500.00
Gladiolus 4200 8400 Lakbs 2.00 600.00
Tiltberose 1200 3600 Lakbs 3.00 402.00

, Chart6:PercentagC'increase ofFloricultnre.in coming decade (2000-2001 to 2010-2011)
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3.2.3.b Spices and Aromatic Plant

Assumptions considered for increase production

U.P. is the biggest producer of Mentha in the country and good portion of.Mentha oil is

exported to other Countries. This export market and local consumption has given big boost to

Mentha production. Now emphasis is to increase the productivity and oil recovery through

modem distillation plants which will help in area increase & enhanced 'productivity. With

availability of Chillies Fl hybrids yield gains are much higher and farmers are switching over

to planting Flhybrids. For Coriander G.B. Pant Agrk University, UP Seeds and Tarai

Development Corporation has developed Coriander TDC-16 while the university has given

Pant Haritima variety and has played major role in area expansion. With release of good

varieties like Rajendra Swathi, Azad Dhance and Dhania hybrid-I Pant Haritima, Hissa?

Anand and,multiplying these seed in large quantities are contributing factors. This crop has

advantage because 2-3 green leaf cuttings are taken and then plants are left for seed

produai~n whichllives doubl" benefit in short duration crop with the result area is increasing

at faster rate in the state: The maximum area is in Lucknow Division (1167), mainly in

Lucknow (149), Raibareily (193), Hardoi (345) and Lakhimpur Khari (106) districts followed

by Barlelly Division (685) mainly in Bareilly (374) and Badaun (198) districts. Other

concentrated areas are in Kanpur (172), ,Rarnpur (232), Fatehpur (156), Allahabad (136),

Hamirpur (437), Gazipur (185), Deoria (279), Basti (308), Bahraich (170), Barabanki (290)

districts. This will give.an' idea that area'is.mostly in central.and eastern part of the State.

Garlic is becoming more popular because of high prices and comparatively larger shelf life of

cloves favouring area expansion and. latest varieties of bigger cloves which require cooler

temperature for growth the U.P areas are. favourable conditions for garlic production in the
State.

There is good scope of area and productivity expansIOn of spices and aromatic plants

especially Chillies, Coriander, Garlic and Mentha, where concerted efforts should be made in

the state. The climatic conditions and other infrastructure development is taking place and UP

is emerging biggest producer of Mentha oil in the country which is not only meeting the

demand of the nation but earning valuable foreign exchange also. Special efforts should be

made to encourage the expansion of this sector in the state. The expansion of this sector iJ:l the

coming decade is expected to be as given below and shown in chart no 7 below:

30
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Table no 13: Targeted area, prodnction and prodnctivity of selected spices and aromatic
plants

Crops Area in ba. Prodnction in Prodnctivity .% Increased in
tons, ton I ba Prodnction

Mentha 68000 136000 2.00 82.50
Chillies (dry) 31232 46848 1.50 230.25
Coriander 9050 9050 1.00 141.97
Garlic 14825 . 103775___ 7.00 ____ 1,,1.22 I

Chart 7: Percentage increase of Spices and Aromatic plants in coming decades

(2000-2001 to 2010-2011)
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3.3 Scope for Diversification

There is scope of diversification in intr~ducing Liichi fruit crop in the tarai belt ofV.P where

area and production scope is tremendous because of mild climate during flowering and

ripening of fruit there by producing quality Litchi and may be good for export also. If possible

large area in compact blocks planting may be encouraged for intensive cultivation and post

harvest infrastructure development. This could be developed to a major Litchi export zone in

the state.

'The second major, ;ITea of ,diversification is cut flower crops like Rose,. Marigold,

Chrysanthemus gladioh,lsand tuberose and for essential oils rose and jasmine where scope is

,substantial and future projeCtions of these crops are presented below and shown in chart 8
.below.

<,:~~~ - - '
'Majjir Scope of diversification andlexpected gains during the decade (2001-2011)

l;Ji.
_~i :Crops Suitable areas Expected Expected....

area in-'ha. yield

I: Litchi Pilibhit, Lakhimpur, Babraich,' Shvati, 6858 13400 tons
Bal~iuripur, Sidarthnagar, Mahirraj ganj,
Kushi Nagar, Deoria and Basti

2 '. gladiolus, Meerut, Gaziabad, Muzaffamagar, 15500 40300 Lakb
,

;-.Ros~, Bagpat, Buland shabar, Sabaraopur and flowers
Tub'erose Mathura, Luckuow

3 Rose aod ' Mothras, Etah, Kanoj, Balia, Fatehpur, 7500 19500 tons
Jasmine for Varaoasi and Allahabad flowers
essential oil
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Chart' 8: Majorscope iil Diversification ofHorticultnre crops a~dexpected gains
in t~e dec.a.dein Uttar Pradesh
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4(A) Mango

4..\.;i SWOT.Analysis

4A.1.1 Strengths

4.

(I)

.~PROACHESFORDEVELOPMENT OF EACH SELECTED CROPS

Based oti the present' sl~~tion by the field sUrveys and analysis of secondary data the

SWOT analysis of selected crops is given below

FRUITS

Mango occupies 85 percent fruit area in the state and horticultural economy of the State

centres round mango. Unfortunately the productivity is low hence special attention is

required to enhance productivity, quality and export of this crop. Based on the present

scenario the strengths arid weaknesses are analyzed and used through SWOT analysis as

under.

Concentrated area and production

38 percent 'area and 46 percent production is. concentrated in eleven pockets (blocks) in

two broad zones .leucknow and Saharanpur. The breakup of specific location, area and

production is given below and presented in map 2.

Table no. 14: Area and Produetion of main Mango growing districts

Belts Name of Blocks of Mango Area in Production
Districts . ha. in Tons.

I (i) Lucknow Mal Malihabad, Kakori, Bakshi Ka Talab 19100 628442
(ii) Unnao Safipur, Hassanganj, Auraas, Mianganj, 12605 138390

Fatehnur, Chaurasi
. (iii) Hardoi Shahbad 6291 71402
(iv) Sitaour Mahmodabad 4728 71865
(v) Faizabad Masodha and Sahwal 5369 28456

(vi) Pratapgarh Kunda, Kalakankar 6423 41568

2m Saharannur Behat 5285 104432
(jj) Balmat Khekra and Pilana 3540 40143
(iii) Meerut Shahiahanour and Jannv 7012 118572
(iv) Bulandshar Savana and UchhaQaon 9694 80169
(v) Moradabad Amroha, Joya, Gajraula and Hassanpur 15523 105017

(J.P. Navar)
95570 1428456
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co ,Predomi';antly 'the ,area around Lucknow, is concentrated with Dashahri and Chausa

varieties round Saharanpur is predominantly Langra and Chausa. This means sufficient

area is under one variety in each of the zones, which will help in mailagement of crops

production, marketing and export in a better way. The climatic conditions are appropriate

for particular variety in a zone.

, (3) The quality of Dashahri and Chausa, produced in U.P is excellent and there is a good

demand in Domestic market and in Middle East and South Eastern countries for export.

(4) Largest producer of Mango iri'ihe world is the U.P state.

4A.1.2 Weakness

A., .;.Low"Production

y" . ; :j'1., ; ,'.
P~esently productivity in the state is 8.92 tons per hectare while it can be raised to 11.5

tons in old, orchard and to 20 tons per hectare in new plantings under high density,'

orchards. This can be achieved if appropriate Production Technology is adopted. The

result would be that the production cost will be less and margins of farmers will increase .
• ~::;J' ',I" .

Urtfortqnatelythis is not happening
,",.I ':.'~, h~.l'(" ", .' .-:i' ;;. i'

Sizeable percentage, around 40 percent area is of old, dense and seedling plantations and

lack pollenizer varieties in old plantations

• Low production is due to predomination of alternate and shy bearing varieties

• Non adopiion of appropriate plant protectioJ;l measures.

• Appropriate Production Technology:- Most of the Orchadists don't' apply sufficient

. quantity.oK.nutrients 'at •.the specific period, do not practice .integrated insect pest

. "mailil'gement, and do not use cultural' practices like open canopy, clean cultivation

,'h~rrowings / ploughing. during .May to September. The appropriate Technologies have

been developed at CISH Lucknow but farmers are reluctant to practice them because of

non' entrepreneurial attitude of farmers; Most of the orchadists are absentee landlords and

contractors / lease holders are reluctant to adopt new measures as they are not sure if next

year some other contractor may take the orchard.

• Unorganized sector and lack of infrastructure.

) 35
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B ~dCof PlllrliProtectio~

No appropriate plant protection measures are practiced against.

• 'Physiological disorders viz malformation, black tip, spongy tissues and necrosis

• Inflection of Powdry mildew, anthracnose

• Incidence of Mango hopper and milly bug

(,)

.A
)
-")

@

d

C Post harvest handling'

• Non adoption of appropriate post harvest Technologies and poor Infrastructure facilities.

The farmers feel that extr-a-cost incurred in post harvest handling is a not recovered, which

is a misconception. Long term sales promotion measures need to be adopted, but no body

is wiliing to in'Ye.~tdue to short sightness and uncertain price trends.

• .-po~r11arvest Handlings:- The fruit should be harvested after attaining 50 percent maturity:'-

to"Jna'intain quality. Harvested fruit should not be placed on ground but immediately
(, ,", .

tr~n'sferred to grading centre. Removal of field heat should be done heat through dessert

coolers. Grading should be done and attractive and durable boxes should be used for
.' pa'~king'..

D. Lack of proven cost.effective Technology

4A.I.3 Opportunities

I .. :., There is limited'competition for Dashahri, OLangraand Chausa varieties because India

'"oan<l;Pakistan are the only two competitors in export market. If proper infrastructure

for processing, grading and good packaging at reasonable cost is provided in the

• Mango belts, the exports will be much higher than what it is today, as these varieties

. are very much liked. by the large ethenic population settled in Middle East and

European countries.

2. Exports can be increased by giving proper incentive for export i.e. hundred percent

reimbursement of freight through containers by Sea to Middle East and by Air to

Europe ..This will boost both the exports and the production. This will help us to

compete with our neighbor who has ethnic advantage in Middle East and their

government is providing 75% freight subsidy. To startwith, we have to be ahead, by

giving hundred percent subsidy to capture the potential market of our Mangoes.
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7. High density' planting Df Amarpali, Dasheri, Dasheri"51, and CISH-M-I clDnes with

intensive-nutrition applications and production technology should be encouraged by

way of more incentives to increase productivity.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

8, .

PfDd';cti6rl~d:lrf be encouraged'byiniproyiilgpeak seasDn prices. AspDintedDui Dne

Df the problems faced by mang~grDwers is .the IDw prices they fetch during peak
.'. : " '.' '

seasDn I.e. June ~ July. A' study' dDne by the cDnsultant Df the .trend Df prices in

different mandis at the peak arrival time in the mDnth Df June - Jilly is given in tabie

nQ. 15 at page 21. If IO to. 15 percent prDduct cDuld be properly prDcessed at pack

hDuses and expDrted and the prices in Dur IDeal markets will stablise and farmers will

gel gDDd prices. Besides which will earn valuable fDreign exchange. These pack

hDuses shDuld havl>sufficient cDld stDrage facility also., sO.that prDduce is released as

per demand. The pack hDuse cDncept is dealt in detail in the chapter Dn PDSt Harvest

Handling and Marketing.

MDSt Dfthe Did Mango. Orchards Dver 40 years Did have develDped dense canopy and

fruiting pDtential have reduced to' ahnDst 30-40 percent. RejuvenatiDn ,TechnDIDgy

standardized at Central IDstitute Df SubtrDpical HDrticnlture LncknDw 'can give a new ~,1:

life to such Orchards.

For Mango. trees which have attained the age Df 50 years and abDve it is advisable to'

remDve these trees and replant these areasatter a'gap Df2-3 years.

PDpularisatiDn.Df ideal MiuigDvirrieti~s,wiiich are dwarf and CDme into. bearing early

with attnictive appearances and, pleasant aroma, These varieties have uniform

medium size and regular bearing habits. The examples of such varieties are

AnlOnpali, Malika, Pusa Arunlma, Pusa Surya, Dashehari-51 and CISH-M-I hybrid

which are the ideal varieties for Northern region.

'MDdernizatiDn DfNursery Technique - Latest vegetative prDpagatiDn Techniques are
I

available. Establishment Df separate 'MDther B1Dck' from elite clDnes and superior

varieties is required. The sciDn sticks should be obtained frDm plants maintained with

all care, after recording fruiting data fDr alleast 3 to' 4 years. Veneer Dr SDft WDDd

grafting should be pDpularised.
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~GO CON~ERNTRATEDAREASINUTTARPRADESH.

(SJi;d'e.i'P,;rts"ofThstricts of Lucknow, Unnao, Hardoi, Sitapur, Faizabad
and Saharanpur. Bagpat. Meeru~ Bulandsahr and Moradabad)

:SIHAR

MAIlKYA PRADESH

Mango concentrated areas

I
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4A.2 . Market potential

Table 15: Wholesale Price of Mango in different Mandies during 2001
'P' R / . 1nce s.. Qumta

Name of Mandi April May June July August
.

Lucknow 1611 1269 941 518 589
'Mumbai 4407 2190 . 1672 1377 1788
Patna . 1802 927 942 1469
Kolkata 743 832 1021 1189 2076

, .Go'whliti . . - 1669 1430 1624' 1843 2183
Jallandhar ' .. 1877 1376' 1668 1428 1484

In' order to fully exploit the market potential, strategies are'required to stabilize/increase

the price of mangoes in the peak season.

Looking to .the market trend in the country in different mandis.for the last 2.3 years, there

is. a good price of Mango in June.July in Mumbai market. The wholesale prices of

different Mandis in 2001 is given in table below.

.Seeing the trend of prices in peak season of June - July in Lucknow and comparing with

M6mhal'we find there is a difference of hundred percent in price, but due to lack of quick

aild,:air~ooled transportation 'at reasonable cost during these hot and humid months the

V.P. mangoes can not be sent to distant markets. It is recommended that rail racks

especially designed, with aeration facilities, should be provided at Malihabad - Kakri
, .. . '.

se",tion of Lucknow and Saharanpur with assured delivery within 2 days to Mumbai,

Kolkata and Gowhati markets. Such a step will definitely avoid the distress sale of

mangoes in V.P. during peak season. A similar experiment has worked very well for

,banana :from West (Jalgaon)- to North and with certain modifications of wagons, similar

:expenment .should be done in Mango as well because road transport is very costly and

. takes a long time. Therefore mangoes are not sent to distant markets in large quantities by

road and farmers of the State are not getting remunerative prices .
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. The' export of mango from VP through land cum ship route costs 5 to 6 rupees per Kg, but

.if.the produce is exported with pack house facilities and rail transport this cost may be

reduced to 3 to 4 rupees. Further as suggested earlier, this transport cost should be given as

an incentive by Government of India similar to the incentives of 10% of value given in

case of other items On the basis of our study we feel that the mango exports from North

can be substantially increased if transport cost is fully.met, as an incentive to orchardists.

ThiS. is the only way to compete with our competitor i,e. Pakistan who is already
39
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providing these facilities such a step will benefit our farmers in two ways frrstiy;-because

.the prices in local market will not fall below remuneration prices and -secondly we will

earn foreign exchange also.

4A.3 Constraints in Development

4A.3.1 Technical

(a) There are 180 GoV!.Nursaries with total area of 1319.19 ha. as per GoV!. records and

1145 Private Nurseries in the state. However, none of the nursery is maintained on

scientific lines. There is no record of mother plants, their yields and other parameters .

. The figure for salable plants in GoV!. Nurseries for the last two yea~s is 52 percent

, and 46 percent of their production, this is the case when minimal production is there .

. This means, fanners have no faith in the quality of plants from government nurseries .;,

otherwise there is always a dearth of quality plants. This clearly .indicates that GoV!.

n,!!"seriesare not run on scientific. lines. All the Nurseries should be upgraded with

infrastructure and training ';to Technical Staff regarding latest techniques of
'''-,''",' , i

production.

(b) The standard Agro Technique trials are in name only and none of the experiments

have commercial data. Complete Agro techniques are missing even on demonstration

farms or Nurseries of the State.

(c) . There should be model'Orchard of at least one hectare maintained by the Horticulture

Department to show the result of beller varieties and agro techniques with

commercial viability at least one in each region of Mango belt so that farmers have

faith in the Technique.

'(d) The Developmental staff is not conversant with the modern Technologies. Even if

they know, they don't have the confidence and financial support to demonstrate on

their own farms what to talk of farmer's fields.

(e) Research is needed in delaying of flowering and fruiting in Northern plains because

July and August ripening of Mango will fetch good price in the market.

4A33 Financial

Average farmer is unable to'invest and majority of Mango orchadists in Ll'cknow area are

old land lords. Most of the Orchards are given on contract in the fruiting stage itself and

40
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4A.3.3 Financial.

Average fanner is unable to invest and.majority of Mango orchadists in Lucknow area are

old land lords. Most of the Orchards are given on contract in the fruiting stage itself and .

'.owner is not taking any steps to improve the condition of Orchards with the results

Orchards are further deteriorating year after year. The enterpreneurship is ntissing and they

are not prepared to take risk because almost everybody's view is that if production is

further increased, the prices will go down and their profitability will be reduced. Small and

Marginal fanners have financial constraints .

. 4A.3.4 Policy

Govt. Should allow the fanners to remove the old plantings which have attained the

'age of 50, 9r. 55 years' without any prior approval with replantiiig by high density

planting.

. 2: The railway should provide wagons at Malihabad.Kakori station for moveruent of

mango by train.

, .3, Freightsubsidy on export should be gii;en 100 percent.

4A.4 .. ~roduction Technology

4A.4.1 Seeds and Planting Material

There is shortage of good pedigreed planting material of superior varieties like .Amrapali,

Malika, Pusa Arunima, Pusa Surya, Dashahri.51 and CISH-M.I and other colones. Micro, , - - .

propagation technique should be standardized for large scale multiplication of uniform
.- ',:. ,I . .; "... .

ma~erial. In the mean time Research Institute and Department of Horticulture should

. multiply .these varieties in large numbers through veneer grafting and sell them at a

reasonable price.

In the first phase pedigreed plants should be planted to serve as mother stock for grafting

at 'each Govt. nursery to produce uniform quality plants. In the second phase root stock

Which are nOrmally grown from stones of different varieties give different growth pattern.

Micro propagation of root stock at selected stations like Saharanpur, Lucknow and Basti

research stations tissue cultured root stock should be multiplied and supplied to all

nurseries .for getting un.iform plants. These fa~ilities already exist but connnercial

exploitation bas to be done and additional infrastructure facilities should be provided.

41.
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4A.4.2 Agron~micPractices .

There should be alleast 2 to 3 harrowing or plouging from May to September. Application

of 730 gm N, 180 gm P and 680 gm K along with 20 kg FYM per adult tree during June-

July and minimum 2/3 sprays against insect pest and diseases are basic minimum which

farmers are not adopting with the result yields are going down and alternate bearing is

pronounced. New plantings should be high density planting of dwarf varieties. The over

crowded branches should be removed so that light reaches the whole plant for good

fruiting.

As. mentioned earlier, old orchards should be. rejuvenated, as it can give life to such. ". ,i' ';', } \" ',',' ',. __

orchards. This consists of severe heading back of alternate rows during December at the

, ~.'i!ght 'IF 3.5 to.5 m from ground and immediately application of Copper Oxichloride paste

or simply cow dung paste. Appropriate nutrients and irrigation is to be given followed by

thinning of excessive shoots i~,May-June. -Because of betler sunlight penetration, yield

loss is compensated by good fruiting in the alternate rows. Pruned trees start fruiting in 3"

year and after 5 years the second row is headed back. If the varieties are not good these

branches can be veneer grafted with superior clones,

4A.4.3 Nutrierit and Water Management

Application of FYM@20 kg in June and Chemical fertilizer 730 gm N, 180 gm P and 680

gIll. K in two split dose iri June and September will give good crop and fertilizer should be

, givenb~th in off~nd on years only then there will be beneficial effecl. 2 to 3 irrigation

after fruits~t at 15 days interval are essential.

4A.4.4 Management of Disease and Pest

'-:..J
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(i)

(ii)

Altemate.bearing- Mostofthe north Indian varieties are alternate bearing. Soil

drenching with 5 to 10gm pactobutrazol in October-November gives more

flowering without affecting fruit size and quality.

Mango Malformation- Both at Juvenile stage and. flowering stage malformaton

oc.curs. Compact leaves ~e fanned 'atthe apex of shoot or in leaf axil while floral

malformation directly effects the yield. Deblossming alone or coupled with 200

ppm NAA spray malformation is partie ally checked.

- ..J
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(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

Black tip - This disorder is caused by smoke of brick-kilns located within 600 m

distance, The chimney of brick kins should be raised to avoid the affect on

orchards, Spraying borax 0,6% at 10-14 days interval starting from the fruit set

controls the disor<ier.

Die back ~ Prune the disease twigs in such a way that twigs are removed 2-3

inches below the affected portion. and spray copper oxychloride 0.3% and also

paste the twig ends with copper oxychloride.

Mango milly bug-. In December 200 gm per adult tree of Methyl Parathion

(Ftllidol Dust) should be dusted and mud plastering upto I mtrunk and 400 gauga

polythene strip of 25 cm width 30 cm above ground level on the main trunk and

fresh mud plastering on both ends of polythene band ends prevents the milly bugs

to cfimb~n the tree.

Mango hooPer- This is most serious pest which causes heavy losses. The heaV}',

population of insect is in February to April and June to August and it is more

.' s~rious in,.old orchards where shade and. humidity is move. Three. sprays of

c1'fl>3T);'10,15.% or 0.040/:>monocrotophos or 0.05% Phosphomidon or. Methyl

Par!'lhion helps in controlling hoppers. First spray at. early age of panicle

formation second at full length of panicle but before full bloom and third spray

after fruit set at pea size stage are recommended,

(vii). Fruit fly- This is one of the serious pest and adversely affecting the export market

also. To control this insect bait sprays of Carbaryl 0.2% + molesses in I" week of
April andrepeated spray after 21 days.

There are other minor insects pests like scale insect, shoot borer, bark eating Caterpillars,

stem bores. Remove the webs from tree trunks and put emulsion of Moncrotophos 0.05%

or DDVP in each hole and plug with mud.

4A.4.5 R&D Needs

I, There is need of research for delaying flowering and fruiting by a month in Mango by

breeding .suitable varieties after crossing with late varieties like Fazli so that fruit

mature in July - August, when the prices are on hi!lher side in other parts of the

country

43
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2. Certain chemicals should be tried to get early or late' flowering imd fruiting, for

obtaining beller returns.

3., Regular bearing varieties for North Indian conditions should be developed

4, Management practices to reduce alternate bearing should be worked out

5. Micro propagation of rootstock and varieties should be standardized for mass

propagation of uniform material.

6. Micropropagation of root stock and seions will bring the uniformity of the product

,which will stabilize the quality for the export.

4A.6 Organi~ational Management

Model Orchards' depicting different aspects ofprodtiction on pilot commercial scale

"should be established to give C1eilrpicture of the crop. Mango plants should be multiplied

, 'iiI large iIumbers at Govt Nurseries from pedigreed mother plants. No private purchase

, imd' sale should be allowed in the Depailment and any sub-standard plant's supply by the

Department should be dealt with seriously.

4A.7 Human'Resource Development

The Field level staff should be trained in management and propagation aspect and they

should practice in the field whatever training is given, At present, after training no follow-

up action is taken with the result no gains are visible,

4A.8 Conclusion

To provide remunerative prices to the growers during peak harvest season in the north, ten

to fifteen percent produce must be exported or processed to avoid glut in the market To

compete with Pakistan who is a competitor in Dashahri mango export the freight needs to

be fully subsidized to farmers as an incentive, This will automatically boost the production

and encourage farmers to adopt modem cultivation practices and thus increase

productivity,

There should be legislation that mango orchards which are above the age of 60 years must

be compulsorily cut and replanted with dwarf varieties using modem cultivation practices
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like high densityplantirigwith integrated INM, IPM and production practices. Training

should' be given for the. use of INM and IPM technology, spray of Pac1obulrazol for

regular bearing and NAA spray for conlrol of malmorfamation. The productivity level has

to be increased above 20 tons I ha if we have to compete in mango world market. In the

!neantime, by adopting INM and the IPM in existing orchards, we can reach to the

productivity levels of 12 tons per hac in them.
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4(B) Guava

Guava is the secoud most important fiuit crop of the state and occupies 18,500 ha with

1,54,828 tons production and occupies,six percent of fruit area. Looking at the importance

of thefiuit in UP, there is a good scope of expansion in area and increase in productivity.

The present area, and production and the future scope of the Guava in the state is given

below. In our opinion it is possible to still increase the productivity per hectare from 7.33

tons to II tons and to increase the total production by 50 percent. The expected

projections are given below:

Table nO.16: Estimated increase in Area and production of Guava (2001-2011)

Present area & production 2000-2001 Expected increase in the decade 2010-2011

Area in ha Production in tons Area in ha Production in tons ~'.

18500 135600 22500 247500

4B.1 SWOT Analysis

4B.L1 Strengths

1. The quality ofUllar Pradesh guava is famous in India and varieties like Lucknow-49,

Allahabad Safeda, Chitidar, Allahabad Surkha, Lalit and Sardar, CISH-G-123 are all

developed in UP,

2. Because of its hardy nature Guava is adaptive to even marginal lands and gives two

fruiting in a year in UP. There is ample scope of development of this fruit.

3. The production area is concentrated in two zones of Allahabad- Kanpur - Unnao and

Rampur - Baraeilly - Badaun and Aligarh. Production can be doubled with proper

management of orchards.

4, The other strength of this crop is that during winter months no other fiuit crop is

harvested in UP and this crop fetches beller returns.

'4B.L2 Weakness

1. Guava wilt is the main problem in the state with no effective control and resistant

varieties, the trees start dying after few years of fruiting.

2. The productivity ,in the state is very,low i.e. 8.71 Tons per ha which is lowest in the

country and this is because agronomic practices are not adopted.
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3. Much of the plantings of Guava-is in low-lying areas, which is causing decline in

production.

4. The rainy season crop should be discouraged because it is of poor quality and main

- crop yield is also affected by taking rainy season crop.

4B.1.3 Opportunities

I There is good a scope of increasing productivity per unit area.

- 2 .Area can be expanded because gestation period is low.in Guava fruiting.

3. There is less competition for. other fruits, because from November to March the

other fruit crops are very less in UP.

4 . The processing of guava has a big potentials.
'.,~. , ' '. . .

. 4B.l.4 Threats

I Guava will is main threat to guava cultivation.

2 Being non climatric fruit it cannot be harvested before maturity and once the fruit is

mature, distant marketing is not possible because its shelflife is very less.

3 The overall future of Guava cultivation in the state is very good because UP guava's

are sold at premium price for its quality and high nutritive value, which the market

has started appreciating.

4B.2 Marketing potential

,'-) T)1~re:is, good potential for1"arketing UP guavas in Delhi, Haryana, Rajasthan and M.P

markets whi.ch.are.adjoining states. The UP, guavas fetch premium price because of their
,,' .'; ." . ' .'

good ~ua1ity.

4B.3 Constraints in development

4B.3.1 TechniCal

,
/

)

Most of the farmers are planting seedling plants that are not true to type and give poor

quality and poor. yields. The farmers are taking two crops i.e. rainy season and winter

season crops. The first crop of rainy season is of poor quality and is affected by fruit fly

and that affects the main crop i.e. winter crop. Now cheap methods are available to avoid

rainy season. crop.. The availability of grafted. and layered plants is not adequate and

47
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farmers are ignorant that planis raised from seeds are not true to type. It is therefore

n,cessary that only grafted plants should be multiplied.

The facility for mass scale multiplication through micro propagation should be developed

so that cost is minimized. This factor will revolutionize the gnava production in the state.

The deparlroent of Horticulture must ensure that no uursery raises the plants through seed
: ,-" . .

and farmers should be educated not to use seedling Guava plants.

48

Because guava is easily multiplied by seed, thus it is doing great harm as seed multiplied

guava is poor in quality. Only grafted or' layered plants of improved varieties like

Allahabad Safeda, Lucknow-49 Chitidar, Allahabad Surkha, Lilit, CISH-G-l, G-2 and G-3

",',.i Sard~ varieties should be planted. Most of the nurseries are selling seedlings of guava

because they are cheaper. These should be banned and only grafted plants using Lucknow-

49 as root stock planted. ,Micro propagation, on mass scale of the above-mentioned

improved varieties will minimise the cost of plants and thus of planting seedling plants

will be avoided. Presently price difference between grafted or layered plant as compared

to plant raised ftom seed in high. The seedling plants are sold for 5 to 8 rupees while

grafted plants are selling at 15 to 20 rupees and nursery men are exploiting the situation.

There is no financial constraint in guava production, it is low input crop and proper

planting material and li(lle care is required, and area and productivity will be increased.

Traiuing of plants in youug stage to build strong frame work and to avoid weak crotches is

necessary. Pruning to check over crowding is necessary. It also and keeps the plants at

lower height.' More number of branches should be encouraged. The TOot suckers, water

sprouts and crisis cross branches are to be removed altogether. In every growing season,

large number of new shoots, majority of which are lateral and few are terminal. Only these

4B.3.2 Infrastructnral facilities

4B.33 Financial

4B.4 PriidiktioJlTechnology

4B.3.4 Policy

4B.4.1 Planting Material

4B.4.2 Agrol)omic Practices
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4(<:) Aonla '

There is vast track of lands in Uttar Pradesh where irrigation facilities are less and soils are

marginal with pH as high as 9's,Practically nothing can grow under these soils, but the

climate is' congenial for Aonla cultivation, Because of less severe winters~ this fruits

thrives well and productivity is very high, At present area under this fruit is 18,822 ha and'.production is 1,07,982, tons, There is scope of atea and productivity increase in the decade

and it is expected to increase to 22,300 ha and production can be as high as 19,51,25 tons,

These assumptions are made because vast patches of allailine Isa~ne soils in proposed area

are unutilized, but Aonla can be profitably grown there, The SWOT analysis of this fruit

is given below,

4C.l SWOT Analysis

4C,1.1 Strength

L The quality of U,P Aonla is excellent and most of the Aonla .improvement work is

being done it N. DUniversity of Agri. & Technology, Faizabad, the centre of

production of this crop,

2, The main, variety 'Kanchon, Narendra Aonla 6,7 and 1.0 are m great demand

throughout the country.

3. The :~rea,under this fruit is concentrated' in Pratapgarh, Raibarely, Varanasi, Jaunpur,

Faizabad, Stdtanpur, Kanpur Agra and Mathura and there is big scope of expansion in

, ,.these districts and newer areas in Firozabad, Jalaun, Thansi, Hamirpur and Lalitpur.
. - , .' -

This will form a compact area as shown in map 3.

4. There are vast tracts of marginal lands in Mathura, Agra, Firozabad, Unnao, Jalaon

and'Thansi districts in the proposed Aon]a belt which have little irrigation facilities and

vast tracks of lands are alkaline and saline where no other crops can be grown

successfully but Aonla production is not only possible but productivity is very high

with little inputs. This is nature's gift that under unfavourable soil' and scarcity of

water this fruit gives very high yield in U.P climate and its growth will change the

economy of farmers in the proposed belt
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4C.lA Threats

L The proouctiVity can be increased substantially with better inputs.

4C.1.3 Opportunities
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Most of the varieties are susceptible to physiological disorder i.e. necrosis and this is

aggravated when the pH is high because nutrient deficiencies occur but these can be

overcome by spraying the micro nutrients and proper agro-Techniques. It can not be

grown in low lying areas as water logging (or even few days will damage the plants. The

majority of old plantations are from seedlings only and fruit size and yields are less,

3. There is less competition :from neighbouring states and V.Pcan become.the leader

in production and processing of this fruit

I. There is good opportunity of increasing the area under this fruit because vast tracts

in Agra and Bundelkhand region are having marginal lands with,high pH and

limited irrigation, but this crop has big potential in these areas.

'Sirriultaneousiy with increase production, processmg industry 'should also develop

:'otlieiWisepriees will wish: ThIS has ali'eady occurred this year and wholesale prices

'd~ri~g:'peakseason were,Rs. 5 to 6 per Kg, The marketing will because problem if not

backed by increased processing,

4C.1.2 Weakness <'

1

,.]
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.. 14 Mathura (L)

19 Agra (L)
, .' 20 Firozabad(L)

30 Kanpur (M)
, ) 31 Unnao (M)

33 Barabanki (M)
34 Banda (L)

PROPOSED AREA FOR AONLA CULTIVATION IN UTTAR PRADESH
DEPICTED IN SHADED AREA.
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MADHYA PRADUH
'Parts.of Districts under the Belt

35 Shravati (L) 46 Mahoba (M)
37Jalaun.(L) 49 Pratapgarh (H)
38 Thansi (L) 54 Jaunpur (H)
39 Harnirpur (L) 61 Varanasi (H)
41 Rai Bareilly(L)66 Lalitpur (L)
42 Sultanpur(H) 69 Banda (L)
43 Faizabad (H)

II Proposed Area for Aonla
Cultivation
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4C.2 ' Marketing potential

There is a good potential of this fruit in Ayurveda medicines like Chawanprash and

processing induslty because demand for its products are increasing very fast in the country

,and also abroad. The market ofU.P Aonla is throughout the counlty. It is good.thing that

small fruits are also salable for Chawanprash and medicines like Trilla. Blemished fruits

are used for making powder and shampoo. Delhi, Calcutta are big markets for this fruit.

4C.3 Constraints in Development

4C.3.1 Technical

There is a shortage of grafted .variety plants in the c6unlty which should be taken up in big

way by Govt. arid PriVate "nurseries. The plants raised from seedlings come into bearing

•after 7io 10 years and are ofp09r quality and'yieldis also less, while grafted plants start
!

fruiting in 4-5 years and'quality yield is much better.

4C.3.2 Infrastructure facilities

Since harvesting. season is short and this fmit can not be stored for longer period, it must

be processed immediately otherwise it looses the quality. Infrastructure for processing

sh6Uldbe'developed simultaneously to avoid glut in market Infrastructure for propagation

should be developed for all the year round propagation in large numbers like polyhouse,

net houses etc.

4C.3.3 Fiitancial

There is no financial constraint in Aonla production because of low input crop, The

budded plants should be supplied which will boost the economy of small and marginal

farmers otherwise these soils remain unproductive.

4C.3.4 Policy

The policy of the Department of Horticulture SllOuld'be to encourage Aonla plantation on

vast marginal lands by supplying quality grafted plants on subsidized rates to small

farmers. Gramsabha lands should also be used for large scaTe plantings. The economics
54
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Age ofthe plant Nitrogen (gm) Phosphorns (gm) Potash (gm)
(year)'

I 100 50 75
2 200 100 150
3 300 150 125
4 400 200 300

.5 500 250 375
6 600 300 450
7 700 350 525
8 800 . 400 600.
9 900 450 675
10 1000 500 750

worked out by Faizabad. and Kanpur Agri Universities shows clearly that Rs20 to 25

thousand net profit per hectare can easily be obtained from the marginal lands.

There are three. main varieties of aonla - Banarasi, Francis and chakaiya, Other varieties

identified and released fOr commercial cultivation and latest vars are:

55

.Krishna - A selection from Banarasi, medium sized fruits with good yield.

KancjJanQ"A-4)-Seedling selection from Chakaiya, it is a heavy and regular

bearer.

NAc6 .- seedling selection from chakaiya, prolific and heavy bearer, ideal fof

preserve ..

NAc7 - seedling selection from francis, precocio~s profile and regular bearer.

F~r good yield of Aonla following fertilizer schedule should be applied -

Aonla can be successfully propagated through patch I modified ring budding in north India

during mid-May to September with 60 - 100% success. Six months to one year old

~eedlings obtained. from desi aonla tree are beingusedas root stock

Planting: 7-10 m apart during July - August or February. Pits of 1- 1.25 m size are dug 2

months prior to planting.

Aonla is a subtropical plant and prefers dry' subtropical climate .. Since aonla is a hardy

plant, it can be successfully grown in variable soil condition and marginal soil-slightly

. acidic to saline I sodic (pH 65-95) conditions. Heavy soils or high water table area are

not suited for its cultivation.

4C.4 . ProductionTechilillogyand Nutrient Management
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2.

3.

4.

.' ( ..

,- ,.. '

Aonla plant should be encourageitlo develop a,mediurn headed tree. The main branches

should be allowed to appear at a height of 0.75 - 1m above the ground lavel. Plant

should be trained to modifY central leader system.

'No irrigation is required during rainy and winter seasons. However, irrigation al'15-20

days interval is desirable in dry summer particularly during early years of, orchard

establishment under waste land conditions.

4C.4.4 Management of Disease :lllliPests

,Barkealingcatlerpillais are' serious problem. One part Metasysto~ in 10 parts Kerosine oil

•should be filled in the holes and plugged with fresh cow dung. Leaf eating catterpillars and

gal making insects can be 'controlled with 0.03% Dimecron spray. Termites are big enemy',.

<,rthis crdp,Forrate IOG@25c30gm/tree should be mixed in the soil under the canopy of

tree. Spray of Dimethoate and Mancozeb checks plant and fruit rots & other diseases.

Stiriuiier plouging not only checks the weedsbut reduces the atlackoftermite also.

4C.4.SR~seah:hand Development Needs

1. There is need of varieties resistance to necrosis should be developed because

almost all varieties till today are susceptible.

Cheap method of storage of fresh fruit should be standardized s6 that processing

period for whole fruit like preserves (Morrabba) are increased.

The budding / grafting success is only 60 percent presently, the technique should

be improved to enhance the success rate of grafted plants.

Nutrient deficiency especially of micro elements which becomes unavailable

under high pH, the spraying of micronutrient schedules should be worked out to

over come these maladies.

4CS Scope for Hi-Tech. interventions

"

The budding/grafting success is 60% and under controlled conditions i.e. poly houses with

mist, the success rate can be improved, Micro propagation of root stock and scion will

bring uniformity of the products,
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4c'S Conclusion

Organisation Management

Mass propagation should be organised at Faizabad and Kanpur Agri-Uni ..universities and

other Govt. Nurseries in the region so that there is no shortage of quality plants and

farmers don't plant the seedlings.

57

Small and home scale entrepreneurs should be trained for making different products like

Morrabba, Candy, Laddoo's etc which have good market

This fruit has great potential in vast patches of user (Alkaline & Saline Soils) in Agra,

Bundelkhand and Eastern part of the State. Mass propagation of budded /grafted plants .

production will change tire.economy of poor farmers because on waste land'no other crop

can give this much retum'~ilh minimum inputs ..The entrepreneurs should be given liberal:':

.~ssistapce to propagate grafted. plants .on.large scale and liberal assistance in the form of

. infrastI:uctUre'shouldbeprovidedby the Govt Gram Sabha lands or Gov!. lands should be

givCJlon contract with minimal (,h~ges to grow this fruit because this fruit has a big scope

in international market also.

4C.6

4C.7 Human Resource Development
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4(D) Jack Fruit

Unfortunately the area under jackfiuit is decreasing in the State which is not healthy trend.

A~tually the area is increasing but it is not coming in record because of isolated plantings

of few trees by individual household as backyard plantings and not planting of this fruit as

commercial Orchards. Isolated plants are grown in the courtyard of each household in

eastern part of the State. As per records present area is 569 ha. with production of 15894

tons with productivity of 28 tonslha. But looking to the future of this crop there is good

. scope of increasing the area. provided it is grown commercially. Till now commercial

angle is missing in thisotherwise important crop:

4D.l' SW()T'Analysis

4D.l.1 'Strength

In 'entire' North India, Jackfruit can not be grown commercially because it requires' mild

and humid climate' which is available in eastern U.P 'and Tarai region of the State. This

.•..beingnearest area. ofJackrniit' cultivation to entire North Indian States; U..P has

advantage and can be exploited commercially.

4D.1.2 Weakness

The present isolated plantings are all from seedlings which are less productive and

gestation period is very long as. it takes 8-10 years to start fruiting farmers don't want to

wait for such a long time.

The concept of commercial Orchards in Jackfiuits are missing. Since it is cross polluted,

isolated single plants sometimes does not fruit at aiL The fanners are ignorant about the

cause of failure of fruiting.

4D.1.3 .Opportunities

There are very good opportunities to grow more Jack fruit in eastern and tarai regions of

State where productivity will be very high and U.P can feed entire North India Market till

now fed from eastern part of the country where cost of transportation for them is high and

U.P being nearer will get advantage.
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40k

A e of the Plant
4-7 Year Above seven years

400
240
120 '
30k

1-3 Yr.

.200
120
60
20k

NutrieDIPer tr.ee '

Milly bug is a serious pest. Methyl Parathion (Folidol Dust) should be dusted and mud

plastering upto one meter trunk from the base and 400 gauge polythene strip of 25 em. . .

width 30 em above ground level on the main trunk and fresh mud plastering on both ends

of polythen band ends prevent the bugs to climb the trees.

In U.P Mango old plantation are in large numbers and insects of mango are common for

jack fruit also: The eastern part of the counlly will be competitor for North India market

hence productivity has to be increased otherwise U.P farmers will not be able to complete

with them.

The average yield of 200-250 fruits can be harvested from each tree annually. The average

yield of 40 to 50 tons can be obtained with above agro techniques.

Seeing the production potential and markei availability this fruit has very good scope of

expansion in eastern & Tarai belt of Uttar Pradesh.
59

. , Nutriellt:nianagementof the .•cropois ..necessary for optimum yield. Following schedule is

Local varieties like Gulabi, Champa and Hazer are popular but improved varieties like

Muttam, Varika, Jack fruit NJ-I, NJ-Z, NJ-3 and NJ-4 are medium fruited varieties,

Dwarka is big fruited variety. Normally Jackfruit is rimltiplied by Seed which practice has
',' . .

to stop because it takes 7-10 years for fruiting but grafted plants start fruiting in 3-5 years
,; .

and fruits are uniform. Only budded (chip and Patch budding) or grafted (in arching and

epicotyle grafting). At one place minimum 3-4 plants should be planted be??use jack fruit

is cross polluted plant otherwise fruiting will be less. For large fiUited varieties 10 mt.;

distance and for grafted planted 6-7 mt. distance is required. Plants should be trained by

removing the lower branches upto 1.5 mt .

4D.1.4 Threat

4D.4 Production Technology

'4D.4.4 Management of Pest &Diseases
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VEGETABLES,

4(E) Peas

Amongst the vegetables, Pea occupies second largest area after Potato in the state i.e.

1,50,400 hect~res with production of 18,84,700 tons with productivity of 12.5 tons green

peas which is the highest in the country. The climatic conditions for pea cultivation are

ideal, in the state so there is scope of increase in area and production. The area is expected

to increase by 25% and production can be enhanced by 56 percent. Based on the present

'conditions'the strengths and weaknesses of this crop are discussed through SWOT analysis
:;,__1~L,.,:.. , -. .
asunder:

',;.; .

4E.l' SWOT Analysis
. ';~,

4Kl.1 Strengths

Then;, is .large area under peas in' the' state because',of ideal'conditions inmost:parts .of the

state. Most of the improved varieties are developed in Delhi and Kanpurand now with

introduction of early'pea crop, it can very well fit in the Rice-Pea-Wheatrotation, as an

additlo;',11 crop which not only gives additional income but also improves the soil health.

One or two early pickings are taken and thetl green plants are ploughed back in the field.

The tempehllure is most congenial in western part of state for early crop and whole state

for mid and late 'Crops. Now demand for pea is increasing very fast due to use of

dehydration and frozen peas on large scale. The price trend during the last decade shows

that pea is the only vegetable which has shown a 22.8% price increase annually, with the

result area is increasing fast and farmers are getting good returns in a short duration i,e. 60

t() 90 d;ys. As per surveys and trend seen in the past and anticipating the future growth, i~

is estimated that there is ample scope of area increase to 2,02,900 hectares and production

could be increased to 29,42,050 tons per annum and an increase to 56.5 percent. It is

expected that productivity can increase.from 12,5 tons to 14.5 tons per hectares. Thereby

increasing the profitability per unit area.
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4E.l.2 Weakness

If Pea is to be taken in between Rice and Wheat then early varities like Arkel and Azad P-

3 and P-4 are to be sown by IS'" of October and must be harvested latest by IS'" December

which will give less yield be<:ause normal time of pea sowing is 15'" October to IS'"

November,otherwise wheat cannot be taken. Alternatively yield of wheat will be less due

to latesowing,'which farmers would not like. Otherwise there is no weak point in area

expansion under Peas in the state.

4E.l.3 Opportunities

There is a good opportunity to increase the area'under this crop in the state. In most of the

young Orchards and Poplar plantings pea can also be taken as intercrop. During win.t"r

most of the fruit trees and poplar trees remain dormant and shade is also less because of

leaf fall, thus pea' crop has good scope as an intercrop 'and additional income can be,

, generated. ','

'. , 11r~'1,-\iresVery little water i.e. 2 to 3 irrigations, and low dose of nutrients and produces

more, yield. It also improves soil health by fixing nitrogen from the atmosphere.. - ",. " .-

4E.l.4 Threats

The only threat is if seeds are sown very early i.e. September and temperature remains

high, the plants are killed at an early stage by wilt disease. In seed crop for mid varieties

there is heavy infestation of powdry mildew. The sowing should be so adjusted that

fruiting should be either before frost or after the frost time which means fruiting should be

in December or February because during January there is danger of frost in western part of

th\' state.

4E.2 Market potential

lbere is a good market potential of V.P green peas in the whole of Western ,and Southern

part of the Country where winters ar~ mild or practically no winters and hance a good crop

can not be grown. V.P has an added advantage that even in northern hills it is lean period

'when the crop is available in V.P. In other words V.P peas have advantage practically

throughout Inaia except the northern states of Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan and parts of'

Madhya Pradesh where pea is grown but on a limited scale for their own consumption.
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4E.3 Constraints in Development

4E.3.1 Technical

There are two techoical constraints in expansion of area viz (iJ wilt and powdery mildew

diseases resistance varieties should be developed which can be sown early to fit in Rice -

Wheat system. Absence of such varieties is a limiting factor in area expansion. (ii) At

present there is no garden Pea variety which is suitable for freezing except meteor and

there is need to develop more varieties suitable for freezing as there is going'to be big'

market of frozen peas.

l. '.'-

4E.3.2 Infrastructural

To maintain the quality of green peas, ihere should be a minimum time gap between '.

harvesting and actual consumption, otherwise sugar percentage decreases appreciably. To

"maintainqliiility, iinmediate precoolmg is required to maintain quality of processed peas

and Jorthal'purpose freezing plahts are requir~d in Jargenumhers with assured electricity

back up. Manual shelling is also time consuming and costly hence shelling machines of

appropriate size should be developed which are lacking at the momen!.

4E.3.3 ,Financial

Since pea cultivation is not very costly it is only atlhe time of picking that a lot oflabour

is required where more' money is involved. The family labour including children are

'employed hence not much financial difficulties are faced. It is only in the freezing plants

where more finance is required for which there are a number of schemes ofNHB, APEDA

and Ministry of Food processing.

4E.3.4 Policy

,ill order to popularize the consumption of frozen food, especially peas in the country there

should not be any sales tax and CST (Central Sales Tax) because these are hampering the

free movement of product. Government should encourage the consumption by allowing

free movement of frozen product without any difficulties created by Sales tax and Central

Sales Tax formalities. This is necessary if frozen peas are to be made popular in the

country 'and industry is to d~v~lop, which will ultimately be 'useful to the consumer as weIi

as fanners because there will be assurance of remunerative prices.
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4E.4 Production Technology

4E.4.1 Seed and Planting Material

4E.4.2 Agronomic practices

,Fertilizer dose of 15,tons FYM, 65:60:40 kg NPK per hectare gives good result. Before

sowing the field must have sufficient moisture or irrigation should be given before sowing .

The first irrigation after germination, 2"' at flower initiation and third at pod development

are the critical stages when irrigation should be given.

Bonuvelle, Lincoln, Azad P-2, P-I and Jawahar

Mattar-I

Early Arkel, Jawahar Mattar - 4, Azad P-3, P-4I. Early varieties

2. Mid season varieties

The distance between planis should be 30 cm x 8 cm for early aud 45 x 8 cm for mid

sowing. Seed should be soaked'in water for 4-6,hrs alongwith 2gm Capto per litre of water

before sowing. There should be sufficient moisture while sowing otherwise pre sowing

irrigation is a must for proper genrunation. Improved varieties suitable for U.P are

The seed rate for early sowing crop should by 100-120 kg I ha aud for mid sowing crop

"100 kg I ha, while farmers are using less seed with the result plaut population remains less

aud ultimately yield is reduced. Since seed rate is very high, the quality seed of improved

varieties are in short supply, Efforts should be made to multiply seed in large quantities,

only then area aud production will increase in the state.

4E.4.3 Nutrient and Water Management

,
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) 4E.4.4 Mauagement of Diseases and .Pests

J

,J

The powdry mildew which is common in mid season aud seed crops should be controlled

by Benlate or Bavistin. @2 gmIlitre of water at 10-15 days interval. To save the crop from

wilt, the sowing should 'be delayed to 2"' week of October because early sown plauts in

September die soon after gennination. As a preventive, measure pea crop should not be

repeated in the same field for more thau 2-3 years. Fruit borers which are also becoming a

serious pesteau be controlled by Malathion @2 ml I litre water, sprayed at 10-12 days

interval, but after picking of pods.
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4E.4.5 R&D Needs

The varieties resistant to wilt and powdry mildew should be developed and the varieties

suitable for canning and fre~zing should be developed which are need of the hour ..

4E.6 Organisational Management

Since Pea seed multiplication is very easy, all Gov!. Horticultural farins should multiply

the seeds in large quantities as there is huge demand and department is unable to meet the

demand. In newer areas the application of Azatobactor will be highly beneficial hence'. :.,;.',

. i'1stitutes mU,stprovide the culture in sufficient quantity.

4E.7 Hnman Resource Development

The field staff must .emphasize the farmers to use proper quantity of seed and use the

hacterja culture. Irrigation i~Pea before flowering is not required hence unnecessary

:irrigation should be avoided.

4E.8 Conclusion

.There is very good scope of area and productivity increase in the state. The availability of

good variety seed should be made available in.large quantities.
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4(F) Potato

Potato is one of the major vegetable crops in Uttar Pradesh occupying an area of 3.99

Lakhhectare, a production of 84.98 Lakh tons and productivity of 21.29 tons! hectare. UP

produces 38% ofp<;>tatoproduction of the country. Thehighest productivity in the world is

in Germany and Netherlands with 45 tonsJha. followed by Turkey 25 toilesJha., Poland

19:4 and the Indian average is 18.4 tonsJha which indicates that U.P productivity is higher

than national average but there is good scope of increasing the productivity further. Based

on present situation in the state, the strengths and weaknesses are discussed thr<;>ugh

SWOT analysis presented below.

4F.l SWOT Analysis

4F.U- •Strengths -

1. .U.P ocimpies the largest area under potato and productivity is also the second
', ..

, highest in the country. The entire Western and Central part of the State is ideally

spited for,quality potato production.

2. u.p has the largest number of cold stores i.e 1156 with storage capacity of

65,95;050 tons which is more than 30 percent of the cold stores in the country

_(India has total 3886 cold storages). The main product stored in the state is Potato,

while in other states majority of cold storage is used for animal and dairy products.

This is a great strength of the State.

. ,

3:

4.

5.

The -potato growers of the state -have-acquired expertise aild are willing to invest

- and "put best efforts. to increase the production which is missing in all other

vegetable crops.

The farmers are aware of latest varieties. and are willing to produce newer

varieties.

The other strength isthat early crop is ready in the month of November to

December when the prices are high in ihe market. This is a big strength of potato

cultivation in the state. The farmers are taking early crop and then sowing wheat

which is major crop of the region .

'.\

)
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Farmers don't have enough finances for production as Potato being a high input

crop and requires storing in the cold storage for 4-5 months.

2.

3. There is flood of spurious fungicides in the state with the result sometimes

- diseases are not controlled and crop is totally a failure.

I. Because of high production sometirilesprices crash artdfarmers don't get the

remunerative prices.

;.).

4. There is no big processing unit .in the state with the result there is a glut during

peak harvest season i.e January to March and prices dip too low.

-5. The quality of certified seed produced -by the state agencies is hardly sufficient for

2600 ha while the area is 3.99 lakhha which means hardly I% area is covered by

certified seed:

- The main impediment is availability of certified seed of desired varieties and farmers are

,unable to replace the seed after every 3-4 years. This is resulting in low productivity.

4F.l.2 W~a~e~,-

"".. '-""-..

I

4F.1.3 Opportunities

)

J

-I

4R1.4 Threats

I. The availability of disease free seed is becoming a limiting factor in the potato

cultivation in the state, particularly of good varieties. The state ag\'.Dcies should be

geared to produce maximum quantity of disease free seed.
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4F.2 Market potential

In order to take full advantage of marketing the crops to other states, transport has to be

quick and economical.

,- ... . , ,

)~_andis ;" lJan Feb' lMar Apr May ,.'June,. July Aug Sep Oct 'Nov Dec
(, , ,
',Ludm'ow, . j" . 1159 21.8 ;238 ;-'f >356 ,495 ".489 478 . .,477 481 928., .8.19 446
D"elbi '168 214 297 455 547 605 632 732 752 818 746 440
Mumbai '331 388 '384- 575 '680 721 679 669 698 686 828 833
Guwahti 285 330 327 432 546 649 632 655 624 760 1060 760

2. Glut and low price for potato is another threat because at times 'growers are not

gelling even the production cost.

3. Cold storage .industry is also under threat because nobody is sure that even after
. :;<,' ..:P ;-l' /~ .::::....n," ~":>l'...\: .:',; 3"'_',,'\J.{~'.. ".->' '. : .

storage. of potato the cost of storage will be.recovered, with ,the.result potato growers

and cold. storage industry. people ate afraid of producing more or storing more

potatoes.

It is therefore suggested that perforated rail wagons should be used to cut short the

transport. charges for early crops'to Western and North Eastern States where prices are

almost 60 to 70 percent higher. Currently, that margin is eaten by higher road transport

cost. There is also a big potential for potato export to Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal,

Malaysiaand Singapore,

There is a good potential of marketing the early crop to North Eastern state and Western

part of the COuiltryi.e Maharashtra anclGujarat where average prices at that time are Rs .

750-850 per. quintal. The late c,rops' are beller stored in cold storages & then marketed in

th~ northern: states, Delhi' is the bigg~st and nearest market. Besides, Rajasthan,
.\ ";. " ':,",. 1 " ',.;, . .', "

, ,. Maharashtra, Gujarat, West Bengal and North.Eastern States are the other main markets
'.- 1. ' "\ . '.~ . - ~ . . - ,.'-~

where U.PPotato can be matketed in:latge,quantities:the majq~ distri<>t$from where potato
,. . ~-' )...- .. ' ,'" --:.... " ',- ,,- - -:

. is exported to other statesis given in table below ~rid~showitin map enciosed. ':

.Table ,no. 18: Monfhly Wholesale priceof Pptato in Rs./ Qt!. in 2001'
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Last year Potato worth Rs. 13.14 crores were exported from India of which share ofU,P, is

substantial. The potato exported to different countries over the last three years is given in

table

)
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Table no. i9:];~port of Potatoo~er the iast three years

j .~

Country Year. .

1998-99 1999-2000 2000-2001
Q V Q V Q V

Sri Lanka 5425.30 385.05 21848.98 1109.15 14486.62 832.55
Nepal 488.81 20.17 273.36 8.70 5440.28 139.66
Ban~ladesh 8.90 0.16 4797.56 190.98 - -
E.U 35.00 .. 3.12 150.00 7.26 - -
laDan 200.00 ..15.61 . 50.00 2.83 - -

'OAB. 624.00 43.07 482.20 34.73 1355.85 91.44
USA . 150.00 8.75 - - 90.00 3.79
.Others 941.31 70.50 598,Q7 41.67 1264.00 92.65
Total 7873.32 519.43 . ,28200.17 1395.32 '1264.00 92.65
~," :.";:' , ,

'I;:;'" . \ l" '.:' . MaiorJmnorters of Seed Potato.from India
Sri Lanka 293.34 ,27.27 4038.42 '. 223.27 2372.83 120.14'
Bangladesh 2,00 27.27 3970.00 142.74 - -
UAE .. 26.00 0.36 48.06 4.20 199.50 7.07
.USA. - 2.46 - - 53.00 17.01
Others 67.75 -' 450.82 25.63 99,1.8 9.76
'Total '389.09 12.05 8507:30 395~84 2724.51 153.98*

(Source APEDA)

Agri Export Zone:

The Agri Export Zone at Agra has been made for Potato, It has started exporting quality

potatoes and 34 tons have been exported on a trial basis, Another 1000 tons have been

kept in cold storage for domestic market and 1400 tons kept for export during the current

year. from this Zone. This has led to accrual of benefits to the fanner, who are presently

getting a price of Rs.3 to 4 per Kg as against less than a rupee last year. Similarly in

Farrukhabad and Kanauj districts the potato export zone has started giving remunerative

prices to fanners.
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Certified seeds should be produced on large. scale using Seed Plot Technique under the

supervision of Technical staff and farmers should be given extensive training for

producing their own seed for ilt!east2'3 years, There should be more intensive cultivation

using appropriate Agro Technique, Proper plant protection practices should be adopted

more as preventive measures then curative ones because once disease sets in, it is di~cult

to control it. The farmers should be provided technical help to grow only resistant varieties

which are now developed in the country by which the Potato production will improve

faster, Production oflubber potatoes from True Potato Seed (TPS) micro lubers production

should be taken up as it takes less time and farmers will adopt this practice instead of. .

raising crops from,TPS which takes longer time and does not fit in to the main cropping

pattern in Northern India, Moreover the size of TPS potato remains small to average in

,northern plains, It is more beneficial to raise. the crop from'TPS in hills where days are

longer. It may not be ,more beneficial in plains, where day length is, short during potato

growing period.

The 'Seed Plot Technique' should be popularized for multiplication of disease free

certified seed in the,plains so that disease free seed.is available in larger quantities,

4F.3.2 1n'frstructural facilities

The'processing industry should be developed because demand for various potato products

'are' increasing very:fast like chips; fingers, paste, potato powder and frozen products

besides several otherproducts.

Infraslrilclure for producing the true Potato seed production (TPS) and micro potato seed

On a large scale should be developed by entrepreneurs for domestic and export purposes.

One success' story of Beejo Sheetal hydrid seed at Jalna Maharashtra can be cited as a

success story where TPS is being produced in lO acres under artificial lights, This has a

big scope for domestic use as well as export, hence infrastructure for TPS production

should be developed in the state.
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4F.3.3 Financial

Since this is. a high input crop, liberal financial help should be granted by the fmancial

institution at reasonable interest and crop insurance should be done to cover the risk.

4F.3.4 Policy

I. Gov!. should armounce the minimum support price for potato because of its national.

importance which will safe guard the interest of farmers as they have done for other

. commercial crops. Minimum price of Rs. 2.50 per Kg will safe guard the interest of

farmers aiId'consumers alike.

2. The cold storage construction should be regulated as today none of the cold storage is

fully utilized, and most of the cold storages are running into losses. The new one

should be given'1i<:encesonlywhen present capacity is utilized.

4F.4 Production Technology

Specific areas su~ta.~le.for:proc~ssing" ~.eed.production and tab~e potatoes

There is separate methodology for potato seed production and potato for table purposes.

The western and central UP is ideal for potato seed production because of comparatively

lower temperature during growth period as compared to Eastern and Central part of the

State,. The most appropriate areas for seed production are Meerut, Bareilly, Moradabad

regions, For seed production the potato hahns (vegetative growth) is cut above the ground

in January itself because Aphid population builds up which spreads the virus diseases.

The above guard the vegetative position is cut and dumped in deep soil to avoid spread of

the disease. The tuber size.is comparatively small but that is compensated by the price of

seed potatoes. This technique is called Seed Plot Technique, which is very common in

the.se zones. For seed production planting is. not done before November because earlier

planting potatoes are not stores for longer period till next planting season. The suitable

areas for producing potatoes for processing are mainly in Eastern and Central Part of the

State where temperatures are mild and starch is more with low sugar as per CPRl these

areas are most suitable for processing potatoes production.
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Suitable areas for productiou of potato for differeut purposes in U.P

Name ofthe Zone Areas suitable for different DurDoses
Processin!! ' Seed Potatoes Table Potatoes

Saharanpur ' 'X •• •• ,',

Meerut ' X •• .. '

. Al!Ta X •• ••
Bareilly X , .. ••
Moradabad X •• ••
Kannur •• X ••
Allahabad •• X ~
Jhansi X X ••
Chitiakut X ,

,

X ••
Varanasi ,.. X ••
Ferrukhabad •• X ••
Azamgarh •• X ••
Basti •• X ••
Lucknow •• X ••
FaizaoiId • "c •• X ...

" 'v:.

4F.4.1 Planting Material

Go\ieinment agenCies are supplying certified seed only to I% of the potato area at present

and'ils ~"ail;;bilitY must be incrba1ed atleast 5 to 6 times. Farmers are compelied to' use

their old seed or procure from the open market where quality is not known with the result

productivity is very much reduced. "Seed plot technique" a simple technique for disease

free seed multiplication should be popularised so that farmers are able to produce disease

free seed for atleast 2-3 years.

4F.4.2 Agronomic Practices
". ' -' l, --,c ,-,.,

Potato grows well where mean temperature does not exceed 18' C and optimum

temperainre is between 15'25' C and night temperature below 21' C is ideal for tuber

formation.

Light Sandy loam soil with pH range of 5.5 to 7.5 is ideal.
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Following' varieties have been tested by Faizabad Agri University and released for

, cultivation in the State during last decade.

S.No. Variety Duration Year of Vield (q/ha)
, In davs release : Dotential

I. Kufri Ashoka 75 1996 248.560
2 Kufri Jawahar 90 1996 280.325
3 Kufri Sullei 90 1996 298.344
4 Kufri Pukhrai 90 1998 369.392
5 Kufri Chipson •. 1 90 1998 220-255
6 ,Kufri Chipsona.2 90 1998 241-260
7 KufriAnaod 90 1999 270.322

,seed pot.to involves 40-50 percent cost input in'potato cultivation. With development of

seed plot technique seed potato production has become easier in northern plains and cost

in slightly reduced.

Seed rate of 25.30 qt of 30 gm seed is ideal. It is always advisable that whole potato
'. ;')0' •-,(, '

shouid be used instead of cut potato to avoid diseases. If cut potato is used it must be

treated with 0.2% moncozeb.

4F.4.3 Nutrition and Water Management

15-20 tons FYM, 120.150 KgN, 50-100 Kg'P and 70.110 Kg potash should be applied as

per soil analysis. Zn and Sulpher is also important and wherever deficiency occurs, the

same should be added. Nitrogen is to be given in three split doses viz before planting and

30 and 15 days after planting in equal doses. Always give balanced nutrition i.e. NP and K

olberwise yield will be affected. First irrigation after 12-15 days when 50% germination

takes place and thereafter at 6 to 10 days interval. A minimum of 5 irrigations are required.

4F.4.4 Management of disease and pests

Early and late blight are serious diseases, spray Mancozeb 0.2% and Diothene M

alternatively. Monocrotophos or Dimethoate 0.02% checks the aphids which spread the

virus diseases. Aphids also suck the plant sap. Taber moth and cut worms are serious

pests, for whose control the soil around plant shoulil be drenched with Endosulphau @1.25

lit/ha. Some time Hollow Heart of potato occurs due to heavy fertilization hence only

appropriate quantity of fertilizers should be given. Sometimes potato skin is infected with

black spots. This is a see~borne disease, for which potato seed should be treated with

boric acid 30 gm/lit water for 30 minutes. Virus diseaSes can be kept uncler control by
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spraying Metasystox 2ml1Jit and halms should be cut whim Aphid population is more and

tubers has attained proper size.

4F.4.5 Research and Development needs

There is 'need of developing virus free seed and varieties. There is need to develop

varieties which are good for processing like chips, fingers etc having more starch and less

sugar with bigger'size potatoes.

4F.5 Scope for Hi-tech interventions

True potato seed production and Micro tuber production Technology need intervention of

high technique infrastructure .

.4F.6. OrganisaUon Management

Foundation and certified seed production should be taken up on large scale by the

departmental farms so that more disease free seed is available to the farmers.

The contract farming with buy back arrangement with the agency involved in processing

will ensure regular supply of quality raw material for processing and freeing the farmers of

marketing hassles and economic sufferings. This way both processor and farmers will be

benefited.

4F.7 Hnman Resource Development

TPS & Micro tuber production technology training should be given to field staff and

progressive farmers in a big way. Training for Seed plot technique' for production of

disease. free seed is required in a big way at farmers fields.

4F.8 Conclusion

I The availability of disease free potato seed should be multiplied in a big way by using

simple 'Seed Plot Technique' which.can be popularized on farmers field itself, and

requires an additional input or expend~ture.

2 Minimum support price for Potato as in. case of Cereals should be fixed by the Govl.

as some times prices are so low that even cost of production is not realised.
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3 Processing Industry infrastructure should be given liberal financial help and

contractual fanning concept should be popularized to. sustain both producers and

processors.

4 .CIPC treatment should be popularized ..to cut short cold storage charges and regular

electricity atconcessional rates should be available to sustain the cold storage

industry.
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4(G) Cucurbits

Ullar Pradesh has big area under Cucurbits, mainly Muskmelon, bottle gourd and 'water

melon, The new emerging crop is pointed gourd (Parwal) and Cucumber in the state, As

per' estimates there is aD area of 31906 hectares under cuctirbits with production of

6,79;278 tons and a productivity of 21 ,29 tons per hectare, Concentrated areas are around

Ganga, Kosi, Ghagar and other major rivers especially Kanpur, Gaizabad, Luclrnow,

Bullandshar, Bareilly and Badaun and Basti Gorakhpur, Balia and Azamgarh districts,

Considering the situation the future of these crops is bright. The SWOT analysis will give

the clear picture which is presented below,

4G.l SWOT Analysis

4G.1.1 Strength

1. There are large pockets of areas under different cucurbits in the, state, for example

muskmelon in Bagpat, Bareilly ,and Badaun, witter'melons on the banks of ganga,

Jainuna and Kosi rivers flowing in vast areas of the state, cucumber and pointed

gqurd in Faizabad, S,u1tanp~r,;Basti, Varanasiand Gorakhpur districts,

2" .In ,Eastem,U,P,. because of less severe winters, early crop of bottle gourd and

cuc,umber crops during winters, fetches very good market price,

3. There is a vast area on the banks of riv~rs or Diara lands where there is very good

scope of expansi(~m 0.[ area under different cucurbits.

4,' The eilSternU,P; especially Faizabad, Division has big a potential for seed production

of different cucurbits,. which is not exploited for this purpose,

5, Parwal is one crop which fetches very good pnce and eastern UP has ideal

conditions for its cultivation.

4G.1.2 Weakness

1. There is lack of awareness amongst. the farmers to use FI hybrids and improved

varieties with-the result production is' very less.

2, Most of the farmers are small and marginal farmers and they are not aware of

improved varieties.
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3. On fann trials in river beds sh'ould be demonstrated so that fanners develop
.f~-~

confidence about .thevarieties and Technology

4G.l.3 Opportunities

I. There is big opportunity of area and productivity enhancement of area under' bottle

gourd, cucumber and pointed gourd in eastern u.P. The pointed gourd is a peculiar

example because no other northern state has the ability to grow this crop. Hence UP

fanners can feed the entire North India by popularizing the cultivation of this crop in
large areas of eastern U.P,

.2.. Ineastem U.Pcucumber can be raised dining winters which will be off season product

for entire North India and they can harvest rich profits.

3. Eastern U.P..has potential. of raising brinjal and early tomato crops by adjusting the

sowing time in September and October, and supplying these vegetables when they are

in short'supply. Thus tomato, harvested in December and brinjal during May-June can

fetch better price. There is possibility to harvest these crops in eastem part of the state
during these months.

4. Muskmelon and watermelon area can be increased in Meerut and Bareilly Division.

Bottle ourd, cucumbers should be sown in October, November so that the crop is

ready in January & February when there is short supply of these vegetables in

Northern plains as also in hills. These crops can very well be grown in Eastern part of
U.P where winters are not harsh.

4G.1.4 Threat

Raising crops during off season is a little risky hence farmers have to adopt proper plant

protection measures and Agro techniques. Bihar and West Bengal can be good potential

competitors during these periods, but be.cause of proximity to Delhi market, eastern u.p
has an advantage and can get good returns.
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4G.2 Market potential
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4G3

The bottle gourd, Cucumber grown during Winter months have good market in entire

northern States and Delhi is the biggest market. The pointed gourd is the crop where

eastern U.P can monoplise in entire northern states markets. The production of Parwal can

change the economy of small farmers of eastern U.P. Most of the best varieties have been

developed by Narendra Dev. Univ. of Agri.,Faizabad located in the region of production

and can playa big role in expanding area and productivity under this crop.

Constraints in Development

The Parwal ,is propagated by stem cuttings because of Dioecions nature of the plant and

cuttings are only taken from female 'plants and 5-8 percent male plants are also required

for -pollination. ,The cuttings of desired plants are in short supply and availability of
'.,1', .• _. . " ;.. , , . \_' .

superior varieties / Hybrid seeds of different cucurbits are not available or farmers arCi

u~~ware '~f latest varieties there shouldbe wide publicity and demonstration of latest

varieties.

,)

"j

-)

.-~

,)

";..!
4G.3.1 Technical

Even the field staff is not aware of latest varieties and hybrids of different cucurbits. There

should be orientation training of field staffb:r not only by the University of that region but

ou~side experts should be involved to have wider concepts.

4G.3.2 Infrastructur,d

Thei Parwal which is propagated through cuttings_ can very easily be multiplied by tissue

culture 'which will_be faster and large numbers can be propagated- from small parental

material. Facilities for tissue culture should be utilized, on cOmInercial scale by the

FaizabadAgri. University. Mist chambers and protected house/poly houses should be used

for mass'multiplication on regional- stations of the university for quick multiplication and

dispersal of planting material.
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4G.3.3 Finan~ial '

The state university has very limited resources for mass multiplication and liberal grant for

inli-astructural development is required from central agencies to the Faizabad University.

The farmers who are cultivating vegetables are mostly marginal or with very small

holdings they don't have 'the resources for putting costly inputs.

4GA Production Technology

4GA.l Planting Material

., <' \ ..\ ~ •

The laiest varieties develop~d in the state and elsewhere which are suitable should -be,
".' ,", .':

multiplied in large quantities. Particularly following varieties which are suitable for the'

state should be.

, '

,-)

Bottlegourd Pusa Navin, Azad Nutan, Narendra Rashmi, Narendra Shishar, Pusa
I

"

Saridesh, Pusa hybrids 3 and Narendra Sankar Lauki -4

Muskmelon Pusa Madhuras, Pusa Sharbati,Narendra Muskmelon-I, Punjab

Suochari, Puojab hybrids-l

'Sponge gourd Pusa Supriya, Azad Totai-I

Parwal Narendra Parwal 260, Narendra Parwal 307 Narendra Parwal 604,

CHES hybrid-I, and II Rajendra Parwal I and 2 and Swaran Rehka.

4GA.2Agronomic practice

Sex: exp~ession and modification'- The newer Technologies developed for changing the'

, sex expression'in cucurbit;; like Etbrel 100 - 250 ppm at 2 and 4 leaf stage spray is most

benefic,ial in bottle gourd and cucumber and should be practiced on commercial scale.

Seeds should be soaked for 24 hrs. with captaf@ 2gm'per litre water to ease germination

and protect from diseases. Sowing should be done on the ridges of channels for better

utilization of fertilizer and water and to keep the weeds under check. For taking early

crop's seedlings should be raised in polypacks and then planted wherever winters

temperature goes below 10°C.
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4G.4.3Nutrient and Water Management

Minimum dose of 15-20 tons FYM, 125:60:60 NPK Kglha should be applied Nitrogen in

three split doses. For ParWal in the month of January when there is minimal growth the i6
to 20 cm radius soil should be left and outer of that 30-35 coo wide and 40-45 cm deep soil

~hould be taken out and 10-12 kg FYM, 5-7 kg sand, 150 gm single super phosphate 50

gm Murate of Potash, 50 gm Urea, 200 gm Neem cake and 100 gm dehydrated lime

mixture alongwith garden soil should be filled and light irrigation is to be given. Again in .

February - March 25 gm urea should be top dressed at one month interval as shown in

picture below. Light irrigation during summer months at 8- I0 days' interval.if no rain. care

should be taken that there is no stagnation of water in all cucurbits.

4G.4.4Management of disease and pests

Downy mildew, 'Powdry mildew, Anthracnose and fruit and stem rot are important
,:)' .

disea~es spray ofRadomil or Bavistin 2.5 gm and Sulfax 80 WP 3 gm per litre controls the:'

mildews. For Anthracnose in Parwal 100 gm trichodermi hargianum fungus powder

around the base of plant checks the disease,

Red pumpkin beetle, fruitfly, fruit and shoot borer and cutworms are important insects.

Sevin 2gm / litre for Red pumpkin beetle around. plant on soil and on plants controls the

fruit and shoot borer.

4G.4.S .Research a,nd Development needs

D~velopment of Gynoecious (female) and Gyno monecious lines are required for cheap

hybrid seed production in cucurbits. The cucumber varieties suitable for wider adaptability

is required because it is temperature specific pla~t. Powdry mildew' resistant lines are

required for seed crops because by the time crop matures this disease becomes serious,

4G.S Scope for Hi-tech interventions

For raising early'crop of cucurbits, seeds should be sown in poly bags and kept under

polyhouse which gives early crop and farmers get good price.'

The crop like cucumber requires temperature between 15-20'C which is not constantly

available for longer period in the open during winters, hence poly house cultivation of

cucumber is necessary where yields are much higher.
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Plants like Parwal should be multiplied through tissue culture where high tech lab and

controlled polyhouses are required.

4G.6 Organisation Management

The Development staff must advocate to mise off season cucurbits, only then farmers can

make good profit by raising early crops and grow hybrids and improved varieties only.

4G.7 Human Resource Development

'<i'o! Pa'hhers arid Extensiori' workers must be trained to produce hybrid seeds of different 'i

cucurbits atleast for their oWnuse as Techriique is very simple in cucurbits: For poly house

cultivation of sensitive crop like cucumber, training should be given on polyhouse

cultivation and for raising early seedings in pdlypacks.

4G.8' Cbncl\I'Sion

!ri' cucurbits Eastern and Central U.P and Western parts have big potential for different

crops and a number of high yielding varieties and hybrids are available. If the farmers use

these varieties and ..hybrids, the quality of produce will be much belier and 'productivity

,,:ilI.;~e much higher. Special attention is to be given to pointed gourd in eastern U.P,

Muskmelon in Rohelkhand and Western U.P and Ash gourd and Pumpkin in Central zone

of the state.
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4 (II) , Cauliflower

81

Presently Cauliflower occupies around 15000 ha. as per data available to our estimate the

area is much higher and productivity is 20 tons I ha, and productivity is 17 tonslha. There

is good scope of area expansion which could be increased at best to 35000 ha by end of the

decade i,e, an increase of 13.3 percent annually. However, productivity can be increased

by 30 percent, by adopting appropriate Technologies and suitable varieties. The

concentrated areas of Cauliflower production are Gaziabad, BUllandshar, Meerut,

Moradabad, Bareilly and Badaun and Kanpur in Central UP,

2) The area of Cauliflower is concentrated in Mearu, Ghaziabad regions, These areas are

barely 20-50 Ian away from biggest market of Cauliflower i,e, Azadpur Sabzi Mandi

and Kaujhawla Martdi,
"'." ,

5) The strength of Delhi farmers is that they are growing different maturity groups of

Cauliflower with the result they are getting good returns by extending the duration of
,availability.

6) 'Delhi soils, are rich in Boron and Molybdenum, both micro-nutrients which are

required in greater quality by this crop, hence nature has given Delhi an added

advantage to grow.this crop.

, 3) ,ih~crop is usually harVested during evening and night and reaches the whOlesale

market early in' the morning, By 8 AM the crop reaches the retail outlets, which, ,

'means'the maximum gap between harvest and reaching the 'consumer is 8-10 hrs .

"'1') •Cauliflower being a highly perishable vegetable, long distance transportation

deterioratesthe,'quality, hence locally produced crop reaches the consumers in fresh

stage and fetches better price.

.,:'1), There are weekly markets in all areas of Delhi where farmers are directly selling to

consumers thereby getting good margins.

4H.l.l Strengths

4H.l SWOT Analysis
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4H.1.2 Weakness

Hybrid varieties are still not very popular in the State. If the famiers switch over to the

production of hybrids in early and mid season varieties the production will be still higher'

and more uniform.

I. Non availability of pusa hybrid seed of early and mid varieties, these being public

bred and their seed rate is much less than imported seed is restricting the area

expansion. IAR! should multiply these seeds in larger quantities and supply to the

farmers.

2:". .l\'!anyoftheJarmersare not aware that there are different groups of Cauliflower and

time of sowin'g and harvests is also separate for each groups. Right variety for right

period is a must in Cauliflower otherwise there will be total failure. Many farmers do

not know these facts because of their illiteracy and ignorance.
.:!~..

4H.l d;9p'portunities,..,':..[ .. \" . .

There is good opportunity to mcrease the productivity oy adopting suitable agro

.,t~~_~p~:ques.-Growingearly and mid v~eties, fanners can earn more profit. There are gaps

in ,availability of cauliflower. in the month of December and April hence Cauliflower can

be grown during these months.to earn more profit besides sowing an early crop in October.

Now with the development of early hybrids like Pusa early synthetic, Pusa hybrid-2 and

'Pl1~ii\SyrtthetiC;whbse curds are pure white and uniform, there is a big opportunity'in

production of early and mid season Cauliflowers in the State.

4H.l.4 .Threat

Diamond back moth and hairy caterpillars are a real threat in Cauliflower production.

Iutegrated .pest management should be practiced instead of indiscriminate spraying of

Insecticides because this insect develops resistance to particular chemicals. The price trend

over the last five years is very discouraging, as prices during peak months in Delhi showed

a downward or erratic trend in wholesale market as given below:
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Rs I ".• ' Qumta
.Year . Mouths

Oct; Nov. Dec. Jau. Feb. Mar.
1995 974 494 320 212 . 243 376
1996 858 ~83 412 216 187 ISS
1997 482 172 382 308 311 416
1998 944 708 522 816 470 718
1999 1109 300 216 550 237 209
2000

Table No: 40 Price Trend of Cauliflower in Delhi

The price trend in wholesale market of Cauliflower in Delhi as discussed earlier is not

very encouraging, but if we see the scenario in the country, there is a big scope for export

to different metro markets. With construction of National Highways the quality of roads is

expected to improve and vegetables. can move very quicKly from one state to others.

Market Potential4»'2
I
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The price trend for the last three years in Metro markefs.-gives a clear picture of scope for
~;

movement of this crop to other markets.

Table No: 41 Wholesale market price of Cauliflower in metro markets during

.pro~uction period in Delhi and adjoining areas

Year Market Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March
1994 I Delhi 482 172 382 308 311 416

2 Bangalore 846 904 850 739 740 684
3 Mumbai 538 350 518 314 290 228
4 Chennai 555 476 417 583 879 866
5 Kolkata. 1362 820 480 257 228 269

.

1998 I Delhi 944 708 522 816 470 718
2 Bangalore 1186 1259 1126 856 884 1025
3 MiJmbai 695 835 742 380 318 445
4 Chennai 675 930 582 447 469 525

.
5-:- .Kolkata 1725 1644 1164 386 261 413

.

1999 I Delhi 1109 300 216 550 237 209
2 Bangalore 970 1201 961 923 1002 842
3 Mumbai 677 477 340 442 252 330
4 Chennai 864 1007 748 505 653 816
5 Kolkata 2317 1619 643 494 476 608

The above clearly indicates that Cauliflower from Delhi should be marketed in Bangalore

market where on an average there is a hundred percent higher price during the peak
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production peri~d 'betWeen Delhi, and Bangalore markets for the last three yearS, If Okra

from South can come during winters to Delhi then why Cauliflower cannot travel to South,

which will also stabilize the prices in Delhi,

effectiveIPM should be developed,

4H.3 ' Constraints in Development

.),,

'J

f)

'0

The seed production of Synthetics and hybrids of early and mid season Cauliflower

is not upto the desired level with the result farmers are compelled to use local

varieties.

I.

2,

3,

Since Cauliflower is very temperature specific, crop the farmers are reluctant to take

risk.,

Micro nutrient deficiency, especially Boron and Molybdenum is wide spread and

fanners must 'be aware of supplying these nutrients alongwith major nutrients',

otherwise quality and yield is affected.

4., The number of diseases and insects are senous constraints in the production of

',;' Cauliflower. The varietiesiresistant to black rot and sclorotinia rot are ali-eady

developed but insect resistance is not available, Till such varieties are developed,

4H.3.2 Infrastructural

The packaging, of Cauliflower in cling films of 50 micron extends the shelf life, For long

transportation, individual curds, should be wrapped in thin plastic films,

)

)

i

4H.3.3 Financial
", ,

Cauliflo';"er seed is costly and it is advisable that fresh seed from reliable source should be

SOwll.The availability of seed must be ensured at reasonable price. The Government lias

imposed sales!"" on vegetable seed which is unfair.

,)

-,' .. .J

4HA Production Technology

4H.4.1 ' Seed and Planting Material

For early and mid season varieties 500 gm seed and for late varieties 300 gm seed per ha.

is sufficient. The seed must be treated wit 50° C hot water for half an hoUr and then treated

with Captan toward off fungus diseases.
,.J
.j
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4H.4.2 Agronomic practices

Cauliflower is very temperature specific crop for curd formation. The following table will

give clear\>icture of soWing andpliiliiirigiimeof specific groups of Cauliflower in Delhi

and surrounding areas.

,)

J
)

~.,5;1

1
, C')

Maturity Varieties Sowing time Temperature Harvesting
group required time

durin!! curdin!!
First early Pusa Early Synthetic, Pant End of May to 20-27°C s~pt-October

Gobi-3 , -June •
Earlv Pusa Deenali, Pant Gobi-2 June , 20-25°C Oci-Nov.
Mid Early Improved Japanese, Pusa End of July to 16-20°C Nov-Dec.

Hybrid-2, Pusa Sharad and . 1st week of
Pant Gobi-4 Aug,

Mid Pusa Synthetic, Pusa Aug. end to 12-16°C Dec. to Jan.
season ' Shubra,' Pusa Himjiyotic, early Sep.

Pant shubra
Late or Pusa Snowball-I, Pusa Sept. to Oct. 10-16°C Jan to March
SnoWball L "Snow ball K-I
!!foun

'.i

;)

I ).
" '

C')

)

)

The nursery for early groups must" be treated with formaldehyde or Karathane ,and seed

should be treated with Captaf 2gm per kg seed to save the seedlings from fungus attacks
• \' -p "',' .", , "" ..

, 'particularly damping off. The planting should be done at 40x40 cm for early group and

, '4S~45Cin in mid and liIte groups.

4H.4.3 Nutrient and Water Management

50 to 60 tons FYM, 120:50:50 Kg NPK is a must for good crop, Nitrogen in three split

doses of60:30:30 before planting, 21 days after transplanting, and 3,dat curd development

stage. Basalin as weedicide before transplanting @ 2.5 litre or stomp 2 litre and give light

irrigation after spray to save the crop from weeds at early stages, Water should not

stagnate. Irrigation at 10 days interval is a must. Spray Boron and Molybediunim if soil is

deficient in these micronutrients.

4HAA Management of Diseases and Pests

Downy mildew, black rot and Sclorotenia rot are major diseases, Hot water treatment,

treatment of seed before sowing with Captan will save the crops from black rot and

damping off. Spray of Redomil 0.5 gmIlit and Dithane - M-45 2gm1lit checks downy

mildew and scolrotenia rot. The major pests are Diamond Back Moth, hairy caterpillars,

,)
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,and st~mbnrer. Spray EJldnsulpfan .or ThindQl1@2"llllllit,water alternatively, at 15 days
: ' . . .

interval. PInts shnuld be cleaned frnm weeds and iJltegratedIPM shnuld be, adnpted

because insects are a serinus prnblem in Cauliflnwer productinn.

4H.4.5 R &D Needs

Develapmeni .of insect resistant varieties and wider' adaptable variety is the need .of the

haur: Apprapriate and cheap methads fnr prolanging the shelf life in Cauliflawer shauld

be standardized sa that this crap can be marketed ta distant markets in fudia, .otherwise

prices are falling aver the years in Delhi.

4H.6 Organizational Management'
. ....

Seed multiplicatinn of varieties / Synthetics and FI hybrids shauld be .organised in a big i"

way because dependence .on imparted seed is increasing,

4H.8 '.C"Conclusion

Cauliflnwer has big scape far distant marketing in entire Sauthern States where winters

, are'~~t sharp and' hence quality Cauliflawers are produced in narthern states and U.P,

Supplying the majar share. The crnp has very gnnd future provided seed productian is

.organised in Public & private sec tars mnre extensively and ,newer areas are identified far

late Cauliflnwer seed praduction in Narth-Eastern States, Ultranchal etc.
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4 (I) Brinjal

Presently the area shown by the State records Iinder brinjal in 1950 ha. which seems to be

totally wrong. The area during 1993-94 was 29659 hac. with production 414397 tons.

There is every likely that area under brinjal is not less than 45,000 to.50,000 thousand

hactares as per the estimates of consultant who practically visited major producing area in

Varanasi, Kanpur and Faizabad divisions that is the reason why brinjal has been taken as

thrust crop, but due to non availability of authentic data which we have already pointed out

in Volume 1 no data can be provided. As per our assumptions the area <sO50,0.00 ha. with

production of 100 Jakh tons with productivity of 20 tonslha. Inspite of all this still there is

vast scope of increasing the area and production ofbrinjal in the State.

4.1.1 SWOT Analysis
'. I.

4.1.1.1 Strength

In U..P brinjal can be grown throughout the year in EastemU.P and for 8-9 months in
0';'." ". _'f.

other parts of the State. The productivity being so high that farmers are taking good

profits. There is:good market within the State and also Eastern part of the Country where

rainfall isbighcand during those months they are unable to grown good crop ofbrinjal

because, of Disease & Insect problem. U.P has advantage to send there produce from April

- September and from January to March in Northern States where it is lean period.

4.U.2 Weakness

Practically there is no weakness in brinjal production except in high rainfall season when

insect infestation is more but now with IPM (Integrated Pest Management Practices) these

problems are also solved to great extent.

4.U.3 Opportunities

There are ample opportunities for increasing the area and productivity, the yields are

achievable 'upto' 30-40 tons/ha. with the development of good Fl hybrids which is

changing the profitability of fanners. Only one has to grow either early or late in the

seasons or market there produce to distant markets wherever there is lean period as

mentioned earlier. The fanner has to keep in mind the local preference of the market

regarding colour, shape and size of the brinjal for specific targeted market.

)

)
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Fruit & shoot borer is real threaLin brinjal cultivation till resistant varieties are developed

during high humidity a high temperature round varieties should not be grown which are

more prone to insect attack. Small rond and long varieties which are more suitable for

these season.

4.1.2 Market Potential

There is big market of brinjal in whole country but seasons of production are different in

different parts. From April to September the products should be marketed where rainfalls

are heavy like Eastern & NE States as is clear from the table below and .d~ng extreme. . .
winters in Northern States. and hills where production is less.

Wholes:lIePrices of Brinjal in different Metro Markets in the Country (Rs.! qnintal) during

1999
.

HJah .. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.I
Mumbai :'3'6('). 252 222 222 238 290 408 342 405 446 464 222

,

Calcutta! 731 • 398 808 755 1007 898 Ji24 952 759 1508 1366 691,

Delhi 302 327 382 452 782 581 650 650 452 467 228 264
(Source: NHB Wholesale & retail Marketing 1995-99)

4.1.3 Constraints in Production

Ff!!it and. shoot borer an insect is major constraint in brinjal cultivation. Till resistant

varieties are available appropriate Plant protection preventive measures should be taken

up.

4.1.4 Production Technology

Different. varieties suitable for different season's sowings are available. In U.P there are

three main sowing season i.e. January -:-February, June - July and September, October and

harvesting starts after 60-80 days of sowing and 40-55 days of transplanting. Extreme

winters below 8-10° C and above 35-40° C should be avoided which hampers germination

of seed. The improved varieties and hybrids suitable for U.P are:
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4.1.4.5, R&D Need

89

Varities resistant to Fruit & Shoot borer are required as 10-25% on an average crop is

damaged. BT gene transfer technology progranune is under progress and some sUccesshas

been achieved more efforts are needed to speed up this progranune.

Conclusion

water .

400 gms seeds of varieties and 200-250 gms of FI hybrid is sufficient for one hectare.

Planting at a distance of 75x60 and 60x45 depending upon the variety is sufficient

distance.

Azad brinjal2,3 and Azad hybrid - I, Narendra hybrid- I Narendrahybrid - 2 and 3,N.D.

brinjaI-4, Pusa purple Azad Kratili, ARU-2C, H-8, Punjab Baisti, Pusa hybrid 5,6 and 9,

Mahyco hybrid 10 and 39, and number of other hybrids by different private companies are

available.

Fruit & shoot borer is major insec!. All affected twigs and infected fruits should be

plucked and burnt or buried deep in soil and spray endosulphan 2 mVli!.after picking the

fiuits.FuiTodilI\'.@1O kglha should be mixed in soil at flISt weeding. Mites are other

'insects ""hich can be controlled by 0.02% Thiodon spray. During rainy season seeding are

affected by damping off. The seed & seed b.d should be treated with captof@ 2 gm I lit.

Brinjal being most common vegetable of country the consumption is increasing every year

and U.P having good climatic conditions have ample scope of brinjal cultivation. The

productivity is increasing at much faster rate due to availability of Fl' hybrids at

comparatively reasonable rates considering all aspects brinjal cultivation has very good

scope in the State.

'"'15 ibds' ofFYM, 200 kg Urea, 375 kg Single super phosphate and 100 kg Potassium

'''Sul~hateper hectare is essential because brinjal is heavy feeder. Nitrogen is to be supplied

in 3-4 spliidoses at three weeks interval.

4.1.4.2 Agro Practices

4.1.4.3 Nutrient and Water Management

4.1.4.4 Management of Diseases & Pests

4.1.8
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4 (.I) Tomato

As per u.P. Government data tomato occupies only. 3955 hectares with production of

100854 tons which seems to be very un-realistic. This situation is similar to brinjal in the

State. As per our estimates on the basis of visits to Northern belt i.e. Meerut, Gazia~ad and

Saharanpur zones and the quantity of tomato seed sold in the area is approximately more

than 50,000 hecla.res.There is concentrate areas of Tomato in Kanpur, Agra, Firozabad,

Badaun, Ialaun, Fatehpur and Allahabad. There is substantial area in Varanasi arid

GorakhpurDivisi()ns also. Tomato is grown practically throughout the State and that too in

lurg,eareas. Asper our,estimates the area should not be less than 50,000 ha. This lead us to

, ,select Tomato 'arid Brinjalas lead crops of the State. In spite of the large area and good

productivity there1S still plenty of scope for its further expansion in the State.

4.J.l SWOT Analysis

4.J;1:l' Strength

In Western part 0 f the State there are two seasons of tomato availability i.e. Spring -

Summer and November - December but in central and eastern part of the State tomato

availability is almost throughout the ye~r in rainy season tomato is harvested. The

production has a very good market in Delhi and neighboring States. In most of the eastern

& NE States lomato is not available from May to November and U.P can feed to most of

these markets during these months.

In u.p State Fl h.ybrid have not spread as much as it should have with the result the

productivity is less.

The Agro techni'l ue, especially staking of plants has not become popular which also

, affects productivity.,

4.J.1.3 Opportnnities

There is tremendous scope of increasing productivity of this crop in U.P which will

increase the per unit profits. There are more than 300 weekly markets in Delhi which are
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4.J.2 Market Potential

4.J.1.4 Threats

91

Virus diseases in Autumn crops i.e. September-October is a real threat to raising crop

dUring autumn winter.

retail bazars and farmers can dispose off their product directly to 'con~umers, thereby they

can earn more profit. Some farmers have already started taking interest in direct selling.

• Fruit & shoot borer is threatening the cultivation of tomato.

• TMV and Mosaic resistant varieties are not available and this is becoming the main

constraint in Autumn winter crop in the state.

If disease free nursery is produced in August-September under protected polyliboses, the

early crop in November-December will fetch them very good price and enhance

productivity.

There is not much difference between Delhi and other metro markets in the season when

tomato is harvested in northern India so there is not much scope of sending tomato to

'distant markets from Delhi but there is still a substantial gap in the requirement and

'production of tomato in northern states. Hence there is enough scope of consumption in

U.P ,& Delhi markets itself If we see the price trend during last five years, there is no

appreciable variation except in the year I 998,when prices were abnormally high. After that

year, prices are stabilized more or less.

To'get early crop in spring eastern part of State should provide otherwise price shoot up in

" the State.

4.J.3' Constraints in Development
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4.J.4 P~"duttion Technology

4.J.4.1 Seed and Planting Material

Now tomato varieties which set fiuit under different temperature should be planted for

different seasons in U.Pe.g. for autumn crops, Pusa Gauzov, for spring crop, Pusa

Sadabahar and Pusa sheetal, For distant marketing Pusa hybrid-4 and for nematode

infected plots Pusa-120 and Pusa hybrid-2 are important. BSS 20, HOE-303 Rashmi and

Rupali are other hybrids doing well in this zone. The nursery for autumn-winter crop must

be raised under polyhouse or net houses otherwise virus infection is high and it is

..:,rec'?rnmended that seed & seed bed should be treated with fungicides. The Hybrid seeds

being very costly, 150 gm seed is sufficient for a hectare provided nursery is prepared well
\. ..

and care is taken the. other varieties suitable for U.P are Narendra Hybrids 2, Azad T-3, .,
',i

Azad T-5. T-6, Arka Vikas, Pant C-I, DT-IO, Ar TH-4, BSS-20, Rashmi and Rupali.

4.J.4:2 .Agronomic Practices

For higher productivity, a good nursery is a must. Plants must be staked because earlier

con~ept that determinate varieties do not need staking is changed and it is proved that

staking definitely improved the yield. Planting on raised beds alternatively on half meter

width raised bed is another agronomic pr~ctice which saves the water and inhibits the

weed growth. Pre planting weedicide spray of stomp 2.5 litre/ha checks the weeds for 40-

45 days.

4.J.4.3 Nutrient and Water Management

30-40 tons ofFYM and 120:60:60 kg NPK for varieties and 240:120:60 for Fl hybrids is

essential for belter yield. Nitrogen in three split doses, half at planting and then 15-20 days

interval in 2 to 3 equal split doses. Starter solution of 12:24:12 ratio of NPK. 20 gm of

mixture in 10 litre water immediately after transplanting helps in a belter stand of the crop.

Boron deficiency is increasing. For this 10-15 kg borax as soil application or spray of

0.25% twice at flowering stage is effective. Some tiine excessive moisture alongwith high

temperature also causes cracking of fruit, hence Ilghtirrigation at 5-7 days interval is

recommended.
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4.J.8 Conclusion

93

Seed and Nursery treatment with captin or
captofBavistin 2grn/1it

0.05% Rogor or Metasystox at early
growth stage and after harvesting the fruit.

Seed treatment with Mancozeb, nursery
treatment with farmoldehyde and spray the
crop with copper oxychloride 0.3% and
follow three years rotation.

Remove the 'affected plant and apply
systematic insectioned in nursery and
cover the nursery with net. Spray
Dimethoate 3-4 times at 10 days interval to
control white fly which spreads virus.

pnce.

'Tomato is one crop attacked by number of diseases and pests. The major diseases and their

control is given below:-

Tomato production has very good scope in the state as a whole and Delhi being largest

,market near to the State will have advantage of maikeiing their produces, at remunerative

J1;!ere is dearth of TMV and Mosaic resistant varieties and efforts should be made to breed

TMV resistant varieties. Fruit & shoot borer resistant varieties ,are also required. The Fl
. .'.11-< ,',,', _ ~,

,!,ybrids with acidic varieties can become more popular because of local preference,

vigoro)Js efforts are needed to bread such ~l hybrids with transport qualities. Fl hybrid

seed production should be on a large scale so that prices are reduced, which will boost sale

of hybrid seed.

The;field staff should be trained for hybrid seed production. Biotechnology tools like BT

gene transfer should be tried at more places. For that, training and infrastructure facilities

should be developed.

4 Jassids, white fly fruit & Shoot
borer

I Damping off at Nursery Stage

2 Leaf curl and Mosaic Virus

..3 Bacterial wilt and Alliance
blight

. .\; , . ~;".

4.J.4.4 Management of Disease and Pests
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4 (K) Chilies

Vtt3l'.Pradesh has substantial area under chilies. The latest figure shows an area of 17732

hectares with production of 14203 tons dry chilies. The production figures are misleading

because lot of chilies of green stage are harvested and sold as green chilies and that figures

are not depicted here. The average productivity of 0.80 tons is for dry chilies and actual

production may be much higher. There are three big markets of chilies in the State i.e.

Kanpur, Karana (Muzaffar Nagar) and Bareilly which are fortunately the centers of Chilies

production in the State. There is plenty of scope for area expansion and stil1 more

important is to increase the p~oductivity. Again the area reported by Directorate of

Statistics, Government of India.the area under Chili is much higher in the state as per our

assumptions.
....

•...J

r)..,.

4.K.l SWOT Analysis.

4.K.1.1 Strength

. Th~'Chil1i~ area is concenlratedin Kanpur, Agra. Bareilly and Sahranpur zones with the

. resUlt big inark~ts of Chillies are located in Kanpur, Bareilly and Kairana. Now the yield

g~ins are increasing with the availability of hybrid varieties which are comparatively

. "higher yielder and resistant to ---- diseases. also. The area is increasing and productivity

will also much higher in the coming years.

4,K.1.2 Weakness

Chillies varieties are higher temperature s~nsitive and little 'fluctuation the fruit setting is

affected and this crop growing becomes risky. More thermo insensitive varieties and

hybrids should be developed which will reduce the risk of Chilli growing in the State.

There are no proper processing facilities, especially for making powder paste and oleoresin

production as these are the products required in international market.

4.K.l.3 Opportnnities

These are good opportunities to increase the area and productivity because number of FI

hybrid varieties and improved varieties have been developed which are' more thenno

insensitive. Since this crop requires less irrigation as compared to other yegetable crops.

The demand for green chillies is also increasing very fast and these .area being near to

biggest market of green chillies i.e. Delhi will further boost the production V.P.
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4.K.l.4 Threat

None of the variety' is resistance to Vlrus disease.' The efforts should be, made to

incorporate resistance in local varieties which have adopted to the environment. The

hybrid seed developed by foreign countries is selling at abnormally high rate. One hybrid

developed by Punjab Agri. University should be multiplied by the State agency so that

, prices are kept under check. 'Fortunately now several private companies have developed

number of hybrid chillies varieties which are comparatively resistant for virus diseases and

very high yielding which will ultimately revolutionise the Chilli production in the Country

as a whole and Uttar Pradesh in particular.

4.K.2 Market Potential

There,i~goodmarketof greenchilliesthroughouHhe year and prices also fluctuate in the
. \ -. .

country, which can,be exploited, because production seasons are different lind 'luckily in

U,P two 'cropping ,seasons' are' available. The price trend in different Mandies of gree~;'

chillies during the availability ofU.P Chillies is given below.

Market May June July Aug. Sept.

. "Airiilisar" ',' . , JOn J083 290 427 776
, .Jiillandhar':"" , , IU2 870 265 338 595
Delhi 1268 1520 612 496 1034
Ahnidabad 996 1313 510 582 670
Nasik 1905 2068 713 1110 734
Mumbai 1925 1638 802 935 960
Kolkata 958 2336 670 863 938
Chennai 1306 1654 674 1074 821

In May and June the prices are much higher in Western and Southern part of country and

again in .August-September in western part of the country where green chillies can

marketed with profit. Delhi is another market where prices are good throughout the year

andU.P growers can capitalise on it.
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4.K.3 C~nstructi~ninneyeiopn;ent

4.K3.1 Technical

There is main constraint of non availability of virus free seeds of hybrids at affordable

prices and varieties which can set fruit at higher temperaiures ie.e above 30 and relatively

low humidity conditions p~rticularly in U.P the varities which set fruit in April- May.

4.K.3.2 Infrastructure

:There is no proper storage house ,facility for red Chillies. It required less temperature and

less, humidity will, below 50-60% that's why it cannot be 'store~' ";vith oth~r fruits etc .

•.Facility,forbleoresin extraction'should be developed at Kanpur AgrL Uni. For export

4.K3.3 Financial

Provision ,of crop insurance for Chillies against crop failures should be made processing

. plants for making paste and powder should be developed at Muzzafar Nagar,; Bareilly, and

Xanpur ~;'~fcontractual. f~ing of desired variety at pre fixed rates should be encou;aged.

4,K4 . ProduCtion Technology'
, . ,

4.K4~1Seed and Planting Material

The seeds collected from the later picking are of good quality provided the fruits are

pic)<:ed,atfully red ripe stage and dried moderately after extraction fr.om the fruits. Normal

practice is to collect all picking and extract the seed after fully drying which gives poor

seed. AbOut 500 gm seed per hectare of varieties and 200 gm of Fl hybrids is required.

The Nursery must be treated with formaldehyde 2 percent solution and covered with

plastic sheet for 3 days. After gap of another two days prepare the seed bed, sow the seed

at 5 cm apart lines and cover with leaf rriould or ,fine sand. Water with can. The seedlings

must be protected from frost during December and January by covering with plastic sheet

or Sarkanda on western side for protecting against cold winds during night. The best

, timing of sowing in U,P in mid October to Mid November and May and June.
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4.K.4;2 Agronomic practices

The best time of transplanting i~ Mid February to I" week of March and J!1ly~. August.
. , ", '~_:i.," ,.

Drench the seedlings before up~ooting from nursery with 0.2% Bavi~tin and planting done,. - - '.' , , .' .- '. .

on ridges made 45 to 60 cm apart and plant to paint distance should be 30-45 cm.

However, wide raised beds of 125 cm and planting on alternate side of bed at 30 cm for

hybrid varieties has given good results. There should. be immediate irrigation after

transplanting. The recommendation varieties for Punjab are Punjab .Surkh, Punjab
"

Guchhedar and Punjab lal as inptoved varieties and chilli hybrid 1 (CH I), Jawahar-218

Pant C2, C-I Pusa Sad a Bohar, Pusa Jwala, NP-46A, HOE - 888 and ARCH-236,

4,K.4.J Nutrient and Water Management

FYM 25-30 tons incorporated while preparing the fieldand 125 kg urea, 200 kg Super

. Phosphet single and '50 kg Murate of Potash is put in rows and ridges are made on these,;

rows. Two doses of urea @ 65-70 kg is applied as top dressing after 25 and 55 days of

transplanting for FI hybrids addition top dressing after I" and third picking is given. Zinc

defi~ie;;cy' IS also prevalent in Punjab, hence, 50 kg ZnS04 may be applied before" .,.,...:...."
transplanting,

Light irrigation is given immediately after transplanting followed by 3'd or 4th day to have

better stand and then at 7-10 days intervaL There should not be any water stress at fruit set

stage but never over irrigate chillies as this will cause rotting and other diseases, Hence,

light and frequent irrigations are preferred, Drip irrigation has given very good results in

chilli production,

4.K.4.4 Management of diseases and pests

A number of insects like aphid, termite, cutworms fruit borer, mites and thrips etc attack

the crop from beginning to end. To control cutworms and termite, 2 Iiters/ acre

Chloropyriphos to standing crop with irrigation water. Two sprays of Malathion (400ml)

or Roger (300 ml) before fruiting to check aphids, white fly and thrips. One spray of Sevin

(800 gm) or Thiodon (800ml) at fruiting to control fruit borer. Two sprays ofMIT-505 (50

EC) @ 300ml/acre in July and August saves froin seriouspests of mite which is some tine

serious iIi hot and wet seasons.
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Development of virus and wilt resistant varieties with wider adaptability are to be

developed. Cheaper methods of hybrids seed production by developing male sterile lines

will boost the chilli production.

, ,t. .,i:;: \ .':- .'.'. _ ". ,."", . '.' .-:" '. _ . i, • . , . _ .

The most iriJp'ortaiit disease is Anthracnose (Die back) wilt, Mosaic aJ!d lea(curl virus.

S~ray Indofii 11-45 for wetr~is. Wilt can be checked by high ridge pl.intingand restricted

water reduces the incidence of wilt. Mosaic and leaf curl Virus is checked by removing

affected plants and by spray of the Rogor or Molaihion to control aphid and white fly

which spreads the disease.

,- ~.

'Chllii'producti<lll has very good scope in UP and more and more .farmers are taking up

'6hiIJi' production and using i"mproved varieties and FI hybrids and the production &

productivity will be much higher in next 5-10 years.

4.K.4.SResearch and Development needs

4.K.8" Conclusion

I

- )
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Some of the progressive farmers are gelling yield of 7-8 tons and others have

started giving beller inputs and yield will get boost in the State. U.P can be bulk

supplier of garlic to Northern India. The large size clove variety Agri Found

Parvati forms big size bulbs and cloves which is not possible in Central &

Southern States because of climatic comparative advantage to U.P .

•

Garlic occupIes an area of 9328 hectares with production of 41877 toris' ~n'd area IS

concentrated in Agra (5714), Firozabad (3427) Kanpur (1193) Et~h (1049) Mainpuri

(1238) which means more than 80 percent 'area is in Agra and Kanpur'Divisions. The

average productivity in the State is 4.49 tonslha whi~h is above the national average of

3.89 tons. The yields in Punjab and Haryana are much higher because farmers are giving

higher doses of fertilizers and climate being similar there is good scope of increasing the

,productivity in Ullar Pradesh.

• The 80% area is concentrated around the biggest wholesale market of garlic i,e.

Kanpur and production is in Kanpur - Agra - Lucknow Divisions.

The area' of garlic iri the State is mostly concentrated in Agra, Kanpur and Lucknow,

Divisions, :The,concerted efforts can very easily increase the productivity and Kanpur

being, the biggest, garlic market. in U~Pnext only to Delhi and Kamal in Northern India,

hence marketirig is nota problem. The area'in recent years is increasing fast as five years

,agoarea<was 6821 hectares and within five years the increase is 37 percent and

, productivityhasincreased,by 38 percent which clearly indicates that there is good scope of

increasing the"are and more so the productivity in this crop. The comparative strength of

the State is:-

4 (L) Garlic

4.L.l SWOT Analysis

4.Ll.2 Strength
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4L.1.2 Weakness.

Now number of good varieties are available. and most of the farmers are not aware of

these. Farmers should be apprise'(j in more vigorous manner to plant only improved variety

cloves. The seed cost is very high and large quantity of planting material Le. cloves of 8-

10 mm diameter size and 500 kg quantity for o'.'e hectare is required which cost around

Rs. 1000 per quintal during planting season. The. poor farmers should be provided soft

loan. The availability of cloves in such a large quantities are also not available which is

becoming hurdle in area expansion.

4.L.1.3 Opportunities

.There is good opportunity to increase the area and productivity in the State because of'>

hardiness of crop, comparatively free from insect & diseases and good returns are

. expected., Moreover :this' being a winter crop the area under popular. and other young

'. orchards which shed leaves during' winter this crop can be. grown as inter crop which will

" give additional inc~me, Till'new wheat crop is taken which is not giving good returns and

people are switching over: to .this crop. Since demand for the crop is increasing within the

'country and abroad there'is good opportunity. U,P .has comparative advantage over the

rival state Madhya Pradesh which produc~s largest quantity of garlic because 'but U.P

garlic clove size is much belter due to lower temperature prevailing in U,P which is ideal

for'ilual1ty garlic production.

4:L.1.4Threat

The prjces of garlic are fluctuating from Rs, 10 to 80 per'kg during peak production time

i.e. April to May and .September to December. The farmers are unable to store the product

properly. The farmers should be assisted to store under cheap storage bins developed by

NHRDF (National Horticulture Research and Development Foundation). The

multiplication of good quality seed is real problem. The farmers should multiply the seed

of desired varieties only which can be used for number of years.
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".) 4.L.3 Constraints in Development

101

Kanpur is big market in U.P and Delhi being India's biggest Market of garlic. There is no

problem of transportation because of good storage quality in the crop'like Potato and'

Onion. Seeing the market price of garlic in Delhi market which remains highest than all

the big markets in India and U.P being bordering State has comparative advantage of less

transportation cost. The comparative rates of National markets will give a fare idea of

wholesale price of garlic in country:

. Ranges of Wholesale Garlic Price in Rs./ Qunital

Market potential

(Source: AADF, Annual Report 1991-92)

4.L.2

Final Report: Volume /1 INational Level Techno-Economil: Feasibility Study for North Zone'

Market .

Month Kamal Delhi Rajkot Indore Nasik Dindigul Chikhalapur
.

January 350-500 1000-1200 164.514 400-700 687-1025 831-3Jl8 730-830
.

Febiu.ry - 350-500 1060-1200 192-445 300-500' 575-775 900-2374 700-950

March' 200-250 800'1000 195-500 300-550 448-591 600-2000 N.A
~i

April . " '275'350 "600-800 199-557 365-580 467-733 782-2373 500-650

May 300-400 500-600 176-536 475-690 506-689 792-2500 N.A
June 300-600 1000-1200 N.A 400-840 825-1088 800-4025 N.A
July 400-600 1200-1500 2S5-1130 500-1100 700-1400 792-3776 1000-2000

August 1000-1300 1500-2000 691-1045 600-1400 900-1500 1021-3608 750-850
", ,"' .

,.
September. 1000-1200 L1200-1500 406-1101 400-1000 1100-1550 1188-3917 750-850

.

October 800'1000 1500-2000 220-535 400-1000 875-1200 945-3936 N.A

November 800-850 1500-1800 315-925 600.1000 900-1225 896-3783 500-1000

Decemoer 700-800 1500-1600 201-755 500-900 775-1125 865-1580 733-967

I .

)

.. j

The good variety planting material i.e. cloves are not available in sufficient quantity and

cost of clove is major constraints in garlic production. The multiplication rate of garlic is

very less as from one clove maximum 20-25 Cloves can be produced which extremely low

as compared to other vegetables. NHRDF is doing its best but looking to the quantity

required some more agencies should. take up multiplication. No private seed 'company is

multiplying the seeds of garlic because of low price-high volume seed.
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In order to popularise the garlic production. Liberal assistance in the form of subsidy or

wa~t io put up more plants for marketing value added products of garlic like garlic paste,

garlic pe'arls should be encouraged because t.hese is huge demand of these products within

country and abroad also. On an average 6 to 8 crores worth of raw garlic is exported also

which.shouU be further liberalized to boost local area increase of garlic in the Country and

also V.P.

, :.:' :1

.Since see~ cost comes to Rs, 5000/. to Rs. 7000/. per hectare which is .not affordable to,.': <" -- . ".;' \' , -'
poor farmers, ..Subsidy or soft loan should be provided for purchase of seed. Liberal

assistance by. NHB, APEDA should be provided for construction of garlic storage. "'.', .

struptures to)tore seed in h~althy conditions.

Since this is purely vegetative propagated vegetable, large area under bulb production for

s~eds should be taken up and proper storage facility for garlic storag~ is not available in

entire Northern India except one at Kamal, which is not sufficient. There is large variation

in size of cloves only appropriate clove size varieties should be multiplied and stored.till

next planting season.

'", '

4.L.3.2 Infrastrnctural

4.L.3.3 Financial

4.LA Produdion Technology

4.LA.ISeed and Planting material

About 500 kg cloves are required for planting one hectare but farmers are using small size

clove of 3 to 5 mm size which results is poor yield. The appropriate size should be 8-10

mm diameter. There is always shortage of good variety seed in sufficient quantity.

Massive programme is needed to multiply the seed if production has to be increased.

4.LA.2 Agronomic Practices

Planting in October - November at a distance of 10 x 8 em is appropriate with 90 kg each,

nitrogen and Phosphorus alongwith FYM has given good results <n V.P. The varieties

suitable are Godawari, Sweta, HG-I, HG-6, Pusa sel 10, Agri Found white (G-4l),
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Yamuna Safed (G-I), Yamuna Safed - 2 (G-50) and, G-282 Parvati (G-313) are good

. varieties. The V.P has advantage of cold climate which helps the formation of bigger size

bulbs in G-313which is not possible in Southern & Central States.

4.L.4.3 Nutrient and Water Management

Fertiliser dose of 15 tons FyM and 90 kg each of Nitrogen and Phosphorus gives best

results in V.P. First inigation immediately afier planting than at 10-15 days interval. Since

weeding is a problem, the pre emergence spray of weedicide Pendimetheline or Oxidiazon

@ 3.5 litre I ha. Tribunil @ 1.5 kglha, or Nitrofen 2 kglha diluted in 625 litresof water

should be sprayed 7-15 days after planting. Anyone of the weedicide can be used. Total

atleast five inigation are required.

. 4.L.4.4 Management of Disease & Pests

Stemphyli non blight & Purple bloteh are major disease, spray of Diathene M-45@2.5 g~'

per litre water with sticker at 15 days interval as precautionary spray checks the disease'

Thrips is major insect, spray ofMetasystox @ 0.75 mil lit. water cOIitrol the insects ..

4.L.4.5 R&D Needs

The bigger size clove variety Agrifound Parvati and G-282 should be multiplied through

tissue culture for mass production. The efforts are needed that NHRDF or Agri University

at Kanpur or Faizabad should take up this aspect to solve the. shortage of planting material

on large scale.

4.L.6 Organisational Management

There are large nnmber of Gov!. farms in U.P. Seed multiplication of garlic should be

taken up there also. NHRDF should tie up the multiplication programme with State

Government.

. )
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4.L.8 Conclusion

Since garlic is becoming more remunerative crop .the area will increase in the State.

Extension agencies. should popularise the proper ~se of fertilizers and. planting. of only

improved varieties which will definitely doubie the production within shortest time. Hence

garlic has very good prospect in V.P.
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4 (M) Coriander

Present area of Coriander in the State is 6350 hectare with production of374\ tons which

is highest among the seed spices in the State. The area is increasing very fast during last

two three years but unfortunately it is not being projected in the data.by the Sate. These

assumptions are made on the basis of Coriander seed sale in the State which is mainly.

handled by Tarai Seed and Development Corporation and' discussion held with various

reputed seed companies. This being short duration crop numher of crops can be taken in a

year or number of cuttings are possible in autumn water crop hence this spice crop is

gaining much importance with small and marginal farmers.

4.M.l SWOT AnalySis

The climatic conditions are most appropriate for seed production of Coriander in the State,

It requires cool and dry weather for flowering and seed production. U.P having such

climatic in autumn-winter and zaid in most part of State except in North where winters are

. '/i<>'od'& 'seed' ~roduction is not eCOIiomicalin western U.P. IDC has taken up seed

production' of this crop in a. big Way which' is helping in increasing the area and

productivity in the State. The biggest market of green Coriander is in Delhi. Lot of

Coriander seed is being exported also and consumed in every house hold is increasing.

The various uses of Coriander is increasing in Acchar, Chumney and other products of

fruits & Vegetables also, The concentrated areas of cultivation are in Lucknow, Hardoi,

Bareilly, Badaun, Rampur, Basti, Deoria and Barabanki districts.

There is ample scope in increasing the productivity, which is very low i.e. 600 kg. While

new varieties are available which give yield of 2 tons/ha. The consumed varieties are:

Sindhu average Yield 10,5 qtL matures in 102 days

Sadhna average yield 10,0 qtL matures in 100 days

Rajendra Swathi average yield 13.0 qtL matures in 100 days

DH-5 average yield 18-20 qtL matures in 120-130 days

Azad Dhania - 1 average yield 20-22 matures in 110 days

Dhania hybrid - I average yield.20-25 qt!. matures in 100 days

Pant Hritima; Hissar Anand are TDC-I are latest varieties .
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For green Coriander production sowing can start from September to March but for seed

production best time of sowing is 15th October to 15th November. After I or"2 cuttmgs are

taken the plants are left for seed production in "thisway seed yield is also higher and green

Coriander gives additional income to the farmers. The earlier and late sowings give less

"cuttings and plants are uprooted & re-sown and this way number of crops can betaken.

12-15 kg seed is required per hectare. The planting distance is in rows 10 cm apart within

plants 6-8 cm for green crop is sufficient but for seed production distance should 30xl0

cm 20:30:20 kg NPK at sowing and another 40 kgNin 3 doses at 30, 40 and 70 days after

sowing has given better yield in V.P.

Major insect is thrips, which suck the sap, this can be controlled by spraying 120 ml.

Cypermethen IOEC)n 200 litre water.

The future of this crop is bright especially with small and marginal farmers around cities

and seed production in BareiUy,Badaun & Moradabad and Agra Divisions.
,.' I . ' ,
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Chart 9: Percentage Increase of Floricnlture in Coming Decade (2000-2001 to 2010-,
2011)

OTHERS
4 (N) Floriculture
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In 1995,96 there was an area of1'60hectare under flowers' iri U..P.whichroie to 5790

hactaresin 2000-01. However, there is stiUample scope'for extension of areas adjoining

Delhi and big cities of Lucknow, Kanpur and Agra for cut flowers and raising of flowers

f~r extraction of essential oil in Agra, Kanauj Balia and Fatehpur, Varanasi and Allahabad

Districts. The scope of Floriculture expansion in the state is presenied in Chart 9 showing

expected area expansion and productivity. Considering the present conditions the SWOT

Analysis (or Floriculture in the state is given below.
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4N.l.l Strength

I. The proximity to the national capital Delhi where demand of flowers is increasing

very fast, the western U,P area having excellent climatic conditions can cater to the

needs of Delhi.

2. The other advantage is that Delhi is connected to practically all nations by air. Since

the area of flower production is within 100 Ian distance, which means the product can

reaclrthe-nr.rrlcet within a few hours of harvest In,flowertrade this is the biggest

advantage because flowers reach their destinations while still fresh,
Fina/ Report: Volume II 'National Level Tec.hno-Economic Feasibility Study for North Zone'
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3. Th~ demand is increasing. in the big citiesof:Uttar Pradesh also and people 'are taking

to flower production around mostbig cities.

1. There is big opportunity in flower produCtion. As per survey c.onducted around Delhi,

on an average farmers are getting ne£ return of 40 to 50 thousand per hectare which is

not possible in other crops.

2: The farmers especially small and marginal farmers have started realizing that

Floriculture crops gives better return.

3.. There is less competition in flowers produced as compared to other states around

Delhi, while production of Hill states is in a different season, with the result U.P has

an advantage over other state.

4. The. open cultivation of rose, gladiolus and tuberose and marigold for. local

consumption is much cheaper than high tech. raised crops under protected houses.

There.is ..big.opportunity to increase area and productivity in the open cultivation of

these crops for local consumption.

5. The cultivation of flowers under partially controlled temperature pofyhouses has big

opportunity for export of flowers, but this has to be done in a cost effective manner.

1. Flower production is a,high input crops in the initial stage because planting material

required is in the large numbers at high price and is not available.

2. At present there is no organised market in floriculture crops in U.P and even in Delhi,

with theresult some time flowers are sold at throwaway prices.

3. There is great risk involved in floricultureand majority of the flower. growers are not

owners ofland and lease/rent is very high around big cities. For example land rent for

Floriculture in Gaziabad-Meerut districts is around Rs. 12-15 thousand per hectare per

year which adds to the.cost of produCtion. And risk

4. The cost effective technologies have not been developed or tested at farmers fields apd

the farmer's don't have confidence that they will be assured of quality with cost

effective production.

5. Proper Infrastructure of flower storage at market place is not available with the result

sometimes heavy losses occur.

-~,: .

4N.1.2 Weakness

4N.l.3' Opportunities
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4N.2 Market potential

Delhi is the biggest market in northern India and the proposed flower production belt is

within a distance of 100 to 150 km from Delhi, The demand 01 flowers is increasing at a.

very fast rate and it is expected that in near future there is not going to be recession in this

trade. Flowers produced around Delhi have a market in Mumbai also, as. these. will be

cheaper than flowers produced under protected conditions in Pune & other adjoining areas

of Mumbai, provided some subsidy in Air freight is provided.

There is scope of rose, gladiolus and tuberose export to European Countries also .. Because

of different seasons and extremely cold winters there, the flowers produced under extreme

cold becomes costly and our products are at a cheaper rates. Maximum of roses and other

~utfl()wers from Delhi are exported to Netherland, Germany, Japan, U.K. and U.S-A and
;']':n,!"',":. ,. " .

U.P can play big role in export of these flowers. The newer markets like Australia and
'.'~-'- ,\ -

. Middle East have to be tapped. There is a big scope for cut flower exports, as duririg the

last five years their 'export is increasing at a fast rate. Last year flowers worth Rs.l23"

crores were exported, and U.P has substantial share of export. The growth of export
" ,'~i I. . . .

during the last five year is given below in chart 10.

Chart 10: Export of Cut Flowers from India from 1996-97 to 2000-01

~i • Export
----~----_ ...,-----

-.-!
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4N.3;2 Infrastructural Facilities,

The quality b~lbs of gladiolus are not available at reasonable pric~s and quantity. Similarly

in '.rose, budded plants in large numbers of a single variety are not available. The mass

multiplication of planting material is the main constraints in area expansion. The second

major cO'1.straintsis marketing of flowers. There should be proper shaded area with cool

room and cold storage facilities for sale of flowers atleast in the three big cities ofU.P. i.e.

Lucknow, Agra and KanpuL

The facility for~ass multiplication of root stocks, bulbs and corms production of selected

varieties under protected conditions in Government, private and corporate sectors is

. requirell. The bulbs of gladiolus, narcissus, Amaryalis and tuberose should be imported in
. .' -.

large qualities by the Government and kept in cold storage and marketed during the

planting seasons because the timing of planti~g in Europian countries is different than our

times and similady bulbs are harvested at a time different than our time of plantings and

most of the bulbs require certain rest period only then they can be planted.

Similarly the flowers must be pre cooled immediately after harvesting to remove the field

heat, this facility should be developed atleast at the marketing centres for small growers

and.atsite of production by big fanners. The tissue culture for mass multiplication of
. .

.planting material of carnatian, rose scions can play a big role in area expansion hence

infra~il:lI'cture like cold storage;pre,cooling, protected temperature controlled polyhouses
"-":-,.:/7'" .'

andlissueculture fa~i1ities should be developed.
'-,' -". .

4N.3.3 Financial

Since Flower cultivation are high input crops, finance is a big problem for small and

marginal fanners. Liberal assistance in the form of planting material will boost the

expansion. We need minimal protected environment i.e. during summers only, because

winters are not harsh in U.P and simple poly houses can give good yields. Financial

support is required by the fanners for construction of poly houses.

The planting material cost for rose, gladiolus comes to around RS.2 to RS.5 Lakhs per hac.

Which an average fanner can not .afford. So finances at reasonable tenns should be made

available if floriculture is to expand in the state.
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The Government should simplify the export procedures alongwith subsidy in freight to lap

the international market. Development of Infrastructure at market place"and Airj;6fts can

boost the export which has already started but it can be mu~h more useful if hassles and

unnecessary formalities are minimised. The subsidy on planting material should be liberal

a~d much more per unit area than for fruitS & vegetables because planting material is

required in large quantities and at a very high cost. The financial, assistance should be @

Rs. One Lakh per ha. in case of rose, gladiolus and turberose powers for cultivation in the

first year and subsequently@ Rs. 25,000/- per ha per annum.

4N.3.4 Policy

,
..)

J
')
.;')

."it! 4N.4 Production Technology

Production Technology for open and protected houses is entirely different and cost

effective Technology under protected house is at a' fancy stage. The' selection of

appropriate varieties is far most important in cut flower production. Some of the important;;

and'iatest varieties of Rose, gladiolus and tuberose are given below~

)

gladiolus

Tub~~ose

Marigold

DLBharat,RaJ.11, "f'usaBahadur, Pusa'Garima, Pusa Gaurav, Pusa

, Priya, Pusa Pitambar, Pusa virangana and super

Melody, Friendship, Happy end, Morning kiss, snow princes,

surya kiran, Bis-Bis; Ratna butterfly, Suehilra, yellow stone,

Hunting song, Pusa suhagin and Sylvia

Swaran Rekha, Rajat Rekha, Shringar and Suvasinee

Pusa Narangi, Pusa Basanti, Alaska, Happiness Apollo, Climax,

First lady, Gold lady and Snow boat Dainty, Bonita, Bolaro and

Buller scotch

The Delhi rose growers have invented a new Technology wherein they prune the rose in

August itself to get an early crop and get good prices in the market but plant protection

measures becomes costly as weekly spray is required. The planting of flowers especially

gladiolus and tuberose must be in a staggered manner so that availability of flowers is for

longer period.
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4N.4.1 ~~f~N~dp)alItinginaterial

There is' al~~ys shortage~fplanting malerial in all the flo~ers and special drive is needed

to multiply the planting material on large scale and should be available on reasonabl~ cost.

4N.4.2 Agronomic practices

The flower production should be staggered planting and pruning. of rose should also be in

staggered manner to increase the availability for longer periods. Weed management is

another problem and weeding, earthing up and irrigation should be done regularly. Now

days closer planting is preferred.

4N.43 .Nutrient and Water Management
" ',1,._" ,.,,-' ,;' , '.

.,'0 ,

. Th/, ilUtrient management IS very important for quality production. The schedule for

different flowers. is given below:-

t

il
!%l
"J,t,
C\

Rose':

gladiolus'

Tuberose

Marigold

1:3:2 NPK @Ikgper'square mt after pruning, December and end

of'February in'three sPlit doses andFYM 5-10 Kg FYM after

prunmg.

Foliar spray of urea, ,dihydrogen ammonium Phosphate and

potasium sulphate in 1:2:1 ratio, 3. gm per litre water mixing

with adhesive like Teepol or liquid soap at 10 days interval till

February. Manganese sulphate and chelated iron in 1:0.25

(I gm/lit) once in two months

5-10 Kg, FYM+50 gm bone meal, 50 gm Nand 20 gm each of

Phosphorus and Potash per Sq. mt at the time of planting. 10 gm

nitrogen should be top dressed after one month of planting.

5-10 Kg. FYM and NPK in ratio of 1:2:2 @IOO gm/sq.mt and 10

gm BHC at the time of planting and 5 gm N as top dressing / sq.

mt after one month

200 Kg N 80 P and 80 K. alongwith 10-15 tons FYMper ha.

Nitrogen should be in three split doses at planting and monthly

intervals.

.J

.. \

. }

Irrigation should be light and more frequently than heavy irrigation at longer intervals.
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4N.4.4 Management of disease and Pests

113

Agra technique far paly hause cultivatian shauld be standardized far U.P canditians. The

interactian between cammercial flQwer grawers and research centres shauld be much mare

so'ihanechnalagjes are refined at farmers level. Suitable varieties far expart and .other

specific needs shillild be de.,felaped, like lang stem in rose, large spikes in gladialus and

develop better keepers with langer vase life are .of utmast impartance. Experiments a~"

faliar feeding is anather area which needs mare research. The foreign Technalagy is very

castly and nat appropriate far .our canditians. Develapment .of cald chains, pre caaling,

packaging shauld alsa be warked aut.

In flawer productian high Tech. is must far prolanged and all the year round productian .of

cut flawer far damestic and mare especially for expart. Cantralled canditian palyhauses,

pre caaling chambers, tissue culture an' cammercial scale, net hause and shade hauses are

required in large numbers. Air canditianed / caal roams, Refrigerated vans far transpart

are required ta stare the material at Airparts .orMandis far regulated sale .or expart.

Maximum sprays are required in roses because number .of disease and pestso are mare.

Spray .of Zenab .or Captan far diseases and Metasystax .or Ragar far insects at 10-15 days

interval alternatively. Gladialus bulbs shauld be treated with Bavistin / Benvalate 2gm/lit

water far 30 minutes and sPray .of BavistinIRogarlMetasystax at 15 days :interval

alternatively checks mast .of the diseases and pests, In tubrose 40-50 Kg BHC shauld be

mixed in sail befare planting ta save fram termites & ather sails insects,

High tech. productian technalagy far .open and palyhauses shauld be cast effective and

canducted at farmers field ta develap canfidence, in farmers by the Department. The

imparted Technalagy has almast failed in .our cauntry because .of high cast and different

climatic canditians. In .our cauntry cheap and lacally suited technalagy is required,

4N.4.5 Research & Develapment needs

4N.5 Scope far high Tech. interventian.

4N.6, Organisatianal Management
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4N.7, 'HumanResource Development

Practical training is required at all levels, for field staff of the department which can,

ultimately be passed on to farmers, right ,from selection of varIety, production, packaging,

transport and marketing of different flowers.

4N.8 Conclusion

, There is big scope of flower production in the state provided more incentives are provided .

. GQod planting material is to be ,made available and infrastructure for production, pre

~qoling, packaging, and remgerated transport at reasonable cost neeos tobe provided.

Marketing is the biggest hurdle in area expansion. Non adoption by the farmers of the
"appropriate production te~hnology is a major factor for low'productivity and hence needs

to be popularised.
, ,

"", .
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40.1.2' Weillmess'

115

Due to high water table in Rampur and Pilibhit Districts the productivity of

mentha is low. It cannot be grown on low lying areas where water logging occurs

,during rainy season, therefore only uplands and fertile lands are needed for this

crop.

Thiscrop continues in the field for about 240 days from Feb-March to November,

which means only Mustard or Potato crop can be taken.as second crop in the year.

The other weakness is that if you sell the green mass it fetches less price while a

distillation plant along with cultivation fetches good price. However, additional

resources and manpower is required for distillation plant.

Marketing of mentha oil is concentrated' in few hands only with the result

sometime they exploit the situation and offer very low price.

Mentha

Amongst the Spices and Aromatic Plants, there is good scope of Mentha and Garlic

promotion in~the state, whichwilll1e discUssed in detail.

Spices and Aromatic Plants

Mentha occupies 54000 ha area and the annual production is 75000 tons of green mass and

area in concentrated in Rampur, Pilibhit, Barielly; Badaun, Moradabad and Barabanki

districts and this is becoming one of the major export earning crop amortgst the aromatic

plants in the country" Considering the present situation the advantages and constraints are

described in SWOT analysis given below.

i) There is concentrated area of about 54,000 ha in Moradabad, Rampur, Barielly,

Piiibhit and Badaun districts which are all adjoining districts,and which becomes a

.' ~oncentTat~d b~lt. A nu\nber of distillations plants have come up in these areas.

,
become the leader in mentha cultivation in the country.

".' ,,-. .

ii) 'TheRampur city has become the marketing and export center for mentha oiL

iii) , There is every possibility that area will further increase in this belt and UP will

i)

ii)

iii) .

iv)

4(0)

40

40,1.1 Strength

40.1 SWOT Analysis
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v)
\, .

Another drawback is that mentha c,annpt.be,grownin soils where pH is.above 8.5,'

Le. it grows well in good, fertile & normal soil only.

i)

40.1.3 Opportunities

There is good opportunity of labour utilization, because almost 250 -280 days

work is available and fariner can make more money.

ii) Being a low input crop which is less infected by diseases and pests, it can be a

.j

)

iii)

. more profit earning crop, because ofless risk involved.

There is big scope of expo]j of mentha oil, hence profitability is more and

entrepreneur minded farmers have more opportunities for this crop.

40.1.4 Threat

The prices are fluctuating too much in mentha oil in world market and productivity per

h~~tar~in developed'world is much higher i.e. around 3.5 to 4 tons green matt~r which
.••. t, ~ ... \ ,

means alp10st double than us. The productivity has to be doubled in the decade to remain

i~t!J~world market. This can very easily be achieved with extra inputs and proper Agro

Techniques and suitable varieties like Shivalik, MAS-I, Hybrid 77, Kosi and adding 25 kg

BHC (10%) dust while field preparations and 80: 60 : 60 NPK. Nitrogen should be given

in split doses of 40 kg each at first planting and after I" cuttings. Apply Neem cake @ I

ton or carbofuran 2 kg I ha or combination of half of each before planting. Stolons/should

be treated with egallol or captor before planting and wetable sulphur 0.3% or maneozeb

0.2%'should be sprayed at 15 days interval to save the crop from rust and leaf spots. Water

stagnation should be avoided. Light irrigation is given after 15 days if there is no rain.

40.2 Marketing Potential

There are three kinds of Mint i.e., Pepper Mint, Spear mint and Bergamot Mint which are

mostly used in confectionery and medicines. In UP mainly Japanese Mint, which is used

in pharmaceuticals, food flavoring, confectionery, cosmetics and beverages related

industries is cultivated therefore, there is big demand of this oil within the country and

abroad. 45,244 qtl.' of mentha oil was exported from India during the current year with a

value of Rs.2I3.9 crores.

The UP's share of exports & domestic market is at the top which clearly indicates that

there is big potential market orihis crop in India and Abroad.
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Country Qualities illKg. ,Y~lnjnRs.

Brazil " 145430 82019159 '
China, ,

992100 441939600
Germanv 440779, 225918493
Hon" Kon" 256300 122975566
Indonesia 278070 . 150157207
,Janan l-60500 78417485 ,
Para""av 174900 ' . 95724901
,Sin"anore 587966 227506603
U.K 313932 , 150319824
USA, , 561224 272396512
Others 613215 291671926

,

Total 4524416 2139047276

Since'this is sub-tropical herb and requires cool and .moist dimate where temperature

during summer should not go beyond 35 0 Cand minimum temperature during growing

season shouldnD! 'go below 150c: Being specific in ,climatic requirement, the commercial

cultivation' can be only in western' and central, part of the state. The other constraints in

area expansion is that it is propagated through under ground stems called stolons, the

planting material onvhich is not available in sufficient quality,

Sufficient, sniall,steam distillation units with good recovery of oil should be developed as

most of the distillation units installed at individual farmers field gives low recovery i,e,

less then 05% (w/w) of leaves with the result farmers get less money, In the few large-

scale distillation plants put up by Pharmaceutical companies, the recovery is as high as

0,6% as compared to the small plants which give an average recovery of 0.3 to 0.4 percent

only, It is therefore suggested that efficient, small plants of suitable capacity should be

developed with better oil recovery percentage,

, ,

Table N020 Export of Menthol from India to different countries in 2000-2001

40.3 Constraints in Development

40.3.2' Infrastructure facilities,- - . . ' .
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40.3.3 Financial

For putting up bigger distillation plants one requires heavy investment. Liberal Assistance

should be provided to corporate sector or the GoYl, should put up big Distillation plants to
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get maximum recovery. Farmers should be trained in Distillation procedures with

assistance to setUp smaii'urtits on the farmitseIfbecause fuel will be generated from the

raw material of mentha itself and little extra energy will be required. The contractual

farming by the corporate sector should be encouraged on the pattern of one plant already

working in Rampur districts of the State.

40.3.4 Policy

The department of Horticulture should supply the planting material on large scale or some

agency is required. who should supply good high yielding varieties planting material at

reasonable price and the area will increase automatically.

40.4 . 'Production Technology

Generally fanners are not applying sufficient inputs, with the result production per ha. is'

less. This crop is heavy feeder and minimum two cuttings are taken, first after 80 - 90

.days'and second after 105 - 110 days of planting.

To produce a biomass of three tons or more, sufficient nutrient supply is a must. The

. .varieties which are 'high.yielding with good oil percentage should be planted. Beller

.varieties are Shivalik, MAS,!, Hybrid-77, EC-41911, Gomti which are quite popular. High

yielding varieties Kiran and J(osi, gives bette,r oil recovery and should be given preference

than others. 8-10 cmlong stolons with 2-4 growing points should be planted I - 2 cm deep

furrow at 40 x 0, cm. spacing, Stolons should be dipped in 0.1% Agallol or Captan

solution for two minutes before planting. Day temperature of 20-25 degree centigrade and

light .showers favour rapid growth. Pre-emergence application of weedicide Terbacil or

Diuron @ 2 kg / 100 litre water or 2.5 kg Delapon or Gramoxone, but these should be

sprayed between furrows before planting of stolons.

40.4,3 Nutrition and Water Management

Twenty to thirty tons FYM, Twenty five,Kilogram BHC (10%) at field preparation and

40:60:60 kg NPK and Twenty kilogram Zinc Sulphate before planting and forty kilogram

N after first cutting, gives better yield. The crop needs 6 - 9 irrigations during dry season

and -2- 3 after rains in late. September and October till second harvest is done.
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40.4.4 Management of Diseases and pest

,NematQdes are the real problem in Mentha cultivatiQn. Apply Neem cake @ .one tQn per

hectare .orCarbQfuran ,twQkilQgram per hectare .or cQmbinatiQn .of half .of.each and aVQid

fields which are heavily infested with nematQdes. SclQretenia rot, leaf SPQt,wilt and stQlQn

~Qtare CQnunQndiseases: Always use disease free planting material and treat stQlQnwith

AgalQI .or CaptQn. Spray wettable sulphur 0.3% .or karathane 0.05% fQr mildews and

mancQzeb 0.2% fQr leaf spots, blights and rusts. Water stagnatiQn aggravates the diseases.

"

40.4.5 Research and Development Needs

The small efficient IQWCQstdistillatiQns units shQuld be develQped and research shQuld be

conducted tQprQduce the seed under subtrQpical cQnditiQns .or temperate cQnditiQns SQthat.

planting material resistanllQ diseases is produced in large quantities

40.5 Scope for High Tech Interactions

Efficient DistillatiQn plants which gIves mQre reCQvery .of .oil IS need .of this crop tQ

increase profitability.

40.6 Organizational Management

Farmers cQQpenitive .orAssQciatiQns shQuld jQin tQgether tQput up bigger Distillation' units

which may be encQuraged thrQugh incenti'(es because it will increase the profitability .of

farmers.

40.8 Conclusion

Thi~ crop has a very good scope in the Tarai belt, Bareil1y and. Muradabad Divisions of

UP. The disease free planting material shQuld be made available. The CQntract farming

,and establishment .of bigger extractiQn plant fQr mentha .oilwill bQQst the productiQn in

he state which will be big fQreign exchange earner crop.
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1.2 Summary and highlights of resonrces survey

1. INTIWDUCTION

1.1 Background'
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It has been visualized in the volume I that the Punjab state has Witnessed increase in

,area and production of horticultural crops. The productivity has witnessed increase in

some crops e.g. Kinnow, Mango, Guava and Ber, however, in most of the crops,

productivity has been static. The review of success stories, reflect a big gap between

the achievable productivity and the average yield. The low averages are' primarily due.

to non-adoption of recommended technologies and also because of newer plantations

coming under sub optimal environmental conditions, soil unsuitability and lack of best

quality planting material. The innovative technologies' adopted in case of some success

stories also pointed towards the technological gaps. The comparison of some successes

with intemationalstandards of productivity levels and quality, further add to such

technological gaps.'

, a. Survey of technical infortnation available with the. scientists of PAD revealed

that considerable production'technologies have been developed which have not

been adopted to the desired level. Some, of the technologies have not been

adopted because they have not been amply demonstrated while others have not

been adopted as they are not well ,understood by the fanners, whereas some

others appear to lack practical feasibility. In many cases the breeders have

dev~loped superior genetic stocks but suitable seed! plant multiplication

programmes have not been taken up and the availability of such planting material

has been the limiting factor in the adoption of newer varieties.

b. Development personnel- In general the experienced workers lacked infonnation

about the latest developments in production technologies, were not actually

involved in' the demonstration of such technologies and hence were not fully

convinced about the practical utility of such technologies. Further, operational

skills have not been developed so as to practically demonstrate such techiiologies

to the fanners.

c. Some,ofth,; technologies have not been practically'demonstrated to the farmers

and in certain cases the results are not so convincing.

d. ,The resource survey also indicated that for production propositions under high-

tech projects the infrastructures are not available at competitive costs.
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f.

g.,

e. Attempts at adoption of exotic technologies withoul adeqm.te prior testiiJghave

not been successful.

Research institutions have not geared up to reshape their research programmes so

as to fit in the changing scenario of commercial crops.

Marketing intelligence and market information are not being managed to

transform the horticulture to ~'globally competitive level.

h. With the present level of available technology and productivity of average farm

enterprises and the prevalent input-output prices, there are, not many farm

enterprises which yield returns from horticulture that are comparable to returns

obtainabl~ from wheal and paddy. As the farmer makes a shift from these two
I .~', . .

cereal.crops, he has to undertake sensitive and risk prone farm enterprise. Most
• .' .\ c ' • ".'. .,

of the altemaiive enteq,rises in the sector of horticulture result in much higher

value of the produce than wheat and rice. However, their perishable nature

requires more carefulliandling.

I. Supporting infrastructure' to make newer enterprises easily 0llerative are not

'lvailable e;'g. manufacturing' agencies for green houses are not there to offer

turnkey projects at affordable prices. Only small-scale manufacturers have come

up but they are'nol able to incorporate the latest technologies, hence the products

have limited utility.

J. Much of the trade of Horticultural produce, both wholesale and retail,

, particularly the later, is manned by illiterate people who lack knowledge about

modernization. They are not even having a will to adopt new technologies and

expensive infrastructure to save much of the losses, which occur at their level.

k. Even the functionaries of regulatory mechanism i.e. secretary market committee

and other staff did not appear to realize any need to modernize and for

technological advancement in the facilities or the functioning of markets.

The progress made during the decade in area and production of different horticulture

crop is given below and presented in the Cart.
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Table N021. Progress made in horticulture during last decade In Punjab

[)etalls Units, .Fruits. Veeetables . Potato Floriculture,
i991 "2001. 1991

' ".
2001 1991 2001 1991 .2001

"uea Ha. 68806 34209 8405C 14045 4620C .70123 32" 56C
roduction Thous.rr om 629.2" 479.6C 1453.l)~ 2337.35 923.1 1371.8 548.5C 2772.0C
roductivity Tons/ha. 9.16 14.0 17.2C. 16.6' . 19.9! 19.56 1.65 4.9'
~ increase in Area Yo (-) 50.2~ 67.11 5U8 68.6!
Yc> increase in 13.0 60.81 48.51 405.3!
Productivity Yo I'

The area under fruits shown in the records is drastically reduced in 1998-99 because of

survey conducted by the Horticulture Department of the state. The earlier data was

based on the number of plants supplied but actually how much survived was not .

available. Hence, this seems to be a good exercise done by the department, and gives a

more accurate idea of the real state of affairs. However, the productivity of fruits has

shown a good i,!crease as can be seen from the chart below ..

Chatt: 10 Increased Productivity in Horticulture during the

. decade (1990-91 to 2000-2001)

~---~-_.-----_._.__ .._--------------

25.00.

7 20.00

~
"t. 15.00

~
~ 10.00
'""""o..
"" 5.00

0.00
Fruits Vegetables

19.98 19.56

Potato Floriculture

The present area under different important horticultural crop is given in Table 21A.

While the productivity of fruits has shown an encouraging trend in the last decade, the

yields of vegetables, and potatoes have been more or less stagnant. There is a

substantial. increase in the productivity of flowers, primarily because of the adoption of

high yielding plants and technology for roses and other exotic flowers.
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Table 21.A

CurrentBtatus Cropwise Area, production and productivity ofFr~its & Vegetables in the Punjab (2000-01)

A. Area ofHectares
B. Productionin tons
C. Productionin tons/ ha.

A Fruits. . .

.;Kinnow Sweet Lime & Mango Litchi Guava .Pear Peach Plum Grapes Ber Others Tot;!lOrallgC Lemon
a. Area 1(434 3317 668 5608 . 1146 4357 2.47 1101 120 1378 1735 . 1198 34209b. Production 171510 23219 4676 56080 11460 76248 42940 16515 .1800 37206 262025 11980 479659c. 15.00 7.00 7.00 10.00 10.00 17.50 20.00 15.00 15.00 27.00. 15.00 10.00 '14:02Producitivity

....

...

B. Ve2etables ..
Potato Onion Garlic Tomato Brinjal Caulifl- Cabbage Chillies Peas Musk- Water- Others rotal

ower melon melon &
Cucurbitsa. Area 70123 6040 1130 6850 2350 2260 1210. 8250 13660 950 9810 2050 140453b. Production 13718.16 129316 14667 165353 33205 70041 35124 13068 80693 18713 130535 3020 2337345c. Productivity 19.56 21.14 12.15 16.53 14.12 21.48 29.02 1.58 5.90 19.69 13.31 14.53 16.64
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Price trend of fruits and vegetables during the decade

The annual price increase in fruits and vegetables was araund 6 percent in Jallandhar

market. The Overall annual price increase in fruits was. much higher (8.07%) as

campared to. vegetables (4.56%). Amangstfruits, highest amnia! price increase was

,recarded in Manga( 13.59%) and lawest in Santara (3.74%). In fact, the situatian in

Santara might be due to. strang campetitian fram Kinnaw. Unfartunately camparable

price increase in case af Kinnaw has nat been available since it was nat classified as a

district commadity in 1991. Hawever, the general abservatian has been that during the'

o last 2 ar 3 years Kinnaw has registered a sharp increase in prices.
I

Amangst vegetables, Peas recarded the highest (18.86%) annual whalesale price

increase fallawed by thase in cauliflower (2.53%) ..In all ather vegetables such figure~

h~ve been I to.:3percent. The matteraf cancern has been the market situatianin case af

.I.'~tata in which 'the prices' were camparatively lawer at the end af the decade, Onian

juSt.recarded the annual price increase af anly 1.19%. "

eh ddPTable No.22 : rice trend of fruits and ve!!etables urlO!! t e ecad
Crops Price Price % Increase in

(Rs/Qtl) (Rs/QtI) price
1991 2001

'Fi'iJits .
Manpa 617.50 1456.67 135.90
Kinnaw - . 480.62 -
Saii.rtara 63i.50 867.92 37.44
Banana 247.58 464.16 87.48
Granes 1332.00 2159.09 62.09
Guava - 692.50 -
Average increase in 80.73
nricefor fruits .

Ve"etables . .

Patata 215.08 152.08 75.32
Oibb,,~e . 131.33 - -
.Cauliflawer 216.50 379.58 . 75.32
Peas 308.6 890.83 88.67
Brinial 204.67 " 258.33 26.22
Tamata 473.58 555.83 17.37
Onian 314.10 351.50 11.91
Okra 535.28 691.66 29.21
Average for 45.63
ve"etables
Average. for fruits 58.39
and ve"etab1es ,

If we take the inflatian rate into. accaunt the prices af fruits and vegetables have nat

increased in the real terms, which is nat a healthy trend far farmers.
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2. POTENTIALFORDEVELOPMENT

-.
2.1 .Production enhancement potential

There is a tremendous potential in increasing the production in practically all fruits and

vegetable crops and area expansion has little scope. The major steps to be taken in

selected crops is given below:

I.
.' ::

Special attention is to be given to Kinnow, mango and Guava and potato in
:'_ ,', '-,;':-'.):1",1 - "":,' .' .

specialised zones, especially by popularization of latest varieties/hybrids, latest
." - '\ - .,

agro tec1uJiqu~s i~~luding IPM, INM and effiCient water management to make

horticulture crop production on commercial lines rather than substantial

production ...

2. - . Special drive is required to develop partially developed Kandi and Bet areas in

Hoshiapur, Ropar and GurdasplIr- for Guava, Ber and Mango production and

Kinnow and, 'other Citrus fruits in Semi arid irrigated areas of Bathinda, .

Faridkot parts of Ferozepur and Moga districts.

2.1.1 Area expansion

The overall scope of area expansion in the state during next decade for. horticulture

crops will be from 2.2% to 3.4%, which means increase in area by 1.2 percent which is

easily achievable seeing the previous trends and infrastructure available in the state.
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Chart 11: Are~.expansion of horticulture crops between 2000-01 to 2010-2011

Table No.23: Area expansion during the decade in different horticulture

components as compared to previous decade in hectares

",.

Crops Previous Present -Proiect in tl)e next 10 vears
decade status (2000- 2005-06 2010-2011
0990-91) 2001)

Fruits 68,806 34;209 46,209 60,500

Vegetables 84,050 140,453 168,543 210,680

Potato 46,200 70,122 73,630 _77,840

Flowers
_.

332 560 790 1150

Spices and Aromatic 6,800 23,250 26,250 30,000
, olants

-

Total 206,188 268,594 315,422 380,170
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Table 23-A

Scope of Area Expansion in':I~'orticulture in the coming decade in Punjab

Area in hectares

Crop I.. Present Projection for the decade
Position

iOOO-2001 2002 . 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Fruits 34209 36609 39009 41409 43809 46209 49067 ~1925 54783 57642 60500
Vegetables 140453 146071 151689 157307 162925 168543 176970 185397 193825 202252 210680
Potato 70122 70823 71524 72226 72928 73630 74432 75314 76156 76998 77840
Flowers 560 606 652 698 744 790 862 934 1006 1078 1150
Spices & aromatic 23250 23850 24450 25050 25650 26250 27000 27750 28500 29250 30000
plants
Totals 268594 277959 287322 296690 306056 315422 328371 341320 354270 367220 380170
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Table 23-B

Crop-wise Projected Increase in Area of Horticultural Crops !!' Plmjab Durin~ the De~ade
";

Area in ha
Crops Present 2002 2003 2004 2005 ' 2006 - 2007 2008 2009 2010 '2011

Status
2001 ,

,

Fruits
Kinnow 11434 12147 12860 , 13573 14286 " 15000 16500 18000 ' , 19500 21000 22500Mango 5608 5986 6365 6743 7122 7500 '8100 8700 9300 9900 10500Gurva 4357 4885 5414 5942 6470 7000,' 7670 8270 8940 9610 10350Ber 1735 1878 2021 2164 2307 ' 245() 2560 2670 2780 2890 3000
Veuetables , ,

Potato 70123 70824 71526 72227 72929 73630 74464 75298 76132 76966 77800Tomato 6850 7056 7262 7468 . 7674 ' 7880, '8294 8708 9122 9536 9950Onion 6040 6632 7224 7816 8408 9000 ' '.9600 10200 10800 11400 12000Pea 13460 14385 " 15385 16000 17000 18000 19000 20000 21000 22000 23000Chillies 8250 9704 11158 12612 14066 15520 16126 16732 17338 17944 18850
Others
Cut Flowers 1 5601 , 6191 6781 7371 796 855 9141 9731 10321 1091 1150Mentqa I 150001 165001 180001 195001 21000 22500 240001 255001 27000T 28,500 30000

I
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Sector wise Projected increase in area of important horticulture crops during the decade

are given in Table 23A and crop wise projections are given in table 23B

2.1.2 Productivity

It has been visualized earlier that horticultural crops are to occupy additional land

.under the area expansion programme either by (i) growing horticultural crop in fallow

: or waste lands or (ii) replacing the area under cereal crops. As regards fallow or

wastelands, these areas are the left out areas after extensive utilization of very high

proportion of total available area. The state of Punjab has the highest percentage of

cultivated area (96%) of the total geographical area, hence only those fallow or

wasteland areas are available which have been really problematic. Such areas may be

having degraded: SOils, exhausted:.or mis-managed .soils where texture, structure

chemical co~stitue.ilts are so unsuitable so as to make them unsuitable fof' growing

crops and hence they are going to be equally or even more un-economical to be

managed for horticultu~al crops. More o';'er such areaS are generally farther away from

main centers of development "';4 thereby lacking basic infrastructure in the absence.of
which marketing of ~griculture produce in general and that of horticultural produce is

, .' .'~ : :' , . - , . . . . . .
even more difficult

With reference to point no. 2, i.e. rePlacing. the area from.cereals to horticultural crops,
! • .

it is possible only :if such crops are'able to maintain high .Ievel of productivity and

matching developments' take place in marketing opportunities, so as to ensure better

econ~mic returns to-the producer.

Notwithstanding the above points, there' appears to be' a vast scope of increasing

productivity in view of the fact that (a) available technology adoption level is not very

high (b) there are obvious gaps in available production technologies, which as and

when filled, will greatly improve the productivity (c) there is a vast difference in the

actual productivity and the marketable productivity because of lack of efficient post

harvest technology and absence of infrastructural faci'lities.Any portion of such losses

saved directly means proportional increase in productivity.

There is very limited scope of area expansion especially in fruit crops but to some

extent area can be increased in vegetables, potato and mentha, the main emphasis has

to be on increase in productivity per unit area by suitable varietieslhybrids and suitable

switching over to advanced' agro techniques, plant protection measures, integrated'
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nutrient-management and efficient water use. The productivity of major fruits like

IGnnowcan be increased from 15 to 20 tonsil,., with average of 18.5 tonslha ..

Similarly, in vegetables the productions can be increased-from 16.64 to 22.5 tons per

ha. The detailed productions targets, which can easily be achieved during the next

decade are given below.

Table NO.24: Targeted increased in Productivity dnring the decade (tons/ha.)

(Tonslha)

Crops Previous decade Present status Projected for the next
1990-91 2000-2001 decade 2010-20II

Fruits . 9.16 - 14.02 18.5
Vegetables 17.2 16.64 22.5
Flowers 1.65 4.96 6.5

:Chart 12:Targewted.increased in-Productivity during the decade

25
\. 22.50

~

'" 20

"""'"0 15f-<~
.q
;> 10'C
<>

""Cl0 5H~

0

Fruits Vegetables Flowers

1~2000-2001.2010-2011 I

The sector wise increase in productivity in different crops is given in Table 24A and

crop wise projections are.in Table 24B
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Table 24-A
Targeted increase in Productivity during the decade of Important Horticulture crops

nlhaProductivity into
Crop Present Position Year wise Productivity in tons I ha.

2000-2001
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Fruits 14.02 14.42 14.81 15.21 15.60 16.00 16.50 17.00 17.50 18.00 18.50
Vegeiables 16.64 17.14 17.64 18.14 18.64 19.20 19.86 20.52 21.18 21.84 22.50
Potato . 19.56 19.85 .20.14. 2.43 20.73 21.00 21.30 21.60 21.90 22.20 22.5
Flowers . 4.96 5.07 5.18 5.29 5.40 5.50 5.70 5.90 6.10 6.30 6:50
Mentha 1.25 1.32 1.40 1.47 1.55 ' 1.62 . 1.70 1.77 1.85 1.92 2.00

Table 24-B
Crop-wise Projected Increase in Productivity of Horticultural Crops in Punjab

Tonsl ha.

I

Crops Present Status 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011,
2001 . _. '"

.

fruits .. ~-,-,: I
Kinnow 15.00 15.50 16.00 16.50 . . 17.00 17.5 18.00 18.5 19~00 19.5 ,40.00 .
Mango 10.00 10.25 10.50 10.75 ...ll.OO 11.25 ll.5 11.75 12.00 12.25 12.50 :
Gurva 17.50 17.92 18.34 18.76 . '19:19 19.62 20.05 20.48 20.90 21.36 21.76
Ber 15.00 15.50 16.00 16.50 17.00 17.50 18.00 18.50 19.00 .19.50 20.00.
Vegetables
Potato 19.56 19.84 20.15 20.44 20.74 21.03 21.32 21.62 21.91 22.2 22.50 ..'
Tomato 16.53 16.88 17.22 17.5} .17.92 18.26 18.61 18.96 19.31 19.65 20:00
Onion 21.41 21.57 21.73 21.88 .22.04 22.21 22.36 22.52 22.68 22.84 23:00
Peas 5.95 5.98 6.01 . 6:05 '6.09 7.02 7:03 . 7.10 7.16 7.20 7.25
Chillies 1.58 1.69 1.81 1.93 . 2.05 2.16 2.28 2.39 2.51 2.63 2:75
Others . .

Cut Flowers I 4.96 5.071 5.181 5.291 5.401 5.501 5.701 5.90 6.101 6.301 6.50
Mentha 1 1.25 1.321 1.401 1.471 1.551 1.621 1.701 1.77 1.851 1.921 2.00
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Production

Productions in tons

,
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Component 2000-2001 2010-2011 Perce~tageincrease
roits 47966C 1119250 133.34
"egetables 2337350 474030( 102.8
otato 1371820 175140( .,. 27."
loriculture 277." 7475 .. 169."
\JIushrooms 23869 32000 34.1

I ~ 2000-2001 .2010-2011 I

Table NO.25: Production of Horticulture crops

. ()"- .

. '~:,

If the increase in area and productivity is combined,.th'ere will be,an overall increase in

the production of horticulture commodities in the state. The overall scenario of

horticulture in the coming decade will be as below and depicted through chart at page

n09.
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Chart 13: Anticipated production of Horticulture crops. in. Punjab during the decade

The sector wise yearly production of different Horticultural Crops are given in Table 25A and

Crop wise Projections are given in Table 25B.
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Table 25-A

AntiCipated Yield increase in~ifferent sectorsof Horticnlture

Production in tons.
Crop Present . Projectionforthedecade .

P~ositio'h
2000-2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 .2007 2008 2009 2010 2011Fruits 479660 527901 577723 629830 683420 739344 809605 882725 958702 1037556 1119250Vegetables 2337350 2430621 2675794 2853549 3036922 3236025 3514624 3804366 4105213 4417184 4740300Flof. . 2772 ..3242 3712 4183 4653 .5123 5594 6064 6534 7005 7475Mushroom 23869......-24682 25495 26308 -27121 27934 28747 29560 30373 31186 32000Mentha 18750- . 21780 (. 25200 28665 ..32500 36450 .40800 45135 49950 54720 60000

.-4: ,~" . .

..
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Table 25- B

Crop-wise Production of Horticultural Crops in Punjab in the CQlllingDecade,. ~ - . .
in Tons

Crops Current 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 '2009 2010 2011
, Production

2001

Fruits
Kinnow 171510 188278 205760 223954 242862 262500 ,297000 333000 370500 409500 450000
Mango 56080 61356 66833 72487 78342 84375 .93150 102225 111600 '121275 '131250 '
Gurva 76248 87539 99293 111472 124159 137340 153785 169370 186846 205270 225216
Ber 26025 29609 32336 35706 39219 42875 ' 46080 49395 52820 56355 60000

Veeetables
Potato 1371816 1405148 1441249 1476320 1512133 1548439 1587572 1627943 1668052 1708645 1750500
Tomato 113231 119105 125052 131213 137518 143889 154351 165104 176146 187382 199000
Onion 129316 143052 156977 171014 '185312 199890 .201240 229704 244944 260376 276000
Peas 80693 86281 92464 96800 103530 126360 '133570 142000 150360 158400 166750
Chillies 13068 16400 20196 24341 28835 33523 36767 39989 43518 47193 51838

Others ,

Cut Flowers 2772 3138 3512 3899 4298 4702 5210 5741 6295 6873 7475
Mushroom 23869 24682 25495 26308 27121 27934 28747 29560 30373 31186 32000
Mentha 18750 21780 25200 28665 32500 36450 40800 45135 49950 ,54720 60000
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Chart 14: Percentage increase in area in Horticnltnre in Punjab dnring the lasldecade

IiiiPercentage increase I

The ultimate summary of increase in are,a, production and productivity of the State is given in

table 14A.
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Table 14A

Present Area and Future Targets of Production in Punjab.~ 12001- 2011)
Pronortion of Production

Crops Existing area Existing Target Increase in Increase inl Due to Due to
in ha. Production in Prodnction in Area in ba. Production in increase in Increase in

Tons Tons Tons Area . Prodnctivity
Fruits

Kinnow 11434 171510 445000 11066 273490 165990 107500
Mango 5608 56080 131250 4892 75170 48920 26250
Guava 4357 76248 225216 5993 148968 104877 44091
Ber 1735 26025 60000 .1265 33975 18975 15000
Others 11075 219737 471934 3075 252197 60885 261312
Total 34209 479600 1333400 26291 853800 399647 454153
Vegetables -

Potato 70123 1371816 1750500 7677 378684 150162 228522
Tomato 6850 113231 199000 3100 85769 51243 34526
Onion 6040 129316 276000 5960 146684 127604 19080
Peas 13460 80693 166750 9540 86057 56763 29294
Chillies 8250 13068 51838 10600 38770 16748 22022
Otherse 35730 629226 2296212 33350 166698 650325 1073434
Total 140453 2337350 4740300 70227 2402950 996080 1406870
Cutflowers 560 2772 7475 590 4703 2926 1777
Mentha 15000 18750 60000 15000 41250 18750 22500
Others 8250 23869 32000 1750 8131 5057 3074
Total 23810 45391 99475 17340 54084 26733 27351
Grand Total 198472 2862341 6173175 113858 3310834 1422460 1888374
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New Opportunities

Recent advances in production technology offers.new opportunities in achieving much

needed quantum jump. in productivity and fruit quality.;Both in fruits and vegetables,

innovative approaches have been followed to upgrade productivity and quality. The

important frontline areas which needs institutional testing and then recommending for

adoption are as under

Flower Seed Production in Punjab

There is very.good potential. of winter armual flowers seed production in the state. At

present 4 to 5 companies in Ludhiana and--Patiala are growing flower seeds of

following annuals.

I.

2.
3'

, 4:"
5.'
6.

1:

Glardiaaristataand Giardia Pulchala

Plilox c.Re,fand mix

Labuleri:i:':-'RoyaICilrpet and snow carpet.

.Coreopsii Lancilata.

.Verbina tenuise'ta

Viola helenmouilt

Monarola

At present there is an area of 1000 ha under flower seed production .. Most of the seed

production is under contract buy back by different companies of USA?Holland and / c:>

Geru1any:Ahnost all quantiiy is exported to these countries and Flower seed to the tune

ofRs. Ten crores were exported during 2001-02. Some of the farmers are switching

over to flower and vegetable production instead of wheat where wheat yield plateau

has been reached and per unit returus are diminishing in wheat. The Diversification to

other suitable crop is broadly needed in Punjab and some of the entrepreneur farmers

are switc?ihg over to alternate cropping systems.

Besides above annual flowers there is scope of other annual flower seed production

also like Pansy,:Aster, annual chrysanthemum, calendula, china aster, daisy, hollyhock,

Marigold, Petunia, Salvia, Sweet alyssum Sweet Sulian, Sweet william and w~ll flower

are some of the important crops.
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At. present fanners are getting gross return ranging frorn40~75 thonsand per ha. and net

'. returns varies from 20-50 thousand rupees per ha. which clearly indicates that flower seed

production not only gives more return but family labour can effectively be utilized for 3-4

month in a year. Hence there is big scope of flower seed production in the State.

Fruits

(i)
".

(ii)

(iii)

Use of Biotechnology in the regeneration of plant material, which is disease free, ,. ., . . , .

and true to hype. -
;-'. .'.' .

Environmentally controlled production

Introduction of new mandarin varieties which are identical to Kinnow-with respect

to their cliniatic requirements but are free from the established defects in Kinnow.

Such as varieties, which are earlier maturing than Kinnow, varieties having lesser

seed content than Kinnow such as S,a~umaetc. A large ~umb~rof such variants are

available with varying' inaturity periods and thos~, which are better suited to

processing- (no bitterness during processing). The Tropicana Fruit Juices Co. is

conducting experiment with 11 sweet orange varieties n~ely, Itaborai, Westen,

Varia, Hamlin, Olinda, Midnight, Early Gold and Ruby neucleas and two varieties

of Mandrin namely, Merisoles and Elemonles on large scale for selecting suitable

varieties in the region. for making fresh juice. The root stocks being tried are

.Carrizo of citrauge orange. C-35 and Trifaliate, 852 and Swingle Citrumillow are
. I ", ,

dwarfing root stocks. These will completely change the scenario of orange

cultivation in Punjab.
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3. IDENTIFICATION OF THE MOST IMPORTANT CROP

3.1 Criteria for selection

Punjab isa.big consumptiol\ market for horticulture products; both because of high per

" capita income and also because the good eating habits of the people of Punjab. There is

also a growing awareness of the high dependence of Punjab agriculture on wheat &

Peddy and it is being realized that all efforls must be made to diversify the base by

increasing horticulture prodlfction. Hence we have selected to crops having potential

for growth.

3.2 Selected Crops

3.2.1 Fruits

, .
. Processing of Sweet Oranges

Multinational firms like Tropicana Foods have started growing Sweet Oranges on

contractual basis in Abohar and Bhatinda districts for juice making. Similar attempts

ar~,1:>eingmadeby some other finns tq grow these varieties. The .prospects of orange
it.! : •. \..1.\k .' ,_' -'.' .

pr0cl,uctipnonce the experi~entissuccessful. ~ere wiH:be tre~endous increase in area

. and production of Sweet Oranges in the.State. The exact projections can not be given
... 'd.; .. ',' .

because the fresh m~ketipg of sweet oranges farmers were not getting good returns..... . ,

,l_~d ,more and more farmers are switching over to Kinnow production because of great

demand and good returns to the.farmers.

, ' TlJe Sweet Orange pilot plantings are going on and it may take 7 - 10 years to assess
; .. "",,-" .. - .. " ' '.

the exact impact that is why projections can not be made but there seems to be good

prospect.

Based on our analysis, the following fruit crops have been selected for intensive

devei6pment in Punjab

(i) Kinnow
(ii) Mango
(iii) Guava
(iv) Ber

The component wise area expected.for the selected cn)ps in the coming decade based

on the trend of previous decade and based on discussions held by the consultants with

different.functionaries and by his-own.visualization. is given below:
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Table No 26: Estimated increase in area of selecled fruitS (2001C2011)"

(Area in Hectares)

I Fruits Kinnow Mango Gnava Ber

. 1990-91 22932 12134 4301 1797.
2000-2001 11434 5608 4357 1735
2005-2006 15000 7500 7000 2450
2010-2011 22500 10500 10350 3000

3.2.2 Vegetables

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Potatoes
Tom~to
Onion'
Chillies
Pea

'The "criteriido{selecting Orihmcrop is that productivity of this crop is 2" highest in

India and almost"dotlIlle man' national average. Moreover Punjab Onions have very

good marketilig scope iIi entire .J&K and Himachal Pradesh. The added advantage is

that" Purijab has 'started taking 2nd crop during Kharif season from (August-

"December) when' Onions prices shoots up and farmers are expected" to get betler

margins. Moreo.ver area projected in the State'is much more and 'Peas has been ignored

as thrust crop because U,P has advantage where yield is much higher and in return

" PUnjab farmers will' g~i less margins in Peas. No doubt Pea is also important vegetable

but thrust is given to crop where approximately are more.

The component .wise area expected for the selected crops in the coming decade based

on the trend of previous decade and based on discussions held by the consultants with

different functionaries and by his own visualization is given below:

Table no.27: Estimated increase in area of selected vegetables (2010-2011)

(Area in Hectares)

II Vegetables Potato Tomato Onion Chilies Peas

1990'91 46200 3940 1800 5150 12000
WOO'ZOOI 70123 6850 6040 13460 13460
2005-2006 73630 7880 9000 15520 18000
2010-2011 77840 9950 12000 18850 23000
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3.2.3 Others

The other related crops for development in Punjab are

(i) Cutflowersof different types

(ii) Mushrooms

(iii) Mentha

Mentha bas been selected because in certain areas water is in plenty and~paddy is not

remunerative as compared to Mentha. Moreover Punjab needs diversific~tionof crops

because wheat rice isdarnaging the fertility of soil. Thus crop has potential in national

and international market.

"Mentha has been ciken as thrust crop because in' the last 4 - 5 years it is becoming

, more 'and more 'popular With"srruill'and riiargiriai' fanners, This gives work to family for

more number of days in year,'

" Jhe comP9!1ent ;vise, area, expected, for the selected crops in the coming decade based

,,,.,oIl:!)ly trel)d, o(p~evious,decade',and based on discussions held by the consultants with

"giJ;Ierent functionaries and by.his own visualization is, given below:

Table no 28: Estimated increase in area or selected other crops (2010-2011)
(Area in Hectares)

III Cut flowers, mushrooms, Cutllowers Mushroom Honey Mentha
Honey and aromatic
plants
1990-91 332 4000MT 3500
2000'2001 ," , 560 23869 ' 15000
2005c2006. 850 27000 22500
2io-2011 1200 32000 30000
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4. APPROACHES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF EACH SELECTED CROP

FRUITS

4A . Kinnow (Citrus)

4A.l SWOT Analysis

4A.l.l Strengths

This variety has established itself.asthe lead.citrus variety in the state. It occupies 74
::.i';i'0::.~_.. , . 1., ':: -:. ~,-,,' --. '. ",.--.' ""' .

..p'erc.e~!of the.;IT<,aunder citrus fruit,sand 33 perc9nt of the area under all fruits io the

st~t~:Itsprodu2tivity of 15MT pe~ ha. is ihe highestamongstcitrus fruits in the

country. The quality of this variety has come to be accepted all over the country, Its

d' demand. in foreign markets is also'increasing. It has established itself equally well in

:, arid districts of Ferozepur andBathinda: as well as.sub mOlmtaioous'and hmhid district

of Hoshiazpur. Some successes,.from 'central distriCts like Sangrur'are also being
reported.

'. ~':./ ,.( .
. ,- ,

4A:1.2 Weaknesses

It is a rather late maturing variety. The tree; tend to overbear and .exhaust themselves at

~:~early age, resulting' in premature decline and short production life. The fruit has very

high :seed content.' The .variety is not suitable for processiog. Like sweet orange and

'bthercitrus varieties, kiimow is also prone to the-attack ofniay incurable virus disease,

mycoplasma, greening diseases, many insects pests and pathologiCal diseases. This will

necessitate a ,:,ery thorough, closely watched and technically sound nursery-raising

programme, since most of the citrus viruses are bud transmitted.

4A.1.3 Opportunities

Diversification in varietal base of Kin now has to be taken up intensively because of the

main weaknesses described earlier as well as to have longer availabilitY period, as

.K.innow is rather late maturing variety. In view ~f the fast expanding market and

acceptability in some foreign markets, there are immense opportunities in expanding

area under this crop. The productivity levels already achieved, which is highest

amongst citrus fruits in the country, notwithstanding, obvious technology gaps, points

to additional and unmatched opportunities. The previous experience with sweet orange

varieties within the state, such as Jaffa, Blood Red, Mosambi, Hamlin, Pineapple and
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Valencia late, as well 'as 'the present statiJs ofilvailabIe technology iildicate that such

varieties are not going to reach any where near tl) the productivity and quality levels of
\ ':,:<<;{::.~:':.- .. ;" ., ':":":,':,:.' .

Kinnow. However, there are many other mandarins, 'limes, lemons and grape-fruit

varieties which have the potential of matching Kinnow performance. Hence, there is

"'every possibility of bringing in an element of diversity amongst citrus fruits in the state.

The results of some of the grapefruitvarieties tested at R.F.R.S. Abohar point to such a

possibility e.g. performance of. local Santra, identical to Nagpur mandarin, in sub

mountain and humid areas of the state, hill lemon ilnd Bararnasi selections made. by

PAD, indicate such opportunities. Many exotic varieties such as many variant

. selections of Satsuma mandarin .fromeJapan also offer a good scope of diversifYing

citrus production in the stat~.

4A.1.4 Threats

There are a number of technology gaps in the production of Kinnow and other citrus i,

fruits in the state,; In spite of some serious problems relating to' nutritional ,md tree

health.prod!,ction.aspects, the good 'and consisteni productivity level of 15 MT/ba,
J' . . .

which is '~ett~r than. any other citrus fruit in the country, mdic~tes the potential of

fh~tIiehncre~siIlg the productivity of the variety. Certain nutritional disorders such as

iron and"zi~c deflcitm'cies, toxicity to Boron, lack ,of specificity of recomme~dations

with regards to.major and minor nutrient elements needs active attention, and points to

the need to strengthen research. Reducing the susceptibility of citrus in general, to

many virus and virus like diseases, is still an important technological gap. In order to

keep spread of such diseases under control, nursery prognimme needs up gradation, so

that indexed plant material is made available to the growers. lu some cases, where the

disease is spread through inset vectors, such as greening (supposed to be a mycoplasma

disease) and tristeza, complete control of such insects & pests is important. The

complete technology for production of virus free plant materials is available with the

scientists of PAD and claims are made for having made supply of virus free plant

material, although to a limited extent It is important that state Department of

Horticulture and :university scientists closely collaborate to achieve the desired results.

Possibilities of involving private nurseries also exist, but that will need a lot of

supervision and technical advice by the experts of the PAD.
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4A.2 Market Potential

Kinnow, which by now has been growing in the state on a' commercial scale' has

established itself in the market. There is widespread consumer acceptability of this fruit

both for table purposes as well as for fresh juice, After having overcome initial

problems on other states, now its liking by the consumer is fast increasing in all parts of '

; the country. It is evident from the' prices being realized in distant markets (refer to

success story of Kinnow marketing in volume I) like Bangalore. Dispatches have also

gone to many neighboring countries such as,Ceylon, Middle East (mainly Dubai) and

Bangladesh. Marketing explorations in Europe, America and Au~tralia have yet to be

undertaken by sending test consignments. Many Far East countries are also potential

markets.

4A.3 Constraints in ~evelopment.

4A.3.1 TechnicaI"

The kinnow plant has an inherent problem of declining at an early age b.ecause of early

bearing and tendency for over production. The variety is rather late maturing and much
, ~ ' " .. . -'

of the winter season goes without this fruit being in the market. If the harvesting is. - . . " . .' . . .. , .

delayed closer to next flo;wering, the tree develops a tre~d of alternate bearing. The

fruit has very high seed content and also the juice is unsuitable for processing because

of ,the development of bitterness in the juice during processing. A number of virus

diseases attack this plant as well similar to the attack on almost all other citrus fruits.

Keeping quality of this variety is lesser than most of sweet orange, grape fruit, limes

, and lemo~varieties. Proper' ti~e a/harvest has not been precisely worked out also,

only T.S.S./acid ratio has been described as the criterion of maturity, but it is difficult

for the farmer to work that out.

To summarize:

• Availability of indexed virus free plant material continues to be the major

hurdle in the fast expansion of area under this variety.

• Larger riumb~r of insect pests~ fungal diseases, viruses and virus like disease

also continue to pose serious problems

• PreCise recommendations with regard to harvesting time and post harvest

handling are not fully worked out and understood.
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4A.3.2 Infrastructural

,
(a) Infrastcucture with respect to production technology is quite scanty. For

example: (i) Infrastructure with the university or the state department of

horticulture for producing. sufficient number of nursery plants is still not there.

The state department has planned some modern nurseries and if professionally

trained people man such facility, expected results are sure to acerne. Involving

private nurseries for the purpose may be useful. (ii) Availability of right type of

tools to carry out pruning and other field operation, are not readily available.

Some pruning tools have \>een imported and distributed to the farmers. This step

is definitely a move in the right direction. (iii) Drip irrigation system, 'which is

the best irrigation system for Kinnow, has not been adopted to the desired level

because of heavy cost involved (inspite of 50 % subsidy) as well as technical

difficulties atop~~ationallev~l.

IIlfr,lstrU'ctu'rdwith resp~ct to post harvest and market management.
, .' "~x; '.1 : ' •. ', ," I,. .",

(i) There is negligible infrastructure for on farm handling of harvested fruits.

After' harvest', the fruit is to be pre-cooled, cleaned, waxed, graded and

,packed. i~order to regulate the steady supply of the fruit to the market, on

faini storagthas to be done. Such facilities are not within the reach of the

ordinary farmer.
(ii) Proper transp"rtation system also is not available for safe and fast transit to

the market.

(iii) Storage facilities are not available. Most of the old cold storages-(which in a

way are not technically suitable for Kinnow storage) are not functioning.

properly. Because of such experience new) specially designed and

designated cold stores for Kinnow are to be developed. The major constraint

in this respect is heavy investments in"building and running expenses, mainly

the cost of electricity.

4A.3.3 Financial

(a) Easy credit facilities are not available to the farmers to tide over the jllvenile phase

ofthe tree.

(b) l'mances for infrastructure development both for production and post harvest

handling are not available.

(c) Much of the finances for private sector have not been forthcoming because oflack

of managerial experience in handling such projects,
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(d) Lack oftechnical Know-how

(e) Lack of assured availability of the fruit

4A.3.4 Policy

The state department of Horticultnre has a policy to nJake the Kinnow as the lead fruit

crop of the state.

Primarily the department takes the responsibility to supply pedigreed plant material

. from its' own nurseries and also supervise the quality of plant material supply from

Regd. Nurseries under the:I'unjab State Nursery Act. The Horticultnre Department of

.PAU has'a'programme to supply virus free plant material of citrus plant; .

.The ~l!'teD.epartrnfnlofHorticullure to encourage.plantation offruit crops also extends

. 'su~~idy for inst';ll!pg~rip irrigation; fencing.oforchards and also supplies certain tools

a.nd implements on subsidized rates- Designated grading, waxing and packing units

.have also beenestablishedto assist the Kinnow growers in post harvest handling of the

fruit. .

. l, ,J" - "', " . .
The above developmental policies of the state especially the creation of post harvest
,:'; :':, '.'.:: .1,",.. - '. .' '.

infrastructnre and market promotion by Punjab Agro Industries Corporation has helped
I;":'" ." . \ '
the Kinnow growers in exporting the fruit to some neighboring countries as well as

:,' .
. spreading the.market base to distant markets, within the countries such .as Bangalore,

Calcutta, Madras, Bombay'etc. Kinnow has'also become a major commodity amongst

citrus fruits in De.1himarket. In fact this is the only fruit from Punjab, which has,.
attained the statns of export commodity.

I - '" .

4A.4 'Production technology

4A.4.1 Seeds and Planning Material

(a) Notwithstanding the good efforts of the state department of Horticulture and

Horticultnre Department ofPAU for making available the quality plant material,

the desired sufficiency both with respect to quantity and quality has not been

achieved. The PAU have made a welcome progress in the supply of tested virus

free plants. But the efforts has to be expanded in coordination with the state

department of Horticulture to fully meet the demands of the state. Partial

fulfillment of such targets will not be helpful since-eradicatiouof certain virus

disease of citrus is possible only if no plants carrying such viruses get planted.
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(b)

Infection sources even if present at minimum levels can result in the spread of

some viral diseases which have insect vectors. Hence some regulatory system as

is being followed in many advanced countries like Israel, USA, Spain and Italy

has to be devised to ensure that all planting material supplied is produced under

such system and is free from all known virus. Since the technology of".
propagating virus free nursery plants is well established and is known to

Horticulture scientists ofPAU the only thing required to be done is to implement
.' .,' '.

this technplogy into a systemtised operational plan so that all the nursery plants

need the desired standards. Such nursery models are available from many

, ;,'"" "'countries,such'a,; USA: (Calif, Florida), 'Israel, Spain,' Italy'(Cicly Island). Any

,oire'ofthe~ewith:ce'rtain modifications suitable to our conditions can be designed

"and:adopted. Adoption 'of.the system folloWed in Calif.will be appropriate. The

':high'derisity planting has shown good results hence should be adopted for future
plantings.

Varietal situation - As explained earlier, it is indeed satisfYing to observe that

Kiri~;~ isp'erfonning w~ll and dominates' the citrus scen~rio of the state. The

preseht' area expansion trends and .further programmes indicate that such

do¥nlmlll~,rof this variety is not only going to ~ontinue but will intensify in the

fo;"seeabli' future. The proportion or 33 percent area under Kinnow of total

.~i~~fruits' in the'state may increase to 50 percent. However, predominance of

](irinow .(the existing level or still at higher level as is visualized is not going to

remain without problems. This variety is also likely to be prone to decline' if full

care and prevention measur~sare not regularly taken. It is as susceptible to all

virus, fungal disease as well as the major insect pests as sweet oranges or any

other citrus type. It has a tendency of comparatively shorter productive life

because of preciosity, over productivity and higher seed content which is said to

be 'a sink of nutrients from the tree. High seed content is also a disadvantage from

fresh consumption point of view in addition to being an hindrance in proc~ssing_

This variety is otherwise, also unsuitable for processing because of the bitterness

of juice which develops during processing.

The aforesaid situation, hence, warrants efforts to search for new citrus varieties-

which match or even surpass Kinnow in productivity and quality without being

prone to its defects. Howeyer, it is not going to be an easy job since already

many' types of citrus varieties have been tested under Punjab _conditions. The

sweet orange varieties such as Blood Red, Mosambi, Jaffa. Pineapple and Hanlin
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which at one stage were the main Citrus types grown in the state, witnessed

, serious decline problems almost to the level of wiping out this industry from the

main regions of Ferozepur and Bathinda Districts which were the predominant

districts. No recent research efforts have raised, any hope of reviving these

varieties; Moreover, these sweet orange varieties have never matched kinnow in

productivity. However, some processing companies interested to establish citrus

juice processing plant in Punjab are trying to test commercial suitability of some

other varieties of lime and Lemons have also not picked up well in the state

because of their susceptibility to certain diseases especially Canker which being a

bacterial disease is not easy to control. Only exception in this group has been hill

lemon-(Galgal) which traditionally has been used for home scale pickle making

or is used for the preparation of citrus squash by certain processing companies in

the state put the product is sold generally under the name Orange Squash I

Lemon Squash. This variety normally has been widespread in the Submontane

areas of the state, growing as stray plants or as Kitchen garden trees but has

never attained a commercial states in the form of organized orchards, The
o ~ • • .'

horticulture department of Punjab Agricultural University at its Gangian Fruit

Research Station has selected some superior, strains of Galgal, which have

exhibited commercial potential.

The' fruit Research Station Abohar ofPtinjab Agriculture University researched

"'on s'ome'gtape fruit varieties- Duncan"Marsh seedless and Foster. These varieties

were.found"to have cb~erCial potential and some pl.antations in the-region were

also 'developed "in the' region quite sometime back but did 'not pick up further

because of lack of acceptability in the market. The bitterness in the juice, which

has been accepted feature of grape fruit in certain foreign markets, did not find

favor with the local consumer and hence no headway was made in spreading this

type of citrus. If market acceptability can be created or if it can find a place in

exotic market, these varieties have commercial potential at least -in the semi arid

~egio.ns, w.here they thrive well in view of their draught tolerant characteristic.

Grape ~ruitjuice also has a good acceptability in some exotic markets .

.I:0~almandarins which at one stage were quite commonly grown in the

Submontane areas because of its high productivity and similarity to Nagpur

Sangtara also gave way to upcoming acceptability and priority to Kinnow,

Serious efforts to select good strains of this and further upgrading its production
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technology may also be helpful in again commercializing these types in some

areas of the state.

Satsuma and clementine mandarin groups hold a good promise and need testing

diversify parietal base. Diversified varietal cultivation will extend the availability

period since Kinnow is a rather state varieties and is available onlyin January to

March only.

To sum up the situation; it has to be mentioned.that Kinnow is likely to dominate

the cltruS scenario gf the state but diversification' of varietal situation is

." recommended.

4A.4.2 Agronomic practices

The necessary information on weed control, intercropping and pruning of dead wood

ne'edsofthe trees are available for.increasing production, are not a,constraint.

4A.4.3"Nutrlent and water Management

Recommendations on manures and fertilizers are available with aspect to both micro

and micronutrients. Invariably in addition to the main fertilizer application, the Kinnow

~e.esneed some micronutrientssuch as zinc and iron, deficiencies of which are

prevalent in state .. These micronutrients are mainly supplied through sprays of the
. . I

~~nci~nt.ele~e?ts.:Asr~gardswater m~agement,drip irrigation is a distinct advantage

.e.speci~l1y in ari~ regions of.the state where water is in scarcity.

4A.4.4 Managementof diseases & pests I preharvest

Reducing the susceptibility of citrus in general, to many virus and virus like diseases, is

still an important technological gap. In order to keep spread of such diseases under

control, nursery progrannne needs up gradation, so that indexed plant materia! is made

available to the growers. In some cases, where the disease is spread through inset

vectors, such as greening (supposed to be a mycoplasma disease) and tristeza, complete

control of such insects & pests is important. Ridomil applicatin controls phytophtera

disease. The complete technology for production of virus free plant materials is

available with the scientists of PAU and claims are made for having made supply of

virus free plant material, although to a limited extent. It is important that state'

Department of Horticulture and university scientists closely colJaborate to achieve the

desired results. Possibilities of involving private nurseries also exist, but that will need

a lot of supervision and technical advice by the experts of the PAU.
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Integrated spray schednle for controlling insect pests, diseases, nntritional deficiencies
and fruit drop in citrus.

Month Treatment Quantity in 500 Insect pest! disease
. Iitres water

December- January Ridomil 2 mI /It. Root rot, gummosis and
" canker and phytopthora

February- March** Rogoror 670 mI Citrus psylla,
Nuvacron 625 mI Leafminor .

April (after fruit set) Thiodan + 1000 ml Citrus psylla, white fly,
Zinc sulphate + . 1.5 kg leaf minor;fruit drop and.
Aureofungin or 20 g zinc deficiency
Bavistin + 500 g
2,4-D '5g
Bordeaux mixture 2:2:250

.May-June Rogoror 670 ml Citrus psylla and miner,
Nuvacron + 625 ml mite, scab

. Zinc sulphate 1.5 kg
Bordeaux mixture' 2:2:250

July-August Rogor 670 mI Citrus psylla, leaf miner,
or Nllvacron 625 mI whitefly, mite, lemon,
Aureofungin solution 20 g Caterpillar, scab, canker
or Bavistin 500 g and pathological fruit
or Bordeaux* mixture 2:2:250 Drop.

September 2,4-D+ 5g Physiological and
Zinc sulphate' 1.5 kg pathological fruit drop
Solution or Bavistin 500g zinc deficiency, lemon
Or Bordeaux* 2:2:250 cterpillar, leaf miner,
Mixture - citrus psylla and canker

* Copper oxychloride (Blitox, blue, copper, Fytolan)
** Before the flowers open.
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1.

2.

4A.4.5 R&D Needs

, The performance of Kinnow, which has a big revival role in the states citrus industry in

view of its high productivity, good quality and high returns to the growers, should not
, .

result in the development of a concept that everything is alright and area under this variety

can be increase to any level. Like many other citrus vaneties, Kinnow, too has its

production problems and certain technology-gaps still exist which need to be sorted out so

as to develop a sustainable citrus industry in the state. The main R&D needs in this

direction are:

To try more mandarin varieties which could be planted alongwith Kinnow to have

varietal diversity and extended availability period.

To try sweet Orange varieties so as to have a diversified citrus cultivation. Ever

since the, sweet Orange cultivation in the arid zone of the state failed because of

widesptead deCline and' Kinnow emerged 'is the principle variety, sweet' Orange

revival efforts have not been getting due priority. Some of the sweet Orange

'varieties such as Hamlui have been reported to yield as much as 100 tons per hac. in

USN{Florida State). "

. 3.-.'.' ->Testi~g:ofnewer\r~eties of'Eimes; Lemons;' Grapes'fruits etc.

4. Reduction of seed content in Kiimow;

5.Ctopreglilation: studies in Kiriilowby thinningoffruits and pruning.

6;" 'Upgradation' of Posi-hirrvest'technology,

7. Nursery technology development imdmanagement to produce virus free plants.

4A.8 ConclusioJ!,

Kinno'" is likely to dominate the citius"scenarib' of the state in the foreseeable future,

Ihow:ever ,diversification _ in varietal sitUation as suggested. is required to extend citrus

cultivation in areas, where Kinnow has not performed well and also to have an extended

av~labllity period i.e. from November onward rather than restricting the market

availability after January. Further , its success with respect to higher yield and better

quality, should not bring in a concept of satisfaction and guaranteed future. Known

technology gaps as enumerated earlier need to be filled up. The Tropicana Fruit Juice

Company is, trying number of sweet orange and orange varieties in Punjab which will

boost the citrus cultivation in the State.
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4B Mango

" Mango had been the lead crop of th~ State till Kinno~ took the fIrst position with regard to

area and production. Mango has not increased to any signifIcant magnitude during the last

few years. However, this fruit has its own imp'ortance in view of its mass base

consumption and multifarious use right from the raw stage to fully mature condition.

4B.l SWOT Analysis

1.. , ,Mango in the State of Punjab ripens at a late stage when thefmit from major Mango "

~',.J,bi' produc,ing states is already D.ver.

"2.,,, Th,es,!perior varieties of North,India such, as, Dushehri and Langra are performing

well in the State. Their yields are as high as in V.P. and quality is comparable some

of the orchards especially in' cooler hills ,of sub-mountains areas are performing better

than V.P. because of more intensive crop husbandry.

3. The State abounds in ,Mango seedling, population which traditionally have been

accepted as sucking type Mangoes are much fancied hy the local population ,for their

" t~~.teanq flav~mr.

4. The seedlings provide varied germ plasm with a potential to be selected directly as a

table variety of merit or being 3,source of some sp~cific characteristic of comri1ercial

. tp~ritJor: u~itlg i~the varietal: improvement programmes.

5. The Mango products such "as Pickle, Chutney, Sauce etc. are traditionally having

broad Il1arket base, thereby assuring a wide market potential.

6 .., ",M,,!,gobeIt irithe st~te'is concentrated in the sub-mountains, humid belt of the state,

i.e: Gutdaspur and Hoshiatpur Districts, thus providing an opportunity to plan well

coordinated development plan on a contiguous area and concentration of PHM

infrastructure at few places is possible.

4B.1.2 Weakness

'Mango in Punjab ripens late in. the season when the monsoon rains are there in almost all

paris of the country, this making PHM more diffIcult. Alternate bearing, malformation'and

barrenness of old trees continue to be serious problems and because of these the

economics ofmanga cu~tivation has not been as profitable as Kinnoy!_
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4B.1.3 .Opporhmity

Wide genetic variation in Mango seedlings provides ample opportunities for selecting

varieties suitable for table purposes especially the sucking types and also those which

'Y0uld be more suitable for processing - products like Juice preservation, pickling and

Mango souce. Some sel~ctions may also be suitable as genetic resource for breeding new

varieties having characteristics of regular bearing and resistance to malformation.

The fact that varieties like Dushabri and Langra have emerged as the lead varieties in all

the states of the zone i.e. V.P, Haryana, Delhi and Punjab, provides an opportunity to have

a uniform zonal network for the export orthese varieties in bull,-

4B.1.4 Threat"

There are a.number of technology.,gaps in the production. of Mango' such as.altemate

bearing,inalformation;Csomeinsect pests like hoppers; mealy bug etc. Since these are the

._,!,ation'}1!proplems,.coordinated'efforts are required to findsolu(ions. The lead work need

-,") to'b1",ta1<eJl,pp.at the I<':AR.,Cen(ral;lnstitute.ofSublropical Horticulture (CISH), Lucknow

. which fortunately is located within the zone,(U.P:state) and'alsointhe heartland of one of

the most concenlrated Mango belts of the country. As explained earlier, since the varietal

base in the zone is the same, technology developed at this institute would be applicable in

all om states ofthe zone with slight modifications.

As', the fruit of major varieties of the state ripen close. to the rainy season, its PHM

technology needs to be developed keeping in view the hoI and wet conditions.

4B.2 Markel Potential (RegionallDomesliClInlernational)

The fruit produced in the state has ample market demand at domestic level as well as at

the regional level. The lead varieties produce in the zone are also the most fancied

varieties by the consumers. When these varieties come in the market, there is heavy

demand for them. These varieties also fmd a good market in other regions of the country,

. where their own Mango season. is already over.

No doubt at present the varieties produced in the zone are not exported to any suitable

extent but that in our opinion is because of lack of promotional activities.- One such
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,promntional'activity was nrganized by NHB in )995 at Dubai, where it' was fnund that

there was unprecedented interest in these varieties. If such activity had a fnllnw up actinn,

then the matket can wnuld have been, established by nnw, at least in the middle east -

Hence, further effnrts, are required to.promnte and pnpularized the leading varieties nf the '

znne in different parts nfthe cnuntry as well as in cnuntries where ethnic pnpulatinn from'

the Indian sub-cnntinent have a preference fnr such varieties.

4B.3 Canstraints, in Develapm.ent af Mango. in Punjab

4B.3.1 Technical

Since.Mangn has been a lead fruit.crop of the state till recently, many aId nrchards exist in

the state especially in.the sub-mDuntain tDne. The Dld,trees'Dfsuch archards have becnme,

, • ;uo'n-prDductive'having fmished their.prciductiDnlife.'MoreOvermDstDfthe'DId'plantatiDns

corriprise, Df'seedling;lreesl which, havecDnsiderably '.vulnerability in 'cDmmercial fruit

cha'r'acters.This situation thus create a g'eneral impression that Mango is not a profitable
,propDsitiDn'inthe state DfPunjab,'

Even the younger orchards of varieties'.Ji~e .Dushari ahd Langra c~:mtinue to suffer from

age old problems such as malformation, alternate bearing, insect pests such as hopper,

'mealybug etc. The fruit ripens'mDstly in the hDt and humid cDnditinns making its PDSt
harvest handling very difficult.

LDng juvenile periDd and scarcity DfgDDd planting material are SDmeDther problems
which restrict develDpmentsin Mango.cultivatiDn.

4B.3;2:' Infrastructure

The requisite infrastructure for PHM h~dling is almost non-existent, p<;>singserious

difficulties, in transportation and marketing. The method of ripening is also not

standardized as a result of which -most of the fruit sold is- either under-ripe or over-ripe.

Since harvesting season is short and this fruit can not be stored for longer period, it must

be processed innnediately otherwise it looses the quality. Infrastructure for processing

should be developed simultaneously to avoid glut in market Infrastructure for propagation
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, should be developed for all the year round propagation in large numbers like polyhouse,

net houses etc;

4B.3.3 Financial

The Mango plant has a long juvenile period during which it requires expenditure without

and return. Therefore, it is financially a non-viable proposition for at least seven to eight

years. The farmers cannot sustain themselves for such a long period without attractive

financial assistance.

To create, 'appropriate PHM infrastructure, heavy investments are required and such

-investments are not viabksince the infrastructure is operative only for about two months

'in:'a'yearand 'utilization is very low.

4B.3.4 Policy

:TIleMango plantations need io be concentrated in the sub-mountainous districts of

Hoshiarpur, Gurdaspur and'Ropaf'Districts. The'state department of Horticulture sh~uld

step up nursery production programme to supply good quality nursery plants to the

farmers.

infrastructure for PHM needs to be promoted in such a way that the PH units installed are
, .

suitable, for handling other fruits and vegetables as well, so that operational period and
} .'. .

utilization ,of the facilities created is long enough to financially viable. Already established
'., I ' .

waxing, grading and packing center at Hoshiarpur may be, after certain additions, trend of

a handlingMango.
For promoting inarketing in foreign markets, a coordinated zonal approach needs, to be

adopted since varieties grown in all the four states of the zone are the sarne and having a

common development platform will make the promotional effort more cost effective.

the production from seedling plants constitutes a sizeable production of the state. Such

production is suitable for processing as Juice or for pickle making or some other minor

products such as Chutney and leather. However, Mango' processing industry is not well

organized and most' of it is at cottage sector scale. Modernization of the processing

industry needs to be promoted, both from technology and financial angles.
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4BA Production Technology

4BA.l Seeds and planting material (cultivation)

The main varieties cultivated in the state continue to be Dushahri and Langra, A number of

other varieties have been tested by PAU scientists and found equally suitable for growing

in the state. For instance, Alphonso. variety which has emerged as the main export variety

oOndia, has performed well and. shown promise. New varieties like Amarpali have also

performed well and have been in demand for quite sometime. It is, therefore, considered

important to popularize such' varieties amongst the farmers .so as to have broad varietal

base.

Good plant material of even the established varieties like Dushahri and Langra have been

ins~ort, .supply. It is, hence, .important to strength the nursery programme for Mango so

. that.high quality plants of all selected varieties are readily available.'), :1. , . ,-' ~.; .' , ,/.,'" .

4BA.2 Agronomic practices (cultural practices)

The Mango plant has a long juvenile period and takes a number of years to occupy the full

space provided for each plant. Inter-cropping in the Mango orchard for a number of years

has, to be adopted. Technical recommendations for this are available depending upon the

";'ea, market demands and'the cropping pattern suitable to the farmers. Vegetables.like

on'ion, tomato, radish, beans, cauliflower, cabbage, leafy vegetables arid leguminous' crops

like moong" mash grams and lentil are recommended as inter crops while mango is in a

juvenile stage.

Regular weeding of Mango orchards is also an important cultural requirement.

M~ngotree do'es not need any tree training or pruning as a regular practice. However, old

trees which become non-productive because of failure to sprout new shoots need to be

headed back so as to lower down the tree frame work and encourage new growth and fruit-

production. Thinning i,s also recommended, in case of ov"ergrowth and for rejuvenation of

the orchards.

4B.4.3 Nutrient and water management

The details of nutrient and water management have been gIven in volume one. The

recommendations available in general have however, a low adoption level. This is
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probably due to non~specificity of the recommendations with regard to area and

production levels, during off and on year of the crop. Hence it is felt that technology

needs to be further refmed and communicated to the mango growers for both off and on

periodsso that adoption level is increased. This will result in higher productivity.

4B.4A Management of disease and pests/pre harvest

Mango malformation, Black Tip, powdty mildew, anthracnose or dieback, twig dieback,

leaf blight and stem canker are the important diseases of Mango plant. Except Mango

malformation, technology for the control of all other diseases is known and by adopting

the same these. diseases can be efficiently controlled. In case of malformation some

preventive measures have been suggested in volume but complete control still remains a

"technologicai problems which is yet to be revolved even at the national level.

,
. Amongst insects, mealy bug, hoppers, s~ale, stem borer and shoot borer are the main pests. "

For. the control of all insect. pests and diseases integrated spray schedule have been

recommended.

In. the effective adoption. of spray schedule, .availability of proper spray equipment is a.

constraint. Since the trees grow very tall, specially designed spray pumps with long watts

are"'requiredto be mane available, at reasonable costs:

•
4BAS R&D Needs

Till recently, Mango was considered lead fruit crop of the state both from area and

production point of view. However, with the successful introduction of Kin now, Citrus has
'. --',. . .
relegated Mango to a distant second position. Hence, presently much inlerest is not shown

by the farmers in taking up Mango cultivation. This has been due to long standing

technological gaps such as malformation, alternate bearing, lack of appropriate PHM

technology as well as a narrow varietal base for a given region.

Malformation and alternate bearing are the problems which affect Mango almost

everywhere in the country. Some preventive measures have been suggested but solution to

complete control is not yet available. Hence, it is suggested that such problems need to be

researched as a coordinated projects, at national level.
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Further varietal testing is required at regional level to broaden the varietal base in a given

,.region.

Quick multiplication of plant material also needs to be further investigated.

Standardization of side-grafting has successfully replaced inarching but still mass scale

multiplication has not been achieved in the zone. Short-tip grafting as adopted in certain

other parts of the counlIy needs standardization and should be adopted in this zone as well,

to upgrade, the plantations and achieve the desired results.

Development of ~ppropriate PHM technology needs to cover harvesting practices, on-farm

handling (avoiding the oozing of sap from the stem-end to fallon the fruilcausing black

spois); npening procedUres, storage and transportation. The PHM developed should keep

. in 'miild' the hot .and humid conditions in the state /zone and suggest practical but

appropriate measures to reduce losses of quality deterioration during PHM,

4B.5 Scopeior Hi-tech interventions

Adoption of drip irrigation in Mango orchards will greatly help the productivity of Mango.

Adoption of fertigation through drip irrigation will help in upgrading nutrient

management.

Shoot-tip grafting technology will help in producing good plant material.

Amongst' PHM, appropriate technology for ripening through slow release ethylene

e,milters and maintaining the ripening chamber temperature at 14'C will improve the

quality of fruit. Other component of PHM also need Hi-tech infrastructure and,
managemenl' adoption.

4B.6 Organisation and Management

Mango cultivation in the state/zone is thriving well only in few districts. In Punjab, it is

concentrated in.Hoshiarpur, Gurdaspur, parts of Ropar and Patiala districts. All production

infrastructure and post-harvest infrastructure need "tobe created here with centralized

facilities at appropriate locations. Production belts ofallthe from states in the zone need to

be developed as one marketing unit/AEZ.
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4B.7 Human Resource Development

I. Trained manpower on new methods of propagation - side grafting, short-tip grafting

needs to be developed

..2. Training on harvesting and on-farm handling of fruits be imparted to rural youth in

Mango producing areas. '

,3. Training on heading back of old trees, spraying techniques be imparted to the

workers in Mango production area.'-

4. 'PHM; training

5. Training on ripening methods, management ofripeningcharnbers packaging etc.

6. Training for enterprenurship development for PHM of Mango.

4B.8 Conclusion

The..seedling mango types are a national wealth out of which elite types need to be
<:'::lJ.', . .... •.,-,. l: .. ,. . ~

" selected and, tested ,at different places ,of the zone. Alphonso performance needs to be
,.•:;,'\Df. ;,Co,'".', . : •. " ,', ,<,i"~.",.,- ,,',\ ' . " .". '. .
confirmed, and since this variety,.stands.recommended by PAD, efforts needs to be made
,.:::i;'\ ..'~. ,''':. .-.'~',;~; '. . .
to raise its plant material in sufficient nurseries for distribution. Prospective growers

shoMIdbe continued about its performance in the state. PHM of mango needs up-gradation

both through infrastructural development and technology upgradation. Time and method

of harvesting to be carefully demonstrated to the farmers.
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4(C) Guava

The area under Guava in Punjab is 4357 hectare with productivity of 17.5 tons and there is

good scope of increasing the area to 10350 hectare and prodnction of 225216 tons with

productivity expected in the coming decade will be 21.76 tons / ha. It is grown throughout

the State but inore area is in Sangrur, Patiala, Arnritsar and Ropar districts whereabout

50% area is located. The productivity of Guava in Punjab is very high and 2nd highest

after Madhya Pradesh.

The projections for the next decade are given below:

Area in Hectare
Productioli in Tons

Present Area arid Production Projectiou for the Decade,
After TenYears .. After Five Years

'Area" Production Area Production Area Production." ,.)

4357 76248 7000 42875 10350 60000
J !;,

,

.

4C.l SWOT Analysis

4C.1.1 Strengths

1. The quality of Punjab Guava is good and fanners have started latest varieties

plantations of superior varieties like Sardar (L-49) and Allahabad Safeda which are

beavy yielder and good quality varieties.

2. Guava being hardy crop is adoptive to even marginal lands. In Punjab because of

less rainfall even rainy season crop quality of fruit is good whereas the main U.P

region growing guavas have plenty of rainfall with the result quality of guava is not

good and most of the fruits are affected by insects. Punjab has definite advantage

over U.P & M.p areas the.main guava growing states in Northern India, but winter

crop ofU.P is definitely better than Punjab.

The nutritive value of guava is very good and this fruit is gaining popularity hence

scope of this fruit is bright.

4C.1.2 Weakness

1. Guava wilt is the. main problem in the state with no effective .control and resistant

varieties, the trees start dying after few years of fruiting.
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2. Much of the plantings of Guava is in low-lying areas, which is causing decline in

production.

4C.1.3 Opportunities

I

I

2

3

4

There is further scope of increasing productivity per unit area.

Area can be expanded because gestation period is low in Guava fruiting.

There is less competition for other fruits, because from November to March the

other fruit crops are very less in Punjab.

The processing of guava has a big potentials.

, 4C.1.4 Threats

I Guava wilt is main threat to guava cultivation.

2 Being non climatric fruit it cannot be harvested before maturity and once,the fruit is

mature, distant marketing is not possible because its shelf life is very less. "

,'3 'The' overall future of GuaVa cultivation in the state is very good because for its

'qualiiy'and:high nutritive value, which t1iemarket has started appreciating.

4C,2 , . ,¥atketi!,gpotenti.aJ.

'Fhere'is goo" potential for marketing Punjab guavas in J&K, Himachal and Delhi 'markets

, whicH are 'adjoining states.

4C.3 Cou~traints, in dev~lopment

4C.3:1 Technic'al

'M~stCo'i the' farfuers' are planting seedling plants that are not true to type and give poor

" quality arid poor yields. The farmers are taking two crops i.e. rainy season and winter

season crops. The first crop of rainy season is of poor quality and is affected by fruit fly

and that affects the main crop i.e. winter crop. Now cheap methods are available to avoid

rainy season crop. The availability of grafted and layered plants is not adequate and

farmers are ignorant that plants raised from seeds are not true to type. It is, therefore

necessary that only grafted plants should be multiplied~

4C.3.2' Irifrastriictural facilities,

The facility for mass scale multiplication through micro propagation should be developed

so that cost is minimized. This factor will revolutionize the guava production in the state.
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4C.3.3 Financial, .

.- '.

There is no financial constraint in guava production, it is low input crop and proper

planting material and little care is required, and area and productivity will be increased.

4C.3.4 Policy

The department ofHorliculture must ensure that no nursery raises the plants through seed

and farmers should be educated not to use seedling Guava plants.

4C.4 Prodnction Technology

4C.4;1 PlantingMater'ial

Because guava is easily multiplied by seed, thus it is doing great harm as seed multiplied

guava is poor, in quality. Only grafted or layered plants of improved varieties like
• ,.\. "c' , • -. • "

Allahabad Safeda, Lucknow.49 Chitidar, Allahabad Surkha, Lilit, CISH.G.I, G.2 and G.3

and Sardar varieties should be planted. Most of the nurseries are selling seedlings of guava

because they are cheaper. These should, be, banned and only grafted plants planted. Micro, : -' : '. . .. , .

propagation, on mass scale of the above-mentioned improved. varieties will minimise the

cost of plants and thus of planting seedling plants will be avoided. Presently price

difference between grafted or layered plant as compared to plant raised from seed in high.

The seedling plants are sold for 5 to 8 rupees while grafted plants are selling at 15 to 20

rupees and nursery men are exploiting the situation. The planting at closer spacing and

regular p~ning have shown good results hence instead of 8 X 8 mt. 5 X 6 mt. Planting:!' -' ,- '. .
should be preferred.

4C.4.2 Agmtiomic Practices

Training of plants in young stage to build strong frame work and to avoid weak crotches is

necessary'. Pruning to check over crowding is necessary. It also and keeps tbe plants at

lower height. More number of branches should be encouraged. The root suckers, water

sprouts and crisis cross branc~esare to be removed altogether. In every growing season,

large number of new shoots, majority of which are lateral and few are terminal. Only these

bear fruits. After one year most of the lateral shoots dry while terminal shoots put forth

eitensive growth. The terminal shoots on the periphery may be headed back to 40cm in

alternate years. 16 percent Urea sprayed in April will encourage vegetative growth and

checks rainy season flowering and this increases the main crop during winter season.
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4C.43 Nutrlimts aud Water Managemeilt

For quality and quantity productiOIi, following fertilizer schedule should be practised.

Table no. 17: Fertiliser schedule for Guava per tree

Age of trees FarmYard Fertilizer per tree
in years M-

(kg)
Urea in Super Phospate Murate ,of
gm. Single iu (Kg) Potash • in

Kp
1-3 . 10 - 20 150-200 0.5 - 1.5 0.1 - 0.4
4-6 25 - 40. 300 - 600 1.5 - 2.0 0.6"': 1.0
],10 40 -.50 750 - 1000 2-2.5 1.0 - 1.5
Above 10 50 1000 2.5 1.5
years

The 'recommended time of fertilizer application is first week of July. Some times Ziuc

deficiencyharupers the growth which can be corrected by spraying zinc Sulphate 450grn
.. I, _' . .

and hydrated Lime nOgrn in 33 litre water. Weeds are removed by shallow cultivation
< \ .!'r :..~' , . " ,.., -, ..

and taking a leguminous or green manure crop during rainy season. 3-4 irrigations during
, ;.~:J..J,: .,.'.. " _ " ,.., ' ,
October- November when fruiting occurs is necessary for better fruit size development.

Light irrigation is to be given.

4C.4.4 Management of Diseases and Pests

Guava wilt is a serious problem and it is more severe when soil ,pH is above 7.5. This

disease once set in is difficult to cOIitrol. The preventive'measures are, drench the soil

around trunk with 3gm Thirarn per litre water and use planting material where this disease

is uot.prevalent and plants must be replaced after twenty years. Use wilt resistant root

stock. Fruit Fly is serious pest and can be controlled by 2-3 sprays of Malathion @ 0.1% at

10 - 15. days interval at the of flowering and fruit set. Bark eating Caterpillars can be

checked by filling the holes with 0.1 % Chloropyriphos and plugging the holes with cow

dung: Lucknow-49 has shown resistant to Guava wilt and this should be used as root

stock which will overcome the wilt problem to great extent.

4C.4.5 Research and Development needs

The varieties, resistant to wilt should be developed or alternatively root stock which are

resistant to this disease should be identified.
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4C.S Scope for high Tech Intervention

..Micropropagation should be standardized and plants of superior varieties multiplied on

large scale

4C.6 Organizational Management

The Development'staff of Horticulture should educate the farmers not to plant seedlings of

guava and must plant graft~d piants for quality and productivity, and nutritional

experiments 'should b,,"demonstrated on Govt. farms and nurseries, Only theoretical

information will have;little impact.

4C.7 F'Huin'an' Resoiir~e DeVelopment;

.; F~ers'a';d Extension workers should be trained in. management of orchards and
" !:"""':",::':'. .) ;' -"
propagation,. rejuvenation aspects and the techniques should be practically adopted in the

',: q,-}.d,",_c." _ ,) .';" -:-;" : ; ,': . _ '.. ': . ,",
. field..In other words follow up action after training and monitoring the results should be
,j" ~'> d. j' ,;';,' ..::' . > ~. ! \ . .

man'datory.'

4C.8 . Conclusion

Mass propagation of plants through micro propagation and application of proper manurial

schedule with boost the guava production in'the state:
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4D' Ber

Ber is produced in the State",! an house hold plant in courtyard of rural' Punjab but has

gained commercial importance very recently because of its growth in waste lands of the

.State. Currently there is an area of 1735 ha. with production of 26025 tons with

productivity of IS tons! ha..which is very good yield and profitability is also very high

because oflow input crop and grown only on marginal lands' and mainly concentrated in

Gurdaspur -. Ferozepur, Faridkot and Saugrur districts which clearly indicates that

degraded soils are highest in these areas and irrigation facilities are also less and Ber is the

only fruit plant which needs less water and this fruit is becoming popular with poor

farmers in these areas.

4D.ld.sW,OT.-Ailalysis

'Berill Punjab st~t. ripeni~g in March::': April when no other fruits is harvested in Punjab

ana'hence gets good rIlarket price, The'Bet fruit is groWnmostly on degraded soil and "

, i:inihil~tfugI~ds where proper irrigation facilities are un-developed and this fruit requires

less water. Such pockets of lands are lying unproductive in Districts of Gurdaspur,

Hosiarpur and Ferozepur districts which can profitably be put for Ber production iu the

State,

4D.1.2 Weaknesses
'.;,' ,;;' ,.

Altack'oLpowdery mildew, difficult prunin,g process in the summer mouths, fruit fly

altack and lack of good soft varieties are the serious problems.

4D.1.3 Opportunity

,.It provides ample.opportlinity of marketing since it is a highly nutritive fruits, has good

keeping quality and wider soil and climatic adaptability.

4D.1.4 Tbreat

Earlier difficulties of propagation have been resolved. The method of propagation is T-

budding and shield budding whicb is more convenient. The ber transplants need to have

poor success in the field but now raising the plants iu polythene bags have solved this

problem to a great exteut. Now ber plants can also be transplanted base rooted. Powdery

mildew diseases can be successfully controlled.
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4D.2

4D.3

Market Potential

The fruit produced in the slate has a ready market since much of the ber areas is spread in

the Districts of Gurdaspur, Ferozepur, Fardikot and Saugrur, other fruits are not available.

during March - April and ber finds a good .market. Moreover nearness .to .Delhi is a big

advantage from marketing point of view.

Constraints in Development

Ber still remains a poor main fruit and finds lesser favour in the elite markets.

Su.sceptibility of,ber varieties to powdery mildew and fruit fly shall pose s.ome problem .

. Irregular ripening riecessilates repeated spot pickings. Attractive, soft textured, juicy and "
': ',' . '.:. --." -. . . . .'

unifonnIy ripemng varieties are still to be developed. Dwarf varieties which are easy to

manage. are -alsoTequired.
I '. "1' ..•.. ",." '_ i " ' :,' .

. I

The necessary infrastructure for PHM handling is not developed and the difficulty is that

main ber growing areas in Haryana do not produce any other fruit to any significant level,

hence creating infrastructute exclusively for,this crop.is not going to be financially viable.

4D.3.3 Financial

Ber growing does not involve heavy expenditure in general & aJso has a very short

, juveniie p'criod; 'hence- imder norm3.1 circuinstances' not much financial support over and

above the routine 'benefits which.are available'in the state would be required. However,

keeping in view the backwardness of such areas and \he special benefits ofber cultivation

which has put the otherwise poor to harsh agro climatic conditions to proper exploitation.

Financial support for. the purchase of plants, maintenance of young trees and also

subsidizing thepacking material is recommended.

4D.3,4 Policy

As explained earlier ber production in the state has been concentrated in the Districts of

Gurdaspur, Ferozepur,. Faridkot and Sangrur, occupying almost 60% of the total Ber area

in the state. The fact that no other major fruit is grown in this belt except Guava grown in

Gurgaon District, the state Government should have a policy to develop these areas as a

concentrated ber growing belt. Appropriate policies are to be adopted to broaden the

marketing base ofber produced in this belt. Necessary infrastructure ofPHM be created to
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efficiently handle the crop. As suggested earlier, since such infrastructure is not going to

be viable in view of short duration of crop availability, financial sustainability of such

infrastructure has to be developed by suitably using such. facilities for some additional

perishable crops which are either produced in adjoining areas or the conimoditi~s which

'come from distant production areas and are marketed here.

4D.4 Production Technology

4D.4.1 Seeds and planting material

The main varieties recommended for cultivation in the state are Gola, Seb, Sandhurer,

Narnanl, Kanthli, Mudia, Mushra, Banarsi Karaka, Sanauri-5, Chanara, Umran, Alaichi
1. .

and KathapliaI. Good planting material ~f all these varieties is not'readily available.

Hence, nursery prpgramme needs to be intensified to meet the requirement ofthe growers.

4D.4.2 Agronomic practices

The ber plant does not have a .long juvenile period, hence intercropping beyond second

year of planting is not recommended. Vegetable like Onion, Tomato and Liquminum crops

like mooug, mush, grams and bentils are recommended as intercrops. Regular weeding of

ber orchards is also: an. important cultural requirement.

Ber tree needs regular pruniug which is to be doue in the summer month of May-June.

This is essential, oth~rwise the tree become very tall and unproductive after a few years.

4D.43 Nutrient and Water Management

Schedule of recommended fertilizers is to be regularly followed. Since ber is a fast

gro",ing plant, regularity of nutrients application is essential. Normally fertilizers are

supplied in split doses of Nitrogen in the month of July and November.

Irrigation of young trees is very important. Older trees can withstand drought conditions

but productivity arid quality of fruit is enhanced if regular irrigation are given.

4D.4.4 Management.of disease and pests

Powdry mildew and fruit fly are the main diseases & pests. There are to be controlled

through a-proper-sprayschednle.

.:,
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4D.4.S R&D Needs

There are no major technology gaps in the production of Ber. Propagation and

transplanting problems have been largely solved in the recent past. In order to reduce the

quantum of very exhaustive and difficult pruning, dwarfmg rootstocks need to be'

developed.

Many states in the country have developed their own varieties. Since .in Haryana, ber is

going to be a major fruit crop in the suggested belt, all such good varieties need to be

'compared'iliid lested for their successful'cultivaiion here.

Technology for control of powdery mildew is well established. Attack of fruit-fly is

difficult to be control as is the case in many other fruit-crops, where this pest is also

~~rou~..Fu~er. ~~n~olmeas1.!resare to ~e d~veloped.

. . ,

4D.S . Sc6peforHi~tecli inler.,;entions'

Adoption of drip irrigation will greatly enhance the prodnctivity levels of ber. Fertigation

through drip irrigation will help in nutrient management.

Use of certain growth regulators to.bring in uniform ripening will also be helpful.

4D.6 Organisation and Management

Ber belt in the state of Punjab is concentrated in the Districts of Sangrur, Gurdaspur,

Faridkot and Ferozepur. All productive infrastructure such as modem nurseries. as well as

post harvest infrastructure need to be created in this belt.

4D..7 ..HuU1~n.Resource Development

Trained ma~power on new methods of propagation, pruning and hazvesting offmit (since

it needs spot picking of nature fruit) needs to be developed.

4I};8 Conclnsion

The area and production of ber in Haryana increased significantly during the last decade.

Projections of increases in area and production during the next decade are slower than the

progress in the previous decade. This has been done keeping in view the market potentials
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offuiscrop. because ber is emerging as a good crop in many states of the country and

market competition is bound to be operative. However, if export avenues are explored,

which are non-existing at present, but are possible keeping in view its nutritive value and

good keepmg quality, area & production can be increased beyond the projected1';""ls.

".' !

" .

'.".\

. , n
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VEGETABLES
4E . Potato

I
4E.l

4E.1.1

SWOT Analysis

Strengths

Potato has emerged as the main vegetable crop of the state occupying over' 50 percent of

area under vegetables. It has thrived well in the Districts of Jalandhar, Hoshiarpur,.

Nawanshahar, Ludhiana and Patiala. It has achieved a productivity of about 20 tonnes per

hectare which.is higher than the country's average as well as the world average. The state

has the advantage of having extended period of cropping - generally three crops are taken

i.e, first crop: September to October, second crop in the second week of October and the
, \ . .,

third crop in the first week o[January. The first two are of short duration potato for table

purpose and the third one is oflong duration for producing seed potato and for' storage and

sale of off season. The concentrated pockets of production along with area and production

during the year 2001-02 is given below.

Area in ha. Production in tons Productivity tonslba.

Hoshiarpur .14603 232421 16.137

Jallandhar 17454 342539 19.629

Ludhiana 6569 . 157814 24.024

Monga 6430 131686 20.469

Patiala 5820 138004 23.712

Kapurthala. 5023 103408 20.587

The state lies in an aphid-free zone. having maximum aphid-free period for seed

production. Because of thi~,the state has earned the distinction of major seed supplier to

other states. It is estimated that about 3 to 4 lakh tonnes of seed is annually exported to

other states.

4E.1.2 Weakness

From production point of view: poor gennination and seed dormancy, early and late

blight, Mosaic and leaf roll are the main problems.

Lack of processing varieties. Out of the main cultivated varieties, Kufri Chandramukhi is

the only variety sown early in Punjab which is fit for processing but due to low
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temperature during growth period and ~ighr temperature' falJing.below SoC, there IS

increase in sUgarin the tubers which rendeis this variety also.unfit for processing.

Potato is mainly used as a vegetable only and not as a food in this part of the couutry.

Hence per capita consumption is low. Demand also depends upon the crop position in

other states such as V.P, Bihar, West Bengal.etc., which, are also the major producers of

Potato for table purposes. Narrow demant! base locally, and good production in all the

adjoining states, usually results in crashing down of prices.

Storage capacity for seed potato, no doubt is more than the need, but frequent failures in

power supply create problems. Moreover cold stores mainly designed for storing seed

potato creating cold and dry condjtions .only, are not SUitablefor storing potatoes to be

used for table purposesbecause,dIy ~old storage results in dehydration of the tubers.
, \ - -"", . .'

4E.1.3 Opportunities .
There is scope for.increasing,:piriducti';n. both through area. increase as well higher

. -.. ' ,".-' .'

prbductivitydf :the market f';r~es>irre. stabilized. Area increase is possible because
", c.". ..p.r.'.. ..

GovemmenLpolicy is to ',divernify'agriculture from cereal dominated cropping pattern -

wheat-rice rotation' and .potato .production is more remunerative than these cereals.

PT~ductivity increasejs>~lso- ,feaS~bl~-since production in .some other states/countries is

higher than the average produCtivity of the state. The average productivity in the state is

20.00 MTlha. As compared to 25~6MTlha. In West Bengal.

Market price fluctuation can be.kept under control by diversifying the utilization pattern.

In addition to the use as vegetable, potato can be processed in various forms such as chips,

fingers, from etc and can be used as a food item also, as is the case in many other

states/countries. Per capita consumption of Potato in India is less than half than that of in

China.

4E.l:4 Threat

There are known technology gaps such as poor sprouting of the tubers, a number of

dis.easesand pests etc.

Diversification on varietal base by adopting varieties with higher yield potential and

suitability for processing also provides opportunities for increasing production and

productivity.
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MKISTAN.

MAP: Potato growing districts in Punjab

H~MACHAl.
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I. Potato growing districts
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4E.2 Market potential

There is vast market potential for Potatoes as it is the most common vegetable used all

over the country. In addition to t!'e use as vegetables, it is utilized in variOl.iSprocessed

{orms as well as like food in the form of Potato flour. Its use in such form needs to be

popularized witIiln the country. Presently per capita consumption in India is far less than

many other countries, it is 14 kg per annum as compared to 30 kg per annum in China.

On export front, Indian potatoes are highly competitive in World market as the Potato

. production in the country is free from the. prohibitive diseases like Wart, black scab, ring

rot, ruber moth and nematodes, which are the barometers to phylo-sanitary standards .

. .. E"pc;>rt of potatoes from India is quite viable. financially since the international price,. ,. .'
: "during the decade,has been Rs.390.lIquintal as compared toRs. 228.0/quintal average
.'.,'. '~'.", .' . .

.:iYhol~salein India:

The state of Punjab in particular and the other states of the zone i.e. U.P and Haryana are

.•..haying .th,e locat.ionaladvantage of 'exporting potatoes. to Pakistan and middle-east

countries.through land routesince.P.akistan.is.a big. buyer of Indian.potatoes. So, far
,- "'."-' > •

insignificant quantities are exported (India has share in the World export being only 0.04

to 0.44 % during the period 1986-99). Wide flucruations in annual production is the main

reason:'in low exports, only in glut seasons some exports take place. In' order to increase

,e?,ports sustained supplies are to be ensured.

4E.3 C~nstraints in development

4E.3.1 T~thnical

(i) Poor germination and dormaucy of the seed tuber is a serious problem especially if

the tubers are planted soon after taking out from the cold storage.

(ii) In the growing season the problems of early and lete blight, mosaic, leaf roller

snbstantially reduce the yield.

(iii). High cost of seed is prohibitive, because of which farmers tend to use the same

seed year after year which results in poor yields. Two to three tons of ruber seed is

required and it costs Rs. 20,000 to Rs. 30,000 per hectare.

(iv) Most of the Indian potato varieties are not suitable for processing.

~'.
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(v} Storage facilities for table potatoes are not appropriate'in the available cold 'stores

which are primarily designated for seed potatoes. Even the seed potatoes get

damaged because of frequent electricity cuts.

'4E.3.2 Infrastru.tural

'Appropriate' facilities are not available for the storage of table potatoes. These are stored

normally'in cold stores designed for the storage of see potatoes. Potatoes to be used as

vegetables (Table)' has to be stored under high' humidity conditions riiiher than under dry

.andCi::olil'coriditions,Such storage conditions iiiake potatoes sugary and tasteles,s.Even the

seed potato gets, spoiled due to frequent electricity cuts. High cost ofpow'er also makes
long term storage uneconomical.

, Proper.lrafisportation. facilities for. potato are' also not available resulting in large losses

,'duririg transportatibniespecially:becauseof improper packaging.

4E.3.3'iFinancial,

The seed tuber cost is quite high ranging fr?m Rs, 20,000 to Rs. 30,000 per hectare which

is quite prohibitive for a small farmer. An alternative propagate to raise potato crop is TPS

which is comparatively cheaper i.e., costing approximately Rs. 2000 to Rs. 3000 per

hectare. But TPS production has not been taken up successfully and is not available in
required quantities.

The go'od cropping season results in low price of the produce, thus making the potato

production'unprofitable. The price fluctuations during the decade at nationaI level show a

close corelation of.production and price index. This tre.nd is evident from the production

years of 1997 and 2000 which registered the highest production during the decade but also

, witnessed the lowest prices in the last five years. Such financial instability is presently

acting as the main deterrent in the development of Potato.
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4E.3.4 Policy

Failure to stabilise priccs of potato, regulatory mechanism to capture and retain foreign

markets, promotion of appropriate processing industri~s and availability of easy, soft'loans'

to the farmers especially in the recognized potato production. zones are the main obstacles

in the rapid progress in increasing production of Potato.

Prices of Potato can be stabilized by finding and establishing regular foreIgn markets,

ensuring to meet the foreign demands on long term basis. It is also important to'increase

t1ieper' c'apita 'collsumption of Potato within'the country which at present isquitelciw as

compared to'many'other'countries. In most parts of the country potato has not yet been

used as a regular part of food. Most of the processed fomis like chips, figures etc are also

not in regular demand. Minimum support price is Rs. 2.50 per kg will safe guard the
\ ' .,

interest of the farmers.

4E.4 . Production Technology

4E.4.'i ('PllintingMaterial

'Th,,']'ates! varieties developed by CPRI and tested by'their JaJlandhar regional station

should'be multiplied in' large quantitiespartictilarlycif following varieties found suitable

.fcit,tlid'state' 'Kufti Ashoka; Kilfri Jawahar; Kufri SuItej, Kufri Pukhrej and Kufri Anand

fcir.table'pu'rpose. At present department is processing only 28000 qtI. of certified seed at

, Government farms which is hardly sufficient for 1400 hectare which mean 2 percent area

is covered under certified seed. The 'Seed-Plot-Technique' should be popularized in a big

way so that target of covering atleast 10 percent area should be achieved.

4E.4.2 Agronomic practices

The entire!state-comes 'under optimum temperature range for potato cultivation, the ideal

seed size should be 30 gm and under size will affect the yield. Cut potato seed should be,

considered the best timiug of sourcing in State is IS'" October.
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4E.4.3 Nutrienfand Water Management

. 15:20 tons FYM ,120-150 kg,nitr~gen, 75.kg Phosphorus and 100.kg Potash should be'

given per hectare after analysis. Zinc and Sulpher is also very important and whenever

soils are deficient should be given. Nitrogen is to be given in their split doses i.e. , before

saving and 30 and 45 days after planting. Always all NPK is balance ratio as given above~~,'. . " . . .

should be given, otherwise yield will be reduces. First irrigation after 12 days when 50
,",\. ,'" ' .

.per~ent germination occurs and there after 6 to 10 days interval as soil conditioned.
',".[ ,'.' ,' .. ,. :. ," . '. ,

.. ,Minimum 5 irrigations arerequired.
~ \I." •. • "

4E.4.4 Management of Disease and Pests

Early and late blight are serious diseases but improved varieties aremuch,resisita~t, spray

of Moncozeb 0.2% and Dithane-M alternatively. Monocrotophos or Dimethoate 0.02%

checks the spread of virus disease. Tubumoth and cut worms are serious pests,. the soil

around plant should be drenched with Endosulphan C 1.25 It/ha. Some times excess

f,:rtjlization causes hallo~ he;rrt disease hence only recommended dose should be given.

)~otato s~ed should be treated with boric .acid 30 gm/lit water for 30.minutes. Virus

diseases can be kept under control by spraying Metosystox 2 mllIit and.cut the halms when,,;, '.. . . .

. applied population is in.creasedand tuburshave attained the proper size by hite February or
• I.., , . .'

"e.\ll"lY J\1;rrC'L

4E.4S Research and Deyel.opment needs

Thereis need of development of more virus free varieties and early and late blight resistant

varieties. More varieties suitable for processing like chips, fingers etc. should be

..developedto meet the processing industry and export. These varieties should have more

starch and.less sugar and size of the tubers should be bigger.

4E.5 Scope for high Tech. interventions

True potato seed and Microtuber production Technology need intervention of high tech

infrastructure, including green net covering with exJraJight Aysteves.
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4E.6 Organization Management

Foundation and certified seed production should be taken up on a wider magnitude at

Departmental farms and in private farms under strict supervision of developmental staff

so that more area can covered under certified seed which.is minimum at present.

4E.8 Conclusion

Potato production has big scope in Potato seed production in the state and can become .

leader in this aspect provided' a little assistance is provided by way of minimum support

price and subsidies in the form of countries like Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Malaysia etc.
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4F

I

T.omato

There is 6850ha. tomato area in the State with production of 165353 tons with

productivity of 24.139 tons/lla. The increase in area during last decade has risen from

4700 to 6850 ha. which means 45 percent area has increase while for the future decade

area increase is expected to be 25% and .productivity enhancement, are. expected. to be

arouod 24 percent but total production will increase from 165353 tons to 256860 tons

. which mean production will increase to 55 percent in the State.

Tomato area is mainly concentrated m Gurdaspur, Amritsar, Patiala and Jallandhar

districts.

4F.l SWOT Analysis

4F.l.l .Strength

There is Pepsi plant running in the heart of Tomato belt i.e., in Amritsar District. More &

more people are taking up contractual farming of tomato processing varieties and getting

assured income. This will further. boost the tomato area expansion in the State. (Arrival

and minimum and maximum prices of tomato in-Jallandhar.

o Delhi has the biggest Sabzi Mandi at Azadpur which handles about 190000 tons of

tomatoes every year, the wholesale price has not gone below Rs. 300 per quintal

which is a good and reasonable price for local growers and Punjab is well connected

,with good roads and can take advantage of biggest market of North India.

• As per.our Survey for the tomatoes transported.from Pune and adjoining areas, the

total expenses come to Rs. 90 per box of 30 Kg, i.e. they are at disadvantage during

peak season here. Similar situation will be true for western states during their peak

season and Punjab markets can be at advantageous position for marketing of their

produce .

. 4F.1.2 Weakness.

o In .Punjab State FI hybrid have not spremhrs-rnucIr-as-it-should have with the result

their productivity is less.

o The Agrotechnique, especially staking of plants has not become popular which also

affects productivity.
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4F.l.3 Opportunities

There is tremend.ous sc.ope .of increasing pr.oductivity .of this crap in Punjab which will

increase the per unit profits. There are mare big t.omat.omarket in Amritsar,.Jallandhar, ,

Ludhiana and Patiala besides wh.ole.of J&K & Himachal Pradesh gets t.omat.ofr.omPunjab

because in these states it is .off seas.on far them and hence g.o.odmarket is available t.o

Punjab.'

• If disease free nursery is pr.oduced in August-September under protected p.olyh.ouses,

the early crap in N.ovember-December will fetch them very g.o.odprice and enhance

pr.oductivity.

4F.1.4 Threats

.•,i Vjrus d~~~asesin,A~~mn crops i.e; September-October is a real threat to raising crop

, dllri~gautumn winter.

,,~ ., ;1\) gel,early,crop is spring is also a propIem in Delhi because during winter there is n.o
,I-, ,1.1,.-., '. " '. ,.' .'. ,",

" n' gr.owth,ofplants.,
,,'~ .' ...• ': ',' - .', .

;. • J: .' ":' -i .. i.
4F.2 Market Potential

. '" ',~ I

'There is goad p.otential'marketing.of Punjab t.omato in whale .of J&K and Himachal

Pradesh because during that time it is .offseas.onfor them and Delhi is an.othermarkel. The

'processing units are available in Punjab which' are buying t.omat.oin bulk. In Punjab itself

if we see the price trend ,given bel.ow clearly indicates that prices are g.o.odeven in peak

seas.on.ofmaturity .ofcrop in the State:

Wholesale market will give anjdea of price structure in last five years (1993 - 1997)

Year Total Average Range of Price Range of Price
arrival MT ' Wholesale' price Lowest Highest

RsJauintaf
1993 7120 600.42 304 (May) I 164 (July)
1994 ' 9267 479.25 172 (Mav) 774 (September)
1995 16889 504.42 206 (Mav) 845 (November)
1996 12259 536.42 162 (Mav) 800 (November)
1997 16843 493.92 188 (June) 1010 (Oct.ober)
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4F.3 Constraints in Development

• 8ince lands are very costly in Punjab farmers expectations are very high.

• Fruit & shoot borer is threatening the cultivation of tomato.

• TMV and Mosaic resistant varieties are not available and this is becoming the main

constraint inAuturnn winter crop in the state.

4F.4Production Technology

4FA.l Seed and Planting Material

Now tomato varieties which set fruit uuder different temperature should be. planted for

different seasons for Punjab e.g. for autumn crops, Pusa Gauzov,for spring crop, Pusa "

Sadabahar and Pusa sheetal, For distant marketing Pusa hybrid-4 and for nematode

infected plots Pusa' 120 and Pusahybrid'2 are'important. B8820; HOE-303 Rashmi and

Rupali are other hybrids doing,:"ell in this zone. The nursery for autunui-winter crop must

be raised under polyhouse or net houses othe.rwise virus infection is high and it "is

recommended that seed & seed bed should be treated with fungicides. The Hybrid seeds

.: beipg very costly, 150 gm.seed is sufficient for a hectare provided nursery is prepared well

.and. care j~taken. The .other varieties suitable for Punjab are: .Punjab Tropic, 8-12, Punjab

Chhuhara, Punjab Kasri, Punjab upma, Castle rock, TH-802,TH-2312 and no. of hybrids

~eJeased,byp~iyateseed cO,mpanies.

'4F.4.2 Agronomic .Practices

.For higher productivity, a good nursery is a must. Plants must be staked because earlier

cOHcept that detenninate varieties. do not need staking is changed and it is proved that

. sta~irigdefmitely improved the yield. Planting on raised beds alternatively on half meter

width raised bed is another agronomic practice which saves the water and inhibits the

weed growth. Pre planting weedicide spray of stomp 2.5 litre/ha checks the weeds for 40-
45 days .

. 4F:4.3 Nutrient and Water Management

10 tons of.FYM and 120:60:60. kg NPK for varieties aud 240:120:60 for FI hybrids is

essential for belter yield. Nitrogen in three split doses, half at planting and then 15-20 days

interval in 2 to 3 equal split doses. Starter solution of 12:24: 12 ratio of NPK. 20 gm of

mixture in 10 litre water immediately after transplanting helps in a belter stand of the crop.
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Boron deficiency is increasing. For this 10-15 kg borax as soil application or spray of

0.25% twice at flowering stage is effective. Some time excessive moisture alongwith high

temperature also causes cracking of fruit, hence light irrigation at 5,7 days interval is

recommended.

4FAA Management of Disease and Pests

Tomato is one crop attacked by number of diseases and pests. The major diseases and their

control is"givenbelow:-

Damping off at Nursery Stage

2 Leaf curl and Mosaie-¥irus

Seed and Nursery treatment with captin or
captofBavistin 2gm11it

Remove the affected plant and apply
systematic insectioned.in nursery and cover the
nursery with net. Spray Dimethoate }-4 times
at 10 days interval to control white fly which
spreads virus.

3

4

Bacterial wilt and Alliance -
blight

Jassids, white fly fruit.& -
Shoot borer

Seed treatment with Mancozeb, nursery
treatment with farmoldehyde and spray the
crop with copper oxychloride 0.3% and follow
three years rotation.

0.05% Rogor or Metasystox at early growth
stage and after harvesting the fruit.

4FA.5 R&D Needs

There is dearth ofTMV and Mosaic resistant varieties and efforts should be made to breed

TMV resistant varieties. Fruit & shoot borer resistant varieties are also required. The Fl

hybrids with acidic varieties can become more popular because of local preference,

vigorous. efforts are needed to bread such FI hybrids with transport qualities. FI hybrid

seed production should be on a large scale so that prices are reduced, which will boost sale

of hybrid seed.

•
4F.7 Human Resource Development

The field staff should be trained for hybrid seed production. Biotechnology tools like BT

gene transfer.should be tried at more places. For that, training and infrastructure facilities

should be developed.
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4F.8 Conclusion

'. Tomato production has very good scope in the couotry as a whole and Punjab State in

particular because northern hills are big consumers of Puojab tomatos.

,Ci..' :

.'~,/)';: .

. --:'.~ri .i

'.

..
•

.,

•
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4G.t

. Onion

The Onion has been selected as thurst crop for Punjab because productivity is highest in

. Northern India and there ..is ample market hence this crop,has be taken on priority. The'

productivity of Onion in Punjab is 2nd highest in the Country and productivity is 21 A5 tons

ha. While the national average is only around 10.5 tons. There is plenty of scope of

increasing the area in the State. The area of Onion is mainly concentrated in Patiala, Ropar'

and Ludhiana. There is additional adVantage that Patiala districts is producing lot ofKharif

Onion also. Which. area and production is not depicted any here. The production area

.' figures are not true repre~entative as these days lot of green onions are grown in Punjab .

.Consideripg all these [ac!s:area and production of Onion in. Punjab is much higher than

reported and this crop has been selected as thrust crop oille State.

SWOT Analysis

The area of Onion. is: concentrated in Patiala, Ropar and Lud1)iana districts. The biggest

. market .of Punjab onion is'Y~ole ofJ&K, Himachal.Pradesh because these states starts

harvesting in August.:- September while Punjab onions are ready in May- June. The other

, strength. of Punj,:ib is, that:.more.and.morearea is coming in Kharif. Onion production

which is .1)arvested iil Dec.ember - January which are the. periods when prices shoot up in

entire Northern plains and Punjab can take advantage of Onion production.

•

4G.l.2 Weakness

Sometimes there is over production in northern India including Haryana with the result

farmers don't get the remuner~tive prices. There is no infrastructure for storing the

produce by the farmers with the result distress sales are made. Hence there is need of

modernstorages development in rural areas developed by NHRDF and National Centre for

Onion and Garlic. The quality of seed. is major weakness in area expansion and increasing

the productivity.

4G.l.3 Opportunity

There is good opportunity of the crop because higher productivity can be achieved in the

state provided seed multiplied through seed to bulb-seed method is adopted. Unfortunately

major seed producing states i.e. Maharashtra has switched over to seed to seed method of

onion seed production wh{ch is becoming major bottleneck "is increasing the productivity.

in the country as a whole "and H.ryanain particular. Introduction of FI hybrids will solve
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this problem and now some of the progressive growers have 'started' iealizirig this and in

coming years production go up appreciably.

4G.1.4' Threat

Seed production through one year cycle i.e. seed to seed method of onion sced production

is becoming a real threat in area and productivity eIihancement. Since, onion is major

foreign exchange eainermiilimum support prize should be given to farmers. All barriers of

'export of onion. should be lifted as this is becoming another threat in onion production .

. 4G.2' Market Potential

When northern Indian produce comes into market i.e. April- May the markets are already i

f!oodedfrom'th<hvesiem part of the country. If our production is more and even iffarmers

get';Rs> 2 'per' kg'he is' satisfied' because onion transported from West costs more hence

,'" ," , tIlere is 'likely 1'0 betotigh' competition: If arrival of west'em s!'ate is diverted during these

"""m6riths/Ii'6th 1natkets' will benefit; which has already started' showing good'result's. There

,,' is'not'much scope for sending the produce to distant market, as there is good demand and

scope in thenorth'itself.

4G.3 Constraints in Development

4G.3.1 Technical ,

The certificatio~' ~fseed in-vegetable is not compulsory and it is becoming more serious in

onion seed productiqn as private companies are adopting direct seed to seed method where

q~a~ity"isnot assured. It -would be essential to enforce onion seed production of improved

varieties and adopting seed to bulb to seed production method of onion seed production

otherwise -our supremacy in onion production will not last as the productivity over the

years is decreasing and this is the single largest factor contributing the lower yields.

The second largest factor is non-adoption of Agro technique and control of thriups and

purple beetle which are becoming serious problem in the State.

4G:3,2 Infrastructure facilities

The simple onion storage structure developed by National Horticulture Research and

Development Foundation (NHRDF) and National Centre for .onion.and Garlic should be

popularised instead of traditional thatches for onion storage which results in heavy losses
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during storage. More liberal assistance should be provided so that these simple houses are

used for onion storage during glut periods.

4G.3.3 Financial

Since this is high input crop liberal financial help and soft loans should be provided and

crop insurance should cove~ the faimers risk alongwith minimum procurement price will

go long way in maximizing the pr.oduction in the zone and Haryana and Punjab in

particular.

" ,. ,.

4G.3.4 Policy

I. Governm~nt should place a ban on annual seed production of Rabi varieties

otherwise this will resultto big loss to the country in the coming years.

2. More community storage sheds as has been erected iii Laslgaon in Maharashtra and

where minimal storage rent is changed will save the crop during storage. More and

more assistance .•h6uld be provided to farmers to built small Onion storage house

which are practically missing in northern Indian states.

4G.4' i Product'ion Technology

4G.4.1 Planting Material

For Rabi season, Hissar II, Pusa road, Pusa Madhavi, Agri Found, Light Red and Punjab

Lal and for Kharif season, N-53 and Agri fpund, Dark Red are suitable varities and Seed

must be procurred for NHRDF or NSCwhich are adopting the seed to bulb seed method of

';'se"irproductiori. The 'seed'rate is 8210 kg/ha andbest time in November - December.

4G.4.2 Agro!,omic Practices

Seed treatment with captan / thirain @2-3 grn/per kg seed. Always nse fresh seed because

.liability of onion seed is affected very badly and old seed may give poor germination.

Nursery bed of 60-100 em width and 4-5 cm high to raise nursery for one acre 50 to 60

beds of 3xl mt are. sufficient .the best time of sowing is seed is 15'hNovember to IS

December, and transplanting by IS to 30 January give optimum yield. The beds should

have prop'er moisture before sowing and 1-2 cm deep in 5 em spaced rows seed should be

sown,and.covered with light soil and leaves or well rotten F.Y.M. The nursery bed shonld

be irrigated daily till gennination. Drench the nursery with captof 2 grn/lit on IS days

interval and transplanting should be done at 15x10 cm spacing.
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4G.4.3 Nutrition and Water Management

Add 30 tonslha F.Y.M while field preparation and apply before transplanting 125 kg

nitrogen, 50 kg phosphorus and 30 kg Potash. Apply whole Phosphorus and Potash and

half Nitrogen 'before transplanting and. remaining Nitrogen before transplanting and

remaining Nitrogen in two split doses at 30' days interval. Irrigate the seedlings just after

transplanting and spray weedicide Joke-E @2.5 litre hectare immediate after transplanting

to check early weed growth. Minimum 6 to 7 irrigations are required at 8-10 days interval.

. siop ilTigationatleaSt 15~20days before harvest.

f i '''.: - \. -, ':

4G.4.4 Management of Disease and Pests.

ThirPs are major insects which sucks the sap and can be controlled by spraying Dimeion

0,05% at 15 daysintervalalldipUl;'I~ beetle is a serious pest inbulb crop and stemphyllium

blight in seed crop are serious diseases which can be checked by Dia.thene- M 0.25%. All

the sprays should be mixed with a sticker like triton or ordinary liquid soap otherwise no

spray is effective in 01?-ionbecause of raud and glossy leaves in onion.

4G.4.S Research and Development Needs

.There is urgent ne~d'of evolving .superior FI hybrids in onion. For this male sterile lines

and maintainer linesneeds to be developed. Very recently a number of private companies

have started releasing Fl hybrids and IARl, New Delhi has also developed Fl hybrids,

these need to be tested and.adoptedon wider scale.

4G5 Scope for high .tech interventions

Treating the onions with germ irradiation helps in checking the sprouting of onion. A

beginning has been made and such a plant has been commissioned in Lasal gaon by Bhaba

Atomic Energy Center. Such interventions in Northern States should also be tried.

4G.6 Organisation Management

Foundation and certified seed should be multiplied on larger scale by seed to bulb to seed

method and for this developmental staff should be trained so that the message percolates to

the farmers that the seed which they are using should be of good quality aud fresh.
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Onion production has very good scope in Punjab areas, provided good seed is provided

and infrastructure for storage of bulbs is created which will uplift the economic conditions

", of small scale. farmers in the slate.

4G.8 Conclusion
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4H. Peas

. ..Amongst the vegetable Pea occupies second largest area i.e. 13460 ha with production of

80693 tons with productivity of 6 tons I ha•. This being short duration leguminous crop

and.Rice.- Wheat rotation is degrading the soils of Punjab. Pea crop not only gives good

returns because of early crop in Punjab it also requires'least inputs. The area is expected.

to increase by 161 percent in the coming decade. The Pea is cultivated mostly in the

districts of Amritsar, Hoshiarpur, Nawashahr, Jallandhar and Patiala districts of the State.

Based on the present conditions the strengths and weaknesses of this crop are discussed

through SWOT analyses as below;

4H.l. SWOT Analysis

4H.l.l Strengths

The area of Pea is mostly concentrated in the pockets of Amritsar, Hoshiarpur, Nawashahr,

Jullandhar districts which are adjoining and Patiala district. The present concentrated area

under pea along with production are given below;

District Area (in ha) Production (in tons) Production (%)

Amritsar 4217 25407 6.025
Hoshiarpur 3525 21326 6.050

.

N~washahr 1878 10925 5.817
Jallandhar 1535 9328 6.112

Patiala 1551 9263 5.972

With the introduction of early varieties it can very well fit in as an additional crop in Rice

- Pea - Wheat rotation in the State. Punjab farmers are becoming very cautious in taking

leguminous crop to maintain the health of their soils and more and more people will sow

pea in the .coming years. The advantage of Punjab Pea is realization of higher prices

because of early crop. During the decade from 1991 to 200 I the whole sale price of Pea

has increased from Rs. 284 to Rs. 930 which means increase of more than three times

which is giving more incentive to Punjab fann.ers to grow peas. The encouraging results

that area is expected to increase by 71 per cent and production by 107 per cent during the
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decade and productivity 22 per cent per unit area are some of the plus points for

increasing the area under Punjab.

4H.1.2. Weakness

Early crop is prone to soil born diseases and also if delayed sowing than danger of frost is

also there. The early sowing can not be done before 15th September and harvesting can not

be del~yed beyond IS" December otherwise wheat yields are reduced.

4H.1.3, Opportunity

There is very good market for early peas because of higher prices hence farmers have big

opportunity to increase their income by putting more area under peas. The processing. . .

. industry especially' frozen pea are becoming more and more popular and there is no

difficulty of distress sales in this crop. This crop has very little water requirement and

fariners have realized to conserve as much as possible and this crop is best example.
", .;, ,',

4H.1.4'Thi'eats'

The Diggest threat to earlycrbpis disease i.e. wilt Whichdestroy early crop. 'Crop should

be ready for piCkmg by December otherWise danger bf frost also to damages the crop.

Time of sowing is very important for raising. early crop. 15th September to I" week of

October is best time.

4H.2 Market Potential

There is very good market in entire Northern and Central part of Iudia of early peas

produced in Punjab. There is heavy demand of Peas in Punjab market itself seeing the

price' appreciation of this crop almos~ three times during the last decade while no other

vegetable has seen such a good appreciation. The processing industry of entire country is

dependanHor early Punjab crop which comes in December - January.
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4H.3 Constrahits in Development

4H.3.1 Technical

The main constraint in Pea cultivation in Punjab is wilt diseases. The resistance early

varieties should be developed which can fit in Rice - Wheat predominantly adopted crop

rotation. There is no suitable early variety which is good for frozen peas except the.

Meteor which is rrrid season variety and there is dire need for introducing more beller

.e~ly varieties.
o ;, j)_,,', • ", ••

To "}~i~,t~irthe q?ality\,f~eenl'ea, there should be minimum time gap between harvest

and consumption otherwise sugar in peas decreases abruptly. To avoid this pre cooling

immediately after h;""est is dife need. For this freezing plants in large number with

assured and back up electricity arrangements are required. Mechanical shelling should be

i,n,troduced otherv.:i~~freezing of. peas will not be econorrrical proposition. Shelling

'.,m~c~i"es of suitaple, sizesshopld be developed .which are not available presently. The

organic waste after shelling should be tried. for differenl uses like animal feed or protein
.,' .', " , ..

syntheses as pod shells are rich source of cellulose, protean & sugar.

4H3.3 Financial

.There is, no constraint i:nPea cultivation as cultiv~tion is not very expensive except the

hand picking. where women, and children in the family can very well be engaged. The

contr~ct farming where buy back guarantee will assured price is prefIxed will boost pea
.' '

cultivation in the State. The processing of pea especially freezing is costly where more

incentives should be provided alongwith withdrawal of Central Sales Tax on frozen pea

and .freemovement in different provinces without any entry fee should be allowed.

4H3.4 Policy

In order to popularize the consumption of frozen food, especially peas in the country there

sbould not be any sales tax and CST (Central Sales Tax) because these are hampering the

free movement of product. Government should encourage the consumption by allowing

free movement of frozen product without any diffIculties created by Sales tax and Central
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. Sales Tax formalities. This is necessary if frozen peas are to be made popular in the

country and industry is to develop, which will ultimately be useful to the consumer as well

as farmers because there will be assurance of remunerative prices.

4H.4 Production Technology

4H4.1 Seed and Planting Material

The seed rate for early sowing crop should by 100-120 kg I ha and for mid sowing. crop

100 kg I ha, while farmers are using less seed with the result plant population remains less

and ultimately yield is reduced. Sinc.e seed rate is very high, the quality seed of improved

varieties are in short supply. Efforts should be made to multiply seed in large quantities,

only then area and production will iIicrease in the state .
. ~,.j,:] . ; I,

4H4.2 . Agronomic practices
.... ,...," ,
The distance between plants should be 30 cm x 8 cm for early and 45 x 8 cm for mid

sowing. Seed should be soaked in water for 4-6 hrs alongwith 2gm Capto per litre of water

before sowing: There should be sufficient moisture while sowing otherwise pre sowing

irrigation is a must for proper germination. Improved varieties suitable for u.p are

."

2. Mid season varieties

4H4.3 Nutrient and Water Management. '. '. .

Early Arkel, Jawahar MaUar - 4, Azad P-3, P-4

Bonuvelle, Lincoln, Azad P-2, P-I and Jawahar

MaUar-1

Fertilizer dose of 15 tons FYM, 65:60:40 kg NPK per hectare gives good result. Before

sowip.g the field must have sufficient moisture or irrigation should be given before sowing.

The first irrigation after gennination, 2"d at flower initiation and third at pod development

are the critical stages when irrigation should be given.

4H.4.4 Management of Diseases and Pests

The powdry mildew which is common in mid season and seed crops should be controlled

by Benlate orBavistin. @ 2 gm!1itre of water at 10-15 days interval. To save the crop from

wilt, the sowing should be delayed to 2"d week of October because early sown plants in

September die soon after gennination. As a preventive measure pea crop should not be

repeated in the same field for more than 2-3 years. Fruit borers which are also becoming a
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serious pest can be controlled by Malathion @2 mI / litre water, sprayed at 10-12 days

" interval, bul after picking of pods.

4H4.S R&D Needs

The varieties resistant to wilt and powdry mildew should be developed and the varieties

suitable for canning and freezing should be developed which are need of the hour.

4H6 .Org~n.isational Management

Since Pea seed multiplication is very easy, all Gov!. Horticultural farms should multiply, •.

the seeds in large quantities as there is huge demand and department is unable 10meet the

demand. In newer areas the application of Azatobaclor will be highly beneficial hence

mstitUle~~ust provide the culture in sufficienl quantity.
. I';~;

4H7 .Human'ResourceDevelopmeut\.

The field slaff must emphasize the farmers 10 use proper quanlity of seed and use the

b~cteria cU,lture. Irrigation- in Pea bef9re flowering is not required hence ,unnecessary

irrigation should be avoided.

4H8 Conclusion

There is very good scope of area and produclivity increase in Ibe slale. The availability of

"'goodvariety seed should be made available in large quantities.

'"
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41 Chillies

Punjab has substantial area under chillies and area was 2990 hectares in 1976-77 which

reduced to 29000 hectares in 1996-97 due to non availability of improved 'varieties

especially resistant to viral diseases. Now the area has increased"to 13460 hectares due to

introduction/release of high yielding varieties and hybrids by PAD. There are few well

known chilli wholesale markets in Punjab like in Amritsar, Khaira, Sonam and Shahkol.

Considering that the future of this crop is bright and before suggestions are made,"the

SWOT analysis'will give the clear picture as described below:

41.1 SWOT Analysis

41.1.1 Strength

"'Theinain'area: of chillies is concentrated in Amritsar, Fetozepur, Patiala, "Sangrur"and

Jalllaiidhar disiricts~dproductivltY of dry chillies is 1585 kg/ha, which is much above

the'"fiati6nal '';verage alia "ext oniy to"Andhra' where average yield is 1798 kg/ha and

averag~'yieJd: being 9'18:'kglha~for India: Punjab Agnculture University, Ltidh'ilna

'slibated'in thesnlt" has the distinction of releasing of good varieiies like Punjab lal, Ptinjab

Surkh' anlPimjabGuchhedar which are well taken by the farmers and area is expanding

very fasl. The farmers of Sultanput block have 72 "percentarea under hybrid chilies which

indicates the farmers are taking to the latest ;varieties and hybrids and this situation is

more of less common to other chilli production areas which clearly indicates the bright

future of chili cultivation in the state. There are five wholesale markets of chilli in the state

at' Amritsar, Khaira, Sanam ,and Shahkot which are exporting chillies not only to other

states in India but exporting to foreign countries as well. Another strength is that

comparatively large holdings of around 2 ha. and above are grown rnainly through tractor

operated"farm operations.

41.1.2 Weakness

Chilli varieties are highly temperature sensitive and little fluctuation damages the crop

h(mc~.it is ffi,?:r'erisk prone cr?p than other vegetables. More thermo-insensitive varieties

and hybrids are required for area expansion which will reduce the risk of chili growing in

the state. There are no proper processing facilities, especially for making powder paste

and oleoresin production as these are the"products desired in International markets.
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41.1.3 Opportunities

There is good opportunity to increase the area under this crop because the chilli hybrid I

(CH-I) released by the state Agriculture University in high yielding and very well suited

to Agro climatic conditions of the state. This crop requires less water as compared to other

vegetable crops and very well suited to sloppy lands where water stagnation is not there

and in water scarcity areas drip irrigation has given very good results.

4r.tA. Threats

The only threat is availability of hybrid seed. PAU has taken a very big initiative and is

m'\ltiplying the seeds.on selective private farmer's fidds also b~t still there is big gap
, "-.,',.... .,

.~.e~~en demand .and supply of hybrid seed at reasonable price. The other threats is that

l)0lW.of the varieties is resistant to virus diseases. Efforts shou,ld be made to incorporate
," '"'.',- (I ,

resistance in .hybrid3l)d .other superior varieties. In .sixties. and .seventies Punjab was the, _,1( •• 2. , '. ~ ;' '. :, ~__ ,

. leading state in chilli production but over the last three decade area is decreased 7 percent., "'. ..' -, ' . '-. ,

. 3I)nually till 1996.-97 because. the crop. was I)onremunerative. The varieties required
.1.':',"'," - " , '." ,

, should have deep r~dcolour, and with more pungency.

41.2 .Market Potential
. . ""j-,

The~~ is good market of Punjab chillies throughout northern states aud even some of the

varieties. are in great demand, but being highly perishable there is no synchronization

between demand and supply, with the result price fluctuation are more. There is a big gap

between local market and prices at distant markets during peak harvest seasons as

indicated below'and hence chillies should be exported to these areas because of good road

network especially in North-South, North-West NationalHighways and road journey takes

maximum 3 to 5 days.
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Table No: 29 Price of green chillies in different i'mportant markets of India during

main harvesting season of Punjab.

Markets July August September May June

" Amritsar 290 427 776 1072 1083

Jallandhar 265 338 .. 595 1112 870

Delhi 612 496 1034 1268 1520
.

Ahmedabed 510 582 670 996 1313

Nasik 717 1110 734 1905 2068

Mumbai 802 . 935 I 960 1925 . 1638

Calculta 670 863 938 958 2336

Chennai 674 1074 821 1306 1652

This c)earlyshows that duril)g May-June ch,illi~sshould be sent to East and West when

there.;areheavy rains and crops are less and again in August-September to western states
',(H"',.' ""'. . ",' ,'. ,'.

where prices are much belter than north.

41.3 Constraints iii Development

41.3.1 Technical

There-isone.main. constraint i.e. that of non a"(>ailabilityof virus resistant varietieslhybrids

and the ,varieties which ~an set fruit under higlqemperature above 40° C during day alid

.low ,relative humidity i.e,,in April- May in l'unjab conditions. The varieties which have

. moie oleorasin shouldbe developed because those have good potential for export.

41.3.2 InfraslruCture

Th.ere should be proper storage facility for red chillies i.e. dry and cool temperature.

Facility for extraction of oleoresin should be developed at PAU,Ludhiana or at Amritsar

for export.
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41.3.3 Fillancial

" Sillce this is a temperature sensitive crop there should be provision of crop insurance.

Processing plants for making paste, powder have already coine up in priavate sector by

Pepsi Food, Nestle and Nijjar Agro. The contract farming with assured price will boost

, the production further. Gov!. of India, Ministry of Agriculture should provide liberal

assistance to PAU, Ludhiana to produce large quality FI hybrid so that sufficient quality

of seed is made available to farmers at reasonable price. Private hybrids are selling at very

h1gh;price oeyondlhe reach ofave~ge farmer.

,41.3.4 ,:Rolicy

, Iii 'Didet' to'i)QPul~ze the chilli production in the state which' is' giving good reinrns the "

, irviiiliiliility'bf Flhybrid'seed at reasonable price should be assured by the state through

PA U .or state farms.

41.4 Production Technology

4H.4.1 Seed and Planting Material

The seeds collected from the later picking are of good quality provided the fruits are

"picked at fully reMipe stage and dried'moderately after extraction from the fruits,Normal

practice,:;s'to collect all picking'and'extract the seed after fully drying which gives poor

~';~d;Af,o~t500:gin seed perhectate ofvan"ties and 200 gn'1ofFI hybrids is required in

the Nursery mti.! be treated with formaldehyde 2 percellt soltition and covered with plastic

sheet for 3 days. After gap of another two days prepare the seed bed, sow the seed at 5 em

apart lines and cover with leaf mould or fine sand. Water with can. The seedlings must be

protected from frost during December and January by covering with plastic sheet or

Sarkanda on western side for protecting against cold wiuds during night. The best timing

of sowing in Punjab in mid October to Mid November.

41.4.2 Agronomic practices

The best time of transplanting is Mid February to I" week of March. Drench the seedlings

before uprooting frolIl nursery with 0.2% Bavistin and planting done on ridges made 45 to

60 em apart and plant to pa~nt distance should be 30-45 em. However. wide raised beds of

125 em and planting on alternate side of bed at 3i) em for hybrid varieti.es has given good

results. There should be immediate irrigation after transplanting. The recommendation
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varieties for Pimjab are Punjab Surkh, Punjab Guchhedar and Punjab lal as inproved

varieties and chilli hybrid I (CH I), all released by PAD, Ludhiana.

41.4.3 Nutrient and Water Management

'FYM 25-30 tons incorporated while preparing the field and .125 kg urea, 200 kg Super

Phosphet single and 50 kg Murate of Potash is put in rows and ridges are made on these

rows. Two doses of urea @ 65-70 kg is applied as top dressing after 25 and 55 days of

transplanting for FI hybrids addition topdi-essing after I" and third picking is given'., Zinc

deficiency is also prevalent in Punjab, hence, 50 kg ZnSO, may be applied before

transplanting.

Lighl"irrigation';sgiven immediately after transplanting followed by 3"' or 4th day to have

,,'better standarid'fuim at7'lOd"ys ini~rvaL There should hot be any water stress at fruit set

scigo'but rteveroverirrigate chillies as this will cause rotting and other diseases. Hence,

light and frequent irrigations are preferred. Drip 'irrigation has given very good results in

chilli production.

41.4.4 Mlinage~entofdiseases-and ~es.ts

A number of insects like aphid, termite, cutworms fruit borer, mites and thrips etc attack

the crop from beginning to end. To control cutworms and termite, 2 liters/ acre

Chloropyriphos to standing crop with irrigation water. Two sprays of Malathion (400ml)

or Roger (300 mllbefor,; fruiting to check aphids, white fly and thrips. One spray of Sevin

(800 grill or Thiodon (800ml) at fruiting to control fruit borer. Two sprays of MIT-50S (50

EC) @ 300 mIIacre in July and August saves from serious pests of mite which is some tine

serious in hot and wet seasons.

The most important disease is Anthracnose (Die back) wilt, Mosaic and leaf curl virus.

Spray lndofil M-45 for wet rots. Wilt can be checked by high ridge planting and restricted

water reduces the incidence of wilt. Mosaic and leaf curl Virus is checked by removing

affected plants and by spray of the Rogor or Molathion to control aphid and white fly

which spreads the disease.
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41A.5 Research and Development needs

Development of virus. and wilt resist3nt varieties with wider adaptability are to be

developed. Cheaper methods of hybrids seed production by developing male sterile lines

will boost the chilli production.

41.8 Conclnsio~

.,.~J.1.illiproduction has very g()odscope in Punjab and more and more famlers are-taking up... ',.- - '. ". :' .
•:,chilliproduction. PAD should develop more chilli hybrids ,tomaintain ,theupward trend in

.,. ';.{'- •• " ,_ , " '.-' ", - ' " ',1;" . ,'_,

cbilli production in the State and it is very likely that old situation in Punjab being lead
'.t,; ". -. ,-' ". :. " -.

state in chilli production will come up.again.. '.--', . - ,'- . . '- - ,

The other major crops of Punjab are. onion and Ber which are discussed in Haryana

because situation is similar in bot!).the states. Tomato is discussed in.Delhi.
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4J Cutflowers

!"e cutflower crop is growu mainly near Chandigarh & Ludhiana.

High-tech floriculture projects in Punjab.

A lar&e number of high-tech projects on growing of roses under polyhous.es with a

provisiou of cooling in the summer months have come up in Puujab for such projects

involved collaboration with Dutch or Israel companies and largely targeted the Dutch

!)larket. These projects ranged from.one.hectaregreen house. to.four hectare green house

.areaj\ll ,the projects were implemented as turn. Key base, by. the foreign. collaborators .

. Greel1,housesw.ere.erected and planting material of roses was imparted from Holland. The
;,'" ._-,.~. l~-.",", ",' _, .".' ;. ;,',' . • , ' •

1 I ,,¥i~~~~{~.,~~lected,~rre:c\oy,er~qunder, proprietary righ~sof~e bree~inR compa,n:fes and had

a re.a.dy.markets,in Holland ..and other, European ,countries. Such projects have been., ,-"-:, ... - '-.. .

involving heavy capital investments and the funds.were raised through promotersequity,

e'lui.ty,,from,'HaryanaAgr(l-Industries Corporation, soft. loan from NHB upto one. crore

rupees.andthrough Bank loans._.";1,. '""!. " ., '; " ", _ '.,-

4J Rose

There is roughly 800 hectare under Rose out of which roughly 200 hectare in under Cover

and 600 in under Open cultivation.

4J.l SWOT Analysis
",,~ ., ,,'

4J.1.1 Strel1gths

1. All such projects involved growing of roses under controlled environments.

2. Tech'nology was imported from exper:ienced foreign companies with rich experience

in the line.

3. Allequipment and plant material was imported.

4. The projects were targeted to the market demands of European buyers.

5.The projects had in-built arrangements for PHM.

6. Some of the projects also involved buy-back arrangements, riot at a guaranteed price

but atleast at the prevailing market prices.

7. Teclinical assistance and professional manpower was also provided for stipulated

period so that local staff got the proper training.
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4J.1.2 Weaknesses

I. The projects involved heavy capital investment.

2. The entrepreneurs did not have professional background.

3. 'Foreign coIlaboratnrs did not have sufficient background/knowledge Ofagro-climatic

conditions in the areas of operation.

4. 'Indigenous profession and technical manpower was not available.

,5: Technolngical failure:, failure of fan-pad cooling system (which was used in almost

,. all projects in North Zone) during the .hot and humid months of the monsoon season,

'."c "iinproper.yentihition/faulty'management and failUre to have a complete and regular
\ . .,

'Co. checkbri'spreadb{di~eilses' in the 'green house. Also there was no-realization of the

rieed'for having heating system during wintermbnths because low night temperatures'

were'not condudve-for'peak flowering season.

';6) "Eack: of'inrrastnicture';at'iritemational airport'lack of cool chambers, hassels of

clearing out-bound consigIiments quickly and sufficient space iricargo plan'es.
7. Market tie ups did not work well

8. Cost of production became high due to heavy investments hence project could not be

finap~iallysustainable.

4J.1.3 Opportunities

There were huge market opportunities in European markets especially in Holland and

Germany. ,Theintroduction of green house technology could be applied to many other high
value c~ops.

4J.IA';Threats

1. The mar.ketdemands were fast .Quctuatingand no stable prices were guaranteed sin~e

the rates depended upon the quality of the produces.

2. Varietal preferences and demands continued to. vary, but in view of heavy costs of

pl~ting material aJ.ld expenditure involves in replanti,ng, it was not possible to

replace varieties quickly. ,

3. The local enterpreuness had no market control because they could not afford to have

a check on auction proceedings in _the main auction houses such as Aa]smer in

Holland.

4. Local experience and expertise were not available both at professional and technical

levels.
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4J.2 Market Potential

Market potentialhas been huge but at times highly competitive. Extensive expe~ience and

'msight of the situation was lacking in the entrepreneurs. Much needed Government

support was also not available to the desired level since the projects were new and their

demands needed quick reorientation of the departmental programmes.

4J.3 Constraints in Development

Heavy capital investments, lack of indigenous technology and professional manpower

\'Vere'the main constraints. Non'existence of local market for such high value crops was
'iii~i,i\iinajot COIlStraint.

4J.3.2 Infrastructnral facilities

No doubt most of projects had provision of' such facilities in the project but other

,infrastructure such as airport facility.to handle highly perishables produce were not there

4J.3.3 .Financial'

Heavy project cost high interest burden except the comp'onent of soft loan by NGH upto

,Rs. One crore.

4J.4 ,Production technology

4J.4.1 Plantingmaterial,as mentioned previously was supplied by the technical collaborators and

w~s 9f hig1I,quality. The varieties supplied were the right types and had good market

demand.

4J.4.2 All management practices relating to production such as nutritional irrigation diseases to

pest management were followed under the supervision of technical collaborators technical

manpower.
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4J.4.5 Research and Development Needs

It was essential to indigenously test the technologies brought-in by foreign t~chnical

collaborators since no research institutes in the region had undertaken such research

projects previously but now lot of work is being carried out at !ARl,New Delhi, HAD

Hissar and PAD Ludhiana.

4J.6 Organisation Management

~eentrepreneurs do not have experience in managing such projects and neither the

governinent agencies were up'to-date to provide necessary infrastructure, working, .
facilities and market intelligence which could be quite important for the success of such

projects.

4J.8 Conclusion

While'describing the weaknessesih such'projects we' have mentioned that those'have not

made a good success. It certainly is not due to technology failures alone but management

failures are equally responsible. Further, if rose production has not been competitive,the

created infrastructure in the formofgreen houses and other PHM infrastructure can be put

to,use for growing more valuable crops for lbe survival of such projects. Research and

Development agencies have to work hard so that such technological advancement are not

dumped and that their reactivation becomes impossible.

Now time has come that they have started using the local technology and expert advise of

Indian experts with the results expenditure are m;'ch less and local demand of flowers has

also' increased manifold with. the result. that production in th~sehigh tech projects have

started again.. This shows healthy sign and future is also bright
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4K Marigold

There is about 2000 hectare area uoder Marigold io Haryana which is mainly concentrated

io Sonepat and Gurgaon districts. The Marigold is produced almost throughout th~ year.

Delhi being the biggest market of Marigold the demand for Marigold flowers is increasiog

day by day. Now a daysio every marriage flower decoration has become a necessity and

one example will show its requirement that in Delhi in one day there were 16000

marriages and flower growers had a field day. In other words demand for flowers is

increasing every year.

4K.l , SWOTA,!.alysis.. -,.

4K.1.1 •.s!r~ngths'i ;
>,' ,j~ •. '.'- -. ", ••. ~:"

I. Delhi being fuebiggest market and Sonepat and Gurgaon the major producing areas

are part of greater national capital area hence there is no difficulty of marketing.

2. The degraded soils of Gurgaon and Faridabad where no other crop can give that

... " mu.ch profit, Marigold can grow very easily.. ~. ..' . , ,. " ,., ,

3. When the prices fall the flowers should be left for seed. production which is becoming
. '., . - " .. ' ". 0).', ' " . .'

,: ,oth~,: profitable venture ¥ cost of Marigold seed is also high.

4K.1.2, Weaknesses

The land' around Delhi is very costly hence some times it does not give good returns. It is

labour oriented and if family labour is put to use it becomes profitable otherwise hired

labour for picking is costly. This being high volume low priced flower.

4J.1.3 Opportunities

With introduction of hybrids where yield of flowers is very high, the good return are

expected. Now varieties of Japan miniature Marigold which flower throughout the year

gives good returns because in 'lean periods of summer no other flower is available. During

suminer Marigold can be grown as inter crop in orchards and also in soils infected with

nematodes because this crops is comparatively resistance to the disease.
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4K.1.4 Threats

Damping off, Powdery mildew and virus are serious threat to Marigold cultivation.

4K.4 Production technology

There are two main groups of Marigold i.e. African Marigold (Tegets erecla) and French

(Tagetes Petia ,and T. Corumbosa) and one new Varigated Marigold Stripped Maxieau

Marigold (Togets temifolia) and several hybrids like Naget and Tetra Roffle Red, Appollo,

Meriella, Legion of honour and itnproved varieties like Posa Norangi and Posa Basmati
\ - .,

and several imported varieties are becoming very popular with the growers. '

4K.4.1 Seeds'an'd' 'planting maleriai
.'.1 I ,;>,,';;'

75.0grnsofhybrids and 800 - 1000 grnsof improved varieties seed is suffiCient for one

'lie8iitre:There are"fuain1}\'ihie'etimirig of sowing first and second week of February and

May - June and autumn crop eve,i"August sowing is also becoming popular. African

variety are planted 40 X 40 em and French type at 30 X 30 em distance and 3 weeks old

nursery is planted, Nursery must be treated with Captof otherwise damping off is' quite

serious.

4K.4jNJt;'ienia~d \\Iatet Management

20 - 30 cart load ofFYM at the time ofplonging and 120 Kg, nitrogen, 80 Kg. phosphorus

and 80 Kg, potash gives good crop. P&K at the time of last plonging and nitrogen in

three split does i,e. after one month of planting and monthly intervals. It is beller to spray

'urea 1.5 percent at 15 days interval then 113'"nitrogen 'can be saved. If extra nitrogen is

given phmts become lanky and start dropping on the ground hence excess nitrogen

should be avoided and staking of plants give much higher yields. In summer irrigation at

4 - 5 days interval and in winter 10 - 12 days interval. During rainy seas,ondepends upon

the rainfall. ,

125 - 150 quintal flower per hectare can be harvested with proper care as suggested.
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4K.4.4 Management of disease and "ests

Damping off at nursery is serious problem. Seed & nursery treatment with Captof controls

the disease. Powdery mildews is another problem especially in rainy season and sUlnmer.

Mancozeb and wettable sulphur 0.2% as preventive at 15 dsays interval. Virus infected

plants should be uprooted and burnt and then spray of 0.02% Metosystox or Diamecron

helps to check the disease.
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4L. Mushroom

Mushroom cultivation differs from other horticultural crops as this does not require

productive land and area required is very small. The capacity to produce mushroom

production per unit area is three times than any other protein rich fruits or vegetables.

Since majority of Indian population is vegetarian, mushrooms can playa very big role in

providing protein rich diet. Since Haryana and Punjab are wheat-rice producing states the

organic waste can best. be utilized and with cheap labour, mushroom cultivation is

becoming highly commercialised. Haryana and Punjab are contributing 4200 and 23869

tons. There is discrepancy in the figures of Mushroom production because one new firm

by the name Of Agro Dutch Foods Ltd. has started production from 2000-2001 which is

totally export oriented and in this year they have exported 23869 tons. Hence there is 'i

. sudden change in the production figures. While total production in the country is 100,000

tons which mean Haryanaand Punjab are contributing 28 percent of country's production,

which is very good contributi~n. There is further"scope of increasing production in these

states. The SWOT analysis will bring out the clear picture for future development.

4L.l SWOT Analysis

4L.1.1 Strength

Punjab is having the biggest project of Mushroom production by the name of M/s.Agro

Dutch Foods Ltd. a joint venture with Punjab Agro Industries Corporation. This year the

production has been around 16000 tons. There are more similar units in Haryana and this

belt is becoming major centre of mushroom production in the country. These being near

to Delhi, which is largest consumer iIi the country hence, have advantage of local market

also. The other advantage is that raw material i.e. wheat straw and paddy straw is

.available in plenty and at much cheaper rates. Labour is also comparatively very cheap.

There is large domestic market and extensive network of R&D is available in the zone .

. 4L.1.2 Weakness

Lack ofTeliable-&-cheap_ power is the !Dajor weakness. Since.,power is always in short

supply in both Punjab and Haryana and electricity charges are also higher as compared to

other states in the ~egion. Captive'. generators are a must for -these projects which are

costlier thau state electricity. Lack of high yielding and quality strains, lack of
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indigenously manufactured mechanism for high tech farms and lack of diversity i.e. 85%

production is confmed to button mushrooms.

4L.1.3 Op»ortunity'

There is a big scope of setting up more units because I'unjab and Haryana Agro Industries

Corporation- are giving big boost to mushroom projects. In Haryana (around Delhi)

seve)"alsmall units have come up because ready market is available in Delhi-and there is

big opportunity of expansion as more and more people have started realizing the

. importance of this vegetarian protein food.

4L.1.4 lhreats
,:. ,',.. '" .

:'it' is"a 'highly spe~iaiised alia' corttiOlIed conditiort production venture and any lack of

facility will' spoil the whole product. Mushroom urtit requires high investments and

, financial support with: concessianal interest is highly desirable because there is always

threat of spoiled production. The Mushroom being highly perishable commodity, quick

disposal becomes a problem for growers with the result commission agents exploit the

situation. Hence marketing is a week link. If marketing is not assured, heavy losses are

incurred by the growers which is a real threat in expansion of mushroom cultivation. The

other'threat is post harvest niaAagenient and as the shelf life being very small. Concerted

efforts are required to increase the.shelflife .

4L.2 . MarketPateritial

With.inNorthern Zone, Delhi is the biggest market because of its cosmopolitan nature and

big.,hotels and foreign embassies. Their personnel and multinational staff are regular

buyers of mushroom. Even in Azadpur 8abzi Mandi wholesalers have started trading

mushrooms hence market is growing very fast and thereby there is potential in local

market. Main markets are foreign markets because all the big projects working in Punjab

and Haryana have a tie up with foreign buyers, hence there is no problem of disposal of

product.
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4L.3 Constraints in Development

4L.3.1 Technical

It is a highly technical production process trade and spawn (Seed) production requires high

hygiene. These skill.are to be cultivated in the personnel. National centre for mushroom is

. located at Solan (HP) imparting training of various agencies and serving good cause. One

centre at Murthal in Sonepat district of Haryana by the name of Haic Agro Research

.Development Centre is providing training to farmers in mushroom cultivation and also

doing extensive activities. With these effort a few high tech farms and several seasonal

~i~ have com~ up in,tP.~state. Some ~fthe existing faJ11lS are facing seco~d generation
-.:. " , '- '.

problems in their day to day functioning .. Therefore there is urgent need to establish i. . v,':'' . ..' >,

lin1<agesbetween the mus.hroom centre and mushroom growing units to address their

problems by mutual cooperation.
> :" i' > • • '. ' ' _.' _. ,> - '. ;

4L.3.2 Infrastructure facilities

Since mushroom requires temperature controlled. production a lot of infrastructure is

required by Air conditioning of rooms; and sanitary and highly aspectic conditions for

spawn production are required. The big. projects like Agro Duch Foods Ltd. near

Chandigarh and Haic Agro R&D Centre of Murthal supply the spawn to small producers.

But they may not be willing to distribute their strains, as this being a trade secrete. NRC

'on inushroom aLSolan.andto.some extent IARI, New Delhi is supplying spawn to

growers. More suchunils'.should be set up.;n public sector so that farmers do not face the

seed:(spawn) problem.

4L.3.j' Finnncial

Since mushroom 'cultivation is high cost farming liberal assistance through subsidized and

soft loans should lbe made available without hassle's so that average farmers takes up its

famiing. Again this is very risk prone agri, this should be covered cover insurance plan.
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4L.3.4 Policy

To encourage more units to come up in the region Govt. should notifY that electricity to

.. such units wiIl be without interruptions '?therwise few hours cut during summer wiIl result

,in total failure of production. The bigger units can afford to install heavy captive

generators ,but small unIts won't be able to survive.

Govt should encourage .the corporate s<:ttor to market the mushrooms produced.by the

small .growers as Mother Dairy is doing in Delhi. Markfed and Hafed should also start

... marketing mushrooms through their channels.

4L.4, .....Production Technology

4L.4:1 Planting Material
:,,::, ,

The seed material called spawn is highly sophisticated and technical and there is always

. A,ortage ••ofs seeding mat.erial, availability to small. farmers. More ..and more spawn

.; ,production;;farms;should simultaneously come up .and'.spawn of high production strains

.': sliould. be made -available at. reasonable cost

'J ,

4L.4.2 AgronomicPractices
:'.; ,;.' ' '.; ,- ••, " ~j •

Nutrition and water management and the compost (a medium for mushroom cultivation) is

-'prepared by mixing in following proportion alld it takes about 28 days to prepare compost

Wheat Straw
,I' ,

Calctum ammonium nitrate

Urea

Potassium sulphate or murate of potash -

Wheat bran

Gypsum

Nemagan (Insecticides)

Furadan 3d

Lindane or BHC 5%

300 kg

9kg

3 kg

3 kg

30 kg

30kg

40ml

15 gm

250 gm
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The straw after lhorough wetting for 24 hours is mixed with the,bran and fertilizer mixture

""prepared with 2/3 quantities of CAN and Urea and the entire quantity of Super Phosphate

and Potash added in 15 kg moistened wheat bran and left over night covered with gunny

bags, The mixture is put as a heap to encourage intense microbal activity and causes

generation of heat upto 70 -'80°C. The heap is broken and remade on 6" day after adding

,the remaining bran fertilizer mixture made on previous night with remaining ingredients

like insecticides etc. in 10 liter water. Every 3 - 4 days the heap is broken and remade

after adding water to maintain 75% moisture. Normally 7 to 8 turnings are necessary with

addition of gypsum at third and BHC at 7" turning. Compost is ready if ncnunmonia gas

smell comes from the compost. The short method ,ofcompost making is also possible but

it requires mor~investment for pasteurization chambers which may not be economical for

small growers but big uriits must have pasteurization facilities.
,'1:.'

,"', Gompostds' then, filled in' trays; shelves or mo're.commonly in poly bags after mixing, the

.,span @.O.5%ofcpmpostand.c~vered with.formalin.soaked sheets or mouth'ofthebag is

closed to avoid contamination. The temperature in the room is kept at 24°C and'relative

humidity 80 - 85% the growth of mycelium get fully impregnated in the medium and the

colour of the compost turns light brown from dark brown and then casing of I - 2 inch

layer,with we1hotten ,cow dung'mixed with clay loam. soil is equal parts. The casing

,material should be sterilizedwith 3% fohnalin atleast.15.daysbefore use and,then kept at a

temperature around 24°C for 7 to 10 days, thereafter temperature should be brought down

to 14 - 18°C and ample ventilation is to be provided to reduce C02 level preferably below

1000 ppm and relative humidity is maintained around' 85 - 90 percent. Light spray of

water is given to avoid crust forming or drying of easing material.

About 2/3 of the crop comes after 3 weeks of pin head formation and continues upto 6

weeks. In all it takes 2 to 3 months to complete the production cycle.

Cleanliness is to be maintained throughout production cycle.
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4L.4.3 Manageinent of Disease and Pests

Following disease and pests are common and suitable measure are to be taken as below:

Disease I Pest Remedy

Cob web disease Maintain humidity. below 90% 3l.1d temp. 18°C and

spray Bavistin on Diathene - M

Dry and wet bubble disease . Proper pasteurization of casing soil. and control of

vector. Spray Diathene - Z - 78 on TQj>sin- M.

Yellow mould and green mould Proper pasteurization of casing and cleanliness and

spray of Diathene - M

Mushroom flies, Dung flies. mites and Old compost or casing material should not be used

nematodes again. Put 14-16 mesh / em around the windows &

doors 10 prevent entry of any inspect. Spray
, malathion and close the doors for 2 hovTs between the

flushes harvesting.

4L.4.5 Research and Devel~pment needs

Concentrated efforts 'are required to produce spawn and cheaper methods for compost

making. The present strains are not very high yielding, hence more and more strains

should be identified for increasing productivity. Some hybrids have also been developed

but a lot of research is required in this direction. Extensive R&D net work is required to

increase shelf life. More R&D is required so that product is marketed properly and its

shelnife is increased.

4L.5 Scope for high tech interventions

This is purely high tech- cultivation and hence there is a big scope for creating more and

more infrastructure for temperature & humidity control, pasteurization a~d maintaining

the entire area under strict aspectic conditions ..

4L.6 Organisational Management

This product is highly skill oriented and sophisticated hence training of personal is a must

for running the mushroom faJ"!lls. The whole set up needs thorough training and

reorientation. from time to time because several latest techniques are emerging and one has
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to be updated. Women force can best utilized for these farms because no heavy physical

labour is .required but more sophistiption is required .

. 4L.8 Conclusion

Mushroom cultivation has very big scope in the zone and the biggest unit in Asia is

working in Punjab and another in Haryana and lot of smaller is coming up in the zone .

. ,1
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4(M) Spices and Aromatic Plants

Amongst the Spices and Aromatic Plants, there is good scope of Mentha and Garlic .

promotion in the state, which will be discussed in detail.

4M Mentha

Presently 15000 hactare mentha cultivation is in Punjab with productions of 18750 tons

mentha oil. The main area is concentrated in Ludhiana, Patiala, Jallandhar and Moga

Districts.

The demand' for mentha oil in the country and demand is increasing in the international

market also. The demand for various speces like paper mint, speer mind and Burgarnot

.min.t;.is.alsoincre';'ing bul,biggest market is of Japanese mint which is commonly known
", ., ", . .

.,asJapanese Mentha.

4M.l SWOT Analysis
, '.

4M.1.1.Strength

There ,Is concentrated area of Mentha in Fatehgarh Sahib, Patiala, Ludhiana and Moga

districts.which are all adjoining districts and mostof distillation plants are located here and

one modern plant has been established in Moga which. is playing pivotal role in spreading

the area.

4M.1.2 Weakness

i) This crop continues in the field for about 240 days from Feb~March to November,

which means only Mustard or Potato crop can be taken as second crop in the year.

ii) The other weakness ,Is that if you sell the green mass it fetches less price while a

distillation plant along with cultivation fetches good price. However, additional

resources and manpower is required for distillation plant.

iii) Marketing of mentha oil is concentrated in few hands only with the result

sometime they exploit the situation and offer very low price.

iv) Another drawback is that mentha cannot be grown in soils where pH is above 8.5,

i.e. it grows well in good, fertile & normal soil only.
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4M.IJOpportunitie~

i) There is good opportunity of labour utilization, because almost 250 -280 days

work is available and farmer can make more money.

ii) Being a low input crop which is less infected by diseases and pests, it can be a

more,profiteaming crop, because ofless,risk involved.

iii) There is' big scope of export of mentha oil, hence profitability is more and

entrepreneur minded farmers have more opportunities for this crop.

1 "",4M.1.4 Threat
'(-(:11::; ,-'1,;:- , "

The prices 'are fiutliIating'too rtlUch:inmenthaoil in world market and productivitY per ,
. . "

hectare in developed world is much higher i.e. around 3.5 to 4 tons'green matter which

means almost double than us. The productivity has to be doubled in the decade to remain

in the world market. This can very easily be achieved with extra inputs and proper Agro

Techniques and suitable varietiesilike Shivalik, MAS-I, Hybrid 77, Kosi and adding 25.kg

BHC (10%) dust while field preparations and 80 : 60 : 60 NPK. Nitrogen should be given

in'splitdoses1of 40 kg each at ,firstplanting and after I" cnttings. Apply Neem cake@ I

ton Orcarbofuran 2kg / ha or combination of half of each before planting. Stolons should

,be treated with egallol or captor,befote plan.ting and wetable sulphur 0.3% or maneozeb

0.2% should be sprayed at 15 days interval to save the crop frommst and Ieafspots. Water

stagnation should be avoided. Light irrigation is given after IS days if there is no rain.

4M.t Marketing Potential

There are three kinds of Mint i.e., Pepper Mint, Spear mint and Bergamot Mint which are

mostly used in confectionery and medicines. In Punjab mainly Japanese Mint, which is

used in pharmaceuticals, food flavoring, confectionery, cosmetics and beverages related

industries is cultivated therefore, there is big demand of this oil within the country and

abroad: 45,244 qt!. of mentha oil was exported from India during the current year with a
value of RS.213.9 crores.

The 'Punjab share Ofexports & domestic market is substantial which clearly indicates that

there is big potential market of this crop in India and Abroad.
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4M.3 Constraints in Development

Since this is sub-tropical herb and requires cool and moist climate where temperature

during summer should not go beyond 35 0 C and mir:imum temperature during growing

s~ason should not go below 150C. Being specific in climatic requirement, the connnercial

cultivation can ,he taken up in ,en.tire state. The other constraints in area expansion is that it

.is propagated through under ground stems called stolons, the planting material of which i's

not available in suffiCient quality.

4M.3.2 Infrastructure facilities

.S\I(ficient,. small st~"", distillation uuits with good recovery of oil should be developed as

m,o~to,f the: distillatipn units installed at individual farmers field gives low recovery i.e .

....Jess~then .0.5%.(w/w).of I.eaves wi.th. the result farmers get less m,qney. In the few large-

., -", : .' , , '". -' • ~ -' > \.. ,. , -,. - •• -

.. scale distillation ,plants,put.up ,by Pharmaceutical companies, the. recovery is "as high as

.' 0.6% as compared to the small plants which give an average recovery of 0.3 to 0.4 percent 'i
",' ,- ,'- . ,' .

. only. ILis. therefore suggested that efficient, small plants of'suitable capacity should be

develpped. ~ith better oil recoverypercelltage .

.•.., ),., '- , .l.

4M.3.3 Financial

For putting up bigger distillation plants one requires heavy investment. Liberal Assistance

should be. provided to corporate sector or the Govt. should put up big Distillation plants to

get maximum recovery .. Farmers should be,' trained in Distillation procedures with

.assistance to setup small units on the farm itself because fuel will. be geuerated from the

raw material of mentha itself and little extra energy will be required. The contractual
'. \ . ' . .

farming by the corporate sector should be eucouraged on the pattern of one plant already

working in Moga districts of the State.

4M.3.4 Policy

The department of Horticulture should supply the planting material on large scale or some

agency is required who should supply good high yielding varieties planting material at

reasonable price and the .area will increase automatically.
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4M.4 Production Technology

Generally farmers are not applying sufficient inputs, with the result production per ha. is

less. This crop is heavy feeder and minimum two cuttings are taken, first after 80 - 90

. days and second after 105 - 110 days of planting.

To produce a biomass. of three tons or more, sufficient nutrieIit supply is.a must. The

varieties' which' are high yielding with good oil percentage should be planted. Better

vaneties:are Shivalik, MAS-I, Hybrid-77, EC-41911, Gomti which are quite popular. High

':');i~liIingvarietie~']{inin aild Kilsi,g;vesbelter oilretovery ahd should be given preference

.. " than' others.8~iQcrrdongstolons with 2-4 growing points should be planted 1',2 cm deep

furrow at 40x 0, cm.spacing. Stolons should be dipped in 0.1% Agallol orCaptan

.•(s'dlution for two minutes before planting. Day ternperaiureof20c25 degree'centigrade and

light showers favour rapid growth. Pre-emergehce'application ofweedicide Terbacil or

Diuron .@ 2 kg I 100 litre water or 2.5 kg Delapon or Gramoxone, but these should be

sprayed between furrows before planting of stolons.

~'1 '. \:

4M.4.3 Nutrition and Water Management

" Twerity'to thirty tOIlSFYM, Twenty five Kilogram BHC (10%) at field preparation and

.40:60:60 kgNPK and Twenty kilogram Zinc Sulphate before planting and forty kilogram

Naft'b'i:fiisttultmg;gives better yield, The crop needs 6 - 9 irrigations during dry season

.'and 2 c 3' after rains in late September and October till second harvest is done:

4M.4.4 Management of Diseases and pest

Nematodes are the real problem in Mentha cultivation. Apply Neem cake @ one ton per

. hectareor Carhofuran two kilogram per hectare or combination of half of each and avoid

.fields'which are heavily infested with nematodes. Scloretenia rot, leaf spot, wilt and stolon

r.otare common diseases~ Always use disease free planting material and treat stolon with

Agalol or Capton. Spray wettable sulphur 0.3% or karathane 0.05% for mildews and

mancozebO.2% for leaf spots, blights and rusts: Water stagnation aggravates the diseases.
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4M.4.5Research and Development Needs

The small efficient low cost distillations units shonld be developed and researc,hshould be

conducted to produce the seed under subtropical conditions or temperate conditions so that

planting material resistant to diseases is produced in large quantities

4M.S Scope for High Tech Interactions

Efficient Distillation plants which gives more recovery of oil is 'need of this crop to

increase profitability.

4M.6 Organizational Management

Farmers cooperative or Associations should join together to put up bigger Distillation units

which maybe encouraged through incentives because it will increase the profitability of
farm~s: '

4M.8 ""Condusion'
"'1",

'.Tris crop.has a very goodscope in the pelt of Hoshiarpur, Pathankot, Jallandhar district of

Punjab. The disease free planting material should be made available. The contract farming

and establishment of begger extraction plant for mentha oil will boost the production in

the State which will be big foreign exchange earner crop.

•
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4(N) Garlic

The area of Garlic in Punjab is 1180 hectare with productivity of 15320 tons and

productivity of 12.15 tons per hectare which is almost three times the national average.

The main area is in Sangrur, Patiala, Ludhiana, Kapurthala. Now with introduction of

large size clone varieties the area is expected to increase very .fast.because the climate of

Punjab is highly suitable for large size Garlic production.

4N.l SWOT Analysis

.4Nl.l. Strength

The ';ea of Garlic at present is mostly concentrated in Sangrur, Patiala, Ludhiana and

Kapurthala belt but it can be spread to other areas also. The productivity of Garlic in

Punjab is highest in the country and farmers are responding to cultivate more because

wheat yields are constant and per hectare profit is declined .. They are adopting new crops

t6increas~theirprofitability. Garlkbeing one crop with high demand in.the country and

abroad.

4N1.2 Weakness

Now number of good varieties are available and most of the farmers are not aware of

these. Farniers should be apprised in more vigorous manner to plant only improved variety

cloves. The seed cost is very high and large quantity of planting material i.e. cloves of 8-

10 mm diameter size and 500 kg quantity for one hectare is required which cost around

Rs. 1000 per quintal during planting season. The poor farmers should be provided soft

loan. The availability of cloves in such a large quantities are also not available which is

becoming hurdle in area expansion.

4N1.3 Opportunities

There is still opportunity to increase the"area in the State because of hardiness of crop,

comparativ~ly free from insect & diseases and good returns expected. Moreover this

being a winter crop the area under popular and other young orchards which shed leaves

during winter this crop can be grown as inter crop which will give additional income. Till

new wheat crop is taken which is not giving good returns and people are switching over to

this crop. Since demand for the crop is incre~sing yvithin the country and abroad there is

good opportunity. Punjab has comparative advantage over the rival state Madhya Pradesh
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which produces largest quantity of garlic because but Punjab garlic clove size is much

belter due to lower temperature p~evailing in Ptffijab which is ideal for quality garlic

production.

4N1.4 Threat

, The prices of garlic are fluctoating fr~m Rs. 'I ci to 80 per kg during peak production time
i.e, April to May and September to December. The farmers are unable to store the product
. -

properly. The farmers should be assisted to store under cheap storage ,bins developed by

NHRDF (National Horticultore Research and Development Foundation). The

multiplication of good quality seed is real problem. The farmers should multiply the seed

of desired varieties only which can be used for number of year~

4N.2' Market potential

"KlIr\lal.jsbig market in Haryana andDelhi being India's biggest Market of garlic are close

h;) Punjab .. There is no problem of. transportation because of good storage quality in the

. crop ,like Potato and Onion.. Seeing the market. price of garlic in Delhi market which

. remains highest thaI) all the big markets in India .and Punjab being nearby State has

comparative advantage of less transportation cost. The comparative rates of National

markets will give a fare idea of wholesale price of garlic in country.

Ranges of Wholesale Garlic Price in Rs. I Qunital

. Market

lVIonth Karilal' Delhi Rajkot I, Indore Nasik Dindigul Chikbalapur

January , 350.500. 1000.1200 164.514 400.700 687.1025 831.3118 730.830

February' 350.500 1000.1200 192.445 300.500 575.775 900.2374 700.950

March 200.250 800.1000 195.500 300.550 448.591 600.2000 N.A
April 275.350 600.800 199.557 365.580 467.733 782.2373 500.650

,

May 300.400 500.600 176.536 475.690 506.689 792.2500 N.A

June ' 300.600 1000.1200 N.A 400-840 825.1088 800-4025 N.A

July 400-600 1200.1500 285.1130 500.1100 700.1400 792.3776 1000.2000

August 1000-1300 1500.2000 691.1045 600.1400 900.1500 1021.3608 750.850

September 1000-1200 1200.1500 406.1101 400.1000 1100.1550 1188.3917 750.850

~~Qber. ,800.1000 1500.2000 220-535 400.1000 875.1200 945.3936 N.A. ,

November 800.850 1500.1800 315.925 600.1000 900.1225 896.3783 500.1000

December 700.800 1500.1600 201.755 500.900 775.1125 865.1580 733.967

(Source: AADF, Annual Report 1991c92)
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4N.3 Constraints in Development

The good variety planting materia! i.e. cloves are not available in sufficient quantity and

cost of clove is major constraints in garlic production. The multiplication rate of garlic is

very less as from'one clove maximum 20-25 Cloves can be produced which extremely low

as compared to. other vegetables. NHRDF is doing its best but looking to the quantity

required some more agencies should take up multiplication. No private seed company is

multiplying the seeds of garlic because oflow' price-high volume seed.

4N3.2. Infrastrllclural

Since.this is purely vegetative propagated vegetable, large area under bulb production for

seeds'should.be. taken up.and proper storage facility for garlic storage is not available in

entire Northemlndiaexcept one at Kamal; which is not sUfficient. There is large variation

::jit;size ~fcloves.only appropri\ite.clovesize varieties. should be multiplied and stored till

nexqJ1<inting season ..

4M3.3 Financial

Since seed cost comes to Rs. 5000/- to Rs: 7000/- per hectare which is not affordable to

pooP'[:\riners. Silbsjdy or soft loan should be provided for purchase of seed. Liberal

.. assistance by NHB, APEDA should be provided for construction of garlic storage

s~ctures to' store seed in healthy conditions.

4N3.4:; Policy

In order to popularise the garlic production. Liberal assistance in the form of subsidy or

grant to put up' more plants for marketing value added products of garlic like garlic paste,

garlic pearls should be encouraged because these is huge demand ofthese products within

country and 'abroad also. On an average 6 to 8crores worth of raw garlic is exported also

which shoufd be further liberalized to boost local area increase of garlic in the Country and

also Punjab.
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4N.4 .. Production Technology

. 4NA.l Seed and Planting material

About 500 kg cloves are required for planting one hectare but farmers are using sthall size

'clove of 3 to 5 mm size which results is poor yield. The appropriate size should be 8-10

mm diameter. There is always shortage of good variety seed in sufficient quantity.

.Massive programme is needed to multiply the seed if production has to be increased.

4N.4.2 Agronomic Practices

Planting in October - November at a distance of 10 x 8 cm is appropriate with 90 'kg each, .

nitrogen and Phosphorus alongwith FYM has given good results in Punjab. The varieties, ., ., . . , - .
suitable are Godawari, Sweta, .HG-I, HG-6, Pusa sel 10, Agri Found white (G-41),

.:t: .f> j") :,,' ';' '." '." '., ,,'.' .,{ _ _ . :: .

Yamuna Safed (G'I), Yamuna Safed - 2 (G-50) and, G-282 Parvati (G-313) are good
'. • .,'. " \ . . • ! ' ..

varieties. The Punjab has advantage of cold climate which helps the formation of bigger .,

size bulbs in G-313 which is not possible in Southern & Central States.

4N4.3 Nutrient and Water Management

Fertiliser dose of 15 tons FyM and 90 kg each of Nitrogen and Phosphorus gives best

results in Punjab. First irrigation immediately after planting than at 10-15 days interval.

Since weeding is a problem, the pre emergence spray of weedicide Pendimetheline or

Oxidiazon @ 3.5 litre / ha. Tribunil @ 1.5 kg(ha, or Nitrofen 2kg/ha diluted in 625 litres

of water should be sprayed 7-15 days after planting. Anyone of the weedicide can be used.

Total atleast five irrigation are required.

4N4.4 Management of Disease ~. Pests

Stemphylion blight & Purple bloteh are major disease, spray of Diathene M-45@2.5 grn

per litre water with sticker at IS days interval as precautionary spray checks the disease

Thrips is major insect, spray ofMetasystox @ 0.75 mll lit. water controls the insects.

4N4~5 R&D Needs

The bigger size clove variety Agrifound Parvati and G-282 should be multiplied through

tissue culture for mass production. The efforts are needed that NHRDF or Punjab Agri

University, Ludhiana should take up this aspect to solve the shortage of planting material

on large scale.
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4N4.6 Organisational Management

There are large number of Gov!. farms in Punjab. Seed multiplication of garlic should be

taken up there also. NHRDF should tie up the multiplication programme with State

Government.

4N8. Conclusion

>'s'~c~garlic' is b~corlring more:"remunerative crop the area will increase in the State.
(f.~~.,L",:,_" ;"'i";," \,.!:' I':. ;. "'.-,' . . .
" Extension agencies should popularise the proper use of fertilizers and planting of only

, -, ", \ -, . '- -, .' .,

improved varieties whIch will 'definitely increase the production within shortest time.
.;,.

Hence garlic has very good prospect in Punjab.

'." •.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Hafyana' haS''shown that horticultural crops are becofuing mote and ,rtore popular with

small and marginal farmers because theWheat"Rlce rotation is not giving enough retu,rts.

Moreover with the National Capital, Delhi located in the middle of the state, horticultural

crops are getting better prices. This is evident from the fact that area under horticultural

crops has increased from 66000 to 181115 hectares and production from 902040 tons to

2486835 tons' which, translates to an annual growth of 3,6 percent over the decade. Inspite

.of the .geographical advantage, horticulture sector has not made good progress as

.compared' to" adjoining. states of Punjab and Uttar Pradesh, Since the. infrastructure

dev~lopmenthas started in the state very late i.e. 1997.98 onward, its results have just

stiirted'percblatiiigto'the.average.farmers, especiallY:in flowers, Mushrooms and spices

production.

There is very good scope'ofincreasing productivity in major horticulture crops especially

Mango, Guava; Citrus and Ber;amongst'fruits and in potato, onion and cucurbits amongst

vegetables.'There is. also. scope .fot a rapid area and, productivity increase in floriculture,

mushrooms and spices. The above crops 'are all labour intensive and are cash crops. The

house hold lab.our can be best utilised by small and marginal farmers more fruitfully which

will uplift the economic conditions ofth'e farmers, For over all achievements in this sector

post' harvest management and marketing are ~e main hurdles. High tech horticulture is the

need of the state. Till now Horticulture remained in backyard of houses as kitchen gardens

only but. now farmers have started realizing that Horticulture and Vegetable growing

including mushroom productions are much more profitable than growing wheat, rice crops

only.

1.2 Snmmary and highlights of Resource Survey

(a) Survey and technical discussions held with scientists of Haryana Agriculture

University, Hissar and Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi revealed

that a lot of newer production technologies have been developed which have not

percolated to interior villages, though to some extent area around Delhi and

Punjab has wituessed better adoption as compared to area adjoining Uttar Pradesh.
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(b)

(c)

(e),

(t)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

There are a num~er of high tec.hprojects working in the state, but majority of them

are running Into huge losses. Most of them have adopted the imported technology

without testing its. feasibility and economic' viability. These projects should be

revived.with indigenous agro technology.

The Haryana Agriculture. University, Hissar and. Indian Agriculture Research

Institute, . Pusa; New Delhi should work on the poly house technology

development in close cooperation with, these units so that technologies developed

,.at,these centres are, tested and, entrepreneurs are satisfied or convinced regarding

their commercial benefits .

• ,The,Presentrsystem of data. collection is defective, thet)pical example is that
"\ - .,

during lastdecade there is arithmetical. Both increase in area and production are

shown as same at 36 percent where as productivity over the decade has improved

at faster rate than area ~crease,but state data is not projecting this,

Most,of t]ie,cold,storages are at the verge of closure because of heavy losses

incm;red,the main re,.so" being. high, cost and irregular supply of electricity.

Suitable rem,dial measures have to be. taken.

The state has a good namejn Ber fruit and there is big belt of Ber on unirrigated

land in Gurgaon, )'alwal, Rewari and Rohtak districts which are also marginal

,lands due..to blackish underground water. This fruit requires comparatively less. .
water and tolerates the adverse conditions. Mass plantations of this fruit will

change the' economic conditions of these areas.

Thereis ample scope in area expansion under Ber, Aonla and Citrus amongst the

fruits and Potato, Peas, Okra Cauliflower and Cucurbits amongst vegetables and

Chilli Fenugreek Coriander and Turmeric in spices.

The major scope in Haryana is to increase flower and Mushroom production for

consumption in Delhi and for export

Since there is scarcity of water in the state, especially areas around Delhi, more

emphasis should be given to drip irrigation.

Haryana state is working on establishment of a Horticultural complex in Sonepat.

Efforts should be made to provide all the facilities at single point like Modem.

pack houses and Food parI<similar to the concept explained under chapters ofU.P.

Cold storages, processing industries and information technology beside basic

facilities should be provided. For this. APEDA, NHB and Ministry of Food

Processing should give liberal assistance for creating model horticultural complex

in the state which will also boost the export from the state.

,:
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There is shortage of good planting material of flowers, fruits and even some of the .

hybrid vegeta,bles. The comm~rcialitissl1e ..~ulture planLal,ong,withbig' mother

plant blocks of trees shoul,ibe dev~lope~so than;h~erii;r pl~il~gdnatenal is_;. , '. .,0.. . .

multiplied on mass scale.

There is urgent need of practical commercial oriented training to horticulture

extension staff especially in high tech flower and hybrid vegetable production

Mushroom production and Hybrid seed production.

The progress made in the last decade in Horticulture sector by the State is given below-

. Fruits Ve~etables . Spices Flowers Mushrooms
1991 2001 1991 2001 1991 2001 1991 2001 1991 2001

..

Area in ha: '. . 11640 30715 55360 133000 10125 15000 1950 3200 252 820
. ~roduetion 99800 232000 802240 2100000 66525 102000 633- 1195- 850 4200 .
:in tons 33040-- 52835--
Productivity 7:89 7.55 14.49 15.79 6.57 6.8 0,31- 0.37- 3,37 5,12 ';'in tonslha. 16,94--' 16~51"
% increase 14.3 140,20 48,15 64,1 226,2
in area 88:78-

:

% Incn;ase 132.46 161.77 53,33 59,91*- 394,12.
in t',

.

Production

" Mushroom-Nooftraysof2'x3'x6'

,:. Stands for lakh cut flowers

•• Stands for tons

The Crop wise Area, Production and Productivity is given in Table 29 A.

Note:

The trend of progress made during the decade is nolvery encouraging except for spices

because whatever progress is made is through area expansion only, as projecled by the

Departmental data, and there is no increase in the productivity per unit area, This seems to

be wrong and it clearly gives a signal that data collection is very defective, As per the

surveys made by the consultants, it is very much evident that productivity has gone up

substantially over the decade.
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Table 29 A

Sectors
Current Crop-wise Area, Production and Productivity of Di{~e~entHorticulture ,Crcips in Haryaua (2000-01)

~'-

',,'

-

IhPod

(Source: Department ofHorticulture, Haryana)

," rea In a., ..fO uctlOn In tons, r uctlV1ty In tons > a..Fruit Mango Guava Cetrus Ber Grape Agila"' Sapota Litchi ~: Peoch/Peer . Others ToIal ....

A. Area in Ha. 7281 I 5728 5657 4490 1186 655 5J7 .... ..,. .2)9 900 4071 3.0715B. Produciions 42838 40092 44889 43312 7071 46J4 ' 8892 I. 4489 8434 26769 232000C. Productivity 5.88 7.00 7.94 9.65 5.96 7.04 : 17.20 20.49 9.37 6:57 '7.55'.' ...
- •• ' >< ;: -Veeetables Potato Pea Onion Tomato Radish Carrot Cabba~e ~Cauliflower Chillis Okra Brliljal ;,A. Area in Ha. 16677 12212 9153 .. 9427 8110. .6365 I. -- . 12071 5835 . 8531 5551,B. Productions 257514 153838 198889 165597 141088 134782 . 210659 60150 91466 100256:C. Productivity 15.44 . 13.60 21.73 17.57 17.40 21.17; 17:'15 10.31 10.72 18.04',..,; '.

Cucurbits Colocassia Leafv Veet. Peas .Others
A. Area in Ha. 18278 255 7994 5786 6749 1333000'B. Productions 272939 2150 88421 46847 1754.4 2100000,C. Productivity 14.93 8.43 11.06 8.10 25.98 . .. . 15.80.'Otber Crops Snices Flowers Mushroom , .
A. Area in Ha. 15000 3200* 820 .. .

. ,B. Productions 102000 1195** 4200 "C: Productivity 0.37* 5.12 .. ,

I

Mushromm
x
xx

No. of trays of2 x 3.6 ft
Stands for lakh flowers
Stands for tons
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..2. POTENTIAL FORJ)EVELOPMENT

f

2.1 Production enhancement potential

There is vast potential of area expansion in certain crops and ..practically increasing.

productivity in all the horticultUral crops in the State. The most important areas where

special efforts ate required are

1. Special attention should be given to Ber and Citrus; Potato, Onion, Garlic,

Cauliflower and Olaa aII1Pngst the. vegetables, Chillies and Corriander amongst
. -

spices, Rose, gladiolus, Marigold amongst the flowers and Mushroom are important

crops where productivity can be increased. .

2. There is scope for high .tecli floricullirre around Delhi and Kinnow fruit cultivation

in Sirsa, Falehabad and Hissar Districts. Special efforls are to be made to grow these ~

crops in concentrated areas,.

2.1.1 Area Expansion

The overall scope for area expansion in the state during the next decade as compared to

.previous decade may be less because of limited land, therefore more emphasis.has to be

•given on increasing the productivity. The overall incteasdn.area is estiniated to be around

0.8 percent of total cropped area which is easily achievable. Presently 4.9 percent area is

.under horticultural crops and after decade it will be around 5.6%. This can be achieved

easily as visualized by the consultant based on the previous trends. The approximate area

under horticultural crops in the state by the end of next decade as visualized is presented in

table below

Table No: 30 Estimated area expansion of horticulture crops in Haryana (2001-2011)

(Iakh ha)

C,:ops Previous Present Status Projected for the next 10
decade vears

2005"06 2010-2011
Fruits 12640 30715 32250 35750
Vegetables 55360 133000 139650 150500
Flowers 50 3200 3700 4500
Spices - 14200 15000 16500
Mushrooms 252 820 1050 1400 .

Total 68302 181935 191650 208650

The year wise increase expected during the decade is given in Table 30A
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Table 30 A
~ '. .' __ t'o- "1 ('! <, .

Scope of Area Expansion.in Horticultu(e in Different Sectors
~ -' - ~} (;. ~{ C' EZ ~ '::, ..•. ~

t'< i; 3
Crops Present - Proiected :Expaosioo . .. Aooual.% ... "Statu; .2002 2Q03 , 2004 2005 '2006 '- ;2007 2008 2009 2010 . ; 2011 .. increase2011I. . ~ _. .~ , ~ ~

!<> ,;..~ ,. .. ..
Fruits 30715 31022 31329 31636 31943 • 32250.', ',32950 -33650i 34350 35050 35750 1.64Ve2etables 133000 134330 135660 '136990 .138320 .. ~139.650 c141820 143990- ':146160 148330 150500 D2Flowers 3200 3300 3400 .3500 3600 . .3JOO 3860 4020' 4180 43'10 4500 4.06Spices 14200 14360 14520 14680 14840.' 15000 ,;15300 15600'. . 15900 16200 16500 1.62Mushroqrn 820 866 912 958 1004 1050' . .,. ll20 1190. 1260 1330 1400 7007Totals 181935 183878 185821 187764 189707 191650 195050 198450 . 201850 . 205250 208650 '1.47

I

_ ..:.~
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Chart 15: Area expansion 'of horticiJlture crops from 2000-2001 to 2010-2011 in

Haryana
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The incre';';e'in fruit'and spices area wiu be 16 percent while in vegetable increase will be

8 percent'andflo~ers 41 percent an~Mushroomincrease in area will be 71 percent during

the coming decade. The annual growth in area in coming decade wiIlbe 1.6, 1.3,4.1 and

7.1 percent respectively for fruits, vegetables, flowers & spices. This is a very moderate

target and can very easily be achieved. These presumption are very minimal as,compared

to the previous decade i.e. 1991 to 2001 because during the previous decade the increase

in area was 166 percent. However, our future projection are that area will increase only 9

percent for the decade and less than one percent annuaUy.

2.1.2 Productivity

While there is very limited scope for area expansion, but there are exceUent conditions

emerging to increase the productivity in the state. Lot of infrastructure has been developed

for high tech horticulture in the form of poly houses, drip irrigation facilities,

popularization of use of hybrid vegetables and ber plantation on marginal lands and

adoption of improved horticultural practices, the productivity is going to witness big jump

in th~;;!ate. The present productivity of citrus is 7.9 T/ ha, Ber 9.4 T/ha, Mango 6 tons per

ha. Similarly for different vegetables the productivity in Cucurbits is 132 tons/ha, Potato

22.1 tonslha, Onion 16 tons/ha and Cauliflower 15.3'tons per ha. This clearly show that

producnv,ity of fruits is very low while situation for vegetable is slightly better, but stiU
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there is vast scope for increasing the prodvctivity in the slate. As' visualized by the

" consultants, on the basis. of survey the awareness amongst the farmers regarding newer

varieties and Agro tech. is growing and the possible increase in the productivity over the

next decade for different horticulture components is bound to result in a quantum jump.

Anticipated productivity of different sectors in the coming decade (Tons/ha)

On the basis of conditions prevailing in thestiltethe anticipated. productivity in the slate

the anticipated productivity as' visualize<jby 'the surveys and consultants view the

prod~ctivitY of diff~~ent horticultUre sectors in anticipated for the next decade is given

below:-

Table: 31 Estimated In,crease inPro'ductivity in Haryana (2001-2011)

".

-.
. rtonslha)

Crops Previous Present Proiected for the next decade
; f\ .. , • .decade Status .2005'"06. 2010,.2011

Fruits
• '0

7:9 7.6 8.8 10.5
VeQefubles . 1'4.5 15.8 17.0 . 20.0
Fl9:w~rs - 0.37* 0.50* 0.75*

. 16.5** 18.00** 20.00**
"Soices' .. - 7:18 8.0 9.00
Mushrooms 3.4 . 5.1# 6.25# 7.5#

*

#

Stands for in lakh cut flowers I ha
** Stands for in tons! ha,

Kg/trays of2'x3'x6' size

.Year wise increase in productivity is given in Table 31A.

Chart 16: Estimated Productivity increases in Haryana during the last decade

25
~.to 20"-=-'"= 150-~E 10
••;:::

5"='t::l
0 0••••••• .eJ '" '" '" '"" •... " s'2 -j " .S::< 0~ 0 0. 0

" r;:; U) •...
on -=" '"> =~

ImJ2000-2001 l1li2010-20111
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Table No. 31A

Yearwise increase in Productivity of different Horticultural crops in coming decade

Ctop Present Projection for tbe decade tons/ba.
productions

-', ,.- ~'.-''''''' """-,'- --
tonslba 2002 2003 2004 200S 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 20U'c

2000-2001 .

Fruits 7.6 7.8 8.00 8.35 8.60 8.8 .9.1 .9.43 9..78 10.16 10.5
Velietables 15.8 16.04 16.28 16.52 .16.76. 17.0 .' ~17:6' 18:20

..
18.80 19.20 -20.0

Flowers 0.37' 0.39 0.41 0.43 0.46' 0.50' 055 0.60 0.65 0.70 '. 0.75',
16.50" 16.80 17.10 17.40 17.70- 18.00" 18.40 . 18.80 19.20 19.60 20;OO'~

Soices 7.18 7.34 7.51 7.67 7.84. 8.00 8:20 8.40 8.60 8.80 ;9.00
Mushroom 5.1 # 5.33 5.56 5.79 6.02'. 6.25# 6.50 . 6,75 . '7.00 7.25 .' 7.5.11..

• Standfor Lakhcut flowers/ ha

., Standsfortons/ ha

# Kgtrayof2' x3' x6' size
., ,"

I
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-If the ,effect of area and productivity i~ combined, it is estimated that there will be an

:increase in the production of horticultural commoditie~by .9Z:percent which will be
'-'~':~. '<'- _,; . i . .< ,

mainly due to increase of yields per unit area, since contrijllition-ofarea expansion is only
! :.

12 percent in main crops i.e. fruits and vegetables. The anticipated increased in'production

"is presented in table below and depicted in Chart.

Table No: 32 Anticipated production of different horticulture commodities in tons/ha
the coming decade (2001-2011) •

:Crops 2000-01 2005-06 2010-1t' % Increase_ in
production

,Fruits 232000 283800 3753.15 61.8
,Vegetables 2100000 2374050 3010000 43.3
Flowers 1195* 1850* 3375* 182.4*

'1.-.-.' - 52835** 66600** 90000** 70.3**
Spices 102000 120000 148500' 45-.6

-

Mushroom ' - 4200 6563# 10500# 150:0 ..

Stands for in lakhs cut flowers
•• Stands for in tons

Trays of2 x 3 x 6 size

-year wise projection for area and ,production increase durirtgthe d~cade is given in Table
.32A

Chart 17: % increase in Prodnction of Horticnlture Crops

200

Cl
150.51t:,.

." 100••...
'".!!
" 50
~
"...".!! 0

'$. .~
u.

182.4

Sectorwise anticipated area and production in the coming decade of the selected crops as -

visualized considering the technology advancement and awareness amongst the small and

marginal farmer of the state and potential market available in Delhi. There is going to be a

quantum jump in the production of sector crops in the state_ The sector wise Area,

Production & Productivity in Haryana in the coming decade is reserited in Table 32A.
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Table 32 A

Component-wise Estimated Productions in the Coming Decade. ' ,

Production in tons
Crops Present Proiected Production forthe Decade Annual 0/0

Status 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 hicrease2001
Fruits 232000 242360 5252720 263080 273440 283800 375375 6.18
Vegetabl~:s 21000 2154810 2209620 2264430 2319240 2374050 2501240 26284430 2755620 2882810 3010000 4.33
Flowers 1195* 1326 '1457 1588 1719 1850* 2155 2460 2765 3070 3375* 18.2452835** 55588 58341 61094 63847 66600** 71280 75960 80640 85320 90000** 7.03
Soices 102000 105600 109200 112800 116400 120000 125700. 131400 137100 142800 148500 4.56
Mushroom 4200 4632 .'5064 5497 .5930 6363 7190 8017 8844 9672 ' 10500 , 15
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3. . m)<;NTIFICATION OF MOST IMPORTANT CROPS
;("

3.1 Criteria for selection

f

The most important horticulture crops of the state have been selected. Haryana being
' ..
adjacent to Delhi, which is a large market for horticulture crops, especially vegetables, it

has a big potential to develop these crops. The selection of the most important crops has

been done keeping this in view.

3.2 Selected crops

3.2.1 . Fruits

~;
Citrus (Kinnow)

Mango

Guava

\
The:selected fruits:crops for Haryana are:

.1 ,'-.

Ber(i)

(ii) ,

(iii) ;,
(iv) .

ni" .progress of area and production of these crops and expected increase in the .coming

de~"ade is given below:

Table No. 33 Area, production and productivity of selected crops imHaryana

Area in ha. / Production in tons
MaUl!O

,,. Ber Citrus Guava ,-,
A Fruits Area in Prod. Area Prod. . Area' Prod. Area Prod.

ha. in tons.
I Previous Status 1990-91 1606 13115 3189 32630 3727 20600 1909 15645
2 Presertt Status 2000-0I 4490 43312 5657 44889 7281 42838 5728 40092
3 Ariticipated increase 5110 61320 6500 65000 8130 .73170 6520 61940
...2010-11 .

4 % increase 13.8 41.6 14.9 44.8 11.7 70.8 13.8 54.5

The year wise area and production increase of selected fruits during the decade is given in Table

33A. .
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Table~32B

PresentArea and Future Targets of Productiou inHaryana (2001-2011)

Crops Existingarea Existing Target Increase in Increase in ProDortion of Production
inha (2001) Production Production Area ha Production Due to area Due to

in Tons in Tons Tons expansion Productivity
. (2001) (2011) , Increase

1 .Fruits
Ber 4490 43312 61320 620 . 18008 5983 12025
Citrus 5657 44889 65000 843 20111 6693 13418
Mango 7281 42838 73170 849 30332 .4992 25340
Guava 5728 40092 61940 792 21848 5544 16304
Others 7559 60869 113945 2489 53076 15054 38022
Total 30715 232000 375375 5035 143375 38266 105109

2 Vegetables
Potato 16677 257514 354920 2003 97406 30886 66520
Onion 12212 153838 . 235375 1238 81537 15599 65938
Okra 8531 91466 132340 1649 40874 17677 23197
Cauliflower 12071 210659 266500 1254 55841 25080 30761.
Radish 9427 , 165597 462500 9073 148439 31309 117130
Others 74082 1409926 1558365 1783 485903 180400 305503
Total 133000 2100000 3010000 17000 910000 300951 609049

3 8Dices
Chillies 5835 60150 82980 1080 22830 11124 11706
Coriander 1600 2880 750. 2995 1350 1645
Others 6765 38970 470 21005 3375 17300
Total 14200 102000 148500 2300 46500 15849 30651

4 Flowers 3200 1195 3375 1300 2180 416 1764
!/ 52835* 90000* 37165* 9570 27595*,

5 Mushrooms 820 4200 10500 580 6300 2969 3331
Grand Total 181935 2439395 3547750 26215 1102055 355482 . . 746573

52835* 90000* 37165* 9570* 27595*
* Numbers inLakhs
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"Table'33 A '7

., . ~ .. f': ~ : '
PrQjections of Area and Production of Different Identified Horticultunil Cr,ops in Haryana fqr th'e Coming Decade

(2001 to)IHO:il) ,_. , , ' ,
•

Crops Present Proiected'Production'for the Decade, ..;
Position 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 ,'~200} " '2008 . ~009 2010 2011,-2001 , - "" '-

Ber .' , "
,~

Area 4490 4570' 4650 4730 4810 489,0, " 4934 ,4978 5022 5066 5110
Production 43312 ,44729 46146 47563 48980 '50400' 52584 ,",'54768 56952 59136 61320
Citrus -- "Area 5657 5757 5857 5957 6057 ,6157, '~ 6225 6293 6361 6429 6500
Production 44889 45289 45689 46689 47939 ;49389 '°52089 • 55089 58290 61790 65000
ManQo .' , .~" .,
Area 7281 7354 7500 7646 7792 ' 7935, . 7974 , '8013. 8052 S090 8130
Production 42838 43838 45338 47338 49838- 52838 ; 56338 60338 64838 69588 73170
Guava
Area 5728 5728 5928 6028 6128 6287, 6287 6346' 6404 6462 6520
Production 40092 40092 44460 46717 49024 53440 • 53440 55528 57636 59636 61940

Production ill Tons

, ,
,,'
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3.2.2 Vegetables

I

The selected vegetables are

(i) Potato

(ii) Onion

(iii) Okra

(iv) Cauliflower

(v) Radish

The progress of area and production ofthese cro~~ ;andexpectediricrease in the coming

decade. is given below:

ta~le No. 34 Area, .production and prod~ctivity 'ofsetectedcrops in Haryana

Area in ha j;Production in tons
Potato Onion Okra Cauliflower' RadishB. Vel!etables , Area Prod. Area Prod. "Area. ' Prod; Area Prod. Area Prod.

I ' . ",'.

I Previous Status (1990- 14760 245000 4300 74000 4650 : 50500 '5300 106000 - -
9lf /' OV"; J ,--1. '

2 Present StatUs (2000- 16677 257514 12212 153838, 8531 91466 1:2071 210659 9427 . 165597
OJ) " .

3 Anticipatedjncrease . 18680 354920 13450 235375 10180 132340 13325 266500 18500 462500
'2010-11) ,

4 % increase.'over base 12.0 37.8 10.1 53.0 193 44.7 10.4 26.5 96.45 179.29
year 2001.

3.2.3 ,Others

The crops selected amongst other crops are

(i) Flowers

(ii) Spices (Chillies and Coriander)

(iii) Mushrooms

•••••
•
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The progress of area and production of these crops and expected increase in the coming

decade is given below:

C. Flowers Spices Mushrooms
Ibase vear 1996-97)

Area Prod. Area Prod. Area Prod.
Previous Status 1200 22400* 10125 66525 325 1200
1993-94 327**

,

Present Status 3200 52835* 14200 . 102000 820 4200
2000-01,: >' , ' 1195**

" - ' .j. >:'" , . '

AntiCipated lirea .- ,4500 90000~ 16500 1488500 1400 10500
: 2010~11 " \ .:' ',' , ", 3375**' ,',, .

,

Percentage (%) over ' 40,0 182.4 16.2 45,6 70,7 150
base yea< ,

,

,

70.3 -:-,

* Starids for in lakhs 'outflowers

** Stands for in tons

The anticipated increase in area and production during the next decade will be 61,8 percent

in fruits, 43.3% in vegetables, in cut flowers and loose flowers 182.4 and 70,3% while

increase in spices will be 45,6% and Mushrooms 150% which is a clear indication of

average growth of above 90 percent in decade' or annual growth of 9 percent which is very

much feasible, This will require the development of infrasttucture and proper planning and

practical execution of schemes. The area expansion is limited because anticipated area

expansion is only 8,87 % in the decade, which is less than I percent area expansion

annually.

The future of horticulture is very bright in Haryana. The overall achievements expected in

horticulture sector are presented in Chart,
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Chart 18

I

Anticipated'. Percentage of Area -andProduct Ion growt h of Hort'lcult ure Sect or
In Coming Decade (2001 t,o 20,11)

RowerFruits
o

200

~ 160
:-'.:, .
••
~,. 120~•If:J

!:. 40",.

Areailn'ha I Product-Ion In tons

-The ~'d'diiiohalar~ailllder veg~iab\esmenti6h;dab(jve wiII be at theexpense6f area under
::r9t>de~ihS'tf - ;. - i'." "', ~ ',,)

ti,:~:;-'};~l: <"'I, ". ,,' 1-, h~,I:
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4; APPROACH FOR DEVEt,OPMENTOF EACH'SELECTEDCROP

;

4A Ber

Ber is an ancient fruit grown in Haryana. Earlier it was planted in small gardens or in the

back yard of houses but in the recent past, .it has attained a commercial significance. It. ..
ranks fourth itt the State after Mango, Guava and Citrus in area, and third in production

after Mango & Citrus. It occupies an area of4490 hectares giving a production of 43312

MTwith an average productivity of9.65 MTpe; hectare.

L

4A:.1' SWOT Analysis

Ber in Haryana becomes available in tJiemonths of March and.April"when no other

fruit is available in the market.

2. These are well-established early, mid and late varieties.

3. Most of the varieties are,haVing goodh,eping quality and hence travels well.

4. This plant thrives well iinderHaryana c.onditions since it adopts well to poor soil

conditiOIisand hot winds.

4A.1.2 Weaknesses

Attack of powdery mildew, 'difficult pruning process in the summer months, fruit fly

attack and lack.of good soft varieties are the serious problems.

4A.1.3 Opportunity

It provides ample opportunity of marketing since it is a highly uutritive fruits, has good

keeping quality and wider soil and climatic adaptability.

4A.1.4 Threat

Earlier. difficulties of propagation have been resolved. The method of propagation is T.

budding and shield budding which is more convenient. The ber transplants need to have

poor success in the field but now raising the plants in polythene bags have solved this

problem to a great extent. Now ber plants can also be transplanted base rooted. Powdery

mildew diseases can be successfully controlled.
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',';,,:)\I!lp,: ,Ber ProeJucing districts of Haryana

I

PUNJAB

RAJASTHAN

UTTAR,ANCHAl

lfil BerproducingdiStri(~
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4A.2 Market Potential

The fruit produced in the state has a ready market since much oftheber areas is spread in

the Disiricts of Hissar, Bhiwani,. Gurgaon, lind and Rohtak where none of the other fruits

'are grown to a significant level and hence the locally produced ber finds a good market.

Moreover ne~ess to'Delhi is a big advantage from marketing point of view.

4A.3 Constraints in Development

'Bet stilf retnairis'~ poor main fruit and [uids lesser favour' in the elite markets.

Susc6ptillility other varieties'to powdery mildew and fruit fly shall pose some problem.

""Irtegulirr ripenlng'iiecessitates repeated spot pickings. Attractive, soft texttired, juicy and-

, uriifonIiI~ripehi~g~ai-ieliesarestillidl:ie cleveldped. b~aif varieiieswhich¥e easy to

"n1:ariageare also reqtiire,t

, 4A.3.2 Infrastructure

The necessary infrastructure forPHM handling is not developed and the difficulry is that

main ber growing areas in Haryana do not produce any other fruit to any significant level,

hence creating infrastructure exclusively for this crop is not going to be fimuicially viable.

4A.3.3Fiiiancial

Ber 'growing does not involve heavy expenditure in general & also has a very short

juvenile period, hence under normal circumstances not much financial support over and

above the routine benefits which are available in the state would be required. However,

keeping in view the backwardness of such areas and the special benefits ofber cultivation

which has put the otherwise poor to harsh agro climatic conditions to proper exploitation.

Financial' support 'for, the purchase 'of plants, maintenance of young trees and also

"-subsidizing the packing material is recommended.
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4A.3.4 Policy

As explained earlier ber production. in the smte has been con.centrated in the Districts of

Hissar, Bhiwani, Gurgaon, Rohtak and Jind, occupying ahnost 50% of the total Ber area in

the state. Ute fact that no other major fruit is grown in this belt ~xcept Guava grown in .

Gurgaon District, the sMe Government should have a policy to develop these areas as a

concentrated ber growing belt. Appropriate policies are to be adopted. to broaden the" ", i '<",',' -' -', ' ,',

~eting base ofber produced in this belt. Necessary infrastructureofPHM be created. to
f'" .''',: "'Y. " . ' , • : >ii",:' .'. '.:-' .,-:, ';' . c;,', - ' " ',.

'r.tllci~ntlyhand!ethe crop. As .suggestedearlier, since such..infrastrUcture is not going to
' •• ,. :~_ • "":'~ ,,', ." ",._), .', : t,' ,c . -1,' '. ,,-" .,': ... "; _ . '. . ;' . ,

be viable.in view of..shortduration ..!lfcrop availability, financial sustainability of such\("~,.' .'J::',.' , ,'\' [:.,. • " ,-';'.,' , "', ' . ':.

infrastructure has to be developed by suimbly using such facilities for some additional

perishable crops which are either produced in adjoining areas or the commodities which

come from dislllnt production areas and are marketed here.

4A.4 ProduCtion.Technology
r ._, '." '"'," ", • _ ,

The main varieties recommended for cultiv~tion in the state are Gola, Seb, Sandhurer,

Namanl, Kanthli, Mudia, Mushra, Banarsi Karaka, Sanauri-5, Chanara, Umran, Alaichi

. and.-Kathaplial. Good planting material of all these varieties is not readily available.

Hence,.nursery progranune needs to be.intensified to meet the requirement ofthe growers.

4A,4,2. Agronomic .practices

The ber 'plant does not .have. a long juvenile period, hence intercropping beyond second

year of planting is not recommended. Vegetable like Onion, Tomato and Liquminum crops

like moong, mush, grams and bentils are recommended as intercrops. Regular weeding of

ber orchards is also an important cultural requirement.

Ber tree needs regular pruning which is to be done in the summer month of May-June .

. This is essential, otherwise the treebecoIl)e very tall and unproductive after a few years.
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4A.4.3 Nutrient and Water Management

Schedule of recommended fertilizers is to be regularly followed. Since ber is a fast

growing plant, regularity of nutrients application is essential. Normally fertilizers are

supplied in split doses of Nitrogen in the month of July and November.

Irrigation of young trees is very important. Older trees can withstand' drought conditions

but productivity and quality offruit is enhanced if regular irrigation are given.

'4A.4.4 Management of disease and pests

Po;.\dry'nrlldewand fruilfly are the main diseases & pests. There are to be controlled

through a proper spray schedule.

4A.4.5 R&D Needs

, "There' are no inajor'technology gaps "in the production of Ber. Propagation and

.transpliiniiIig'problems have'be~n iirrgely solvedirithe recent paSt. In orderto reduce the

'quantum. of very exhaustive and difficult pruning~ dwarfing rootstocks need to be

deveioped'.

Many states in the country have developed their own varieties. Since in Haryana, ber is

going to be a major fruit crop in the suggested belt, all such good varieties need to be

compared and tested for their successful cultivation here.

Technology for control of powdery mildew is well established. Attack of fruit-fly is

difficult to be control as is the case in many other fruit-crops, where this pest is also

serous. Further control measures are to be developed.

4A.5 Scope for Hi-tech interventions

Adoption of drip irrigation will greatly enhance the productivity levels of ber. Fertigation

through drip irrigation will help in nutrient management.

Use of certain growth regulators to bring in uniform ripening will also be helpful.
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4A.6

4A.7

Organisation and Management

Ber belt ill the state of Baryana is concentrated in the Districts of Bissar, Bhiwani,

Gurgaon, Rohtak and lind. all productive infrastructure such as modem nurseries, as well

as post harvest infrastructure need to be created in this belt.

Human Resource Development

i,1"r,'Jll,]\'E! manpo~Tr qn new methods of propagation, pruning and harvestjng of fruit (since

it needs spot pic~ing of nature fruit) needs to be developed ..

4A.8 Conclusion

. TheKareaandprod,uction ofber in Baryapa increased significantly. during the last decade.
;)d", ,.1v!,I1~.,J,!",' -\. '":, -!',"' . ."

"Pr\ljectioqs of il)creasys in area ahd.pnldu.ction.during the next decade are slower, than the
~II. h' ,E' "" • .,' __ ,', _.' .• '.... , ' •

. ,progressin the previous d,ec.~de.Thisljasbeendonekeyping in view themarkelpotentials

of this crop because .ber is emerging as a good crop in many states of the country and

market competition is bound to be operative. However, if export avenues are explored,

which.are non-existing at present, but are PQssible keeping in view its nutritive value and
J;' , ,

good keeping quality, area& production can be increased beyond .the projected levds.
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4B Kinnow (Citrns)

There is total area under CitrUs group in Haryana concentrated in Sirsa, Fatehabad, Hissar
. . ,." ;- -' ~-;, \ .

belt and some area in Yamuna Nagar and Panchkula districts. The totiil area is"565(

hectare with production of 44889 tons with productivity of 7.9 tons. The major citrus

. grown in Haryana is Kimiow imd only marginal area is under Lime and Oranges. There is

very good scope of Kinnow area expansion in Sirsa and Fatehabad districts and climatic.

conditions are similar to adjoining districts of Abohar and Bhatinda of Punjab wher~:

productivity is almost double i.e. 15 tons / ha. The technology is percolating here and

yield can very easily be achieved upto 10 tons / ha.

4B.l . SWOT Analysis , i

,
4B.1.lStreilgths

'.1.

Kinnowhiis'establishedas leiid fruit crop in the state ";'d occupies i8.5 % of total area

under' fruit. The advarltage is thiit area is concentrated in HisSiir, Fatehabad, Sirsa district

which has proximity to best KinilOWproduction;.e. Abohar and d;mga Nagar areas. The

marketing becomes easier as contractors are COmmonfor these areas. Quality wise also

the .production is equally good and with proper inputs yields can be increased.

4B.1.2 Wealmesses

It is a rather late maturing variety. The trees tend to overbear and exhaust themselves at an

early age, resulting in premature decline and short production life. The fruit has very high

seed content. The variety is not suitable for processing. Like sweet orange and other citrus

varieties, Kinnow is also proneto the attack of may incurable virus disease, mycoplasma,

greening diseases, many insects pests imd pathological diseases. This will necessitate a

veiy thorough, closely watched and technically sound nursery-raising programme, since

most of the citrus viruses are bud transmitted.

•
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4B.l.3 Opportunit,~s

There are immense opportunities in expanding area under this crop and productivity can

be increased to atleast 10 tonslba. with little extra inputs. There is opportunity of

diversifying the other citrus crops like Sweet Orange and Lamon:which can be exploited.

4B.1.4 Threats'

Certain nutritional disorders such as iron and zinc deficiency and toxicity of boron.and

. lack of specific recommendations with regard to major imd minor nutrients' need active
l - .

attention of Haryana Agriculture University to strengthen research because if adjoining

districts can get yield of 15 tons. Why our yields are almost half. Susceptibility of

Kinnow to virus diseases is still big gap and production oLvirus free planting material is
f,~.Tf: :";':'(:1 ",; .',,' t..-{o! -<;':~.. ',' , ,;',',' '" .:, ,., .', . :,: . I', .:,'" . "."

the.need of. hour. Nurseries needupgradation so that indexed plant material is made;',n,.,";' :', ..,:, .; :'1,": -:",,;,. :' .,. " .': '., ... ~' .:, ' , ':--,

available to the w:owers. :
t, , "; .. ''-~~''.I: ::~-','

4B.2 MarketPo,tentiaI

Kinnow has established good market in the,Northern India in particular and farmers are
getting good returns.

•

4B.3 " ' '.;' "[ .-,' ,-
Constraints. in DeveIo'pment,'

4B.3,l.TechniCal

The ,kinnliw plant has.an inherent problem of declining at an early age because of early

b~aringand tendency for overproduction. The variety is rather latematuring and much of

tIie wU;ter season goes without this fruit being in the market. If the harvesting is delayed

closer to next flowering, the tree develops a trend of alternate bearing. The fruit has very

high seed content and also the juice is unsuitable for processing because of the

developmentofbitlerness in the juice during processing. A number of virus diseases attack

this plant as well similar to the attack on almost all other citrus fruits. Keeping quality of

this variety is lesser than most of sweet orange"grape fruit, limes and lemon varieties.

Proper tinie of harvest has not been precisely worked out also, only TS.S./acid ratio has

been described as the criterion of maturity, but it is difficult for the farmer to work that
out.
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To summarize:.

• Availability of indexed virus free plant material continues to be the major hurdle

in the fast expansion of area under this variety.

• Larger number of insect pests, fungal diseases, viruses and virus like disease also

continue to pose serious problems

• Precise recommendations with regard to harvesting time and post harvest handling

are not fully worked out and understood.

4B.3.2 Infrastructural

Drip irrigation has given best results and water being a limiting factor.in Haryana, liberal

. assistapce should 1:>eprovided to the farmers. Infrastructure for development of disease

free planting material is essential for Kinnow area and productivity enhanc,ement. The

waxing plant should be developed in Sirsa or Fatehabad to prolong the shelf live of fruits, i;

especially designed cold storages for citrus fruits s'torage are to be established.

4B.3.3 Financial '

Finance for infrastructure development for both production and post harvest handling

should be made available on easy / soft terms. Liberal assistance for drip irrigation,

fencing of orchards, supply of disease free plants at subsidized rates and liberal assistance

to waxing.plants and cold storages should be provided ..

4BA ProdUctio!, technology

4B.4.1 Seeds and Planning Material

The.required quantity of disease free plants especially virus free plants are not available in

the State. Partial supply will not be helpful because virus disorder can be controlled only

if no diseased plant should be growing in the vicinity otherwise the disease spreads to

healthy plants also. Some regulatQry system as is followed in many advanced countries

like Israel, Spain & Hally has to devised for Haryana, Punjab and Rajasthan in totality

where all planting material supply' is provided under such system. Instead of 25 x 25 ft

planting, high density planting at 20 x 15 ft is ideal with proper management to realise

higher yields
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4B.4.2 Agronomic practices

15th February - 15thMarch ~d again in middle of August is go~d time for planting. Dead

Wood and Green Wood pruning is practiced, recommended distance between plants is 5 X

6mt.

4B.4.3 Nutrient and water Management

Young plants at juvenile stage need water at weekly interval in summer and in winter 2 ~ 3

: \Veeks,gaj>'depehdiiig upon cliinaticconditions'. Irrigation before sprouting i.e. February,

.aftd:'fruiFsets.iri Apnlaiid'regularirrigati6iiin Summer are crucial times. The following

"'nutriehfschediite has tObe practiced:
: '

Age of the Tree
"

Dos,eper tree..... ,
FYM(Kg) N(gm) Urea (gm) P (gm)

1-3 Years 5 -,20 , 50 - 150 100 - 300 100
,

,

4- 6 Years 25 ~50 200 - 250 400 - 500 150

7 '"7,9Years, 60 -"90, 300 c400 600 - 800 200
," " ,

, 10'Years & above 100 400 - 800 ,800- 1600 250

FYM is to be supplied duringDecember"Nitrogen.in two split doses in February and April

- May after fruifset. Phosphorus in February itself. In addition to N & P, Zinc deficiency

is common in Haryana. Spraying 0.3% Zinc Sulphate in April -May, Summer flush in

June and late Summer flesh in August - September. Iron defeciency is also common and

spray should be given. Dripirrigation has given best results and this should be practiced.

4BAA Managementofdiseases'& pests Ipreharvest

Integrated spray schedule for controlling insect pests and diseases alongwith nutritional

deficiencies and to check fruit drop following schedule should be practiced.
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Integrated spray schedule for controlIingi~sect pests, diseases, nntritional deficiencies and

frnitdrop in Citrus •.

MOl\th .. Treatment Quantity ip~OO Insect pest! disease
- .

litres water
01.; .

December- January Ridomil 2 mint, Root rot, gurnmosis and
ewer and phytopthora

February- March" Rogoror 670 mI ' Citrus psylla,
Nuvacron 625 mI Leaf minor

April (after fruit set) Thiodan + -,'" I 1000'ml Citrus psylla, white fly,
Zinc s\llphate + L5kg .Ieaf~or,fruit drop and
Aureofungin or 20 g zinc deficiency, Bavistin + 500 g

. ,
24"0 ' 5g"." ' ..,.:
Bordeaux mixture 2:2:250,., -

May-June '-.J. ~~goror 670:ml ,Citrus psylla and miner,
-- Nuvacron+ 625 mI mite, scab

Zinc sulphate r:5'kg ,',.! .

'-'\- . ,.B.Q~4.~~~~1¥!~,..! 2:2:250

July-August Rogor 670 mI Citrus psylla, leaf miner,
oi'Nuvacron 625 mI whitefly::ffiite'; lemon,
Aureofungin solution 20 g Caterpillar, scab, ewer

'::1 ' -, .or ~av,istin ' 500 g and pathological fruit
or Bordeaux' mixture 2:2:250 Drop_

.~, -- 'i' <1,1- "J'"

September 2,4-0+ 5g Physiological and
Zinc sulphate LSkg pathological fruit drop
Solution or Bavistin 500g zinc deficiency, lemon
Or Bordeaux' 2:2:250 cterpillar, leaf miner,

-- Mixture citrus psvlla and ewer,
"

Copper oxycWoride (Elitox, blue, copper, Fytolan)
Before the flowers open.

4B.4.5 R&D Needs

The performance of Kinnow, which has a big revival role in the slates citrus industry in

view of its high productivity, good quality and high returns to the growers, should not

result in the development of a concept that everything is alright and area under this variety

can be increase to any level. Like many other citrus varieties, Kinnow, too has its

production problems and certain technology-gaps still exist which need to be sorted out so.

as to develop a sustainable citrus industry in the slate. The main R&D needs in this

direction are:
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7.

3.
4.
. 5:
6.

I

1.' To trYmoremandarln vanetles which could be planted a10rtgwithKinnow to have

varietal diversity and;extended availability period.

2.' 'To try sweet Orange varieties so as to h~ve a diversified citrus cultivation. Ever

since the sweet Orange cultivation in the arid zone of the state failed because of

widespread decline and Kinnow emerged as the principle variety, sweet Orange

revival efforts have, not been getting due priori!):. SOIl)e of the sweet Orange

vaneties'stich as HaIlJIuihave been reported to yiel,1"asmuch as 100 tons per hac. in

USA (Florida State).,

Testing of newer vari.eties of Limes, Lemons, Grapes frUitsetc.
.: ')(;-:,,1, . : "', .' '.

Reducti,on of seed content in Kinnow. '

Crop regulation studies iD.Kinnow by thinning of frUitsand pruning .

Upwadation of Post-harvest technology.

Nursery technology development and management to produce virus free plants.

' ....• ,:: .~ .!. ~1 .
. 4B.8,. Cori~lusi~~ .'

.: "

, Kirinow' is' likely: to dormnate the citrus scenario of the ~tate in the near future. The

technology ado~tion will definitely increase the productivity of this crop and hence have

bright future.
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4C,

I

4C.l

Mango

Mango is the lead fruit crop of the State' occupying 7281 hectare area with production of

42838 tons,with productivity of 5.88 tons per hectare. The maximum area is in Yamuna

,Nagar (2607 hectare) followed by Panchkula (1346 hectare), Ambala (963 hectare) and

Kamal (615 hectare). ,About seventy five percent area is concentrated in this belt only.

Unfortunately, the productivity is, very low because of old' plantations and no proper

practices are adopted. There is vast scope for improving the productivity.

SWOT Analysis

4C.1.1 Strengths

'TIi~ larges!area'is'in Yamuna Nagar andpr~dtictivity of that district'is seven tons /

hectare~ But being a border district with U.P'i:e. Sahatanpur where very good yields of

Mango are harvested. The technology is percolating in this district also and in due course

of time with extra nutrition supply and adoption of plant protection, higher yields are

expected. The other advantage.is, that ripening of fruit is 15 days late than, main crop of

:UP and hen~e better price' of YanlunaN agar Mango'. are realised. The Haryana mango

prciducts'eiipecially piCkles like finnous Pauchranga Achar ofPanipat i.famous not only in

Northern India but also in Foreign Markets alsocand'the old sucking type seedling mango

if properly maintained will get good market price and some time these pickling varieties

like'Ramkela' gets more price'than famous varieties of Langra and Dasheri .

.Maugobelt in the 'State is concentrated in YarnunaNagar, Panchkula, Ambala and Kamal,

thus providing an opportunity to plan well coordinated 'development plan on a contiguous

area and concentration of PHM infrastructure at few places is possible or otherwise the

facilities being installed in Saharanpur (u.P) are very near to this belt.

4C.1.2 Weakness

Mango in Haryana ripens late in the season when the monsoon rains are there in almost all

parts of the country, this making PHM more difficult. Alternate bearing, malformation and '

barn,nness of .old trees continue to be serious problems and because of these the

economics or mango cultivation bas not been as profitable as it should be.
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4C.l.3 Opportunity

Wide genetic variation in Mango seedling. provides ample opportunities for selecting

varieties suitable for table purposes especially the sucking types and also those which

would be more suitable for processing - products like Juice preservation, pickling. and

Mango souce. Some selections may also be suitable as genetic resource for breeding new

varieties having characteristics of regular bearing and resistance to malformation.

The fact that varieties like Dushahri and Langra have emerged as the lead varieties in all

.th~~tates o.fih,:z~n~ i.e. U.P; H~ana, Delhi and Punjab,. provides an.opportunity to have

a uniform zonal network for the export of these varieties in bulk., ".',' ,-'," ;:. -. " . .

';' ..
,I,

]J:1ere .are a number of technology gaps.in the production of Mango such as alternate. ';", .',- - ,

bearing, malformation, some 'insect pests like .hoppers, mealy bug etc. Since. these are the'. - .'. ';,:\' '. " ..

national pn:>blems,coordinated efforts are required to find solutions ..The lead work need. ,..

to b~.taken.up ..~t the lCAR Central Institute of Subtropical Horticulture (ClSH), Lucknow

which fortunately is located within the zone (V.P. state) and also in the heartland of one of

the most.concentrated Mango belts of the country. As explained earlier, since the varietal

.base,inJhe.zonl''is the, sarne;..technology developed althis institute would be applicable in

all,ouLstatesofthe zone with slight modifications.

As the fruit of major varieties of the state ripen close to the rainy season, its PHM

technology needs to be developed keeping in view the hot and wet conditions.

4C.2 Market Potential (Regional illomesticiinternational)

The fruit produced in the state has ample market demand at domestic level as well as at

t1ie regional .leveL The lead varieties produce in the zone are also the most fancied

varieties by the consumers. -When these varieties come in "the market, there is heavy

demand for them. These varieties also find a good market in other regions of the .country,

where their own Mango season is already over.
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No doubt atprese!'t the varieties produced'in the zone are not exported to any suitable

extent but that in 'our opinion is because of lack of promotional activities. One such

promotional activity was organized by NHB in j 995 at Dubai, where it was found that

there was unprecedent~d interest in these varieties:If such ~ctivity had a follow up action,

'then the market can would have been established by now, at least in the middle east -

Hence, further efforts, are required to promote and popularized the leading varieties of the

zone in different parts of the country as well as in countries where ethnic population from

the Indian sub-continent have a preference for such varieties.

4C.3 Constraints in Development of Mango in Haryana
;,.' '

4C.3.1 Technical

Si;;~~Mango has' Been a lead fruit crop of the state, many old orchards exist in the state.

" 'The' '~ld irees .of such o;chards have become non-prod~ctive having' finished their

production, life. Moreover most of the old plantations comprise of seedling trees which

have considerably vulnerability in commercial fruit characters. This situation thus create a

generalirnpression that Mango is not a profitable proposition in the state of Punjab.

, 'E';en the YOIingerorcliards of varieties like Dushari and Langra continue to suffer from

age old problems such as malformation, alternate bearing, insect pests such as hopper,

mealy bug etc. The fruit ripens mostly in the hot and humid conditions making its post

harvest handling very difficult.

Long juvenile period and scarcity of good planting material are some other problems

, Which restrict developments inMango cultivation.

4C.3.2 Infrastructure

. The requisite infrastructure for PHM handling is almost non-existent, posing serious

difficulties in transportation and marketing. The method of ripening is also not

standardiZed as a result of which most of the fruit sold is either'under-ripe or over-ripe.

Since harvesting season is short and this fruit can not be stored for longer period, it must

be processed immediately otherwise it looses the quality. Infrastructure for processing

should be developed simultaneously to avoid glut in markethlfrastructure for propagation
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should be deve10ped for all the year round propagation in large numbers like polyhouse,

net houses etc.

1
4C.33 Financial

The Mango phint has a long juvenile period during which it requires expenditure without

and return. Therefore, it is financially a non-viable proposition. for at least seven to eight

years. The farmers cannot sustain. themselve~ for such a long period without attractive

- financial assistance.

To create. appn?priate PHM infrastructure, heavy investments are required and such
';i

investments are not viable since the infrastructure is operative only for about two months
, '., -.'

in a.year and utilization is very low.
• >, ." ,. . i." .

4C.3.4 Policy
<:,',

The Mango plantations need to be concentrated in the districts of Yamuna Nagar -
i-. . ,,<

Pachkula - Kamal Belt. The state department of Horticulture should step up nursery

prod~ction programme to supply good quaJity nursery plants to the farmers.

Infrastructure for PHM needs to be promoted in such a way that the PH units installed are

~,:,itable for handling. other fruits and vegetables as well, so that operational period arid

utilization of the facilities created is long enough to fmancially viable. Already established

waxing, grading and packing center at Hoshiarpur may be, after certain additions, trend of

a handling Mango.

For promoting marketing in foreign markets, a coordinated zonal approach needs to be

adopted since vaneties grown .in all the four states of the zone are the same and having a

common development platform will make the promotional effort more cost effective.

The production from seedling plants constitutes a sjzeable production of the state. Such

.production is suitable for, processing as Juice or for pickle making .or some other minor

products such as Chutuey and leather. However, Mango processing industry is not well

organized and most of it is at cottage sector scale. Modernization of the processing

industry needs to be promoted, both from technology and financial angles.
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4<:.4 Production Technology

4C.4.1 Seeds and planting material (cultivation)
J "

The main varieties cultivated in the state continue to be Dushahri and Langra and Ram

kela. Alphonso variety which has emerged as the main export variety of India, has

performed well and shown prolllise. New varieties like Amarpali have also performed well

and have been in demand for quite sometime. It is, therefore, considered important to

popularize such varieties amongst the farmers so as to have broad varietal base.

Good plant maienalof even the established varietie~ like Dushahri and Langra have been

in short supply; It is, hence, important to strength the nursery programme for Mango so
. ;.' :;'. ",: ,.:,. I";' ,- "? :.i"",'. . :'" .. ' .",' .

. that high qualitY plants ofilll selected varieties are readily available.

. .,' - . .. .' .. n. ,"' .. '. ,:
High density pHmting instead of 25 x 25; 20 x 20 or even 20 x 15 ft planting is desirable "

and\vifu prdper pruning 15 x .15# still' gives higher yields.

4C.4.2 Agronomic practices (cultural practices)

The Mango plant has a lorig juvenile period and takes a number of years to occupy the full

space provided for each plant. inter-cropping in the Mango orchard for a number of years

has; to be adopted. Technical recommendations for this are available depending upon the

area, markei demands and the cropping pattern suitable to the farmers. Vegetables like

onion, tomato, radish, beans, cauliflower, cabbage, leafY vegetables and leguminous crops

like moong, mash grams and lentil are recommended as inter crops while mango is in a

juvenile stage .

..Regular wee~ing of Mango orchards is also an important cultural requirement.

Mango tree does not need any tree training or pruning as a regular practice. However, old

trees ",hich become non-productive because of failure to sprout new shoots need to be

headed back so,,!s to lower down the tree frame work and encourage new growth and fruit-

production. Thinning is also recommended, in case of over growth and for rejuvenation of

the orchards.
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4C.4.3 .Nutrient and water management

"The details of nutrient and water manag~';'ent have been given in "oiume one. The

recommendations available in general have however, a low adoption level. 1bis is

probably due to non-specificity. of the recommendations with regard to area and

prod~ction levels, duri~~, off and on year of the crop. Hence. it is felt that technology.. .. .. . .

needs to be further refined and communicated to the mango growers' for both off and on

periods so that adoption leyel is increased. This will result in higher productivity..
; ;,<,' •.",',' ';: '. ,i : ' ' ,., '"(L~:.!~': '" \,':'. ',', '.

,':,? ':':.dft.';~'",- ':~~ ;('., <,',.;:; .'.---.' .', .. '" ',' ..;

1be nutritional requirement of Mango varies with the soil condition and recommendation
, ',', :. ..;dHf;g'i,r.: ','~,:: ,/;<', :;;:,\, '1,': '.' \,l,if~:\;,,:'''' ',' ''",~" " .

for "off' and "on" year also vary but one wrong notion with farmers is that there should

not be any manuring during off years enhanced the alternate b!'aring tendencey hence;;
v" :":"'\l;J <~, :.....' trr",,,.~ t' ~,} " '4\ {;;';.... .. ~ , 'J"" 1.' ,." , .

fertilizer application has to be given on yearly basis. The following manuring schedule
. should be practices per tree.

.
Age ofthe tree FYM(kg) Urea (gm) Super Murate of

Phosphate Potash
JI> i . , '. :Sul!er (l!Jils) (l!ms) .
1-3 Years 5-2'0 IDDc2DD 25'0-5'0'0 .. 175-35'0
-4', 6" ,

25'-"50 .,
2'0'0-4'0'0 5'0'0:-75'0 35'0 -7'00

,7",':'9.:, . ,6'0,,,",9'0 4'0'0 ""5'0'0 '75'0 - 10'0'0 , 7'0'0-10'0'0
10., Years and 10'0 5'0'0 10'0'0 10'0'0
abbve' .'

" .,.', ",,.'

4C.4.4 iManagementof disease and pestS/pre harvest

Mango malformation, Black Tip, powdry mildew, anthracnose or dieback, twig dieback,

leaf blight and' stem canker are the important diseases of Mango plant. Except Mango

malformation; technology.for the control oiall other diseases is known and by adopting

the same these diseases can be efficiently controlled. In case of malformation some

preventive measures have been suggested in volume but complete control still remains a

.. technological problems which is yet to be revolved even at the national level.

Amongst insects, mealy bug, hoppers, scale, stem borer and shoot borer are the main pests,.

For the control of all insect pests and diseases integrated spray schedule have been
recommended.
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In the effective adoption of spray schedule, availability of proper spray equipment is a:

constraint. Since the trees grow very tall, specially designed spray pumps with long watts

are required to be made available at reasonable costs.

4CA.5 'R&D Needs

Till recently, Mango was considered lead fruit crop of the state both from area and

production point of view. However, with the successful introduction ofKinnow, Citrus has

relegated Mango to a distant second position. Hence, presently much interest is not shown

by the farmers, in taking up Mango cultivation. This has been due to long standing

technological gaps such as IlJalformation, alternate bearing, lack of appropriate PHM

technology as well as a narrow varietal base for a given region.
,;,

Malformation and' alternate bearing are the' problems which' affect Mango almost

everyWli''''l ill the coUntry: Some preventive measures have been suggested but solution to

complete control is not yet available. Hence, it is suggested that such problems need to be

researched as a coordinated projects at national level.

Further varietal testing is required at regional level to broaden the varietal base in a given,

region.

Quick multiplication of plant material .also needs to be further investigated.

Standardization of side-grafting has successfully replaced inarching but still mass scale

multiplication has not been achieved in the zone. Short-tip grafting as adopted in certain

other parts of the country needs standardization and should be adopted in this zone as well,

to upgrade the plantations and achieve the desired results.

, Development of appropriate PHM technology needs to cover harvesting practices, on-farm

handling (avoiding the oozing of sap from the stem-end to fall on the fruit causing black

spots); ripening procedures, storage and transportation. The PHM developed should keep

in mind the hot and humid conditions in the state !zone and suggest practical but

appropriate measures to reduce losses of quality deterioration during PHM.
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4<;.5 Scope for Hi"tech interventions

Adoption of drip irrigation in Mango orchards will greatly help the productivity of Mango.

Adoption of fertigation .through. drip irrigation will help in upgrading nutrient

management.

Shoot-tip grafting technology will help in producing good plant material.'. '," ,-.. ;, -" " . . - ,

Amongst PHM, appropriate technology for ripening through slow release ethylene, .

emitters and maintaining the ripening chamber temperature at 14°C will improve the
.:1; , ".;:' .' .' , ' . .., ~;.

quality of fruit. Other component of PHM also need Hi-tech infrastructure and

management adoption.
"J'''':' ' •. , .'

4C.6 Organisation and Management

Mango cultivation in the state/zone is thriving well only in few districts. In Punjab, it is

concentrated in Hoshiarpur, Gurdaspur, parts of Ropar and Patiala districts. All production

infrastructure and post-harvest infrastructure need to be created here with centralized
. . • . 1 • .

facilities at appropriate locations. Production belts of all the from states in the zone need to

be developed as one marketing unit!AEZ.

4C7 Human Resource Developmeut

.I.. Trained manpower on new methods of propagation - side grafting, short-tip grafting

needs to be developed

2. Training on harvesting and on-farm handling of fruits be imparted to rural youth in

Mango producing areas.

3. Training on heading back of old trees, spraying techniques be imparted to the

workers in Mango production .area.

4. PHM training

S. Training on ripening methods, management of ripening chambers packaging etc.

6. Training for enterprenurship development for PHM of Mango.
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4C.8 Conclusion

The seedling mango types are a national wealth out of which elite types. need to be

selected and tested at different places of .the zone. Alphonso performance needs to be' .

confmiled, and since. this variety stands recommended by HAU, efforts needs to be made

to .:raise its ,plant inateria! in sufficient nurseries for distribution. Prospective growers

should be continued about,its performance in the state. PHM of mango needs up,gradation

both through infrastructura1.development arid technology upgradation. Time and method

of harvesting to be carefully demonstrated to the farmers ..

,"'

""". ,;

i:
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4(D).

4D.l

Guava
< .'

Tl!e area uuder Guava in Haryana is 5728 with production of 40M2 tons. The area is

'concentrated. in Gurgaon, Sonipat, Faridabad, Ambalaand Panchkula andsmaU.area is

.. distributed throughout the State. There is limited scope of area expansion in the coming

decade-which will be around 12 -IJ percenl'while production will be increased by 55

percent mainly through increasing. productivity. Froin the area of Guava it is clearly

visible that around Delhi the area is concentrated which may be due to ready market. This

situation can further be utilized by increasing the area around Delhi

.SWOT Analysis

4D.l.l Strengths

Haryana Guava has ready market in Delhi which should be further exploited. Since Guava

has very shorl. shelf life, Haryana portion. which comes in greater Delhi territory or

adjoining areas ...Guava can be grown and marketed easily, the undulating area of Aravali

hills in Faridabad and Gorgaon have bigger scope of Guava plantation because water is in

scarcity here and Guava needs less water. The soils are also degraded because of rocky

nature and Guava can grow well here.

4D.1.2 Weakness

I. Guava wilt is the main problem in the state with no effective control and resistant

varieties, the trees start dying after few years of fruiting.

2. The productivity in the state is very low i.e. 7.00 Tons per ha which is lowest in the

country and this is because agronomic practices are not adopted.

3. The rainy season crop should be discouraged because it is of poor quality and main

crop yield is also affected by taking rainy season crop.

4D.l.3 Opportunities

There is good a scope of increasing productivity per unit area.

2 Area can be expanded because gestation period is low in Guava fruiting.

3 There is less competition for other fruits, 'because from November to March the

other fruit crops are very less in Haryana ..

4 The processing of guava has a big potentials.

5 Having a biggest market in Delhi, this situation gives big opportunity.
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4D.IA Threats

1. Guavawilt is main threat to guava cultivation.

2. Being non climatric fruit it cannot be harvested before maturity and once the fruit is

mature, distant marketing is not possible because its shelf life 'isveryless.

4D.2 Marketing potential

There is good potential for marketing Haryana guavas in Delhi. Without spending extra

cost of transportation because distance is very less.

4D.3 ConstraintS in development .•

4D.3.1 TechniCal
'/.- "1'"'

,MosLof:,the'farmers.are pliuiting seedling plants that are not true to type and give poor

':<Iu'alii}',arid poor yields:.The.farmersare taking two crops i.e. rainy season and winter

"season crops. The first crop:of rainy season is of poor quality and is' affected by fruit fly '(

and thataffects the main 'crop i.e. winter crop. Now cheap methods are available to avoid

rainy season crop. The availability: Of grafted'and layered plants is not adequate' and

farmers are ignorant that plants raised from seeds are not true to type. It is therefore

necessary that only grafted plants should be multiplied.

4D.3.2 ' Infrastrueturalfacilities,

The facility formass scale multiplicatiou thrGughmicro propagation should be developed

so that cost is minimized processing industry for making Jam and Jelly should be
'/ " -.' . - - .

developed. This factOrwill revolutionize the guava production in the state.

4D.3.3 Financial

There is no financial constrain!. in guava production, it is low input crop and proper
'.' '.

planting material and little care is required, and area and productiVitywill be increased.

4D.3.4 Policy

The department of Horticulture must ensure that no nursery raises the plants through seed

and farmers.should be educated not to use seedling Guava plants.
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4D.4 . Production Technology .

4D.4.1 Planting Material

Because guava is easily multiplied by seed, thus it is doing great harm as seed multiplied

guava is poor in quality. Only grafted 9r layered plants of improved varieties like

Allahabad Safeda, Lucknow-49 Chitidar, Allahabad Surkha, Lilit, CISH-G-l, G-2 and.G-3

and Sardar varieties should be planted. Most of the nurseries are selling seedlings of guava

because they are cheaper. These should be banned and only grafted plants planted. Micro

propagation, on mass scale of the above-mentioned improved varieties will minimise the

..,:cost,.6fplant~. and thus ofplariting. seedling plants will be avoided, Presently price

.differ<:nce'betweert'grnftedor layered plant as compared to plant raised from'seed in high.
-:,

.The seedling plants are sold for 5 to 8 rupees while. grafted plants are selling at 15 to 20

rupees ,and nursery men are exploiting the situation. The planting 'should be done at 15 x

"tl5 ft.i~stead of 25.x 25 adopted to realise better yields.

4D.4:2 Agronomic Practices

Training of plants in young stage to build strong frame work and to'avoid weak-crotches is

ne~essary, Pruning to check over crowding is necessary. It also and keeps the plants at

l~wer height. More numbe~ of branches sh~uld be encoiJraged. The root suckers, water

sprouts and crisis cross branch~s are to be removed altogether. In every growing season,

large number of new shoots, majority of which are lateral and few are terminal. Only these

bear fruits. After one year most of the lateral shoots dry while terminal shoots put forth

extensive growth. The ternllnal shoots on the periphery may be headed back to 40cm in

alteJ:llaieyears. 16 percent Urea sprayed in April will en~ourage vegetative growth and

checks rainy Seasonflowering and this increases the main crop during winter season.

4D.4.3 Nutrients and Water Management

For quality and quantity production, following fertilizer schedule should be practised.

Table no. 17: Fertiliser schedule for Guava

Age in years FYM(kg) Nitrogen Phosphorus Potash (gm)
(gm) . (gm)' .

One 10 60 30 60
Two 20 120 60 120
Three 30 - 180 90 180
Four 40 240 120 240
five 50 300 150 300
SIX 60 360 180 360

')
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The recommended time of fertilizer application is first week of July. Some times Zinc

deficiency hampers the growth which can be corrected by spraying. zinc Sulphate 450gm

and hydrated Lime 320gm in 33 litre water. Weeds are removed by shallow cultivation

and taking a leguminous or green manure crop during rainy season. 3-4 irrigations during

06tbber"Noveiliber when fiuiting occurs is'necessaryfor better fiuit size development.

Light imgation is to be given.

4D.4.4 Management of Diseases and Pests .

Guava wilt is a serious problem and it is more severe when soil pH is above 7.5, This

disease once set in is difficult to control. The preventive measures are, drench the soil.

aroUnd"trunkwith:3gm"fhinimper litre water and'use planting material where this disease

is not prevalent and,plants must be'replaced 'after twenty' years: 'Usewih resistant root

stock like Lucknow-49 to avoid incidence of the serious disease. Fruit Fly is serious pest

and can be controlled by 2-3 sprays of Malathion @O.l%at 10 - 15 days interval atthe of

flowering and. fiuit set. Bark eating Caterpillars can be checked by filling the holes.with

0.1%CWoropyriphos and plugging the holes with cow dung.

4D.4.5 Research and Development needs

The varieties resistant to wilt should be dev~loped or alternatively root stock which are

resistant to this disease should be identified.

4D.5 Scope for high Tech Intervention

Micropropagation should be standardized and plants of superior varieties multiplied on

large scale

4D.6 Organizational Management

The Development staff of Horticulture should educate the farmers not to plant seedlings of

guava and must plant grafted plants for quality and productivity, and nutritional

experiments should be demonstrated on Gov!. farms and, nurseries. Only theoretical

information will have little impact.
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4D.7 Human Resource Development

Farmers and Extension workers should be trained In management of orchards. and
I

propagation, rejuvenation aspects and the techniques should be practically adopted in the
, . -

field. In other words follow up action after training and monitoring the results should be

mandatory.

-,,;cJVI~~s,?prop~gation.;of,plants ,through,niicro-propagation.and,application .ofproper. manurial

" sche4ul!"with boost the guava production in the state.
", ,,~,... ;,,;, ..
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VEGETABLES

I

4 (E) Potato

The present area of Potato in Haryana is 16677 hectares with production of257514 tons

'and productivity is 15.44 tons per hectare. The possibility of increasing the area under

Potato is limited but marginal increase upto 18680 hectare with main emphasis on

productivity upgradation from 15.44 tons to 19.00.tons per hectare. Ultimat~ production

by the end of decade will be 354920 tons which means production will increase by 37.8

percent. The maximum area is in Kurukshetra (4725'ha), Yamuna Nagar (1765), Ambala

(1850), Panipat (1500) and Kamal (i452).

4E.l SWOT Analysis

4E.l.l Strength

Del~~,is the biggest market !Jf Potato and H'aryana being aneighboring State has ready

market. The maximum cold storages' are also established in Sonepat and Panipat areas

adjoining Delhi and upto Ambala on Main G.T. Road with the result storage of potato is

not a probl,m.and this is main advantage with. Haryana. The potato is taken out from the
'U-' .:: ". . , '..'"'

coldstorage as per demand of the market and transported by road in 2 - 3 hrs. The early

•,j cr~p '~f ~otato;n bet~ee~ rice and wheat crop gives additional income to Haryana farmers

and area of early crop can further increase in this belt.

4E.J.2 Weakness

The. productivity of potato over the last ten years is almost static rather little declined

which is biggest weakness. This may be mainly because of low inputs given and soils of

these. belts have high pH i.e. above 8 which is not conducive for higher production of

potato. The exact reason has to be found out by the scientist of Haryana Agri. University ..

Lack of processing varieties which manire early are required to be developed,

4E.I.3 Opportnnities

There.is scope for increasing production both through area increase 'as well higher

productiv.ty if the market forces are stabilized. Area increase is possible because

Government policy is to diversif)' agriculture from cereal dominated cropping pattern -

wheat.rice rotation and potato production is more remunerative than these cereals.
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Productivity increase is also feasible since production in some other states/countries is

. higher than the average productivity of the state. The average productivity in the state is

15.44 MT/ha. As compared to 25.6 MT/ha ..1nWest Bengal.

Market price fluctuation can be kept under control by diversifying the utilization pattern.

In addition to the use as vegetable, potato can be processed in various forms such as chips,
- .

fingers, from etc and can be used as a food item also, as is the case in many other

states/countries. Per capita consumption of Potaio in India is less than half than that of in

China.

4E.1.4 Threat

- ,,cTher~ar~ Jcriown techIlology gaps such as poor sprouting of. the tubers, a number of
,-" Ii,". H,-':'H.f"_,;:'i "'I,I' ~f;-:~':

dIseases and pests etc.

i::ii~ei;;fi~~f;"n ~nvarietal base by adopting varieties with higher yield potential and

suitability for processmg' also providi; opportunities for increasing production and

,prodUciivi!y.

4E.2 Market potential

..There is vast. market potential for Potatoes' as it is-the most common vegetabk used all

over. the coun.tty..ln .addition to the use as vegetables,. it is utilized in various processed

forms. as well as like food in the form of Potato flour. Its use in such form needs to be

popularized within the countty.

On export front, Indian potatoes are highly competitive in World market as the Potato

production in the countty is free from the prohibitive diseases like Wart, black scab, ring

rot, tuber moth and nematodes, which are the barometers to phylo-sanitary standards.

Export. of potatoes from India. is quite viable financially since the international price

during the. decade has been Rs. 390.I/quintal as compared to Rs. 228.0/quintal average

. wholesale in India.

The state of Haryana in particular and the other states of the zone i.e. U.P and Punjab are

having the locational advantage of exporting Potatoes to Pakistan and mid3le-east

countries through land route since Pakistan is a big buyer of Indian potatoes. So, far
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insignificant qnantities are exported (India has share in the World export being only 0.04

to 0.44 % during the period 1986-99). Wide fluctuations in annual prodnction is the main

reason in low exports, only in glut Beasons some exports take place. In order to increase

export.. slistamed supplies are to be 6nsured.

4E.3 Constraints in development.

4E.3.1 Technical

(i) Poor germination and dormancy ofthe .seed tuber is a serious problem especially if

the tubers are planted soon after taking out from the cold storage.

(ii) In the growing season the problems of early and lete blight, mosaic, leaf roller

substantially reduce the yield.

(iii) -'High ~osrofseed isp~ohibifive,because of which farmers tend to use the same

seed year after year which results in poor yields. Two to three tons of tuber seed is

. required and it costs Rs. 20,000 to RB. 30,000 per hectare.

(iv) Most of the Indian potato varieties are uot suitable for processing.

(v) Storage facilities for table potatoes are not appropriate in the available cold stores

:Wliich are primarily desillnated.foi seed potatoes; Even the seed potatoes get

damaged because of frequent electricity cuts ..

4E.3.2 Infrastructural

Appropriate facilities are not available for the storage of table potatoes. These are stored

normally in cold stores designed for the storage of seed potatoes. Table Potatoes are to be

used as vegetables (Table) has to be stored under high humidity conditions rather than

. under dry and cold conditions. Such storage conditions make potatoes sugary and tasteless.

Even the seed potato gets spoiled due to frequent electricity cuts. High cost of power also

makes long terin storage uneconomical.

4E.3.3 Financial

The seed tuber cost is q~ite high ranging from RB.20,000 to Rs. 30,000 per hectare which

is qUite prohibitive for a small farmer. An alternative propagate to raise 'potato crop is TPS

which is comparatively cheaper i.e., costing approximately Rs. 2000 to Rs. 3000 per

hectare. But TPS production has not been taken up successfully and is not available in

required quantities.
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"The good cropping season results in low price of the produce, thus making th~ potato

, production unprofitable. The price fluctuations during th, decade at national level show a

close core1ation of production and price index. This trend is evident from the production

years of 1997 and 2000 which registered the highest production during the decade but also

wituessed the lowest prices in' the last five years. Such fmancial instability is presently

acting as the main deterrent in the development of Potato.

4E.3A Policy,

Failure, to stabilise prices of potato, regulatpry mechanism to capture and retain foreigu
\ ~ ' - < • "

markets, promotion of appropriate processing industries and availability of easy; soft loans
. " I,. ,. -.;. i;-

to the farmers especially in the, recoguized potato, production zones are the main obstacles

in the rapid progress i.nincreasing production of Potato.
" .

Prices of Potato can be stabilized by fmding and establishing regular foreigu markets,

ensuring to meet the foreigu demands on long term basis. It is also important to increase

the per capita consumption of Potato within the country which at present is quite low as

coinpared to many other countries. In most parts of the country potato has not yet been

used as a regular part of food. Most of ~e processed forms like chips, figures etc are also

. nbt in regular demand. Minimum support price is Rs. 2.50 per kg will safe guard the

iIiterest of the farmers.
, - '-,'

4E.4 Production Technology

4E.4.1 Planting Material

The latest varieties developed by CPRI and tested by their Jallandhar regional station

should be multiplied in large quantities particularly of following varieties found suitable

for the state: Kufii Chandrarnukhi, Kufri Badshah, Kufri Ashoka, Kufri Jawahar. Kufri

Sultej, Kufri Pukhrej and Kufri Anand for table purpose and Kufri Chipsena I and Kufri

Chipsena'II are good for processing. The 'Seed-Plot-Technique' should be popularized in

a big way so that target of covering atleast 10 percent area should be achieved.
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4EA.2 Agronomic praCtic~s

The entire state comes under optimum temperature range for potato cultivation, the ideal

seed size should be 30 gm and under size will affect the yield, Cut potato, seed should be" '

, ,considered the best timing of sourcing in State is ISth October.

, 4E.4.3 Nntrient and Water Man~gement

-
.IS-20 tons FYM , 120-1SOkg, nitrogen, 7S kg Phosphorus and 100 kg Potash should be

given per hectare after analysis. Zinc and Sulpher is also very 'important and whenever

soils are deficient should be 'given. Nitrogen is to be given in their split doses i.e. , before

saviRg'miCr30 and 45'day~ 'liftei"plariifull.Always all NPK is balance ratio as given above

shoiii<i',hegiven;oilierwise' yield willbereduc'es. Fitst iiTigationafte~ 12 days when SO
. ,;,....:,"_. -,', fI" : -' , " <} '1'11,./ ,:- .",;'," . - , , ..,. " . :, .'

petcent" gertnin'alion' occurs' and' there after 6 tb' 10 days interval as soil conditioned.
, / '

MinimumS iiTigatibns are required. Weadicide'1ike Alchlore (Lasso) 4 - Sliter / ha. and

pendimethalin (Stomp) 1200 - ISOOgm. Is 2S0 liter water sprayed within 'ten 'days checks

of planting the weed growth is checked.
,I'I, .• i ,""

4K4A: Management of:Disease and Pests
.t .. ',t ...,.".

Early and late blight are serious diseases but improved varieties are much resisitant, spray

of Moncozeb 0.2% and Dithane-M alternatively. Monocrotophos or Dimethoate 0.02%

checks the spread 'of virus disease. Tubumoth and cut worms are serious pests, the soil

around plant should be drenched with Endosulphan C 1.2S It/ha., Some times excess

fertilization causes hallow heart disease hence only recommended dose should be given.

Potato seed should be treated with boric acid 30 grn/lit water for 30 minutes. Virus

diseases can be kept under control by spraying Metosystox 2 ml/lit and cut the halms when

applied population is increased and tuburs have attained the proper size by late February or

early March.

4E.4.S Research and Development needs

There is need of development of more virus free varieties arid early and late blight resistant

varieties. More varieties suitable for processing like chips, fingers etc. should be

developed to meet the processing industry and export. These varieties should have more

starch and less sugar and size of the tubers should be bigger.
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4E.5

4E.6
,'.','.

",,; ,

Scop'efor high Tech: ,inter,ventions .

True potato seed and Microtuber production Technology need iotervention of high tech

iofraslructure, iocluding green net covering with extra light Aysteves.

Organization. Management
., ,". ". ..' '.

Foundation and certified seed production should be taken up on a wider magnitude at
, j,:l.,,' t\ i,l, '. "' .. ' ' ':":, '.. ," .:' ',"'. ',,',' ' ". " ,,'

.•..•, •..peparlplentaUarmsand io.private .farms umler striclsupervision of develop~ental staff
OJ .~, t f"';.,:t '" ' . ",',' " '.' ',' ", "''',',' . " '.' . -, .,' " '. , . '.

'. so.lhatinore area can covered under certified seed which is mioimum at present.
',"li;';;!'. , ,~.r, '\ _ 1.. "',, . " .. <,',',' , ' ""

Potato production has big sCi'pe in Potato seed production in the state and can become

leaderio. this aspect provided a, little assistance is provided by way of'mioimum support

price and subsidies io the form of countries like Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Malaysia etc.
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4F 'Onion ;, '.".-, ./.

I

The Onion crop is mainly grown in Panipat, Kamal and Sonepat districts.
:,,:, i'

Onion is one of the ';'ajor' v~getables cum spice crop of Haryana occupying 122 I2 hectare

with production 0(153838 tons with productivity of 12.6,tons per hectare. Haryana being,

,one, of the, smallest state but is contributing'si~ificantly in onion production. It is

,observed since, 1997-98 there is gradual increase in area and productionbut alarming

situation is that produciivity has decreased over the decade which stood at 17.2 tons/ha in

1993 but has come dowh to 1'5.9 tons! ha,v.:hich 'needs to addressed. Based on present
.. -' : - ". .

situation in the state the strength ai),d,\y~~e~s are discussed through SWOT analysis so
.. ';.;;

that remedial measures are taken weIr in'time::' '

4F.l SWOT Analysis'

4F.1.1 Strengths

The area of onion is concentra\ed'in two belts narnelyPanipat; Kamal and Kurkshetra belt

and Balabgarh, Hissar, Fatehabad, Sirsa belts of the state. These belts are well connected

with national highways to 'Delhi, and produce can reach to biggest market within 3 to 4

hours and cost of transportation is much less as compared to produce coming from western

part of the country. The other strength of the state is that more and more area is coming

under Kharif onion production and which imfortunately are not depicted in the figures

which helps to some extent the price stabilization

4F.1.2 Weakness

Sometimes there is over production in northern India including Haryana with the result

farmers don't get the remunerative prices. There is no infrastructure for storing the

produce by the farmers with the result distress sales are made. Hence there is need of

modem storages development in rural areas developed by NHRDF and National Centre for

Onion and Garlic. The quality of seed is major weakness in area expansion and increasing

the productivity.

'.,
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Map: Onion Producing districts in Haryana
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4F.l.3 Opportunity

There is good opportunity of the crop because higher productivity can be achieved in the

state pr~vided se~d multipli~dthrough seed to bulb-seed m~thod. is~dopted. Unf~rtunately

major seed producing states i.e. Maharashtra has switched over to seed to seed method of

onion seed production which 'is becomiog major bottleneck is increasiog the productivity

in the country as a whole and Haryana in particular. Introduction ofFI hybrids will solve

this problem and now some of the progressive growers have started realizing this and in

coming years production go up appreciably.

4F.1.4 Threat
< r. <

~'.',J(.I"".::I-,.:'.:~ _;C,i'.:(.~< < ';.,., ",J,':) ': "',-: ,_ ,.' ".:,,':. . .

Seed production tIVough one year cycle i.e. seed to seed method of onion seed production
, ", .. "- .'";. ,".+r . '~;' . !, 1" _' 'l'.<,',' ." r • •. "

is' beconnng' a reaflhreat in area and productivity' enhancement. Since, onion is major
. __ <. ',_. .'. '_.:, : .. , ... ' : ,. ,~~,'J ',,-,',:: ':', .:' • • • • • ' '/

foreign exchange eamer minimum support prize should be given to farmers. All barriers of
. . . I., ,. , ' , . ,,' ~ '" .

export of onion should be lifted as this is becomiog another threat in onion production.

4F.2 Market Potential

When notther'nIndian produce comes into market i.e. April- May the markets are already

flooded from the'~esiem part of the country. If our production is more and even iffarmers
,r.. .

get Rs. 2 per kg he is satisfied because onio~ transported from West costs more hence

there is likely to be tough competition. If arrival of western state is diverted during these

months, both markets will benefit, which has already started showing good results. There

is not much scope for sending the produce to distant market, as there is good demand and

scope in the north itself.

4F.3 Constraints in Development '

4F.3.1 Technical

The certification of seed in vegetable is not compulsory and it is becoming more serious in

onion seed production as private companies are adopting direct seed to seed method where

quality is not assured. It would be essential to enforce onion seed production of improved

varieties and adopting seed to bulb to seed production method of onion seed production
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otherwise our supremacy in onion production will not last as the productivity over the". ,. ".'. . .

years is decreasing and this is the single largest factor. contributing the lower Yields.

The second largest factor is non-adoption of Agro technique and control of thriups and

purple beetle which are becoming serious problem in the State.

4F.3.2 Infrastructure facilities

The simple onion storage structure develop-ed.by National Horticulture Research and

. . D~velopment Foundati0I1 (NFlRDF) and National Centre for Onion and Garlic should be
,,':~'''',!:;' :~'.~"'_\ir_'(','I,;";{;.,,,::,::-;,:,:,.~,.i~;': ';:,I,~.. : ";,"' ,,'(,',. ..

popularised instead of traditional thatches for onion storage which results in heavy losses
.\ ," "" ', .. ')'i"'" .", . "; . i::'.' " , '.
during ~torage. More libe",1 assistance should be provided so that these simple houses are

,; , -"j' .'T,f~{i ,; ."\ .: .. ," " . ',':' .1-.j;J . , , •

used for onion storage during glut perio.ds.
.~:,:',;-r",l',. 'i:-;: .. ' _." . - "; ,.' - ';-'!-. •. .

4F.3.3 Financial

Si~c.e.this is high input crop liberal fmancial help and soft loans should be provided and

crop insurance should cover the farmers risk alongwith minimum procurement price will

go long way in maximizing the produc,tion in the zone and Haryana and Punjab in

particular.

4F.3.4 Policy

I. Government should place a ban on aunual seed production of Rabi varieties

otherwise this will result to big loss to the country in the coming years.

2. More community storage sheds as has been erected in Laslgaon in Maharashtra and

where minimal storage rent is changed will save the crop during storage. More and

more assistance should be provided to farmers to built small Onion storage house

which are practically missing in northern Indian states.
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4F.4 Production Technology

Planting Material - For Rabi season, Hissar II, Pusa road, Pusa Madhavi, Agri Found,

Light Red- iUidPunjab Lal and for Kh'!rif seasoil~ N-53 and Agri 'found, Dark Red are

"suitable varities and Seed must beprocurred for NHRDF orNSC which are adopting the

seed to bulb seed method of seed production, The seed rate is 8- 10 kglha and best time in

November - December.

4F.4:2' >l:gronomie Practices

Seed treatriIentwith captan / tliirain @2c3 gmJperkgseed. Always use fresh seed because

liability of onion seed is affected very badly imd:old seed may give poor gemination.

Nursery bed of 1i0-100 cm width and 4-5 cm high to raise nursery for one acre 50 to 60

beds of 3xl mt are sufficient the best time ofs6wi'ng is s~ed isl5'h November to 15
- ,

December and transplanting by 15 to 30 January give optimum yield. The beds should

,have proper moislurebefore sowing and 1-2 em deep in 5 em spaced rows seed should be
.. ,,_ . ",. ,. t. ..'. . "_.,,, ," ;., " " ," .. ,. '. "

, sown and covered with light soil and leaves or well rotten F.Y.M. The nursery bed should

b6'ihig.iii;d 'd~iiy tillgenrunati6il; Drench' the nurserY witlt~aptof 2 gmIlit on 15 days

interval and transplanting should be done at 15xlO em spacing.

4F.4.3 Nutrition and Water Management

Add' 30 tons/ha F:Y.M while field preparation' and apply before transplanting 125 kg

nitrogen, 50 kg phosphorus and 30 kg Potash, Apply whole Phosphorus and Potash and

half Nitrogen before transplanting and remaining Nitrogen before transplanting and

remaining Nitrogen in two split doses at 30 days interval. Irrigate the seedlings just after

transplantffig and spray weedicide Joke-E @2.5litrehectare immediate after transplanting

to'd\\;ckearly weed growth. Minimum 6 t07 irrigations are required at 8-10 days interval.

Stop irngation atleast 15-20 claysbefore harvest.

4F.4.4 Management of Disease and Pests.

Thirps are major insects ';"hich sucks the sap and, can be controlled by spraying Dimeion

0.05% at 15 days interval and purple beetle is a serious pest in bulb crop and stemphyllium

blight in seed crop are serious diseases which can be checked by Diathene - M 0.25%. AlI
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',. o.

the sprays shauld be ntixed with a sticker like tritan .or .ordinary liquid saap .otherwise na

spray is effective inanian.because ofraud.and glassy leaves in anian.'

4FA.5 Research .and D.evelapment Needs

There is urgent need afevalving superiar FI hybrids in anion ..Far this male sterile lines

and maintainer lines needs ta be develaped. Very recently a number .ofprivate campanies

"JI~,:~s,t.arted rrlealiipglt hxb~idsaIlUAR1,New DeIhib". alsa develaped FI hybrids,

..•. , ili,ese'leed, to be t~~ted'llJIda<japtef!.or,wider scale .."
"';0':';-,--"".", .c'_' "~<, '''.'~ ., '."_',. ,,' .•• ",'.' "' .,," "

I, :. ".1.:.

4F.~, Scope for hjghtec~interv.entions

". "T~e,alj~g t1Jea,nian~ ~ith l5,efl)}"w,,~iatianheIp~ in che,cking th~sp~auting .of anian. A

beginn.ing has beenma<;le"llJI<;lsuch,a planthas been.cammissianedin Lasal gaan by Bhaba1 )~;i (,.;. ".',. ..'. ;," ,.' . , '. ,I 1 ' -I"' ' .' .,., .', , ",. ." .

"i . At!,~i~ Energy.\.,ntef,SlIch:1Ilterventiansin Narthern.States shauld.alsa be tried.

4F.6 OrganisatianManagement

Faundatian and certified seed shauld be .multiplied an larger scale by seed ta bulb ta seed

.methad and far this develapmental staff shauld be trained sa that the message percalates ta
, ~- ' -I' : '

" ;the:f¥lIlers ,that.the seed which they are.using shauld be of good quality and fresh.

r'"

4R8. Canclusian

, Onianproductian has very gaad scape in Haryana and Punjab areas, provided gaad seed is

pravided and infrastructure far starage .of bulbs is,created which will uplift the ecanamic

canditians .ofsmall scale farmers in the state.
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4G Okra

The area under Okra in Haryana is 8531 ha with production of 914466 with productivity

of 10.72 tons per hectare. If we see the trends of last eight years the .area and production

has increased more than 80 percent. The maximum area is in Sonepat, Panipat, Jhajjar,

Gurgaon and Fatehabad. Haryana has ideal climate both for summer and rainy season

Okra cultivation.

4G.l SWOT Analysis

4G.1.1 .Strengths:
t,',

• Haryana, being the biggest and an affJuential market and early crop sells at a premium

price, hence farmers get good return .
\ _. .

• Since picking is done in the evening and produce reaches market early in the morning'

in a fresh stage, it getSa good price.

• The early.crop fmishes in 2-3 months and repeated sowings are.done to take 2 crops

before rains itself, before the main season starts. Hence from February to June two

crops' are taken.

• Early spring cropwhichis taken in Haryana is comparatively virus free and incidence

ofTMV is less.
. ~. '

•. The yield of 10 tons being realised in Haryana for this crop is very good yield as

compared to other States.

4G.1.2 ..Weilkness
." ,:

• Yield per unit area is lesS but with intensive cultivation productivity of summer crop

call be increased to 10 tons/ha only because of short span of fruiting in summer crop.

• Several picking are taken which is labour intensive but in early crop two pickings

should. be taken and. thereafter the plants should be uprooted and fresh seed sown

again in the same field.'

.• Seed rate during early crops is very high i.e. 15-18-25 kg ha. Normally farmers put

less seed and hence proper plant population is not maintained with the result yield is

less.
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4G.l.3 Opportunities

There is a good opportunity of raising spring crop in Haryana because early crop generally

comes from Mabarashtra and Kamatka which take 3 to 4 days to reach Delhi market and

its quality does not remain good whereas IDcallyproduced product will be fresh and small

fruited. The long fruited crop, which comefrom Mabarashtra is not preferred in North.

The spring crop is of short duration herice two crops can be taken in 4 months with the

result returri can be higher.
;-";.":

4G.1.4 Threats

i.l:
The only threat is that sometimes late winter persist in Haryana. with the result seed

g,rtl)ination is very poor for early crops.

4G.2

T',"

, L''''f'' ~'.' ,.- _
Market Potential

Average wholesale price of 0Khiin Haryana fruit last five years

Table No. 42
YearlMonth . March April May June July Axerage

1996 1496 1243 467 458 687 870,20
1997 1320 1248 517 501 926 904.20
1998 1059 1109 894 848 925 967.00
1999 1370 1131 527 475 1035 904.60

.2000
",I '. '. . I

The whole-sale price during cropping months in Baryana or Northern India for spring

suuimer crops varies ,between: Rs. 870.20 to Rs. 967 per quintal, which is a reasonably

good price. Arrivals during these months are also very low which is presented for the last

four years in the table below which clearly shows that arrival during spring summers are

Jess and early cropping should be.encouraged.
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Table No. 43 Average arrival of Okra hI Haryana Market in qnintals

Yearl Months March ADrii Mav - June Julv . Averalic_ ,
1996 319 528 1192 1435 820 858.8

. 1997 497 1151 2084 1867 1079 1336.6
1998 1J16 2431 . 1629 1583 1544 1700.6

:1999 872 3419 2209 1621 1284 1881.1
2000

During the last. four years' arrival of early crop is increasing over the years with the result

farmers are getting good value of the crop and there is further: scope to increase the

production.

4G3 Constraints in Development

(!c ".:', " "I:

4G3.1 Technical .,
. The' geririinatiori' durillg: end' of Jilrlliilry or earl)" February is rather slow and the seed

.: i;n6iJldbe'sOli1cedfor 4-6 hours and kept:at'comparative!ywarm place i.e. 'near Kitchen so

that germination is hastened in the field. Now good varieties especially which :'ciul' stand

comparatively cool season are also available i.e. Pusa A-4 should be popularized for early

crop .

.4GA Production Technology

The improved varieties like Hissar Unnat; Varsha Uphar are good for the region. For

early crop seed rate for varieties is 18-25 kglba. and forFI hybrid 10-18 kglba. Plant to

plant distance 30xl5cm and 40x30crn for early and late crops. Seed should be treated with

Bavistin @ 2g1kgof seed and soaked for 4-6 hrs for early germination.

4GA3 Nutrient and Water Management

15-20 tons FYM and 60:60 NP kglba for early crop and for railly season 80:60. Nitrogen

in three splits doses ill 2:1:1 ratio before sowing and 20 days inierval. Moisture should be

maintained for proper growth and yield. Fruiting starts in 45 days itself in early crop.

Harvesting should be done at weekly interval in early crop and 5 days interval in main

crop. Otherwise tenderness and lush green colour becomes dull green thereby reducing

quality and attractiveness.
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.. :~,'w .. . ' _;' ,.: ~ ':-
4G.4.4 Managemellt of.Disease and Pests

Yellow vein mosaic. in serious diseases. The fruit &' shoot borer and jassids are serious

insects. Fortunately both diseases and p'ests are not serious in .early crop. Powdry mildew

sometimes becomes serious in hot weather. Spray of Diathen M 29/lit-water, Insecticides

should. be used with care b~.cause harvest intervals are very short. Spray Deltamethrin

~ediately 'ifl~r picking offruits.

4G.4.5.R & D Needs

Yellow vein mosaic resistant varieties are desired because all available 'varieties are

lolerant only and their resistance can break anytime. Jassids & Fruit borer resistant ....

.varieties are very jmportant because lately. bothjnsectsare becoming a serious problem.
.• I" . •

.(:~~,~n)fu,iit,~cy!ir!~ri~al varieti!,s;s4ould, be developed for export, because they are

r"~c'jp~t.ft;rr~-,~:;".,I.,ll" , :~

",- "'1' , '
4G.il ConoiDsion

Early Okra cultivation has a big scope in Haryana because their fruils are comparatively

short and crop is YVM free which is a bill factor in Okra cultivation. Moreover prices of

early crops are V'uchhigher :md farmers are.harvesting rich returns. The future of Okra

cultivation in Haryana is bright..,. . .: '" ,
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4 (H). Cauliflower

Total area under Gauljflower in Haryana is 12382 hectare with production of 189885 tons

and productivitY is 15.3 tons I hll. The productivitY .of cauliflower is nolless .because

"mostof the area is under early and mid varieties and prices for. these crops are higher than

main season cauliflower. The.area is mainly concentrated in Panipati Kamal, Kurukshetra,

Gurgaon and Faridabad accounts for 50% area. The area during last 8 years has doubled

and production is increased by 80%. Considering these trends Haryana has good scope of

increasing the area and production.

4H.l SWOT Analysis
"'.' ',.'

"l.'," •• ""c

4H.1.1 .Strengths
, l,' '\ -,~' -,( f' J,j; ,'.

•

I) Panipat & Kamal area are famous for early Cauliflower and making good money' ",
, . " ~ .' _. . " I. .

though the yield is less but market price of early Cauliflower is very.high.
, -, . .' • •• . • I

2) The Cauliflower area is concentrated around Delhi and Main G.T. Road upto

Kurukshetra. These areas are well connected to biggest Cauliflower marl<et i.e.

. Delhi.

3) The crop is usually harvested during ~veningand mid night and reaches Delhi,

Azadpur Mandi and by' 8 A.M reaches at the retail shops or vendors ina fresh

condition.

4) There are weekly vegetable markets in different parts of DeIhiwhere farmers are

directly,selling their produce to consumers and getting good return of their produce:

5) The strength of Haryana farmers is that.they are producing all groups of Cauliflower

(different qualitY) and getting good retUrns by extending the duration of availabilitY.

4H.1.2 Weakness

Hybrid varieties are still not very popular in the State. If the farmers switch over to the

production of hybrids in early and mid season varieties the production will be still higher .

and more uniform.
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'.
Manyof the farmers are notaware that .thereate different, groups of C~ulifldwer, andtirne

of sowing and harvests is also separate for each groups. Right variety for right.period is a

must in Cauliflower otherwise there will be total failure. Many farmers do not know these

.facts because of their illiteracy and ignorance.

4H.1.3 Opportunities

There is good opportunity to increase the productivity by adopting suitable agro

techniques. Growing early and mid varieties, farmers can eam more profit. There are gaps

iitavailability of cauliflower in the month of December and April hence Cauliflower can

be grown during these months to eam more profit besides sowing an early crop in'October;
Now with the development of early hybrids like Pusa early synthetic, Pusa hybrid-2 and

,(,""l. ,',.,' ,,' :', ", '," ,,-,' >,; ',' ,,'" 'i, '

Pusa'Synthetic, whose' curds 'are pure white and 'uniform, there is a big opportunity in
• • • t

production of early and mid'season Cauliflowers in the State.

"

Diamond back moth and hairy caterpillars are a real threat in Cauliflower production.

Integrated pest management should be practiced instead of indiscriminate spraying of

Insecticides because this insect develops re~istance to particular chemicals. The price trend

over the last five.years is very discouraging, as prices during peak months in Delhi showed

a downward or erratic trend in wholesale market as given below:

Table No: 40 Price Trend of Cauliflower in Delhi
Rs. / quinta

Year Months
Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar.

:1995 974: . 494 320 212 243 376
,1;99,6 85.8 483 412 216 187 155
1997 482 172 382 308 311 416
1998 944 708 522 816 470 718
1999 .1109 300 216 550 237 209
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4H.3 Constraints in Development

I. The seed production of Synthetics and hybrids of early and mid season Cauliflower

. is not upto the desired level with the result farmers are compelled'.to.uselocal

.varieties.

3.

2.
(

,.

Since Cauliflower is very temperature specific, crop the farmers are reluctant to take

risk.

Micro nutrient deficiency, especially Boron and Molybdenum is wide spread and

farmers must. be aware of supplying these nulrients alongwith major nulrients

otherwise quality and yield is affected.

4.." 'The number of diseases and ,insects are serious conslraints in the. production of

.Cauliflower. The varieties resistant to black rot and s~lorotinia rot are already

.de~~ldped but insect resistance is not available. Till such varieties are developed,
'.' ": i,:- -,. - .\ _ ; ,'::,';" :"'-.'.: - .' .
. effective IPM should be deveIoped.

4H.3.2 Infrastni'ctural

...The"~~cka~g of Cauliflower in cling'films of 50 micron extends the shelf life. For long

lransportation, individual curds; should be wrapped in thin plastic films.

4H.3.3 Financial

Cauliflower seed is costly and it is.advisable' that fresh seed from reliable source should be. ~ - . , ' ' , ,

sown. The availability of seed musl be ensured at reasonable price. The Government has

imposed sales tax on vegetable seed which is unfair.

4H.4 Production Technology

4H.4.ISeed and Planting Material

For early and mid season varieties 500 gm seed. and for late varieties 300 gm seed per ha.

is sufficient. The seed must be lreated wit 50. C hot water for half an hour and then treated

with Captan toward off fungus diseases.
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4H.4.2 Agronomic practices

Cauliflower is very temperature specific crop for curd formation. The following table will

.give clear picture of sowing and planting time or specific groups of Cauliflower in Delhi

and surrounding areas.

Maturity Varieties. Sowing time Temperature Harvesting
group req"ired time

dnrin!! cnrdln!!
Firstearly .., 'Fusa,Early Synthetic, Pant End of May. to 20c27~C Sept-October

GobU June
E~ly .' PuTaKatki, Pusa Deeilali; June 20-25°C Oct-Nov.. , , ,i. Pant 0015i:2 : , .'" ' • 'f . "

Mid Early Improv<!4 Japanese, Pusa End of July" to Ip-29°C Nov-bee.
Hybrid-2,'Pusa Sharad and I" week 'of
Pant Gobi-4 , Au!!.

Mid Pusa Syothetic, Pusa Aug. end to 12_16°C Dec. to Jan.
season Shubra, Pusa Himjiyotic, early Sep.

Pant shubra, Hissar-I
La~efiFIor. ,Pusa ,Snowball-I" Pu~a Sept. to Oct. . 10-16?C Jan to.March

, ~ ", • >, , •• ,-

Snowball Snow.ball K-I
, Q1'oun ,

The nursery for early groups must be treated with formaldehyde or Karathane and seed

should be treated with Captaf 2gm per kg seed to save the seedlings from fungus attacks

particularly damping off. The 'pUmting sliiiuld be done at 40x40 em for early group and

45x45' em in mid aod late groups.

4H.4.3 Nutrient and Water Management

50 to 60 tons FYM, 120:50:50 Kg NPK is a must for good crop. Nitrogen in three split

doses of 60:30:30 before plaoting, 21 days after traosplaoting, aod 3'" at curd develop";ent

stage. Basalin as weedicide before traosplaoting @ 2.5 litre or stomp 2 litre aod give light

. irrigation after spray to save the crop from weeds at early stages. Water should not

stagoate. Irrigation at 10 days interval is a must. Spray Boron aod Molybediunim if soil is

deficient in these micronutrients.

4H.4.4 Management of Diseases and Pests

. Downy mildew, black rot and Sclorotenia rot are major diseases. Hot water treatment,

treatment of seed before sowing with Captan will save the crops from black rot aod

damping off. Spray of Redomil 0.5 gmIlit aod Dithaoe - M-45 2gm1lit checks' downy

mildew and scolrotenia rot. The major pests are Diamond Back Moth, hairy caterpillars,
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and stem borer. Spray Endosulpfan or Thiodon@2 mI/lit water alternatively at 15 days

intervaL Plots should be cleaned from weeds and integrated IPM should be adopted

because insects are a serious problem in Cauliflower production.

4H.4.5 ,R &DNeeds.

Development of insect resislallt varieties and wider adaptable variety is the need of the.., . ". "

hour. Appropriate and cheap methods for prolonging the shelf life in Cauliflower should

be standardized so that this crop can be marketed to distant markets in India, otherwise

prices are falling over the years in Delhi.
, ;".,

4H. 6 O~ganizational Man\lgement

Seed multiplication of varieties ISynthetics and Fl hybrids should be organised in a big

way because dependence on imported seed is increasing.

4H.8 Conclusion

Cauliflower has big scope for early.and mid varieties in Delhi and late return for distant;. ," i:._~;;;::~ .' -., . , , -., "; ,. . . .

marketing in entire Southern States .where winters are not sharp.and quality Cauliflowers. ..', . -, .

are produced in northern states and Haryana is supplying good share: The crop has very
, 'I: . .

good future provided seed production is organised in Public & private sectors more

extensively. The early & mid Cauliflower are a specialty ofHaryana and should be further

exported to earn more hence scope of Cauliflo'wer production in Haryana is good.
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o 41 Radish

Total area under Radish in 2001 was 9427 hectare which rose to 11275,hecliltewi!h

production of 165597 tons in 2002 which means increase of 19.6 percent. This is possible

because of sandy soils ofHaryana and number of Radish crops can be taken in a year and

. ready marHt in Delhi is available. The area is mainly concentrated in Sonepat, Panipat,

. Kamal and Sonepat only accounts for more than 28 per cent area. The other belt in

Faridabad, Gurgaon, Bhiwani as the other side of Delhi market. With development of

different varieties now Radish is being grown throughout the year. Considering the

encouraging trend, Haryana has very good scope of increasing 'llie area and production of

Radish in the State.
\lid .i~';:i '.'i:''''-.- . '

41.1

41.1.1

SWOT Analysis

Strength

More than 60 percent area under Radish is concentrated in pockets around Delhi i.e.

""S~hep~t,'P~iupat; iciunal; FJirida~ad,GUtgaon ~ndRohtak which have very good access to

" , jj~ihim~riCh:;' Notimly maiIi crop of :Radish ie. November to March but off season

.•gro~ingofS~mmet'Radish has'changed the scenario of poor farmers. Crop isharvested

hite'in the evenirig and re~ches the consumers by next morning which means in fresh

coridition because market is so close to pro~uction area. There are more than 200 weekly

markets in Delhi which are spread throughout week in different localities of Delhi which

conSUmes large quantities and even morning harvest reach to the consumers in the

afternoon because these weekly markets are in the afternoon only. Strength of Haryana

farmers is that they have also specialized themselves in off season Radish cultivation

y;hich gives very high returns because Delhi market can afford to pay higher price for off

season Radish.

41.1.2 Weakness

Majority of farmers are not aware about latest varieties with the result yields are still poor.

They are unaware about the different groups or variety for particular reason. Right variety

for right season is a must for radish cultivation and one can grow Radish round the year.

These facts are to be taught to the farmers.

41.1.3 Opportunities

There is good opportunity to increase the area under Radish and maximum of 4 to 5 crops

can very easily be taken from same land hence yield per year can be around 80- 100 tons /

ha. With the development Pusa Chetki and Punjab Safed, Pusa Desi. Off season Radish
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production has op'ened new opportunities for very small land holders to earn their

livelihood.

4I.1.4 Threat

"Aphids and Caterpillars are real threat especially to offseason radish cultivation .. The

application of any insecticides is harmful because Radish is eaten raw and even leaves are

eaten and this being short duration crop, residues of insecticides remain and harm to

human being. The prices during peak production Le. December - March are' so low that

even cost of harvesting and tranSport are notnlet.

41.2 .Market Potential

As'discussed earlier Delhi-wholesale markets and 200 weekly markets have big potential

of marketing Haryana produce.

41.3 Constraints in Development

, Since'prices sometinies fall so low that farmers do not realize the harvesting & transport

'~ost: The farmers plant large area in single sowing which floods the market. Periodic

sowing'should'be'done, since dilIerent varieties respond to different temp., appropriate.

'v1lrieties for sifiht season are not being planted.

41.4 " 'Production Technology

41.4.1 Seed and Planting Material

To grow Radish all the year round, following varieties should be planted in different

morifus.soihat'produclion'ln almosttlirouglniut the year. The varieties, their sowing and

harvesting time 'are 'giveh below:

Sowing Time UilrvestingTime Varieties

January-February March -April Pusa Himani. White Icicle,

Scarlet long

March - August May-September Pusa Chatki

'August : September September - November Punjab Safed, Pusa Desi, Arka

Nishant
.

September: October October -December Pusa Reshmi, Japanese White.
October - December December - March Japanese White & other

European varieties, Chinese

Pink
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414.2 Agronomic Practices

Since Haryana soils are very sandy, maximum FYM should be applied along with

80:60:40 NPK Kg. per ha. The entire phosphorus and potash along with half nitrogen

should be applied on last ploughing and seed should be sown on the raised ridges of. .

30-40 cm. apart and distance between plants can be maintained at the tiffie of thinning

earthingup to 10 em. in between plants and 9 - 12kg seed is required for one ha. For

better germination and quick growth seeds are subjected to 2 cycles of wetting and drying.

at 20-22.C.The seed soaking encourage absorption of water upto 25% of their original

dryweiglil. Rest ofN:itrogenshould be applied at 15-30 days after germination, for aphid
"':)':'".'{,~" "':.', • ,,~"" ! ., ., - . ,

simple water spray with high volume pump in effective. .

414.4 Management of Pests & Diseases,
.J\.pplicatio!,ofinsecticides should be avoided. The Kerosene Oil or insecticide mixed in
" ,.-r ,,' .',., .' "

'r.ood as~.~hou!~:be spread in !>etween channels to sei"Yeas an deterant to caterpillars.

,The.~amping off can ,be cured .iby inoculating the soil with Trichoderma Rorzianum @
' .. ' "

0.15 g / kg, soil. To control a1temaria blight seed treatrnentwith500C hot water for 30

minutes and then treating with captan 2g / kg seed. White rusts can be controlled by

spraying Zineb 0.2 to 0.3%. Arka Nishant is reported to be resistant variety against white

rust.

Physiological disorder seen in radisharehallow.root mart and pithiness may be due to- ," . .
rong.variety for the season. High temp is responsible that way only summer varieties in

hot season should be grown. Some time boron deficiency is also responsible I - 2 PPM

born spray cures,

414.8 Conclnsion

:;incethere is big market available for this crop more and more area will increase under

this crop around Dethi.This being shorl duration crop of 40 to 60 days number of crops

can.be faken .on same piece of land. Small and marginal fanners should take up this crop

because oflow input high return crop.
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4J . Chilies

The area under Chillies in Haryana is 5835 with production of 60150. tons and maximum

area is Bhiwani (780 ha), Panipat 700, Sonepat 38~ and Faridabad (410) and Gurgaon and

Hissar (540) ~dit is rapidly inc'reasing in k,b~I~: Y~una Nag';' ar~a~ also. With ihe

hItroduction of seve;'; . improved vari~ties and hybrids the area is bound to increase in

Haryana especi31ly in Hissar - Rohtak Faridabad belt. The productivity of chillies in

Haryana is very good as compared to neighboring state ofU.P. and Rajasthan.

4.J,1 SWOT Analysis .

4.J.d Strength

TiIe Chilliebelt of HaryaIia is Bhiwani; HiSsar, PaIlipat .and Amb31a areas with the good
'-
m~kei'of Chillie in'Bhiwani and:Hissar. With'fhe availability of F4 hybrids yield gains. , .
expectations are very. nigh; because dry climate during repining of fruits in congenial and

rainfall is less in' these belts.
",'" \- :

4.J.1.2 :Weakness 't ' . f .

. .Chillies varieties are.higher. temperature. sensitive and little fluctuation the fruit setting is

'affeCted and this crop growing liecomes. risky. More thermo insensitive varieties and

hybrids should be developed which will reduce the risk of Chilli growing in the State.

There are no proper processing facilities, especialiy for making powder paste and oleoresin

production as these are the products required iu international market.
. '

4.J.1.3 Opportunities

These are good opportunities to increase the area and productivity because number of FI

.hybrid varieties and improved varieties have been developed which are more thermo

insens~tive.Since this crop requires less irrigation as compared to other vegetable crops.

The demand .for green chillies is also. increasing very fast and these area being near to

biggest market of green chillies i.e. Delhi will further boost the production Haryana.

4J.1.4 Threat

None of the variety is resistance to virus disease. The efforts should be made to

incorporate resistance in local varieties which have adopted to the environment. The

hybrid seed developed by foreign countries is selling at abnormally high rate. One hybrid

developed by Punjab Agri. University should be multiplied by the State agency so that

prices are kept und";' check. Fortunately'now sever31 private companies have developed
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., ," '.' \ - '~-<Ii~,);; !'!"." (?;:~j,~j'i;",'.",;~) ~',"'- .'.1-. ,i,::! 1,_,~r,~". ',' ' "~
number of hybrid chillies varieties which are comparatively resistant for virus diseases and

~ery high yielding which will ultimateiy re~oi~tionise the Chilli production in the Coniitry

as a wh~le and Haryana in parti~ul';". '

4.J.2 Market Potential

There is good market of green chillies throughout the ):'earand prices also fluctuate in the

country which can be exploited because production seasons are different and luckily in

Haryana two cropping seasons are available. The price trend in different Mandies of green

. {chjlli~s dllring;the availabilityl)fJ'!aryanaCllillies is given below.

"
'i-.~ark~t?I\;..•,~,,,,", , , Miiy, , ",June ~July Ang. Sept.i __. _,_, . _I,,,.,., .-

" '
,

'AmritSirr' , ,1072 1083 '290 427 776
Jallandhar 1112 870 265 338 595
Delhi 1268 1520 612 496 1034
Ahmdabad 996 1313 510 582 670
Nasik 1905 2068 713 1110 734

, :Mlimbai, ; 1.925;,1' 1638 " 802, 935, ,960
Kdlkata 958 2336 670 863 938
Cnennai' ' '1306 ".( , " '1654' ' 674 1074 821

',;

}'1 May ,andJune tJ1eprices are much higher in Western and Southern part of country and

again in Angust-September in western part of the country where green chillies can

marketed with profit. Delhi is another market where prices are good throughout the year

and Haryana growers can capitalise on it.

4.J.3 " d~nstruction in D~~elopment
,'!" . i'~f.;-r' , '" .

4.J.3,1 Te.ch,!ical

'i'There is main constraint;of noll' availability of virus' free seeds of hybrids at affordable

prices 'and varieties which can sei fruit at higher temperatures ie.e above 30 and'relatively

low humidity conditions particularly in Haryana the varities which set fruit in April -

May.

4.J .3.2 ,Il,lfrastructure

there is no proper storage house facility for red Chillies. It required less temperature and

'jess humidity will below 50-60% that's why it cannot be' stored with other fruits etc-

Facility' for oleoresin extraction should be developed at Kanpur Agri.,l)ni. For export
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4..J.3.3 Financial

. Provision' of crop insurance for Chillies against crop failures should be made. Processing

plants for making paste and powder should be developed at Hissar and Panipat contractual
" . :" -' j- . -.. . ',' • ,: ' , ":. '. -"..• '. " '. >." ;:' '-.' _.; . ..":-r.,

farming of desired variety at pre fixed rates should be encouraged.

4.J.4 Production Technology

4.J .4.1 Seed .and Planting Material

The seeds collected from .the later picking are of good quality pr~vided the fruits are

pickell at fully red ripe stage and dried moderately after extraction from the fruits. Notmal

pii.'ciice is' to' cbllect .all picking 'and extract the seed after fully drying which gives poor

seea.AMut500glll seed per hectare of varieties and 200 gm ofFI hybrids is'feq~red.

'The"Nilrsety'fuustbe treated' wiih formaldehyde 2 percent solution and covered with

plastic sheet for 3 oays. After gap of another two days prepare the seed bed, sow the seed

at 5 cm apart lines and cover with leaf mould or fine sand. Water with can. The seedlings 'i

must b~ protected from frost during December and January by covering with plastic sheet

pr~Sarka.nda: on .westert) side for prote,cting against, cold windqluringnight. The best

timing.of sowing in Haryana in l'IliQ;October.t~ Mid November and.May and June .

.... .

4.J.4.2 Ag~on~mic practices

Th(,'best time'for sowing is May and June oli flat beds while October - November sowing

'sunkeh.beds 'are recol1\l1\erided.Drench the se~dlings' before uprooting from nursery with

0.2% Bavistin and planting done on ridges made 45 to 60 em apart and plant to paint

distan~eshould be 30-45 cm: However, wide raised beds of 125 cm and planting on

aliem~te side of bed ai30 cmfor hybrid varieties has given good results, There should be

irnrriediate irrigation after transplanting, The recommendation varieties for Haryana are

Hissar Vijay, Hissar Shakti, Surkh, Punjab Guchhedar and Punjab lal as inproved varieties

and chilli hybrid I (CH I), Jawahar-218 Parit C-2, C-I Pusa Sada Bohar, Pusa Jwala, NP-

46A, HOE - 888 and ARCH-236,

4.J.4.3 Nutrient and Water Management

FYM 25-30 tons incorporated while preparing the field and 20 Kg, N, 12 Kg, Pz05 and 12

Kg K20 (55 Kg. Urea + 75 Kg. Sugar Super Phosphate and 20 Kg of Murate of Potash is

put in rows and ridges are made on these rows, Two doses of urea @ 65-70 kg is applied

as-tOlldressing .after 25 and 55 days of transplanting for FI hybrids addition top dressing
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;,':.~','.': ,', "';.'.;':' ", ',',' . __;! " ",,' ': ,.'.,,-. '-,C\' _' , " " '.-, .', .;' ""

aft:ef'I"3rid third picking is given. Zinc deficiency is also prevalent ill Haryana, hence, 50

"kg Znso4 may be applied before transplanting ..

Light irrigaiion is given innnediately after t;""splanting followed by 3'" or 4" day to have

beller stand and then at 7-10 days interval. There should .not be any water stress at fruit set

.stage but never over irrigate chillies as this will cause rotting and other diseases.Hellce,

;\igj)t,andfrequentir)igati!,n.s are p~ef7rred, Drip irrigation has given very g<;lOdres\Jlts in

,~~Wiproductioil .. Fot con.trol ofweed~, spray the crop on the stamp 30ECC2.5 to 3 liter

. after.3 days of transplanting, when the soil is wet. Planofix@ I m1'/ 4.5 liters water once, __I",,: '. '.

l~t,Ah~"time. of following and again spray at 3.weeks interval increase .the fruit set

,apprecia"ly.

,'" .',; 1., " -',' ...., , " :'
4.J.4.4 Management of diseases and pests

)'>"".. ,I.

"A"iuiriiber ofinsects.likeaphicl;:termite; cutwoinis fruithorer, mites and .thrips etc attack

the crop' frombegmning' to'erid. To. control. cutWorms .and termite; 2 Iiters/ acre

Chloropyriphos to standing crop with irrigation water. Two sprays of Malathion (400ml)

or Roger (300 m1)before fruiting to check aphids, white fly and thrips. One spray of Sevin

.(S{jO. gm)or Thiodon(800ml) at fruiting to control fruit borer. Two sprays ofMIT-505 (50

EC) @ 30q mllacre in July and Aligust saves !Tom serious pests of mite which is some tine

serious in hot ;and wet seasons.

1J1e most important disease is Anthracnose (Die back) wilt, Mosaic and leaf curl virus.

Spray Indofil M-45 for wet rots. Wilt can be checked by high ridge planting and restricted

water reduces the incidence of wilt. Mosaic and leaf curl Virus is checked by removing
' ..

¥I:ected plants and by spray of the Rogor or Molathion to control aphid and white fly

which. spreads the disease.

4.J.4.5 Research and Development needs

Development of virus and wilt resistant varieties with wider adaptability are to be

developed. Cheaper methods of hybrids seed production by developing male sterile lines

will boost the chilli production.

4.J.8 Conclusion

Chilli yield in Haryana has very good scope in Haryana and more and more farmers are

taking up chilli production and using improved varieties and FI hybrids and the

production & productivity will be much higher in next 5-10 years.
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4K Coriander

The present area in India is 385300 ha with production of 224200 tons coriander seed and

almost equal quantity is produced of green coriander leaves for which no record is'
.rnainblil\ed.

The present area of Coriander in the State is 1600 hectare with production of2880 tons.

The area is fast increasing under Coriander because one or two cuttings of green tender

coriander leaves are taken and sold as greens and .then left for seed production. Delhi

being very goodmarket for green coriander leaf and' earlier in the season very good prices"

are realized. Rajasthan, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu occupies extensive area and Haryanabeing a

smaller State fast catching up iIi area and production of coriander.
'! '. ',',

4K.l'SWOT AlililysiS

The climatic conditions cif Haryana are ideal because coriander requires cool and dry "

iidil1effor flowering' and seed production and both conditions are excellent in Haryana,
- • 'I" . .

HoWey'"rth'e watet requrremerit is' also minimaL The seed production is more when

, lilitiilily 2-3 ciittirigs of ween leilv6s are biken and in remote areas tliere is no market of

'Ween leaves but' Haryana is so dose to Delhi market where huge quality of green

coriander are consumed and prices are also very good. Coriander has very good export

market also and Delhi is central place for export. Seeing over all conditions of Haryana

there is big scope of increasing the area and increasing the productivity of this crop in

Haryana.

4K.4 Production 'Technology

Pant Haritima, Hissar Anand, TDC-I and Azad-I varieties are high yielding improved

varieties suitable for this area, The other varieties are Sindhu, Sadhna and Swathi. The

best time of sowing in the State is 15th October to 30th October and seed rate should be 12

=-.. i5 kg/ha.. After I /2 cuttings the plants are top dressed with 30 kg nitrogen / ha and

1:leforesowing'15 - 20 tons FYM and 20 : 30 :20 Kg. NPK should be applied. Sowing in

. -)0 cm rows and 10 cm between the plants. After 2 cuttings alternate plants should be

uprooted to keep more space for seed production.

4K.4.4 Management of Pest & Diseases

The major pest of Coriander is thrips and can be controlled by ,pIaying cypermethin 120

ml in 200 It. water or dip off the heavily infected plant parts and spray of 0.03%
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dimethoate or 0.05 phosphomidon or 0.03% monocrotophos checks the, aplid. attack

efficiently. Stink bug (Nez:rra vindula and Agonosciles nobilis) this bug sucks the sap

results ,andin vigour loss. Spray ofDimethioata or Orinalph()s controls the bug. Thethird
" .' '

majorinspect is white fly. Spray of 2% fish oil resin soap 0.05 n~em oil or 0.03% methl

demeton. The excessive vegetative growth and more weeds encourage pest problems

hence clean cultivation and moderate vegetative growth by restricting excess water and

nitr()gen supply will check the insect population also,
.. , - ,:,1, .', - '. - . ,

There are several insects when the Coriander seed or powder is stored. To minimize the

attack grain should not have moisture above 11%. Heat treatment at 50 to, 8poc.for 15.,45

minutes reduces'the insect attack. Fumigation with sulpher dioxide is effective control.

. ~ilt,) powdery mildew and blight and, stem gall. ~e important diseases. Two spray of
':' :.'" , '.

!$.~~~~ne9'~'Yo.F?~trolsp()wdel( mi!d~,,:. SpJ'1lyof;M~co~eI10.1 or,0.2% carbendazim.

. "V'~~t7JI).~aJ1is,~l!il~d see~!,~~ <!i~~aseh~nc~resistant,'y~eV,es like RCR-41 and seed
treatment 'YithAgrosap.,Thiram and Bavistin in ~qual parts @.~gt)1/ kg seed and spraying
J.. ~'- .,' ;.' -". _

with 0,1% Bi'vistin at 20 days interval ch~cks thatdisease.

An yield of 12 ~ 25 quintal / ha under irrigated condition and 7 - 8 qtll ha under rainfed
. . ." ,'.

can be achieved in the Coriander. Crop is vulnerable to fast damage at flowering and early

seed formation stage hence planting should be adjusted in such a way that flowering starts

only after February in the Sate and best way is to have 2 - 3 cuttings during winter and sell

as green leaf crop.
'--:'\- .. ' '.

4I<i.8..Rl!p~lnsion

, Since .~~~reis heavy demand,of green Coriander leaves in Delhi market and Haryana can

cater to,th".need.of green coriander and farmers can earn double advantage from this crop.

l{ence there is big scope of Coriander cultivation in Haryana where limited irrigation

facilities are available and coriander needs less water.
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4L . Flowers .

High-tech floriculture projects in Haryana

f!:>. large number of high-tech projects on growing of roses under polyhouses with a

provision of cooling in the summer months have come up in Haryana for around DELHI

such projects .involved collaboration with Dutch or Israel companies and largely targeted

the Dutch market. These projects. ranged from one hectare green house to four hectare

green house area. All the projects were implemented as tum. Key base, by. the foreign

collaborators. Green houses were erected and planting material of roses was imparted from

Holland. The varieties selected were covered under proprietary rights of tJie breeding

companies and had a ready markets in Holland and other European countries. Such

.''projectShave been involving heaVy capital investments and the funds were raised through
\ - . ,

promoters equity, equity from Haryana Agro-Industries Corporation, soft .loan'from NHB

.upto one crore:rupees and t1irough:Bank loans.

Most of the high tech projects in Gurgaon and Sonepat areas are for Rose' Cultivation and

.noW tosorne extentbpen.cultivatioil ofRose.iSlaIso:comiiJg up on commerciatscaIe. The

other: importantuop' is' Tuberose:.which 'is'also coming: up butuitfortunately, data is

.collected'by.the Stateagency.'and.hence;no,fignres:for"area'and production can be given.

'!Howev'er;as'perconstiltant estimate. the:totaLarea' in 'flower is around 3200 hectare out of

',which': around 2QOO'hectare is 'under Marig,old mainly concentrated in Sonepat and

.GurgaOJ;ldistricts, About 800 hectare is under Roses and 400 hectare under miscellaneous

flowers.

4L Rose

There is roughly 800 bectare under Rose out of which roughly 200 hectare in under Cover
, ", " - . , '. .

and 600 in under Open cultivation.

4L.l SWOT Analysis

4L.l.l Strengths.

1. All such projects involved growing of roses under controlled envirorunents.

2. Technology was imported from experienced foreign companies with rich experience

in the line.
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3. All equipment and plant material was imported.

,.4. The projects were targeted to the market demands of European buyers.

5. The projects had in-built arrangements for PHM.

6. Some of the projects also involved bUY'back arrangements, not at a guaranteed price

but .atleast at the prevailing market prices.

7. .. Technicalassislance. and professional :manpowerwas also provided for stipulated

period' so tha(.1ocal,staff got the,proper training.

4L.1.2 ~Weaknesses .

.ig ~'.;~.{'. ~.. '::,, .

d.:' T1J.e,projects'involvedheavy capital investment.

2. The entrepreneurs did not have professional background;

3, Foreign collaborators did not have sufficient background/knowledge of agro-climatic

'.\ .' :'1\c,oridit.iolls';in,the,areas iJf~operation.>

.4." .Indigenous'profession 'and,technical: manpower was'.not available;

;j., ,,:Technological'failureAailure ..of fan_pad cooling; systein '(which was used 'in almost

". . ! aWprojects in.North' Zone),durihg the hot and humid months, of the monsoon. season,

",improper'ventilation, faulty.management and failure: to have a complete and.regular

!.checkon'spread,'of diseases.in.the green house. Also there was no-realization of the. .
,.' need:for having heating system during winter months because low night temperatures

were not conducive for peak flowering season.

6. . Lack of infrastructure at international. airport lack of cool chambers, hassels of

clearing out_bound consignments quickly and sufficient space in cargo planes.

7. Market tie ups did not work well

'8.'Cosi'ofproduction became high due to heavy investments hence project could not be

financially sustainable.

4L.1.3 Opportunities

There were huge market opportunities in European markets especially in Holland and

Germany. The introduction of green house technology could be applied to mariy other high

value crops ..

4L.1.4 Threats

I. The market demands were fast !IDctuating and no stable prices were guaranteed since

the rates depended upon the quality of the produces.
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2.

3.

4.

Varietill preferences and demands continued to vary, but in view of heavy costs of

planting material and expenditure' involves in replanting, it was not possible to

replace varieties quickly.

The local enterpreuness had no market control because they co~ld 'not afford to have

a check on auction proceedings in the main auction houses .such as Aalsmer in

Holland.

Local experience and expertise were not available both at professional and technical

levels.

4L2 Market Potential

. Market potential has been huge but at times highly competitive. Extensive experience and

insight of the situation was lacking in the entrepreneurs. Much needed Government,
support was also not available to the desired level since the projects were new and their

. ,
demaIldilneeded quick reorlentatioll of the departrriental programmes.

1 , ~, i ..:, _ .

4L.3 "C<ilistraints in Development

Heavy capital investments, lack of indigenous technology and 'professional manpower

were the main constraints. Non-existence of local market for such high value crops was

also a major constraint.

4L.3.2 Infrastructural facilities

No doubt most of projects had provision of such facilities in the project but other

infrastructure such as airport facility to handle highly perishables produce were not there

4L.3.3Financial

Heavy project cost high interest burden except the component of soft loan by NGH upto

Rs. One crore.
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4L.4 Production technology

4L.4.1 Planting material as mentioned previously ~as supplied by thetecmiical collaborators and

was of high quality. The varieties supplied were the right types and had good market

demand.

4L.4.2 All management practices relating to production such as nutritional irrigation diseases to

pest management were followed under the supervision oftechnical collaborators technical

manpower.

4L.4.SccResearch and Development Needs '
'\ .

It was essential to indigenously test the technologies brought-in by foreign technical
," ,-' ., :.' . ,. " . .

collaborators since no research institutes in the' region had undertaken such research

projects previously but now lot of work is being carried out at IARI, New Delhi, HAU

Hissar and PAU Ludhiana.

4L.6 Orga~isation Management

The entrepreneurs do not have experience in managing such projects and neither the

government agencies were up-to-date to. provide necessary infrastructure, working

facilities and market intelligence which could be quite important for the success of such

projects.

4L.8 ConClusion

While describing the weaknesses in such projects. we have mentioned that those have not

made a good success. It certainly is not due to technology failures alone but management

fail~es are equally res~onsible. Further, if rose production has not been competitive, the

created infrastructure in the form of green houses and other PHM infrastructure can be put

to use for growing more valuable crops for the survival of such projects. Research and

Development agencies have to work hard so that such technological advancement are not

dumped and.that their reactivation becomes impossible.

Now time has come that they have started using the local technology and expert advise of

Indian experts with the results expenditure are much less and local demand of flowers.has

also increased manifold with the result that production in these high tech projects have

started again. This shows healthy sign and future is also bright.
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4M ..Marigold

There is about 2000 hectare area under Marigold in Haryana which is mainly concentrated

in Sonepat and Gurgaon districts. The Marigold is produced almost throughout the year.

Delhi being the biggest market of Marigold the demand for Marigold flowers is increasing

day by day. Nowadays in every marriage flower decoration has become a necessity and

one example will show its requirement that in Delhi in one day there were 16000

marriages and flower growers had a field day. In other words demand for flowers is

increasing every year.

j ~}. ,

4M.l SWOT Analysis

4M.1.1 Strengths

1. Delhi being the biggest market and Sonepat and Gurga<;mthe major producing areas

are part of greater national capital area hence there is no difficulty of marketing.

2. The degraded soils of Gurgaon and Faridabad where no other crop can give .that
.', . . , ,. . . .

much profit, Marigold can grow very easily.

3. When the prices fall the flowers should be leflfor seed production which is becoming
.' . . ..'. ! .

other profitable venture as cost of Marigold seed is also high.

4M.I.2 Weaknesses

The land around Delhi is very costly hence some times it does not give good returns. It is

labour oriented and if family labour is put to use it becomes profitable otherwise hired

labour for picking is costly. This being high volume low priced flower.

4K.I.3 Opportunities

With introduction of hybrids where yield of flowers is very high, the good return are

expected. Now varieties of Japan miniature Marigold which flower throughout the year

gives good returns because in lean periods of summer no o.ther flower is available. During

summer Marigold can be grown as inter crop in orchards and also in soils infected with

nemotodes because this crops is comparatively resistance to the disease.
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4M.1.4 Threats

DiunpU;g off, .Powdery mild~w and virus are serious threat to Marigold cultivation.

4M.4 Production technology

There are two main groups of Marigold i.e. African Marigold (Tegets erecta) and French

(Tagetes 'Petia and T. Corumbosa) and one new Varigated'Marigold Stripped Maxleau

Marigold (Togets temifolia) and several hybrids like Naget and Tetra Rome Red, Appollo,

Merietta, ,Legion of honour and improved varieties like Pusa Norangi and Pusa Basmati

and several imported varieties are becoming very popular with the growers.

4M.,jj' SeedsahdpJanting mat~rial
'~;. " j'

,,' 7S0'gms"'oihybrids'andSOO':': '1000'8m" of improved'varieties seed is sufficient for one

hectare. There are mainly three timfug of sowmg fIrst and second week of February and
• ,', ' ,. -,. ~ . '! " ,", '

May - June and autumn crop even August sowing is also becoming popular. African

variety are planted 40' X 40 cm and 'French type at 30 X 30' cm dist';';ce and 3 weeks old

nursery is planted. Nursery must be treated with Captof otherwise damping off is quite

serious.

4M.4.3 Nud'ient and Wat~r Management

20 - 30 cart load ofFYM at the time ofplouging'and 120 Kg. nitrogen, 80 Kg. phosphorus

and 80 Kg. potash gives good crop. P&K at the time of last plouging , and nitrogen in

three split does i,e. after one month of planting and monthly intervals. It is better to spray

urea 1.5 percent at 15 days interval.then 1/3,dnitrogen can be saved. If extra nitrogen is

given plants become lanky and start dropping on the ground hence excess nitrogen

should be avoided and staking of plants give much higher yields. In summer irrigation at

4 - 5 days interval and in winter 10 - 12 days interval. During rainy season depends upon

the rainfall, .

125 - 1-50quilltal flower per hectare can be harvested with proper care as suggested.
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4M.4.4 Management of disease and pests

Damping off atnursery is serious problem. Seed & nursery treatment with Captof controls

the disease. Powdery mildews is another problem especially in rainy seaso~ arid summer.

Mancozeb and wettable sulphur 0.2% as preventive at 15 dsays interval. Virus infected

plants should be uprooted and burnt and then' spray of 0.02% Metosystox or Diamecron

helps to check the disease.

The' cost of cultivation and net profit per hectare of Marigold .in Haryana is estimated as

follows:

Sr. Description Amount
No.
SEED AND.FERTILIZERS

01 SEED 2000 ..
.

02 FERTILIZER 6000

03 MEDICIN 1000

TOTAL 9000. ," '" .

OTHER EXPENSES
! ,I,,, \ .. ,_,

< '.- ."

01 LABOUR, FINISHING AND PACKING .. 23750
1-' .. , ' .. '. .'

02 ELECTRICI1Y; WATERING,MANAGEMENT 10000

AND OTHER EXPENSES

03 COMMERCIAL ARRANGEMENT AND 7500
.'

PACKAGING MATERIAL

04 IMPLEMENTATlON EXPENSES 5000

05 ANY OTHER AGRICULTURAL 2500

INSTRUMENT AND REPAIR
. TOTAL 57750

'PRODUCTION COST 57750
.

.TOTAL PRODUCTION 125 PER QUINTAL

SAISEPRICE 1200 PER QUINTAL

TOTAL AMOUNT 150000

PROFIT (150000 - 57750) . 92250

BANK LOAN AND INTEREST 7500

NET-PROFIT (92250 -7500) 84750
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4N. Mushroom

During 1996 - 97 about 400 tons of Mushroom were produced though data for current

year is not available but as per estimate the production has increased to 8000 tons. The

main Mushroom plants are in Sonepta,'Gurgaon and Panipat districts. Since there is ready

market in Delhi more and more units are coming up around Dethi and there is further
,', -c" ';, "-. i:'" :, .'. " , , .

scope .also. The number of Higb tech projects has started in Sonepat and Murthal areas.

The Swot Analy,sis will being the clear picture for future development.

4N.1.1 Strength

Haryana.is. having.good ..numbei of High Tech projects' as well as Semi Technological. , , -', ., ~, .
Projects.which. are running. for 6..- 8 months while High Tech Projects run all the year

I l '. '. .
roUnd.. As these beingnearto'Delhi which is largest consumer in the country.and ideal

facilities exist for expo~also. The othe; advantageis that ra~ m~i~rial i'e. wheat Straw

and Paddy Straw is avaii~bie in plenty and comparatively at cheaper rate.' The network of

R&D .is also available as one Mushroom training centre by the name ofHaic Agro. R&D

Centre at Murthal and another NGO at Sonepat is doing good job in spreading the area

under Mushroom in the State.

:l
4N.1.2 Weakness

Lack of regular electricity and power rates are becoming limiting factors in Mushroom

area expansion, Generators are must for these projects. but the electricity generated

through these is costly. Lack of high yielding and quality strains, lack of indigenously

'Vanufacl;ured.mechanism for high tech fanns and lack of diversity i.e. 85% production is

confined to button mushrooms.

4N.I3 Qpportunity

There is a big scope of setting up more units because Haryana Agro Industries

Corporation are giving big. boost to mushroom projects. In Haryana.(aroundDelhi)

several small units have come up because ready market is available in Delhi and there is

big opportunity of expansion as more and more people have started realizing the

importance of this vegetarian protein food.
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4N.l.4 Threats

It is' ,a highly specialised and controlled condition prodnction ventnre and, any lack of

facility will spoil the whole product. Mushroom unit requires high investments and

'financial support with concessional interest is highly desirable because there is always

threat of spoiled production. The Mushroom' being" highly perishable cOlnmodity, quick

disposal becomes a problem for growers with the result commission agents exploit the

situation. Hence marketing is a week link. If marketing is not assured, heavy losses are

incurred by the growers which isa real threat in expansion of mushroom cultivation. The'

other threat is post harvest nianagementand as the shelf life being very small. Concerted

,,£forts are required t6 increase the'shelf'life.

4N.2 Market Potentia! .

With in Northern Zone, Delhi is the biggest market because of its cosmopolitan nature and

bi~:hdtels and for~ign embassies. Their personnel and multinational staff are regnlar

;buyeii;"Ofmushroom. Even in Azadpur S"bziMandi wholes~lers have started trading

mtishfoiinis hence mirrk'etls growing very fast 'and thereby there is potential in local

market. Main markets are foreign markets because, all the big projects, working in

Haryana have a tie up with foreign buyers, hence there is no problem of disposal of

product.

4N.3 Constraints in Development

4N.3.1 Technical

!tis a highly technical production process trade and spawn (Seed) production requires high

hygiene. These skills are to be cultivated in the personnel. National centre for mushroom is

located at Solan (HP) imparting training of various agencies and serving good cause. One

centre at Murthal in Sonepat district of Haryana by the name of Haic Agro Research

Development Centre is providing training to farmers in mushroom cultivation and also

, doing extensive activities. With these effort a few high tech farms and several seasonal

units have come up in the state. Some of the existing farms are facing second generation

problems in their day to day functioning. Therefore there is urgent need to establish

linkages between the mushroom centre and mushroom growing units to address their

problems by mutual cooperation.
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4N.3.2 Infrastructure facilities

since , mushroom requires temperature controlled production a lot of infrastructure is

re,quired by Air conditioning of rooms, and sanitary and highly aspectic conditions for

,spar production are required. The big projects like Haic Agro R&D Centre of Murthal

,supply the spaWn to small producers., Bllt they may not be willing to distribute their

, s\J1lins,as this being a trade se,crete.NRC on mushroom at Solan and to some extentlARI,

New Delhi is supplying spawn to growers. Mor~ such units should be set up in !Jublic

sector so that farmers do not face the seed (spawn) problem.

4N.3.3 Financial

" ' ~ince iTIushr.<;>omcultivation is high.cost farming liberal assistance through subsidized and
-"_,, " <r -', .'-.' ',_ • • • • '-, ! ... ,' ,

soft loans should lbe made available without hassle's so that average farmers takes up its
; :'~~, ",' •. .' . -. ,',' -', . \":.,: '. - ". -

J~g. {\gaiy,tthis is very risk prone agri, this should be ~overed coVer insurance plan.

4N .304 p~iicy

To encourage more units to come up in the region Gov!. should notify that electricity to

such units will be without interruptions otherwise few hours cut during summer will result

in total failure of production. The bigger units can afford to install heavy captive

generators but small units won't be able to survive.

Gov!. should encourage the corporate sector to market the mushrooms produced by the

,inall growers as Mother Dairy is doing in Delhi. Markfed and Hafed should also start,.'
marketing mushrooms through their channels.

4No4 Production Technology

4No4.l Planting Material

The seed material called spawn is highly sophisticated and technical and there is always

shortage of seeding material availability to small farmers. More and more spawn

production farms should siinultaneously come up and spawn of high production strains

should be made available at reasonable cost.
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4N.4.2 Agronomic Practices

Nutrition and water management and tJie compost (a medium for mushroom cultivation) is

prepared by mixing in fo1l6wingproportion and it takes about 28 days to prepare compost. .

Wheat Straw .

Calcium anunonium nitrate

Urea

Potassium sulphate or murate of potash -

Wheat bran

Gypsum

Nemagan (Insecticides)

Furadan3G
: . \,

Lindane or BHC 5%

300 kg

9kg

3 kg

3 kg

30kg

30kg

40ml

15 gm

250 gm

The stra'Y alJ~r thoroughwellingfot24 hours is mixed with the bran and fertilizer mixture

prepared with.2/3 quantities of CAN and Urea and the entire quantity of Super Phosphate

caild.Potaslj added. in 15 kg moistened wheat bran and left over night covered with gunny

bags. :,The mixture is put as, a, heap to encourage intense microbal activity and causes

generati6n 6fheat uplo 70 ~ 80°C. The heap is broken 'and remade on 6th day after adding

the remaining bran fertilizer mixture made on previ6us night with remaining ingredients

like insecticides etc. in 10 liter water. Every. 3 ~ 4 days the heap is broken and remade

a~er a9ding water to maintain 75% moisture., Normally 7 to 8 turnings are necessary with

addition.of gypsum at third and BHC at 7th turning. Co~post is ready if no ammonia gas

smell comes from the compost. .The short method of compost making is also possible but

it requires more investment for pasteurization chambers which may not be economical for

small growers but big units must have pasteurization facilities.

Compost is then filled in trays. shelves or more commonly in poly bags after mixing the

span@ 0,5% of compost and covered with formalin soaked sheets or mouth of the bag is

closed to avoid contamination. The temperature in the room is kept at 24°C and relative

humidity 80 ~ 85% the growth of myceliUm get fully impregnated in the medium and the

colour of the. compost turns light brown from dark brown and then casing of I ~ 2 inch

layer with well rollen cow dung mixed with clay loam soil is equal parts. The casing

material should be sterilized with 3% formalin atIeast 15 days before use and then kept at a

temperature around 24°C for 7 to 10 days, thereafter temperature should be brought down
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to 14 -18°C and ample ventilation is to be provided to reduce C02 level preferably below

1000 ppm and relative humidity is maintained around 85 - 90 percent. Light spray of

water is given to avoid crust forming or drying of easing material.

About 2/3 of the crop comes after 3 weeks of pin head formation and continues upto 6

weeks. In all it takes 2 to 3 months to complete the production cycle.

Cleanliness is to be maintained throughout production cycle.

4N.43 Management of Drsease and Pests

Following dise'ase and pests are common and suitable measure are to be taken' as below:

"

Disease / Pesi ' Remedy

,'Gob'web,'disease Maintain ,humiditY, below 90% andtemji. 18°C

j'." ' ,
"-

and spray Bavisiin on Diathene - M

: Pty and wet bubble disease PfopeqJasteliriziltion of casing soil' and control of
',-. vector. Spray Diathene - Z - 78 on Topsin - M.

,Yellow 'mould and green mould Pfoperpasteurization of casing and cleanliness

" • and spray of Diathene ~ M

'Mushroorhflies; Dung flies, mites Old c'ompost or casingmaterialshould not be used

and,nematodes again. Put 14-16 mesh / cm around the windows

& doors to prevent entry of any inspect. Spray

molathion and,dose the doors for 2 hours between

the flushes harvesting.

4N.4.5 Research and Development needs

Concentrated efforts are required to produce spawn and cheaper methods for compost

m3king. 'The present strains are not very high yielding, hence more and more strains

should be identified for increasing productivity. Some hybrids have also been developed

but a lot of research is required in this direction. Extensive R&D net w'ork is required io

increase shelf life. More R&D is required so that product is marketed properly and its

shelf hfe is,increased.
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4N.S Scope for high tech interventions

This is purely high tech cultivation and hence there is a big scope for creating more and

more infrastructure for temperature & humidity control, pasteurization and maintaining

'the entire area under strict aspectic ..conditions.'

4N.6 Organisational Management

This product is highly skill oriented and sophisticated hence training of personal'is a must

for running the milshroom farDlS. The 'whole. set up needs thorough training and

reorientation from time to time because several latest techniques are emerging and one has

to be updated .. Women force can best utilized for these farms because no heavy physical

labouris required.but more sophistication is required.

4N.8 Conclusion

Mushroom cultivation has very big scope in the zone and the biggest unit in Asia is

working in Punjab and another iIi Haryana and lot of smaller units are coming up iJi the

zone as a whole and Haryana in particular.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The total cultivated land in Delhi is 47666 hectare. More and more area is coming

under different uses with the result land under agriculture is diminishing very fast. The

only scope for better utilization of cultivable land is under high value crops where

intensive land / labour utilization will give better returns. The lease rates in Delhi varies

between Rs. 15,000 to 22,000 per hectare per year which clearly indicates that the

minimum income from crops should be more than 40.50 thousand per hactare

otherwise nobody would like to cultivate land with the result more and more area will

be put under urbanization.

Horticulture sector especially flowers, vegetables, mushrooms, beekeeping. and

horticulture nurseries and high-tech horticulture has a scope in Delhi. The area under

flowers and hybrid vegetable with more emphasis on productivitY has a big scope in

Delhi State. The traditional way of horticulture will not have much scope and achieving

productivity of International standards will be the only answer. The APMC has

developed one of the biggest and modem Fruit & Vegetable market in Azadpur, Delhi

and another one is coming up in Sarai Pepal thala and Khanpur.

1.2 Summary and Highlights of Resource Survey

Our survey shows that

I. Very meager infrastructure for horticulture Development exists in the state.

2. The Technologies developed at the premJer Institute i.e. Indian Agricultural

Research Institute, New Delhi are not being transferred to farmer's field.

3. The High-tech horticultural projects in and around Delhi are all running into

losses because they are dependent .on foreign technology which is not cost

effective .. Hence there is a dire need of indigenous development of high

Technology which should be practically applicable at farmers fields.

4. There is a very meager horticulture development staff in the State. There is

immediate need of subject matter specialists like Floriculturist, Olericulturist,

Fruit & Vegetable preservation speciahsts, Mushroom production specialist and
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Beekeeping expert with down the line extension staff for effective guidance to

farmers and entrepreneurs.

5. There is an urgent need of setting up a modem Flower wholesale market in Delhi

with all essential components like cold storages, cool rooms, selling sheds and

information Technology gadgets on the pattern oflilternational flower markets.

6. There is a dearth of suitable planting material especially gladiolus, tuberose,

chrysanthemum and Rose plants. As far as vegetable seeds is concerned enough

seed is available from different sources within Iildia.

The progress made during the last decade in the state is given below:'

Table No. 35 Increase in prodnction in Delhi over last decade (1991-2001)

Contents Frnits Ve!!etables Potato Flowers
1991 2001 1991 2001 1991 2001 1993 2001

Area in hactare 1000 1000 50010 36200 5000 5000 801
Production In 7000 10000 57000 637120 57000 88000 4056 25007
tons
Productivity In 700 10.00 11.4 17.6 11.4 17.6 5.06 5.56
tons/ha. .

% Increase In 0.0 (-)27.61 0.00 460.5
Production

, .42.85 11.77 54.38 516.54

Chart 19:% increase in production over last decade
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The above table clearly shows that without any increase III area under fruits, its

production has gone up by 42.85 percent. The vegetable production has gone up by

II. 77 percent while its area has infact decreased by 27.61percent. In other words,

productivity has increased from 11.4 to 17.6 tons/ha i.e.54.38 percent over the decade.

Similarly area is potato has not increased but production has increased by 54.38 percent

which is again due to increase in productivity. The remarkable achievement made

under floriculture is that area has increased by 460 percent and production by 516

percent over the decade.

This is clear indication that productivity of all crops have increased in Delhi. The

progress during the decad0s presented in Chart.
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2. POTENTIAL FOR DEVELOPMENT

2.1 Production enhancement Potential

There is still a large scope for increasing production of vegetables, flowers,

Mushrooms and honeybees in the state mainly through the enhancement in productivity

and to some extent area expansion under flower production, both in open and protected

cultivation for local consumption as well as for export. There is a big expansion in the

market of fntiis, vegetables and specially that for flowers. Delhi which can serve as a

key factor for encouraging flowers trade in the Country, which in tum will encourage

the fanners and entrepreneurs to increase their production of flowers.

2.1.1 Area Expansion

There is hardly any scope for area expansion in the State, during the next decade as

shown below:

Table No: 36 Area Expansion of horticulture in Delhi State (2001-2011)

Crops Present Status Proiected in the next decade
2005-06 2010-2011

Fruits 1000 900 800
Vevetables 36200 37200 37700
Potato 5000 5000 5000
Flowers 4490 5500 6500
Mushrooms 3 Units 6 Units 9 Units
Beekeeping 2 Units 5 Units 8 Units
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Chart 20: Project Area expansion of Horticnlture in Delhi over the last decade
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2.1.2 Productivity Enhancement

11!l2000-2001.2010-20111

The major thrust in the decade will be to increase productivity through intervention of

technologies, as there is still a vast gap between potential yield and present production.

There is still a big gap between the All India coordinated results at IARI and in the

fields. This gap has to be plugged so that higher productivity is achieved.

Delhi being a major fruit & vegetable market, the local farmers will definitely be in an

advantageous position as far as transport cost and time factor is concerned, which are

crucial factors in vegetables, flowers and Mushrooms trade. The expected increase in

the production and productivity (in brackets) over the next decade for different

horticultural components is given below and depicted in chart.
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Tilble No. 37: Present Area and Future Targets of Production in Delhi (2001-2011)

ProDortioD of ProduclioD
Crops Existing Existing Target Increase Increase in Due to area . Due 10

area in Production Production in Area ha Production expansion Productivity
ha (2001 in Tons in Tons Tons Increase

(2001) (2011)
.

1 Fruits 1000 10000 11200 -200 1200 -200 1400

2 Vegetables .

Cauliflower 12600 226800 285000 2400 50200 33200 15000
Tomato 5200 130000 150000 800 20000 20000 0
Okra 5000 60000 84000 1000 24000 12000 12000
Cucurbits 10000 40000 80000 0 40000 40000
Others 3400 180320 173850 900 1530 30 3500
Total 36200 637120 772850 5100 135730 65230 70500

3 Potato 5000 88000 112500 0 24500 0 24500

4 Floriculture
Rose 602 1427 2975 350 1548 829 719
G!adiolus 320 437 1207 350 770 476 294
Tuberose 492 590 1380 300 790 357 433
Marigold 875 13110 20000 610 6890 6890 0
Others 2201 9443 13188 400 3745 1508 2237
Tolals 4490 25007 38750 2010 13743 10060 3683

5 Mushroom 3 250 750 6 500 500 0

Graud Total 46693 760377 936050 6916 175673 75590 100083
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Chart 21: Projected increase in Production from 2000-01 to 2010-2011
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Production of vegetables will be enhanced by 21.3 percent and as per estimates of

consultants, the increase in the fruits by 12 percent and Potato 27.8 and flowers by 54.9

percent without increasing substantial area under these crops. This can very easily be

achieved as Delhi farmers are more receptive to latest varieties and agro techniques.

There could be a quantum jump in Mushroom and honey production in the State.
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2.1.3 New Opportnnities

There is opportunity of high tech horticnlture in the state for high valne crops

production like flowers and off season vegetables. The export of different horticultural

prod?cts like flowers and mushrooms have very good scope from the state because of

its strategic location ,and the large consumer market. The value addition in horticultural

crops is another area where Delhi can playa leading role. These conld be for products

like ready to eat vegetables in packaging and retailing them with brand names. The

blanching of vegetables and then packing in suitably chopped as singles vegetables or

mixed vegetables and packed in 200 and 500 gm transparent plastic trays like

strawberry fruits will attract the house wife to buy ready to cook vegetables. This

concept has been very well established in advanced Countries and now even in

developing countries this concept is spreading but in India this concept needs to be

popularized. The beginning is already made in South Delhi and one big store in the

name of Morning Stores has started and other should follow.
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3. IDENTIFICATION OF MOST IMPORTANT CROPS

The most important crops for intensive cultivation in Delhi state are Cauliflower,

Tomato, Okra and Cucurbits amongst vegetables and Rose, Gladiolus, Tuberose,

Marigold amongst the flowers for open cultivation and high tech production of Rose

and Gladiolus, Cucumber and Capsicum should be given priority. Mushroom

cultivation under controlled conditions is another area where high returns are expected

from export market.

3.1 Criteria for selection

Since Delhi is the biggest market of Fruit & Vegetables in the Country and flower

consumption has increased many fold, there is demand for quality products because of

cosmopolitan nature of State. Being capital of India, there is always a big demand for

flowers and off season Vegetables. The typical example is the big expansion in the area

of Cauliflower and flowers in the last five years. The concentration of area in Najafgarh

and Alipur block. Delhi State farmers are tuned to produce off season vegeiables like

summer radish, early cauliflowers and late tomato. Most of the flower and vegetable

growers are landless and they are cultivating crops on leased land at very high rates.

They, therefore adopt intensive cultivation practices to get maximum yields and returns

compared to neighboring states, where land owners are self cultivators. As per survey

in Delhi, there is clear cut difference between leased cultivators and self cultivators of

different horticultural crops. The lease cultivators are making much more profit even

after paying the lease money which ranges between 12-22 thousand per ha/year.

. 3.2 Selected Crops

Amongst the selected vegetables and flowers, special efforts are needed to increase the

productivity of targeted crops in the State for the next decade. These presumptions are

given below and shown in Chart.
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Table No: 38 Area, Production & Productivity of Selected crops in Delhi

Crops Existing 2001-02 Projected 2011-12 Percentag Percentage Total
e increase increase in increase
in area production in prod

Area Prod. Area Prod

Cauliflower 12600 226800 15000 285000 19.05 5.56 25.67

Tomato 5200 130000 6000 150000 15.38 00.00 15.38

Oha 5000 60000 6000 84000 20.00 16.67 40.00

Cucurbits 10000 40000 10000 80000 00.00 100.00 100.00

Rose 602 1427' 850 2975' 48.00 47.68 108.48

Gladiolus 320 437' 450 1207' 40.63 47.06 176.20.
Tuberose 492 590' 690 . 1380' 180.49 66.67 133.90~,

Marigold 874 13110 1250 25000 43.30 00.00 90.70

Mushroom 3 249.9 9 750 200.00 - 200.00
• Lakh
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3.2.1 Fruits

Delhi does not have any large area under fruit crops. Hence no fruit crop isidentified

for development in Delhi.

3.2.2 .Vegetables

The most important vegetables, with highest area are (I) Cauliflower, (ii) Tomato, (iii)

Okra and (iv) Cucurbits. Hence these three crops have been selected for in depth study.
and (iv) Cucurbits .

3.2.3 Others

Amongst others, the important crops are flower crops like (I) Gladiolus, (ii) Tuberose

and (iii) Mushrooms.

3.3 Scope for Diversification

There is scope of diversification by using high tech. horticulture techniques i.e.

production of off season vegetables and flowers under partially controlled polyhouses.

The main crops which can be grown there, are cucumber and capsicum amongst

vegetables and Cut Roses. To start with, following areas and productivity levels can be

expected.

Crops to be raised under partially controlled polyhouses in Delhi State.

Table No.39

Crops Area under Poly Productivity Production in
. house'in ha. tons/ha. tons

Cucumber 2.5 50 125
Capsicum . 2.5 40 100
.Roses 5.00 5 Lakh 25 Lakh
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4. APPROACH FOR DEVELOPMENT OF EACH SELECTED CROPS

Based on the present scenario by the field surveys and reports by various agencies, the

SWOT analysis of selected crops is given below.

4A Cauliflower

Presently Cauliflower occupies maximum area amongst any horticultural crops in

Delhi state i.e. 12600 hectare and productivity is 17 tonslha. There is limited scope of

area expansion which could be increased at best to 15000 ha by end of the decade i.e.

an increase of 1.9 percent annually. However, productivity can be increased by 25.67

percent, by adopting appropriate Technologies. The concentrated, pockets of

Cauliflower production are in Najafgarh and Alipur blocks of Delhi.

4A.l SWOT Analysis

4A.I.I Strengths

I) Cauliflower being a highly perishable vegetable, long distance transportation

deteriorates the quality, hence locally produced crop reaches the consumers in fresh

stage and fetches beller price.

2) The area of Cauliflower is concentrated in Alipur, Najafgarh and Nangloi blocks.

These areas are barely 10-30 km away from biggest market of Cauliflower i.e,

Azadpur Sabzi Mandi.

3) The crop is usually harvested during evening and night and reaches the wholesale

market early in the morning. By 8 A.M the crop reaches the retail outlets, which

means the maximum gap between harvest and reaching the consumer is 8-10 hrs.

4) There are weekly markets in all areas of Delhi where farmers are directly selling to

consumers thereby getting good margins.

5) 'The strength of Delhi farmers is that they are growing different maturity groups of

Cauliflower with the result they are gelling good returns by extending the duration

of availability.

6) Delhi soils, are rich .in Boron and Molybdenum, both micro-nutrients which are

required in greater quality by this crop, hence nature has given Delhi an added

advantage to grow this crop.
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4A.1.2 Weakness

Hybrid varieties are still not very popular in the State. Ifthe farmers switch over to the

production of hybrids in early and mid season varieties the production will be still

higher and more uniform.

I. Non availability of pusahybrid seed of early and mid varieties, these being public

bred and their seed rate is much less than imported seed is restricting the area

expansion. JARI .shouldmultiply these seeds in larger quantities and supply to the

farmers.

2. Many of the farmers are not aware that there are different groups of Cauliflower

and time of sowing and harvests is also separate for each groups. Right variety for

right period is a must in Cauliflower otherwise there will be total failure. Many

farmers do not know these facts because of their illiteracy and ignorance.

4A.1.3 Opportunities

There is good opportunity to increase the productivity by adopting suitable agro

techniques. Growing early and mid varieties, farmers can earn more profit. There are

gaps in availability of cauliflower in the month of December and April hence

Cauliflower can be grown during these months to earn more profit besides sowing an

early crop in October. Now with the dev~lopment of early hybrids like Pusa early

synthetic, Pusa hybrid-2 and Pusa Synthetic, whose curds are pure white and uniform,

there is a big opportunity in production of early and mid season Cauliflowers in the

State.

4A.1.4 Threat

Diamond back moth and hairy caterpillars .are a real threat in Cauliflower production.

Integrated pest management should be practiced instead of indiscriminate spraying of

Insecticides because this insect develops resistance to particular chemicals. The price

trend over the last five years is very discouraging, as prices during peak months in

Delhi showed a downward or erratic trend in wholesale market as given below:
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Table No: 40 Price Trend of Cauliflower in Delbi
. Rs. / (lUintal

Year Months
Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar.

1995 974 494 . 320 212 243 376
1996 858 483 412 216 187 155
1997 482 172 382 308 311 . 416
1998 944 708 522 816 470 718
1999 1109 300 216 550 . 237 209
2000

4A.2 MarketPotential

The price trend in wholesale market of Cauliflower in Delhi as discussed earlier is not

very encouraging, but if we see the scenario in the country, there is a big scope for ,;

export to different metro markets. With construction of National Highways the quality

of roads is expected to improve and vegetables can move very quickly from one state to

others.

The price trend for the last three years in Metro markets gives a clear picture of scope

for movement of this crop to other markets.

Table No: 41 Wholesale market price of Cauliflower in metro markets during
production period in Delhi and adjoining areas

Year Market Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March
1994 I Delhi 482 172 382 308 311 416

2 Bangalore 846 904 850 739 740 684
3 Mumbai 538 350 518 314 290 228
4 Chennai 555 476 417 583 879 866
5 .Kolkata 1362 820 480 257 228 269

1998 I Delhi 944 708 522 816 470 718
2 Bangalore 1186 1259 1126 856 884 1025
3 Mumbai 695 835 742 380 318 445
4 Chennai 675 930 582 447 469 525
5 Kolkata 1725 1644 1164 386 261 413

1999 1 Delhi 1109 300 216 550 237 209
2 Bangalore 970 1201 961 923 1002 842
3 Mumbai 677 477 340 442 252 330
4 Chennai 864 1007 748 505 653 816
5 Kolkata 2317 1619 643 494 476 608
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The above clearly indicates that Cauliflower from Delhi should be marketed m

Bangalore market where on an average there is a hundred percent higher price during

the peak production period between Delhi and Bangalore markets for the last three

years. If Okra from South can come during winters to Delhi then why Cauliflower

cannot travel to South, which will also stabilize the prices in Delhi.

4A.3 Constraints in Development

I. The seed production of Synthetics and hybrids of early and mid season

Cauliflower is not upto the desired level with the result farmers are compelIed to

use local varieties.

2. Since Cauliflower is very temperature specific, crop the farmers are reluctant to

take risk.

3.

4.

Micro nutrient deficiency, especially Boron and Molybdenum is wide spread and

farmers must be aware of supplying these nutrients alongwith major nutrients

otherwise quality and yield is affected,

The number of diseases and insects are serious constraints in the production of

Cauliflower. The varieties resistant to black rot and 'sclorotinia rot are already

developed but insect resistance is not available. Till such varieties are developed,

effective IPM should be developed.

.::

4A.3.2 Infrastructural

The packaging of Cauliflower in cling films of 50 micron extends the shelf life. For

long transportation, individual curds, should be wrapped in thin plastic films.

4A.3.3 Financial .

Cauliflower seed is costly and it is advisable that fresh seed from reliable source should

be sown. The availability of seed must be ensured at reasonable price. The Government

has imposed sales tax on vegetable seed which is unfair.

4A.4 Production Technology

4A.4.1 Seed and Planting Material

For early. and mid season varieties 500 gm seed and for late varieties 300 gm seed per

ha. is sufficient. The seed must.be-!reated- wit-50° C hot water for half_an_houLand_then

treated with Captan toward off fungus diseases.
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4AA.2 Agronomic practices

Cauliflower is very temperature specific crop for curd formation. The following table

will give clear picture of sowing and planting time of specific groups of Cauliflower in

Delhi and surrounding areas.

Maturity Varieties Sowing time Temperature Harvesting
group required time

durin!' curdin!'
First early Pusa Early Synthetic, Pant End of May to 20-27°C Sept-October

Gobi-3 June
Early -Pusa Deeoali, Pant Gobi-2 June 20-25°C Oct-Nov.
Mid Early Improved Japanese, Pusa End' of July to 16-20°C Nov-Dec.

Hybrid-2, Pusa Sharad and I" week of
Pant Gobi4 Aug.

Mid Pusa Synthetic, Pusa Aug. end to 12-16°C Dec. to Jan.
season Shubra, Pusa Himjiyotic, early Sep.

Pant shubra
Late or Pusa Snowball- I, Pusa Sept. to Oct. 10-16°C Jan to March
Snowball Snow ball K-I
group I

The nursery for early groups must be treated with formaldehyde or Karathane and seed

should be treated with Captaf 2gm per kg seed to save the seedlings from fungus

attacks particularly damping off. The planting should be done at 40x40 cm for early

group and 45x45 em in mid and late groups.

4AA.3 Nutrient and Water Management

50 to 60 tons FYM, 120:50:50 Kg NPK is a must for good crop. Nitrogen in three split

doses of 60:30:30 before planting, 21 days after transplanting, and 3'd at curd

development stage. Basalin as weedicide before transplanting @ 2.5 litre or stomp 2

litre and give light irrigation after spray to save the crop from weeds at early stages.

Water should not stagnate. Irrig'ation at 10 days interval is a must. Spray Boron and

Molybediunim if soil is deficient in these micronutrients.

4AAA Management of Diseases and Pests

Downy mildew, black rot andSclorotenia rot are major diseases. Hot water treatment,

treatment of seed before sowing with Captan will save the crops from black rot and

damping off. Spray of Redomil 0.5 gmIlit and Dithane - M-45 2gm1lit checks downy

mildew and scolrotenia rot. The major pests are Diamond Back Moth, hairy

caterpillars, and stem borer. Spray Endosulpfan or Thiodon@2 mlliit water
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alternatively at 15 days interval. Plots should be cleaned from weeds and integrated

!PM should be adopted because insects are a serious problem in Cauliflower

production.

4A.4.5 R&D Needs

Development of insect resistant varieties and wider adaptable variety is the need of the

hour. Appropriate and cheap methods for prolonging the shelf life in Cauliflower

should be standardized so that this crop can be marketed to distant markets in India,

otherwise prices are falling over the years in Delhi.

4Ao6 Organizational Management

Seed multiplication of varieties / Synthetics and Fl hybrids should be organised in a

big way because dependence on imported seed is increasing.

4A.8 Conclusion

Cauliflower has big scope for distant marketing in entire Southern States where winters

are not sharp and hence quality Cauliflowers are produced in northern states only. The

crop has very good future provided seed production is organised in Public & private

sectors more extensively and newer areas are identified for late Cauliflower seed .

production in North-Eastern States, Vttranchal etc.
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4B Tomato

Presently tomato occupies an area of 5700 hectare with production of 130000 tons with

..productivity of 25 tonslha and the target for coming decade is an increase in area to

6000 ha with production of 150000 tons with productivity of 25 tons per ha. There can

be only a marginal increase in area but productivity can be much higher and it is easily

achievable;"looking to the market demand of Delhi. The concentrated area of Tomato

are in Nagloi and Alipur blocks of Delhi.

4B.l SWOT Analysis

4B.l.l Strength

The main tomato production is in spring summer i.e. March to May and to some extent i,

in Autumn Winter i.e. November - December months. Prices during these months

remain average to low in Delhi as a lean periods when the crop comes either from hills

or western states. However, farmers of Delhi are benefited during summers when the

. price are high in western parts of the country, whereby bulk of the tomato moves out

from Delhi. market with the result remunerative price is available to Delhi growers.

Amongst the vegetable, tomato has achieved the distinction of rapid movement of the

crop from one state to another and hence the price fluctuations are not as sharp as it use

to be about 5"7 years ago. With better roads and fast movement this will increase

further, and prices will be further stabilized.

• In the biggest Sabzi Mandi. of Azadpur which handled about 190000 tons of

tomatoes every year, the wholesale price has not gone below Rs. 300 per quintal

which is a good and reasonable price for local growers.

• As per our Survey for the tomatoes transported from Pune and adjoining areas, the

total expenses come to Rs. 90 per box of 30 Kg, i.e. they are at disadvantage during

peak season here. Similar situation will be true for western states during their peak

season.

4B.1.2 Weakness.

• In Delhi State FI hybrid have not spread as much as irshould have"withthe result

their productivity is less.

• The Agrotechnique, especially staking of plants has not become popular which also

affects productivity.
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4B.13 Opportunities

There is tremendous scope of increasing productivity of this crop in Delhi which will

increase the per unit profits. There are more than 300 weekly markets in Delhi which

are operating seven days a week in one locality or other. On an average there are 40

weekly retail bazars and farmers can dispose off their product directly to consumers,

thereby they can earn more profit. Some farmers have already started taking interest in

direct selling.

• If disease free nursery is' produced in August-September under protected

polyhouses, the early crop in November-December will fetch them very good price

and enhance productivity.

4B.1.4 Threats

• Virus diseases in Autumn crops i.e. September-October is a real threat'to raising

crop during autumn winter.

• To get early crop is spring is als!l a problem in Delhi because during winter there is

no growth of plants.

4B.2 Market Potential

There is not much difference between Delhi and other metro, markets in the season

when tomato is harvested in northern India so there is not much scope of sending

tomato to distant markets from Delhi but there is still a substantial gap in the

requirement and production of tomato in northern states. Hence there is enough scope

of consumption in Delhi market itself. If we see the price trend during last five years,

there is no appreciable variation except in the year 1998 when prices were abnormally

high. After that year, prices are stabilized more or less. However, there is no

appreciable increase in price either with the result the farmers are not happy but

consumers are satisfied.

4B.3 Constraints in Development

• Since lands are very costly in Delhi farmers expectations are very high.

• Fruit & shoot borer is threatening the cultivation of tomato.

• TMV and Mosaic resistant varieties are not available and this is becoming the main

constrainhn A-mumn winter crop in the state.
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4B.4 Production Technology

4B.4.1. Seed and Planting Material

Now tomato varieties which set fruit under different temperature should be planted for

different seasons for Delhi e.g. for autumn crops, Pusa Gauzov, for spring crop, Pusa

Sadabahar and Pusa sheetal, For distant marketing Pusa hybrid-4 and for nematode

infected plots Pusa-120 and Pusa hybrid-2 are important. BSS 20, HOE-303 Rashmi

and Rupali are other hybrids doing well in this zone. The nursery for autumn-winter

crop must be raised under polyhouse or net houses otherwise virus infection is high and

it is recommended that seed & seed bed should be treated with fungicides. The Hybrid

seeds being very costly, ISO gm seed is sufficient for a hectare provided nursery is

prepared well and care is taken.

4B.4.2 Agronomic Practices

For higher productivity, a good nursery is a must. Plants must be staked because earlier

concept that determinate varieties do not need staking is changed and it is proved that

staking 'definitely improved the yield. Planting on raised beds alternatively on half

meter width raised bed is another agronomic practice which saves the water and

inhibits the weed growth. Pre planting we~dicide spray of stomp 2.5 litre/ha checks the

weeds for 40-45 days.

4B.4.3 Nutrient and Water Management

30-40 tons ofFYM and 120:60:60 kg NPK for varieties and 240:120:60 for FI hybrids

is essential for better yield. Nitrogen in three split doses, half at planting and then 15-20

days interval in 2 to 3 equal split doses. Starter solution of 12:24: 12 ratio of NPK. 20

gm of mixture in 10 litre water immediately after transplanting helps in a better stand

of the crop. Boron deficiency is increasing. For this 10-15 kg borax as soil application

or spray of 0.25% twice at flowering siage is effective. Some time excessive moisture

alongwith high temperature also causes cracking of fruit, hence light irrigation at 5-7

days interval is recommended.
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4B.4.4 Management of Disease and Pests

Tomato is one crop attacked by number of diseases and pests. The m'\ior diseases and

their control is given below:-

I Damping off at Nursery Stag,;

2 Leaf curl and Mosaic Virus

3 Bacterial wilt and Alliance
blight

4 Jassids, white fly fruit& Shoot -
borer

4B.4.S R&D Needs

Seed imdNursery treaiment with captin or
captofBavistin 2gm/lit

Remove the affected plant and apply
systematic insectioned in nursery and
cover the nursery with net. Spray
Dimethoate 3-4 times at IOdays interval to
control white fly which spreads virus.

. Seed treatment with Mancozeb, nursery
treatment with farmoldehyde and spray the
crop with copper oxychloride 0.3% and
follow three years rotation.

0.05% Rogor or Metasystox at early
growth stage and after harvesting the fruit.

There is dearth of TMV and Mosaic resistant varieties and efforts should be made to

breed TMV resistant varieties. Fruit & shoot borer resistant varieties are also required.

The FI hybrids with acidic varieties can become more popular because of local

preference, vigorous efforts are needed to bread suchFI hybrids with transport

qualities. Fl hybrid seed production should be on a large scale so that prices are

reduced, which will boost sale of hybrid seed.

4B.7 HuJIian Resource Development

The field staff should be trained for hybrid seed production. Biotechnology tools like

BT gene transfer should be tried at more places. For that, training and infrastructure

facilities should be developed.

4B.8 Conclusion

Tomato production has very good scope in the country as a whole and Delhi State in

particular because one.of the largest consuming centre/ commercial centre is in Delhi.
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4C Okra

Amongst the vegetables, Okra occupies an area of 5,000 ha with productivity of 12

tonslha mainly in spring summer and rainy crop season when the returns are higher.

There is not much scope of increasing the productivity from 12 tons to 14 tons per

hectare. No doubt the yield is very good anQ this is an off season crop a~d 2nd crop in

rainy season will be good enough to give better returns during March-April when

prices are high. Based on the present conditions the strength and weakness of Okra are

discussed through SWOT Analysis as under. The concentrated areas of Okra

production are in Najafgarh and Alipur blocks of Delhi.

4C.l SWOT Analysis"

4C.l.l Strengths:

• Delhi being the biggest and an affluential market and early crop sells at a premium

price, hence farmers get good return

• Since picking is done in the evening and produce reaches market early m the

morning in a fresh stage, it gets a good price.

• The early crop finishes in 2-3 months and repeated sowings are done to take 2

crops before rains itself, before the"main season starts. Hence from February to

June two crops are taken.

• Early spring crop which is taken in Delhi is comparatively virus free and incidence

of TMV is less.

4C.1.2 Weakness

• Yield per unit area is less but with intensive cultivation productivity of summer.

crop can be increased to 6 tonslha only because of short span of fruiting in summer

crop.

• Several picking are taken which is labour intensive but in early crop two pickings

should be taken and thereafter the plants should be uprooted and fresh seed sown

again in the same field.

• Seed rate during early crops is very high i.e. 15-18-25 kg ha. Normally farmers put

less seed and hence proper plant population is not maintained with the result yield

is less.
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4C.l.3 Opportunities

There is a good opportunity of raising spring crop in Delhi because early crop generally

comes from Maharashtra and Karnatka which take 3 to 4 days to reach Delhi market

and its quality does not remain good whereas locally produced product will be fresh

and small fruited. The long fruited crop, which come from Maharashtra is not preferred

in North.

The spring crop is of short duration hence two crops dm be taken in 4 months with the

result return can be higher.

4C.1.4 Threats

The only threat is that sometimes late winter persist in Delhi with the result seed

germination is very poor for early crops.

4C.2 Market Potential

Average wholesale price of Okra in Delhi fruit last five years

Table No. 42

YearlMonth March April May June July Average

1996 1496 1243 467 458 687 870.20
1997 1320 1248 517 501 926 904.20
1998 1059 1109 894 848 925 967.00
1999 1370 1131 527 ... 475 1035 904.60
2000

The whole-sale price during cropping months in Delhi or Northern India for spring

summer crops varies between Rs. 870.20 to Rs. 967 per quintal, which is a reasonably

good price. Arrivals during these months are also very low which is presented for the

last four years in the table below which clearly shows that arrival during spnng

summers are less and early cropping should be encouraged.

••
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Table No. 43 Average arrival of Okra in Delhi Market in quintals

Yearl Months March A.mi! Mav June Julv Averal!e
1996 319 528 1192 1435 820 858.8
1997 497 1151 2084 1867 1079 1336.6
1998 1316 2431 1629 1583 1544 1700.6
1999 872 3419 2209 1621 1284 1881.1
2000

..

During the last four years arrival of early crop is increasing over the years with the

result fanners are getting good value of the crop and there is further scope to increase

the production.

4C.3 Constraints in Development

4C.3.1 Technical

The germination during end of January or early February is rather slow and the seed

should be soaked for 4-6 hours and kept at comparatively warm place i.e. near Kitchen

so that germination is hastened in the field. Now good varieties especially which can

stand comparatively cool season are also available i.e. Pusa A-4 should be popularized

for early crop.

4C.4 Production Technology

The improved varieties like Pusa A-4, Punjab-7, Punjab-S Hissar Unnat, varsha and

vijay, Shobha are good for the region. For early crop seed rate for varieties is 18-25

kglha. and for FI hybrid 10-18 kglha. Plant to plant distance 30xl5cm and 40x30cm

for early and late crops. Seed should be treated with Bavistin @ 2g1kg of seed and

soaked for 4-6 hrs for early germination.

4C.4.3 Nutrient and Water Management

15-20 tons FYM and 60:60:60 NPK kglha for early crop and for rainy season SO:60:60.

Nitrogen in three splits doses in 2: 1:1 ratio before sowing and 20 days intef\'a1.

Moisture should be maintained for proper growth and yield. Fruiting starts in 45 days

itself in early crop. Harvesting should be done at weekly interval in early crop and 5

days interval in main crop. Otherwise tenderness and lush green colour becomes dull

green thereby';-educing quality and attractiveness.
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4C.4.4 Management of Disease and Pests

Yellow vein mosaic in serious diseases. The fiuit& shoot borer andjassids are serious

insects. Fortunately both diseases and pests are not serious in early crop. Powdry

mildew sometimes becomes serious in hot weather. Spray of Diathen M ~9/lit water,

Insecticides should be used with, care because harvest intervals are very short. Spray

Deltamethrin immediately after picking of fruits.

4C.4.5 R&D Needs

Yellow vein mosaic resistant varieties are desired because all available, varieties are

tolerant only and their resistance can break anytime. Jassids & Fruit borer resistant

varieties are very important because' lately both insects are becoming a serious

problem. Short fiuited cylindrical varieties should be developed for export, because

they are preferred.

4C.S Conclusion

Early Okra cultivation has a big scope in northern zone because their fruits are

comparatively short and crop is YVM free which is a big factor in Okra cultivation.

Moreover prices of early crops are much higher and farmers are harvesting rich
demands
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4D. Cucurbits

There is vast area on the banks of Yamuna River and almost entire cucurbit cultivation

of 5000 ha. is in the sands of river bank. The present production is 20,000 tons with

productivity of 4 tons / ha. There can not be expansion.in the area but certainly we can

increase the productivity from 4 tons to 8 tons / ha. wIth adoption of newer and short

duration crops and proper agro techniques.

4D.l SwotAnalysis.

4D.l.l Strengths:

• The Yamuna River banks which are pure sands are ideal for early cucurbitcrops.

• Since no other crop of short duration is available during late winter and early

Kharif from December to May when water level recedes the cucurbits fits in very

well.

• Cucumber, Kakri, Summer Squad, Muskmelon which are shortest duration crops

can very well fit "inthe cropping system of river bed for higher returns.

• Crops are in concentrated belt hence farmers can be persuaded beller to adopt

modern cultivation techniques.

4D.1.2 Weakness

• There is total lack of awareness amongst the leased farmers to use Fi hybrids and

improved high yielding varieties. Still they are using age old varieties with the

result production is very low.

• Most of the farmers are small and their economic status is also poor.

• Since -river bed cultivation is very risky due to early rains in the catchment areas

water level rises and crops are totally damaged.

• No on farm trials by JARI, State Department is conducted hence farmers are not

convinced to achieve higher productivity.
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4D.1.3. Opportunities

• There is. excellent opportunity for increasing the productivity of Cucumber,

Summer Squash, Kakri and Musk mellon are an early crops and Bottle Gourd,

Water Mellon and Luffa in late crops.

• Mini Kit trials should be conducted to popularize newer high yielding varieties

and Fi hybrids using nutritional and lPM Technique.

• Since there is ready big market right at the door step and Delhi farmers will have

advantage of big market involving minimum transport changes and saving time.

4D.1.4. Threats

Since raising crops in river beds has more risks of river water raising early in the

season when crops are in full bearing and total losses occur.

4D.2 Market Potential

One of the biggest market of vegetable is located in Delhi itself hence there is ample

scope of marketing the early crops which will give remunerative prices to. the farmers

of Delhi.

4D.3.1. Constraints in Development

The river bed farmers are temporary lease holders for one year only and mostly they

are land less poor labourers with practical no resources of their own. Package of

incentive in the fOrJJ:1of improved seed, plant protection needs and fertilizer should be

provided as an incentive. Government extension agencies should layout practical

demonstration on the river beds so that farmers can see themselves the advantages only

the~ development is expected.

4D.3.2 Technical

Even the field staff which is very meager, they are totally unaware of latest varieties I

hybrids and production techniques .. Additional horticulture staff, rather special team

should be appointed for river bed vegetable cultivation. The piece meal approach will

not achieve any results.
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4D.3.3 Infrastructure

Plant protection equipment alongwith water lifting pumps should be made available for .

.group of farmers.

4D.3.4 Financial

Small amounts in the form of aid will be sufficient to boost the economy of landless .

and very small farmers.

4D.4 Production Technology

Planting Material

The latest varieties developed by IARI, PAU, HAU, and GB Pant University'for

different cucurbits which are suitable for this area are:

Bottle Gourd: Pusa Navin, Azad Nutan, Narendra Reshmi, Pusa Saudesh, Narendra

Hybrid-3 and Pusa Hybrid 3, Azad Sankar-I and Narendra Shisher.

Muskmalon: Pusa Madhuras, Pusa Sharbati, Punjab Sunehri, Punjab Hybrid-I,

Punjab Rasila and MH-IO

Sponge Gourd: Pusa Supriya, Azad Torai-I, PSG-I

Kakri: Punjab long melon-I

Watermelon: Sugar Body, Namdhari Hybrids, Arka Manik.

Bitter Gourd: Pusa Domosmi, Pusa Vishesh and Kalyanpur Sona.

Cucumber: . Poona Khera, Poinset.'

Agronomic Practices

Early in the spring or late winter in the month of December trenches of 2 ft. deep

towards North-South are digged and filled half with mixture of soil and FYM and

Sarkanda grass shield is given towards East-West side to save early crop from cold.

Seed should be germinated in gunny sheets. Captof or any' copper fungicide @ 5 gm.

Per kg. Seed should be dusted on the gunny sheets after spreading the seed. Initially
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water is given on alternate day. Once the plants are established there is no need of

water because water level is very high atld roots absorb from the soil. The crop is

ready by end of February or eariy March when the planting season starts in the main

fields. This will be off season crop and will fetch better price.

Nutrient and Water Management

IS to 20 tons ofFYM is a must for one ha. as river beds are deficient in organic matter

and very little chemical fertilizers are needed. 40:40:20 kg. NPK is more than

sufficient. Water is given only at initial stages daily up to germination and every

alternate day up to 15th day and thereafter no external irrigation is required.

Management of Pests & Diseases

Downy Mildew, Powdery Mildew, Anthracnose and fruit & stem rot are common.

Spray of Radomil or Bavistin 2.5 gm. And sulfax 80 WP 3 gm. per liter controls most

of the diseases.

Red pumpkin beetle, fruit fly, fruit and shoot barer are important insects. Sevin 2 gm I

litre water around plant works as detergent for beetles and spray on plants controls fruit
fly.

Research & Development needs

Development of more Fi hybrids will increase the yields and it is easiest to produce Fi

seeds in cucurbits. Resistant varieties for diseases and inspects are dire need. Because

many cucurbits are eaten raw and any fungicide or insecticide is harmful to animal

kingdom.

Scope for High Tech Infrastructure

For raising early crop individual seeds should be sown in small poly bags and kept

under plastic covers. Poly house crops like cucumber which is very temperature

senSitivepoly house Cultivation should be introduced in big way for higher yields.

Organisational Management

The Development Department should raise a poly .ho.usenear Yamuna River bed to

supply polythene bag germinated seedlings of various cucurbits.
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Human Resource Development

Farmers and Extension workers should be trained in poly house cultivation and raising

of seedlings. Hybrid seed production should also be popularized on farmers field for.

which extensive training is required at all levels.

Conclusion

The vast area of river bed can be exploited for raising early crop of different cucurbits

but formost need is supply of improved seed and training to very low level landless

cultivators at grass root level. The yield potential is very high and must be tapped on

priority.
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4E OrnamentalCrops

Regarding ornamental crops these are already analysed under U.P and high-tech

flowers under Haryana. Since conditions are just the same as U.P & Haryana, the

problems, constraints and recommendations are the same as U.P and Haryana and

hence it has not been repeated over here once again.
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4.5 Scope for Hi-tech Interventions

The productivity of most of the crops m India are in general much lower than the

productivity of such commodities in many horticulturally advanced countries. From

quality point of view also, the situation is far from satisfactory. However in someca;;es the

quality is comparable to the quality obtained / produced in horticulturally advanced

countries, if the same variety is grown here. However. in most cases our varieties have

difference in taste. Though it may be acceptable to local consumers, but it does not match

with the taste of foreign consumers. This situation is in number of fruits and vegetables

and the typical example is Alphonso variety of mango, which is very much liked by

European market. This variety needs large scale multiplication through tissue culture.

Mango cultivation in the zone: There are abundant plantations in u.p and in some areas

in Punjab and Haryana. The well adapted varieties are Dushehri, Langra, Chausa and

numbers of other varieties, the quality of which is well accepted in the region or even in

some of the other states but these have not been as well exposed to foreign markets as

Alphonso of Western India, which has made a market for itself in many countries. No

doubt productivity of Mango need not be compared with any other country, because no

other country is producing this crop in such a bulk as India, but even within the country

the productivity of northern zone is lower than that of Karnataka. Even the survey reports

of the North zone amply reveal the condition of the mango orchards especially in u.P.

where the condition of old mango orchards, which are to be found in abundance, is far

from satisfactory. The condition of majority of such orchards is very poor because of very

poor level of management. The owners of most of the orchards visited, unhesitatingly

mentioned that they have never or only occasionally fertilised and sprayed the trees.

Irrigation needs of the orchards are also not realised well. Despite the neglects, the

survival of trees and obtaining some production from such orchards, indicate amply that

environmental conditions are very congenial for this crop and with improvement of

management practices, the productivity can jump to much higher levels.

The other important crop of the zone - Kinnow has made a mark with respect to

productivity and quality. This is evident from its acceptability in the markets within the

country as well as some neighboring countries. However, its comparatively higher

productivity as compared to most of other citrus fruits in the country should not be a

satisfying factor, as some of the better managed orchards in the state of Punjab have
339
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achieved. yields which are higher than the productivity obtained even in many

, horticulturally advanced countries. But the average productivity of even this crop point to

the need and potential of further enhancement of technology to uplift the average

productivity of Kinnow in the zone. Further its taste, though well accepted in some

countries, may not be matching the taste and flavor of the consumers insome of the major

citrus producing / consuming countries such as USA (predominant varieties being

Washington Navel, Valencia, Hamli), Israel (Jaffa), Japan (Satsuna) etc. The unsuitability

of Kinnow for processing also warrants a switch over to newer varieties, Such an

approach will also bring in an element of varietal diversity, helping in broadening the base

of the kinnow crop.

Amongst vegetables Potato has emerged as the lead crop in the zone. It has assumed a

significant position for supplying large quantities of seed potato as well as raw potato to

other states in the country. In this crop also the productivity is much lower than the

productivity obtained in other countries. The varieties grown are also not suitable to the

needs of the processing industry as per the experience of some of the international

processing companies, who have ventured to establish such projects in the zone,

The situation with regard to other fruit and v,getable crops in the zone is almost similar to

the one explained above. Hence it is evident that newer interventions are required to

improve the horticultural scenario in the zone in order to make it more competitive within

the country as well as the targeted foreign markets. The suggested approaches to achieve.

some of the aspects mentioned above, which have a relevance to achieving higher

standards in production and productivity thru high tech. horticulture are:

i)

ii)

Hi-tech nursery including micro-propagation - It is very useful in fruit crops such

as Mango, Citrus, Guava and BeT.All these are emerging as lead fruit crops in the

zone. Micro-propagation is quite important in case of citrus since quality of planting

material, especially the use of virus. free bud wood is the major bottleneck in the

availability of quality plant material. In mango also micropropation will help III

enhancing uniformity, the quantity and quality of plant material.

High density planting - It is important in Citrus, Mango and Guava. In Citrus,

dwarfing rootstock are known but have not been well tried in India, Otherwise,

higher density of plants have been tried in Kinnow in certain parts of Punjab and

340
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have yielded good results. In Hoshiarpur and Nawanshahar District of Punjab some

Kinnow plantations were put at 'I OftxlOft' instead of the recommended distance of

'20ftx20ft'. This approach yielded good result in term of higher yield. Same should

hold g,?od for mango of Amarpali, Pusa Arunima, Pusa Surya and Dashahri-51, for

U.P in particular as well asfor other fruit crops in the zone in general.

iii) Growing Vegetables under Cover -This is important in advancing the planting

time of some of the Cucurbits (summer crops) and tomato. This is done when the

seedlings are to be planted in late winter, when there is still some danger of cold

damage to the young seedling. This technique helps in harvesting early crops

thereby fetching higher prices in the market. Same could be done for early planting

of winter crops when it is still a little hot and the cover of plastic net will provide

shade for raising disease free nursery, whi.ch is important for autum! winter crops.

iv) High-tech green house - This is important for floriculture and high value

vegetables such as Capsium and Cucumber which are crops sensitive to temperature

fluctuation. A number of high tech green houses with temperature control were

established for rose production projects a few years back in collaboration with some

international companies from Holland and Israel. This was the beginning of

production under controlled environment of any horticultural produce in the zone. A

number of such projects caine up in Haryana around Delhi (Gurgaon to Sonipat)

Punjab (at Ludhina chandigarh and Amritsar) and U.P (Gaziabad and Saharanpur).

No doubt some of these projects have failed, but the interaction with the promoters

and scientific staff has revealed that failure has not been entirely due to faulty

technology but largely due to the lack of experience to handle rose and other such

crops under polyhouse conditions. It is widely accepted that high-tech controlled

environment project with Indian Technology after filling the technology gaps will

play a crucial role in the establishment of new high-tech projects in the near future.

v) Growing of Mushrooms under controlled environment conditions -

Establsihemnt of projects on mushroom growing under controlled environment

conditions have been successfully established in the states of Haryana, Delhi and

Punjab. Infact, one of the biggest such projects in the world, is operational in Punjab

(Lalru near Chandigarh) Full description has been given under Punjab. This project

has developed a very stable market for its produce in USA and all the mushroom is

exported. A number of similar projects on a smaller scale have been established in

Haryana (Sonipat and Gurgaon).
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vi) Hi-tech Irrigation and Fertilization - Drip irrigation, especially for orchards has

proved to be quite successful especially in areas where supply of good quality water

is a problem. The liberal subsidies from the central sector and implementation of

.drip irrigation by some companies have made drip irrigation popular. The gains have

been appreciated by the farmer'tand now it has to be made even more popular with

the farmers. This development. has made special impressive gains in productivity in

arid region of Punjab and Haryana. Alongwith drip irrigation, fertilization through

drip irrigation system for quality and higher production should also be implemented

/ popularized on a wider scale. The vast areas in Haryana and Punjab where sub soil

is alkaline the drip irrigation should be given top priority.

vii) In-situ moisture conservation - Through mulching and weed control by chemical

weedicides technologies is emerging as new management practices in horticulture

crops in the north zone for in-situ moisture conservation and it should be

popularized for more gains.

viii) Hi-tech mechanization in horticulture - Hi-tech mechanization though not taken

up extensively yet in the zone, holds good promise especially with respect to

mechanization for closer planting of vegetables and staking, spraying and harvestiug
operations.

ix) Organic farming - On the basis of ('lowing demand, this type of cultivation is

getting the attention of some farmers in the zone- some of the vegetables grown

under favourable environment coupled with adjustments in some agronomic

practices such as seasonality, general hygienic conditions, adjustment of agronomic

practices such as method and quantity of irrigation, mulching, type of nutrition and

soil handling procedures have been helping in growing vegetables with out or with

least spray of chemicals. This type of produce gets premium price in the market and

should be popularized.

x) .Biological control of pests and diseases - It has been a subject of study for many

years but has .so far been marginally applicable in the zone. Further advancement in

this direction are going to be quite crucial because a ultimately dependence on

chemical control has to be minimized for environmental hazards and health of the
mosses.

xi) Hi-tech technology in Post-harvest handling - Some crops like Kinnow are

getting appropriate hi-tech post harvest treatment such as grading and waxing for.

sending to distant markets in the country. Modemisation of cold storages suitable for
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storing various vegetables and fruits is 'planned and implemented at many places in

the zone. However, requirement of pre-cooling and cool chain is increasing very fast

in view of increased production, price realisation and in supplying the consumer

fresh and healthy fruits and above all the willingness of paying higher prices by ihe

consumers for such value addition. So far no integrated approach to create need

based net work of post-harvested handling has been conceived and implemented.

The concept of Pack houses, where all operations right from harvesting till it reaches

the market should be developed. The retailing of horticulture produce still remains

untouched. The concepts of cool chain and other modernisations in the trade should

be developed. The details of retail trading of fruits, vegetable and flowers are in the

heads of the illiterate people and they have no financial means to practice modem

marketing methods. The required development will occur only when such 'trade

conies in the hands of medium leveV big entrepreneur who can realize and

appreciate the need and advantages of such modem marketing methods. In fact the

magnitude and potential of such trade is to be made known to prospective,

enterpreuners so that they get attracted to this trade. One such example is found in

the New Delhi market under the name of "Morning Store". He purchases the

vegetables in bulk and then makes small consumer packs, which are ready to cook.

This adds to the value of products and keeps the nutrients intact because of packing

in transparent poly trays and keeping in coal show cases. This concept is the need of

the hour aud is all cities.

To give an example of the quantum of retail and wholesale trade, the figures of the state of

Punjab reveal that the realisation of market fee @ 2 percent of wholesale proceeds from

only fifty regulated markets in the last year has been rupees 16 crores. it means whole-sale

trade in these markets has been worth rupees 800 crore. Similar figures may be applicable

to Haryana. The state of U.P being much bigger geographically may have ever higher

figures. Once such high levels of trading are publicized, it should attract good investments

from private sector.
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4.6 Organization Management

To get such hi-tech interventions introduced successfully and established with an element

of sustainability, in overcoming hardships and difficulties to achieve the above horticulture

plan, it is imperative to understand the difficulties to be encountered in the adoption of hi-

tech system of production and post harvest management. The bottlenecks in the process

are likely to be:

(i). Entrepreneurs having managerial skills and capacity to finance may be lacking

agrarian background ..

(ii) Training facilities for high-tech projects may be lacking because of lack of

demonstration units and competent trainers.

(iii) Limitation of foreign collaborators in the understanding of local condition and

getting adjusted to local conditions and environments. Fruit & Vegetable being low

cost high volume trade, big investors are reluctant to venture in this area.

(iv) Expensive technology

(v) Local technical and skilled manpower not available

(vi) Indigenous technical support is lacking

(vii) Difficulties in developing linkages with main aggression stream

(viii) Lack of market information, marketing intelligence and marketing promotion

support

(ix) Supporting and ancillary industries not developed

(x) Some vital input such as specific chemicals and equipment's for such projects not

readily available.

Many of such limitations have resulted in the failure of hi-tech projects on rose

cultivation established in all the four states of the zone. However, the' opportunity

created by availability of such infrastructure need not be wasted. It is strongly

recommended that institutions and public sector organisations should make efforts in

getting private sector involved in reviving such units, with needed modifications

such as changing to new and mqre remunerative crops and filling certain other

technological gaps. Some other suggestions to overcome the weaknesses and to

stabilize the trend of progress are as follows:
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i)

ii)

iii)

" iv)

v)

vi)

Institutional participation for sustainable technological upgradation.

Entrepreneurs training

Technical and skilled human resource development.

Development of competitive indigenous technologies.

Regeneration of standard and .quality plant material

Promotion of relationship between. corporate sector and farmers, the former

developing effi.cient system of input supplies, improved technologies, efficient

management system and ~pdated market support / pattern

vii) Promotion of industries for the manufacture of cheaper equipment and material

for protective cultivation and Post harvest Management (PHM).

viii) Development agencies to promote creation of infrastructure for efficient PHM

and marketing.

ix) . Specified infrastructure development for facilitating exports such as pack

houses and cargo facilities at Arnristar and Lucknow Airports, cold storage

facilities at the airports.

x) Upgradation of wholesale and retail markets.

xi) Network to provide market infrastructure, market intelligence and market

promotion.

4.7 Human Resource Development

For rapid growth of horticulture human resource has to be developed on future needs

and not be restricted to mere mali or gardeners training with old and traditional

knowledge and skills. For bridging the gap of knowledge and skill both at managerial

and technological levels training of personnel to become enterpreneurs or self

employed in the horticulture sector. To create skills for commercially viable

technologies so that employability in horticultural units /farms is assured.

Unfortunately during our survey of different units and farms, the general impression

gained is that our Institutions are ill .equipped and technologies are not tested

commercially on pilot scale. For upgradation of the knowledge of departmental staff

in the field of horticulture including processing labs, is purely theoretical training will

not serve any useful purpose. More emphasis should be given on practical aspects and

practical training. For this infrastructure has to be provided at various centres of

different categories based by level of training to be imparted. Staff posted there has to

be first trained / updated so that they are able to train the other personnel properly.
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The different categories of training centres should be:

I. Training of Supervisors I Inspectors

2. Training of gardeners IMalies

3. TrainJng of enterpreneurs and

4. Training of departmental staff

There are several Agriculture universities and Central Institutes and training centres

imparting training at various levels. Only improvement required is that the trainers in

these institutes should have commercial aptitude and managerial skills and impart

techno-commercial training rather than iropartingjust theoretical training.
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5. POST HARVEST INFRASTRUCTURE AND MANAGEMENT

-',

•

I

S.I Post-harvest infrastructure required

Post harvest losses in fruits and vegetables are very high, sometimes it reaches 20 to 40 .

percent. About 10-15 percent fresh fruits and vegetables shrivel and spoil before it reaches

the consumer, lowering the markets value and consumers acceptability. Minimiziug these

losses can automatically increase the availability of the produce without any additional

.production. It will keep the garbage and pollution under check at our marketing venues. At

present if you visit the Fruit and Vegetable wholesale markets in the zone the piiiable

conditions and rotting smell will give a clear picture of. the poor condition and

environment in these markets.

To understand and appreciate the need of Infrastructure for post harvest handling of

horticultural crops one should understand the present post-harvest scenario under which

our produce is handled so that necessity for improvement is felt more seriously.

The necessary steps for post harvest management are harvesting, packaging operations,

packing and packaging materials, cooling and humidity control, storage, transportation,

etc. Poor destination handling at the retail market are mainly responsible for value

deterioration and loss of value. The drawbacks' in the various aspects of post harvest

infrastructure and management are given below

A. Harvesting

1. Harvesting at improper maturity which increases the severity of storage disorders,

lower eating quality (poor flavour, texture, failure of ripening or over ripening)

2. Use of improper harvesting gadgets and keeping the products in unhygenic field

conditions increases the contamination.

3. Harvesting during hot hours of the day

4. Rough handling, dropping or throwing produce, fingernail punctures.

5. Over packing in field containers with the pressure

6. Exposure to direct sunlight for longer duration after harvesting the produce gets spoil

reduces the quality.
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B. Packing operations

I. Lack of proper sorting, cleaning, sanitation, rough handling, improper or excessive

trimmings.

2. Severe drops, long delaYs without cooling, lack of accepted standards and quality

grading for different c~mmodities, misuse or inappropriate chemicals like mixing

inadequate chlorine in wash water, and use of hot water for pest management reduces

the quality.

C. Packaging and packing material

Use of rough packing containers, lack of liners in rough baskets or wooden crates,

containers without ventilation. over loading of containers.

D. Cooling and Humidity Control

Lack of any cooling system during packing, transport, storage or marketing of fruits and

vegetables. Lack of relative humidity control during marketing operations,

E. Storage

(a) There is lack of storage facilities on f~s, wholesale and retail markets.

(b) Lack of ventilation and cooling in farm storage houses.

(c) Poor sanitation and inadequate management of temperature and humidity in large

scale storage houses,

(d) Over loading of cold stores

(e) Stacking produce too high beyond container strength

(f) Mixing different produce with specific requirements of each product with the result

that unripening or over ripening takes place.

F. Transportation

Over loading of vehicles, sometime mixing delicate. product beneath the heavy products,

loading, in refrigerated vehicles without pre cooling, poor packaging collapses during

loading and unloading, Ethylene damage, odour transfer and / or chilling injury resulting

from mixed loads.
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G. Destination Handling at the market

Lack of sorting, poor sanitation, improper use of culls, lack of protection from direct

sunlight, wind, dust and rain.

The major deteriorating factors which needs to be addressed during post harvest of fruits

& vegetables are as below:

Water loss (Weight loss)

Mechanical damage

Physical losses due to pests

Contamination

Causes shrivelling wilting loss of textural
quality like softening, limpness, loss of
crispness or juicine~s .

Bruises, cuts, surface abrasions or crushing

Fungal, Insect attack and bacterial diseases

Soil, pathogenic bacteria (soil born diseses)

Losses from
disorders

Physiological Chilling injury freezing injury, sun burn or
heat injury.

Losses from nutrient deficiency
or unbalanced nutrition

Losses due to atmospheric gases

Losses due to continued growth
and development after harvest

Nutritional losses

Calcium. boron, Mangneese, Molybdenum
deficiency or toxicity of boron

Damage from Ethylene (spotting, softening
and induced browning),
Low Oxygen high carbon dioxide or referi
gerant ammonia leaks.

Rooting, sprooting, shoot development, loss of
colour, flavour and firnmess

loss of sugars, vitamin C and Carbohydrates

The Indian horticulture scenario is such that the produce is always under attack from one

factor or the other narrated above which are contributing to losses from pre harvest and

harvest upto consumers. These need to be addressed if horticulture sector has to grow in

our country and our product is to be acceptable in the international marke!. The following

infrastructure / facilities need to be created.

I. On farm mechanisation of washing, sorting, grading and packing of fruits

2. Fast movement of harvested crops from the farms.

3. Selling up adequate storage facilities

4. Selling up of processing complexes for preservation and value addition of the crop
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5. Developing satellite cold storage in the country for preservation and consumption

during off season

6. The provision of perforated containers / low temperature transport facilities for export

purposes.

7. providing complete market data management service through the internet.

Detailed Description of facilities required

The factors which controls the deterioration of quality of horticultural products right from

pre harvest .till it reaches the consumers is post harvest management. The role of

infrastructure is very well understand in the advance countries. It has also been realised by

some Indiau states also, who have achieved much success. A few examples are

Maharashtra, where 16 pack houses duly equiped with modem pre cooling and cold

storage system are working and the state has achieved remarkable success is exporting

Grapes, Mangoes and Pomgranates. Similarly Andhra Pradesh has developed pre cooling

and cold storage facility at Vijaywada marketing yard itself and is exporting Mango in

large qualities. In Punjab also very small units of mechanised washing-waxing-sorting and

grading line of kinnow without any cold storage facilities have achieved very good

success. The PACK HOUSE concept which is very much established abroad and whose

success has already seen achieved in pilot scale in India, needs to be developed in a big

way to ensure the food safety parameters of the product. Its necessity in the coming years

will be even more important in view of the changing scenario due to WTO. The

international products will flood the market in attractive packs with longer shelf life and it

is high time that pack house concept should be popularized in a big way in northern zone

and in the country as a whole. A pack house is defined as a place where without modifYing

the ultimate shape and utiliti of the product, value is added to its market price by proper

packaging. It is not only that the cosmetic appearance is enhanced, but essential post

harvest operations like washing, brushing, waxing, grading, packaging, cooling, storage

and transport are performed so that shelf life is enhanced. Preparing the product as per

market needs and requirement not onlyappretiates its value in terms of price but also in

terms of purchase of bigger quantities as well. It is therefore, felt necessary and suggested

that we must establish pack houses on top priority atleast for following products and

locations in the zone.
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5.2 Detailed description of facilities reqnired

A. Need of Pack houses and their location and capacity are given below

Main Crops Location' Capacity Per
. Annum

Kinnow and oranges Balluwana, Kang Maiyya, 5000 tons each
Badal and Talwandi saba in
Punjab
Sirsa & Fatehabad in Haryana

.
Mango and Peas Saharanpur, Lucknow'" and 8000 tons each

Moradabad
Yarnuna Nagar in Haryana

Potato and Vegetables Agra, Farrukhabad, Meerut 20000 tons each
Varanasi, Kanpur, Ambala, -
Sonepat in Haryana
Jallandhar, Maler Kotla and
Amritsar in Punjab.

Flowers Ghaziabad / Gurgaon 100 tons
Delhi

Aonla / Mango Pratapgarh in U.P 8000 tons
Hoshiarpur in Punjab

Guava, Aonla, Mango Kausambi, Barrailly, 10,000 tons
Allahabad

Kinnow & other Ludhiana One lakh tons
Oranges and Dry part central place for
Vegetable export with big pack house

Pack House Concept

To start any new venture or concept it is necessary to workout its feasibility and economic

viability is important. The importance and requirement of pack house have been discussed

in previous pages. As an illustration, the economic viability of one such pack house

proposed in Saharanpur for Mango as one of the main crop together with some quantities

of other fruits and vegetables, with a capacity of handling 8000 tons annually is given

below. To run it economically throughout the year, the following commodities could be

handled, which are abundantly available in the region. The total cost for unit of pack

house comes to about 20 crores including the capital cost and total number of such houses

required are 20 for the region hence approximately 400 crores are required. The detail of

these houses in different states with cost is given at page 352.(a)
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Economic Feasibility of a Pack house at Saharaupur having a capacity of 8000 tons
per annum

Calendar of crops to be handled and their availability periods

Fruits

Mango

Lime & Lemon

Kinnow

Guava

Vegetables

Okra

Green Chillies

Cauliflower

Cabbage

Tomato

Carrot

Availability during the months

May to July

All the year

Octobeilo December

January to March and Aug - September

March to October

April to July

November to March

December to March

April to July

November to March

the suggested capacity of the packhouse is 8000 tons of fruits and vegetables on two shifts

basis. Approximate quantity handled will be Mango and other fruits 3500 tons and

vegetables 4500 tons annually.

The main component of packhouse will be:

1. Industrial type Asbesto roof building

2. Mechanised waxing, washing, Grading, packaging line with capacity of 3 tons per

hour.

3. Pre cooling capacity of 10 tons in batches.

4. Cold storage capacity of 100 tons in two independent chambers having independent

controls which will used as transit storage facility.

5. Ancillary material handling equipment like hydraulic truck for lift, pallet markings,

pallet strapping machine labelling etc.

6. Diesel power generator set and room for this, water treatment plant, water'storage,

tanks, Drainage facilities, Administration room etc.
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I

~eedof Pack Houses/A.E.Z for different states and approximate cost involved

Main Crops Uttar Pradesh Pun'ab Ha ana Delhi
No, Cost in No. Cost in No. Cost in No. Cost in

Lakhs Lakhs Lakhs Lakhs

(innow, Oranges 0 0 4 1100 2 600 0 0,
v1angoand Vegetables 3 3000 0 0 1 200 0 0

'otato and Vegetables 5 5000 3 800 2 200 0 0

=Iowers 0 0 0 0 2 200 1 500

\onla I Mango 1 1000 0 0 0 0 .0 0

3uava, Aonla, Mango 3 2000 0 0 0 0 0 0

)ry Port 0 0 1 1QO 0 0 0 0

12 11000 8 2000 7 1200 1 500
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The estimated project cost excluding the land cost which should be atleast one hectare is

given below

S.N. Capital Cost of the Project

Paraticubrs

1 Land and Building
Earth filling for one Acre building areas 10000
sq.mt x 4 ft. @Rs. 3
Boundary wall etc
Area under Thesaurus construction of 1000 sq. mt
@250sq.mt
Area under RCC 0£3160 mt. @Rs. 550 sq.m

b. Processing Equipment
Sorting
Sorting grading linefully automatic with electronic
grader
Hydraulic Pallet truck
Pre cooling, cold store, anti room, Refrigerator
Pallet marking machine

c. Ancillary AccessorieslEquipment-
Lab Equipments
Weighing Scales 300 kg. capacts (4)

d. The Utilities
tubewell
Water Storage Tank
Generator Sets
Miscellenous & other requirements

Total

Cost of production and profitability

A. Raw Material Cost (Refer at page 83)
Wages & Salary
Power and Fuel cast
Repair & renewal
Consumables
Inland freight upto See port!Airport
Packing expenses
Selling and Administrative expenses
Total Expenses
Total Sales
Gross Profit
Depreciatian@ 20% of project cost

Net Profit

Amount in Rs.
LakhRs.

1.70

6.00
24.75

17.38

76.00

20.00 -
"f

30.00
0.20

0.25
0.25

2.00
2.00
2.50
17.06

200.00

792.00
3.84
13.42
1.63
12.00
32.50
10.42
14.27
880.08
1091.15
211.07
40.00

171.07
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" 5.3' Economic Viability I validity

The economic viability of the packhouses is sound from the experience gained in foreign

countri'es and rough estimate of economic viability of the proposed pack house at

Saharanpur is given below:

1. Raw material and cost statement

A. Raw material procurement cost

Item Quantity to Cost Rs. per Total Cost in Rs.
be processed Kg Lakhs

Mango 2000 18.00 360
Other Fruits 1000 12.00 120
Vegetables 3000 8.00 240
Totals 6000 - 720
Add 10% wastage 72
Total Cost 792

B. Anticipated Sale Statement

(i) Export Sales

Particulars Freight Pack Size Quautity in Sales price Value in
per pack iu Kg Tons iu Rs. per Lakhs
* K". **

Man"o 3 4 300 36 105.75
Vegetables 2 5 300 19 56.40
Total 600 162.15

*
**

Freight is by ship on subsidized basis

approximate cost prevailing

(ii) Domestic Sales

Particular Rs. per Kg. Pack Size in Quantity iu Price in Rs. I Value iu
Kg. tonS K". Lakhs

Mango " 25 18 1700, 25 425
Other Fruits 18 18 1000 18 180
Vegetables 12 10 2700 12 324
Total 5400 929
G. Total (i+iil 1091.16
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The statement clearly illustrates that even after deducting the operation cost and

depreciation on fixed assets, the profit in first year of operation will be Rs. 171.7 Lakh

from this pack house

Ifwe see the performance ofMaha Group of Mahrashtra and the success ofHPMC apples

packed in suitable packaging material, which are becoming more and more popular

because consumers are willing to pay little extra if they are sure of quality; the day is not

far where U.P Mangoes will also be sold like Alphanso mango ofMaharashtra.

The only criteria for vi,ability of these pack houses is the availability of good raw material

in the area, which is abundantly available. Once these packhouses start working, mo!.-earea

will come under these crops because marketing of their product at reasonable cost will be

assured, which is. the main impediment in area expansion .and higher productivity of

horticulture crops as farmers are not willing to invest and increase production because of a "

fear that higher production will create a glut in the market and prices will crash.
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6. SCOPE OF VALUE ADDITION I PROCESSING

The scope of value addition in horticulture produce is required at all stages of handling

i.e. in'production, fresh market and processing

(a) Production

Becau~e of sub-standard production technology the whole produce is fetching low

market prices. Our point can be well elucidated through following examples:-

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Much of the Mango in all the four states of the zone experiences heavy fruit

drop at various stages of development. The fruit droppe<hlt vary early stages of

development is not consumable in any farm. The fruit dropping at later stages.

is consumable in the form of Sause, pickles etc but fetches low prices. Hence if

production technology is upgraded the fruit drop can be reduced and value of

final produce enhanced.

The other major fruit crop of the zone i.e. Kinnow is also subjected to

extensive fruit drop but the situation in this case is even worse as compared to

Mango because immature dropped fruit is not consumable and fetches no

market price.

Many other fruits such as Ber, also experience fruit drop at various stages of

development & thus the first step i',' value addition to all such crops is to

reduce fruit drop which will increase the yields and add to the value ofthe final

produce.

(b) Harvesting

Fruit harvested at earlier then the full maturity stage also diminish the returns and

hence harvesting at right stage results in value addition. Sometimes market forces

create special situation where early arrivals in the market fetches higher prices but such

benefit should accrue from growing early varieties. Such trends are again predominant

in the two major fruits of the zone, i.e. Mango & Kinnow.
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(c) Post-harvest Handling

Marketing of ungraded fiuit lowers the net returns from the produce. Proper grading

with respect to size, shape, colour & freedom fro.mblemishes, stage of maturity etc. is a

.step to result in value addition of the fruit. For achieving belter returns Pack House

concept should be popularized.

(d) Storage and transportation

Proper storage conditions and transportation are instrumental in reducing post-harvest

losses and affect value addition to the produce. With the network of National highways

it has become much easier to transport the produce within three days to the extreme

comers of the country, which will definitely help in stabilizing the prices.

(e) Processing

Processing is generally over emphasised as a means of value addition. This holds good

in some cases where production trends result in wide fluctuations in market prices due

to gluts caused by good crop seasons. This is also true for crops where cheap methods

of processing are available such as dehydration of certain vegetables or pickling in

certain crops like Mango. However, such situations are to be analysed in a wider

perspective. Sometimes disorganized marke,ting channels result in localised market

gluts and crashing of prices, thereby pointing to the need of processing. But if the

prices are varying widely in different markets, efficient marketing system could

provide a beller solution than processing. Such a situation is relevant to Kinnow

marketing where no easy and cheap processing technologies are available. The scope of

processing also gets limited with referenc'e to the other major horticulture produce of

the zone, because of uncertainty of availability of regular supply of raw material for the

processing units. The fresh market always competes with the processing industry and

makes the processing uneconomical because of high cost of raw material. Such a

situation has been arising quite often in case of Tomato where in low production years

it created problems to big processing units in Punjab like that of PEPSI because of

shootingup of prices.
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The zone has a vast production base of Potato and it is generally suggested to stabilize

prices by encouraging export from the zone or through processing. The first approach

is acc~table but processing on a large scale is likely to have two limitations i.e. (i)

Unsuitability of the varieties currently grown for processing. (ii) Narrow consumption

base for the known pot~toproducts.

Another factor which weights heavily against overwhehning dependence on processing

is that very often the cost of other ingredients such as. sugar, spices, oil etc and the

package material is higher then the cost of the principal raw materia!.

Lot of debate has been taking place on the correct size of processing units. Unlike some

other countries, big processing units are not possible for any single crop in our zone

because of low production. Hence such units fail to be financially viable because of

short production period and low availability of produce.

In India with varying climatic conditions, majorIty of fruits and vegetables are

produced almost throughout the year and hence it is advisable to concentrate more on

fresh fruits and vegetable for local consumption by providing better management

practices like harvesting, grading packa&ing and transport.

A different approach is required for the export market, where majority of fruit products

are .exported after the proc;:ssing. For this, the industry has to develop in major

horticulture belts.
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7. MARKETING INFRASTRUCTURE AND MANAGEMENT

North-Western plains comprising of Punjab, Haryana, U.P and Delhi are potentially a

good zone for Horticullnre Amongst fruits, Mango, ](jnnow, Guava and Ber are the

principle fruit crops. In vegetables major area and production is of Potato. The other main

vegetables grown on large areas are Peas, Tomato, Onion, Okra and Cauliflower ..The zone

contributes extensively to the supply of Potato both for seed as well as for direct

consumption and Mango is supplied throughout the country.

Northern India starts getting Mango from middle of March from Sourthern States but the

quality of early mangoes is not good. However, they fetch a good price because no other

Mango is available in the market. By the time Uttar Pradesh Mango starts arriving in the

market the northern zone markets are flooded with southern variety and by this time

quality of this variety is also excellent with the result the early crop of U.P does not fetch

good market price. In.southern states mango crops is almost exhausted by end of July and ,.

Uttar Pradesh mango starts rolling back to these states from beginning of June upto July.

The worrying factor with regard to mango marketing to distant markets is that during this

period of the year, temperalnre and humidity is high with the result mangoes do not reach

in good shape to distant markets unless proper post harvest management care is taken and

fast transport at affordable cost is provided. U.P mangoes can fetch good price in southern

and western parts of the country if proper infrastruclnre of packing and marketing is

provided.

The other worrying factor with regard to mango inarketing of north zone is that inspite of

the best quality mango produced in D.P, not enough publicity about the quality has been

made abroad with the result that state's efforts to shift mango cultivation from subsistence

level to commercial level, has not taken place, hence these has been no quantum jump in

productivity.

The kinnow mainly from Punjab and some from Haryana has already started dominating

the country's citrus market of the country. The kinnow from this zone has established a

good market in the Southern states of Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, in Maharashtra as well as

principle market in West Bengal. A well established market channel has been established

because graded and waxed fruit are being sent to these markets. In the early crop season,
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when winter is at its peak, even the unwaxed fruit reaches distant market in good

marketable condition but as the season advances waxed fruit establishes its superioritY,

This is because fully mature fruits can not retain their shape and qualitY for longer period

if they are not waxed. The suppliers have become quite aware that only by sending quality

fruit, properly waxed will they sustain such a market. The growers cooperatives have

already instituted. a Brand name in collaboration with PBE AGRO. Such marketing

approach supported by already functional grading and waxing centres established in the

production belts of Ferozpur, Bathinda and Hoshiarpur districts of Punjab has resulted in

getting very. good price ofKinnow from the zone.

Kinnow fruit has been exported from the zone to foreign markets like Ceylon, Bangladesh,

Middle East countries like Dubai and UAE with encouraging results. The qualityGuava of

Uttar Pradesh fetch a premium price in Eastern and Northern states but owing to poor

keeping qualitY in storage and post harvest management the qualitY is lost. Much efforts

are needed on this aspect, such as proper stage of harvesting the fruit and post harvest

management so that shelf life is increased.

The Aonla ofU.P is another gold mine because of its medicinal and theurapeutic value and

this will be future fruit crop for export. Agail) this fruit needs research and infrastructure

development for increasing the shelf life of the fruit so that processing factories can run

for longer time.

There is already an acute shortages of proper infrastructure to handle the present levels of

production. The projected increases in area, productivitY and production are to be realized

sooner than thought of, as eagerness to diversitY from cereal dominated wheat-rice rotation

is being felt with increasing intensitY.The lack of such PHM infrastructure is going to be a

great hindrance in the whole process of development. Hence, it is strongly advocated that

investments in the building up of requisite infrastructure should be encouraged in the

private, public and joint sectors.

Some efforts are being made here to spell out such needs, so as to match with the projected

production. of main crops of the region are discussed below.
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7.1 Market Intelligence

Information regarding demand- supply, price, koowledge about consumer preferences,

packaging type, marketing channels and practices must to be fully koown with regard to

the destination market. Information about the competing snppliers, their strengtlJs and

weakoesses of production technology and post harvest management also need to be

koown. Availability of other products, which could be substituted for the product under

reference, consumer preference, comparative price structure etc also need to be koow!! .

.
As per records and enquiries made the different fruits and vegetables produced in this zone

are marketed to different zones/states and also to foreign markets. With WTO and GAIT

the world scenario is changing very fast and. information technology is playing a major

role. Some of the produce is also coming into north zone from different states.

The table below gives the markets for horticulture products of the zone both to other states

and also exports:

Commodity Production/areas Destination markets Foreign Markets
Fruits within country
Mango U.P, Punjab, Maharastra - Bombay Bangladesh, Nepal

Haryana Gujarat - Ahmedabad U.A.E, Saudi Arbia
Rajasthann Kuwait, Behrain, Qatar,
Bengal - Calcutta Malysia
North East States

Kinrnow Punjab, Haryana, Karnatka, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Ceylon, Bangladesh, UAE
UP. W. Bengal,

Guava UP., Punjab, Bihar, Bengal, Eastern States,
Harvana Orrisa

Aonla U.P. Maharashtra, Gujrat, Karnatka,
Andhra Pradesh, Bengal

Ve!!etables
Potato U.P., Punjab, Seed Potato - Maharashtra, Sri lanka, UAE, USA

Haryana Bihar,
Table Potato - Maharashtra, Sri Lanka, UAE, Nepal
Gujrat, NE States,

Peas U.P, Punjab, Karnatka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu,
Haryana Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra

Cauliflower UP., Haryana H.P, J &K, W. Bengal,
Puniab Kamataka

Brinjal U.P., Punjab, H.P., J &K., Utlranchal
...

Harvana
Other U.P., Punjab Maharastra, Gujarat Singapore, Japan,
Product . Indonesia, Hong Kong,
Mentha Germany, China, Brazil,

UK., US.A, Puruguay
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(ii) Major Fruits & Vegetables Markets within the ZoneS.

State Main i\:Iarket

Uttar Pradesh Lucknow (500), Kanpur(800), Banaras(500), Agra(500), Meerut(500),
Bareilly(500), Allababad(400) and Gaziabad(800)
Total Cost Involved (4500)

Punjab Ludbiana(300), Amritsar(300), Jalandbar(300), Patiala(200), Bathinda
(200), Malekotla(200)
Total Cost Involved (1500)

Haryana Ambala(250), Karnal(100), Panipat(150), Hissar(lOO), Gurgaon(200),
Sirsa(200) Total (1000)

Delhi Azadpur(500), Okhla(200), Shadhra(200), Keshopur(100) Total (1000)
Air condition Flower Market (l000)

None of the market in the Zone is modern market except to some extent Azadpur (Delhi)

market and hence all needs modemisatin with proper marketing sheds, cold storages other

infrastructure and other basic amenities on the pattern of one proposed by Haryana in

Murtha!' On an average Rs. 10-30 crores are required for one market hence total cost

involved will be between 2500 - 7500 crores for the entire zone.

(iii) Major Fruits and Vegetables in-coming in 'zone markets

Commodity Snpplying States/zones

Apple - H.P.,J&K
Mango - 'Alidhra Pradesh, Bihar, Tamil Nadu,

Kamataka
Banana - Gujarat, Mabarashtra, M.P, Kamataka
Sapota - Gujarat, Maharastra, Tamil Nadu
Grapes - Mabarashtra
Citrus ~ Mandarin - Mabarastra, M.P, Rajasthan
Papaya - Andhra Pradesh, Kamataka, Bengal,

Orrisa
Coconut - Andhra Pradesh, Kamataka, Mabarashtra
Litchi - Bihar, Uttranchal

Ve~etables
Potato - H.P., Uttranchal
Onion - Maharashtra, Gujarat
Garlic - M.P
Cauliflower - H.P.
Cabbage - H.P.
Caosium - Kamataka, H.P., Uttranchal
Tomato - Maharashtra, H.P., Uttranchal
Okra - Kamatka, Andhra Pradesh
Watermelon - Kamatka, Andhra Pradesh, Rajasthan
Muskmelon - Rajasthan, Kamataka
Parwal - Pointed gOliid - Bihar, West Bengal
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7.2 Modernization of Horticulture markets.

Our fruit and vegetables markets are in a pittiable condition. If one visits these markets in

rainy season the conditions are worst and any gentleman can not enter the market due to

rotting and inhuman conditions. Some bold steps need to be taken for overall improvement

of infrastructure and cleanliness. Some of the basic facilities which are absolutel)'

necessary are given below.

(i) Auction Platforms with covered roof
(ii) Parking facilities for loaded trucks and parking for empty trucks & other vehicles
(iii) Feeder rail tracks for big markets
(iv) Godowns for storage
(v) Grading and packing sheds
(vi) Cold storage designated for major commodities
.(vii) Banking facilities
(viii) Producer's guest honse
(ix) Electronic display board.
(x) Computerized auction system (for big market) on the pattern of Alsmeer in Holland
(xi) Infrastructure and functional maintenance on the pattern of Rungers fruit &

vegetable market of Paris, atleast for national & provincial markets.
(xii) Development of specified infrastructure such as for banana, mango ripening etc need

to be created near big market! consumption centres.

Retail Market

Setting up of a retail market with facilities of sale stalls, internal storage facilities, cold

stores of small to medium size owned individually by retailers or collectively by a group

of retailers, or by customer service companies is recommended.

A medium scale model retail market relev~t to our medium to big cities could be on the

pattern of the fruit and vegetable market of Canberra (Australia) which are designed in

such a way that when you enter the retail market, the first shops are ofless perishables like

onion, potato and near the exit point are the most perishables like leafYvegetables, so as to

facilitate the consumers. The details of Apni Mandi are retail markets required for each

states and cost involved is given below:

States

Uttar
Pradesh
Punjab
Ha ana
Delhi
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Such a market model, which has all the components of an ideal retail market such as

spacious shops, centrally located to be convenient to buyers, small cold rooms just on the

back of retail shops, convenient parking place for the buyers and availability of designated

shops of other perishables such as milk and milk prodnct should be developed atleast in

metro cities to start with.

A more sophisticated retail market model suitable for bigger cities like Delhi, Calcutta,

Banglore, Chennai and Mumbai is the Fruit and Vegetable market of Tokyo (Japan) type.

This market is bigger than Canberra model but placement of commodity based shops is of

interest as shops are placed in such a manner that from entrance the buyers starts

purchasing less perishable commodities such as onion, Potato etc. and en-route at the end

finishes with purchasing the most. perishable commodities such as leafY vegetables. At

present there is no such market in the country the only so far called sophisticated market in

Delhi is I.N.A market but it is no where near to any of the above mentioned standards.

Apni Mandi Concept.

A retail marketing experiment by the name of Apni Mandi was started in Punjab and

Tamil Nadu where producers were allowed to sell there produce direct to the consumers so

that farmers gets remunerative price and consumers also gets the produce at reasonable

rates, by eliminating the middle man. In such markets, growers bring their produce and

sell directly to the consumer. Such markets started functioning at notified areas at different

locations in big cities. Only registered producers were allowed to sell their produce at the

rates specified on the display board. However, with passage of time the concept has been

diluted and in most of such markets of Punjab traders have crept in and no basic amenities

have been developed which were envisaged in the original concept. In Tamil Nadu some

successess has been achieved since the idea is good and workable, the same has to be

revitalised in true spirit of the concept and actual farmer producers should be allowed to

sell there produce by issuing identity cards. Strict monitoring is required so that non

farmers i.e traders don't come into trade there.

Corporate Marketing

National Dairy Development Board (NDDB) project on contractual production and

retailing of fruits & vegetables is also a step forward in modernizing market of such

commodities. Such an approach needs to b!, followed in most of the states. Since biggest
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unit of NDDB is functioning in Delhi (within the zone under reference) this has served

good purpose at least in stablising the retail prices in Delhi. 'Now another cooperative

retailing of fruits and vegetables oil the pattern of NDDB also started retail marketing in

Delhi.

73 Dissemination of marketing "information:

Domestic Market Information

The National Horticulture Board (NHB) and in many states, the Agri. marketing board

collects the information and disseminate the same, covering total arrival, rate fluctuations

etc through media such as T.V., radio and newspaper. However, such efforts are of very

small magnitude. NHB covers only very few markets in the country (21) and only six'

markets in the zone. Since the coverage by state Agric marketing board and NHB is of

very few markets, the information disseminated fails to have the desired impact. The

relevance of such information is further dimished because of the fact that only a small

proportion of the produce comes to such markets.

A wider 'use of such dissemination of market information will help in directing the

movement of products for better realisation of prices. Sometimes back NHB took the

initiative in this direction and entrusted this job to HPMC in RP. Further in addition to

disseminating such information daily, the data is compiled on monthly and yearly basis at

state level. The State data needs to be inte,grated at National level so that marketing

information over the years is available to entrepreneurs intending to enter in the business

of marketing of horticultural produce as well as to the progressive producers to plan their

planting programmes accordingly. Such an information compiled over years will give a

clear picture of prices prevailing in particular periods of the year at particular places so

that future movements are directed accordingly. It will also be helpful in working out

future strategies for horticulture developments.

In order to bridge the information gap in total production and the produce arriving in

regulated markets, help from other agencies such as revenue functionaries or recording at

state barriers by specialized agencies as is done by HPMC in RP and J &K. needs to be

followed. At present there is a great difficulty in developing a need based/market oriented

production programmes and market strategies. Most of the strategies are theorised on the

basis of scanty/erroneous information available, and such planning sometimes results in
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lop sided developments and unbearable losses to the producers by causing a glut of the

produce at certain places and scarcity at other places.

Export Market Information

At present a lot of stress is being laid on exports of horticultural commodities, but very

little information on marketing situation in intended foreign markets gets available. to

potential exporters. Some collaborative arrangements with internationa! agencies such as

FAO need to be worked out. and the information thus gathered, should be freely

disseminated. Since international marketing is highly competitive and intensity of such

competition is going to increase many fold when WTO gets operative, efforls need to be

made to gather compiled information on Horticulture development plans of other

competing countries through our diplomatic sources in Indian Embassies III other

countries. Such information also needs to be disseminated to the concerned individuals

and organisations. Increasing sponsored participation (partially subsidized) by intended

exporters in Horticulture fairs, conferences and seminars will also be very helpful in

gathering information on export potential of many horticultural commodities.

Dissemination of all such information through Internet in the present context will be a

welcome and most effective tool for the m~rketing people.

Use of Internet

Today the information is required instantly and use of internet will be necessary, as all

markets should know the arrivals and rates at different destinations at a time so that day to

day movement is planned. This is possible when all the data is logged on to the internet

and information is available on real time. This will be beneficial for movement of produce

in right direction.

7.4 Identification of Market Segments

The main market segments are

Wholesale marketing

Direct marketing to large buyers
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Consumer marketing through Apna Bazar

Export Marketing

Marketing to processing plants

The details of each of these market segments have been dealt in the different chapters of

post harvest management, marketing & export marketing.

7.s Building of Brand

Consumer packs and brand name are practically non-existant in the North zone. As

mentioned earlier, some fruits which are imported from other zones are packed in boxes

etc and bear the name of the producer. On account of good grading. and orgenaliptic

quality these names are recognized as a mark of quality and hence get sold at a premium.

The wholeselers and retail marketers also prefer to purchase such fruits and inturn sell

them at higher prices because of belter quality. This is happening in the case of Apple,

Grapes, Pomegranates and Mango etc., which are sold extensively in big cities such as

Delhi, Lucknow, Kanpur, Allahabad etc in V.P., Ludhiana, Arnritsar, Jalandhar, Patia!a in

Punjab and in Ambala, Kamal, Panipat and Hissar in Haryana. Th.ese consumer packs

have not reached to town and villages ..

However, In the case of vegetables, the situation has not developed to this level. Normally

the consumer prefers to buy fresh vegetables and exercises some selection pressure by

picking up the superior quality on the basis of stage of ripening, teuderness (mainly iu case

of Okra, Brinjal, Cucumber, Radish, etc.) well filled pods (Peas) and Proper size (Tomato,

Potato etc.).

In case' of Kinnow, some growers who send their produce to distant markets such as

Bangalore, Chennai, Bombay, Calcutta etc have established their credentials as quality

suppliers and their produce gets sold readily or even at a premium.

Development of well established trade name in case of horticulture does not appear to be

feasible in the near future. However, some type of quality work which stands for a

minimum threshold level of quality appears to be practical. This could be done with the

support of promotional institutes such as Punjab Agro Industries Corporation (PAlC)!

Puujab Agric. Marketing Board in Punjab, "Haryana Agro Industries Corporation (HAIC)/
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Haryana Agriculture Marketing Board, UP Agro Industries Board and Agri. Board etc. It

is suggested that these organizations develop the requisite infrastructure and quality

assurance programme (something like lSI mark) to promote marketing of a zone or to

other zones as well and finally covering even the products intended for export to other

countries. Punjab Agro Industries Corporation (PAIC) has developed a strategy on these

lines for Kinnow which is intended to be sent to distant markets within the county or even

for export to other countries. A similar approach could be adopted for Dueshri Mango

from U.P. Based on success of a few such crops, it could lead to adoption of the same

quality assurance strategy for other fruits and vegetables.

The aforesaid approaches will be feasible if the organized corporate sector or some Multi

National Companies could be persuaded to enter retail marketing sector for horticultural

products. The implementation of brand name approach in the retail. market sector would

involve extensive infrastructure for procurement of horticultural produce, grading &

packing facilities, transportation net work, retail outlets either directly or through franchise

basis and brand promotion through media. The development agencies of the Gov!. and

related Public sector organizations will have to playa catalytic and regulatory role to get

organized corporate sector, with financial and managerial capacities, involved in such

trade.
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8. EXPORT POTENTIAL

8.1 Competitiveness of Indian Horticulture

India has a very' diversified horticultural produce base but such' diversity is not

significantly reflected in its export base. Amongst fresh fruits only grapes and mangoes are

exported to an appreciable extent. Amongst vegetables, the country exports onions in large

quantities. The other important commodity exported amongst horticulture produce is

Walnut. The encouraging factor about exports is the remarkable increase in the exports of

onion and grapes. On the other hand, it is a matter of great concern that export of mango

has progressively decreased during the last three years from 45,407 metric tons in 1998-99

to 37,1{}9metric tons in 2000-01.Since India produces more than 50 percent of World's

mango and this fruitis grown in almost all parts of the country, it is the special fruit crop

of our country and such a declining trend has to be viewed with great concern and merits

comprehensive introspection. The much diversified varietal base, widespread cultivation

in most of the States and extended availability period because of regional variation in

ripening 'period provides ample opportunities to expand our export market base. Agri

Export Zones for different crops will playa lead role in export of these crops.

The major market for' Indian Mango is the middle east (UAE, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait

Bahrain), Bangladesh and u.K. Out of these countries, it is only Bangladesh to which our

exports of Mango have increased (more than d',mble) during the last three years, There has

.been little increase of exports to UAE, Besides these two countries, there has been a

reduction in Mango exports to other countries. Oman (another middle east country) market

appears to be a new opening for Indian Mangoes where trade has increased more than

eight times (from 95 MTS in 1999-02 to 875 MTS in 2001-2002), Nepal is another new

found market where the exports have increased about five times (from 21 MTS in 1999-00

tolOI MTS in'2001-02). Increase in exports of mangoes to USA, which has registered a

sharp increase in the last three years (394 MTS in 1999-00 to 730 MTS in 2001-02), is an

encouraging factor. However, there has not been a corresponding increase in value

realized (Rs. 147.23 lakhs in 1999-00 to Rs. 162-73 lakhs in 2001-02), Hence the price

structure in the U.S markets will have to be reviewed carefully. To conclude, the market

base of Indian Mangoes has a large scope for broadening by covering more markets,

especially in Europe. It is also necessary to affect regular supplies of quality mangoes to
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build markets. Another area of concern in the exports of mango is that bulk of the exports

are limited to only one variety- i.e. Alphonsois of Western India. Many of North and South

Indian varieties which are equally good in quality have not been adequately exposed to

foreign markets. As and when such diversity of breeds is achieved, there is a possibility of

sharp increase in mango exports. It is our view that Dusheri and Langra varieties from

North India, especially from U.P., have the potential to be excellent export varieties.

The export of other fruits including fruits such as citrus, banana, Pineaple, Papaya, Litchi,

Ber' and Pear, the exports total to about Rs. 146 crores, the billk (Rs. 89 crores

approximately) of exports in the year 2001.02 were made to Bangladesh. The other bulk

importers of fruits, from India was UAE (Rs. 22.71 crores), Saudi Arabi (Rs. 6.38 crores)

and Oman (Rs. 5.55 crores).

The exports of various other vegetables besides Onion has also increased progressively

during the last three years i.e. from Rs. 144 crores in 1999-2000 to Rs. 249 crores in the

year 2001-02. The major importers of vegetables from India are USA (Rs. 66.21 crores),

UAE (Rs. 33.80 crores), Malaysia (Rs. 19.02 crores), Saudi Arabia (Rs. 17.63 crores), Sri

Lanka (Rs. 15.07 crores) and UK (Rs. 14.39 crores). France (Rs. 9.88 crores) and Spain

(Rs. 5.93 crores). Amongst European countries other main importing countries were It

may be noted that although the quantities exported to USA (186.378 MTS) were less than

the quantities exported to UAE,(21219.505 MTS), the realized value was almost double

that of the value realized in the letter case. This speaks for the price structures in different

markets. It is also encouraging to note that the exports of fresh vegetables during the last

three years has substantially increased. It is also encouraging to note that exports of dried

and, preserved vegetable are of a much higher value than the fresh vegetables. However, it

is a matter of'greater concern that there has been a drastic reduction from Rs. 738 crores in

2000-01 to Rs. 537 crores in the year 2001-02 in the export of preserved vegetables, this

being the lowest amongst the last thee years. Bangladesh has been the largest importer

. (Rs., 102.84 crores) followed by USA (Rs. 73.06 crores), Sri Lanka (Rs. 66.75 crores).

Amongst European countries Germany imported dried and preserved products worth Rs.

28.02 crores, UK worth (Rs. 27.52crores) and Holland worth RS.. 12.62 crores. From the

African' continent, exports to Sudan were worth Rs. 18.27 crores in the year 2001-02.

Hence is evident that dried and processed vegetables like fresh vegetables have also a wide

segments of market abroad & should be exploited.
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As far as the North zone is concerned, there is ample scope for exporting peas, brinjals,

okra and cucurbits from here to other countries.

Like the situation in vegetables, in fruits also the value of processed items exceeded the

exports of fresh fruits. Exports of Mango pulp alone was worth Rs. 241.34 crores, its value

being much more than the exports of fresh mangoes. The major importing countries of this

product were Saudi Arabia (Rs. 56.54 crores), Netherlands (Rs. 25.34 crores), UAE (Rs.

19.94 crores), UK (Rs. 15.40 crores) and Kuwait (Rs. 15.18 crores)

Pickels and chutneys of horticultural produce- fruits and vegetables were also exported to

the tune ofRs. 120.33 crores, UK and USA being the major importers.

The other forms of processed fruits and vegetables were also exported to the value of Rs.

201.74 crores duding .theyear 2001-02. In this category USA (Rs. 44.97 crores), Indonesia

(Rs. 36.50 crores), Nethelands (Rs. 27.56 crores), Saudi Arabia (Rs. 15.67 crores), UK

(Rs. 12.55 crores), are the major importers.

The above discussion throws a comprehensive light on the fact that many of our

horticultural products cover wide segments of the foreign markets with Bangladesh and Sri

Lanka in Asia being on one side and Middle East countries like UAE, Saudi Arabia and

Kuwait are the other side of the potential export markets.

In Europe, UK, Germany and Holland have developed a good markets for Indian Produce.

In the American continent, USA has been importing quite a number of items from India. A

limited approach has also been made for the African continent, for East Asian countries

like Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Korea, Hongkong, Thailand etc. Amongst other

countries which are still to be explored are New Zealand, Japan, Korea and Australia.

8.2 Strategies for Increasing Exports

Amongst vegetables, onion and amongst fruits, mango have been our main strength.

During the last three years exports of Onion have substantially increased but its exports

have largely been restricted to East and a East Asian countries and to UAE in tbe middle

east. Onion exports have not made any head way in' European and American countries.
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Hence it is suggested that the market base of onions needs to be broadened. One of the

major bottlenecks in increasU;g exports appears to be our low productivity and higher

freight charges. It may be noted that Spain's productivity of Onions per hectare is 6.5

times compared to India. The Corresponding figures for USA are 4.5 times and for China

it is 2 times. This crop is grown in almost all parts of the country and has apotential to get

much higher yields; Productivity of onion in Kamataka (22 MTSlha) is more than double

of the countrys average and surpasses the average productivity of China. Andhara Pradesh,

Maharashtra and UP have also higher productivity than the national average. It is a matter

of conCern that productivity of onion has decreased during the last three years rather than

increasing. It is suggested that a national project on onion, keeping the above mentioned
'.

states as the target areas be taken up to boost production and productivity.

The exports of Mango has not been making much progress during the last few years .

.Probably the phenomenon of alternate bearing has some role to play for this. Further, over

dependence on one variety- Alphonso may be a contributing factor particularly when its

cultivation and export base is only in Western India. In our traditional strong markets of

Middle East, Bangladesh and U.K. exports have shown increasing trends only in

Bangladesh and U.AE.

Increases have also been recorded in newly developing markets such as USA, Nepal,

Oman, France and Germany, Such trends point to a possibility of broad based marketing

opportunities. Since mango is the major strength of Indian Horticulture in view of

production, diversified varieties and extended period of availability, a major thrust should

be made to increase it exports, The following suggestions are made to develop a broad

based marketing base for Mangoes of India,

(i) Creation of mango production zones taking into account the group of varieties and

variation in ripening period as suggested earlier.

(ii) Acceptability of different varieties based on taste and quality should be studied in

different market segments such as middle east, Far East, Europe, USA, etc.

(iii) Special emphasis should be laid to get a foothold in Japanese market

(iv) There IS a possibility of two way trade of mangoes with Australia and some South
African countries., since India can supply mangoes to such countries-in-their winter

~onths (off season) and in return Indian markets can have mango in winter season

for our market.
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(v) PHM technology and up gradation of infrastructure in each zone.

(vi) Productivity increase by developing technologies to bridge the gaps in production

technology i.e. malformation and alternate bearing.

(vii) Promotional activities for North Indian varieties especially in the Middle East in .

view of locational advantage of this zone.

In the North Zone, the state of UP has a big potential for mango export, as this is one of

the largest mango producing state in the country. Furthermore it has a very diversified

varietal base, the two leading varieties i.e. Dushehri and Langra are of very high quality

and are produced in abundance. The pack house concept for each zone should be

developed. Hence exports for mango from the zone hold a good promise.

Inaddition to the above, a large number of other horticultural products both in fresh form

and processed form are now being exported. In most of the cases the yalues of such

exports are small but such a beginning needs to be pursued, further, so as to develop the

exports to a larger quantities. Some of the new categories of products which have shown

rapid growth rate are:

1.-

Product

Natural Honey

Cut Flowers for Banquet/fresh

Other cut flowers for Banquets

Cucumbers and Ghakun

. Mushroom fresh

Mixed vegetable frozen

Preserved onions

Preserved Cucumbers

and gerkins

Dried Mushroom

Value exported

In 2001-02 (Rs. Cr.)

18

38

52

31

51.053

37.919

18.489

56.830

27.312

Major importers

Germany, USA

Japan, Netherland

USA, Nethelands,
Germany, U.K.

USA, Netherland,
Spain, France

USA

UAE, Saudi Arabia

Germany, UK, Behrain

Belgium, USA,
Netherland

USA, Switzerland,
Germany
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Out of the above products, the North zone is the major centre for production of Natural

Honey, Fresh Mushrooms and Dried Mushroom. Hence it is suggested that one AEZ for

both Honey & Fresh Mushrooms should be created in the North zone.

Many other products such as potato both fresh and seed potatoes, chillies,. peas, other

mixed vegetables have a good potential for export from the north zone and this needs to be

exploited in newly emerging markets.

The basic strategy should be

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

In the already major markets, more and more products should be promoted in

addition to the few commodities which already are exported in good volumes, so

that a diversified product base is established

In the new emerging markets, promotional activities should be strengthened

More stress should be laid on value added products rather than fresh forms

Information on size, colour, packaging preferences in different markets should be

collected and disseminated to exporters/ producers. (v) Information about

strengths (productivity, quality, cost of production, cost of transportation, plant

protection measures required) availabil,ity periods and total production base of

competing countries should be collected for disseminating to the exporters/

producers.

On production side, congenial production belts should be created on the basis of suitable

agro climatic conditions, supply of required inputs should be ensured, production

technology up gradation should aim at enhancing the productivity levels so that they are

comparable to the world leaders. The development agencies should ensure full adoption of

production technology. The market regulatory organizations should work to create a close

working relation between the producers and the exporters. PHM technology up gradation

and infrastructure creation is the top most priority.

Post harvest technology is even lesser understood and known than the production

technology. The infrastructure required to implement this technology is quite costly and

needs high management skills. Much of Indian Horticultural exports have serious

limitation because of this. Proper training progranunes and easy institutional financial
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support should be provided to develop such infrastructure at strategic places, combining

the twin advantages of close linkages with the production centers and the export centers.

Institutional training to promote, efficient entrepreneurship amongst prospective exporters

is urgently required.

In addition to the above, fiscal policies also need to be put in place so as to help exports in

this sector. Unlike industrial exports, agricultural exports in general and horticultural

exports in particular are just taking.off, Levying of newly introduced income..tax structures

on the same pattern as other industries in this sector is bound to slow down the growth of

exports in horticulture. Since most of the projects as yet are operating at small scale and

the value of exports in each project are not that high, usually the exporters of this sector

are not able to avail of the export incentives which are usually available to exporters in

other sectors ..This export segment needs special incentives and also continuous financial

support not only for creating fixed assets but also the working capital. Most of the projects

are essentially in the sector of post harvest management where financial investroents are

quite high for creating infrastructure, normally suffer for want of working capital.

Strategies for solving operational difficulties: Many of the projects in the field of seed

production and export, supplies of cut flowers etc usually get export orders of the buyers

of varieties and the stock seed is supplied by the buyers. The stock seed consignments

usually get stuck at the quarantine level and the time taken by them is usually so long that

the producer looses the season as well as the,export order. Similarly, while exporting the

consignments, certain difficulties are experienced which delay the dispatch of the goods.

Such operational difficulties are to be addressed and solved to make the process of exports

easy and simple. Some facilities to test the quality, germination capacity of seeds need to

be created in some institutions (may be in SAUs) and the official report should be quickly

issued and this may be acceptable to overseas buyers. This will help the exporters either to

.take necessary preshipments corrective measures or to satisfy the buyer about quality of

the export shipment.
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Quality matl{s.

Usually the acceptance of the consignment, and thereby, the payment of the invoice

. depends upon the approval of the produce by the buyers. It is therefore, suggested that

some quali~ regulatory mechanism on the lines of AGMARK or lSI mark be

implemented. We understand that such an exercise has been carried out by APEDA, which

needs to be implemented. Ideally brand names are to be provided, with progressive

endeavor tomake a place for their brand name.in the highly competitive markets.
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9.

9.1

RECO~NDEDINTERVENTIONS
Policies

The different laws and policies which are creating hurdles in the smooth development of

horticulture in the country in general and north zone in particular needs drastic changes.

With the signing of WTO, minimum hassels in letter and spirit are required. No doubt

some of the laws may be good enough but there implementation becomes unnecessarily

time consuming hence the laws should be clearly understood by one and all. A few

examples are

I. Relaxation of ceiling act for planting of orchards especially for Mango and Kinnow.

At present there is maximum holding of 6 hectare which is not congenial for

commercial ventures hence Government should atleast make amendments and raise

the ceiling to atleast 10 hectare.

2. In northern states permission for removal of old and"non productive orchards is to be

taken from Ministry of Environment. This is a long drawn and cumbersome process.

Such rules need to be discontinued or to be implemented by the concerned

Department of" Horticulture in the State. In fact such orchards needs quick

replacement particularly in Uttar Pradesh because such orchards are not only

unproductive but becoming source of certain insect pests and diseases.

3. Central sales tax and state sales tax should be abolished for processed foods

especially frozen fruits and vegetables. These are creating problems in inter state

movement of perishable goods because unnecessary delays occurs on state boarders.

The specific example is problem faced by frozen peas and other vegetables because 4"

to 5 hours stoppages from Punjab to Delhi makes a much differences where the total

journey may be of 6 to 7 hrs .

4. To encourage the export of fresh and processed horticultural crops the incentives by

the Ministry of Commerce should be more than other commodities but unfortunately

no incentive or draw back is allowed in Agri / Hort Crops. It is advocated that

minimum 15 to 20 percent drawback incentive should be given as these being high

volume low cost products.
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5. There is no income tax in Agriculture in the counlly, but unfortunately income tax is

charged when these products are exported, which is becoming counter productive and

needs immediate amendment.

6. There should be subsidy on freight for exporting horticultural products and the

suggestion is that 50 percent on Air freight and 75% on land and sea freight should be

given as subsidy if we really want to increase the export of horticulture products;

7. Octroi on horticulture produce should be exempted as in cereal crops which will

again save the time in transit which is of paramount concern because this will avoid

unnecessary checks on state boarder. Within the state there are octroi posts on every

small city entrance points which create more hurdles by lower level functioners.

8. Minimum support price should be fixed for important horticulture crops like potato,

onion and mango on the pattern of cereals.

9. Assured and proper voltage with power supply to cold storages at subsidized rates

should be given because none of the cold storage is running into profit because of

high cost and irrational power supply. in the northern zone. If present situation

continues we fear that most of the cold storages will be converted to simple godowns

which will be a huge loss to the nation because heavy investments are made by the

Government as subsidies and fmancial support is provided for their construction but

operational difficulties are compelling the entrepreneurs to shut down the cold

storages.

10. Horticultural data collection is very defective in all the state because the age old

practice of collection of data by revenue departmental is in operation. The suggestion

is that Horticulture Department should be entrusted to collect the data, for which

liberal assistance by NHBshould be 'provided. If it is uot possible then atleast in

every districts atleast one development block should be test checked to know' the

factual position.

11. The FPO (Food Product Order) should be ameuded as the present FPO is age old.

Similarly lSI and APEDA should be involved to fix standards for different fruits and
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vegetables which will felicitate the smooth national and international trading in the

sector.

9.2 Extension and Services

I) National Horticulture Board has a number of incentive schemes to encourage

technology transfer. Such schemes are specifically oriented towards lead crops. Since

. Potato is emerging as a potential lead crop both as seed crop and raw potato,

: specialized extension services are to be organized to upgrade the production

technology so as to bring productivity at par with lead countries in the World. Farmers

visits to some advanced Potato growing countries and getting experts from such

countries will be helpful. The approximate number of farmers to be trained in each

state and caste involved is given below:

State No. of Farmers to be Caste involved in Lakhs.
trained

Uttar Pradesh 8,00,000 800
Puniab 2,50,000 250
Ha.:;;-ana I,PO,OOO 100
Delhi 50,000 100

2) In case of Mango it is a problem of non-adoption of production technology which is

resulting in lower yields in the zone even as compared to some other states in the

country. Special drive to impart available technology and ensuring its implementation

by. the farmers is required. Regular supply of special inputs will also be helpful.

Advance centre of extension services for Mango should be established in Mango

growing areas of UP.

3) The established success stories with respect to the lead crops need to be documented,

professionally analyzed and taught to the other farmers starting from the neighbouring

areas of such successful farmers.

4) In Punjab specialized training centre on citrus should be established with special

emphasis in Kinnow production technology. A similar approach could be adopted for

Ber in Haryana. Drip irrigation should be given priority in both Haryana and Punjab.

One central lab for plant and water analysis should be developed in Abhohar.

5) For Delhi one commercial vegetable nursery should be encouraged in private sector

for raising Fi seedlings under poly house and nursery in trays, cups and poly bags.

Infrastructure incentive to vegetable expert, who has conuilercial aptitude, should be

funded by NHB.
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6) Meritorious trees of certain crops such as Mango, Citrus, Guava, Ber to be spotted at

farmers fields and declared as mother trees. Progress of such trees should be supplied

to all state / registered private nurseries for raising for different chambers as Mother

trees. The owner of such trees should be suitably compensated financially and also

recognized through State/ zone level competitions.

7) A specialized training centre on PHM with special reference to Mango, Citrus, Potato

should be established on zonal level to train the trainers.

8) Strengthening of State Department Nurseries /Seed production centres for fruits and

vegetables The nurseries / seed acts to be strictly adopted and wherever required

suitably amended to check the movement of inferior, disease infected trees from one

area to the other.

9) Timely availability of critical inputs such as seed/planting material, plant protection

chemical and fertilizers to be ensured. Equally, important is to make available the

packaging material.

10) Data collection on area and production need to be up graded. State Departments to be

given this responsibility instead of Revenue Department. Market trends should also be

made available to the farmers not only the adjoining markets but even big

metropolitan market of the country.

11) Special drives need to be initiated for certain upcoming crops such as Litchi - in T",cai

area ofU.P adjoining Nepal and Sub-mountain areas of Punjab, Aonla in u.p, Punjab

and Haryana. The total cost involved would be 5,000 for u.p for Punjab 1500 and

Haryana 1,000 Lakhs

12) Potato yields are generally lower because of poor quality seed especially low

germination. To affect improvement in this respect special training programmes need

to be organized to train farmers on seed plot technique for raising disease tree seed.

13) One central lab for analyzing soil, water and plant analysis alongwith training should

be established in Delhi or adjoining area like Ghaziabad and one at Abhohar in Punjab

with a caste of 250 Lakhs each.
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9.3 Infrastructure

The requirement of infrastructure for production and post harvest management including

marketing has been given previously in this volume. Normally infrastructure development

is considered necessary as and when the need arises i.e. when the production is achieved

and reports of its wastage/spoilage are voiced by the producers. This is also coupled with.

other factors, which act as impediments and deter the farmers from switching over to

horticulture crops. Hence, the GovernmentlNHB should consider the development of

infrastructure alongwith production plans and should create a level of confidence among

the prospective producers that necessary infrastructure exists, which will ensure

production as well as post harvest handling.

(I) Planting Material . One of the major limiting factors still operative is lack of

good planting material in case of fruits and seed in case of vegetables. For

example good pedigreed plants of Mango, Kinnow, Guava, Ber, AmIa are not

available in sufficient quantities for expansion of area/replacement of old

orchards. The Government should strengthen Department nurseries and encourage

private nurseries to upgrade the production of quality nursery plants so that these

are freely available. Latest technological developments in nursery production have

not been taken up. For example in Mango, easier methods which ensure quick

multiplication have not been taken up in the zone. In certain parts of the country,

side grafting and short-tie grafting are being adopted for this purpose. In case of

Kinnow, systematized production of virus free plants is still to be achieved, for

this even collaboration with some foreign nursery producers appears to be

desirable, from countries where such approach is working well such as California

(USA), Spain, Italy, Israel etc. Big modem fruit plant propagation unit should be

established with uniform tested root stocks and different clones of fruit plants to

have uniform yield which is lacking at present.

In case of Guavas also still grafted / budded plants are not readily available. So

overall improvement in nursery production will largely help in increasing area of

production in fruit crops.

The situation with regard to availability of good vegetable seeds is slightly better

beca~seof private entrepreneur interventions. Improvements in seed production

by government agencies and strict quality regulation will greatly help in increasing

area and production of vegetables. The potato yields can be enhanced substantially

if good quality potato seed which is disease free gets readily available. The places
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States
Uttar
Pradesh
Punjab
Haryana

where modem Mother plant Orchard and Nurseries should be established

aIongwith cost involved is given below:

Banaras(I50), Moradabad(I50),

Total Cost (400)

(4)

(2) Supply of production inputs - Many of the necessary production inputs such as

specific fertilizers, plant protection chemicals, tools, implements are not readily

available near the production areas. The government agencies need to ensure such

. supplies as per the technology recommendations. For example in certain areas

only a particular type Offertilizer gets available i.e, Urea as a source ofN whereas

recommendation prefer use of CAN (Calcuim Ammonium Nitrate) or Ammonium

Sulphate. Similarly in some areas Potash is not readily available. Most offertilizer

supplies are available as per the requirement of main field crops such as wheat,

rice, cotton sugarcane etc. In fruit! vegetable producing belts inputs required by

such crops need to be given priority.

(3) Irrigation facilities - Similar, situation as explained above prevails in case of

supply of irrigation is canals or Government tubewells. Water supply is regulated

as per the requirement of field crops. Since wheat crop is the predominant crop in

the zone and the water requirements of this crop are very low, many of the

horticultural crops are not taken up readily because of irregularity of water

supplies through canals. Such a situation prominently prevails in canal irrigated

area of Punjab and Haryana where citrus production is also getting concentrated in

the arid zones ofthe state. In such areas tubewell water is brackish and when it has

. to be used more frequently because of 'Bandi' of canals citrus and some of the

vegetable crops suffer because of salt toxicity. The drip irrigation should be

encouraged on priority in these areas. Rain water harvesting like digging of Tanks

will also help in reducing the salt problem in these States.

Post harvest infrastructure-

a) Supplies of packaging material such as card board boxes which are now

replacing the traditional wooden boxes always remain in short supply in the

main season. The Government agencies should ensure such supplies at the

appropriate time and in sufficient quantities.
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b) Small and simple packing shelters at the farmers fields are predominantly

lacking in the zone. The old practice of gathering the crop under a tree

continues both in fruits and vegetables and is subjected to Rain/Sun damage'

etc. The Government should. provide requisite assistance in. the main

horticulture belts such as Saharanpur, Maliahbad (Lucknow), Agra, Gaziabad,

Gorakhpur, Banaras in V.P, Aboher, Bathinda, Hoshiarpur, Jalandhar, Patiala

in Punjab; and Kamal, Sirsa and Sonipat in Haryana

c) Market infrastructure needs to be upgraded by modernizing the markets

gradually. It may notbe'possible to create all the requisite infrastructure in all

markets in one step but starting from creation of platforms, shelters to transit'

storage facilities further .be created. Transit storage facilities be created within

the market yards or close by.

d) Government needs to create cold storage infrastructure ahead/concurrently of

the demand. The assistance has to be provided to upgrade' the existing cold

storage by incorporating the technology of humidity control as well as

creation of new cold stores with such components. Storage units at present are

becoming uneconomical because of high cost of power which needs to be

subsidized.

e) Special designated market for 'flowers in cities like Delhi needs to be

established. The Government should also by legislation make a provision of

reserving certain shopslbooths in the markets of all approved residential

colonies for perishable produce such as fruits, vegetables, flowers milk etc as

they are doing for other' products or profession. Concessional assistance be

provided to create necessary infrastructure such as cold cabinets etc. in such

shops.

f) Railways should provide suitably and designated designed wagons (with

ventilation etc) for Mango season from Saharanpur and Lucknow for

Mangoes, from Agra for potatoes in V.P., from AboharlFerozpur/Bathinda

and Hoshiarpur for Kinnow in Punjab and from Jallendhar for Potato.
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g) Upgradation and maintenance of rural roads in concentrated production belt of

Mango in U.P, Kinnow in Punjab, Haryana need to be regularly taken care of.

9.4 Finance

The Government has already been providing financial assistance by way ofloans/subsidies

in the field of agric./horticulture. However, inspite of that, it is generally mentioned that

horticulture development .is restricted because of lack of fmancial assistance. Such a

situation has been prevailing because of the following few factors:

•
i)

ii)

Establishing an orchard or going m for vegetable production involves more

financial investment than the field crops.

The return from orchards start after a long period of planting ranging from 4 to 8

years depending upon the crop. Hence, financial inputs are required not only for

establishing the orchard but its maintenance for the first few non productive years

also needs assistance.

iii) The production technology, especially the effects and reaction to weather,
variations are not yet well understood and need to be taken care of for achieving

constantly good yields.

iv) Unexpected overproduction again results in gluts in the market; prices crashing

down and ultimately the producer gaining little or nothing out of good production.

These factors have largely incalculated a sense of insecurity among the financial

insti~tions, thereby creating an impediment for easy project financing in this sector.

Hence, Government agencies need to promote such high-risk sector through easy finance

and the developmental/research / agencies to minimize such risk factors.

Fruit production projects i.e. Mango, Citrus, Amla, Guava and Ber all involve a siguificant

component of nursery production. Establishment of nursery on scientific lines with

necessary infrastructure needs long term capital investment where tangible returns are not

likely to be there in a short period. Presently large supplies of plant material is made

available from Government/University/Regd. nurseries. The quantity and quality of such

plant material has always been a limiting factor and no major nursery project in the zone in

priva~e sector has come up. Hence, the choice with the Government remains either to

strengthen the State Department nurseries or promote at least one big modern, nursery in
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each state as a joint/private venture. Such nurseries cannot survive financially on single

crop basis hence the project has to be based on multi-crop plant production. The financial

assistance has to be made available in the form of subsidy for capital inputs and soft loan

for operatio~al expenses. The provision of such facilities must consider project viability

.both financial and technical as well as the. technical background of the entrepreneur.

Collaborative project with some foreign nurserymen especially with a background of

producing citrus nursery plants would be an additional advantage.

Unlike the situation m fruit plants; vegetable seed industry has emerged as a highly

competitive industry with lot many seed companies producing sufficient quantities of seed

and having their own network of selling the seed to the growing areas through retailers.

Hence, from financial point of view, much input may not be required, though some

regulatory system needs to be implemented by strengthening the certification programme

of the State Department/other agencies dealing with seed. However, exception to this

general situation is the supply of Potato seed. The zone not only produces potato tuber

seed for its own requirements but also is a net exporter of such seed to other states or even

to sarne neighbouring countries. Since financial returns for Potato seed are higher and

more stable, .financial assistance for producing larger quantities of tuber for seed need .to

be promoted through. financial assistance especially to the producers who produce such

seed through 'seed plot technique'.

In case of flowers, producing planting material especially that of bulbous crops - gladioli,

lillies etc. which have been recently taken up on a big scale in the zone is an expensive

proposition and need some infrastructure facilities like cold rooms, for the storage and for

forcing of bulbs. Few good projects on such crops in the zone through financial assistance

will relieve the flower producers from their dependence on foreign suppliers every year

which are quite expensive. Sometime back NHB provided financial assistance to

University of Horticulture and Forestry Solan for creating such infrastructure. The

magnitude and nature of such financial assistance as well as the technical feasibility of

such projects may be ascertained from that university.

Production supporting loans have to be long term loans in fruit plants, whereas in case of

vegetable/flower production loan may be an annual I seasonal bases. The loan period and

schedule of recovery of loan amount will largely depend in case of fruit crops on the

juvenility period Icoming to economical production period which is estimated as follows
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Fruit Crop Juvenile period Economically
Years viable production

Years

Mango 4-5 7to 8
Amla 4-5 8 to 9
Kinnow 2-3 4 to 5
Guava 2-3 4 to 5
Bef 2-3 4t05

Capital Investmeut loans I snbsidies

It is proposed that Government should provide loan with a certain portion of subsidy

component for establishing a packing house at the production site. The size of the packing

house will depend upon the production area and productivity expected. The desigu of

packing houses of varying capacities will be made keeping in view the technical

requirements. This will help in working out the nonns of loan/subsidy amount to be

provided. It will also save the producer to spend in getting architectural desigus prepared.

If the loan amount is fixed at 50 percent of the cost involved, on top of it an initial 20

percent subsidymay also be provided.

Previously in Some states subsidy is being provided for fencing of orchards. It is proposed

to.conti'Iiuethe'same-with revision on the cost-involved.

Other components of production such as drip irrigation, fertilizers etc are provided on

subsidized' basis. To this list be added some other chemicals such as trace elements etc.

phuit, protection chemicals, growth regulators used for increasing fruit sets, seedlesness,

checking fruit drop, sex ratio is cucurbits etc. Since such chemicals are quite costly, their

inclusion in the list of subsidized components will be quite helpful m mcreasmg,

productivity and quality.

Financial assistance for other component of Post harvest management may not be feasible

on individual base, except. in case of big production units. Such infrastructure may be

promoted through cooperatives, custom service organizations or public sector

organizations pre cooling chambers, grading centres, specialized items like refrigerated

vans and cold storages may be included in the list. The quantum of loan I subsidy on such

items be graded sector wise. Cooperatives should get higher level of assistance followed
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by those in custom service organisations and private sector. All expansion programmes of

. such assistance especially the subsidy portion should be regulated on the basis of level of

success of each project.

The packaging material in certain states especially the cardboard cartons are being

supplied on subsidized rates. This should continue wherever existing and introduced where

it is not being provided.

The major issue of making the estimates of such financial requirements needs to be

worked out in advance. The State government agencies should work out such estimates in

advance to the lending institutions like NHB, NCDC, APEDA, Ministry of Food

.Processing etc. All such assistance should be provided through State agencies / State

Cooperative banks so that recovery of the loan component is also channeled through them.

The above suggestions are made keeping in view the production at individual level and

also marketing at individual level or in cooperative, custom services or private agencies.

Now it is also pertinent to bring in the orbit of financial assistance the high-tech projects,

some of these involve all components from production to marketing, including value

addition through grading, packing, consumer packaging as well as processing. Such

projects have also to be financed through promotional agencies on softer terms keeping in

view the financial & technical feasibility of such projects. The merits of such projects for

bringing in high-tech concepts in production, post-harvest handling and marketing needs

to be gauged on the bases of their impact on other producers. Sufficient grants be provided

to support their R&D efforts. Some of such projects could be handling crops like Mango,

Citrus (Kinnow), Guava, Ber, Potato, Tomato, Peas, Chillies etc. Nature of component

could vary from large scale production, contract production, Value addition through

grading, packing, processing and marketing both within the country and abroad.

Surprisingly promotional financial benefits to exporters of agriculture commodities/agro

based products is not available to the sarne magnitudes as is available in other industries.

Since agro-based exports are fast increasing, financial assistance to such exporters need to

be provided. Over and above this, the requisite infrastructure at international airports such

as cool rooms etc. be encouraged through APEDA and NHB. Amritsar is emerging. as

anthor International airport in the zone, and such facilities need' to be created there.
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9.5 Public / Private Partnership

A large number of high-tech projects in the field of Horticulture are comiog up in the

zone. Some of such projects have involved new technologies of production, establishment

of infrastructure,:environmental control, new crops such as mushrooms, flowers like roses,

bulbous crops, vegetables like potato, peas and tomato processing. Generally such projects

involve exotic technologies, exotic planting material and modern processiog machioery.

Some specialized ventures such as honey production and export have also come-up. Many

of suchprojects are high-risk ventures involving huge fmancial resources and expertise

having io such disciplines. A number of public sector organisation have developed basic

information and interaction with similar projects in other countries. The need of such

ventures are considered imperative to bring requisite development and competitiveness in

our horticulture. Such projects are considered fit cases for public/private partnership. The

prioritized projects within the concept and preview of public sector organisation such as

V.P., Agro-industries Corporation.

V.P., State Marketing Board

Punjab Agro-industries Corporation

Punjab Agro-industries Corporation and its subsidiary

PAGEXCO

Punjab State Marketing Board

Markfed (Pb)

Haryana Agro-industries Corporation have developed the requisite mechanism to develop

public - private partnership in this sector. The priority crops of the zone are

U.P

Punjab

Haryana

Delhi

Mango, Potato, Guava, AonJa, Peas

Citrus (Kinnow), Potato, Chillies

Citrus, Potato, Mushroom

Flowers

. Common Crops for Zone -

ghidioli and lillies etc.

Flowers especially roses .under cover, bulbous crops like

The nature of projects which need such an arrangements are:

(i) Contractual production and Marketing

(ii) Value addition through grading, packaging and storage
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(iii) Production under cover-controlled environment.

(iv) Cold Storage and Marketing

(v) Processing

(vi) Growing of flowers and Marketing

(vii) Special ventures such as Mushroom growing and honey production etc.

(viii) Growing and processing of aromatic/medicinal crops such as Chillies, Mentha etc.

(ix) Establishment of chain of retail marketing with modern facilities.

The successful implementation of such projects will have wider and significant

technological advancements. by bringing new planting material, new agronomic

technologies and infrastructure especially for PHM and environmental control in

production. The capabilities of such projects in regulating production and quality factors

will establish the zone's horticiJlture produce in the foreign markets. The successful

implementation of Mushrooms project in Punjab and Haryana which is quoted as one of

the highest production and exporter of Mushrooms in the world is a good examples in this

direction. Metamorphosis of a farmer from a small honey producer to one of the biggest

exporter of honey from Punjab is another such success story already mentioned in Volume

I of this reports. Similarly some efforts to process and export Mango pulp from u.p to

certain countries could also be cited as another example aud a fit case for developing

public /private-partnership and further strengthening such an approach. Already large

quantities of fruit/vegetable pickles, chutneys and sauses are being exported in increasing

quantitites from the zone. There is a need ti? develop a public /private partnership for

establishing a modem project of Pickles & Chutney where quality control and sustainable

export marketing is developed.

Potato produced in the zone is considered unsuitable for processing and does not meet the

requirements of fast food industry, where big international players like Mc Donald &

Pizza Hut have entered the Indian markets. Hence joint project approach in the public-

private sector has to be a high priority area especially in the state of u.P. Similarly Potato

tuber seed from the zone having already made a mark all over the country is emerging as

an export commodity. A joint venture in public-private sector will further enhance the

prospects of potato seed export.

Previously in this report legitimate doubts have been expressed about the scope of

processing uuits in the zone keeping in view even a major commodity like Mango or

Citrus (Kinnow) amongst fruits and Potato amongst vegetables. However, a processing
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unit involving some of the major cemmodities. and viewing the whole zone as a

procurement area combined with even some of the adjoining states like M.P., Uttranchal,

J&K, M.P. etc., is conceived as a fit case of joint venture in public-private sector to be

established at some convenient central location.

9.6 Use of Information Technology

Information technology is a tool used in all industries for upgrading production

technology, knowing the marketing trends in export markets and the prevailing

price/demand patterns. Institutional approach through State Department of Horticulture

and Agriculture. Universities to compile such information and made known to the

producers through extension agencies is desirable. This needs to be done specially in areas

which are not accessible to internet facilities. However, the zone under references include

some of the most developed areas in the countries such as Delhi, Punjab, Western U.P.

Application of computer technology is fast spreading in such areas and incidentally

agricultural extension services used radio and now T.V for transmission of information in

Agric./Horticulture. The Agriculture universities in the zone along with State departments

of Horticulture have extensively used such channels of media to impart agriculture

technology to the rural masses. Even the marketing information collected by N.H.B and

State Marketing boards have been regularly tnlnsmitted. Now computer application is an

additional component of information technology which can be more helpful in this

direction Computer application is likely to play a more specific role, especially in

Marketing -where we note that in some other sectors orders are received on their websites

and home delivery is made. Such an approach is becoming more common in case of

groc~ry items which are of daily use and fruits and vegetables supplies can conveniently

fit.into this approach.

In high-tech projects and farm research I.T has again to play significant role. The

maintenance of records which are conveniently retrievable and availability of information

on the technical approach to be adopted as well as action plan from short term basis to

long periods are very helpful in keeping the management of such projects up-to-date and

for monitoring project progress. In the event of further technology advancements,

appropriate softwares are likely to be developed which could predict the requirement of

plants with respect to nutritional and water requirements. Quite a few years back in

France, precise irrigillion needs of trees could. be ascertained through computers with the

help of sensitive sensors. In many horticulturally progressive countries incidence of certain
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pests/diseases are predicted on the basis of weather charts, presence of pathogen spores in

the atmosphere so that suitable preventive measures can be taken to check the incidence of

such disorders. Even in India the State of H.P has a well developed prediction system of

apple scab and such an approach has largely helped in the. control of this disease. With.
respect to lead crops in the zone, such an models for prediction of Mango malformation,

Mango hopper, various pests and diseases of Kinnow; certain diseases of Potato can be

developed and implemented.

Identical approach could. be adopted for predicting the right time of fruit maturity and

harvesting. Such approaches no doubt appear to be beyond the comprehension of the

average producers, but with the intervention of developmental agencies these would find a

place in.our horticulture industry.

',(
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10. . ACTION PLAN FOR INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT

The horticulture development in the Zone during the previous decade has witnessed

. tremendous development in area and production increase. Mango and Kinnow amongst fruits

and potato amongst vegetables have emerged as the major crops of the Zone. Progress in

floriculture has also been striking. Frequent gluts and nose diving of prices especially in case

of Potato has, however, exposed the failures in the marketing system. Concurrent

developments and the progress in cereal production has further necessitated diversification

from wheat - rice rotation in the Zone. The states of north zone have to shift away from the

cereal dominated cycle to pulses, oil seeds and horticulture crops to solve the issues of soil

health, irrigation and chemical fertilizers. Since horticulture crops are more remunerative

than other crops which are listed as possible choice for diversification, there appears to be

tremendous scope in increasing area and production of these crops. However, such efforts

and propositions are likely to prove counter productive if matching strategies in marketing are

not worked out. For example, very low price structure of Potato in the last few years is likely

to be a deterrent factor in further increasing the production of this crop. Even mango prices

have been almost static during the past decade, whereas the cost of inputs has gone up. Only

exception has been Kinnow whose prices have witnessed reasonable increases, because of its

extended market in other parts of the country. However, in this case also price plateau might

be reached if the area and production continues to increase at the existing pace and concurrent

marketing developments are not achieved. With the above background, an integrated action

plan for production and marketing is suggested,
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(A) Production •
To achieve higher productions the ultimate goals for next decade should be as below are

depicted in diagram I for developiug higher production strategies.

Production Procurement Marketing Distribution
TransDortation

From Low yield Inadequate post harvesting Outdated, inadequate
facilities distribution infrastructure

Production scattered over Traditional agent driven Largescale wastage
many small farms, inefficient procurement

svstem
Outdated 'production Extremely poor Export constraints by
technologies. transportation inconsistent quality

infrastructure, limited cold produce and lack of
r storage facilities infrastructure and

incentives.
Inadequate information High percentage of
about prices, trends and wastage.
customer needs

To Increase yields Improved post harvest Large scale organised
technology available fresh produce retailing
through pack house, AE2, chains
Food Parks

Large farms contractual Efficient procurement with Upgraded distribution
farming few middleman growers infrastructure like cold

cooperatives, farmers storage at wholesale
association etc. mandis (local markets).

Planting Material High quality pedigree __ Nurseries needs strict
including seedlings of plants and high yielding regulations and modern
Vegetables and Fi hybrid vegetable tech should be adopted

seedlings.
Use of Modern Beller ventilated I Single point facilities at
production technology refrigerated vans and airports I dry ports and
through extensive controlled cold storages more incentives & freight
servIces. . subsidy .
Better linkage with Better road/rail and
market through refrigerated inffrastructure
information technology.

J. Concentrating production of horticultural crops as given below, keeping in view the

suitability of climate and soil. The concentrated belts as suggested below will help

to:

i) Establish the major horticulture crops 10 most suitable agroclimatic

conditions.
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ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

vi)

vii)

viii)

Create appropriate PHM infrastructure close to the concentrated production.

Convenient for research organizations like' Agric. Universities / ICAR

institutes to refme technologies for the similar growing condition in compact

planting areas.

Development agencies to provide specialised production inputs closer to the

sites of production.

Provide greater marketing opportunities since market agencies / processing

units will be concentrating for their procurement of the produce from

compact areas.

Easy in transportation and other handling processing etc.

Operational facilities for service organizations such as organised groups of

professionals providing contractual service like pruning, plant protection etc .

. Development of skilled manpower and appropriate technologies. Some of

the appropriate examples within the Zone are:

(a) Impact of Central Research Institute for sub tropical horticulture

mainly concentrating on mango research at Lucknow which is one of ..

the most concentrated belts of mango in U.P. Contribution of

R.F.R.S. of PAU at Abohar, which has been a pioneer centre

responsible for causing a concentration' on Kinnow belt around

Abohar and similarly Regional Research Centre ofPAU at Bathinda.

A substation of central potato research institute, Shimla, at Julandhar

has developed many .area specific recommendations for potato

growing in Julandhar and other central districts of punjab.

(b) Indian institute of vegetable research situated at Varanasi will help

in disseminating agro technique for vegetable production in the

reglOn.

.;,

2. Thefollowing concentrated zones I belts should be created I developed:

i) Litchi belt in Tarai area of u.p adjoining Nepal - Pilibhit to Khushi Nagar.

Keeping in view the ecological advantages and economic backwardness of

the belt special financial assistance' should be provided by NHB.

ii) . Guava belt - Allahabad, Uunao, Kanpur, Rampur, Baraily imd Badaun m

u.P.
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iii) Manga belts-

U.P - Lucknaw, Saharanpur, J.P. Nagar. In additian ta new plantatian,

replacement / rejuvenatian af aid archards shauld be taken up on a large

scale.

Punjab - Gurdaspur, Hashiarpur and Pathankot. Replacement / rejuvenation

af aId orchards especially replacing seedlings with cammercial varieties

needs ta be taken up.

Haryana - Ambala, Yamuna Nagar, Kamal.

iv) Kinnaw belts -

Punjab: Hashiarpur, Ferozpur, Bathinda.

Haryana - Sirsa, Fatehabad.

v) Aanla belts -

U.P - Parlapgarh, Unnaa, Kanpur, Barabanki, Sultanpur and Jhansi.

Punjab - Kandi area afHashiarpur and Rapar Dists.

vi) Ber belts -

Haryaua - Rewari

U.P - Jhansi and Mathura

Punjab - Kandi area.

vii) Patata belts -

U.P - Agra, Meerut, Farrukhabad

Punjab - Jullundhur, Hashiarpur, Nawanshahar, Patiala, Sangrur

viii) Vegetable belts -

U.P - Meerut, Ghaziabad, Barelly, Badaun aud Varanasi

Haryana - Ambala, Panipat, Sanepat .

. Punjab - Malenkatta, Jullandhar, Ludhiana.
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Establishment of Food Parks in Selected Belts

Main Crops Location Capacity Per
Annnm

Kinnow and oranges Balluwana, Kang Maiyya, 5000 tons each
Badal and Talwandi sabo in
Punjab
Sirsa & Fatehabad in Haryana

Mango and Peas . Saharanpur, Lucknow and 8000 tons each
Moradabad
Yamuna Nagar in Haryana

Potato and Vegetables Agra, Farrukhabad, Meerut 20000 tons each
Varanasi, Kanpur, Ambala,
Sonepat in Haryana
Jallandhar, Moler Kotla and
Amritsar in Punjab.

Flowers Ghaziabad / Gurgaon 100 tons
Delhi

Aonla / Mango Pratapgarh in U.P 8000 tons
Hoshiarpur in Punjab

Guava, Aonla, Mango Kausambi, Barrailly, 10,000 tons
. Allahabad

Kinnow & other . Ludhiana One takh tons
Oranges and Dry port at central place for
Vepetable exnort with big nack house

3. Declaring the specific areas as intensive / Export Zones for lead crops and also to

specify supporting crops.

Anumber of Agric Export Zones such as two in u.p for Potato - Agra & Meerut, one

in Punjab around Jutlandharagain for potato have been set up. Two more Agriculture

Export Zone for Mango, one at Lucknow and the other at Saharanpur, two for

Kinnow - one at Abdhar / Bathinda and other at Hoshiarpur are suggested. Such

zones are to be developed as concentrated production areas with matching

infras!rncture for marketing and processing.

Establishment of processing facilities for mango for export at Malihabad in Lucknow

has encouraged exports. Similarly the grading, waxing and packing center~

established at Hoshiarpur, Abohar and Bathinda by PAGREXCO (total 5 such

centers) have created a deep impact on the successful marketing of Kinnow at distant

places in the country.
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Since the created infrastructure for a lead crop is to be utilised for a limited period in

the year (cropping season) the suggested appr~ach is to make such centres process

other fruits and vegetables as well, so that plants runs for a greater number of days in

a year and their utililzation is high. Such a concept has been followed in Andhra

Pradesh, where Chiltoor Agriculture Export Zone (Chiltoor AEZ). This zone is the

first integrated initiative in. Andhra Pradesh for boosting export of Mangoes and

Vegetables. In this zone as many as 49 units involved in processing of mangoes and

vegetables have come up:in a span of few years. These zones should be adequately

funded for infrastructure development by APEDA and NHB.

4. To make available production inputs such as seeds / planting material, fertilisers and

other chemicals.

In the concentrated area and with rapid progress of specified crops such as Mango,

Kinnow, Potato and other vegetables, many a times planting material (nursery plants

and seed) of elite varieties gets in short supply. For example in Kinnow growing

areas of Punjab - (Hoshiarpur, Ferozepur, Bathinda) quality planting material

especially the virus free plant material is either not available or is in short supply.

Similarly disease free potato seed i~ not available at appropriate time. The PAU

scientists have the technology for raising virus free plant material of citrus but cannot

meet the full demand of the state. So it is suggested that the University and the State

Department should coordinate to upgrade both quantitatively and qualitatively the

production of Kinnow plants. Priority should be given to supply the plants within

the specified Zone from the nursery / nurseries located in the zone. Inter zonal or

interstate movement of plants should be discouraged. Similarly in u.p the supply of

quality material of Mango especially of the new varieties is always in short supply.

For example Central Institute of Sub Tropical Horticulture at Lucknow has developed

and identified many superior type of Dushehari mango but the plant material of such

selections is not yet readily available within the zone.

The development of private nurseries or privatization of the existing government run

nurseries should .also be examined.

Similarly many specific fertilizers (CAN, Potash, and Super PhasphateM.P.K.) plant

protection chemicals, growth regulators (NAA, GA etc.) are not readily available,

.::
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5.

supply of such inputs generally is oriented towards their requirement for cereal crop

needs. The Government agencies should promote private entrepreneurs /

cooperatives to be the main source of supplying such inputs to the fruits and

vegetable growers.

Same is the situation with regard to packing materia!. Mangoes and Kinnow are now

being packed in corrugated cardboard boxes but such packaging material are not

available in sufficient quantities and at the right period. So availability of such

packing material should also be ensured by development agencies.

Establishment of High-tech nurseries for productino of elite planting material:

Establishment of high tech nurseries of Mango. in (U.P, Punjab and Haryana),

Kinnow in (Punjab & Haryana), Amla (u.p and Punjab), Litchi (u.P) should be

arranged. Mango. plant material is to be propagated by using side grafting,

hypocotyle or shoot tip grafting as is being done in some Western / Southern states.

Virus tested plant material in case of Kinnow and other citrus fruit plants should be

produced. Frequent movement of plant material within the zone or from outside the

zone is to be cheeked and restricted. The requisite development in nursery production

has not come up because this trade has largely been in the hands of small, illiterate

nurserymen. For example in mango growing belts ofU.P - (Lucknow, Saharanpur)

there are large number of nurseries and the nurseries producers only use the old

method of propagation - enriching etc. a.ndhave no financial/management capacities

to create infrastructure for modernizing nurseries. The State Department of

Horticulture should first upgrade its own nurseries with requite infrastructure and

produce larger number of plants through latest methods of propagation such as shoot

tip grafting etc. Such methods are in practices in some western or southern states of

the country. The department should also promote some big nurserymen to develop

modem nurseries at strategic places.

The problem in citrus plant propagation is rather more difficult, since inspite of the

availability of technology for raising virus free plant material, such plants are not

getting produced in requisite numb.er. The State Department of Horticulture has a

large number of nurseries in the Kiunow belts, such nurseries need to be modernized

to meet the requirement of plant materia!. The State Dept. of Horticulture should

work in coordination with PAU scientists to produce virus free plant materia!.

.:;-
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Similarly raising of nursery plants of Guava, Ber, Aonla etc. should also be taken up.

It is also suggested that somelrnown nurseries of.intemational level be invited to

establish high tech nurseries in the zone.

6. Expansion of facilities for producing potato seed through seed plot technique so that

disease free potato seed tubers are produced in large quantities. For this, extension

personal of the Dept. should organise practical training to farmers.

7. Technology upgradation - Nutritional management, irrigation, integrated pest

management tl,lbe worked out for each belt through adaptive research: Control of

malformation, minimizing alternate bearing in mango, checking tree decline in citrus ~,
etc. warrants testing of known technologies at the farmers fields. This needs to be

taken up in each belt. Technology upgradation: - A number of technologies relating

to nutritional management, irrigation, integrated pest management have been

developed by research organizations such as PSUs, ICAR at their centers or at

regional stations. But sometimes such technologies have to be suita.bly amended /

refined at farmers fields. Such adaptive research should be taken up by scientists of

KVKs in collaboration with. the scientists from the main / regional centres. Such

adaptive trials should also be repeate,dly shown to the farmers of the area so that they

get familiar with the technologies and are convinced about their results.

8. Technology adoption - The level of technology adoption especially with respect to

fertiliser application, pruning and pest disease management is very low. This needs

to be improved through demonstrations at farmers fields. Adoption of available

technologies is especially low in Mango orchards of UP. Most of the orchards

remains unattended, are non-productive and act as sources of infection for many

insect pests and dis.eases.

9. Encouraging high-techproduction .unitswith an integrated approach to marketing:

A number of high tech projects in horticulture have come up in the Zone. Some of

them are:

i) Roseproduction under green house conditions - A number of such projects

have come up around Delhi - in Haryana (Gurgaon, Kamal, Panipat Dislts),

Punjab (Lalru Dislt. Patiala, Arruitsar), and UP. (Saharanpur).
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ii) Mushroom production again around Delhi - in Haryana (near Sonepat and

Gurgaon) Punjab (Lalru - Dera Bassi) and u.P. (Dehradun).

iii) Honey production in Punjab (at Doraha in Ludhiana), Haryana (Yamuna

Nagar), U.P. (Saharanpur)

iv) Cut flower production mainly bulbons .crops like Gladioli, Lillies etc. at

various places in all the four states.

v) Flower seed production mainly in Punjab and Haryana.

Many of such projects have not been successful since the exotic technologies adopted

therein were not backed up by indigenous information from research institutions, lack

of market infrastructure and lack of access to international marketing opportunities.

APEDA and NHB have been supporting such projects but more associations of these

organlsations with such projects need to be developed. Entrepreneur training on

professional lines has to be organised firstly at research institutes within the Zone I

Country and if required abroad.

Some exceptions in the high-tech units have been a Mushroom project in Punjab (at

Lalru) and Honey project again in Punjab (at Dorahba) which have sustained their

production and have developed proper marketing avenues. Such establishment

should be visited by the farmers of the zone to see how to overcome the practical

difficulties. The high tech poly-houses to be developed in different states for

production of flowers alongwith cost is given below:

Name ofthe State Area to be covered under Cost involved in lakhs
Polv house in had.

Uttar Pradesh 100 2000
Puniab 100 2000
Haryana 50 1250
Delhi 40 500

10. Assisting corporate / cooperative sectors both financially and technically for bring in

newer technologies.

Examples of Maharashtra grape I mango growers associations to create high tech

facilities such as micro nutrient analyses, ready availability of growth regulators like

GA, etc. can be considered as guidelines in this direction. Now PEPSI (Punjab) is

also bringing in new technologies of citrus production which should again be a

welcome step HOPCOM of Kamataka in Horticulture marketing, technologies in

Tomato production are other good examples. Interstate cooperation will boost the

productivity.
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11.

12.

Introduction and adoption of newer varieties which have been well accepted in

foreign markets such as Alphanso (which have shown reasonably good performance

in research trials, in Punjab) to be encouraged.

Diversifying cirtus production in Punjab where Kinnow cultivation is heading

towards a situation of mono culture is also the need of the hour. Some efforts are

being made in the corporate sector to encourage production of lemons and sweet

oranges which need to be supported and closely watched for their successful

adoption.

Launching community based programmes on the control of some widespread weeds,

insect pest and diseases: The best example for such an approach emerges from the

past experience of controlling pests like locust where in case of attach by swarms of

locust, all Govemment agencies and village people joined together to minimize the

devastating effect of this pest on all vegetation. In the past some weeds like 'Pohli'

eradication were organised at village levels. Some other weeds like congress grass

also needs such an approach. Amongst pests heliothus which now is attacking most

of the crops needs suchan approach. Mango hopper, potato blight and citrus canker

are some of the important pests which need similar approach. If complete eradication

is not possible, at least uniform spray by a group of farmers in a locality can be

largely helpful. Sometime ago _'_ spray of some insecticides to control certain

pests of cotton was carried out in cotton belts of Punjab but not pursued further. To

adopt this technique in some other widespread pests and diseases of fruits and

vegetables will be very useful.

13. Spreading the ambit of crop insurance to horticulture crops: At present Gov!.

approach for covering crops failures risks is not very scientific and none of the

horticultural crops are covered under this. The State and Central Governments grant

subsidy on the insurance premium to small and marginal farmers on a 75 : 25 sharing

basis. The scheme covers ten kharif crops viz., paddy, jawar, bajra, groundnut, tur,

sunflower, sesame, nigerseed, soyabean and ragi and seven rabi crops, yiz., jowar,

wheat, gram, sunflower, sesame, groundnut and summer paddy. It is needed that

insurance scheme involving sound weather forecasting system using satellite data and

covering failures against losses arising out of exceptional weather conditions be

adopted in case of horticultural crops i.e. especially for mango, kinnow, potato etc.

Media reports indicate that ICICI Lombard General Insurance Company is

contemplating to launch a Weather Insurance Scheme on these lines. Such a step

should be considered a welcome step and aninnovative approach.
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14. Reducing indiscriminateuse ofpesticides:

The integrated production. plans should look into problems of indiscriminate use of

plant protection chemicals, since their residual effects are becoming health hazard and

negating the role of horticultural crops as health foods. Such. indiscriminate use of

pesticides beyond the recommended levels with the ideas of increasing production is

not true. In fact overuse invariably harms farmers by increasing cost of production,

by contaminating the produce (thereby shrinking its market base) and creating

resistance amongst dangerous pests and plant pathogens. Hence minimising the use of

such chemicals and controlling the pathogens through integrated management needs

to be increasingly made known to the producers. Sound forecasting systems and

timely remedial measure (preventive) need to be devised. A good example in this

direction is the apple selab forecasting system adopted in H.P, resulting in fewer

sprays to check the diseases. Such forecasting systems are possible to be designed for .

potato blight- both late and early, citrus canker, mango hopper, black tip of mango.

In fact forecasting modules on the basis of interaction between the pest and certain

weather parameters like temperature ranges, relative humidity etc. are to be

developed. Similar approach in this zone could be designed for certain diseases I

insect pests of mango, citrus, potato & other vegetable crops. Even community based

eradication programmes will be helpful if compact production zones for various crops

are developed.

15. Popularing contractfarming: This approach is being viewed as a booster for small

and marginal farmers to go in for horticultural crops in view of assured returns and

involvement of cooperative I corporate sectors in upgrading production technology

adoption levels. A number of companies are contemplating contract farming to

secure assured supply of produce for their processing projects;-

(a) AM Todd Company whose subsidiary - Indoment Agri Products Ltd. IS

successfully doing contract farming of various varieties of peppermint and

spearmint in Punjab, it is further planning to get lemon farming done on

contract system. This company is also planning contract farming for certain

herbal crops which have medicinal properties and have market potential in

the pharmaceutical industry.

(b) Pepsi after its successful contract farming of tomato is planning to

commercialize the production of a variety of citrus for its fruit juice

'Tropicana' .
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Progress in this direction has to be viewed closely and efforts are needed to stabilize

and further popularize such approaches so that the existing gaps in production and

processing industry are bridged.

Contract production of Peas by certain processing factories like dehydration and

frozen in certain parts of u.p (Hima peas dehydration is an old example. Mentha

cultivation in U.P is being done on large scale. Vegetable / Flower seed productin in

Punjab, Haryana, Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra and Kamataka are good examples.

The Punjab Gov!. has just launched a massive contract fanning system .for certain oil

seed crops in specific belts and similar approach should be adopted in Potato & Peas

etc.in an effort to diversifY from cereal based farming system.

16. Establishment of Food Parks: This approach has been adopted in certain pockets of

u.p and Punjab. Under such schemes the infrastructural facilities both for

production and post harvest handling are created by the promoters (cooperative or

corporate) and demand. based production is done by individual farmers. The

promoters also take up the job of upgrading production technologies and through

efficient PHM assure better retums to the producers. Such an approach is better

suited to vegetable crops and need further adoption.

No such project has reached a conclusive stage to draw any well-founded conclusion.

However, the concept appears to be workable. It is just a little advanced concept of

contract farming. I~ a Food Park, the promoters - Corporate or Cooperatives

develops infrastructural facilities such as irrigation system, land development etc.

and provides such facilities to participating farmers. The promoters also decides the

crops, areas for each crop and allocates the units to participating farmers. All in-put

supplies are arranged and supplied on credit basis to the farmers. The best advantage

of this system is collective marketing and arranging technology upgradation for the

farmers. Such ventures are most suited for flowers, vegetables and herbal crops.

(B) Finance:

1. Finance for production: NHB should provide through State Gov!. soft loans for the

establishment and maintenance of orchards. Such loan facilities should be made
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available on preferential bases in the defined belts of different crops as suggested

earlier. Since various fruit crops have different non-bearing life such as Mango - 5 to

7 years, Kinnow 3 - 4 years, Guava 3 to 4 years, Ber 3 - 4 years etc. The return

installments accordingly should be fixed crop wise.

2. Provided proportionate financial assistance as subsidy to Cooperative / Corporate

sectors for infrastructure, which is going to help the farmers in marketing of their

produce through such organisations. Subsidy amount should be further supplemented

with soft loans in case of infrastructure which involves newer technologies such as

temperature controlled green houses, cold storages, grading, packing and waxing

centres.

3. Financial support in contract Jarming: Mosf of the contract farming involves one

buyer either in the corporate or cooperative sector while the produce is purchased

from a number of farmers. To facilitate timely payment, short term loans are to be

provided to the purchasing agency so that the farmers are paid in time right at the

time of crop purchase. Such loans.should only be for a period of3 to 4 months. Such

loans are to be provided by commercial banks.

4. Financial assistance / Sojlloans Jor high techprojects: High tech projects like green

houses cultivation of roses, growing .of cut flowers like gladioli, lillies etc under

shading nets, mushroom growing, honey production and processing, growing of high

value vegetables under cover which involve high investments and financial support as

subsidy / soft loan. NHB which started financial support to such projects in the form

of soft loans has switched over to subsidy scheme. Such approach should continue

but such facilities should be made available only if the projects are located in the

recognised production belt of that particular crop so that agro climatic suitability is

ensured and other supporting infrastructure is available.

5. Special grants to be provided to NGOs / Cooperatives / Corporate for testing newer

technologies and demonstrations at farmers field.

6. Some of the companies are making good business because their products are highly

subsidised by the Gov!. For example drip irrigation is highly subsidised and the
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companies are doing good business. However, drip irrigation could become more

acceptable and popular if more tesearchwork and adaptation trials are done for

various horticultural crops especially the long life fruit trees. The companies who are

to be main beneficiaries, should be asked to spend certain percentage of their earnings

on R&D work, ..

(C) Human Resource Development

Technical manpower needs to be develOPed through practical training. Trained manpower is

not available for various operations like pruning, training, harvesting and packing etc. Much

of the success of orchards depend on such operations. It is recommendid that such training be

given to rural youth in KVKs as these are placed at various locations in all the states of the

zone. These should include specialised training in Mango propagation using newer methods

of propagation as suggested earlier, citrus propagation, dehorning of old mango trees, pruning

of dead wood in citrus orchards, harvesting of fruits like mango, guava, handling of spray

pumps, packing of fruits etc. such trainings should be periodically organised to upgrade the

operational skills of the workforce. Rural youth needs to be encouraged to organise small

groups to provide custom service to the growers for the above mentioned specific operations.

Financial assistance should be provided to such groups to purchase spray equipment, pruning. .

and harvesting tools etc.
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(D) Marketing, Infrastructnre & Post Harvest Facilities

The marketing of horticultural produce which is invariably parishable has been a subject of

much debate and intensive planning in the recent past, however, the impact of such

developments has not been quite. effective. As a result of this, huge losses in. this sector

continue to occur. Wide fluctuations in market prices, gluts, shortage of appropriate storage

facilities and unsustainable growth of processing industry still continue to be the main

features and act as limiting factors in the progress of production programmes. Following

suggestions and action plan are suggested as possible solution to the prevailing situation:-

1. Proper crop forecasting system and upgrading market information services.

So far th.e market .information service of NHB is not properly linked with..Btate

Marketing Boards. The activities of state marketing boards are only restricted to

regulate the functioning of APMCs / wholesale markets and collecting information on

arrivals and wholesale prices. NHB is also collecting information on arrivals and

wholesale prices in some important markets which get transmitted thorugh media. It is

suggested the State Marketing Boards should get information on production trends from

the horticulture development departments before the actual crop arrival in the market.

Such information should be passed on to NHB where production trends / estimates of

important fruits / vegetables be compiled and made available to State Marketing Board

and other marketing agencies. This will help iu proper distribution of these crops to

main consumption areas. Such informatio,n will also be useful for export organisations

by way of making firm commitments on expected supplies to their foreign buyers. Such

production estimates are made available to various procurement agencies in case of

cereals. Such an approach is suggested for horticultural crops.

2. Developing close linkages amongst production plans and market demands: For example,

any quantum jump in potato production is not feasible unless its trade base is widened by

channelising additional produce in export markets and also broadening its consumption

base beyond its use as a vegetable crop. The market base of potato products such as

chips, fmgers, french fries etc. is not yet big enough within the country to create

extensive demands by the processing industries.

3. On farm facilities such as packing and grading sheds: The normal approach still in

practice is to create such farm facility under a tree in mango and citrus orchards. The

produce is often subjected to rain and direct sun exposure. The size of such a packing
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and grading shed wiIl vary with the size of the production area and the level of structure

in the shed must also be commensurate with the amount of produce. In case of very

small holdings, as is the case in most of the vegetables, a common place (possible if it is

a concentrated production belt and preferably a cooperative is functioning) be developed.

4. Overcoming shortage of appropriate packing material: Some proportion of mango and

Kinnow crop comes to the market in card board packs, but it is stiIl a small fraction. of

the total. Cheaper & adequate supplies of packing material and packaging is quite

. essential.

.5. Transport facilities: . In the main cropping season of major crops like mango, citrus,
"potato, the transport facilities are short of demand. Especially in case of mango where

ripening season is hot and humid such problems are acute. Obviously refrigerated vans

are not going be economical but trucks with staking facilities and ensuring proper

ventilation without the pos~ibility of getting the produce wet are required. Perforated

railway vans especially from some railheads in mango growing belts of UP such as

Lucknow are Saharanpur are required.

6. Linking storage facilities in the producti'ln areas as well as consumption areas: Many

of the lead crops of the zone like mango, kinnow, potato and to some extent peas are

now finding good demands in the distant markets of the country. Appropriate tie ups

with infrastructure facilities of storage on reciprocal basis in such markets need to be

developed through cooperatives / corporate agencies.

7. Distribution System: Many of the fruit crops such as mango and kinnow from the zone

and apple, banana, grapes, pineapple, papaya etc. from other parts of the country travels

from the production centres to the consumption pockets. Their distribution system

primarily is not organised in such a way that the produce is transported from the

production areas to the consumption areas directly. Much of the produce first goes to

certain big markets mainly at Azadpur market in Delhi and. then is redistributed to other

markets.' Sometimes, even Mango from UP first goes to Azadpur market and then

travels back to certain markets in U.P again. This process results in increased losses

during transit aud adds to the cost of transportation which ultimately enhance the retail

prices. Such a situation needs to be rectified by upgrading market infrastructure service

and upgrading more regulated markets in consumption area.
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8. Creating grading waxing and packing infrastructure: Some progress has been made in

kinnows at Hoshiarpur, Abohar and Bathinda in Punjab. Similar facilities f<)rmangoes at

Sharanpur and Luclaiow in U.P have been pl~ned. Further increasing such facilities at

other production centres are required immediately.

9. Ripening infrastructure for fruit crops: Mango and Banana are required in the zone

especially near to big city markets. Mango in porrticular is consumed inbig quantities in...

all places within the zone. Mango is fed into the important markets of the zone from

other parts of the country like eastern states of Bihar, Western States of Maharastra and

Gujrat as well as Southern States of Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu as well as Kamataka.

Within the zone u.p state is the main supplier. As regards to Banana there isn't any

sigiJificant production within the zone, but north zone is one of the major consumption

zones, especially areas of Punjab, Haryana, Western U.P. and Delhi. Both these fruits are

rarely available in the market at the prime eating quality. Normally over mature and

under mature frnits are sold. Crude methods of ripening such as calcium carbide are used

for ripening. Now ethylene slow/regulated releasing equipment are getting available to

affect uniform maturity. Such infrastructure need to be established at main consumption

centres. The number and capacities of these ripening chambers will depend upon the

market demands.

10. Upgrading cold store facilities: Cold storage facilities are limited, technically not

appropriate and are not located in a systematic manner to develop efficient linkages

betWeen production centres and the marketing channels. The existing cold storages do

nothave in~builtmechanism of high humidity since these were mainly built to store seed

potatoes. New storage chambers in limited numbers have come up for storing kinnow in

certain production centres of Punjab. Some highly perishable vegetables are also stored

ill such stores,. However, it is just the:beginning and more such stores are to be-created"in

me main. consumption areas. Since, refrigerated transportation system appears to be a

distant possibility, storing the produce in production areas and then subjecting the

produce to high' temperature during transportation and marketing will not be advisable.

Promotion of infrastructure like cold stores .at strategic places near the big market, be

encouraged by earmarking specific sites and inviting promoters to build up such

facilities ..
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II. Subsidizing power tariff for cold stores: Running of existing cold stores is getting

uneconomical because of high power tarrif and irregularity in the demand for storing

space. Subsidized power supply and multiple utility of the store with respect to

. suitability of varied cOqlpatible crops will solve such problems.

12. Improving handlingfacilities at Railway yards and International airports: None of the

rail heads / airports are especially developed to handle high volumes of perishable

produce. Certain rail heads like Lucknow and Saharanpur are to be developed and

wagons availability is to be organised to handle large volumes of mango. As suggested

earlier, perforated and well ventilated wagons with stacking facilities in sufficient

number are to ensured in the mango season. Similar facilities for Potato at certain

stations in u.p and Punjab are to be provided. For export two international airports at

Delhi and Amritsar exist within the zone. At both the airports especially at Amritsar

proper facilities of coid chambers and quick clearing of out-going consignment are to be

upgraded.

13. Upgrading of wholesale markets: Even the major regulated whole sale markets like

Azadpur in Delhi lack most of the modem facilities, these need to be upgraded. Proper

parking facilities for loaded trucks, spac!ous auction platforms, proper storing facilities,

convenient stay arrangements for transporters and producers are lacking. Total arrivals,

prevailing rates etc are not displayed prominently. Such improvements should be

brought in through the APMC which collect huge funds in the form of market fees.

14. Developing Contract Farming System: Processing industry is not growing in a

sustainable manner. Wide fluctuations in annual production trends, direct competition

amongst fresh-marketing forces and processing industry are the main factors for this. To

overcome such situations, a number of companies have started going in for contract

farming to regulate the supplies. Some such examples have been quoted earlier under

production. Their dual role of assuring in-take of the produce at pre-fixed rates and

contributing for technology inputs and supply of production input is proving beneficial.

However, lack of any standard rules for contract farming may act ~s an hindrance in this

system. Fortunately F1CCI has just come out with some recommendations to encourage

and institutionalize contract-farming system. The task force set-up by FICCI on

agriculture has submitted its report to the Union Minstry of Agri. The recommendations

suggest amending the APMC act to encourage contract farming. Since the contract
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farming system facilitates infusion of private capital in the sector and helps integrate

agro-processing with farmers, it is necessary to tone up the act to make contracts on

farming obligatory by both farmers and private entrepreneurs. The contract farming will

mainly involve vegetable crops, cut flowers, flower seeds, mushropm, honey etc. The

entrepreneur in the corporate a' cooperative sector will invest money for creating

marketing infrastructure and may also provide costly inputs to farmers on credit basis.

In fruit crops a slightly different contract system operates, where the farmers sell their

produce to pre-harvest contractors on annual or for a longer period. Such an approach

will have to be modified if organised sector come to enter into contract system and

establish improved marketing system. Such contracts have to be for a longer period so

that the.marketing agency is ensured of supplies for a longer period so that investments

in creating infrastructure are justified.

To set standard rules for contract farming, the act should also incorporate a model set of

agreements. Such recommendation need to be implemented urgently by the central and

state govemment.

15. Retail marketing

The retail marketing so far remains almost untouched with any developments, which

have taken place in wholesale marketing .. Any progress is unconceivable in this sector

since much of such trade is in the hands of illiterate people. Such markets are mostly

located on way-side location without any permanent structures.

Some progress in locating such retail markets at proper places and provision of some

infrastructure facilities was made by Punjab Agriculture Marketing Board which started

the concept of 'Apni Mandi'. But it did not make much progress after a promising start.

It is important to design a few retail markets in big centres. Such markets should have

well-built shops, interim storing facilities, good parking place and some price regulatory

system. Moreover it is also suggested that some shop sites in government approved

residential colonies be earmarked for horticultural produce and other perishables. Such

retail shops be provided with some cold cabinets or other cooling facilities so as to

prolong the shelf life of perishable produce.. Such facilities are obviously more

important for the produce which has come from the cold storage. Such infrastructures
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and market places are suggested because mQst of the retail marketing of horticulture

produce is carried out on unsheltered premises or partially built shops lo.cated on the

roadside or at some other concemed places near the residential areas. Provision of

appropriate space for retail marketing of horticulture and other perishables should be

made.
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Tentative State wise Financial Requirements
Amount in Lakh

Item detail with cost per unit Uttar Pradesh Pun'ab Har ana Delhi
Units Cost Units Cost Units Cost Units , Cost

1 Establishment/Rejuvenation of Orchards @ Rs. 31200 3120 14000 1400 7000 700
10000/ha ,

2 Post harvest Infrastructure Pack Houses etc. 13 13000 8 8000 5 5000 2 2000
3 Creation of Marketing Infrastructure/ upgradation 8 4400 5 2750 4 2200 4 2250

@ 5.5 crores/unit
4 Facilities for retail marketing / Apni Mandi @ 0.75 8 600 4 300 4 300 6 450

crore/unit
5 Establishment of High Tech. Nurseries inciuding 5 750 3 450 4 600

mother plant orchards @ 1.5 crore/unit
6 Improvement of vegetable cultivation including . 24000 1200 5000 250 5000 250 2500 125

river bad cuitivation @ 5000/ ha
7 Improvement of Potato Production @ 7500/ha 20000 1500 10000 750 7500 500 3000 200
8 Establishment of new fruit belts @ Rs. 20000/ ha 20000 4000 4000 1000 4000 1000

9 High Tech flower a veg. Production under 100 2000 100 2000 100 2000 100 2000
controlled polyhouses @ 20 lakh/ha

10 Popularisation of contract farming of fruit 6000 300 20000 1000 2500 100
plants/vegetables @ 2500 / ha incentive

11 Establishment of Plant/SoillWater Analysis high 2 400 2 400 2 400 1 200
tech labs @ 2 crore each

12 Provision for Freight for export & subsidy for 750 750 400 100
electricity of cold storage as per need

13 Human Resource development and farmers 750 750 400 100
training

14 Establishment of Fully Air-conditioned flower. 2 1500 1 750 1 750 1 750
market @ 0.75 crore

Total 34270 20550 14600 8175
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Annexure-l

List of Registered Exporters of Fruits and Vegetables from the Zone.

SI.No. Name Address

UTTAR PRADESH
I. Authentiea Exports Araji No. 103, Plot NO.6-A, Sanjay Nagar

Colony, Ramreur, Paharia,Varanasi-221007.
Phone:- 0542-2587379 .

2. Flex Foods Limited. A-I, Sector 60, Noida,201301. Goutam Buddh
Nagar.

3. Global Exports 53/10., Nayaganj, Kanpur-208001. Phoen:-
2319433.

4. LM.S. Engineering and Trading 3/317, Viswas Khand, Gomtinagar,. Lucknow-
Pvt. Ltd. 226010. Phoen:- 0522-308326.

5. Kanjaria Associates Pvt. Ltd. C-21, Sector B, Aliganj, Lucknow:- 226024.
Phone:- 091-522-232-0089.

6. L.G. Agro Impax Shiv Bagh Mandi, Bilaspur, Distt-Rampur.
Phoene:- 0595 413485, 415333.

7. Manoj Agro Pvt. Ltd. 92, Azad Road, Bahraich- 271801. Phone:- 91
. 5252 32492 32708.

8. New Era EXDOrtsPvt. Ltd. Balkeswar Road, Acra.
9. Saman Trading company 20/161, Patkapur, Near Lari Park, Kanpur-

208001. Phone:-0512-2301 091/315613.
10. u.P. State Horticulture Cooperation 18B, Ashok Marg, Hazratgang, Lucknow-

Marketing Federation 226001. Phone:- 293510, 2391235.
II. Ujala Exporter Mohalla Mirganj, P.O. Malihabad-227 1II.

Phone:-221682.

'.
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SI. No. Name Address

PUNJAB
I. Hero Agro Export Pvt. Ltd. Mallan Wala Road, Makhu, Ferozpur-142044.

Phone:- 01682-270341, 270342, 270728.
2. Horticulture Produce Management 690, Sector 8 B, Chandigarh-160009. Phone:-

IhstituteCHMPI) 401979.
3. Indopan Exports Pvt. Ltd. Near Main Post Office, Mandi Govind Garh-

147301. Phone:- 162832545, 31868.
4. K.K. International B-23 Focal Point, Moga-142001. Phone:-

221892.
5. Kiran Industries B-12, Focal Point, Khanna-141401. Phone:-

1628-26745,26245.
6. Mehar Enterprises 2604, Street No.1, PutIil"har, Amrilsar-143001.
7. Pagro Foods Ltd. H. No. 50, Sector-8A, Chandigarh-160008.

Phone:- 172-781645,2782904.
8. Sachdeva & Sons Industries Pvt. P.O. GilwaIi, Sangrana Sahib, Taran Taran

Ltd. Road, Amritsar-143001. Phone:-2226399,
2226299.

9. The Punjab State Co-Operative Sector 35-B, Chandigarh-1660022. Phone:-
Supolv and Marketing House 2664518.

10. Vikrant International 20, New Kundan Puri, Civil Lines, Ludhiana-
141001. Phone:- 1612449340.
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SI. No. Name Address

HARYANA
I. Dhingra Exports G.T. Road, Umri, Kurukshetra-136118. Phone:-

231888,230888,231666
2. Glaxo Smith Kline Consumer DLF Plaza Tower, DLF City Phase-I, Gurgaonc

Healthcare Ltd. 122002. Phone:- 26540700.
3. Golden Temple Intemational 2.I.D.C. Near IT!, Kanjapura Road, Kamal-

132001. Phone:- 0184-254770.
4. J.D. Overseas Opp. N.F.L. Township, Panipat-132106..,-.

Phone:- 911742663538/660771.
5. Kamal Milk Foods Ltd. 134, K.M. Stone, Dadupur, Kamal, Haryana-

132001. Phone:- 2388200, 2388300.
6. Kumar Agro Food Products 1445/4, Urban Estate, Gurgaon, Haryana-

122001. Phone:-1246308180, 98J1411773.
7. Luxmi Overseas Industrial District, Kamal-132041. Phone:-

2382544. .

8. Monty Exports V.P.O. Shahpur, Ambala, Haryana-133004.
Phone:- 0171-2881419.

9. MYA Exporters 557/4, Jacobpura, Gurgaon-12200 I, Haryana.
Phone:"26321430.

10. P.K. Overseas Pipli Road, Kurukshetra-136 I 18, Haryana..

Phone:- 220171.
II. . Pancbranga Intemational (Chander Plot No. 16, Sector-29, HUDA, Panipat,

Group) Haryana-132I 03. Phone:-2662130/2662 I33 .
12. Panchranga Syndicate Pvt. 'Ltd. Plot No. 16, Sector-29, HUDA, G.T. Road,

Panipat-132108, Haryana. Phone:-
263130/262133. .

13. R.T Agro Pvt. Ltd. G.T. Kamal Road, Near Piao Manyari, Kundli,
Sonepat-13I 028, Haryana. Phone:-
27.1035/271036.

14. Unique Marketing Co. SCO-I77, Model Town, Near Pyara Chowk,
Yamunanagar-135001. Phone:-223939.

15. Zamindara Agro Overseas Pingli Road, Kamal-132001, Phone:- 910184-
291758.
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SI. No. Name Address

DEUll
I. A.C.E. International 78/3, Janpath, 2'" Floor, P.O.Box 249, New

Delhi-l10001. Phone 23326761, 23325047.
2. ACS Foods Pvt. Ltd. 7277, Quresh Nagar, Sadar Bazar, New Delhi-

110006. Phone:- 23525361, 23514493.
3. Ahuja Exirn House G-80, East of Kailas, New Delhi.
4: Amrosia International JG-2/723-B, Vikas Puri, New Delhi-lI0018.
5. Aries Cooper Pvt. Ltd. 3E11, East Patel Nagar, New Delhi.lI0008.

Phone:- 25724342, 25744342.
6. Aussi Foods Pvt. Ltd. C-13, Okhla Phase-I, New Delhi-11 0020.

Phone:- 26812925, 26810670.
7.
,

Autolook Industries 13-14, Gaffar Market, New Delhi.lI0005.
8. Avanti Overseas Pvt. Ltd. 305, Baksi House, 40-41 Nehru Place, New

Delhi- 110019. Phone:. 26445455.
9. AVI's Export A-319, DDA Flats, Chowkhandi, Tilak Nagar,

New Delhi- 110018.
10. B & S Importers and Exporters B-l/335, 1" Floor, Janak Puri, New Delhi-

110058, Phone:- 25507315, 27480883.
II. B Natha Singh Karam Singh 30/7 East Punjabi Bagh, 2"" Floor, New Delhi-

110026.
12. Bajaj Sons D-1412, New Sabzi Mandi, Azadpur, New

Delhi-I 10033. Phone:- 27212424, 27246655,
27127124

13. Bharat Food Traders C/o, Chanana Farms, Andh Road, Sultanpur,
Mehrauli, New Delhi-110030, Phone:-
26806346,26806352,26806354

14. c.L. International Road No. 41, House No. 43, East Punjabi Bagh,
New Delhi-I 10026, Ph. 590651, 543956, Fax-
91-11.27932212

15. Cebros Irnpax Pvt. Ltd., 1690, 2"" Floor Arya Srnaj Road, Karol Bagh,
New Delhi-I 10055, Phone:- 25801253,
25801250.

16. Chaintamani Food and Smacks A-57,A-60, Jhillmil Industrial Area, Shahdara.
New Delhi-II 0095. Phone 22572869

17. Expotec International Ltd. 8, Aradhana Colony, R.K. Puram, Sector 13,
New Delhi-I 10066. Phone:- 26877829,
26877962. -

18. Floral Solutions W-25, Green Park, New Delhi-I 10016. Phone:-
91-11-26191981.

19. Friends. Services 'D-808, New Friends Colony, New Delhi-
110065. -

20. G.M. Impax Company 1642, Lal Kuan, Delhi-I 10006.
21. Ganga International - B-143, Raj Nagar, Chattriwala Marg, Pal am

Colony, New Delhi-I 10045. Phone:- 25084234.
22. Generation Collec.tion 392, 2'" Floor, Sant Nagar, East of Kailash,

New Delhi-I 10019. Phone:- 26217362,
26428446.
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SI.No. Name Address

. 23. Gmmco Limited 909, Prakash Deep Building, 7 Tolstoy Marg,
New Delhi-I 1000 I. Phone:- 23315919,
23317775.

24. Green Channel Exim (P) Ltd. 108-A, Pocket B, Maynr Vihar-2., Delhi-
11009i. Phone:- 22771783/22777542.

25. Green Earth Products W-I05, Khuranas, Greater Kailash Part I, New
, Dlhi-lI0048. Phone:- 26219095.

26. Haldirarn Exports (Pvt.) Ltd. B-IIH8, Mohan Co-operative Industrial Estate,
Main Mathura Road, New Delhi-I 10044.
Phone:- 26959546/386/057.

27. Hindustan Agro. AP-109-C, Pitarnpura, Delhi-I 10088. Phone:-
27137266.

28. Horizons Business Farm 4666, Roshan Ara Road, Delhi-I 10007. Phone:-
23937118.

29. Indian Organic Farm C-58, Mansarovar Garden, New Delhi-I 10015.
,30. Indraprastha Ice and Cold Storage 17-18 New Subji Mandi, Azadpur, Delhi-

Ltd. 110033. Phone:- 27242994, 27122056,
27112592.

31. Intouch Flora Pvt. Ltd. 13N28, Central Market, Ahok Vihar, Delhi-
110052.

32. Jaishree Exports 70, Kailash Hills, East of Kailash, New Delhi-
110065. Phone:- 26833037

33. Jumbo International Jumbo House, Jumbo, Industrial Estate, Okhla,
New Delhi- Il 0020. Phone:- 26311009,
26311302,26838505.

34. KDS Agro Exports Pvt. Ltd. 224, Ansals Kirti Shikhar, District Center,
Janakpuri, New Delhi-I 10058. Phone:-
2554283\,25542832.

35. KLG Imports Exports B-160, New Sabzi Mandi, Azadpur. Delhi-
I lO033. Phone-Ol 1-27219610.

36. Kochar Overseas Exports Street NO.7, House No.31, East Punjabi Bagb,
New Delhi-I 10026. Phone:- 25450186,
251012755.

37. L.R. Brothers Agro Exports(P) Ltd. RZ-IB/4, Tugblaqabad Extension, New Delhi-
, 110019. Phone:- 2607500.
38. LT Overseas Ltd. A-21, Green Park, Aurobindo Road, New Delhi-

110016. Phone:- 26859244, 26859544.
39. Land Care Project Pvt. Ltd. 108, Mohan Bhawan, 152, Sarai Julien, Okhla

Road, New Delhi-I 10025.
40. ' Lucky Exports 8, Aradhana Colony, R.K. Puram, Sector-13,

New Delhi- IlO066. Phone:- 26Il8752,
26118753.

41. M.K. International Pvt. Ltd. F-I, W'19, Greater Kailash Part-II, New Delhi-
110048. Phone:- 26239329, 26239318.

42. Maya International D-754, Ashok Nagar, Street No. 15, New
Delhi:- 110093. Phone:- 23711836, 23711837,
23711838,23711840.

43. Mehar Overseas 375, Kohat Enclave, Pitarnpura, Delhi:- 110034.
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Enclave,
110049.

SI. No.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

Name

Nagraj Overseas Pvt. Ltd.

National Agricultural Cooperative
Marketing Federation ofIndia Ltd.

National Exports (India)

National Herbs Company.

Oscar India Inc. .

P.K. Overseas. Pvt.Ltd.

P.M.P. Impax

Pahuja Seeds Pvt. Ltd.

Panchranga International Pvt. Ltd.

Pandora Pvt. Ltd.

Parasram Overseas India Pvt. Ltd.

Reliance Overseas

Reniika Overseas

Russo Foods (India)

S.K. Agro Overseas

Sachdev Exports

Sampo Corporation

Select Flavour India Ltd.

Shree Nathjki Trading Company

Star Fruit Vegetable Co.

Suri Fruits Agency

Address

230-0riental House, Gulmohor
Community Center, New Delhi:
Phone:- 26862016/6968.
Afed House I, Sidhartha Enclave, jAshram
Chowk Ring Road, New Delhi; 110014. Phone:-
26835806.
56/12, Old Rajinder Nagar, New Delhi:-
110060. Phone:- 25758657.
29l/2, Ashish Market, Atra Peran, Tilak Bazar,
Khari Baoli, Delhi-110006. Phone:- 3944957,
23917884. .
L-16, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-II 0048.
Phone:- 25432432. ..
18/20 W.E.A. Arya Sanaj Road, Karol Bagh,
New Delhi-I 10005. Phone:-25723845,
25787013.
3973/74, I" Floor, Naya Bazar, Delhi-1I0006.
Phone:- 2745191 I.
A-3, Panchwati, Opp. New Sabzi Mandi,
Azadpur, New Delhi-II 0033, Phone:- 2741879,
27233549,27126491.
Flat No. 1016, Sector-12, R.K. Puram, New
Delhi-I 10066. Phone:- 26193456.
47-B Okhla Industrial Area, New Delhi-
110020, Phone:- 26310497.
2601, 2M Floor Nai Basti, Naya Bazar, New
Delhi-I 10006. Phone:- 24055573/98102-61285.
Haneela Complex, A-33129, Guru Nanak Pura,
Shakar Pur, Delhi-I 10092. Phone:- 22248999,
22460547.
B-46, Kalkaji, New Delhi-I 10019. Phone:-
26227479,26227480. .
34, Soulh Anarkali Extn., Delhi-lI0051.
Phone:- 22017545/22017546/22041855. Fax-
22442901.
CB- 24, Ring Road, Naraina, New. Delhi-
110028. Phone:- 27181452, 27102563.
3948 Naya Bazar, I" Floor, New Delhi-
110006. Phone:- 23919396.
C-IO, Guru Nanak Pura, Luxmi Nagar, New
Delhi:- 110092. Phone:- 22410102,22447672.
Kh No. 289, Chattarpur, Behind Dhan Mill,
New Delhi-I 10030. Phone:- 26301445,
26302445,26303840.
4091 Naya Bazar, Delhi-1 10006. Phone:-
23936609,23923690.
A-285, New Sahzi Mandi, Azadpur, New Delhi-
110033.
C-129, New Sabzi mandi, Azadpur, New Delhi-
110033. Phone:- 27453562/63/64.

•
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Annexure-2

List ofImporters of Fruits and Vegetables in Different Countries

.Product: FLORICULTURE

ComDanv Name Address Phone Fax Country
Anglo Chinese Trading 38 D'Aguilar Street, 3rd FIr., Flat (852) (852) Hong Kong
CompaDVLtd., G, Central Hone Kone 25210700 28696893
Ban Fan Floriculture 28 Flower Market Road, Ground. (852) (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., Fir., Mong Kok Kowloon, Hong: 23805113 23972390 ....

Kong
China Bright Trading 21 Battery Street, Ground Fir., Yau (852) (852) Hong Kong
Co., Ma Tei, Kowloon Hong Kone 27700890 27700602
Clover Commercial Co Little HK Village, Lots 91- ... (852) (852) Hong Kong

104 Shouson Hill, Wong Chuk 28736306 28736429 .

Hang Hong Kone
Eurasian Garden Ltd., . 22B Kam Tsin Road, Kam Tsin (852) (852) Hong Kong

Village Sheung Shu!, New 26718918 26795338
Territories Hong Kong .

Evergreen Landscaping POBox 50434 Sai Ying (852) (852) Hong Kong '.
Ltd., Pun Hong Kong 25740299 25728903
Evergreen Nurseries POBox 50434 Sai Ying (852) (852) Hong Kong

Pun Hong Kong 25740299 25728903
First Join Landscape 5 Suffolk Road, Ground (852) (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., FIr., Kowloon Tong, 23386292 23382554

Kowloon HongXone
Gary & Boris Flowers 70 Wellington St, Ground FIr., (852) (852) Hong Kong

Central Hong Kong 82009226 82009227
Gladiolus Co ltd., 2 King Tak Street, Block B 10th (852) (852) Hong Kong

FIr., Ho Man Tin Kowloon, Hong 27607504 27608054
Kong

Goodtex International Harbour Centre, Tower 1, 5th (852) (852) Hong Kong
Trading Co Ltd., FIr., Room 507, I Hok Cheung 23031341 23339962

Street. Hung Hom Kowloon, Hong
Kong

Grada Int'}Enterprises Cheung Hong Bldg., 15th FIr., (852) (852) Hong Kong
Block B 25-33 Johnston Road, 25279989 25202191
Wanchai Hong Kong .

Grantex Int'l Ltd., 18A-B, Shan Kwong Road Ground (852) (852) Hong Kong
FIr., Happy Valley Hong Kong 28939883 28939223

Hing Fat Flower 4 Canal Road East Ground Fir., (852) (852) Hong Kong
Wholesales Ltd., Wanchai Hong Kone 25740890 28329173
Luk Yee Garden 13Yuen Chau Kok Road, Ground (852) (852) Hong Kong

Fir., Sha Tin, New 26478008 26366191
Territories Hong Kong

Magic Seed Limited Kwong Ning House, 10th Fir., (852) (852) Hong Kong
Room 1002 Kwong Ming Court, 25433786 25417806

. Junk Bay Kowloon, Hong Kong
New May Landscape Kong Hai Wai, Kam Sheung Road (852) (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., Mid Kam Tin, Shek Kong New 24881762 24886358

. Territories, HonQ:Kone:
Po Hing Flower 4-8B Yuen Ngai Street, Ground (852) (852) Hong Kong
Company Ltd., FIr:, Mong Kok Kowloon, Hong 23819318 27892916
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Kong
Silver King Loon Kee Bldg., 9th FIr., Room (852) (852) Hong Kong .
Horticulture <;0 Ltd., 901 267-275 Des Voeux Road 25430870 25420273

Central Central, Hong Knn.
The Florist (HK) LId., 10 Tai Wong Street East Ground (852) (852) Hong Kong

FIr., Wanchai Hong Kong 25299015 25299686
Tiffanny Flowers 31 Wyndham Street, 1st (852) (852) Hong Kong

FIr., Central Hon. Kon. 25263606 25266221
Tong Kee Flowers 5F Yuen Ngai Street, Ground (852) (852) Hong Kong
Wholesaler FIr., Flower Market Road, Mong 23803098 23975076

KokKowloon, Hon. Kon.
Venus Floral and Man Fuk House, 13th FIr., Room (852) (852) Hong Kong
Trading Co., 466 Chung hau Street, Chun Man 28071119 25768121

Court Ho Man Tin, Kowloon, ~
HongKong .

Afnan Co., P.O. Box 25894-Safat-13119, 4769944 4769911 Kuwait
Kuwait

House of Development P.O. Box 28870-Safat-13150, 2421694 2421713 Kuwait ,
Kuwait

Naif Nursery P.O. Box 3717-Safat-13038, 4748320 4746317 Kuwait
. Kuwait
Palm Agro-Production P.O. Box 1976-Safal-13020, 4730745 4718903 Kuwait
Co., Kuwait .

Tissue Culture Palm P.O. Box 2797 I-Safat-13 136, 4769610 4727031 Kuwait
Centre, Kuwait
A. De boer Blocmen P.O. Box 1117 Legmeerdijk +31297- +31297- Netherlands
Exnort BV 313 Aalsmeer 383800 383890
Avo Anthurium Vogels P.O. Box 65 Noordweg +31 174- +31 174- Netherlands
BV. 107 Gravenhage,'s- 292044 296665
Baardse B.V. P.O. Box 1007 Legmeerdijk 313 +31297- +31297- Netherlands

Box 118 Aalsmeer 383500 383578
Barmentloo VOF P.O. Box 1177 Legmeerdijk 313 +31297- +31297- Netherlands

V.B.A. Box 007 Aalsmeer 328515 343441
Blocmen Export P.O. Box 329 Legmeerdijk +31297 +31297- Netherlands
Staaveren 313 Aalsmeer 324638 326607
BV V.H. FA. J.J. Joren Uiterweg 367 Aalsmeer +31297- Netherlands

324337
Cooperative Veiling Z- P.O. Box 8503 Horsterweg +3177- +31 77- Netherlands
Oneed.BA 8 Grubbenvorst 3239999 3233719
Everts & Weijrnan BV Dorpsstraat 147 A Renkum +31317- +31317- Netherlands

313521 313704
Fleurop Interflora P.O. Box 1300 De Schutterij +31 318- +31318- Netherlands
Nederland I Veenendaal 525577 520140
Floricultura BV P.O.Box 17 Cruquiusweg +31 23- +3123- Netherlands

9 Heemstede . 5290088 5285022
Fred De Meulder P.O.Box 210 Achlerweg Zuid 33 +31252- +31252- Netherlands
Export BV A Lisse 419136 418812 .

nc. Van Meeuwen"& P.O. Box 101 Achterweg Zuid +31252- +31252- Netherlands
Zonen 37 Lisse 413363 417700
Groothandelscentrum P.O. Box 1132 Legmeerdijk +31 297- +31297- Netherlands
Cultra 313 Aalsmeer 392043 390038
H.K. Bruines Bloemen Rietwijkeroordweg 16 Aalsmeer +31297- +31297- Netherlands
Export BV 321375 328961
Handelskwekerij P.O. Box 63 Uiterweg +31297- Netherlands
Residentie BV 71 Aalsmeer . 324327
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Hannex BV P.O. Box 18 Henriettedijk 2 A Sl. +31 167- +31 167- Netherlands
Philipsland 572847 573322

Hans Visser BV P.O. Box 1047 Legmeerdijk 313 +31297- +31297- Netherlands
BNW Aalsmeer 321751 326146

1m-En Export G. Stommeerkade 35 Aa]smeer +31297- +31297- Netherlands
Borgman & Zn B.V. 324716 323656
J. Meewisse BV Aalsmeerderweg 669 Rijsenhout +31297- +31 297- Netherlands

. 322641 322810
Jan Leenders BV P.O. Box 3036 Kaldenkerkerweg +3177- +3177- Netherlands

197 Tegelen 3730808 3736399
KamerpJanten .Centrale P.O. Box 1167 Legmeerdijk +31297- +31297- Netherlands
Aalsmeer B.V. 313 Aalsmeer 322775 - 329377
Kon.Boornkwekerijen P.O. Box 7 Duitslandlaan 17 +31 172- +31 172- Netherlands
K.WezeJenburg & Zn. I.T.C. Hazerswoude-Dom 212575 212482
Koos Verbeek Plaats 16 A Honselersdijk +31 174- +31 174- Netherlands
Chrysanten Holland 625459 621987
M.Lek & Zonen BV Nieuwveens Jaagpad +31 172- +31 172- Netherlands

47 Nieuwveen 538842 538943
Mitsubishi Nederland Aert van Nesstraat 45 +3110 +31 10 Netherlands
BV Rotterdam Rotterdam 4031200 4114762
Movrie Export BV P.O. Box 1149 Noordpolderweg +31297- +31297- Netherlands

20 Aalsmeer 380101 380102
Niba Florexport BV P.O. Box 1255 Legmeerdijk +31297- +31297- Netherlands

313 Aalsmeer 327405 343485
Nieuwkoop BV P.O. Box 78 Zwarteweg +31297- +31297- Netherlands

116 Aalsmeer 325836 323167
Doings P.O. Box 52 Rijsenburgerweg +31 174- +31174- Netherlands
BloembollenbedrijfBV, I Poeldijk 282230 248351
P.F.
Oranjeband Zaden P.O. Box 144 Houtwijk +31321- +31321- Netherlands

89 Dronten 385151 385155
P. Kooij En Zonen BV P.O. Box 341 Homweg +31297- +31297- Netherlands

132 Aalsmeer 382038 382020
PresikhaafTuincentra P.O. Box 5456 Beverweerdlaan +3126- +3126- Netherlands

1 Amhem 3629252 3649302
Ruiter Seeds P.O. Box 1050 Leeuwenhoekweg +31 10- +31 10- Netherlands

52 Bergschenhoek 5292222 5292410
Sierafor BY P.O. Box I I Oude Rijnsburgerweg +31 71- +3171- Netherlands

6 Oegstgeest 7107100 7107171
Sierex BY- P.O. Box 81 Grevelingstraat +31252- +31252- Netherlands

15 Lisse . 434343 434300
.Snijbloemexp0I1:: P.O. Box 23 Legmeerdijk 313 +31297- +31297- Netherlands
Verbeek & Bol BV B26 Aalsmeer 321753 324492
Van Hogendorp BV- Rijneveld 3.0 Boskoop +31 172- +31 172- Netherlands
ATTC 214924 210494
Van Staaveren P.O. Box 265 Legmeerdijk +31297- +31297- Netherlands

303 Aalsmeer 321151 321153
VerhulSt P.O. Box 90 Lage Ham +31 162- +31 162- Netherlands
Beolantingswerken BV 35 Dongen 312731 313356
Vooren BY P.O. Box 1018 Lcgmeerdijk +31297- +31297- Netherlands

313 Aalsmeer 325347 320650
W.De long & Zn.BV Kamerlingh Onnesweg +3178- +3178- Netherlands

6 Dordrecht 6182877 6182840 I
W.Tuning P.O. Box 1041 Legmeerdijk +31297- +}1297- Netherlands .
Bloemenexport BV 313 Aalsmeer 324575 322693
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Westland,e P.O. Box 3140 Horsterweg +3177- +3177- Netherlands
Plantenkwekerij 11 Grubbenvorst . 3669292 3663410
Grubbenvorst
Wout Van Donselaar Splinsterlaan 10 De Meem +3130- +31 30- Netherlands

6661257 6665707
Wullinghoff P.O. Box 34 Sammersweg +31 174- +31 174- Netherlands
Alstroemeria/Freesia I Rijswijk (ZH) . 293570 293930
BV .
Zwet-Ruiten BV P.O. Box 55 De Lasso +3171- +3171- Netherlands

3 Roelofarendsveen 3319109 3316158
Gardenia Flowers P.O.Box: 5028 Doha-Qatar Tel: 4326487 Fax: Qatar

4430448
Gerbera (Retail) P.O.Box: 7763 Doha-Qatar Tel: 4360500 Fax: Qatar

4360855
Gulf Agricultural POBox 7987, Doha (Qatar) Tel: 4420153 Fax: Qatar
Centre 4417550

"'
Gulf Flowers POBox 600, Doha (Qatar) Tel: 4320486 Fax: Qatar

4441920 .,."

Interf10ra POBox 3113, Doha (Qatar) Tel:4322717 Fax: Qatar
4427843

Lines Interior P.O.Box: 5290 Doha-Qatar Tel: 4366220 Fax: Qatar
4366022

Occassions (Preserved) P.O.Box: 22312 Doha-Qatar Tel: 4444311 Fax: Qatar
4322327

Plants & Flower Centre POBox 836, Doha (Qatar) Tel: 4446826 Fax: Qatar
4442845

Qatar International POBox 6160, Doha (Qatar) Tel: 4420553 Fax: Qatar
Nursery 4327330
Riviera POBox 3738, Doha (Qatar) Tel:4320120 Fax: Qatar

4836699
Sasodar Est POBox 6978, Doha (Qatar) Tel: 4412765 Fax: Qatar

4412765
The Flower Shop POBox 21829, Doha (Qatar) Tel: Fax: Qatar

4415152/443 4431851
1851

Yara Flowers(Retail) P.O.Box: 12839 Doha-Qatar Tel: 4446205 Fax: Qatar
4447135

"Aelita" Agrictiltural RF. Moscow, ul.Snezhnaya, 14, +7 (095) 180- +7 (095) Russia'
Firm kom.I 74-16 180-74-16
Agro Fresh RF, Moscow, pr-t Mira, 74 +7 (095) 971- +7(095) Russia

60-54; 281- 971-60-54
62-81

Akva Logo RF, Moscow, Lenin,ky prot, 87- +7 (095) 132- +7(095) Russia
a 73-81 132-73-66

Chimmed RF, Moscow, Kashirskoye shosse, +7 (095) 728- +7(095) Russia
9, korp.3 41-92; 742- 742-83-41;

82-65; 113- 113-29-64;
61-24;

lTRACO RF, Moscow, ul.yuliusa Fuchika, +7 (095) 251- Russia
17/19, olis 538 83-24

Samara - 1KRBabolna RF, Samara, uJ.Lva Toistogo, +7 (8462) 32- Russia
70 48-93; 32-52- I

49
Su-ll OF RF, Lipetsk, ul.ODundicha, 3 +7 (0742) 43- +7 (0742) Russia.
"Lipetskstroy" 03-60; 43-30- 43-52-87;- 47; 43-49-71; 43-29-10
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43-52-43 .

Syngenta RF, Moscow, per.B.Strochenovsky, +7 (095) 933- +7 (095) Russia
22/25 77-55; 969- 933-77-56;

21-99 969-21-99
UKA Research and RF, Moscow, ulSheremetvskaya, +7 (095) 218- . +7 (095) Russia
Production Enterprise 85 ofis412 . 33-49; 219- 219-20-83

17-05
.

VAEM-M RF-Moscow, B.strochenovsky, per, +7 (095) 278, +7 (095) Russia
4 01-80 . 278-43-91

Vostok-Centre RF, Moscow +7 (095) 932- +7 (095) Russia
78-38; 932- 932-78-38
88-34 .

Yakubovich RF, Omsk, ul.Lermontova, 93, +7 (3812) 56- +7 (3812) -RussIa
k.1J6 41-85; 56-30- 56-30-68

68
Abdulla AI Mubarak P.O. Box 1467 Dammam 31431 00966-3- 00966-3- Saudi Arabia
Trading Est., 8261827 8260855
Abdulsalam H. Mulla P.O. Box 358 Yanbu 00966-4- 00966-4' Saudi Arabia
Trading Est., 3911590 3911590
Adawian Agricultural P.O. Box 16951 Riyadh 11474 00966-1- 00966-1- Saudi Arabia
Est., 4625455 4625455
Agricultural Expansion PO Box: 456,Riyadh 1141J TeI.00966-1- Saudi Arabia
Est. 4055928 .;:

/4054879/
4027845

Ahial Est., Riyadh 00966-1- 00966-1- Saudi Arabia
4883405 4801988

AI Orjowan Flowers P.O. Box 55538 Riyadh 11544 00966-1- 00966- 1- Saudi Arabia
Store 4761855 4083031
AI Rushad P.O. Box 903 AI Khobar 00966-3- 00966-3- Saudi Arabia
Development Co. Ltd., 8996513 8642256
AI-Shifa Flowers P.O. Box 62490 Riyadh I 1585 00966-1- 00966-1- Saudi Arabia

4644891 4644891
Azhar AI Qassr P.O. Box 6072 Madina 00966-3- 00966-3- Saudi Arabia

8232486 8232486
Azhar AI Reef Trading P.O. Box 466 AI Khobar 00966-3- 00966-3- Saudi Arabia
Est., 8940490 8940490
Balfaqieh Trading Est., P.O. Box 11724 Jeddah 2 I463 00966-2- 00966-2- Saudi Arabia

6673460 6653003
Beautiful Garden Est. PO Box:54859, Riyadh 11524 Tel. 00966- 1- Fax: Saudi Arabia

4640102 4885843
• /4885843

Dome International P.O. Box 30233 Riyadh 00966-1- 00966-1- Saudi Arabia
Trading 4597291 4597291
Green Garden Nursery P.O. Box 7722 Jeddah 21470 00966-2- 00966-2- Saudi Arabia
Co. Ltd 6516634 .6513138
Nuzhat AI Duniah P.O. Box 6082 Madina 00966-3- 00966-3- Saudi Arabia
Trading Est., 8238071 8238071
Puler Co. Ltd., P.O. Box 2990 Riyadh 11461 00966-1- 00966-1- Saudi Arabia

. 4779376 4779670
Rou'yh Plants & P.O. Box 20320 Madinah 00966-4- 00966-4- Saudi Arabia
Decorations 8230996 8230996
Sameer Omar. Basahel PO Box: 536, Jeddah -21421 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Sauqi Arabia
Trading Est. 6423058 6722906
Abonos Ruiz Crta de Andalucia, Km, 382, 4 Pol 34-957-320 34-957-321 Spain

Casablanca 14610, AJcolea, . 170 045
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Cordoba Spain
Asociacion De Crta Nacional II Km, 639, 5 08340 34-937-501 34-937-501 Spain
Produceion Y Comercio .' Vilassar de Mar Barcelona, Spain 698 706
De Flores De B
Bourguignon S.L. Almagro 3 28010 Madrid Spain 34-91-31926 34-91-319 Spain

. 92 2998
Comunidad Agrisa De Eduardo Dato, 8 .14003 34-91-572 52 34-91-572 Spain
Servicios Y Ganancias Cordoba Cordona, Spain 72 52n
Distribuidora FJorimex 18Nave, 12 Poligono Industrial 34-91-672 41 34-91-671 Spain
Edu Coslada 28820 Coslada Madrid, 46 7749

Spain
Espacios Fuengirola Crta. Churriana Cartarna, Km 34-952- 34-952- Spain
S.L. 3700 29130 Alhaurin de la 410125 414438

Torre Malaka, Spain -
Irotama S.L. . Chipiona, Km 4,6 11550 34-956-371 34-956-371 Spain

Chipiona Cadiz, Spain 324 711
Las Marismas De Po) Las Marismas, Parcela 34-955- 34-955-972 Spain
Lebrija, S.Coop 1029 41740 Lebrija Sevilla, 972719 719
Andalll'a Spain .

Semilias Lage.S.L. Padre Cortinan, 22 Poligono 34-981-795 34-981-795 Spain
Industrial Bergondo 15640 Coruna. 533 535
Spain

Tot Flor Sant Mateu, 18. 08340 Vilassar de 34-937-590 34-937-590 Spain
Mar Barcelona. Snain 008 482

Contempo Art Works PO Box: 39645, Dubai Tel: 04 U.A.E.
LLC 3339564 Fax

: 043339568
Floral Trading PO Box: 28549, Sharjah Tel: 06 U.AE.

5676731 Fax
: 065676732

Florida Flowers PO Box: 54222, Abu Dhabi Tel: 02 U.AE.
6445500 Fax
: 02 6446818

Four Seasons Agri. & PO Box: 42226, Abu Dhabi Tel: 02 U.AE.
Flowers 6336339 Fax

. : 02 6336933
Hi Flower PO Box: 50596, Dubai Tel : 04 U.AE.

3354044 Fax
: 04 3354141

Intratlora PO Box: 10672, Dubai Tel: 04 U.AE.
2231199 Fax
: 04 2276277

June Flowers PO Box: 26712, Dubai Tel: 04 U.AE.
. 2625115 Fax

: 04 2629396
Madina Gardens PO Box: 23118, Dubai Tel :04 U.A.E.

3447853 Fax
: 04 3445133

Oleander Flower Shop PO Box 11664, Dubai Tel: 04 UA.E.
3440560 Fax
: 043444740

Sjji Green House . PO Box: 850, Sharjah Tel: 06 U.A.E.
8827265 Fax
: 06 8827270

Belvedere Unit 3, Hartley Business 01240- 01240- U.K.- Park Selbome, Alton Hampshire, 511524 511491
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GU343HS
Chatsworth 31 Norwich Road Stumpshaw, 01603- 01603- U.K. .

Norwich Norfolk, NR13 4AG 716813 715440
C1Group Prestige House, Comford 01253- 01253- U.K.

Road Blackpool Lancashire, FY4 830000 766162
40Q

Douthwaite Florists Donisthorpe Street 0113- 0113- U.K.
Sundries Ltd., Leeds Yorkshire, LSI0 INS 2450894 2465566
Floral Silk Ltd., Unit 29, Kemivon Drive, The 01l8- 0118- U.K.

Forbury Park, Reading Berkshire, 9588041 9558049
RGI.3HS

Florelle Imports and Albany Works, Albany Road 01484- 01484- U.K.
Manufacturing Co, KirRheaton,Huddersfield Yorkshire 534911 .- 452543

,HD59UL
Forframe of Glebe Road Huntingdon 01480- 01480- U.K.
Huntingdon Ltd., Cambridgeshire, PEI8 7DX 456431 411881
Herb Farm Broadoak Road Canterbury Kent, 01227. 01227- U.K.
(CanterbO'.v) Ltd., CT20PP 452254 455629
Keith Newmark Ltd., Victoria Works, Institute 01282- 01282- U.K.

Street Padiham; Nr. 778611 773700
Burnlev Lancashire, BBI2 8BB

Mr. Christmas Pre~tiageHouse Cornford Road, 01253- 01253- U.K.
Blacknool Lancashire, FY44QQ 830000 766162 ,.

Potter & Moore Ltd., 1210 Lincoln Road Werrington, 01733- 01733- U.K.
Peterborough Cambridgeshire, PE4 281000 281028
6ND
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•

Product: FRUITS & VEGETABLES SEEDS

Com~anv-Name Address Phone Fax CountrY
A. Ali.Essa Aldaaysi P.O. Box 665 Manama Bahrain 783399nB5053 785014 Bahrain
Est., ~
Agricultural Services P.O. Box 691277/223665 697173 Bahrain
Est., 30770 Manama Bahrain
AI Bastana P.O. Box 1145 Manama Bahrain 552932 552732 Bahrain
Al Jazira Cold Store P.O. Box 701100n02122 702122 Bahrain
Co. W.L.L., 26087 Manama. Bahrain
AI Resais Trading P.O. Box 288 Manama Bahrain 533559 533004 Bahrain
Group W.L.L., -
Alia Flowers P.O. Box 55444 Adliya Bahrain 714696 713726 Bahrain
Carnation Flower P.O. Box 3280 Manama Bahrain 211488 214487 .. Bahrain
Damodhar Devidas & P.O. Box 97 Manama Bahrain 229687/228238 228277 Bahrain
Bros., ..
Eram Corpn., P.O. Box 230347 272007 Bahrain

. . 23973 Manama Bahrain
General Trading and P.O. Box 729731/729107 727380 Bahrain
Food Processing Co. 20202 Manama Bahrain
(Trafco\ .
Green Corner Florists P.O. Box 777180 773486 Bahrain

26148 Manama Bahrain
Green Thumb P.O. Box 277882 255882 Bahrain

31141 Manama Bahrain
Gulf Traders P.O. Box 941 Manama Bahrain 245577/263963 242445 Bahrain
HA Rahman Fikree & P,O. Box 193 Manama Bahrain 253724/534744 230780 Bahrain
Sons W.L.L.,
Hassan & Habib S/O P.O. Box 302 Manama Bahrain 727300 725353 Bahrain
Mahmood, Group of
Comnanies
Lad Tradinp- Centre P.O. Box 1674 Manama Bahrain 211566 211929 Bahrain
London Interflora P.O. Box 590271 Bahrain
Est., 20538 Manama Bahrain
M.M. Joofri & Sons., P.O. Box 52 Manama Bahrain 223354 277238 Bahrain
Mangalore Store P.O. Box 274750 254670 Bahrain

11991 Manama Bahrain
Marje Al Zuhur P.O. Box 445 Manama Bahrain 554677/715317 554349 Bahrain
Mirza Jaffar Jahromi P.O. Box 995 Manama Bahrain 255041 276991 Bahrain
Est.,
Mohamed Ali Zainal P.O. Box 593 Manama Bahrain 226616/226626 226636 Bahrain
Abdulla
. Moon Flower Shop P.O. Box 252543 259545 Bahrain

23563 Manama Bahrain
Mumtaz Markets P.O. Box 2298 Manama Bahrain 211720 211729 Bahrain
International
Nader Trading and . P.O. Box 409 Manama Bahrain .590002 590103 Bahrain
Refrigerating .

P. Haridas. Sons Co. P.O. Box 434 Manama Bahrain- 223689 223648 Bahrain
W.L.L,
Royal Trading. P.O. Box 210744 210732 Bahrain
Company 11858 Manama Bahrain
South Store GroupCo. P.O. Box 544 Manama Bahrain 231053 211414 Bahrain
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Tulip Flower Centre P.O. Box 333772 333775 Bahrain
22888 Manama Bahrain

Un A Tree Plant Shoo P.O. Box 26074 Adliya Bahrain 714424 714735 Bahrain
Y.K. & P.Maghanmal P.O. Box 173 Manama Bahrain 253215n31837 274513 Bahrain
& Sons W.L.L.,
Khalil Nurseries-Eng. EI-Khalil Nurseries, EI-~atallba, +20-12- Egypt
Mohamed Khalil & Hawmdia Badrashein Giza 2108834/221399
Co. 4
Nabdet Misr For Agro. P.O. Box 77 Mohandessin +20-2- +20-2- Egypt
Industries S.A.E. Mohandessin Giza 3498044/360838 3482066/3

5n490607.349I 361756
. 646/3368263

Abou El-Yazied Farm Km.113 Cairo/Alex. Desert +20-2- +20-2- Egypt
Rd., Wahet Omar, Cairo/Alex. 2709047/272678 2708865
Road, Cairo 3120-12--

2116266
Hydroscapes Egypt 29 Omar Ibn El-Khallab Tower, +20-2- +20-2- Egypt
Engineering & Comich EI-Nile Maadi Cairo 3505968/375281 3756684
Al!riculture Consul . 7
Anglo Chinese 3rd FIr., Flat G 38 D'Aguilar (852) 25210700 (852) Hong Kong
Trading Company .Street, Central Hong Kong 28696893. .

Ltd.,
Ban Fan Floriculture Ground FIr., 28 Flower Market (852) 23805113 (852) Hong Kong ..
Ltd., Road Mong Kok, Kowloon Hong 23972390

Kong .

Choi Hing Lee Seed Ground FIr., Uwa Bldg., 18-19 (852) 25489405 . (852) Hong Kong
CoLtd., Connaught Road West, Sheung 28581500

Wan Hon2 Kon2
Clover Commercial Lots 91-104 Shouson Hill Little (852) 28736306 (852) Hong Kong
Company Hk Village, Wong Chuk 28736429

Hang Hon2 Kong .

G C Luckmate Trading 6th FIr., 9 Des Voeux Road (852) 28668806 (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., West Sheung Wan, Hong Kong 28668816
Good Earth Ground FIr., 13 Connaught Road (852) 25431283 (852) Hong.Kong
Agricultural Co Ltd., West, Sai Ying Pun Hong Kon2 28153600
Gorich Technology 18th FIr., GuangdongHnance (852) 28890637 (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., Bldg., 88 Connaught Road West, 25900255

Sheung Wan Hong Kong
Hong Kong Flower POBox 498, Fanling New (852) 26746982 (852) Hong Kong
Trading Company Territories Hong Kong 26690222
Indian Provision Store Ground FIr., Shop 65-66, Chung (852) 23682158 (852) Hong Kong
& Supermarket King Arcade 36-44 Nathan Road, 27242050

Tsim Sha Tsui Kowloon, Hong
Kon2

Magic Seed Ltd., lOth FIr., Room 1002, Kwong (852) 25433786 (852) Hong Kong
Ning House. Kwong Ming Court, 25417806
Junk Bay Kowloon, Hong Kong

New Delhi Store Ground FIr., Shop 23&26, (852) 23693038 (852) Hong Kong
Chungking Mansion 36-44 Nathan 23669488
Road, Tsim Sha Tsui Kowloon,

I. Hong Kon2
New May Landscape Kam Sheung Road Mid, Kong Hai (852) 24881762 (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., Wai Kam Tin, Shek Kong New 24886358

Territ9ries, Honl!. Kong
Pang Yuen Garden Co Ground Fir., 206-208 Prince (852)23813202 (852) . Hong J>.ong

Edward Road Wet Mong Kok, 23973419
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Kowloon Hong Kong
Startkey Co Ltd., Room 701 Lap Fai Bldg., 6-8 (852) 28694303 (852) Hong Kong .

Pottinger Street Central, Hong 28694468
Kong

The Florist (HK) Ltd., Ground Fir., 10 Tai Wong Stred (852) 25299015 (852) Hong Kong
East Wan thai Hong Kong 25299686

Vanney& Co Room 1703, Wing On Central (852) 25235814 (852) Hong Kong
Btdg., 26 Des Voeux Road 28684431
Central Central, Hong Kong

Wakonda Enterprises 8th Fir., Flat B-9, Delya Ind'l (852) 24650032 (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., .Centre 7 Shek Pai Tau Road, Tuen 24563276

MUD New Territories. Hong
Kong .

Wong Yuen Shing Ground Fir., Ka On Bldg., II (852) 25431896 (852) Hong Kong
Seed Co . Connaught Road West, Sheung 25433719

Wan Hong Kong
Advanta Vanderhave P.O. Box I Dijkwelsestraat +31 113-347911 +31113- Netherlands

70 Kaoelle 342778 ~i

AgzB.V. P.O. Box 188 Oosteinde 16 +3150-5016811 +3150- Netherlands
IndustrieteiTein Roden 5013885

Alanheri N.V. P.O. Box 25 Moleneind +31416-358358 +31416- Netherlands
2 Meeuwen 358372

Bakker Brothers P.O. Box 7 Oostelijke Randweg +31 226-331364 +31226- Netherlands
. 12 Noord-Sch:irwoude 317641

Barenbrug Holland P.O. Box 4 Stationsstraat +3124-3488100 +3124- Netherlands
BV 40 Oosterhout (GLD) 3488109
Bejo Zaden BV P.O. Box 50 Trambaan +31226-396162 +31226- Netherlands

1 Wannenhuizen 393504
Bunge Trade Services P.O. Box 1882 Aert van Nesstraat +31 10-2176666 +31 10- .Netherlands
BY 45 Rotterdam 4330035
Cargill BV P.O. Box 34 Lelyweg 31 Bergen +31 164-282200 +31164- Netherlands

00 Zoom 254489
Cebeco Zadcn BY P.O. Box 10000 Vijfhoevenlaan +3173-5188555 +31 73- . Netherlands

4.-.Vlijmen 5188666
Cehave N.V. P.O. Box 107 Pater v.d. Elsenlaan +31413-382255 +31413- Netherlands

. 4 Veghel .. 382818
Cooperatie P.O. Box 182 Blaak +31 10-4544911 +31 10- Netherlands
Koninklijke Cebeco 31 Rotterdam 4113889
Oroep VA
Coops Mengvoeders P.O. Box 2 .Dorpsstraat +31314-631212 +31314- Netherlands
BV 102 Halle 631233
Corthogreen Vof P.O. Box 1261 Steverinkstraat +31315-329586 Netherlands
Aaltengaanderen 50 Gaanderen
Emetco Molshoek 12 Hellevoetsluis +31 181-318911 +31181- Netherlands

324085
Enza Zaden BV P.O. Box 7 Haling I +31228-315844 +31228- Netherlands

E Enkhuizen 315960
Finna Klouwers Lange Reksestraat +31 115-612714 +31115- Netherlands

10 Terneuzen 619878
Floricultura BY P.O. Box 17 Cruquiusweg +31 23-5290088 +3123- Netherlands

9 Heemstede 5285022 .
GraanhandeI Van De P.O. Box 8135 Telefoonweg 32- +31318-610483 +31318- Netherlands
Craats BV 34 Ede(OLD) 650889
Grano Drente BY P.O. Box 42 Moleneind +31416-358400 +31416- Netherlands

2 Meeuwen 352165
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Hem Zaden BY P.O. Box 4 Hernrnerbuurt +31228-541312 +31 228- Netherlands
98 Hem 543151

Het Limburgs KJipperweg 26 Maastricht +3143-3636477 +3143- Netherlands
Landbouwsvndicaat 3635966
Holland Bulb Market Kapellaan 2 Heiloo +3172-5051253 +31 72- Netherlands
BY - 5052396
HZPC P.O. Box 385 Tesselschadestraat +3158-2919293 +3158- Netherlands

6 Leeuwarden 2919204
J. Joordens P.O. Box 7823 Schijfweg Noord +3177-4621888 +31 77- Netherlands

5 Kessel (LB) 4622625
los Van Den Dries & P.O. Box 30124 Beursplein 37 +31 10-4056789 +31 10, Netherlands
Co BY W.T.C.-1ge eta.e Rotterdam - 4055017
Kieft Seeds Holland P.O. Box 63 Elbaweg 35 Hem +31228-541844 +31 228- Netherlands

543440
Koninklijke Schouten P.O. Box I" Burgstraat +31 183-446400 +31 183- Netherlands
GrounNV 12 Giessen 441615
Landbouwbelang P.O. Box 24 Yenloseweg +31475-390202 +31475- Netherlands

1 Roermond 311411
Louis Dreyfus & Cie P.O. Box 270 Westblaak +31 10-4110480 +31 10- Netherlands
BY 92 Rotterdam 4130432
Meo Yoto Zaden BY P.O. Box 58 Kleingouw +31228-591377 +31228-- Netherlands

126 Andiik 591384
Mas Groentezaden BY Noordlandseweg +31 174-412031 +31 174- Netherlands
Leen De 54 Gravenzande,'s- 417357
Mulder Mame BV P.O. Box 16 Eemskanaal Z.Z. +31 596-626520 +31596- Netherlands

16 Appingedain 620417
Nidera P.O. Box 676 Meent +31 10-430191 t +3110- Netherlands
Handelscompagnie 106 Rotterdam' 4137493
BY
Novartis Seeds BV P.O. Box 2 Westeinde +31 228-366411 +31228- Netherlands

62 Enkhuizen 366133
Platenburg & Van P.O. Box 54 Mettrayweg +31575-542580 +31575- Netherlands
Holst C.V. 65 Eefde 543729
Pop Yriend Zaadteelt P.O. Box 5 Middenweg +31228-591462 +31228- Netherlands
& Zaadhandel BV 52 Andiik 593354
Ranks Meel BY P.O. Box 16 Benedendamsestraat +31 183-606200 +31 183- Netherlands

19 Arneide 601474
Reba Agrari~che Westereerns 15 Sneek +31515-414025 +31515- Netherlands
ProduktenBV 423065
Red River-Van Eck P.O. Box 14 Huizersdijk +31 168-323555 +31 168- Netherlands
BY 11 Zevenbergen 325294
Robertus Zaadhande1 P.O. Box 2400sterhavenkade +31597-413142 +31597- Netherlands
BY 19 Winschoten 422536
Royal Sluis BY P.O. Box 22 Westeinde +31228-310444 +31228- Netherlands

161 Enkhuizen 313969
Sa.kata Seed Europe P.O. Box 241 Kruizemuntweg +31297-321574 +31297- Netherlands

" 27 Rijsenhout 344405
Schobbers Zaden BY P.O. Box 66 W. Barentszweg +3177-3969120 +3177- Netherlands

30 Yen10 3969121
Siberhegner P.O. Box 889 Vogelaarsweg +31 78-6220622 +31 78- Netherlands
Lenersanpoortman 23 Dordrecht 6210669
BY

"

"

Tomen Netherlands Westblaak 99/5 Rotterdam +31 10-4009300 +31 10- Netherlands
BY 4132619
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Van De plind BV P.O. Box 7 Eikenlaan +3133-4940194 +3133- Netherlands
49 Leusden 4948820

Van Ben Berg BV Prinses Julianastraat +31174-627441 +31 174- Netherlands
23 Naaldwiik 624000 .

Vandijke Semo BV P.O. Box 2 Stationsstraat +31597-591233 +31597- Netherlands
124 Seheemda 593030

West-AfAka Holland P.O. Box 23078 Paulus Pollerlaan +3110-4507058 +31 10- Netherlands
Handelsonderneming 29 Capelle a.d. 1jssel 4294463
BV
Willem Van Der P.O. Box 21101 Meent +3110-f1116140 +31 10- Netherlands
Schalk 94 Rollerdam 4047924
Zaadhandel Edelkema P.O. Box 65 Pastoorslaan +31252-515044 +31252- Netherlands
BV. . 57 Hillegom 515641
Zelder BV P.O. Box 26 Zelder.1 Ottersum +31485'550610 +31485- Netherlands

. 515225
Zurel&CoBV P.O. Box 1050 Legmeerdijk +31 297-333333 +31297-.- Netherlands

313 Aalsmeer 333518
Cargill 14/F eitibank Tower, Paseo de (632) 8480106 (632) Philippines i,

PhiliDoines, inc. Roxas,Makati City 8158809
Pioneer hi-bred 17/F Strata 2000 Bldg., Emerald Tel: 6345527 to (632) Philippines
Agricultural Ave.) Pasig City 30 6317508
Technologies,
Inc
UPJOHN, INC. 4/f s & I Bldg., Esteban cor. Dela (632) 8929711 to (632) Philippines

Rosa Sts.,Legaspi .village, Makati 18 8182949
City

Agricultural Material PO Box:2606, Riyadh 11461 Tel. 00966-1- Salidi Arabia
Co. Ltd. 4768430
Agricultural Material PO Box:2606, Riyadh 11461 AI Tel. 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Co. Ltd. Kharj 4768430 4792155
Agricultural Material PO Box:2606 Riyadh 11461 Al Tel. 00966- 1- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Co. Ltd. Kharj 4768430 4792155

Tel.
5480426

Agricultural Materials PO Box: 11318, Jeddah -21453 Tel. 00966-2- Saudi Arabia
Co. Ltd 6800020/

6802832/689167
6

Agricultural Ma~erials PO Box: I 1318, Jeddah -21453 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Co. Ltd 6800020/ 6886260

6802832/689167
6

Agricultural- Materials PO Box:1 1318,Jeddah -21453 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Co. Ltd 6800020/ 6886260

6802832/689167
6

AI Rashid Group . PO Box:15586, Riyadh 11454 Tel. 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Commercial 4024243 4050555
Development Co.
AI Rashid PO Box:15586, Riyadh 11454 Tel. 00966-1-' Fax: Saudi Arabia
Group Commercial 4024243 4050555
Development Co.

Alrajhi Almisfer PO Box: 58684, Riyadh I 1515 Tel. 00966- 1- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Agriculture Co. Ltd. 4633460, 4651162
Alrajhi Almisfer PO Box: 58684, Riyadh 11515 Tel. 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia
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Agriculture Co. Ltd. 4633460 4651162
Aseer Company PO Box:55756, Riyadh 11544 TeI.00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia

4621511 4654123
Aseer Company PO Box:55756, Riyadh 11544 TeI.00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia

4621511 4654123
Astra Agricultural PO Box: 54061, Riyadh 11514 Tel. 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Company Ltd. 4772346 4782102

/4731130
Astra Agricultural PO Box: 54061, Riyadh 11514 Tel. 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Company Ltd. 4772346 4782102

. /4731130
Beautiful Garden Est. PO Box:54859, Riyadh 11524 Tel. 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia. .. 4640102 4885843

/4885843
Growing Oasis Est. PO Box:621, Riyadh 11421 Tel. 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia

4586345 4586372
Growing Oasis Est. PO Box:621, Riyadh 11421 Tel. 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia

4586345 4586372
Mani Salih Al Zaaman PO Box: 31308, Jeddah -21497 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Est. 6318339 6316483

/6375319
Mani Salih Al Zaaman PO Box: 31308, Jeddah -21497 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Est. 6318339 6316483 '..

/6375319
Mansoor Yase.en PO Box:158, HofufJI982 Tel. 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Alramadan & Co. 5861292 5825715
Mansoor Yaseen PO Box:158, Hofuf31982 Tel. 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Alramadan & Co. 5861292 5825715
Nafa Enterprises Ltd. PO Box: 57976, Riyadh 11584 Tel. 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia

4882828 4882542
Nafa Enterprises Ltd. PO Box: 57976, Riyadh 11584 Tel. 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia

4882828 4882542
Saleh Almutlaq PO Box: 1738, Riyadh 11441 Tel. 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Alhanaky 4773765 476763

/4785665
/4778590

Saleh Almutlaq PO Box: 1738, Riyadh 11441 Tel. 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Alhanaky 4773765 4767639

/4785665
/4778590

Saudi United Fertilizer PO Box: 4811, Riyadh 11412 Tel. 00966-1- Saudi Arabia
Co. 4781287/

4765341
Saudi United Fertilizer PO Box: 4811, Riyadh 11412 Tel. 00966.1- Saudi Arabia
Co. 4781287/

4765341 Tel.
00966-1-
4789581

Tala! Abdulhameed PO Box: 2821,Dammam 31461 Tel. 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Trading Est. 8984884 8981767
Talat Abdulhameed PO Box: 2821, Dammam Tel. 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Trading Est. 31461 8984884 8981767
ABONOSRUIZ Crta de Andaluciam, Km, 382,4 34 957 320 170 34957 Spain

Pol Casablanca, 14610 Alcolea 321 045
Cordoba

ASOCIACION DE Crta Nacional II Km, 639,508340 937501 698 937501 Spain
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PRODUCCION Y Vilassar de Mar, Barcelona 706
COMERCIODE
FLORES DEB
BOURGUIGNON Almagro 328010 Madrid 91 3192692 9131929 Spain
S.L. 98
COMUNIDAD Eduardo Dato, 8 14003 Cordoba, 91572 52 72 91 572 Spain
AGRISADE Cordoba 5272
SERVICIOS Y
GANANCIAS
D1STRIBUIDORA Eduardo Torroja, 18Nave, 12 91 672 41 46 91 671 Spain
FLORIMEX Polfgono Industrial Coslada, 28820 7749

Coslada, Madrid
ESPACIOS Crta. Chumana Cartarna, Ian 3700, 952410125 952414 Spain
FUENGIROLA S.L. 29130 Alhaurin de hrlorre 438

•• Malaga
IROTAMA S.L. Chipiona, Km 4, 611550 956371 324 956 Spain

Chioiona, Cadiz •• 37171 I
LAS MARISMAS DE Pol Las Marismas, parcela 1029. 955972719 955972 Spain ..

LEBRIJA, S. COOP 41740 Lebrija, Sevilla 719
ANDALUZA
SEMILLAS LAGE Padre -Cortiihln, 22 Poligono 981 795533 981 795 Spain -
S.L. Industrial Bergondo, 15640 535

Coruna
TOTFLOR Sant Mateu, 18; 08340 Vilassar de 937590008 937590 Spain

Mar, Barcelona 482
Ebrahimoff & Sons 12, Kingsgate Avenue London, 0181-3432244 0181- U.K.

N33BH 3430852
Eggar & Co High Street, 01 I 89302379 0118932 U.K.
(Chemicals) Ltd., Theale Reading, Berkshire, RG7 3224

5AR
Fuerst. Day Lawson St. Clare House 30-33 0207-4880777 0207- U.K.
Ltd., Minories London, EC3N ILN 4889927
Melsons (UK) Ltd., S Hamstead Gate 1a Frognal 0207 794 1794 0207794 U.K.

London, NW3 6AL 1774
The Oil Merchant 47 Ashchurch Grove London 0208-7401335 0208- U.K.
Ltd., W129BU 7401319
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Product: FRESH ONIONS

Company Name Address Phone Fax Country

A Shiraz Pte Ltd., #24-07, High Street Centre, I 334 0786 / 334 3340788 Singapore
"North Bridge Road, Singapore - 3878

. 179094 .
Agro Food Pte Ltd., 63 Robinson Road, #02-18 Afro 224 8200 / 224 2257675 Singapore

Asia Building, Singapore - 8422
068894 .

.Crescent 629 Aljunied Road, #01-15 7475581 8460553s Singapore
Developments Pte Cititech Industrial Building,
Ltd., Singapore - 389838
Desai & Co., 70 South Bridge Road, #03-00 5350300 5345234. Singapore

Prosperity Building. Singapore -
.058700. .

Esmail & Ahmed 40 Hong Kong Street, Singapore - 5324132/532 5322993 Singapore
Brothers (1922) Pte 059679 4143 -
Ltd.,
EUTO-lntemationai Pte 151 Chin Swee Road, #09-08 7386808 7385328 Singapore
Ltd., Manhattan House, Singapore-

169876. .
Far Eastern Spice Co 24 Peck Seah Street, #06-02 323 1516/323 323 1562 Singapore
Pte Ltd.; Nehsons Building; Singapore - 1518

079314.
Himatsing 141 Market Street, #08-04 220 9222 / 220 2252807 Singapore
International Pte Ltd., International Fa~tors Building, 9103

Singapore - 048944.
fCf International I North Bridge Road, #18-08 High 3365781 3365792 Singapore
(Spore) Pte Ltd., Street Centre. Singapore -

179094
International 150 South Bridge Road, #12-02 5353644 5333721 Singapore
Mercantile Co (Pte) Fook Hai Building, Singapore -
Ltd., 058727
Kaj Establishment Pte #07-04 Sinsov Building, 55 5363515 2534770 Singapore
Ltd., Marketing Street,.Singapore-

048941 .

Ktrade Exports Pte 31 Cantonment Road, Singapore 545 0638 / 542 5452371 Singapore
Ltd., 089747. 1674
Midfa Corporation Pte #10-08 High Street Centre, I North 3340658/334 3340659 Singapore
Ltd., Bridge Road. Singapore- 0657

179094
N D K Agencies Pte NO.8 Temasek Boulevard, #26- 8366118 8362058 Singapore
Ltd., 02A Suntec Tower 3, Singapore-

038988
Patel & Co., No.5 Lorong 36, Geylang Road, 7412908/741 7412909 Singapore

Singapore - 398140 6928
Pepper & Spice I North Bridge Road, #15-10 High 8830890/883 883 0893 Singapore
Trading Co Pte Ltd., Street Centre. Singapore- 0891

079094
Ramadon Investments 10 Anson Road, #21-10 2225066 2243531 Singapore
(S) Pte Ltd., International Plaza. Singapore -

079903.
SPS Marketing 163 Tras Street, # I0-02 Lian Huat 2250720 2254280 Singapore
Services Building, Sin.aoore - 079024.
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S~issSingapore 3 Shenton Way, #14-01 Shenton 221 8455 2224984 Singapore
Overseas Enterprises Way, Singapore - 068805.
Pte Ltd.,
T S Grewal & Co., 101 Cecil Street, #22-03 Tong Eng 2216731/221 221 5659 Singapore

Building, Singapore - 069533 6908
The Sagar Trading 10Anson Road,#17-09 2248816 2242706 Singapore
Co., International Plaza, Singapore -
- 079903.

TushiY Int'ernational I North Bridge Road, #14-05 High 3349596 3349496 Singapore
Pte Ltd., Street Centre, Singapore-

179094. -

V V Doshi Trading Pte I North Bridge Road, #24-06 High 3364855 3344770 Singapore
Ltd., Street Centre, S~ngapore-

179094. ~

IMPORTER'S DETAILS

Producl : OTHER FRESH VEGETABLES
'.-

Company Name Address Phone Fax Country
DalianETDZ Rm.301 Kaixie Hotel, 23 10-64626235 10- China
Administrative Hujiayuan, Dongzhimenwai, 64626230
Committee Beijing xiaojie, Beijing, 100027
Offic Beijing
Hebei Fangda Imp, & 26 Diandajie, Shijiazhuang. Hebei, 311-7751796 311- China
Exp. Native Products 050071 Shijiazhuang City, Hebei, /7774506 7755911
Trade Co. China /7756415
Hengyang linguo 15 linguolu, Hengyang, Hunan; 734-8231338 734- China
Agriculture & Ind. & 421001 Hengyang City, Hunan /8220391 8250038
Commerce Ind. /8229258
Heshan Foodstuffs 70 Renmin donglu, Shapingzhen, 750-8888368 750- China
Imp. & Exp. Corp. Heshan, Guangdong, 529700 8889267

Heshan City, .Guangdong
Longkou Danbao Beiqu Village, Cinjia Town, 86-535- 86-535- China
Foodstuff Co., Ltd Longkou City, Shandong, 8551303 8551305
Ningbo Cereals, Oils 173 Zhongshan xilu, Ningbo, 574-87326999 574- China
& Foodstuffs Imp. & Zhejiang, 315000 Ningbo 87307729
Exp. Corp Citv,Zhejiang
Penglai Foreign Trade #159 Nanguan Rd., Penglai City, 86-535- 86-535- China
Group Co., Shandong, 5641567 5643173
Shandong Longkou #92, Zhenxing Rd., Longkou, 86-535- 86-535- China
Foreign Trade Group Shandong, 8812123 8812613
General Coupo
Shanghai Caojiadu Zhongshan xilu, Shanghai, 200063 21-62443719/ 21- China
Non-staple Food Shanghai, 64396787 62441424
Wholesale & Trad
Shantou Longhu A-408 Pengfa Building, 754-8264426/ 754- China
Foreign Economic Lianjianglu, Shantou, Guangdong, 889148.6 8261537/
Relations & Trade 515041 Shantou City, Guangdong, 8463033

Sichuan Hejia Ind. 9 Development zone, Chengdu, 28-5181798/ 28-7739507 China
Group Co. Ltd. Sichuan, 610041 Chengdu City, 5181928/ /5184954/

Sichuan, 5150787/ I 6628949
7739507 /7739507

Sino-Foreign Longda Miaohou, Longwangzhuangzhen, 535-7710036 535- China
Foods Co. Ltd. Laiyang, Shandong, 265209 /7211096 7215032
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Laiyang City, Shandong,
Xiamen SEZ Huiyuan 16 Huyuanlu, Xiamen, Pujiao,' 592-2077366/ 592- China
Imp. & Exp. Co. Ltd. 361003 Xiamen City, Fujian 2021770/ 2021765

2022265
ext.2401

Yangjiang Foodstuffs 25 Dongfeng yilu, Xangjiang, 662-3223782 662- China
Imp. & Exp. Corp. Guangdong, 529500 Yangjiang 3223660

Cjty, Guangdong,
Yantai Foodstuffs Imp. Address: #80Chaoyang St., 86-535- 86-535- China
& Exp. Corp. Yantai-264OOI, 6223965/ 6214702

6210147
Zhaoyuan Lisen #7/8, ChengzhongRd., Zhaoyuan 86-535- 86-535- China
Foodstuffs Co., Ltd. Rd., Shandong - 8212434/ 82127771

8234180 8215959
Zhenjiang Foreign 98 Zhongshan xilu, Zhenjiang, 511-5241916/ 511- China.
Trade Corp. Jiangsu 212004 Zhenjiang City, 5242666 5245794/

Jiangsu, 5233670
Agiad Trade & 6 EI-Gamie St., off El-Nile St., 4th +20-2- , +20-2- Egypt
Marketing Floor, Dokki Giza 3388585 3355996 -
Egyptian Traders P.O. Box 345 Alex. Down +20-3- +20-3- Egypt
S.A.E. Town Alexandria 21111 4841177 4843002

(Hunting)
Emara Commercial 55, Giza"St., Giza Giza +20-2- +20-2- Egypt ,.-

Agencies 571308.1-85 5728034
Modem 3 Shagaret EI-Dor +20-2- +20-2- Egypt
Agriculture/Pico St." Zamalek Cairo 3415915/3411 3412409/34

207/3404091/3 10852
419018/34210

I. 00
Noras Import & P.O. Box 938 EI-Attaba, Down ' +20-2- +20-2- Egypt
Export Town, Cairo 938 Kobba 2033369 (Res) 2033369

20-10-458121 (Res)
Abdul Latif Khan & R-196/Il Gulshan-e-Qadri, Malir 400497 5680222 Pakistan
Sons City Karachi.
Abaha International 10214, Sector 5-G, 1st 290915 Pakistan

FIr., Saeedabad, Baldia
Town Karachi

Accord International 27-A, Naseerabad Shah Faisal 4573651 4573651 Pakistan
'. Colony Karachi
Admani Group of 143-A, AI-Noor Chambers Preedy 7724689, 4924408 Pakistan
Companies Street, Plaza Square Karachi 7724981
Af'Asghar Traders 15-Valika Chambers New 214810 215239 Pakistan

Challi .Karachi
AI-Chohan L-984, Sector 5C-l, North 651380 2414288 Pakistan
Enterpnses Karachi Karachi
AI-Mahmood Estb., Jumani Arcade, C-J, 3rd FIr., St- 4931980, 4948493 Pakistan

10-DIl4, Main University 4934382
Road Karachi

Aroma Enterprises 2-D, Shazco Centre, SB-3, Block- 4969425, 4960207 Pakistan
4 Gulshan-e-Iobal Karachi 4961483

Bakhtiar Multi Trade A-7, Block-C, North 6632426, 6648140 Pakistan
& Industries (P) Ltd., Nazimabad Karachi 6672330

Chaudhry Ali Ahmed Shop #537-538 Sabzi Mandi, 4942918 Pakistan
Aijaz-UI-Hao University Road Karachi
World Export Agencv 2/28, Husein Chambers Daryalal 2435347 Pakistan
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Street, Jodia Bazar karachi
Zafrani Trading Co., M-8, A-272,Khundo 6643009 Pakistan

.Goth Ahmedabad, B1ock-B,North
Nazimabad Karachi

Agricultural expansion P.O. Box 456 Diera Area, 00966-1- 00966-1- Saudi Arabia
Est Ala'asha Street Riyadh-11411 4055928/4054 4042502

879
Agricultural Expansion PO Box: 456, Riyadh 1I411 TeL00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Est. 4055928 4042502

/4054879/
4027845

Agricultural Material PO Box:2606 Riyadh 11461 AI TeL 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Co. Ltd. KhaIj 4768430 4792155 Te

. - L 5480426
Agricultural Materials. PO Box:I1318, Jeddah -21453 TeL 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Co. Ltd 6800020/ 6886260 ..

6802832/6891
676 ~.

Agricultural Materials P.O. Box 2606 Almogaibra, New 00966-1- 00966-1- Saudi Arabia
Co. Ltd., Akaria Salaudden Street, Riyadh.. 4026121 4792155

. 11461
AI Haggi Cold Stores PO Box: 15425, Riyadh 11444 TeL 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia

4212703 4212300
AI Halaga Cold Store PO Box:16550, Jeddah -21474 TeL 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia

6932379 6938183
AI Halaga Cold Store PO Box:16550, Jeddah -21474 TeL 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia

6932379 6938183
Al Saleh Commercial P.O. Box 1786 King Abdul Azeez 00966-3- 00966-3- Saudi Arabia
Co Street Khobar-31952 8649637 8649853
AI Zamil Food P.O. Box 240 Jubail1ndustrial 00966-3- 00966-3- Saudi Arabia
Industries Ltd City Jubail31951 8649853 3418235
AI Zamil Food PO Box: 240, Jubail City TeL 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Industries Ltd. 31951 3415235 3418235
Alfaisalia Group Est. PO Box: 1228, Jeddah -21431 TeL 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia

6436026/ 6441833
6436027

Alfaisalia Group Est., P.O. Box 1228 Madina Road, 00966-2- 00966.2- Saudi Arabia
Baghdadiah Jeddah 21431 6436026 6441833

Alhalaga Cold Storage P.O. Box 16550 Vegetable 00966-2- 00966-2- Saudi Arabia
Market, Alaga Street Jeddah 6932379 6938183
21474

Ali Muraizeq Alharbi PO Box: 982, Dammam 31421 TeL 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Est. 8343405/ 8340509

834076
Ali Muraizeq Alharbi PO Box:982, Dammam 31421 TeL 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Est. 8343405/ 8340509

8340076 .

Ali Muraizeq Alharbi PO Box:982, Dammam 31421 TeL 00966-3- Fax:. Saudi Arabia
Est. .8343405/ 8340509

8340076
Ali Muraizeq Alharbi P.O. Box 982 Alnood 00966-3- 00966-3- Saudi Arabia
Est., Area Danimam 31421 8343405 8340509
Aljazirah Coldstore PO Box: 31089, Jeddah -21497 TeL 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia

6316770/ 6315736
6316130

Almallahi Trading PO Box: 5809, Dammam 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia
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Est. 31432 8347113/ 8344105
8344300

Almallahi Trading P.O. Box 5809 King Saud Street, 00966-3. 00966-3. Saudi Arabia
Est., Next to Alkhayam 8347113 8344105

hotel Dammam.31432
A1nahdi Trading And PO Box:30702, leddah .21462 Tel. 00966-2- Saudi Arabia
Contractinu Groun 6716983 .

Alnahdi Trading And PO Box:30702,Jeddah .21462 Tel. 00966-2 .. Fax: Saudi ArabIa
Contractin~ Grouo 6716983 6725562
Alsafferi Cold Storage P.O. Box 7715 Tahi1an Street, 00966.2. 00966.2- Saudi Arabia

Near Sara 70 Crossing leddah 6711001 6700515
21472

Alsafferi Cold Store" PO Box:7715, leddah .21472 Tel. 00966.2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
6711001/ 6700515
6711052/6724
418

Anwar A1nojoum PO Box:1173, leddah .21431 Tel. 00966.2. Fax: Saudi Arabia
International Trading 6715361 6711494
Anwar Alnojoum POBox: 117:r,-leddah .21431 Tel. 00966-2. Fax: Saudi Arabia
International Tradin~ 6715361 6711494
Arabian Trading Co. PO Box: 1393, leddah .21431 Tel. 00966.2. Fax: Saudi Arabia
For Cold Storage Ltd. 6371239/ 6363687

6364262 . "

Assaf Alharbi Trading PO Box: 5782, Riyadh 11432 00966.1- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Est. 4984531/ 4586152

4983722
Assaf Alharbi Trading PO Box: 5782, Riyadh 11432 00966-1. Fax: Saudi Arabia
Est. 4984531/ 4586152

4983722
Hassan Ali Sanad PO Box:4094, Dammam 31491 Tel. 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Trading Est. 8422118 8417936

/8422811
Hassan Ali Sanad PO Box:4094, Dammam 31491. Tel. 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Trading Est. 8422118 8417936

/8422811
Ibn Hayyan Trading PO Box: 4472, Dammam Tel. 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Est. 31491 842520/ 8427963

842880
International Food PO Box: 12867, leddah -21483 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Company 6918240 6918799
Moh"meed Ahmed PO Box: 970, Jeddah .21421 Tel. 00966-2. Fax: Saudi Arabia
Alamoudi Trading 6715623/ 6713139
Est. 6719028
Mohammed Ahmed PO Box: 970, Jeddah .21421 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Alamoudi Trading 6715623/ 6713139
Est. 6719028

Natioa1 United PO Box: 60931, Riyadh 11555 Tel. 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Supermarkets Ltd. 4916964/ 4920315

4933294

National United Super P.O. Box 60931 Omar Bin A.Aziz 00966.1. 00966-1- Saudi Arabia
Markets Ltd St. Exit 14, Rabwa Dist. Riyadh- 4916964 4920315

11555 .

National United PO Box:60931, Riyadh 11555 Tel. 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Supermarkets Ltd 4916964/ 4920315
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4933294 .

National United PO Box:6093I,Riyadh 11555 Tel. 00966-1- Saudi Arabia
Supermarkets Ltd 2081926/

2081936/41/
4916964/
4933294

Saleh M. Hamadah PO Box: 2179, Jeddah -21451 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Sons Trading Co, 6833182/ 6693213

6675288"
Saleh M. Hamadah PO Box: 2179, Jeddah -21451 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Sons Trading Co, 6833182/ 6693213

6675288
Saleh M. Hamadah PO Box: 2179, Jeddah -21451 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Sons Trading Co. - 6833182/ 6693213

. . 6675288
Shehata For Trading PO Box: 6104 Jeddah -21442 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
and Import Est. 6719988/ 6700661

6710580 . ~,

Shehata For Trading PO Box: 6104, Jeddah -21442 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
and Import Est. 6719988/ 6700661

6710580
Shehata For Trading PO Box: 6104,Jeddah -21442 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
and Import Est. . 6719988/ 6700661

6710580
United Trading Corp. PO Box: 64,Dhahram, Ariprot- Tel. 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia

31932 8940706, 8644085
United Trading Corp. PO Box: 64, Dhahran Ariprot- Tel. 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia

31932 8940706 8644085
Yousif H. AI Shahab PO Box:5624, Dammam 31432 Tel. 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Trading Est. 8346871 8349431
Ahmad S.H.Ansari Pte 101 Cecil Street, #25-10 Tong Eng 2226544 2253945 Singapore
Ltd Building, Singapore - 069533
Amtel Ventures Pte 47, Tannery Lane, #07-02, Elite 2709110 2739812 Singapore
Ltd., Indl. Bldg-ll, Singapore-

347794
Ban Chaon Marketing 21, #01-142, Pasir Panjang 777 7333 7771400 Singapore
(Pte) Ltd., Wholesale Centre, Singapore -

110021.
Charoen Pokphand San Centre, 171,Chin Swee Road 65-5387020 65-5386167 Singapore
Intertrade(S)Pte Ltd #06-06, SG-169877 Singapore
Chia Meng Hak Wholesale Centre, Blk 7,Pasir 65-775 97 88 65-7766470 Singapore

Panjang Rd #0 I-242, SG-I10007
. Singapore
Esmail & Ahmed No. 19, Hong Kong Street, 5324132/532 5322993 Singapore
Brothers (1922) Pte Singapore - 059662 . 4143
Ltd
Haire Freshways Pte Wholesale Centre, Blk 12,Pasir 65-77447 65-7791186 Singapore
Ltd, Haira Trading &.. Panjang Rd #01-586, SG-110012 21,775 1233
Supply Co Singapore

Heng Guan Seng Kee Wholesale Centre, Blk 6 Pasir 65-77861 65-7782771 Singapore
Trading Pte Ltd Panjang Rd #01-2181219, SG- 55*(6 lines)

110006 Sinoaoore
Hira Singh & Sons Pte 14A Circular Road, Singapore': ' 533 2755 5325923 Singapore
Ltd 049370
Hu Lee Impex Pte Blk 11, Pasir Pajang Rood, #01- 7794089 7780953 Singapore
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Ltd., 570, Wholesale Centre, Singapore
-110011. ,

Hua Yang Investment 159, Sin Ming Road, #01-03, 4585111 4595111 Singapore
Pte Ltd., Amtech Building, Singapore -

575625.
Hupco Pte Ltd Wholesale Centre, Blk 20 Pasir 65-7779873 Singapore

Panjang #01-136, SG-II0020
Singapore

International Eureka Blk 808, French Road, #06-173" Singapore
Impex, Kitchener Complex, Singapore

200808
Jilta Trading Blk 347, AngMoKio Ave 3, #01, 4564920 4530728 Singapore

2128, Singanore -''560347
Juwest Green Grocery ,Blk 497, Jurong West Street 41, 561 9434 5669317 Singapore
& Florist #01-06/07, Singapore-

640497
K Syed Mohamed Co 37-B Hong Kong Street, Singapore 532 4579/534 5356835 Singapore

- 059676 2059
Kwek Sum Chuan 230A,Pandan Loop,2nd Fl.,Rm 8, -65-779 67 33 65-7791883 Singapore
Fruit Pte Ltd SG-128416 Sin.anore
Lim Thiam Chwee Pasir Panjang Wholesale Centre, 65-77807 65- Singapore
Food Supplier Blk 6,Pasir Panjang Rd #01" 36,778 1884 7790330

222/223; SG-110006 .'
Singapore

Living Foods Pte 14, Scotts Road, #02-58/59, Far 8353177 8353077 Singapore
Ltd., East Plaza, Singapore -

228213
Mohamedally & Co 11 Coller Quay, ,#03-17 The 2234400 2220002 Singapore

Arcade, Singanore - 049317
Nam Huat Chop Pasir Panjang Wholesale Centre, 65-7794988 65- Singapore

Blk 6,Pasir Panjang Rd #01- 7796091
226/227, SG-1 10006
Singapore

Nam Shiang & Teck Pasir Panjang Wholesale Centre, 65-77636 65-7774567 Singapore
Guan Trading Elk 8,Pasir Panjang Rd #01-24~, 90,7770388

SG-II0008 Singapore
,

P Govindasamy Pillai 153 Dunlop Street, Singapore- 2975311 2975088 ' Singapore
& Sons 209467, Sin.aDOre - 218085
Pars Ram Brothers 101 Ceci I Street, #24-06/ #24-07, 220 9395 /224 225 9683/ Singapore
(Pte) Ltd Tong Eng Building, Singapore - 3070 221 7357

069533. ,

Patel & Co No.5 Lorong 36, Geylang Road, 7412908/74t 741 2909 Singapore
Singanore - 398140 6928

Raffles Commodities 502C GuiJIemard Road, Singapore 2450427 245 1401 Singapore
Pte Ltd., - 399841
Seaflexco 17A Lengkong Enam, SG-417538 65-3393379 65- Singapore

Singapore 2420022

Shanghai Products Pasir Panjang Wholesale Centre, 65-7783632 65-77836 Singapore
Importer & Exporter Blk 23,Pasir Panjang Road #01- 32

179, SG-110023 Singapore
Singa Fresh Pte Ltd Mount Elizabeth Medical Centre. 3 65-7327262 65-7341837 Singapore

Mount Elizabeth #02-09, SG-
228510 Singapore

Singapore Fruits PSA Vista, 20,Harbour Drive #05- 65-77944 65- Singapore
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Importers & Exporters 05A, SG-1l7612 Singapore 88*(5 lines) 7793003
Exchange .Pt
T & I Singapore Pte Paramount Bldg,Serangoon Gdn 65-48776 19 65- Singapore
Ltd Village, 9,Portchester Avenue #02- 4877301

02, SG-556293 SingapOre
The Sagar Trading 10 Anson Marriage, #17-09 2248816 2242706 Singapore
Co., International Plaza, Singapore....:.

079903
,

VMS Abdul Razak & 53 Bussorah Street, Singapore - 3387373 2956912 Singapore
Co (Pte) Ltd 199469
V V Doshi Trading Pte I North Bridge Road, #24-06 High 3364855 / 334 3344770 Singapore
Ltd Street Centre, Singapore - 4770

079094 .

Yee Lee Oils & 22 Senoko Drive";Woodlands East 2578811 7524823 Singapore
Foodstuffs (S) Pte Industrial Estate. Sipgapore -
Ltd., 758209
Al Bousi Foodstuff PO Box: 20476, Dubai Tel :04 UAB.
Trading , 3476481 Fax : ....

04 3476480
Faisal Al Nusif PO Box: 28718, Dubai Tel: 04 UAE.
Trading Co LLC 3391149 Fax :

043390919
Vital Foodstuff . PO Box: 43287, Dubai Tel: 04 UAE.
Trading 2261288 Fax:

042260847

, '
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Product : WALNUTS

Company name Address Phone Fax Country

Beijing Mirixing Shilipuzhen, miyun, beijing, 10-89021811 10- China
Industrial joint stock 101500 miyun county 89022671
co. Ltd. .

China (tuhsu) Super 208 andingmen dajie, beijing, 10-64208200 10- China
Food Imp. & Exp: 100011 beijing /64248899 64283352
Corn. • . exl.6669
Guangdong Xinhui Sanhe gonglu. xirihui. jiangmen, 750-6672565/ 750- China
Dayou Cool Fruits guangdong, 529100 xinhui city, 6673853 6674239
factorY guan.don. .
Hainan native produce 8-ll/f., tea bldg., longkun beilu, 898-66790888 898- China
imp. & expoCorp. haikou, hainan, 570105 haikou /66790937 66790149

city, hainan
Hainan native produce 8-ll/f., .tea bldg., longkun beilu, 898- 898- China
imp. & expoCorp, haikou, hainati, 570105 haikou 66790888/667 66790149

city, hainan 90937
Jung yue loong co. 2/f, bldg.2, dawangshan indoZone, 755-6661119. 755- China
Ltd. taoyuanlu, nanshan. shenzhen, 6564535 '.

ouangdon.518052
Kaipingjiashili fruits 3 honghualu,. shuikouzhen, 750-2272229 750- China
factory kaiping, jiangmen, guangdong, 2272735

529321 kaiping city, guangdong

Meihekou huaxin Address: #1-3, 8th bldg., I wei, I 86-448- 86-448- China
special native produce group xinhua st., meihekou city, 4224706 4223165
company jilin-135000,
Qingdao dayang food '9 siliu nanlu, sifang, qingdao, .532- 532- China
group co. Ltd. shandong, 266042 qingdao 4864700/4852 4856778

city 760/4869839/4
852121

Shandong yuhuang 419 tianqiaolu, junan, shandong, 539- 539- China
cereals & oils food co. 276600 junan county 7212955/7212 7218388
Ltd. 521
Shanghai haochi lai 663 beiyilu, zhongshan, shanghai, 21- 21- China
roasted seeds & nuts 200083 shanghai 65420436/654 65441961
co. 41799
Shanghai longqiao Processing factory, beishou, 21-68483153 21- China
rosted seeds & nuts yanggunzhcn,pudong,chuansha, 68481720
food shanghai
Taicheng canned food Rongcheng, Weihai, Shandong, 631-7382070 631- China
processing factory 264309 Rongcheng City, 7381157

Shandon.
Tangshan nanguang 2 Nanguanglu, Xincheng, 315- 315- China
food co. Ltd. Luanxian, Hebei, 063700 7127996/7124 7127966

Luanxian County 471/7127336
Tianjin kernel zhang 87 Bldg.2, Siqu, Nanshi, Hoping, 22-27270198 22- China
food co. Ltd. Tianjin, 300021 Tianjin 27270198
Xiamen xinweitian 33 Minzulu~Xiamen, Fujian, 592-2202898 592- China
food co. Ltd. 361001 Xiamen City, Fujian, 2209490

China
---~."._. _.__.~~.~ _ ~-----~~~~ -~---
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Xiamen xinweitian 29 Houjiangli, Xi amen, Fujian, 592-2202898 592- China
food indoCo. Ltd. 361004 Xiameri City, Fujian 2209490
Ahg wachsmuth & Domstrabe 17 d-20095 Hamburg +49(040) +49(040) Germany
krol!ffiannmbh 300590 30059190
Alfred I. Wolff gmbh Grobe backerslrabe 13 d- +49(040) +49(040) Germany

'20095 Hamburg 376760 37676100
Avg-konserven e. G. Lindenslrabe 7 d- +49(09721) +49(09721) Germany

97469 £ochsheim 76380 763818
Basmati rice gmbh Bischofslrabe 90 d- , +49(02151) +49(02151) Germany
(europe) 47809 krefeld 510560 5105666
Beisser Gebruder Ellerholzdamm 46 d- +49(040) +49(040) Germany
gmbh 20457 Hambur£ 365892 367466
Bonduelle GmBH Berliner strabe 80 d- +49(06841) +49(06841) Germany- 66424 Hamburg 97110 971111
Bordehof gmbh Wilhelm-kobell-slrabe 44 d- +49(0391) , +49(0391) Germany

39108 magdeburg 7363644 7363625 --
Co cent ' Annaberger slrabe 31 d- +49(037341) +49(037341 Germany
lebensmittelgrobhandel 09427 ehrenfriedersdorf 1550 ) 15599 ."

gmbh
Deutsche cargill gmbh Flughafenstrabe 54 a d- +49(040) +49(040) Germany

22335 Hambur£ 532970 5329788
Dr. Lange & co. Briedestrabe 57 d- +49(0211) +49(0211) Germany
Gmbh 40599 Dusseldorf 74860 7486295
Euronul (e.n.g.) Gmbh Oberhafenslrabe 1 d- +49(040) +49(040) Germany

20097 Hamburg 3010030 30100330
Floreat chemic gmbh + D-86031 augsburg +49(0821) +49(0821) Germany
co. 480870 4808755
Fpg food-production- Dieskauslrabe 177 d- +49(0341) +49(0341) Germany
gmbh 04249 Leipzi£ 42760 4290333
Franz bernet Vordere ledergasse 2 d- +49(0911) +49(0911) Germany

90403 numberg 203536 221464
G. Forsching Karlsruher strabe 67 +49(07222) +49(07222) Germany

a 76461 muggensturm 53007 53009
G. Forsching Karlsruher sttabe 67 a d- +49(07222) +49(07222) Germany

76461 mUg£ensturm 53007 53009
Gel-star import-export Wilhadi-kirchhof 13 d- +49(04141) +49(04141) Germany
gmbh 21682 stade 3926 3910
Georg neitzer gmbh Industrieslrahe 14 d- +49(06027) +49(06027) Germ'any

63811 stockstadt 20990 3538
Henry lamolte gmbh Merkurstrabe 47 d- +49(0421) +49(0421) Germany

, 28197 Bremen 52390 5239199
Hinrich hey (gmbh & Lippeltstrahe I d-20097 Hamburg +49(040) +49(040) Germany
cb.) 331535 330735
I. Schroeder kg. (gmbh Am sandtorkai 37 d- +49(040)3767 +49(040) Germany
& co.) 20457 Hamburg 40 37674100
Intertrade gmbh Ferdinandstrabe 6 d-20095 +49(040) +49(040) Gennany

Hamburg 335540 335025
Korserven-import Grobe eschenheimer strabe 43 +49(069) +49(069) Germany
gmbh , ii d-60313 Frankfurt/Main 2998870 29988722
Lukullus Hauptstrabe 47 d-66798 +49(06831) +49(06831) Germany
-fleischwarenfabrik Wallerfangen 6880 6370
gmbh + co. Kg
Max.helmer gmbh Am kuhgrund I d-8664I rain +49(09090) +49(09090) Germany

96610 966149
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National starch & 1maltenschemel 55 d- +49(06327) +49(06327) Germany
chemical gmbh 67435 Neustadt An Der 3820 382259

. Weinstrabe
Neukon vertriebs- und Warliner strabe 2 d- +49(0395) +49(0395) Germany
marketinggesellschaft 17034 Neubrandenburg 4223009 4699954
mbh
Otto franck import kg Statzlinger strabe 63 d- +49(0821) +49(0821) Germany

86165 Au.sbur. 794020 7940223
Rabe spreewalder Calaner strabe 2 d-03222 +49(03542) +49(03542) Germany
konservenfabrik gmbh Bobiltz 2386 2160
Sachsonia Freiberger strabe 71 d- +49(037360) +49(037360 Germany
handelsgesellschaft 09526 Pfaffroda 6291 ) 6229
mbh
Seeberger kg Hans-lorenser-strabe 36 d- +49(0731) +49(073 I) Germany

89079 Ulm 40930 40931 I I
Sunry import & export Heimfelderstrabe 118 d- +49(040) +49(040) Germany
gmbh 21075 Hambur. 7900080 7926257
Van den bergh foods Theodor-heuss-allee 8 d- +49(0421) +49(0421) Germany
gmbh - 282 I5 Bremen 35020 3502355
Vogel Prinz-georg-strabe 15 d- +49(0211) +49(021 I) Germany
hande1sgesellschaft 40477 Dusseldorf 444154 444155
mbh
W.behrel)s & co. WohlerStrabe 8 d- +49(040) +49(040) Germany ,

22113 Hambur. 731597 7314240
Webers olmuhle gmbh Herrenstrabe 7 d- +49(07822) +49(07822) Germany

77975 Ringsheim 895511 895535
Winsenia Roydorfer weg 1-7 d- +49(04171) +49(04171) Germany
nahrungsmittelwerke 21423 winsen, Luhe 7090 709107
gmbh
Wunsche Domstrabe 19 d-20095 Hamburg +49(040) +49(040) Germany
handelsgesellschaft 333120 33312298
international mbh
Instapack, inc. I 19 sixth street, 8th ave., Kalookan (632) (632) Philippines

city 3657138, 3639653
3644305

Jemcor international, 2404-S Textite Tower 1,Exchange (632) (632) Philippines
inc. Road, Ortigas Complex, Pasig City 6352775, 6341770

6352776
Narigin food Rm. 1734 bldg., 17, up bliss, san (632) 9289510 (632) Philippines
corporation vicente. Quezon City 9289510
San pablo choice Philippine center for population & (632) (632) Philippines
foods, inc. development complex, pasong 8104081, 8104064

tamo ext., taguig, metro Manila 8104941
Barrow, lane & ballard Ground floor 52-54, southwark 0207-3578775 0207- UX
ltd.,. street london sel Iur 3578905
Biddle Sawyer foods Unit 76, lockeside business. 01322-287797 01322- UX
ltd., pic hawlev road dartford da1 lid 287785
Carbutt & co. (1928) Wiltshire road hull hu4 6pq . 01482-561151 01482- UX
ltd 506020
Duche. T.m & sons Ford lane pendleton salford m6 0161-7363041 0161- UX
ltd., 6pb 7457312
Fuerst day lawson St. Clare house 30-33 0207-4880777 0207- UX
holdings ltd., minories london ec3n lIn 4889927
Hacking, C.g., & sons 50 borough high street calverts 0207-4076451 0207- UX
ltd., bldgs., london sel lxw 4073001
Man, e.d. & f, (bulk Sugar nuav lower thames 0207-2853000 0207- UX
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services) ltd., street london ec3r 6du 6210149
Poortinan, a. (london) Prescot house prescot 0207-4812110 0207- .. U.K.
ltd., street london el 8bb 7021513
Siber hegner ltd., County house 221-241, 0208-6592345 0208- U.K.

beckenharn road, beckenharn kent 6591292
br34uf

Valley gold ltd., 58-60 duncrue 01232-351251 01232- U.K.
street belfast northern ireland, bt3 351620
get .

Walker, h. & I., ltd., Walker house, london 01732-450712 01732- U.K.
road riverhead, seven oaks kent, 459288
1n132dn
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Product: FRESH MANGOES

Company Name Address Phone Fax Country
Ban Choon Marketing Blk 21 Pasir Panjang, #01-142 777 7333 7771400 Singapore
Pte Ltd., Wholesale Centre, Singapore-

110021
Freshmart, Blk 18, #01.122, Pasir Panjang 7797111 7796237 Singapore

Wholsale Centre, Singapore - .
110018

High Fres.h Trading, 94 B Jalan Senang; Singapore- 4427966 4487016 Singapore
418469

Huk Seng Marketing Blk 23 Wholsale Centre, #01-176/ 7790819 2346440 Singapore
Pte Ltd., 177/ 178, SingaDore- 110023
Kwek Sum Chuan 230 - A Pandan Loop, Singapore- 7796733 7791883 Singapore
Fruit Pte Ltd., . 128416 .
Sayeed Muhammed & 35_Hong Kong Street, Singapore 5325474 5325432 Singapore
Sons Traders Pte Ltd., 059674
Seng Hong Co Pte 8 Hong Kong Street, Singapore- 5354888 5357325 Singapore
Ltd., 059651
SheJlfruits Pte Ltd., Blk 23 Pasir Panjang Wholesale 7768586 7797686 Singapore ,

Centre, #01-173, Singapore-
110023

ShengSiong Blk 122 Ang Mo KioAve3, #01- 4549908 453 9489 Singapore
Supermarket Pte Ltd., 1753 / 1755, Singapore-

560122
Singa Fresh Pte Ltd., Blk 19 Pasir Panjang Wholesale 7770883 7778230 Singapore

Centre, #01-132, Singapore-
110019

Singapore Fruits Imp Singapore Fruits Imp & Exp 7794488 7793003 Singapore
& Exp Exchange Pte Exchange Pte Ltd.,
Ltd.,
T.S. Y Traders, 44 Senoko Drive, Singapore- 7560925 7560375 Singapore

758228
Taka Enterprise Pte Blk 6018 Bedok Industrial Park C, 444 2212 4494500 Singapore
Ltd., #01-1902, Singapore-479747

Thong Hock Toys & 725 North Bridge Road, Singapore 2965822 296 1424 Singapore
Co Pte Ltd., - 198693
Tong Garden Food 33 Chin Bee Crescent, Singapore - 2642828 265 2515 Singapore
Products Singapore 619901
Pte Ltd.,
Uni-Fruitveg 25 Pasir Panjang Wholesale 7792023 7772468 Singapore
Supplier, , Centre, #01-192, Singapore -

110025
Wee Heng Hup Kee 230 A Pandan Loop, #02-09, 7782272 7748867 Singapore
Pte Ltd., Singapore-128416
Yew Ming Trading, 17 Wholesale Centre, #01-108, 775 1800 7762932 Singapore

Singapore - 110017

..- - -------_ ...---------------------------------~--
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Product: FRESH GRAPES

Comoany Name Address Phone Fax Country
Minnaar Ltd., 10I, High Street Eairth 1487-841511 1487- U.K.

Huntingdon Cambs PEl 7 3PN 843001

Product: OTHER FRESH FRUITS

Comoany Name Address Phone Fax .Country
Emara Commercial 55, Giza St., Giza Giza +20-2- +20-2- Egypt
A.encies 5713081-85 5728034
Fresh Fruit Egypt 14, Iran St., Dokki Giza +20-2- +20-2- Egypt

3379638, 3379623
623/3361905,9
06 "'

M', Fawzi Trade 23 EI-Obour Bldgs., Salah
. +20-2- +20-2- Egypt ,

Salem Nasr City Cairo 4043890- 4043890/40
891120-12- 43891
2118830

Safa Trade & Import 3 EI-Thawra St., EI-Korba +20-2- +20-2- Egypt
Sq Heliopo1is Cairo 2912241 2912447

Aartsenfruit Breda BV P.O. Box 9555 Heilaarstraat +31 76- +31 76- Netherlands
240 Breda 5248100 5221247

Boer BV, C.W.DE Vulcanusweg 297 Delft +31 15- +31 15- Netherlands
2569318 2564424

Boers Holland BV Bredeweg 22 Waddinxveen +31 180- +31 180- Netherlands
636000 636363

Bratlanta BV P.O. Box 10092 +31 10- +31 10- Netherlands
Groothandelsmarkt, 188 4375333 4154627
Rotterdam

BTeuers-venla BY P.O. Box 3131 Horstcrweg 8 +31 77- +3177- Netherlands
Veilimrterrein. Grubbenvorst 3893555 3823469

C.M. Van Sillevoldt P.O. Box 64 Ketelweg +3178- +3178- Netherlands
Specerijen BY 34 papendrecht 6151755 6153107
CAPeBV Horsterweg 8 Veilingterrein +3177- +3177- Netherlands

Grubbenvorst 3237600 3828954
Citronas BY P.O. Box 6094 Keileweg +31 10- +3110- Netherlands

80 Rotterdam 4766544 4779712
CombiloBV P.O. Box 219 KJappolder +31 10- +31 10- Netherlands

118 Bleiswijk 5242800 5218773
Cooperatieve Veiling P.O. Box 8503 Horsterweg +3177- +31 77- Netherlands
Z"Oned BA 8 Grubbenvorst 3239999 3233719
De Groot International Horsterweg 8 Loods 16 +3177- +31 77- Netherlands
VenloBV Grubeenvorst 3872777 3873299
Decora Fabrieken Einsteinweg 12 Elst (GLD) +31481- Netherlands

350950
Edeka Fruchtkontor . P.O. Box 850 Jogchem Van Der +31 174- +31174- Netherlands
BV Houtweg 2 De Lief 526161 526250
Eussifruit BY P.O. Box 2549 In de Cramer +3145- +31 45- Netherlands

200 Heerlen 5759200 5754464
Fatels BV P.O. Box 105 Marktweg +31228- +31228- Netherlands

10 Zwaagdijk 564666 564686
Fruit Mij.BV, Marconistraat,19 Rotterdam +31 10- +31 10- Netherlands
Internationale 2440333 2440450
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Gastronoom Holding P.O. Box 3007 Wormerweg . +3\ 36- +3136- Netherlands
\0 Almere 5397000 5360816

GeestBv, P.O. Box 22 Jochem van der +3\ 174- +31 174- Netherlands
Handelsondememing Houtweg 2 De Lier . 513741 518112
A.Van .

Habets Van Wylick P.O. Box \6 Gronsvelderweg +31 43- +3143- Netherlands
BV I Gronsveld 4089292 4081372
Hage International BV Spoorwegemplacement +31 180- +31 180- Netherlands

1 Barendrecht 648000 611802
HalucoBV P.O. Box 208 KJappolder 104 +31 10- +31 10- Netherlands

Veilingterrein Bleiswijk 5212177 5218129
HykaBV Cruquiusweg 2 C Amhem +3\ 26- +3126- Netherlands

3629053 3616\42 .

Interchain P.O. Box 78 Stationsweg +3178- . +31 78" Netherlands
45 Zwiindrecht 6123744 6121266

J.B. Van Den Brink P.O. BoxA30 Dierensteinweg +3\ 180- +31 180- Netherlands
Fruit Marketin~ BV 30 Barendrecht 646888 646899
J.H. Wagenaar P.O. Box 7 Mandepad I Broek op +3\ 226- +31226- Netherlands

LanQediik - 310300 314848
J.Van Vliet & Zn.CV Regge 140 Leidschendam +3170- +3170- Netherlands

3204340 3204414
J.W. Kardol BV P.O. Box 20 Industrieweg +31418- +31418- Netherlands

36 Waardenburg 652121 652080 .
,

Jager Holland P.O. Box 50 De Afslag 7 Nieuw- +31591- +31591- Netherlands
Amsterdam 577577 553535

longen, Firma Punterweg 24 Maastricht +3\ 43- +31 43- Netherlands
3523111 3523119

lover . Ravenswade 48 Nieuwegein +31 30- +3130- . Netherlands
Handelsmaatschappij 2807777 2898460
BV
Kroezen & Zoon, Graaf Florislaan 25 Medemblik +31 227- Netherlands
FA.G. 543115
L.J. Ambtman P.O. Box 401 Koopliedenweg +31180- +31 180- Netherlands

5 Barendrecht 614766 620573
Minnaar Holland BV P.O. Box 810 Jogchem van de" +31 174- +31 174- Netherlands

Houtweg 2 De lier 530611 516311
Moll Profession~l P.O. Box 93117 Radonstraat +31 79- +3179- Netherlands

199 Zoetermeer 36\6555 3620283
NieuweWeme P.O. Box 90 Mercurius +31513- Netherlands
HoldingBV 6 Heerenveen 630333
Oranjeband Zaden P.O. Box 144 Houtwijk +31321- +31321- Netherlands

89 Dronten 385151 385155
P.P.G. Kerckhoffs Prins Bemhardlaan 22 Yalkenburg +3143- Netherlands

I (LB) 6012373
Peter Slot BY P.O. Box II Havenplein 9- +31226- +31226- Netherlands

10 Broek 00 Langedijk 314732 313401
Polak & Co. Import- Conradstraat 18 Rotterdam +31 10- +31 10- Netherlands
ExportBV 4110190 4125938

.

I RijkoBV Gerstdijk 18 Helmond +3\ 492- +31492- Netherlands
530400 530418

Ruiten & Zonen P.O. Box 2 Zuideinde 62 +3171" +3171- Netherlands
Roelofarendsveen 3319010 3312703

S.C. Van Ravenswaaij P.O. Box 680 De Doelen 2 +31318- +31318- Netherlands
Veenendaal 546474 516029
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T.Ottenheym BV Horstenveg 8 Veilingterrein +3177- +3177- Netherlands
Grubbenvorst 3872929 3871447

Van Dijk Deleft BV P.O. Box 5003 Hoomseweg +31 15- +31 15- Netherlands
26 Den Hoomrlm 2680280 2618187

Velleman & Tas P.O. Box 6118 Marconistraat +31 10- +31 10- Netherlands
19 Rotterdam 4768644 4766534

Ven P.O. Box 10 Weesperstraat +3120- +3120- Netherlands
Groothandelcentrum 124 Diemen 3988888 3988866
BV
Vof Scherpenhuizen P.O. Box 80 De Run +3140- +3140- Netherlands

4225 Veldhoven 2584684 2584679
Vroegop Ruhe & Co P.O. Box 59345 Jan van +3120- +3120- Netherlands

Galenstraat 4 Amsterdam 6828866 6827366
Waling Van Geest P.O..Box 225 Nieuweweg 56 +31 174- +31 174- Netherlands
Enzonen BV C Poeldiik 248341 247381
WylickBV Horsterweg 8 +3177- +3177- Netherlands

. Veilimrterrein Grubbenvorst 3896666 3872414 _.
Abdul Ghafoor bin P.O. Box 1137 Ruwi PC 112, 788610 700744 Oman ,
Peer Buksh Sultanate of Oman
Hamad AI Jabir & P.O. Box 880 PC Ill, Sultanate 538321 538321 Oman
Sons of Oman
lenan Traders P.O. Box 1100 Ruwi PC 112, 793302 787245 Oman

Sultanate. of Oman
National Company for P.O. Box 330 Muscat PC 113, 694003 Oman
Food Product Sultanate of Oman
Seeb Jewel Trading & P.O. Box 1726 PC Ill, Sultanate 623594 623393 Oman
Contracting or Oman
Yakoub Mohd P.O. Box 291 Muscat PC 113, 700411 Oman
Ibrahim Sultanate of Oman
Abaha International 102/4, Sector 5-G, 1st 290915 Pakistan

Fir., Saeedabad, Baldia
Town Karachi

Adnan Agencies 165-A, Sindhi Muslim 4554052 4556886 Pakistan
Society Karachi

Aisha Traders Fatia Kassirarn Street Ranchore 4552482, Pakistan
Lane Karachi 431106.

AI-Chohan L-984, Sector 5C-I North 651380 2414288 Pakistan.
Entemrises Karachi Karachi
AI-Zaid Trading D-l,517, Malir Extension 7727246, 7764931 Pakistan
Corpo., Colony Karachi . 7725205,

409716
Ali International E-37/l, Block-7 Gulshan-e- 4988884, 4988885 Pakistan

j(1bal Karachi . 4988881
Areo International. 55-57, National Chambers Ararn 2623569, 2627810 Pakistan

Bagh Road, G.P.O. Box 2627810,
1074 Karachi 216018 .

Arif Overseas Traders P.O. Box 9023 Karachi 4929502, 4946212 Pakistan
4929501,
4949249

Capsian Trading 5-A-lI/1, Sunset Lane Phase-II, 542939 545059 Pakistan
International Defence H.Authority Karachi
Falah Trade Asia Manzil, Street 7721440, 7732888 Pakistan

No.9 Jinnahabad No.1 Karachi 5688310
Farhan Enterpnses 441-A, 4th FIr., Block "M" SEtS, 6670751-2 92-21- Pakistan

Bhayani Shopping Centre, North 6670750
Nazimabad Karachi
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Farooqi & Company 478, Daryalal Street Jodia 2421660, Pakistan
Bazar, Karachi 2441670

Ghauri Enterprises 419, Sunny Plaza hasrat Mohani 2632145, 2632141 Pakistan
Road Karachi 2627568

Haji Noor Elahi & 507, Uni Tower 1.1. Chundrigar 2413164, 2417409 Pakistan
Sons (P) Ltd., Road Karachi 2417798
Haji Peer Bukhsh Veerji Street Jodia 2416971, 2416971 Pakistan
FazaJ rahim Bazar Karachi 2410576
Hasan Enterprise Mezzanine 3;Plaza 87-E Blue 811901 822313 Pakistan

Area, F-7 Islamabad .

Hina Garments A-4-IO/4 Nazimabad Karachi 621013 513616 Pakistan
Iftekhar Ahmed & 205, Fruit Market University 4949590, 4932879 Pakistan
Co., Road Karachi 4949571
Jalal Akbar & Sons AI-Hilal Coop. Housing 4930277, 4555391 Pakistan

Society D.32, University 4930170
Road Karachi

Jawaid Brothers 135-A, Sir Shah M. Suleman 6313612, Pakistan
Rd. Ishaaabad Karachi 6317251

King Citrus Trade I-K-14 Nazimabad Karachi 622713 627940 Pakistan
Latiflntemational 381C,Billys Homes Main 4962132 8140789 Pakistan
Traders University Road Karachi
Lever Brothers 2nd.Flr., Avan Plaza Fatima 5660069, 5680918 Pakistan
pakistan Ltd., Jinnah Road Karachi 5680062, ..

5661165
M.A. Mohamedi & 15-16IA, Pak Chambers 7-West 201668, 2310962 Pakistan
Co Wharf Road Karachi 202819
M.N.A. Enterprises FL-3111, Block 5, Gulshane 468658 Pakistan

Iqbal Main Rashid, Minhas
Road Karachi

Merchants Trade P.I.I.A. Buldg., Strachan 5680561, 5682301 Pakistan
International Road Karachi 5681262
Mohammad Ashfaq 208, Fruit Market University 417587 Pakistan
Mohammad Afzal Road Karachi
Muhammad Din New Fruit Market University 4946754, Pakistan
Muhammad Sharif & Road Karachi 4940379
Co.,
Nabeel Masood A-142, Block 10 Gulshan-e- 416191, Pakistan
Entemrises labal Karachi 473100
Premier Packers II-Sadiq Plaza Mall 6369463 Pakistan

Road Lahore
Prime Freight Systems 317, Race View Villas Off Jail 7561334, 7586053 Pakistan
(P) Ltd., Road, Lahore 7561335
Raazik International 129-E-I, Main 5762891,5761 5712471 Pakistan
(P) Ltd., Boulevard Gulberg-lll Lahore 977,5763402
Saba Cargo (P) Ltd., Hotel Ambassador Davis 6363645, 343221 Pakistan

Road Lahore 6363646
Sadiq Sons Ist Floor 24 Allama Iqbal 303552 Pakistan

Road Lahore
Safety Packers & 3, Farrakh Shopping Centre, 41- 321911,32266 Pakistan
Forwarders Mozang, Chowk 4

Safanwala. Lahore
Saif Marine Services Room # 60 F,.Auto Centre 108- 7236772,7237 7236772 Pakistan
(P) Ltd., Lytton Road Lahore 285 .

Saleemsons World 57- Fourth FloOf. Hafeez 877132,57619 5710623 Pakistan
Wide Centre. Main Boulevard, Gulberg 51,5710385
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III Lahore
Seven Star Enterprises 2nd Floor, Gul Plaza Gulberg 873886, 873886 Pakistan

II Lahore 874836
SV-Cargo & Movers 13-A, 1st Floor, Tufail Markel, 6664954, 6660039 Pakistan

Tufail Road, Cantt., Lahore 6674935
Taq Cargo Taq House, 25-A Sir Agha Khan 6363307, 6369019 Pakistan

Road Lahore 6363301
Taq Enterprises Cargo II-Transport House Egerton 6302038, 6304881 Pakistan
Services Road Lahore 6302037
Trafco International #301, 3rd Floor Eden Centre, Jail 7594028, 7592457 Pakistan
(P) Ltd., Road Lahore 7594025
Trans Continental I-A, Durrand Road Lahore 6306043, 6367771 Pakistan
Freight (P) Ltd., 6302428
Transpack Packing & 14, 1st Floor Tufail.Road, Saddar 375881, Pakistan
Freight Forwarding Bazar Lahore" 375745
Co.,
United Freight 19-N16 Abbot Road Lahore 6364789, Pakistan
International rp) Ltd., 6305649 ..

Universal Freight 26 Abbot Road Lahore 6364645 6364831 Pakistan
Forwarders (P) Ltd.,
Vanpac (Pak) Inc., 8-A, Commercial Building Abid 372532, 6662618 Pakistan

Maieed Road, Canll., Lahore 372228
Abbar & Zainy Cold P.O. Box 2495 Jeddah-21451 00966-2- 00966-2- Saudi Arabia
Stores 6369368 6365159
Abbar & Zainy Cold po Box: 2495, Jeddah -21451 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: 63651 Saudi Arabia
Stores 6369368/

6371315/
6473563

Abbar & Zainy Cold PO Box: 2495, Jeddah -21451 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia.
Stores 6369368/ 6365159

6371315/
6473563

Ali Muraizeq Alharbi PO Box: 982, Dammam 31421 Tel. 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia
.Est. 8343405/ 8340509

834076
Ali Muraizeq Alharbi P.O. Box 982 Dammam-31421 00966-3- 00966-3- Saudi Arabia
Est., 8343405 8340509
Almallahi Trading PO Box: 5809, Dammarn 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Est. 31432 8347113/ 8344105

8344300
Almallahi Trading P.O. Box 5809 Dammam- 00966-3- 00966-3- Saudi Arabia ..
Est., 31432 8347113 8344105
Alnukali Company For P.O. Box 11380 Jeddah 21453 00966-2- 00966-2- Saudi Arabia
International Trade 6691210 6693809
Ltd
Arabian Trading Co. PO Box: 1393, Jeddah -21431 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
For Cold Storage Ltd. 6371239/ 6363687

6364262
Arabian Trading Co. PO Box: 1393, Jcddah -21431 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
For Cold Storage Ltd. 6371239/ 6363687

6364262
Arabian Trading .P.O. Box 1393 Jeddah 21431 00966-2- 00966-2- Saudi Arabia
Company for Cold 6371239 6363687
Storage Ltd., .

Hadi General Services PO Box: 122, Dammam 31411 Tel. 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Co. 83273011 8333369
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. 8323846
Hamada Trading P.O. Box 2179 Jeddah 21451 00966-2- 00966-2- Saudi ArabiaGroup 6820041 6833170
Hassan Ali Sanad PO Box: 4094, Dammam Tel. 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Trading Est. 31491 8422118/ 8417936

. 8422811
Hassan Ali Sanad P.O. Box 4094 Dammam 31491 00966-3- 00966-3- Saudi Arahia
Trading Est., 6918240 6918799
Hassan Ali Sanad PO Box: 4094, Dammam . Tel. 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Trading Est. 31491 8422118/ 8417936

8422811
International Food P.O. Box 12867 Jeddah 21483 00966-2- 00966-2- Saudi Arabia
Company 6918240 6918799
International Food PO Box:12867, Jeddah -21483 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Company 6918240 6918799
Mohameed Ahmed PO Box: 970, Jeddah -21421 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Alamoudi Trading 6715623/ 6713139
Est. 6719028
Mohameed Ahmed . PO Box: 970, Jeddah -21421 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Alamoudi Trading 6715623/ 6713139
Est. 6719028 ..
Mohammed Ahmed P.O. Box 970 Jeddah 21421 00966-2- 00966-2- Saudi Arabia
Almoudi Trading Est., 6715623 6713139 . "
Mohammed Sharbally PO Box: 4150, Jeddah -21491 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Food Corp. 6910052 6910103
Mohammed Sharbally PO Box: 4150, Jeddah -21491 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Food Corp. 6910052 6910103
Mohammed Sharblly P.O. Box 4150 Ieddah 21491 00966-2- 00966-2- Saudi Arabia
Food Corp., 6910052 6910103
Saleh M. Hamadah PO Box: 2179, Ieddah -21451 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Aral?ia
Sons Trading Co. 6833182/ 6693213

6675288 .

Saudi Food Company P.O. Box 17748 Ieddah 21494 00966-2- 00966-2- Saudi Arabia
6938028 6933617

Shehala For Trading PO Box: 6104 Ieddah -21442 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
and Import Est. 6719988/ 6700661

6710580
Shehata For Trading P.O. Box 6104 Jeddah-21442 00966-2- 00966-2- Saudi Arabia
and Import Est., 6719988 6700661
Benelux Flowers & Pasir Panjang Wholesale Ctr, Blk 7 65-77968 65-7797203 Singapore
Food PIe Ltd, Pasir Panjang Rd #01-239, SG- 90,7796891

110007 Singapore
Chit Hong & QAF Fruits Coldslore, 65-7736880 65-7736882 Singapore
Co.(Pte)Ltd 230A,Pandan Loop, SG-128416

Singapore
KTRADE Exports Pte 31 Cantonment Road, Singapore- 545 0638 / 542 5452371 Singapore
Ltd., 089747 1674
ADlTIYOS, SA Co. Antigua Parets-Montmelo, sin. 34-93- 34-93- Spain

08150 Parels del Yalles 5720258 5684204
Cosmos Aromatica Aut. L' Arnetlla N-152, K.32, 34-93- 34-93- Spain
Intemacional S.A. 408480 La Arnetlla del Yalles 8430000 8432061
CROP IBERICA, Cabo de Tortosa, 25 Pol. Ind. La 34-91- 34-91- Spain
SA Poveda, 28500 Argauda del Rey 8700607 8702483
DALLANT SA . Laurea Miro 392, 08980 Sant Feliu 34-93- 34-93- Spain

de L10bregal 6662900 6660726 ..
EXQUIM, SA P.O. Box 70, 08190 Sant Cugat del 34-93- 34-93- Spain
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Yalles 5894622 5894502
HAARMANN& Polg. Can Yolart, 08150 Parets del 34-93- 34-93- Spain
REIMER, S.A.E. Yalles 5730753 5731235
HERO ESPANA, Avda. de Murcia, I 30820 34-968- 34-968- Spain
S.A. Alcantarilla 800050 800727
IAN SA Pol Ind. pare. G- I 31570 San 34-948- Spain

Adrian 670100
INDUSTRlAS Juan Antonio Prieto, 12 30500 34-968- . 34-968- Spain
PRlETO, S.A. Molina de Sel!Ufa 614685 614117 -
LA VERJA, S.A. Begastri, sin. 30430 Cehegin 34-968- 34-968- Spain

740125 740150
PRODUCTOS DE Castellon, 5 08830 Sant Boi de 34-93- 34-93- .. Spain
BASEY L10bregat 6402690 6613312
AROMATICOS SA
SA
SOJIYIT, S.L. Fray Luis Amigo, 17, 12400 96471 0728 9647122 ... Spain

Segorbe, Castellon 84
ZUMOS SAFYC, Ctra. Lerida-Puigcerda, Ian 34-973- 34-973- Spain "
SA 23,225600 Bala""er 445150 560105
Asian Grain (PYI) 321 1/1,07, Union 94 (0)74- 94 (0) 74- Sri Lanka
Ltd., Place Colombo - 2. 716654, (0) 713851

71-769612,
763258

Cargills (Ceylon) Ltd., York Street Colombo-I. 94(0) 1- 94 (0) 1- Sri Lanka
329331-6 446466

Ceylon and Overseas 54 4th Cross Street Colombo - 1. 94(0) 1- 94 (0) ]- Sri Lanka,
Traders 326722 436050
East-West Foods (Pvt) 4, Farm Road Mattakkuliya 94 (0) 1- 94 (0) 1- Sri Lanka
Ltd., Colombo-I5 523461, 526858

526815
Eswaran Brothers 267 Sea Street Colombo-II. 94 (0) ]- 94 (0) 1- Sri Lanka
Foods Pvt. Ltd" 422864/43358 432444

7
Expolanka Limited 245/50 Avissawella Road 94 (0) 1- 94 (0) 1- Sri Lanka

Wellampitiya 572126, 572139-40
572138

Jhon Keells Holdings P,O. Box 76 130, Glennie 94 (0) J- 94 (0) 1- Sri Lanka
Limited, Street Colombo-3. 323601 447422
Nawagiri Fresh Fruits 31 5th Cross Street Colombo-II 94 (0) ]- 94 (0) 1- Sri Lanka

325723 438706
R&A International 92 1st Floor, Messenger Street 94 (0) 1- 94 (0) 1- Sri Lanka
(Pvt) Ltd., Colombo-]2 434008, 446964
. 432385,

330096
Razak Traders Pvt. 92 Reclamation Road Colombo- 94 (0) 1- 94 (0) 1- Sri Lanka
'Ltd., 1J 325723 438706
Sunil Traders 95 4th Cross Street Colombo-II 94 (0) 1- 94 (0) 1- Sri Lanka

326041, 438144
• 336711

The Fruit Shoppe 504, A.RAde Mel Mawatha 94 (0) 071- 94(0) 1- Sri Lanka
Duplication Road Colombo-3. 33654 572140,

574046
Benner Torney Ltd., Balmoral Market, Balmorals 01232-381088 01232- U.K.

Road Belfast, Northern Ireland 558218
BTI26ST

Benner Torney Ltd., Balmoral Market, Balmorasl 01232381 01232558 U.K.
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Road Belfast Northern Ireland, 088 218
BTl26ST

Bluebell International 12, Sidmouth Road London, 0208-4594466 0208- U.K.
Ltd., . NW25JX 4594000
C. Scruton & Sons Wholesale Market, Pontefract 0113 2498302 0113 U.K.
Ltd., Lane, Leeds, LS9 OQP 2350104
DavidCheston Quality 24, Gomshall Road Sutton Surrey 0208-393 0208-394 U.K.
Assessment SM27JZ 8090 2726
Delyse Produce D I Smithfield Market Opensaw 0161 230 0161230 U.K.

Manchester MIl 2WW 7090 7099
Enco Products Ltd., 1-2 Apex Point, Travellers 01707272 01707266 U.K.

Lane Wellham Green, Hatfield 775 609
Hertfordshire, AL9 7HF .

Enco Products Ltd., 1-2 Apex Point, Travellers 01707-272775 01707- U.K.
Lane Wellham Green, 266609
Hatfield Hertfordshire, AL9 7HF

EuroflowerlEuro 281, Flower Market New Covent 0207-7206961 0207- U.K.
Import Export Gardent Market London, SW8 4980393- 5NB
Fisher Quality Foods White Leas . 01706-756800 01706- U.K.

Road Littleborough Lancashire, 756830
OLl58BZ

Fisher Quality Foods White Leas . 01706 756800 01706 U.K. "

Road, Littleborough Lancashire, 756830
OLl58BZ

Formosa Monro Ltd., I Main Parade Chorleywood, 01923-282822 01923- u.K.
WD3 5RB Hertfordshire 285500

Gerber Foods Ladoria Northway House, 1379 High 0208-4461424 0208- U.K.
Ltd., Road Whetstone London, N20 4464128

9LP
Gerber Foods Ladoria Northway House, 1379 High 0208446 0208446 U.K.
Ltd., Road Whetstone London, N20 1424 4128

9LP
Growrange Ltd., Prospect House, 67 Boston -Manor 0208569 0208569 U.K.

Road Brentford Middx, TW8 , 7000 9292
9JQ

Growrange Ltd., .Prospect House, 67 Boston Manor 0208-5697000 0208- U.K.
Road Brentford Middx, TW8 5699292
9JQ

l.P Dirstributors Ltd., Ambley Road Gillingham 01634-872300 01634- U.K.
Business Park, Gillingham Kent, 872321
ME80PU

lP. Distributors Ltd., Ambley Road, Gillingham 01634872 01634872 U.K.
Business Park, Gillingham Kent, 300 321
ME80PU

J.P. Fruit Distributors Ambley Road, Gulligham Business 01634872300 01634 U.K.
Ltd., Park Kent, DAI4 6NH 872321

Gulligham
Jack Blankstone Ltd., Transfesa House, Picton 0151734 0151734 U.K.

Road Wavertree, 5959 5455
Liverpool Merseyside, Ll5 4FE

Jack Blankstone Ltd., Transfesa House, Picton 0151-7345959 0151- U.K.
Road Wavertree, 7345455
Liverpool Merseyside, Ll5 4FE

Lewis Emanuel & Son East Bridge South New Covent 0207-7207154 0207- U.K.
Ltd., Garden London, SW8 5JB 7200830
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Nationwide Produce 164, Lord Street Southport 01775-711485. 01775- U.K.
Ltd.; Lancashire, PR9 OQH 711439
Nirmans'Tropical SPITAL FIELDS 0208518 0208518 U.K.
Fruits Ltd., MARKEt, Stand #59, #1 Sherrin 7732 7943

Road,Le~on London,EI05S)
PeTcey J .Down Ltd., Wholesale Fruit Centre Albert 0117-9773255 0117- U.K.

Crescent Bristol, BS2 OYT 9712726
Percey J.Down Ltd., Wholesale Fruit Centre Albert 0117977 0117971 U.K.

Crescent Bristol,BS20YT 3255 2726
Poupart Ltd., Tumford Place, Great Cambridge 01992-443333 01992- U.K.

Road Turnford, ,Broxbour Herts, 471125
ENI06NH

S.H.L. (U.K.) Ltd., . 29, The Croft Ealing London, W5 0208-9911646 0208- U.K.
2JW 9919140 .

Saphir Product Ltd., Eurocentre, Whitstable Road. 01795-562345 01795- U.K.
Faversham Kent, ME 13 8BQ 562323/24

Towenend Produce 4 Townend House, High 0208-5473993 0208- U.K.
Ltd., Street Kinston Upon 5473212 ..

ThamesSurrey KTI INA
Towenend produce 4 Townend House, High 0208547 0208547 U.K.
Ltd., Street Kinston Upon Thames 3993 3212

Surrey, KTI INA
Wellpak (U.K.) Ltd., Dunnington Health Farm 01789772119 01789 U.K.

Dunnington Alcester 778799
Warwickshire, B49 5PD

World Fresh Tolworth House Surbiton Surrey, 0208-3908416 0208- U.K.
Organisation Ltd., . KT67EL 3904338
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Product: DRIED & PRESERVED VEGETABLES

Company Name Address Phone Fax Country
Egyptian Trading 32, Ahmed Hamdy St., Madkour, +20-2-5823049 +20-2- Egypt

Pyramids Giza 5823049
Nasr Dehydrated P.O. Box 1991 Cairo Down +20-2- +20-2- Egypt
Agricultural Products Town' Cairo 5758755/575627 5758755

0/5746377/3921
I . 583/3903573
Port Said Frozen & Light Industries Zone Industrial +20-66 +20-66 Egypt
Dried Vegetables Zone Port Said 336751/336752/ 350316
Factory 325410/325420
Aji Ichiban Co Ltd., 18 Wing Kei Road, Aji Ichiban (852) 2770261 I (852) Hong Kong

Centre Kwai Chung, New 28896689
Territories Hong Kong

Alacan Int'l Trading 6th FIr., Room 602-603, Far East (852) 25432305- (852) Hong Kong
CoLtd., Consortium Bldg 121 Des Voeux 8 25439773
. Road Central Central, Hong

Kong.'
Amy & Sons Ltd., 18th FIr., Hoi Kiu Commercial (852) 29760433 (852) Hong Kong ,.

Bldg., 158 Connaught Road 29760199
Central, Central Hong Kong

Associated Ind'i 33rd FIr., Room 3314, Shu; Kwok (852) 24115423 (852) Hong Kong
Services House Tin Shu; Estate, Tin Shui 24110999

Wai New Territories, Hong Kong
Assure Co Ltd., Tower 2, Level 28, Room 2807, (852) 23888839 (852) Hong Kong

Metroplaza 233 Hing Fong Road, 24841332
Kwai Fang New Territories, Hong
Kong

Bel Trade Co Ltd., 43rd FIr., Room 4307-4310, Cosco (852) 25486113 (852) Hong Kong
Tower 183 Queen's Road Central, 28582654
Central Hong Kong

Chan Yin Kee Co Ground FIr., 57-61 Cadogan (852) 25432361- (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., Street Kennedy Town Hong 5 28151894

Kong
Charmfield-Hardcastle II tb FIr., Flat B-D, Kihcheng (852) 27218639 (852) Hong Kong
(Hong Kong) Ltd., Commercial. Centre 2-2A 27215529

Carnarvon Road, Tsim Sha
.Tsui _Kowloon, Hong Kong

Chen Hung Company 5th FIr., Block F Kai Fat Bldg., (852) 25400819 (852) Hong Kong
204-210 Wing Lok Street Sheung 25467036
Wan, Hong Kon~

Chi King Int'I Ltd., 26th FIr., Unit A, Chinaweal (852) 25727793 (852) Hong Kong
Centre 414-424, Jaffe Road Wan 25729655
Chai, Hong Kong

Choi Hop Hong Ground Fir., 34 Bonham Strand (852) 28582366 (852) Hong Kong
Company Ltd., West Sheung Wan Hon. Kon~ . 28583853
Confederate Int'l Ltd., 1st FIr., 17 HingYan Street To (852) 23268281 (852) Hong Kong

Kwa Wan. Kowloon Hong Kong 23268281
Dab Chong Hong Ltd - 9th FIr., 20 Kai Cheung (852) 27683388 (852) Hong Kong
F'0 M Dept., Road, Kowloon Bay, Kowloon 28155220

Hong Kong .

Dab Chong Horig Ltd - 8th FIr., 20 Kai Cheung (852) 27683152 (852) Hong Kong'
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Provisions Division Road Kowloon Bay, Kowloon 29530163
Hon~Kong

Daley Trading Room 1802, Singga Commercial (852) 25593995. (852) Hong Kong
Company Centre 148 Connaught Road West, 25590286

Sai Yin~ Pun Hon~ Kon~
Dollyexpo (Far East) 16th Flr., Room 1605, Citicorp (852) 28072015 (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., Centre 18Whitfield Road, 28870434 .

Causeway Bay Hong Kong -
Eurosa Corporation 1st Flr., Suite B, Sun Fung (852)28506811 (852) HongKong
Ltd:, House 60 Lyndhurst Terrace, 28508911

Central Hong Kong
Evert Development Co 16th Fir., Room 1602, Tung Sun (852) 25980115 (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., Commercial Centre 194-200 25987432

Lockhart Road, Wan Chai Hong
Kong .

Foodstar Trading (HK) 21st Fir., Room 2103-4, Tung Wai (852) 28510988 (852) Hong Kong
Co Ltd., Commercial Bld 109-111, 28916919

Gloucester Road, Wan Chai Hong '..
Kong

Fung Sang Trading Room 1104, Arion Commercial (852) 25472272 (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., Centre 2-12 Queen's Road West, 25472272

Sheung Wan Hong Kong
Galf Force Ltd., Room 303, Tak.Fung House 79- (852) 25496733 (852) Hong Kong

81, Connaught Road West, Sai 25599376
Yin. Pun Hong Kon.

Grandick Trading 18th Fir., I Des Voeux Road (852) 25400018 (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., West Sheung Wan Hong Kong 25400641
Great Wall Food Tower 2 Suite 10lOA, China Hong (852) 27375300 (852) Hong Kong
(Hong Kong) Co Ltd., Kong City 33 Canton Road, Tsim 27303773

Sha Tsui Kowloon, Hong Kong
Greens Mart 2nd FIr., Henfa Commercial (852) 25626218 (852) Hong Kong

Bldg., 348-350 Lockhart Road, 25620628
Wan Chai Hong Kong

Hang Chong Lung Room 1101, Bupa Centre 141 (852) 25477461 (852) Hong Kong
Food Company Ltd., Connaught Rl{adWest, Sheung 25595531

Wan HongKong
Hang Chong Lung Room 110I, Bupa Centre 141 (852) 25477461 (852) Hong Kong
Food Company Ltd., Connaught Road West, Sheung 25595531

Wan Hong Kong
Heng Tong Int'l . Block A 4th Fir., Flat 10 23 Tin (852) 24062809 (852) Hong Kong
Trading Co Ltd., King Road, Tuen Mun New 24062807

Territories, Hong Kong
Hip Sang Cheung Ground FIr., 138 Wing Lok Street (852) 25431295 (852) Hong Kong

. West Sheung Wan Hon~ Kon~ 25434250
Hoi Ah Trading Ground FIr., Room 8 Wayson. . (852) 254790 II (852) Hong Kong
Company Commercial Bldg., 28 Connaught 28179021

Road West Sai Ying Pun, Hong
Kong

Hoi Cheong Lung Block B, 7th Flr., Room 714 Sea (852) 25438332 (852) Hong Kong
View Estate, 2-8 Watson 25414921
Road NorthPoint, Hong Kong

Hoi Fat Trading Ca. 2nd Fir., Room 15, Shing Lee (852) 28581782 . (852) Hong Kong
Commercial Bldg., 6-12 Wing Kut 25595836
Street, Central Hong Kong

Hoi Lung Trading Co Ground FIr., 55 Bonham Strand (852) 25422021 (852) Hong Kong
West, Sheung Wan Hong Kong - 25437346
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Holy Trading Co Ltd., 11th Flr., Unit D, Kai Fat (852) 28512388 (852) Hong Kong
Bldg., 204 Wing Lok Street, 28150096
Sheung Wan Hon~ Kong

Hong Kong Celevie Block D, 8th Fir., Len Shing (852) 24430487 (852) Hong Kong
Industry Ltd., Mansion 162-168 Main Road, 24422205

Yuen Long New Territories, Hong
Kon~ .

Hong Kong Industries 6th FIr., Room 602, Tak Woo (852) 25258955 (852) Hong Kong
Incorporation House 17-19 D'Aguilar Street, 25250290

Central Hong Kon~
House of Chao Food Block 2, 6th FIr., Flat B Tai Ping (852) 26610980 (852) HongK~ng
.CoLtd., Ind') Centre, 55 Ting Kok Road, 26630093

Tai Po New Territories. Hong
Kong

Hung Wah Int'l Block 4, 9th FIr., Room I, Nan (852) 24680793 (852) Hong Kong
Trading Co., Fung Ind'l City 18Tin Hau Road, 24681790

Tuen MUll New Territories. Hong
Kong

Integrated GPO Box 12784 Central Hong (852) 29869030 (852) Hong Kong
Management (Food) Kong 28457484.
Company Ltd
Integrated G.P.O. Box 12784 Central Hong (852) 29869030 (852) Hong Kong \
Management (Food) Kong 28457484
Company Ltd .
Jackson Trading Room 804, Yu To Sang Bldg., 37 (852) 25230010 (852) Hong Kong
Cropn., Queen's Road Central, Central 25235171

HongKon~
Jacky Trading 23rd FIr., Room 2305, Technology (852) 24171211 (852) Hong Kong
Company Plaza 29-35, Sha Tsui Road, 24169551

Tsuen Wan- New Territories, Hong
.Kong

Kam Shui 4th FIr., Lloyds Commercial (852) 25442962 Hong Kong
Development Co. Centre 8 Wing Lok Street,
Ltd., Central Hong Kon~
KwongTai Hong Ground Fir., 217 Wing Lok (852) 25446846 (852) Hong Kong
Sealand Products Co Street Sheung Wan Hong Kong 25421099
Ltd.,
Law Man Tung Ground Flr., 9 Bonham Strand (852) 25423011 (852) Hong Kong
Trading Co Ltd.; West Sheung Wan Hong Kong 25410214
Leading Star Foods Room 2310, Wayson Commercial (852) 28037250- (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., Bldg., 28 Connaught Road 6 28586734

West Sheung Wan; Hong Kong
Lenmark International Phase I, 5th FIr., Unit G Hung (852) 25408619 (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., Cheung Ind'l Centre, 12Tsing 25476130

Yeung Circuit Tuen Mun, New
Temtdries, Hong Kong

Ling Tsiu Co., 8th FIr., Unit 63, Sino Ind'l (852) 27563219 (852) Hong Kong
Plaza 9 Kai Cheung Road, 27986605
Kowloon Bay Kowloon, Hong
Kong

. -
Lucky Food Room 1609A, Nan Fung (852) 24379921 (852) Hong Kong
Enterprises Ltd., Centre 264-298 Castle Peak Road, 24124710

Tsuen Wan New Territories, Hong
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Kong
Luen Tai Co OIB Luen 2nd Fir., Flat B, 25 Des Voeux (852) 25479017 (785) Hong Kong
Tai Trading Ltd., Road West, Sheung Wan Hong 25595013

Kong
Man Hing Vegetables 19th FIr., Room 1914, Hong Kong (852) 25467680 (852) . Hong Kong
Fruits & Provisions Plaza 186 Connaught Road 25590251

West, Sai Ying Pun, Hong Kong
Man Shun Cheong Whole Bldg., Msc Bldg., 199 (852) 25451190 (852) Hong Kong
Enterprises Ltd., Wing Lok Street West Sheung 25415455

Wan, Hong Kong
.

N H K International 8th Fir., Room 806, Weiland (852) 25440300 (852) Hong Kong
Co. Ltd., Bldg., 368 Queen's Road Central, 25410071

Central Hong Kong
Ng Fung Hong Ltd., 8th FIr., China Resources (852) 25938777 (852) HongKong

Bldg., 26 Harbour Road, Wan 28275985
Chai Hong Kong ..

On Hing Ho Co Ltd., Ground FIr., 179-181 Wing Lok (852) 25418508 (852) Hong Kong
Street Sheung Wan Hong Kong 25412554 ,

On Tak Lung Ltd., Ground FIr., 168Wing Lok (852) 22790678 (852) Hong Kong
Street Sheung Wan Hong Kong \ 28543060

Park'n Shop OIB A S 9th FIr., Watson House 1-5Wo (852) 26068833 (852) Hong Kong
Watson Group (HK) Liu Hang Road, Sha Tin New 26022914
Ltd., Territories, Hong Kong
Pine King Industrial Tower I, Room 1006, New World (852) 22934328 (852) . Hong Kong
Ltd., Tower 16-18 Queen's Road 22934388

Central Central, Hong Kong
Ponti Trading Ltd., Unit D, 2nd FIr., Luk Hop Ind'l (852)23283218 (852) Hong Kong

Bldg., 8 Luk Hop Street, San Po 23225757
Kone: Kowloon, Hong Kong

Sims Trading Co Ltd., 2nd FIr., & 'Ground FIr., I-II Au (852) 26996213 (852) Hong Kong
Pui Wan Street Fotan, Sha 26885603
Tin New Territories, Hong Kong

Sun Ming Hong Whole Bldg., 24-26 Hillier (852) 25435388 (852) Hong Kong
Street Central Hong Kong 25418514

Sun Shun Fuk Foods 12-18, Wang Yip Street South Sun (852) 24610190 (852) Hong Kong
Co Ltd., Shun Fuk Industry Centre, Yuen 24541075

Long New"Territories, Hong
Kong

Sun Wah Marine 215-239 Wu Shan Road Sun Wah (852) 24043848 (852) Hong Kong
Products (HK) Co Cbld Storage Bldg., Tuen 24412030
Ltd., MUD New Territories, Hong

Kong
Sunrise (HK) Ltd., Tower 2, 40th FIr., Room . (852) 24841338 (852) Hong Kong

4006 Metroplaza, 223 Hing Fong 24841318
Road, Kwai Chung New
Territories; Hong Kong

.

Tai Hing Loong Cereal Ground FIr., 168 Wing Lok Street (852) 25811073 (852) Hong Kong
Oils & Products Lt&, West Sheung Wan Hong Kong 28543060
Tangroup 8th FIr., Flat C 52 Hing Fat Street, (852) 28879927 (852) Hong Kong
Development Ltd., Causeway Bay Hong Kong . 28873279

.

Tian Shan Trading Co 23rd FIr., Unit A, Wing Cheong (852) 21210138 (852) Hong Kong
Commercial Bldg., -23 Jcrvois 25416159
Street, Sheung Wan Hong Kong

Tomen (HK) Co Ltd., Prudential Tower, Suite 702-711", (852) 31823182 (852) ~Hong Kong
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The Gateway 21 Canton Road, 31823000
Tsim Sha Tsui Kowloon, Hong
Kong

Tong Wan Ind'i Corp Room 901, Kwong Lee Bldg., 30 (852) 25736336 (852) Hong Kong
(HK) Bonham Strand West, Sheung 25736464

Wan Hong Kong
TungLung Trading Co Room 605, Central Bldg., I (852) 25224668 (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., Pedder Street, Central Hong 28100076

Kong .

Tung Tai Hong 1st Fir., 174 Des Vouex Road (852) 25489107 (852) Hong Kong
West Sai Yin. Pun Hon. Kong 25590328

Tung Tai Hong 1st Fir., 174 Des Vouex Road (852) 25489107 (852) Hong Kong
West Sai Ying Pun Hong Kong 25590328 .

Unionsum Food 2nd Fir., Flat C, Int'llndustrial (852) 26045733 (852) Hong Kong
Company Centre 2-8 Kwei Tei Street, Sha 26949257

Tin New Territories; Hong Kong
Unionsum Industries - 2nd FIr., Unit F, Int'llndustrial (852) 26045733 (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., Centre 2-8 Kwei Tei Street, Sha 26949257

Tin New Territories, Hong Kong
Well Top (Asia) Ltd., Gillies Avenue Post Office P 0 (852)27663884 (852) Hong Kong

Box 86064, Hunghom Kowloon, 23620505.
Hong Kong

Well come Co Ltd., 5th Fir., Devon House, 979 Kjng's (852) 22993838 (852) Hong Kong ,
Road Taikoo Place, Quarry 22994808
Bay Hong Kong

Wemex Ltd., 17th Fir., Room 1706 Bonham (852) 25411756 (852) Hong Kong
Trade Centre, 50 Bonham 28540722

. Strand Sheun. Wan, Hong Kong
Won lin Int'l Trading 6th Fir., Flat D, 114Austin (852) 23678911 (852) Hong Kong
Co Ltd., Road Tsim Sha Tsui, 27241843

Kowloon Hong Kong
Wong Wing Kee Ground FIf., 52 Jervois Street, (852) 25447281- (852) Hong Kong
preserved Fruit Fty Sheung Wan Hong Kong 2 25448383
Ltd., .

Wong Wing Kee Ground Fir., 52 Jervios (852) 25447281- (852) Hong Kong
Preserved Fruit Fty Street Sheung Wan Hong Kong 2 25448383
Ltd.,
Young Pearl Ltd., Lower Ground, FIr., Kam Man (852) 25950999 (852) Hong Kong

Fung Factory Bldg., 6 Hong Man 25951523
. Street, Chai Wan Hong Kong

Yue Hing Hong 4th FIr., Room 401-402 Wing (852) 25412998 (852) Hong Kong
Ginsengs Co.) Tuck Commercial Centre, 177-183 27393088

Wing Lok St.) Sheung Wan, Hong
Kong

Aridjis BV P.O. Box 5041 Jekerstraat +3130-2935041 +3130- Netherlands
84 Utrecht 2944138

Barentz Grondstoffen P.O. Box 3001 Satumusstraat +31 23-5673456 +3123- Netherlands
15 Hoofddorp 5673444

Catz International BV p.o. Box 180 Blaak 22 Gebouw +31 10-4113440 +31 10- Netherlands
Blakeburg Rotterdam 4045406

.

Da1getyFoods P.O. Box 3207 Ettensebaan +31 76-5254000 +31 76- Netherlands
Ingredients 10 Breda 5254200
Decora Fabrieken Einsteinweg 12 Elst (GLD) +31481-350950 Netherlands
Deli XL P.O. Box 440 Frankeneng 18 Ede +31318-678911 +31318- Netherlands

(GLD) 678993
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Dika Fabrieken B.V. P.O. Box 5 Buiten de Veerpoort +31 182-382665 +31 182- Netherlands.
5 Schoonhoven 383580

E. Van De Sandt P.O. Box 1027 Straatweg +3110-4182020 +31 lOe Netherlands
206 Rotterdam 4610665

Felix Cohen BV P.O. Box 410 Koopvaardijweg +31 162-684120 +31 162- Netherlands
3 Oosterbout (NB)' 686536

FerdiwoBV P.O. Box 106' Elzenweg +31348-566666 +31348- Netherlands.
5 Oudewater 561376 .

Gloe&Co. BV P.O. Box 5155 Molenbaan +31 10-4582333 +31 10- Netherlands
17 Capelle a.d. 1isse1 4588807

Helmink Groep BV P.O. Box 68 Aaltenseweg +31315-256111 +31315- Netherlands
63 Varsseveld 256333

Jas & Junius BV P.O. Box 404 Burgemeester +3120-6436412 +3120- Netherlands
Haspelslaan 11 Amstelveen 6432127

Mcm Foods P.O. Box 23375 Houtlaan +31 10-2130488 +31 10- Netherlands
21 Rotterdam 4116545

Universal Dehydrates 1ndustriestraat I Elburg +31 525-681242 Netherlands
BV \,

W. Ruitenberg Czn P.O. Box 44 Utrechtseweg , +3133-4621364 +31 33- Netherlands
NV 106 Amersfoort 4633548
W,J. & J.G. Van Damrak 349 Amsterdam +3120-6230742 +3120- Netherlands
Dusseldom BV 6242787
WenoB.V. P.O. Box 98 Jogchem van der +31174-515784 +31 174- Netherlands

Houtweg 2 De Lier 515419
AI Higgi Cold Stores PO Box: 15425, Riyadh 11444 Tel. 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia

4212703 4212300
Alhab Trading Co. PO Box: 950 Dhahran - Airport Tel. 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Ltd. 31932 8987575 8941710
Alhammad Foodstuff PO Box:551, Hofuf31582 Tel. 00966- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Coldstore 5826701 5826144

/5862048
Arabian Est. For Trade PO Box: 832, Jeddah -21421 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
& Shipping Food & 6422808/ 6440285
Commodity 6422852
Basmah Trading Co. PO Box:427, Jeddab -21411 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia

, ' 6606668 6601544
A Mohamedally & II Coller Quay, #03-17 The 2234400 2220002. Singapore
Co Arcade, Singapore ~ 049317
Ahmad S.H.Ansari Pte 101 Cecil Street, #25-10 Tong Eng 2226544 2253945 Singapore
Ltd Building, Singapore - 069533
Dipak Trading Pte 150 South Bridge Road, #12-04 5350466 5339440 Singapore
Ltd Fook Hai Building, Singapore -

058727.
Esmail & Ahmed 40 Hong Kong Street, ,..Singapore - 532 4132 / 532 5322993 Singapore
Brothers (1922) Pte 059679 4143
Ltd
Forespand Food Hillview Building, 48,Hillview 65-760 18 93 65- Singapore
Enterprise Pte Ltd Terrace #02-01, SG-669269 7690138

Singapore

Goldridge Yarrows Textile Centre, 200,1alao Sultan 65-296 13 16 65- Singapore
Foods Pte Ltd #11-05, SG-199018' Singapore 2967050 '
Hira Singh & Sons Pte 14A Circular Road, Singapore - 533 2755 5325923 Singapore
Ltd 049370
K Syed Mohamed Co 37-B Hong Kong Street, Singapore 5324579/534 535 6835 Singapore

- 059676 2059 -
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Multi Joint Pte Ltd Gordon Warehouse Building, 65-841 7338 65- Singapore
9,Kaki Bukit Road 2 #02-15, SG- 8417339
417842 Singapore

P Govindasamy Pillai 238A Serangoon Road, Singapore 3361404 271 3073 Singapore
& Sons - 218085.
Pars Ram Brothers 101 Cecil Street, #24-06/ #24-07, 2209395 / 224 .2259683/ Singapore
(Pte) Ltd Tong Eng Building, Singapore - 3070 221 7357

069533.
Patel & Co No.5 Lorong 36, Geylang Road; 741 2908/741 7412909 Singapore

Singaoore - 398140 6928
Raffles Commodities 502C Guillemard Road, Singapore 2450427 245 1401 Singapore
Pte Ltd., - 399841 .
VMS Abdul Razak & 53 Bussorah Street, Singapore _ 3387373 2956912 Singapore
Co (Pte) Ltd 199469
V V Doshi Trading Pte 24 Peck Seah Street, #06-04 323 1391 /323 323 1563 Singapore
Ltd Nehsons Building, Singapore - 1693 I

079314.
Watanmal (Singapore) 315 Outram Road, #15-10 Tan 221 5800-'-- 2240144 Singapore
Pte Ltd., Boon Liat Building, Singapore -

169074
Vee Lee Oils & 22 Senoko Drive, Woodlands East 2578811 7524823 . Singapore
Foodstuffs (S) Pte Industrial Estate, Singapore -
Ltd., 758209 •
Beaver Street PO Box 41430 Jacksonville, FL 904-354-5661 904-633- U.S.A.
Fisheries, Inc .. 32203-1430 7279
Cuturale Citrus Juices 602 Mckean St. Aurbumdale, FL 863-965-5000 U.S.A.
USA 33823-4070 .

Desert Gold Food Co., 123W Colorado Ave, Las Vegas, 702-382-8988 U.S.A.
Inc NY 89102-2503
Directus USA Inc. 4685 Mac Arthur Ct. Ste. 949-852-8833 949-852- U.S.A.

385 Newport Beach, CA 92660- 1956
1826

Fresh Frozen Food . PO Box 215 Jefferson, GA 706-367-9851 U.S.A.
30549-0215

Kineret Foods 50 Charies Lindbergh 516-237-6200 516-237- U.S.A.
Bivd. Uniondale, NY 11553- 6240
3626

Lucky Sales 622 S Palm Ave, Alhambra, CA 626-281-9078 U.S.A.
91803-1527

Marbran U.S.A. 200 S, 10th St., Ste.1104 Mc 956-630-2941 U.S.A.
Allen, TX 78501-4864

Mc Cabe's Quality 17600 N.e .san Rafael 503-256-4770 U.S.A.
Foods St. Porthland, OR 97230-5924
Natural Wonders 4522, 15th Ave Bro~klyn, NY U.S.A.

11219-2701
Old Orchard Brands 1991 12Mile Rd., N.W. Saparta, 616-887-1745 U.S.A.

ML 49345-9757
Pacific Rim Foods 2608 Port of Tacoma Rd. Tacoma, U.S.A.

WA 98421-3603
Padma Trading, Inc. 2187 Cross Bronx Expwy Bronx, 718-409-0486 U.S.A.

NY 10462-4745
Penguin Frozen Foods 555 Skokie Blvd, Ste. U.S.A.
Inc. 440 Northbrook, lL 60062
Quality Frozen Foods 1663 62nd St. Brooklyn, NY 718-256-9100 718-234- U.S.A

11204-2712 . 3755
Tropic Delicias 54-10 Vernon Blvd. Long Island 718-786-1400 U.S.A.
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I I City, NY 11101-5903

Product: MANGO PULP

J~ __ ~ _

Company Name Address Pbone Fax Country

A) Amoudi. ~everage PO Box: 7270, leddab - - Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Industries 21462 6821071/ 6821407

5940451
Al Batterjee Group for. PO Box: 10667, leddah- Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Trading Industries & 21443 6365164/ 6602228
Medica 6373347
Al Farat Factory PO Box: 373, Riyadh 11353 . Tel. 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia

. 4771410 4771410
AIRabie Saudi Dairy Co leddah Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia

6546660 6546660 "'

AI Yanbee Beverages PO Box:503, Riyadh 11383 Tel. 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Factory 2650600/ 2650660

< ..

2650456
Alfandi Dairy Products PO Box:6282, Dammam Tel. 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia

31442 8579621/ 8579218
8571861/

. 8420982
Almaweed Commercial PO Box: 3413, Dammam Tel. 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Est. 31471 8330575/ 8347710

8332018
Batawil Est. for Trade PO Box:2390, leddah - Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia

21451 6724100 6703926
/6353831

Bin Rafa Trade, Industry PO Box:1825, leddah- Tel. 00966-2- Fax: 00966- Saudi Arabia
and Contracting 21441 6695507 2-6609789
Bin Zagar Company PO Box: 54, leddah -21411 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia

6474388 6475856
Dany Foods Co. Ltd. PO Box: 53164, Riyadh Tel. 00966- Fax: Saudi Arabia

11583 4981414/ 4980628
4981717

Fruit Juice and Milk Co. PO Box:463, Riyadh 11411 Tel. 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Al Dakheel Est. 4020717 4025376

/4056845
Gulf Danish Dairy Ltd. PO Box: 5360, Dammam Tel. 00966-3- Fax: Saudi Arabia

. 31422 8426033 8423128
Jumbo ICeCream and PO Box: 10667, leddah- Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Juice Factory 21443 . 6365164/ 6379627

6373347
Oreint Provision & PO Box:11035, Jeddah - Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Trading Co. Ltd. 21453 6690999 6609201
Rawabi .Co. For Trading PO Box: 40860 Riyadh Tel. 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Foodstuffs & Ice Cream 11511 4982111 4985650

/4985650
Sanabel Trade & PO Box: 17793, Riyadh Tel. 00966-1- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Agricultural Industries 11494 4952233 4954080
Co. /4954080
Sanad Trading, PO Box:685, leddah -21421 Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Investment & 6531002 6511060
International Agencie.s - /6534661
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Saudi Amoudi Group PO Box: 13271, Jeddah - Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Co. Ltd. 21493. 683071 I 6828402
Saudi Food Company PO Box: 2300, Jeddah - Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia

21411 6938028 6933617
Saudi Fruit Juice and PO Box: 16302 Jeddah Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia
Beverages Co. 6364153 6375189
Saudi Hop Juice Factory PO Box: 1825, Jeddah - Tel. 00966-2- Fax: Saudi Arabia

21441 6652399 6609789
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Product :.PICKLES & CHUTNEYS

Company Name Address Phone Fax Conn try

Barkath Stores (Pte) B-IO Jalan Kiland Barat, Singapore 2787122/278: 271 0623 Singapore
Ltd., - 159353 7123
Bhavani Stores Pte 424 Race Course Road, Singapore 291 7866 291 7366 Singapore
Ltd., - 218670
Dipak Trading Co Pte 150 South Bridge Road, # 12-04 5350466 5339440 Singapore
Ltd Fook Hai Building, Singapore -

058727.
Esmail & Ahmed 40 Hong Kong Street, Singapore - 5324132/532 5322993 Singapore
Brothers (1922) Pte 059679 4143.
Ltd
Khalsa Trading Co 277 New Bridge Road, SingapoB: 2234916 Singapore
(Pte) Ltd., - 088751

,

M P Lingam & Sons Block 67 Kallang Bahru #01-453, 2933887 2987404 Singapore
(Pte) Ltd., Bingapore - 330067
P Govindasamy Pillai 153Dunlop Street, Singapore - 2975311 2975088 Singapore
Singapore (Pte) Ltd., 179098
Pars Ram Brothers 10I Cecil Streei,#24-06 / #24-07, 220 9395 /224 225 9683/ Singapore
(Pte) Ltd Tong Eng Building, Singapore - 3070 221 7357

069533.
VMS Abdul Razak & 53 Bussorah Street, Singapore- 3387373 2956912 Singapore
Co (Pte) Ltd 199469

..
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Product: ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

Company Name Address Phone Fax Country

African & Eastern P,O. Box 49 Manama Bahrain 256764/25192 253404 Bahrain
(Bahrain) W.L.L., 0
Bahrain Maritime & P.O. Box 828 Manama Bahrain 731666n3577 731186 Bahrain
Mercantile 7
International B.S.C.
Gulf Cellar P.O. Box 26535 Adliya Bahrain 728014 728377 Bahrain
National Hotel P.O. Box 533764 533839 Bahrain
Services Co,) 10980 Manama Bahrain
Baoji Beer Co. Ltd. Guozhen station, Baoji, Shaanxi, 917-6222072 917- China

721300 Baoji County, Shaanxi ext. 2100 6223414
/6222235

Beijing Yanjing 9 Shuanghelu, Shunyi, Beijing, 10-89495569/ 10- China
Brewery Co. Ltd. 101300 Shunyi Conniy, Beijing, 69442936/ 89495569/

China 69441273/ 69461169
69447711

China Jiangsn Suntory Ximenwai, Haizhou, Lianyungang. 518-5430600 518- China ~;Food Co. Ltd. Jiangsu, 222023 Lianyungang 5431285
City, Jiangsu, China

China Oil & Cereals 8 Jian Guo Men Nei Da 8610 8610 China
Food lIE Corp Jie Beijing-100005 (PRC) 65268888 65278612/6

5278639
Chongqing Beer 16 Shiyanglu, Sliiqiaopujie, 23-68625499 / 23- China
Group Co. Ltd. Jiulongpo, Chongqing, 430039 68615323 68611557/

Chongqing,Chongqing /68629476 68629476
Dalian Brewery Co. 31 Malan nanjie, Shahekou, 411-4214436 411- China
Ltd. Dalian, Liaoning, 116021 Dalian ext.3105/ 4214116

City, Liaoning, China 4215826
Danbrew Beijing Rm.305 Qingan Bldg. 27 10-64644375 10- China
Office Xiaoyunlu, Chaoyang, Beijing 64687112

100020
Guang Dong Candy 235 Dongfeng Lu (W) 8620 8620 China
Tobacco & Wine Guangzhou Guangdong (PRC) 83566131 83561421
Group Co 510180
Guangzhou Brewery 63 Xizenglu, Xicun, Guangzhou, 20-86508408 20- China

Guangdong, 510160 Guangzhou /86517457 86517457
City, Guangdong, China /81982314 .

Hang Zhau Cigarette 1 Si Jin Li, Hai Er Xiang Yanan 86571 86571 China
Sugar Wine Group Co , Rd., Hangzhou Zhejiang (PRC) 7064738/7219 706-2184/72

310006 . 411 22851
Heilongjiang Cereals, 122 Zhongshan Rd Ha Er 86451 86451 China
Oils and Foodstuffl/E Bin Heilongjiang-150036 (PRC) 5649083 5649092
Group'
Hunan Jinshi Brewery 192 Shaoshan zhonglu, Changsha, 731-5533915 731- China
Co. Ltd. Hunan, 410007 Changsha 5533915

CitY,Hunan, China
Jiangsu Cereal, Oils 528, Taiping Rd. (S) Nanjing 8625 8625 China
and Foodstuff lIE Jiangsu-210001 (PRC) 2201602 2201906
Group Corp.
Jiangsu Cigarette 92 Xing Mo Fan Ma Lu Naniing 8625 8625 China
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Sugar Wine Group Co Jiangsu (PRC) 210003 34~5133/6665 6665758
697

Lhasa Brewery Co. 36 Selalu,Lhasa, Tibet. 850001 891- 891- China
Ltd. Lhasa City, Tibet, Chitia 6329377/6322 6329377

190
Nanjing Cereals, Oils 13 Shuanglongxiang Danfeng Jie, 8625 8625 China
and Foodstuff lIE Nanjing Jiangsu-210018 (PRC) 3362501 7716392
Group Corp -
Nanjing Cigarette 160 Zhongshan Lu (E) Nanjing 8625 8625 China
Sugar Wine Group Co Jiangsu (PRC) 210002 4527748/4521 4523718/45

. 667 24688
Ningbo Cigarette 569, Zhongshan Yi Rd. (E) Ningbo 86574 86574 China
Sugar Wine Group Co Zhejiang (PRC) 315000 7330824n734 7729003n3

862 31128
Qingdao Beer 56 Dengzhoulu, Qingdao, 532-5713831 532- China
Shareholding Co. Ltd. Shandong, 266071 Qingdao City, 15711119 5714719157

Shandong /5711991 13240
15711575 ~i

Shanghai Cigarette 460 Hankou Rd Shanghai (PRC) 8621 8621 China
Sugar Wine Group Co 200001 63224190/625 63223169/6

22018 2521043
Shanghai Dingfeng 450 Xinjian zhonglu, 21-574263381 21- China
Brewery Food Co. Nanqiaozhen, Fengxian, Shanghai, 574112111 57412316
Ltd. 201400 Fengxian County 57420319 /57420320
Shanghai Foodstuffl/E 525 Sichuan Rd. 8621 8621 China
Corp. (N) Shanghai (PRC) 200085 63216233 63291730/6

3572867
Shanghai Foster 2678 Pinglianglu, Shanghai, 21-65669721 21- China
Brewery Co. Ltd. 200090 Shanghai, Shanghai, 65666909

China
Shenyang Huarun 42 Jianshe donglu, Tiexi, 24-25877591/ 24- China
Xuehua Beer Co. Ltd. Shenyang, Liaoning, 110021 258732871 25852035

Shenyang City, Liaoning, 25876106
China

Shenzhen Brewery Co. I Buxin dongchanglu, Shenzhen, 755-5516328 755- China
Ltd. Guangdong, 518003 Shenzhen /5565998 5516037

City, Guangdong, China /5516878 /5560994
Sichuan Yibin Shao'e Huochezhan, Baishuxi, Yibin, 831-6610814 831- China -
Beer Shareholding Co. Sichuan, 644000 Yihin County, ext.058861 66106551
Ltd. Sichuan, China 66108201 6610386

6610271
Su Zhou Cigarette 200 Guan Qian Jie Suzhou, 86512 86512 China
Sugar Wine Group Co Jiangsu (PRC) 215000 7286340/7287 7276406

140
Yantai C.S.!. Brewery 100 Huanshanlu, Yantai, 535-6222283 535- China
Co. Ltd. Shandong, 264001 YantaiCity, /6082283 6224279

Shandong, China /6086279
Zhejiang CereaJs, Oils 229 Tiyuchang Rd. Hangzhou 86571 86571 China
& Foodstuff liE Co.. Zhejiang-310003 (PRC) 5062723/5779 5062607/51
Ltd 999 52514
Zhejing Cigarette . 9 Gan Ze Fang Xian Zhongshan 86571 86571 China
Sugar Wine Group Co Lu (C), Hangzhou Zhejiang (PRC) 7026445 . 7029260.

310002

A.segnitz & co. Gmbh D-28015 Bremen +49(04203) +49(04203) Germany
- 81300 813099
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Alfred c. Toepfer Ferdinandstrabe 5 D- . +49(040) +49(040) Germany
internalional Jmlbh 20095 Hamburo 30130 3013634
Anadolu endustri Bayerstrabe 15 D 80335 +49(089) +49(089) qennany
holdin~ a.s. & co. Kg Munchen 596706 596706
Amsteiner brauerei Schweinfurter Slrabe 9 D- +49(09363) +49(09363) Germany
max bender kg 9745fr Arnstein 9D91O 90911 I
Bacardi gmbh Spitalerstrabe 16 D- +49(040) +49(040) Germany

20095 Hambur~ . 339500 33950214
Bremer weinkolleg 3. 0-28066 Bremen . +49(04203) +49(04203) Germany
& h. Segoilz gmbh & 81300 813099
co.
Distelhauser brauerei Grunsfelder strabe 3 d- +49(09341) +49(09341) Germany
ernst bauer gmbh & 9794 I Tauberbischofsheim 8650 80527
co.
Eden waren gmbh Lunerrennbahn 18 d- +49(04131) +49(04131) Germany

21339 Luneburg 98506 985259 .

Eggers & franke gmbh Toferbohmstrabe 8 d- +49(0421) +49(0421) Germany
&co.K~ 28195 Bremen 30530 3053110
Friedrich schwarze kg .. Herrenstrabe7 d-59320 oelde +49(02522) +49(02500) Germany

93020 930280
Gev Suslerstrahe 3 d- +49(0541) +49(0541) Germany
grosseinkaufsverband 49074 Osnabruck 3312701 3312741
Weingrobeinkaufs- ~:

gmbh &co
.Guldenhaus gmbh & Neusladtswall 60 a d- +49(0421) +49(0421) Germany
co. 28199 Bremen 500747 593747
Heinrich paas kg Laubenhof 23 d-45326 Essen +49(0201) +49(0201) Germany

720800 7208013
Jacob jurgensen gmbh Oslerstrabe 28/29 d-28199 +49(0421) +49(0421) Germany
&co. Bremen 500621 593666
Jahncke fruchsafle- Asseler strahe 90 d-21706 +49(04148) +49(04148) Germany
konzentrate 'gmbh & Drochtersen 6150 615100
co. Kg
Joh. Eggers sohn & co. Getreideslrabe 16-18 d- +49(0421) +49(0421) Germany
Gmbh&co. 28217 Bremen 691530 6915369
Jurgen nicklas Am sandtorkai 1 d- +49(040) +49(040) Germany

20457 Hamburg 3786330 37863320
Kammer-kirsch gmbh Hardtstrabe 35-37 d-. +49(0721) +49(0721) Germany

76185 Karlsruhe 955510 550688
K~lp'def gulen weine Kapellenweg 6 d-83626 valley +49(08024) +49(08024) Germany
weinim'port eckard old 93366 48522
KoloT-ost-west- Janusz-koroxak-strabe 20 d- +49(030) +49(030) Germany
handelsgesellschafl 12627 Berlin 2041211 2041222
mbh
Leipz~gerbrauhaus'zu Muhislrabe 13 d-04317 Leipzig +49(0341) +49(0341) Germany
reudnitz Jmlbh 26710 2671175
Lhg Unlere au 7 d-97246 Eibelstadt +49(09303)80 +49(09303) Germany
lebensmittelhandelsges 90) 401
ellschafl mbh & co.
Betr
Mack & schuhle Neue slrabe 45 d-73277 Owen +49(07021) +49(07021) Germany
gmbh 57010 5701200.

Mitsubishi Kennedydamm 19 d-40476 +49(0211) +49(0211) Gennany
international ronbh Dusseldorf . 43970 .4397333
Nagel &hoffbaur Thealerstrabe 65 d- 52062 +49(0241) +49(0241) Gennany
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!mlbh & co. KI! Aachen 470160 4701640
Nuga Dieselstrabe 2 d-66130 +49(0681) +49(0681) Germany.
aubenhandelsgesellsch Saarbrucken 883270 8832711
aft mbh
Reidemeister &ulrichs Auf der muggenburg 7 d-28217 +49(0421) +49(0421) Germany
gmbh Bremen 39940 3994178
Rila feinkost-importe Hinterm teich j d-3235I +49(05745) +49(05745) Germany
gmbh &co. Kg Stemwede - 9450 945139
Sigl otto likore-hrande Hochgarten 7 d-835 12 +49(08071)30 +49(08071) Germany

Wasserburgam Inn 15 1220
Simex Wiesenstrabe 5 d-52428 Ju1ich +49(02461)68 +49(02461) Germany
aussenhandel sgesell se 7700 687771
haft savelsberg
<>mbh&co -
Sodenthaler mineral- Sodentalstrabe 20 d- +49(06028) +49(06028) Germany
und heilbrunnen 63834 sulzbach 97100 971029.
gmbh&co. Kg
Untangler Ernst Dieselstrabe 2 d-' +49(0681) +49(0681) Germany ..
Klasen 66130 Saarbrucken 883270 8832711
Vinco Import.Wein- Jakobstrabe 6-8 d"54290 trier +49(0651) +49(0651) Germany
Und Sektkellerei 71960 7196310
Gmbh
Zimmermann-Graeff + Marientaler au 23 d-56856 zell +49(06542) +49(06542) Germany
Muller Gmbh & Co. 4190 419150
Allied Domecq Spirits West Wing, Room 1005, Tsim Sha (852) (852) Hong Kong
& Wine (China) Ltd., Tsui Centre 66 MOOy Road, Tsim 26861288 26496809

Sha Tsui Kowloon, Hoop Kong
Ananda Food Ltd., 14th FIr., Room 1402, Ananda (852) (852) Hong Kong

Tower 57-59 Connaught Road 28535111 28540433
Central Central, Honp Kong

Brown- Fonnan Natwest Tower, Room (852) (852) Hong Kong
Worldwide LLC 3008 Times Square, 1 Matheson 25063388 25063777

Street Causeway Bay, Hong
Kong

Camus Int'l Ltd., 20th FIr., Room 2002 Chekiang (852) (852) Hong Kong
First Bank Centre, 1 Duddell 28311500 28336498
Street Central, Hong Kong

China Resources 32nd FIr., China Resources (852) (852) Hong Kong
Supermarket (HK) Co Bldg., 26 Harbour Road, Wan 28278333 28279975
Ltd., Chai Hong Kong
Dab Chong Hong 8th FIr., 20 Kai Cheung (852) (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., Road Kowloon Bay, 27683388 27968838

Kowloon Hong Kong
Dah Chong Hong Ltd., 8th FIr., 20 Kai Cheung (852) (852) Hong Kong
- Provisions Division Road Kowloon Bay, 27683152 29530163

Kowloon Hong Kong
J P Inglis Co Ltd., 3rd FIr., Four Seas Group Bldg., I (852) c (852) Hong Kong

Hong Ting Road, Sai Kung New 27908886 27909588 .
Territories, Hong Kong

Jdh (HK) Ltd - 15th Fir., Lifung Centre, 2 On Ping (852) (852) Hong Kong
Consumer Hong Kong Street Siu Lek Yuen, Sha 26355555 26350084

Tin New Territories, Hong Kong
Jebsen & Co Ltd., 28th FIr., Caroline Centre 28 Yun (852) (852) Hong Kong

Ping Road, Causeway Bay Hong 29262222 28821787
Kong

LV M H Asia paCIfic Taikoo Place, 34th FIr., Dorset (852) (852) Hong Kong
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Ltd., House, 979 King's Road Quarry 29689288 29689222
Bay, Hong Kong

LV M H Asia Pacific Taikoo Place, 34th Fir., Dorset (852) (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., House, 97 King's Road Quarry 29689288 29689222

Bay, Hong Kon•
Martin Enterprises . 10th Fir., Flat A Part Avenue (852) (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., Tower, 5 Moreton 29150289 25041128

Terrace Causeway Bay, Hong
Kong

Megareve Ltd., Unit 1320-1322, Hing Wai (852) (852) Hong Kong
Centre 7 Tin Wan Praya 25551284 25546749
Road Aberdeen, Hong Kong .

Moet Hennessy Asia Taikoo Place, 15th Fir., Dorset (852) (852) Hong Kong
pacific - House, 979 King's Road Quarry 29761991 29761882

Bay, Hong Kong
Northeast Wine Spirit 19th FIr., Perfectech Centre 64 (852) (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., Wong Chuk Hang 28735733 25545369

Road Aberdeen, Hong Kong
Park'N Shop O/B A S 9th FIr., Watson House 1-5 Wo (852) (852) Hong Kong
Watson Group (HK) Liu Hang Road, Sha Tin New 26068833 26022914
Ltd., Territories, Hon. Kong
Posey Hill Ltd., Flat 3, 10th FIr., Shing Chuen Ind'l (852) (852) Hong Kong

Bldg., 25-27 Shing Wan Road, Tai 26917787 26940196 I:'

Wai, ShaTin New Territories,
Hong Kong

Riche Monde Ltd 15th FIr., Dorset House 979 (852) . (852) Hong Kong
King's Road, Taikoo Place Quarry 29761888 29761000

. Bay, Hong Kong
Seagram Martell Duty 23rd FIr., Unit 2318, Miramar (852) (852) Hong Kong
Free Ltd., Tower 132Nathan Road, Tsim 23786900 23761410

Sha Tsui Kowloon, Hong Kong
Sky Connection Ltd., Tower 2, Room 607-608, Cheung (852) (852) Hong Kong

Sha Wan Plaza 833 Cheung Sha 29251188 28699352
Wan Road, Cheung Sha
Wan Kowloon, Hong Kong

Sun Wah Wines & Whole Bldg., Sun Wah Cold (852) (852) Hong Kong
Spirits.Ltd., Storage Bldg 215-239 Wu Shan 24043848 24412030

Road, Tuen MUD New Territories,
Hong Kong

Sunrise (HK) Ltd., Tower 2, 40th FIr., Room 4006, (852) (852) Hong Kong
Metroplaza 223 Hing Fong Road, 24841338 24841318
Kwai Chung New Territories,
Hong Kong

Swire Coco-Cola HK SiuLekYuen,17-19YuenShun (852) (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., Circuit Sha Tin, New 26367888 26379784

Territories, Hong Kong
Telford In!'1Co Ltd., Unit 1609, Kerry Cargo Centre 55 (852) (852) HongKong

Wing Kei Road, Kwai 27225066 23116050
Chung New Territories, Hong
Kong

The Garden Co Ltd., Ground FIr-7th Fir., 58 Castle Peak (852) (852) Hong Kong..
Road. Sham Shui Po Kowloon, 23864231 23874344
Hong Kong

Wai Hing Far East 9th FIr., Block B, Wing Loi 1nd'l (852) (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., Bldg., 8-14 Wing Lap Street, 26121380 26159226
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Kwai Chung New Territories,
Hong Kong

William Grant & Sons SiJite 902 1 Hysan Avenue, (852) (852) Hong Kong
Hong Kong Ltd., Causeway Bav Hong Kong 25063830 25063860
Wing Sang Cheong 7th FIr., Safety Godown Industrial (852) (852) Hong Kong
Ltd., Bldg., 56 Ka Yip Street, Chai 25560393 25586523

Wan Hong Kong
Yiu Fung Trading Co 1st FIr., Flat C, Tonning (852) (852) Hong Kong

Bldg., 40-42 Tonkin Street, Sham 27293898 27251230
Shui Po Kowloon, Hong Kong

Aridjis BY P.O. Box 5041 Jekerstraat +3130- +3130- Netherlands
84 utrecht 2935041 2944138

Astein P.O. Box 115 't Hoogvelt +31493- +31493- Netherlands
Drankengroothandel 6 Asten 693786 695725
BY . .
Bavaria N.V. P.O. Box I Burg. Yan den +31499- +31499- Netherlands

Heuvelstraat 35 Lieshout 42811 I 428269
Berendhaus Groep BV 'P.O. Box 38 Silvoldseweg 35- +31315- +31315- Netherlands ,;

57 Terborg 327000 326200
Berghorst Hengelo BY P.O. Box 105 Hassinkweg +3174- +3174- Netherlands

2 Hengelo rOY) 2918568 2438328
Bergsma's Oliemolen 2 Makkum (FR) +31515- Netherlands
Groothandel BY 231473
Bois Benelux BY P.O. Box 247 Wattstraat +3179- +3179- Netherlands

61 Zoetermeer 3305305 3413024
Boomsma P.O. Box 265 Edisonstraat 4- +3 I 58- +3158- Netherlands
Distilleerderij/w'ijnkop 6 Leeuwarden 2135135 2122001
erii BY
CTN Confectionary P.O. Box 27 Gerritsenweg +31575- +31575- Netherlands
Tobacco Netherlands 8 Zutphen 512815 519678
BY
De Kikvorsch BY P.O. Box 2 Munnikhofsestraat +31487- +31487- Netherlands

21 Deest 585858 515904
Deli XI P.O. Box 440 Frankeneng 18 Ede +31318- +31318- Netherlands

(GLD) 67891 I 678993
Deli XI P.O. Box 5014 Osloweg +3150- +31"50- Netherlands

17 Groningen 3685555 3685525
Distilleerderij M. P.O. Box 12 Noordvest +31 10- +3110- Netherlands
Dirkzwager BV 23 Schiedam 4264540 4268535
Drankengroothandel P.O. Box 152 Franse Kampweg +31 35- +3135- Netherlands
Indra T Gooi BV 14 A Bussum 6979888 6937760
E&A Scheer BY Herengracht 3 I6 Amsterdam +3120- +31 20- Netherlands

6243412 6220976
Fourcroy Lenselink ParkJaan43 Bussum +3135- +3 I 35- Netherlands

6952929 6953349
Gall & Gall BY P.O. Box 581 Wijkcnneerstraat +31 23- +3123- Netherlands

3 Hoofddorp 5660500 5642798 .

Gastronoom Holding P.O. Box 3007 Wonnerweg +31 36- +3136- Netherlands
10 Almere 5397000 5360816

Gebroeders Sleperweg 14 Maastricht +3 I 43- +31 43- Netherlands
Koekkelkoren BY 3632636 3637787
Graafschap BV, P.O. Box 615 Gildenstraat +31314- +31314- Netherlands
Drankenhandel DE 43 Doetinchem .. 363355 . 362679
Grolsche P.O. Box 55 Brouwcrijstraat +31 53- +31 53- Netherlands
Bierbrouwerij I Enschede 4833333 4833100
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Nederland .

Gulpener P.O. Box 51 Rijksweg +3143- +31 43- .Netherlands
Bierbrouwerij BY 16 Gulpen 4507575 4507500
RAJ. Schouten En Tasmanstraat 131- +3170- +3170- Netherlands
Zoon BY 135 Gravenha.e:e, '5- 3454202 3614201
Hagu P.O. Box 190 Zandstraat 16 Best +31499- +31499- Netherlands

399355 392556
Hooghoudt P.O. Box 679 Hooghoudtstraat +3150- +3150, Netherlands

1 Groningen. . 5420000 5410247
Hulsink Distilleerdery P.O. Box 1006 Yerkeersweg +31341- +31341- Netherlands
En Wijnhandel BY 59 Harderwiik 425680 419173
Intercaves Koopmans Marsweg 43 Zwolle +3138- +3138- Netherlands
& Bruinier BY 4696969 4658461 .
Jo-Ann's Yan Der P.O. Box 59184 Sluisjesdijk +3110- +31 10- Netherlands
Molen 155 Rotterdam 4954010 4952915
Kerstens BY, A. P.O. Box 732 Grootvenstraat +31 13- +31 13- Netherlands

8 Tilburg 4652700 4633131
Koninklijke De P.O. Box 62 Buitenhavenweg +31 10- +31 10- Netherlands
Kuyper 98 Schiedam 4279700 4270525
Lindeboom P.O. Box 4416 Engelmanstraat +31475- +31475- Netherlands
Bierbrouwerij BY 54 Neer 592900 592750
Marques International P.O. Box 5535 Nieuwe Gracht +3123- +31 23- Netherlands
YOF II Haailem 5319595 5311690 if

"Moet .Hennessy P.O. Box 5010 Cattenhagestraat8 +3135- +3135- Netherlands
Nederland BY A Naarden 6946014 6940334 .

NieuweWeme P.O. Box 90 Mercurius +31513- Netherlands
Holding BY 6 Heerenveen 630333
Nolet Jeneverstokerij P.O. Box 38 Hoofdstraat +31 10- +31 10- Netherlands
Distilleerderij 14 Schiedam 2642929 4263746
Omnidrink Etten-Leur, P.O. Box 5 Handelsweg 9 Etten- +3176- +3176- Netherlands
Drankengroothandel Leur 5034750 5021845
PR Nederland Spirits P.O. Box 630 De Kroonstraat +31 13- +31 13- Netherlands
and Wines B.Y./Kon. I Tilburg 4652600 4680008
Cooymans
Siebrand Produktie P.O. Box 121 Spoorstraat +31 38. +31 38- Netherlands
Bedrijven 12 Ijsselmuiden 3313041 3318729
Vdv (SJ.) LTD. Kabelweg 37 Amsterdam +31 20' Netherlands

. 5814243
VDY Nederland BY P.O. Box 66 De Dompelaar 1 De +31 30. +3130- Netherlands

Meern . 6693500 6661669
Vto Nederland P.O. Box 14 Zijlstraat +31 10- +31 10- Netherlands

2 Schiedam 4091000 4091001
Yeder Supplies BY P.O. Box 2508 Heemraadssingel +31 10- +31 10- Netherlands

97 Rotterdam 4256300 4254940
Wenneker Distilleries P.O. Box 124 Badhuisstraat +31 165- +31165- Netherlands

18 Roosendaal 537850 534823
WijnYerlinden BY P.O. Box 296 hintham +3173- +31 73- Netherlands

152 Roomalen 6417575 6424800

Wijnkoperij D. Struys P.O. Box 109 Badhuisstraat +31165- +31165- "Netherlands
&ZoonBY 18 Roosendaal . 537850 534823
African & eastern P.O Box: 3022, Ruwi, PC 112, 7714528 7714553 Oman

Sultanate of Oman
Gulf Supply & . P.O Box: 490, Muscat, PC 113, 789987 790383 Oman
Services Sultanate of Oman
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ONAS Trading LLC P.O Box: 1266, Jibroo, PC 114, 600386 602491 Oman
Sultanate of Oman

OUA Retail Centre P.O Box: 985, Ruwi, PC 112, 792538 Oman
Sultanate of Oman

ALLIED DOMECO 18/F Octagon Center, San Miguel (632) 6370530 (632) Philippines
PHILIPPINES, INC. Ave., Ortigas Center, Pasig City 6388631,

6288~32
BJEK 3/F Expocraft Bldg., 1008 (632) (632) Philippines
INTERNATIONAL Mteropolitan Ave., Makati City 8996587, 8959351
TRADING & 8957527
DEVELOPMENT
CORP.

.

DUTY FREE Fiesta Shopping Center, Ninoy (632) (632) Philippines
PHILIPPINES Aqu~noAv., Paranauqe, M.MJa. 5524222 5523560

..

INTERNATIONAL 2253 Aurora Blvd., Pasay City (632) 8332551 (632) Philippines
WINES & SPIRlTS to 55 8332358
ASSOCIATION, INC. ~:

LATONDENA 2306 Pasong Tamo Extension, In!.'I (632) (632) Philippines
UNITED Distillers Phils., Makati City 8128866, 8166931
DISTILLERS, INC. 8167861
SUMMIT 5/fDominion Bldg., 833 A. Amaiz (632) 8925404 (632) '" . Philippines
INTERNATIONAL Ave., Legaspi Village, Makati 8176511
INDENT City
CORPORATION
Darley Butler & P.O. Box 40,98 Sri Sangaraja 94(0)1- 94 (0) ]- Sri Lanka
Company Limited Mawatha Colombo - 10 421311-4 448534
Jhon KeelS Holdings P.O. Box 76 130, Glennie 94 (0) 1- 94 (0) 1- Sri Lanka
Ltd., (Food & Street Colombo - 2. 323601 447422
Beverage Sector)
R S hartley & Co (Pvt) "Regent", 2nd Floor 345, R A de 94 (0) 1- 94(0) 1- Sri Lanka
Ltd., Me] Mawatha Colomho 3 574073-4 574076
Sca~,Products -Holding 36 D RWijesardena 94 (0) 1- 94 (0) 1- Sri Lanka
Cbrnpany Ltd., Mawatha Colombo - 10. 423554 440228
Balls Brothers 313, Ciunbridge Heath 0207-7396466 0207- U.K.
(Shippers) Ltd., Road Bethnal Green London, E2 7290258

. 9QL
Croft & Co. Ltd., ] York Gate Regents 0207-9354446 0207- U.K.

Park London, NWI 4PU 486261 I
Ehrmanns Group PLC 29 Corsica Street London, N5 0207-3597466 0207- U.K.

IJT 6367289
The'Vintage House 42 Old Crompton Street London 0207-4372592 0207- UK.

WIV 6LR 7341174
Whitbread PLC Chiswell Street .. London, EC IY 0207-6064455 0207- U.K.

4SD 6151000
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